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FO REW O R D I
The idea for this book took shape several years ago, and not w ithout knowing that 
Em o Marosi—m em ber and former vice-president o f the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences, former head o f  the Academy’s Research Institute for Art History and 
professor at Eötvös Lorand University—did not wish a Festchrift in his honour. In 
fact, we have acted against his wishes by expressing, in a potentially lasting form, 
our respect, admiration and affection for him  as an outstanding m em ber o f  our 
profession.
The Latin title o f  the book refers to the medieval interpretation o f  the rela­
tionship between the good and the beautiful, and so to Erno Marosi’s inquiries 
into art history and theory. It derives from a sentence by St Thomas Aquinas, 
quoting Pseudo-Dionysius: “ ... bonum  laudatur ut pulchrum ” (Summa theolögiae I 
q. 5 a. 4 arg. 1). The choice was guided by the significance o f the 13th-century 
philosopher’s work, which summed up major currents o f  medieval thinking, and 
by the realisation that “aesthetic” characteristics o f perceptible qualities are essen­
tially inseparable from the abstract concept o f  “good” .
Before the first three introductory studies, Em o Marosi’s substantial and so far 
complete bibliography has been published in the volume. The introductory stud­
ies cover various aspects o f  Professor Marosi’s work. The rest deal with the prod­
ucts and problems o f medieval art (from the 9th to the first half o f the 16th cen­
tury), one o f his principal areas o f  interest. Most o f the authors are Em o Marosi’s 
former students, colleagues and friends. Here we remember that Sandor T oth, his 
contemporary and university colleague, despite being one o f the first to accept, 
was prevented from m eeting our request. Professor T oth  proposed to elaborate on 
a paper he delivered in 2003 about the making o f the Hungarian coronation man­
tle. That paper was a laudation, presented at a ceremony held in the Hungarian 
Academy o f  Sciences, where Professor Marosi’s own study o f the mantle received 
the Opus Mirabile award. Sandor T o th ’s talk was concerned w ith a gold-em broi- 
dered chasuble, part o f a prelate’s vestment completed in 1031 and bearing an in­
scription that shows it to have been made for the Provostal Church o f  the Virgin 
Mary in Szekesfehervar. It was commissioned by the royal couple most likely for 
the coronation ceremony planned for that year. Later, and possibly related to its
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original intended use, but in altered form, it did indeed become one o f the regalia 
o f Hungarian kings. The Chronicum Pictum, quoted in the talk, states that when 
King Stephen “ ... the holy father wished to pass to his holy son the duties o f gov­
ernm ent and burdens o f state, Prince Emeric died an early death” . Just as the 
coronation fell victim to Emeric’s death in 1031, so the essay reassessing the mak­
ing o f the chasuble was impeded by the untimely death ofS andor T oth  in late 
2007. N o  trace o f his lecture, delivered w ithout notes, has been found in his 
manuscripts. It is to be hoped, nonetheless, that verba manent.
Erno Marosi’s broad field o f  interest, and many o f his works, also embrace 
later eras. Had it been within our means to produce a m ulti-volum e Festschrift we 
would have liked to have included contributions by specialists in these areas as 
well. They are recognized in the tabula gratulatoria.
In the planning o f this book and in various stages o f its production, most valu­
able advice was provided by Geza Galavics and Katalin Granasztoi-Györffy, and 
assistance by Istvan Bardoly and Attila Mudrak. Agnes Körber placed her great 
editing experience at our disposal.
The book would not have seen the light o f day w ithout the personal interven­
tion o fjozsef Hamori and Miklos M aroth, the past and present vice-presidents o f 
the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences, or w ithout the Academy’s financial support. 
The Research Institute for Art History provided the administrative background 
for our venture, relieving us o f all the associated complexities.
O n  behalf o f the hundreds o f friends, colleagues and present and former students 
o f Erno Marosi, we wish him  many Happy Returns on the occasion o f his seven­
tieth Birthday.
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Egy götikus M adonna Somogyvärröl es a Szent Egyed apätsäg kerengöje. Müveszettörteneti 
Ertesitö, 21, 1972, 2. 93-103.
Magyarorszagi müveszet a XIV. szdzadban es a XV. szäzad elso ket harmadaban. (Szinopszis).
M T A  Müveszettörteneti Kutatocsoport Täjekoztatija, 1. 1972. 17—35.
Matyäs kiraly szekesfehervari sirkapolnäja. Szekesfehervär Evszäzadai, 2. Szerk. Kralovänszky 
Alän. Szekesfehervär, 1972. 169-184.
A  romän kor müveszete. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1972. 310 p.
W ege zur spätgotischen Architektur in Ungarn. Evolution generale et developpements regionaux en 
histoire de l’art. Actes du XXII'- Congres International d’Histoire de l’Art. Hrsg. von György 
Rözsa. Budapest, Akademiai Kiadö, 1972. I.: 543-549.
Richard Krautheimer: Studies in Early Christian, Medieval and Renaissance Art. N ew  York, 
N ew  York University Press, 1969. [ree.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 18, 1972, 3 /4 . 301-303.
1973
A  XIV—XV. szazadi magyarorszagi muveszet euröpai helyzetenek nehäny kerdese.
Ars Hungarica, 1. 1973. 25—66.
Bevezetfc a müveszettörtenetbe müveszettörtenesz szakos hallgatok szämära. Budapest, 
Tankönyvkiadö, 1973. 252 p. [2nd edition: 1975.; 3rd edition: 1985.]
1974
A budaväri szoborlelet. Eiet es Irodalom, 1974. märcius 16. 7.
Einige tendenziöse Planänderungen. Beiträge zur Stilgeschichte der ungarischen Architektur 
des vierzehnten Jahrhunderts. Acta Technica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 77, 1974, 
1/3. 297-354.
A gerenyi rotunda epitestörtenetehez. Epites- Epiteszettudomäny, 5, 1974, 3 /4 . 296-304. 
Revue. Histoire de l’art. Nouvelles Etudes Hongroises, 9. 1974. 240-245.
Szo szerint. Muveszet, 15, 1974. 2. 47.; 3. 47.; 4. 47.; 5. 4.; 6. 47-48.; 7. 48.; 8. 48.; 9. 42.;
10. 45-46.; 11. 45-46.
1975
Das decus des mittelalterlichen Kunstwerkes. Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae,
23, 1975, 3 /4 . 371-376.
Esztergom e gli influssi del rom anico lombardo in Ungheria. II Romanico. A tti del Seminario di 
studi diretti da Piero Sanpaolesi, Villa Monastero di Varenna, 8 -1 6  settembre 1973. Milano, 
Istituto per la Storia dellA rte Lombarda, 1975. 262-276.
Fülep Lajos es „A magyar müveszettörtenelem fohdata”. Jelenkor, 18, 1975, 9. 823-827. 
Magyarfalusi templomok. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1975. 134 p. (Epiteszeti hagyomanyok) 
Magyarorszagi muveszet a XIV. -szazadban es a XV. szazad elsö ket harmadaban.
Müveszettörteneti Erteslto, 24, 1975, 4. 247-253.
Revue. Histoire de l’art. Nouvelles Etudes Hongroises, 10. 1975. 267-269.
Fülep Lajos: A müveszet forradalmätöl a nagy förradalomig.
I—II. Szerk. T im är Arpäd. Budapest, M agveto Könyvkiadö, 1974. [rec.] Ars Hungarica, 3, 
1975, 1. 145-149.
1976
Emlek mdrvänybol vagy homokkö'bdl. Ö t evszäzad irasai a müveszettörtenet törteneteböl. Välogatta, 
forditotta es az elöszöt irta: Marosi Erno. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1976. 459 p. 
(Müveszet es elmelet) -  Elöszö. 9-114.
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Esztergom, Kirälyi var. Budapest, Täjak, Korok, M üzeum ok, 1979. 16 p. (Täjak, korok,
m üzeum ok kiskönyvtära, 16.) [2nd edition: 1981.; 3rd edition: 1984.; 4th edition: 1986.; 
5th edition: 1990.]
Interpretäciö es exegezis. Müleuäs es muertelmezh. Szerk. Beke Laszlo. Budapest, Tudomanyos 
Ismeretterjeszto Tärsulat Budapest! Szervezete, 1976.' 11—19.
M adonna szentekkel. Egy szoborsorozat a budai äsatäsbol. Müveszet, 17, 1976, 4. 9-14. 
Magyarorszägi gotikus templomhomlokzatok. Ars Hungarica, 4, 1976, 2.-199-205.
A provincialitäs es a nepi jelieg fogalmähoz. A  nepmüvfazet tegnap fa ma.
A  Magyar Neprajzi Tarsasäg vändorgyülesenek elore benyüjtott eloadässzövegei es eloadäsväzlatai. 
Budapest, Magyar Neprajzi Tarsasäg, 1976. 115-127.
A  romän kor müveszete. 2. jav. kiad. Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1976. 310 p.
Vorläufige kunsthistorische Bem erkungen zum Skulpturenfund von 1974 in der Burg von 
Buda. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 22, 1976, 3 /4 . 333—374.
1977
M adonna szentekkel. Egy szoborsorozat a budai äsatäsbol. Müveszet Evkönyv ’76. Budapest, 
Corvina Kiado, 1977. 67-73.
A Prägai Nem zeti Galeria üj kiällitäsa. Müveszet, 18, 1977, 1. 40-41.
Zolnay Läszlö: U nnep es hetköznap a közepkori Budän. Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiado, 
1975. [rec.] Szäzadok , 111, 1977, 1. 144-146.
1978
Arpad-kori kSJaragvänyok. Szekesfehervär, Istvän kiräly M uzeum,
1978. mäjus-augusztus. Katalogus. Szerk. T 6th Melinda, Marosi Emo. Budapest,
M TA Muveszettörteneti Kutatocsoport, 1978. 386 p.
Arpäd-kori köfaragvänyok -  Arpäd-kori epiteszeti fejlodes. /  Skulpturen der Arpadenzeit — 
Architekturentwicklung der Arpadenzeit. 15-28., 269-281.
N o 6. Esztergom. 75.; N o 18—19. Kaposszentjakab. 92-93.; N o 26-29. Dömös. 
101—104.; N o 38—39. Vertesszentkereszt. 113—114.; 47—52. Esztergom. 123—128.;
N o 53-58. Öbuda. 129—133.; N o 59—60. Somogyvär. 134—136.; N o 105-108. 
Somogyvär. 181—183.; N o 112. ismeretlen helyröl. 187.; N o 114—137. Esztergom. 
189-206.; N o 138. Visegräd. 207.; N o 139-141. Öbuda. 208-210.; N o 142-148. 
Pilisszentkereszt. 211-217.; N o 149-150. Kalocsa. 218-220.; N o 151-158. 
Vertesszentkereszt. 221—227.; N o 159. Tata: 228.; N o 162—166. Somogyvär. 231-L235.; 
N o 167-173. Pusztaszer. 236-240.; N o 174-178. Sopronhorpäcs. 241-244.; 
i N o 179-189. Jäk. 245-250.; N o 194-196. Belapätfalva. 257-259.; N o 199. Visegräd.
262.; N o 200-203. Buda. 263-266.
Ärpädkori köfaragvänyok Szekestehervär, Istvän Kiräly M uzeum , mäjus—augusztus.
Müveszet, 19, 1978, 7. 48.
Die R olle der byzantinischen Beziehungen fiir die Kunst Ungarns im  11. Jahrhundert. 
Byzantinische Kunstexport. Seine gesellschaftliche und künstlerische Bedeutung fü r  die Länder 
Mittel- und Osteuropas. Hrsg. von Heinrich L. Nickel. Halle-Saale, M artin Luther 
Universität, 1978. 39-49.
Ungarn. Die Parier und der Schöne Stil 1350-1400. Europäische Kunst unter den Luxemburgern. 
Ein H andbuch zur Ausstellung des Schnütgen-Museums in der Kunsthalle Köln. Hrsg. 
von Anton Legner. Köln, Greven & Bechtold, 1978. II. 451-454., 456., 462. 
W inckelmann, Oeser und Timanthes. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae,
24, 1978, 1/4. 305-310.
Engel Päl: Kirälyi hatalom es arisztokräcia viszonya a Zsigmond-korban (1387-1437). Budapest, 
Akademiai Kiado, 1977. [rec.] Ars Hungarica, 7, 1978, 2. 380.
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Fügedi Erik: Var es tärsadalom a 13—14. szäzadi Magyarorszägon. Budapest, Akademiai Kiadö, 
" 1977. [rec.] Ars Hungarica, 7, 1978, 2. 379.
1979
Epitesi korszakok -  epiteszettörteneti szakaszok a magyarorszägi gotikaban. Epites- 
Epiteszettudomany, 11, 1979, 1/2. 23-34.
Esztergom zwischen Ost und West. Einige Fragen ungarischer Kunst unter Bela III.
Zbornik za  likovne umetnosti, 15. Beograd, 1979. 51-69.
A  gotika kezdetei Magyarorszägon. Esztergom a 12-13 . szäzad magyarorszägi müvhzeteben. 
Kandidätusi disszertäciö. Gepirat. Budapest, 1975. VII + 309 + 88 p., 16 t. — Magyar 
Tudom änyos Akademia Könyvtara [Library o f  the Hungarian Academy o f  Sciences],
Inv. No. 07042.
„A  gotika kezdetei Magyarorszägon” cimü kandidätusi ertekezes vitäja. jvälasz Dercsenyi 
Dezsö es Zädor Mihäly opponensi velemenyere]. Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 28, 1979, 4. 
273-277.
Magyarfalusi templomok. 2. ätdolg., böv. kiad. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1979. 151 p.
(Epiteszeti hagyomänyok)
Magyarorszägi götikus templomhomlokzatok. Ars Hungarica, 7, 1979, 2. 199—206. 
Stilrichtungen zwischen 1220-1230 in der Bauskulptur. Forschungsfragen der Steinskulptur 
der Arpadenzeit in Ungarn am 22. Mai 1978 in Szekesfehervär. Red. von Jeno Fitz. 
Szekesfehervär, Istvän Kiräly M uzeum , 1979. 71—77.
A soproni Ö-zsinagoga. David Ferenc -  Sedlmayr Jänos: A soproni O-zsinagoga. A soproni 
O-zsinagoga helyreällitäsa. Budapest, Magyar Izraelitäk Orszägos Központja, 1978. [rec.] 
Uj Eiet, 1979. februär 1.3.
1980
Bem erkungen zur Architektur und Bauskulptur der Parierzeit in Ungarn. Die Parier und der 
schöne Stil 1350-1400 . Europäische Kunst unter den Luxemburgern. IV. Das Internationale 
Kolloquium vom 5. bis zum  12. März 1979 anlässlich der Ausstellung des Schnütgen-Museums 
in der Kunsthalle Köln. Hrsg. A nton Legner. Köln, Greven & Bechtold, 1980. 131-140. 
Dercsenyi Dezso köszöntese. Ars Hungarica, 8, 1980, 2. 191-194.
Magyarorszägi müveszet a 12-13. szäzadban. Historiogräfiai väzlat es kutatäsi helyzetkep.
Törtenelmi Szemle, 23, 1980, 1. 124—149.
Magyarorszägi müveszet Szent Läszlö koräban. Athleta Patriae. Tanulmänyok Szent Läszlö 
törtenetehez. Szerk. Mezey Läszlö. Budapest, Szent Istvän Tärsulat, 1980. 205-219. 
Megjegyzesek a 13. szäzadi magyarorszägi epiteszet kronolögiäjähoz. Epites- Epiteszettudomäny, 
12, 1980, 1/4. 299-323.
Veronika Gervers-M olnär (1939-1979). Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 
26, 1980, 3. 337-339.
1981
A pannonhalmi konventi pecset datäläsähoz. Müveszettörteneti tirtesito, 30, 1981, 2. 138—139. 
R om än kor es götika. Budapest enciklopkdia. Föszerk. T öth  Endrene. 3. ätdolg., böv.
kiad. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1981. 317-329.
Lottisa Behling: Gestalt und Geschichte des Masswerks. 2. erw. Aufl. W ien-K öln-G raz, 




Az Aniouk Magyarorszägon. Magyarorszäei muveszet I. Lajos koräban. Eiet es Tudomäny,
1982. szeptember 17. 1192-1195.
Franziskanische Architektur in Ungarn. 800Jahre Franz von Assisi. Franziskanische Kunst und 
Kultur des Mittelalters. Ausstellungskatalog. Hrsg. von Harry Kühnei. W ien, Amt 
der Niederösterreichischen Landesregierung, 1982. 461—470.
Die große Münzsiegel der Königin Maria von Ungarn. Zum  Problem der Serilität
mittelalterlicher Kunstwerke. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hutigaricae, 28,
1982, 1/2. 3-22.
Henri Focillon es a formäk elete. In: Henri Focillon: A  formäk elete.
A  nyugati muveszet. Budapest, Gondolat Kiadö, 1982. 337-350.
Muveszet I. Lajos kiräly koräban 1342-1382. Szekesfehervär, Istvän kiräly M uzeum. Katalogus. 
Szerk. Marosi Ernö, T oth Melinda, Varga Livia. Budapest, M TA  Müveszettörteneti 
Kutatocsoport, 1982. 399 p., 80 t.
A 14. szäzadi Magyarorszäg udvari müveszete es Közep-Europa. /  Die Hofkunst im 
Ungarn des 14. Jh. und Mitteleuropa. 51-77., 379-381.; Votivkepek az Anjou-udvarböl. 
109—110.; N o 18. M adonna gyermekkel (Schatzkammerbild). 112-113.; N o 21.
Szent Simeon ereklyetartö-szekrenye. 115—117.; A 14. szäzadi kirälyi pecsetek 
müveszettörteneti jelentosegehez. 139-141.; N o 29-58. Pecsetek. 142-152.; 
Kälyhacsempek. 155—156.; N o 80—89. Kälyhacsempek. 156—160.; N o 96-97. Visegräd, 
üvegek. 173—164.; Obuda, Szüz Märia (II.) prepostsägi templom. 213—215.;
N o 112-113. Obuda, klarissza kolostor. 215—217.; N o 114. Gyor, püspökvär, Anjou­
magyar cimer, struccos sisakdisszel. 219-220.; Buda. A kirälyi vär Lajos koräban. 
221—223.; N o 115—120. Visegräd, kirälyi palota. 224-231.; N o 122. Visegräd, 
plebäniatemplom. 231—232.; N o 123-125. Visegräd, Szent Läszlo-templom. 232-233.;
A müveszeti kultüra I. Lajos koräban. Epiteszet. 243-249.; N o  129. Sopron,
Szent Mihäly-templom. 250.; N o 130. Sopron, Ferences templom . 250—251.;
N o 131. Pöstyen, johannita (?) templom. 251-253.; N o 132-136. Buda, Märia 
M agdolna-plebäniatemplom. 253-256.; N o 139-144. Pecs, szekesegyhäz: 271-275.;
N o 145. Buda, Nagyboldogasszony-plebäniatemplom. 275—276.; N o 147. Kolozsväri 
M ärton es György: Szent György (gipsz mäsolat). 277-280.; N o 151-153. Aquila Jänos 
falfestmenyeinek akvarellmäsolatai. 294—296.; N o  173—175. Visegräd, veret 
oroszlänfiguräval, övcsatok. 313-314.; N o 176-181.: Visegräd, csontfaragvänyok. 
315-316.; N o 183. Visegräd, feszület corpus. 325.; N o 188. Az esztergomi käptalan 
pecsetnyomoja. 328.; A pecsetek müveszettörteneti ertekelesenek lehetosegei. 332—335.; 
i N o 190—275. Pecsetek. 335—358.; N o 276. Tornapajzs a Geissel-csaläd cimerevel. 359.;
N o 277. Vasajtö Rudabänyärol. 359-360.; N o 278-289. Keramika Visegrädröl.
361—366.; N o 297. Keramika Visegrädröl. 369.
A szerkeszto elöszava. In: Jan Bialostocki: Rcgi es üj a müveszettörtenetben. Szerk. Marosi Ernö.
Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1982. 7-10.
Z ur Problematik der polnisch-ungarischen Beziehungen im Mittelalter. Seminaria Niedzickie.
I. Stau badah nad zwiqzkanti artystycznymi polsko-czesko-siowacko-wqgierskimi. Redakcja:
Ewa Zawadzka. Krakow, M uzeum  narodowe, 1982. 29-41.
1983
Buda es Vajdahunyad, a 15. szäzadi magyarorszägi epiteszettörtenet tartopillerei.
Epites- Epiteszettudomäny, 15, 1983, 1/4. 293-310.
Courtly Art during the Reign o f King Louis the Great. The New Hungarian Quarterly, Vol. 24. 
N o 90. 1983. 128-134.
20
Datum  und Chronologie in der Geschichte der mittelalterlichen Kunst. Mitteilungen des 
Archäologischen Institutes der Ungarischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 14. Budapest, 1985. 
199-208.
Einflüsse der Regensburger Frühgotik auf Ungarn und Siebenbürgen.
Beiträge zur siebenbürgischen Kunstgeschichte und Denkmalpflege.
Hrsg. Christoph Machat. M ünchen, Verlag des Südostdeutschen Kulturwerks,
1983. 13-22.
Elöszö. In: Gervers-M olnär Veronika: Ipolyi Arnold himzesgyüjtemenye az Esztergomi Kereszteny 
Müzeumban. Budapest, M TA  M üveszettörteneti Kutatöcsoport, 1983. 5.
Z ur Gültigkeit der Begriffe der Zeitstile der mittelalterlichen
Kunstgeschichte in der Geschichte der Baukunst des 13. Jh. in Ungarn. Umini 13. stoletl 
v üeskych zemich. Praha, Ustav teorie a dejin um eni Ceskoslovenskä akademie ved,
1983. 77-95.
A honfoglalästöl az ällamalapitäsig. + Preromanika. R om an kor. + Gotika.
A  müveszet törtenete Magyarorszägon a honfoglalästol napjainkig. Szerk.
Aradi N6ra. Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiadö, 1983. 7-147.
• Müveszet I. Lajos koräban 1342-1382. A szekesfehervari Istvän kiräly M uzeum kiällitäsa 
a Csok Istvän Keptärban. Müveszet, 24, 1983, 5. 28—31.
Zum  Prinzips des „pars pro to to” in der Architektur des Mittelalters. Architektur des 
Mittelalters. Funktion und Gestalt. Hrsg. Friedrich Möbius, Ernst Schubert. W eimar, 
Herm ann Böhlaus Nachfolger, 1983. 286—306.
Die ungarische Kunstgeschichte und die Wiener Schule 1846-1930 . Ausstellungskatalog.
Red. Ernö Marosi. Budapest, Kunsthistorisches Institut der Ungarischen Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, 1983. 120 p.
Einleitung. 5.
Die Anfänge der Denkmalpflege und die Tätigkeit der k. u. k. Zentralkomission in 
Ungarn. 13-18.
Arnold Ipolyi Stummer. 18—20.
Ausbildung von; Henszlm ann’s Theorie über die europäische Stellung ungarischer Gotik. 
20- 21 .
Die Institutionen der ungarischen Archäologie und die selbständige Organisation 
der Denkmalpflege. 22—24.
Flöris R öm er. 24—25.
D er Trium ph des Historismus im  ungarischen Denkmalwesen. 32-37.
Die ungarische Kunstgeschichte Ende des 19. Jhs. 38-42.
Die historische Ausstellung. 64—66.
W andlungen der kunsthistorischen M ethode an der Jahrhundertwende. 67-69.
1920er Jahren und die W iener Schule. 84-87.
}
1984
Die Anfänge der Gotik in Ungarn. Esztergom in der Kunst des 12 .-13 . Jahrhunderts. Budapest, 
Akademiai Kiadö, 1984. 385 p.
Az esztergomi Porta Speciosa ikonogräfiäjähoz. Müvelodestörteneti tanulmanyok a magyar 
közepkorrdl. Szerk. Szekely György. Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1984. 341—356.
Feszl Frigyes. [kiällitäsmegnyitö] Honismeret, 12, 1984, 6. 14-15.
Jelkepes volt-e a Zsigm ond-kori budai szobrok pusztuläsa? Hozzäszoläs Szakäl Ernö 
tanulmänyähoz. Budapest Regisegei, 26. Budapest, 1984. 327—330.
A közepkori müveszet nyelvi funkeiöja. Müveszet, 25, 1984, 8. 8—11.
A reprezentäciö kerdese a 14-15. szäzadi magyar müveszetben. Törtenelmi Szemle, 27, 1984, 4. 
517-538.
21
[Szöcikkek]. In: Zädor Anna: Eplteszeti szakszotär. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1984.
Zsigmond kiräly Avignonban. Ars Hungarica, 12, 1984, 1. 11—27.
Österreichische Kunsttopographie. XLIV. Die Kunstdenkmäler Wiens. Die Profanbauten des 
III., IV. und V. bezirks. Hrsg. von Geza Hajos, Eckart Vancsa. W ien, A nton Schroll 
Verlag, 1980. [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 30, 1984, 3 /4 . 
383-385.
Templom müveszet vagy egyhäzmüveszet? Levärdy Ferenc: Magyar tem plom ok müveszete.
Budapest, Szent Istvän Tärsulat, 1982. |rec.] Vigilia, 49, 1984, 2. 90—92.
Vier Bücher über mittelalterliche Baukunst in M itteleuropa (Ernst Badstübner: Kirchen der 
M önche. Leipzig, Verlag Koehler & Amelang, 1980.; R ichard Strobel: Mittelalterliche 
Bauplastik am Bürgerhaus in Regensburg. Tübingen, W asm uth, 1981.;
M ario Schwarz: Studien zur Klosterbaukunst in Österreich unter den letzten 
Babenbergern. Dissertationen der Universität W ien. W ien, V W G Ö , 1981.; Jiri Kuthan: 
Die mittelalterliche Baukunst der Zisterzienser in Böhm en und M ähren. M ünchen- 
Berlin, Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1982,). [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 30, 1984, 3 /4 . 375-378.
1985
Az Arpäd-kori müveszet törtenetehez. Müveszeti központok a X I-X III. szäzadi 
Magyarorszägon. Fejezetek a regebbi magyar törtenelembol. II. Szerk. M akk Ferenc.
Budapest, Tankönyvkiado, 1985. 43—70.
Balogh Jolän: Kolozsväri kofaragömühelyek. Sajto alä rend, es szerk. Beke Läszlo, Marosi Ernö.
Budapest, M TA  M üveszettörteneti Kutatöcsoport, 1985.^441 p., 162 t.
Datum  und Chronologie in der Geschichte der mittetlalterlichen Kunst. Mitteilungen des 
Archäologischen Instituts der Ungarischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 14. Budapest, 1985. 
199-208.
Emlekek az Anjou-korböl. Rädiö-Televiziö Ujsäg, N o  51. 1985. 20.
Fülep Lajos es a nemzeti müveszet.Jelenkor, 38, 1985, 3. 257-261.
Fiilep Lajos es „A magyar müveszettörtenelem föladata” . Fülep Lajos. emlekkönyv. Cikkek,
tanulmänyok Fülep Lajos eletero'l es munkässägärol. Val., szerk., a jegyzeteket es a bibliogräfiät 
összeällitotta: Tim är Arpad. Budapest, Magveto Könyvkiado, 1985. 236-242.
Az interpretäciö problemäi a közepkori müveszet törteneteben -  fogalmi apparatus es 
kvalitäsok. Ars Hungarica, 13, 1985, 1. 31-52.
Johannes Aquila es a 14. szäzadi falfesteszet. Beszämolo a Velemben 1984. oktober 15-18.
között rendezett müveszettörteneti tanäcskozäsrol. Eletünk, 22, 1985, 11. 1050—1056.
A közepkori müveszet nyelvi funkciöja. A  müveszet es/mint kommunikäcid. A  Magyar KepzS- es 
Iparmüveszek Szövetsegenek a Kepzomuveszeti viläghet alkalmäbol rendezett tanäcskozäsain 
elhangzott eld'adäsok. Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, 1983. szeptember 28, Budapest, Magyar 
Kepzö- es Iparmüveszek Szövetsege, 1985. 34-39.
M üemlekkutatäs es müveszettörtenet-iräs. Müveszet, 26, 1985, 8: 2 -7 .
A pilisi m onostor szerepe a XIII. szäzadi magyarorszägi müveszetben. Studia Comitatensia, 17.
Szentendre, 1985. 551-562. .
Village Churches. The New Hungarian Quarterly, Vol. 26. N o 100. 1985. 210-215.
Magyar Müemlekvedelem. IX. Szerk. Horler Miklos. Budapest, 1984. [rec.]
Ars Hungarica, 13, 1985, 2. 243-245.
1986
A bayeaux-i him zett kärpit. /  The Bayeaux Tapestry.
Interpressgraphik, 1986, 4. 12-14., 62-72.
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Die drei Majestätssiegel König Karl Roberts von Ungarn. XXV. Internationaler Kongress fü r  
Kunstgeschichte Wien, 1983. 6. Europäische Kunst um 1300. Hrsg. von Gerhard Schmidt. 
W ien—Köln-Graz, Böhlau Verlag, 1986. 249-256.
Die europäische Stellung der Kunst der Anjouzeit in Ungarn. Alba Regia, 22. Szekesfehervär,
1986. 39-49.
Feuerne T oth Rözsa (1928—1985). Ars Hungarica, 14, 1986, 1. 3—7.
Fülep Lajos es a nemzeti müveszet problematikäja. Tudomänyos ülesszak Fülep Lajos születesenek 
szäzadik evfordulojära. Szerk. JNemeth Lajos. Pecs, Baranya Megyei M üzeum ok 
Igazgatosäga, 1986. 87-92.
Idöszakos es ällandö m üzeumi kiällitäsok. Megjegyzesek a müveszettörteneti szintezis-munkäk 
szempontjäbol. M üzeum i Közlemenyek, 1985/1986. 43—47.
Die Interpretationsprobleme in der Geschichte der mittelalterlichen Kunst-Begriffsapparat 
und Qualitäten. Kunsthistoriker, 3, 1986, 1/2. 8-20.
Kepzomüveszet. + M üveszettörtenet. + M üveszettudomäny. Kulturälis kisenciklopedia.
Föszerk. Kenyeres Agnes. Szerk. Hargitai György. Budapest, Kossuth Könyvkiado, 1986. 
299-303., 496-501.
K önig Sigismund in U ngarn und Avignon. Orient und Okzident im Spiegel der Kunst. Festschrift 
Heinrich Gerhard Franz zum  70. Geburtstag. Hrsg. von G ünter Brucher. Graz,
Akademische D ruck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1986. 229-249.
A magyar korona a jelenkori kutatäsban es a populäris irodalomban. Megjegyzesek a
müveszettörtenet-tudom äny jelenlegi helyzetehez es megbecsülesehez. Müveszettörteneti 
Ertesito, 35, 1986, 1/2. 49-55.
Megjegyzesek a közepkori magyarorszägi müveszet liturgiai vonatkozäsaihoz. „Mert ezt Isten 
hagyta...” Tanulmänyok a nepi valläsossäg körebol. Szerk. Tüskes Gäbor. Budapest, Magveto 
Könyvkiado, 1986. 88-117.
M iert (mire) keil a müveszettörtenet? Tartöshulläm. A  Bölcsesz Index Antologiäja.
Budapest, 1985. [11986] 101-105.
[Szocikkek]. A  kereszteny müveszet lexikona. Szerk. Jutta Seibert. A magyar vältozat 
szerkesztoje: Körber Agnes. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1986.
Jan Bakos: Dejiny a koncepcie stredovekeho umenia na Slovensku. Explikäcia na gotickom 
nästennom maliarstve. Bratislava, Tatran, 1984. [rec.] Ars Hungarica, 14, 1986, 1.
135-140.
Valter Ilona: Rom anische Sakralbauten W estpannoniens. Eisenstadt, Verlag Roetzer, 1985. 
[rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 32, 1986, 1/4. 143—144.
1987
Magyarorszägi müveszet 1 30 0 -14 70  körül. Szerk. Marosi Ernö. Budapest, Akademia Kiadö,
1987. I. 936 p., 64 t., II. 719 p. (A magyarorszägi müveszet törtenete, II/1 -2 .)
1. Bevezetes. 17-34.
A müveszetek a 14-15. szäzadi Magyarorszägon. 1. A müveszetföldrajz lehetösegei.
2. Stilusretegek. 3. A müveszi munka szervezete es ertekelese. 35-177.
A kesöi klasszikus gotika. 1. Bevezetes. 297—300.
A közep-euröpai stilus. 1. Bevezetes. 385-389.; 3. A köfaragö müveszet stilustendenciäi. 
452-458.; 10. Kismüveszetek. b. Figurälis äbräzoläsok es om am entika a 
kismüveszetekben. 497-502.
Az internacionälis gotika. 1. Bevezetes. 505-508.; 2. Epiteszet. 508-578.; Köszobräszat. 
579—584.; 11. Figurälis äbräzoläsok es omamentika a kismüveszetekben. 645-653.
A kesö gotika elso korszaka. 1. Bevezetes. 657-660.; 2. Epiteszet. 661-*683.
Müveszet Zsigmond kiräly koräban, 1387-1437. Budapesti Törteneti M uzeum , 1987. mäjus 29.
— november. Katalögus. I—II. Szerk. Beke Läszlö, Marosi Em o, W ehli Tünde. Budapest,
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M TA  M üveszettörteneti Kutatocsoport, 1987. I.: 458 p., [50] t., II.: 559 p., [104] t.
I. Eloszo. 11-13.
A Zsig^nond-kor a magyar muveszettörtenetiräsban. 380—404.
II. Zs.?4. Mario di Jacopo (Taccola, 1381-1453/58): Liber tertius de ingeneis ac edifitiis 
non usitatis. 53—55.; Zs.35. Zsigmond (?) m int kärtyajätek kirälya. 54—55.; Zs.39. Hans 
Multscher: Az ulmi varoshäza keleti ablakanak figurai. 59-60.; Zs.47. Zsigmond csäszär 
alio arckepe: 69.; Zs.54. Ernst der Eiserne oszträk herceg sirruhäjänak töredeke. 82.;
Zs.56. Sigmund von Neuhaus siremleke. 85-86.; Zs.57. Jörg Gradner sirlapja. 86—87.;
Zs.61. Pisanello: VIII. Palaiologosz Jänos bizänci csäszär portreerme: 91.; A müveszeti 
hagyomäny a huszita häbortik idejen. 100—101.; P.7. Krisztus siratäsa-relief. 113.;
P .8. Ket täbla a bäzeli compactatäk szövegevel: 113—114.; Epiteszet. 115-116.; 
Nagyboldogasszony plebäniatemplom. 182., E .30—31. Nagyboldogasszony 
plebäniatemplom. 183—185.; E .32. Pozsony, Szent M ärton plebänia- es prepostsägi 
templom. 186-187.; E .33. Pozsony, Ferences templom. 187—189.; E.34. Pozsony, 
Klarisszäk temploma: 189—190.; E .37. Tata, vak köräcsos friz töredeke. 194.; E.38. Kassa, 
Szent Erzsebet-plebäniatemplom: 194—198.; E .39. A prägai dom  deli kereszthajö- 
homlokzatänak lepcsötornya, tervvariäns. 198.; E.49. Felsotärkäny, kartauzi kolostor, 
zärökö. 225—226.; E .50. Kurityän, az üjhäzi pälos kolostor boltozatzärököve: 226.; 
Szobräszat. 227—242., Sz.1.-8. 243—250.; Buda, a vär Zsigm ond-kori szobrai. 251—254., 
Sz.9 .-37. 254-268.; A 15. szäzad mäsodik negyedenek köszobräszata. 269—276.;
Ötvösseg. 403—405.; T.46. Särospatak, terrakotta M adonna (?)-fej. 448-449.
Vorwort. 491—492.; Die Sigismundszeit in der ungarischen Kunstgeschichtsschreibung. 
531-533.
Denkmalpflege in Ungarn. Die Tätigkeit der Landeskomission flir Denkmalpflege
1872—1919. Das Zeitalter Kaiser Franz Joseph. 2. Teil 1880-1916. G lanz und Elend. 
Ausstellungskatalog. Schloss Grafenegg. Hrsg. von Harry Kühnei, Elisaberth Vavra, 
Gottfried Stangler. W ien, Amt der Niederösterreichichen Landesregierung, 1987. 
238-241., 282-285.
Az europai grafika hatszäz eve. Kiällitäs a Szepmüveszeti M üzeum ban. Müveszet, 28, 1987, 4. 
53-54.
R egi es üj avantgarde. Kiällitäs a Csok Istvän Keptärban. Magyar Nemzet, 1987. oktober 29. 6. 
Utoszo. ln : Tolnay Käroly: Teremtogeniuszok Van Eycktol Cezatme-ig. Väl., szerk.: Timär 
Ärpäd. Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiadö, 1987. 244-250.
Die Verwendung von Steinskulpturen in Jäk. Primär, sekundär, tertiär... Schöngrabem. 
Internationales Kolloquium des Österreichischen Natioualkomittees des C IH A . Hrsg. von 
i Herm ann Fillitz. W ien, Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaft,
1987. 57-63.
Vezetö a kiällitäshoz. /  Führer zur Ausstellung. Zsigmond es kora a müveszetben 1387—1437. 
Kaiser Sigismund und seine Zeit in der Kunst. Vezeto' a kiällitäshoz. A kiällitäst rendezte es 
a vezetöt irta: Marosi Em o et al. Budapest, Budapesti Törteneti M uzeum, 1987. 36-64. 
Zsigmond, a kiräly, a csäszär. Nepszabadsäg, 1987. oktober 3. 11.
1988
Zu den bömischen Beziehungen der M iniaturen in der Ungarischen Bilderchronik. Podlug 
nieba i zwyczaju polskiego. Studia z  historii architektury, sztuki i kultury ofiarowane Adamowi 
Milob^dzkiemu. Redakcja: Zbigniew Bania et al. Warszawa, Panst. W ydaw. Naukowe,
1988. 195-202.
Die Fragen der Gotik in Ungarn. Bücher aus Ungarn, 1988, 3 /4 . 5-8.
24
Die heilige Ladislaus als ungarischer Nationalheiliger. Bem erkungen zu seiner Ikonographie 
im 14-15. Jahrhundert. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 33, 
1987/1988, 3 /4 . 211-256.
M üveszettörteneti megjegyzesek az illuszträciökhoz. Käroly Robert emlekezete. Szerk. Kristö 
Gyula, Makk Ferenc. A kepanyagot välogatta: Marosi Em o. Budapest, Europa Kiado, 
1988. 199-208.
A Parlerek es a „szep stilus” 1350-1400, europai müveszet a Luxemburgok idejen. Kesöi 
megjegyzesek a kölni Schnütgen-M useum 1978-79-es kiällitäsähoz. Tanulmänyok 
Budapest Mültjabol, 22. Budapest, 1988. 319-336.
R öm er Flöris müveszettörtenete. Müemlekvedelem, 32, 1988, 4. 214—222.
Sculpture from the Age o f  Sigismund in the Castle o f  Buda. The New Hungarian Quarterly, 
Vol. 28. N o 110. 1988. 106-108.
Serienhaftigkeit und form verm ittelnde M edien in der Kunst des 15. Jahrhunderts. Seminaria 
Niedzickie. III. Serial and individual production in the representative arts o f the X IV . and X V . 
century. Ed. by Lech Kalinowski et al. Krakow, Jagiellonian University Printing House,
1988. 17-25.
Sigismund o f Luxemburg King o f  Hungary (1387—1437). The New Hungarian Quarterly,
Vol. 28. N o 110. 1988. 89-91.
A välogatö emlekezete. Karoly R obert emlekezete. Szerk. Kristo Gyula,
M akk Ferenc. A kepanyagot välogatta: Marosi Em o. Budapest, Europa Kiado, 1988. Elet 
es Irodalom, 1988. jülius 8. 9.
Visegräd a nemzeti tudatban. M üveszettörteneti adalekok.
Ars Hungarica, 16, 1988, 1. 5—10.
Vitruvius: T iz  könyv az epiteszetrol. Ford. Gulyäs Denes. A fordkäst ätdolgozta: Marosi Em o.
Budapest, Kepzömüveszeti Kiado, 1988. 297 p. (Kepzömüveszeti zsebkönyvtär)
Hans Belting -  H einrich Dilly -  W olfgang Kemp -  Willibald Sauerländer — Martin W arnke: 
Kunstgeschichte. Eine Einführung. Berlin, Dietrich R eim er Verlag, 1985. [rec.] Acta 
Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 33, 1987/1988, 3 /4 . 357—359.
1989
A 20. szäzad elejenek magyar müveszettörtenetiräsa es a becsi iskola. Sub Minervae nationis 
praesidio. Tanulmänyok a nemzeti kultüra kerdeskörebol Nemeth Lajos 60. születhnapjära. 
Budapest, ELTE M üveszettörteneti Tanszek, 1989. 248-254.
Johannes Aquila und die W andmalerei des 14. Jahrhunderts. Tagungsbeiträge und
D okum ente aus den Sammlungen des Landesdenkmalamts, Budapest. /  Johannes Aquila 
es a 14. szäzad falfesteszete. Tanulmänyok es dokum entum ok a budapesti Orszägos 
M üemleki Felügyeloseg gyüjtemenyebol. Red. /  Szerk. Marosi Ernö. Budapest,
M TA Müveszettörteneti Kutatöcsoport, 1989.173 p., 72 t.
Vorbemerkung. /  Bevezetö megjegyzes. 5-6 ., 91-92.
Eine Einleitung in die Probleme um Johannes Aquila. /  Bevezetes a Johannes 
Aquila-problemäkba. 39-45., 102-105.
Nachtrag. /  Utöszo. 46-53., 105-108.
A  budaväri szoborlelet. Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1989. 175 p. (co-author: Zolnay Läszlö) 
Elöszö. Väradi kotöredekek. Szobortöredekek, epiteszetifaragvänyok, slremlekek az egykori
Biharvärmegyei es Nagyväradi M uzeum gyüjtemenyebol. Szerk. Kerny Terezia. Budapest, 
Magyar Tudom änyos Akademia Müveszettörteneti Kutatöcsoport, 1989. 7. 
M ü(emlek)mü. Magyar Nemzet, 1989. januär 6. 4.
Nem zeti elemek a regi magyar müveszetben: a közepkor. Ars Hungarica, 17, 1989, 2.
175-186.
In memoriam Koväcs Läszlöne Etelka (1920-1989). Ars Hungarica, 17, 1989, 2. 233.
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Realitäs es esztetikai ertekrend a 14—15. szäzadi magyarorszägi müveszetben. Akademiai doktori 
disszertäcio. Gepirat. Budapest, 1989. III + 182 + 110 p. -  Magyar Tudomänyos 
Akademia Könyvtära [Library o f  the Hungarian Academy o f  Sciences], Inv. N o. 13815. 
Steindl Imre es a kassai döm. Steindl Imre (1839-1902) epltesz, müegyetemi tanär emlekezete. 
Steindl Imre születesenek 150. evforduloja alkalmäböl a B M E  Eplteszettörteneti es Elmeleti 
Intezete ältal 1989. mäjus 16.-än rendezett tudomänyos konferencia eloadäsai. Szerk. Horvath 
Alice. Budapest, Budapesti Muszaki Egyetem, 1989. 35-48.
Üj em lekm ü a Varban? Müveszettörteneszek a Szent György terre szant 1848-49-es emlekmü 
terveröl. [hozzäszoläs] Magyar Epkom üvhzet, 80, 1989, 5. 17.
Jürgen Krüger: S. Lorenzo Maggiore in Neapel. W erl-W estfalen,
D ietrich-Coelde-Verlag, 1985. [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 34, 1989, 1/2. 59-61.
M ichael V iktor Schwarz: Höfische Skulptur im 14. Jahrhundert. W orm s, W ernersche
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1988. [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 34,
1989, 1/2. 61-64.
W ilhelm  W orringer: Absztrakcio es beleerzes. Tanulmänyok. Val., szerk. es az utöszot irta: 
R adnöti Sändor. Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiadö, 1989. [rec.] Holmi, 1, 1989, 3. 
359-361.
Willibald Sauerländer: A  naumburgi donätorszobrok. Beszämolo es kerdesek. Ford. Marosi Ernö. 
Budapest, Corvina, 1989. 143 p. (Imago)
1990
Burgen, Schlösser, Paläste Ungarns im  Mittelalter. Die Ritter. Burgenländische Landesausstellung 
Burg Güssing. Ausstellungskatalog. Hrsg. Harald Prickler. Eisenstadt, Amt der 
Burgenländischen Landesregierung, Landesarchiv-Landesbibliothek, 1990. 103—110.
Die „Corvinische Renaissance” in Mitteleuropa: W endepunkt oder Ausnahme? Bohemia.
Zeitschrift fü r  Geschichte und Kultur der böhmischen Länder, 31, 1990, 2. 326-338.
Elöszö az 1990. evi kiadäshoz. In: Dercsenyi Dezsö: Nagy Lajos kora. R eprint. Budapest, 
Akademiai Kiado, 1990. I-X II.
Evezredek müemlekei. Evezredek epiteszeti öröksege. X V . Orszägos Müemleki Konferencia. 
Szekesfehervär, 1989. oktdber 5 -7 . Budapest, Orszägos M üemleki Felügyelöseg, [1990]. 
22-28.
Henszlmann, avagy: a müveszettörtenesz helye a magyar tärsadalomban. Ars Hungarica, 18,
1990, 1. 27-37.
Interdiszciplinaritäs a müveszettörtenetben. B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 2, 1990, 1. 85—91. 
Koväcs Eva meltatäsa. Ipolyi-erem. Henszlmann-Lapok, N o  2. 1990. 11-12.
Mätyäs kiräly es kora a müveszettörteneti irodalomban. Korunk, 3, 1990, 4. 434-444.
A müveszetek „m indenkori” törteneterol -  különösen Közep-Europäban. 2000, 2, 1990,
7 /8 . 83-91.
Realitäs es esztetikai irtekrend a 14—15. szäzadi magyarorszägi müveszetben. D oktori disszertäcio 
tezisei. Budapest, 1990. 7 p.
Ungarische Denkmalpflege am Scheidewege! Kunstchronik, 43, 1990, 10. 574-582.
Biblioteca Corviniana 1490-1990. Nem zetközi Corvina-kiällitäs az Orszägos Szechenyi 
Könyvtärban. Rendezte Karsay Orsolya. 1990. äprilis 6. -  oktöber 6. [rec.] Holmi, 2,
1990, 8. 953-956.
Alois Riegl: A kesoromai iparmüveszet. Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1990. [rec.] Uj Muveszet,
1, 1990, 2. 56-60.
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Egy 18. szäzadi lelet: a märiabesnyoi Madomia-kegyszobrocska. A  Magyar Nemzeti Galeria 
Evkönyve, 1991. Müveszettörteneti tanulmanyok M ojzer Miklds hatvanadik születesnapjära. 
Budapest, 1991. 43-45.
„ ...es ez Magyarorszäg fövärosa” . Emlekek Esztergom XII—XIII. szäzadi fenykoräböl.
Üj Müveszet, 2, 1991, 8. 6-13.
Z ur Frage des Quellenwertes mittelalterlicher Darstellungen. „Orientalismus” in der
Ungarischen Bilderchronik. Alltag und materielle Kultur im mittelalterlichen Ungarn. Hrsg. 
von Andräs Kubinyi, Jözsef Laszlovszky. Krems, M edium  Aevum Quotidianum , 1991. 
74-107.
A katedrälis. Cafe Babel, 1, 1991, 1. 9—16.
A magyar katolikus tem plom ok — müveszettörteneti väzlat.
Katolikus templomok Magyarorszägon. Szerk. Deri Erzsebet. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa,
1991. XXV-LVII.
Chiese cattoliche ungheresi -  compendio di storia dell’arte. Chiese cattoliche in Ungheria.
R ed. Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa, 1991. XXIV-LVII.
Hungarian Catholic Churches -  an Art History in O udine. Catholic churches in Hungary.
Ed. by Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa, 1991. XXIV-LVII.
Iglesias catolicas hüngaras -  compendio de historia del arte. Iglesias catolicas en Hungria.
Red. Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa, 1992. XXIV-LVII.
Verantwordiche Kirchen in Ungarn — Einen kunsthistorischer Abriß. Katolische Kirchen in 
Ungarn. Hrsg. von Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa, 1991. X X III-LVII. 
Mittelalterliche Kunst aus Buda und Pest. Die Entstehung einer Haupstadt.+ Gotische 
Statuen aus dem Königspalast von Buda. Budapest im Mittelalter. Ausstellungskatalog.
Hrsg. von Gerd Biegel. Braunschweig, Braunschweigisches Landesmuseum, 1991. 
43-70., 253-258.
Nem eth Lajos halälära. Magyar Hirlap, 1991. szeptember 20. 5.
Observations on the Italian connections o f  the Prague Saint George. Center for. Advanced Study 
in the Visual Arts. National Gallery o f Art, 11. 1990—1991. W ashington, 1991. 79—80. 
Radnoti Sändor „Tisztelt közönseg, kulcsot te talälj...” cimü
doktori ertekezesenek vitäja. [opponensi velemeny] Müveszettörteneti Ertesüo, 40, 1991, 
1/2. 122-125.
„Realitäs es esztetikai ertekrend a XIV—XV. szäzadi Magyarorszäg müveszeteben” cimü 
doktori ertekezesenek vitäja. [välasz
Rozsa György, Kristo Gyula, Vayer Lajos opponensi velemenyere] Müveszettörteneti 
Ertesito, 40, 1991, 1 /2 . 112-113.
Die Skulpturen der Sigismundszeit in Buda und die Anschaulichkeit der Kunst des frühen 15.
Jahrhunderts. Kunsthistorisches Jahrbuch Graz, 24. Graz, 1990. 182-195.
„A szämok merteke gyönyörködtet” . M ertek es aräny a közepkori müveszetben. Visilia, 56,
1991, 8. 611-615.
Välaszüton a magyar müemlekvedelem! Pavilon, 6. 1991. 2—8.
A közepkori epiteszet lektürje. Ken Follett: A katedrälis. Pecs, Victoria, 1989. [rec.] Holmi, 3,
1991, 6. 786-789.
Radnöti Sändor: „Tisztelt közönseg, kulcsot te talälj...” Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiadö,
1990. [rec.] Üj Müveszet, 2, 1991, 7. 62-65.
Vanyö Läszlo: Az okereszteny müveszet szimbolumai. Budapest, Szent Istvän Tärsulat, 1988.
[rec.] Uj Müveszet, 2, 1991, 4. 66-68.




A 15. szazadi vär m int müveszettörteneti problema. Castrum Bene 1990. Värak a
kesoközepkorban. Szerk. Juan Cabello. Budapest, Castrum Bene Egyesület, 1992. 40—54. 
Brüchige Vergangenheit. Denkmalpflege in Budapest. Neue Züricher Zeitung,
1992. januär 4-5 . 47-48.
Budapest. Enciclopedia dell’Arte Medievale. A cüra di Angiola Maria Rom anini. Vol. III.
Backovo-Buonanico. R om a, Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana,'1992. 807-815.
Gotikus szobrok a budai kirälyi palotäbol. A Budapesti Törteneti M uzeum  ällando kiällitäsa. 
Kiällitäsvezeto. Budapest, Budapesti Törteneti M uzeum , [1992], [24] p.
Gothic sculptures from the Royal Palace o f Buda. Budapest, Budapest Historical Museum,
1992. [23] p.
Gotische Statuen aus dem Königspalast von Buda. Budapest, Historisches M useum der Stadt 
Budapest, 1992. [24] p.
Statuegotiche del Palazzo Reale di Buda. Budapest, Museo Storico di Budapest, 1992. [23] p. 
C om ing o f  Age Once Again. Art History in Hungary. The Post—1990 
Fin-de-siecle. Budapest Review o f Books, 2, 1992, 1. 2—8.
Magyar reformatus tem plom ok -  müveszettörteneti attekintes. Reformatus templomok 
Magyarorszägon. Szerk. Deri Erzsebet. Budapest, Hegyi es Tarsa, 1992. XXVI-LIV. 
Calvinist Churches in Hungary. An Art Historical Outline. Calvinist churches in Hungary.
Ed. by Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tärsa, 1992. XXVI-LV.
Reform ierte Kirchen in Ungarn. Ein kunsthistorischer Abriß. Reformierte Kirchen in 
Ungarn. Hrsg. von Erzsebet Deri. Budapest, Hegyi es Tarsa, 1992. XXVI—LIV.
A Magyar Tudom änyos Akademia szerepe a regeszet es a m üveszettörtenet kezdeteinel. /  
The Hungarian Academy o f  Sciences and the Birth o f Archaeology and Ait History in 
Hungary. +  Az Archaeologiai Bizottsäg hagyatekabol. A kassai Szent Erzsebet-templom 
törtenetenek es restauräläsänak rajzi dokumentumai. /  From the Docum ents o f the 
Archaeological Com m ittee. Drawings Showing the History and Restoration o f  the 
St. Elisabeth C hurch in Kassa (Kosice). A  Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia es a müveszetek 
a X IX . szäzadban. /  The Hungarian Academy o f Sciences and the Fine Art sin the Nineteenth 
Century. Katalögus /  Catalogue. Szerk. /  Ed. by Szabo Julia, Majoros Valeria. Budapest, 
M TA Müveszettörteneti Kutato Intezet, 1992. 85-88., 93-104., 276-279., 280-283. 
M artin Schongaeur es kora. Grafikai kiallitas a Szepmüveszeti Müzeumban.
Uj M üvhzet, 3, 1992, 3. 65-69.
M odelle Mitteleuropas in der Historiographie zur Kunst des Mittelalters. Westmitteleuropa — 
Ostmitteleuropa. Vergleiche und Beziehungen. Festschrift fü r  Ferdinand Seibt zum  65. 
Geburtstag. Hrsg. von W infried Eberhard et al. M ünchen, O ldenbourg Verlag, 1992. 
59-69.
M üveszettörteneti emlek. Cafe Bäbel, 1992, 3 /4 . 5-11.
N em eth Lajos (1929-1991). Magyar Tudomäny, 99, 1992, 2. 232-234.
Ybl Miklös centenäriuma. Kiallitas a Budapesti Törteneti M üzeum ban. Uj Müveszet, 3, 1992, 
4. 48-53.
A kep mint tärgy. Nehäny üjabb müveszettörteneti könyvröl. [Hans Belting: Bild und Kult. 
M ünchen, Beck Verlag, 1990.; Angelica Dülberg: Privatporträts. Berlin, Gebr. M ann,
1988.; D ieter Jansen: Similitudo. Untersuchungen zu den Bildnissen Jan van Eycks. 
W ien-K öln-G raz, Böhlau Verlag, 1988.; Johann Konrad Eberlein: Apparatio regis -  
revelatio veritatis. Wiesbaden, Ludwig Reichert Verlag, 1982.] BLJKSZ Budapesti 
Könyvszemle, 4, 1992, 3. 361-369.
Kubier az idö formäjäröl. George Kubier: Az idö formäja. Megjegyzesek a targyak 
törteneteröl. Budapest, Gondolat Könyvkiado, 1992. [rec.] B U K S Z  Budapesti 




Barätsägos arcok. Nehäny közepkori fej ertelmezesehez es az ertelmezes modszerehez.
E ntz Gkza nyolcvanadik születesnapjära. Tanulmänyok. Szerk. Valter Ilona. Budapest, 
Orszägos M üemlekvedelmi Hivatal, 1993. 151-168.
Entz Geza (1937-1993). Magyar Szemle, 2, 1993, 7. 714-724.
Geza Entz (1913-1993). Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 46, 1993, 1/4.
11-17.
Kann man eine Königstochter von 1373 wiederfinden? Ein halbes
Jahr am Wissenschaftskolleg. Jahrbuch des Wissenschaftskollegs zu  Berlin, 1992/1993. Berlin, 
1994. 75-78
Komarik Denes: „Feszl Frigyes 1821-1884” cimü doktori ertekezesenek vitaja. [opponensi 
velemeny] Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 42, 1993, 1/2. 95-98.
Komarik Denes: „Feszl Frigyes, 1821-1884” cimü doktori ertekezesenek vitaja (1992. decem- 
ber 7.). [opponensi velemeny] Epites- Epiteszettudomäny, 23, 1992/1993, 3 /4 . 399-406. 
Level David Katanak. „E x  invisibilibus visibilia" Emlekkönyv David Katalin professzorasszony
10. születesnapjära. Szerk. Dankö Läszlö et al. Budapest, Pesti Szalon, 1993. 326-327. 
Mätyäs kiräly es koranak müveszete. A mecenäs nevelese. Ars Hungarica, 21, 1993, 1. 11-38. 
Mitteleuropäische Herrscherhäuser des 13. Jahrhunderts und  die Kunst. Künstlerischer
Austausch. Akten des X X V III. Internationalen Kongresses fü r  Kunstgeschichte, Berlin, 15. — 20. 
Juli 1992. Hrsg. von Thomas W . Gaehtgens. Berlin, Akademie-Verlag, 1993. II.: 15-30. 
A müveszettörtenet evszäzadai: a tizes szämrendszer. Cafe Bäbel, 1993, 4. 77-80.
A quedlinburgi döm  kincstäränak üjraegyesitese. A berlini Iparmüveszeti M uzeum  kiällitäsa.
LJj Müveszet, 4, 1993, 12. 4-10.
Üjabb Zsigm ond-portrek. Horler Miklds hetvenedik születesnapjära. Tanulmänyok.
Szerk. Lovei Pal. Budapest, Orszägos Müemlekvedelmi Hivatal, 1993. 133-141.
Vayer Lajos köszöntese. Kiällltäs Vayer Lajos tiszteletere 80. születfcnapja eveben. Koncepcio: 
Marosi Erno, Beke Läszlö. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria -  M TA Müveszettörteneti 
Kutato Intezet, 1993. 6-12.
Lapidarium Hungaricum. Magyarorszäg epiteszeti töredekeinek gyüjtemenye. Szerk. Horler 
Miklos. 2. Pest megye. I. Visegräd, kirälyi palota 1. A käpolna es az eszakkeleti palota.
Irta: Buzäs Gergely. Budapest, Orszägos M üemleki Felügyelöseg, 1990. [rec.] Ars 
Hungarica, 21, 1993, 1. 135-138.
N em eth Lajos: Törveny es ketely. A müveszettörtenet-tudom äny önvizsgälata. Budapest, 
Gondolat Könyvkiado, 1992. [rec.] Uj Müveszet, 4, 1993, 2. 61-63.
1994
Aacheni kincs (co-author: Koszta Läszlö). + Aracs. + Bäcs. (co-author: Takäcs Miklos) +
Buda (co-author: Kubinyi Andräs). + francia—magyar kapcsolatok (co-author: Sz. Jönäs 
Ilona). + Garamszentbenedek (co-author: Sümegi Jozsef). + gotika. + Gölnicbänya 
(co-author: Almäsi Tibor). +  Jäk. +  Kassa (co-author: Petrovics Istvän). + Korpona 
(co-author: Kubinyi Andräs). +  köfaragäs. +  Körmöcbänya (co-author: Petrovics Istvän). 
+ lakotorony. + Lehel kürtje. +  Löcse (co-author: Petrovics Istvän). + müveszet.
+ Nagyvärad (co-authors: Almäsi Tibor, Bona Istvän). + Öcsa. + palatinum.
+ Pannonhalma (co-author: Csoka Gäspär). + Pilis (co-author: Hervay Ferenc Levente). 
+  romanika. +  Somogyvär (co-author: Koszta Läszlö). + Szecseny. +  templom 
(co-author: Erszegi Geza). + Verteskeresztür—Vertesszentkereszt. + Villard de 
Honnecourt. Korai magyar törteneti lexikon (9—14. szäzad). Foszerk. Kristö Gyula. Szerk. 
Engel Päl, Makk Ferenc. Budapest, Akademiai Kiadö, 1994. 27., 53., 73., 75. 130—131., 
225-226., 230., 237-238., 299., 332-333., 370-371., 372., 373., 401., 416., 470-472., 
480-481., 523., 525-526., 546., 578-579., 620., 669-671., 725-726., 730.
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Elöszo. In: Entz Geza: ErdHy eplthzete a 11-13 . szäzadban. Kolozsvär, Erdelyi M uzeum - 
Egyesület, 1994. 7-14.
Esztergom közepkori Szent Adalbert-szekesegyhäza -  Tiz ev mültan. Limes, 7, 1994, 3. 13-28. 
Esztergomi stilusretegek 1200 körül. Katalögustetelek: 1-82. b., c., g -h -i., I-84 .-85.
+ Zsigm ond kori szobrok a budai värböl. Katalögustetelek: IV -56.-60. Pannonia regia. 
Müveszet a Dunäntülon 1000-1541. Katalögus. Szerk. M iko Arpäd, Takäcs Imre.
Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 1994. 154—158., 162., 165., 467—173., 282-289.
Das Figurenportal in Ungarn vor und nach 1200. Studien zur Geschichte der europäischen
Skulptur im 12 ./13 . Jahrhundert: Hrsg. von H erbert Beck. Frankfurt am Main, Henrich 
Verlag, 1994. I.: 725-738., II.: 479-490.
Das Frontispiz der Ungarischen Bilderchronik (Cod. lat. 404 der Szechenyi-National- 
bibliothek in Budapest). Wiener Jahrbuch fü r  Kunstgeschichte, 46/47. 1993/1^994.
W ien, 1994. 357-373.
A kassai döm  jelölte ki ütjät. Beszelgetes Marosi Em o müveszettörtenesszel. [kerdezö: Boday 
Pal Peter] Elet es Tudomäny, 1994. januär 28. 104—105.
A koldulörendi epiteszet Magyarorszägon. Koldulörendi epiteszet a közepkori Magyarorszägon. 
Tanulmänyok. Szerk. Haris Andrea. Budapest, Orszagos Müemlekvedelmi Hivatal, 1994.
39-62.
Kulturälis es törtenelm i hagyomänyaink struktüräja: a forräsok. Magyar Tudomäny, 101, 1994,
11. 1366-1373.
Lippert Jözsef pozsonyi föoltära. Ars Hungarica, 22, 1994, 1. 125-132 
Die Persönlichkeit Sigismunds in der Kunst. Sigismund von Luxemburg. Kaiser und König 
in Mitteleuropa 1387-1437. Hrsg. von Josef Macek, Em o Marosi, Ferdinand Seibt. 
W arendorf, Fahlbusch Verlag, 1994. 255-270.
Sturz alter und Errichtung neuer Denkm äler in U ngarn 1989-1992. Bildersturm in Osteuropa. 
Die Denkmäler der kommunistischen Ara im Umbruch. Eine Tagung des Deutschen 
Nationalkomitees von IC Ö M O S , des Instituts fü r  Auslandsbeziehungen und der Senatsverwaltung 
Berlin in der Botschaft der Russischen Föderation in Berlin, 18 .-20 . Februar 1993.
Hrsg. von Florian Fiedler, Michael Petzet. M ünchen, IC O M O S Nationalkomitees 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1994. 58-61.
Televizios inteiju Bogyay Tamässal. [kerdezö: Marosi Emo] Ars Hungarica, 22, 1994, 2. 
259-276.
Zu „W erkstatt” und „Künstler” in der Skulpturenreihe der Sigismundzeit von Buda. 
Beobachtungen an d. Figur d. Apostels Bartholomäus. Der Meister von Großlobming. 
Unteres Belvedere — Prunkstall. Ausstellungskatalog. Hrsg. von Arthur Saliger.
W ien, Österreichische Galerie, 1994. 56-63.
Dialögus a müveszetröl. Popper Leo iräsai, Popper Leo es Lukäcs György levelezese.
A szövegeket gondozta, az elöszöt irta, a jegyzeteket keszitette: Hevizi O tto  es Timär 
Ärpäd. Budapest, M TA Lukacs Archivum -  T-Tw ins Kiadö, 1993. [rec.] Holmi, 6, 1994, 
8. 1228-1232.
1995
Beetween East and West. Medieval Representations o f  Saint Ladislas, King o f Hungary.
The Hungarian Quarterly, Vol. 36. N o 140. 1995. 102-110.
Esztergom. Enciclopedia dell’Arte Medievale. A cura di Angiola Maria Rom anini. Vol. VI.
Erfurt-Giustiniano. R om a, Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1995. 39-42.
Itinerarien mittelalterlicher Künstler. Gotik in Slowenien. Vom Werden des Kulturraums zwischen 
Alpen, Pannonien und Adria. Vorträge des internationalen Symposiums Ljubljana.
Hrsg. von janez  Höfler. Ljubljana, Narodna galerija, 1995. 17-23.
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K ip h  hasonmäs. M üviszet is valdsäg a 14—15. szäzadi Magyarorszägon. Budapest, Akademiai 
Kiado, 1995. 295 p., [62] t. (Müveszettörteneti fiizetek, 23.)
Kep es hasonmäs. U j könyveröl nyilatkozik Marosi Em o müveszettörtenesz az M TA 
Müveszettörteneti Kutatointezet igazgatoja. A K  Magazin, 6, 1995, 1. 16—18.
A kulturälis örökseg örhelyei. Bevezetes. Magyar Tudomäny, 102, 1995, 8. 889.
Magyarok közepkori äbräzoläsai es az orientalizmus a közepkori müveszetben.
Neprajzi Ertesito, 77. 1995. 76-97.
Megjegyzesek a közepkori magyarorszägi köszobräszathoz. Ars Hungarica, 23, 1995, 2. 
233-241.
M uzeum es kulturälis örökseg. Magyar Tudomäny, 102, 1995, 8. 918-921.
Müemlekhelyreällitäsok a M O B korszakban. Müemlekhelyreällitäsok tegnap, ma, holnap.
A  27. Egri Nyäri Egyetem eloadäsai, 1997. jülius 1-9. Szerk. Koväcs Erzsebet. Budapest, 
Orszägos M uemlekvedelmi Hivatal, 1998. 71-81.
Pentimenti. Korrekciök a 14-15. szäzadi magyar müveszet kepen. Koppäny Tibor hetvenedik 
születesnapjära. Tanulmänyok. Szerk. Bardoly Istvän, Läszlo Csaba. Budapest, Orszägos 
M uemlekvedelmi Hivatal, 1998. 97-120.
M it tekintünk nemzeti erteknek? Beszelgetes Särkäny Mihällyal, Horler Miklossal, Marosi 
Ernövel. [kerdezo: Hajdü Eva] Magyar Nemzet, 1995. märcius 14. 19.
Van-e ertelme es letjogosultsäga a közepkori müveszet törtenetenek Kelet-Közep-Euröpäban. 
Kelet es nyugat között. Törtineti tanulmänyok Kris to Gyula tiszteletere. Szerk. Koszta Läszlo. 
Szeged, Szegedi Közepkoräsz Mühely, 1995. 367-379.
Zädor Anna (1904—1995). Ars Hungarica, 28, 1995, 2. 123-131.
Zentrifugale Kräfte als zentripetales Deutungsschema der Geschichte der Kunst in Ungarn am 
Ende des Mittelalters. Kunsthistorische Überlegungen zu: Hauptstadt -  Kunstzentram  — 
Regionalzentrum  -  Kunstproduktion. Metropolen im Wandel. Zentralität in Ostmitteleuropa 
an der Wende vom Mittelalter zur Neuzeit. Hrsg. von Evamaria Engel, Karen Lambrecht, 
Hanna Nogossek. Berlin, Akademie Verlag, 1995. 173-184.
Jovänovics-dosszie. /  T he Jovänovics-portfolio. Jovänovics. VäL, szerk. Földenyi F. Läszlo. 
Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1994. [rec.] Uj Müveszet, 6, 1995, 6. 15-18., 86-88.
Pannonia regia. M üveszet a D unäntülon 1000-1541. Katalögus. Szerk. M iko Arpäd, Takacs 
Imre. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 1994. [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae 
Scientiarum Hungaricae, 37, 1994/1995, 1/4. 328—345.
1996
Anjou, Louis /  Louis o f Anjou; Louis o f  Great. + Bratislava. + Budapest. + Esztergom. + 
Hunjgary. Introduction, Architecture 1000—1520. + Hungary. Museums, Art libraries and 
photographic collections. The Dictionary o f Art. Vol. 1—34. Ed. by Jane Turner. London, 
Macmillan Publishers, 1996. II.: 110-111., IV.: 694-696., V.: 80—87., X.: 544—546., 
XIV.: 16-17., 19.
Die Baukunst der Benediktiner im  Ungarn der Arpädenzeit -  Zum  Problem der
„Ordensbauschulen” . Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 38, 1996,
1/4. 15-29.
Beke Läszlo „M üveszet/elm elet” d m ü  kandidätusi ertekezesenek vitäja. [opponensi 
velemeny] Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 45, 1996, 3 /4 . 320—321.
Le belle ouvrage des croyants. Les eglises et autres lieux de culte. Monuments Historiques,
N o 201. 1996. 44-49.
Bences epiteszet az Arpäd-kori Magyarorszägon. A „rendi epitoiskoläk” problemäja. Mons 
Sacer 996 -1996 . Pannonhalma 1000 eve. Katalögus. Szerk. Takäcs Imre Pannonhalma, 
Pannonhalmi Föapätsäg, 1996. I.: 131—142.
31
Die Corvinische Renaissance in Ungarn und ihre Ausstrahlung in Ostmitteleuropa.
Humanismus und Renaissance in Ostmitteleuropa vor der Reformation. Hrsg. von W infried 
Eberhard, Alfred A. Strnad. W ien-K öln-G raz, Böhlau Verlag, 1996. 173-187.
Editorial. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 38, 1996, 1/4. 3.
Entz Geza es az erdelyi götika. In: Entz Geza: Erdely eplteszete a 14-16. szäzadban. Kolozsvär, 
Erdelyi M üzeum-Egyesület, 1996. 7-16.
Gotikus magyarorszägi Madonna-faszobor a pärizsi Louvre-ban. Tanulmanyok Csatkai Endre 
emlekere. Szerk. Kömyei Attila, G. Szende Katalin. Sopron, Soproni Muzeum, 1996. 89-94. 
Henszlmann Imre es Kassa värosänak o. nemet stylü templomai. Budapest, Argum entum  Kiadö — 
M TA M üveszettörteneti Kutato Intezet, 1996. 26 p.
A honfoglalas a müveszetben. Magyar Tudomany, 103, 1996, 8. 1026-1034.
Jak es Esztergom, Bogyay Tamäs müveszettörteneti munkässägänak ket sarokpontja.
Magyar Egyhäztörteneti Evkönyv, 2. Budapest, 1996. 27—30.
A  közepkor müveszete. I. 1000-1250. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 1996. 252 p. (Egyetemi 
könyvtär) [2nd edition: 1997.]
A közepkori magyar uralkodök arckepei. + A Kepes Kronika kirälyportrei. Függelek.
A  közepkori magyar kirdlyok arckepei. Szekesfehervär, Szent Istvän Kiräly M uzeum. 
Katalögus. Szerk. Fülöp Gyula. Szekesfehervär, Szent Istvän Kiräly M uzeum , 1996. 3—4.,
5-8., 24-26.
A magyar müemlekvedelem szäzötven eve. Müemlekvedelmi Szemle, 6, 1996, 2. 57-62.
A magyar müveszettörtenet-tudom äny helyzete. Henszlmann—Lapok, N o  5. 1996. 14—19. 
Magyarok közepkori äbräzoläsai es az orientalizmus a közepkori müveszetben. Magyarok Kelet 
es Nyugat közt. A  nemzettudat vältozi jelkepei. Tanulmanyok. Szerk. Hofer Tamäs. 
Budapest, Neprajzi M uzeum  -  Balassi Kiadö, 1996. 77-97.
M üemlekvedelem - az örökseg hagyomänyozäsa. A  magyar müemlekvedelem korszakai.
Tanulmanyok. Szerk. Haris Andrea, Bardoly Istvän. Budapest, Orszägos Müemlekvedelmi 
Hivatal, 1996. 9-20.
„A müveszettörtenesz szämära a »szep« a tiltott szavak köze tartoz ik ...” [beszelgetes -  
kerdezo: Schulcz Katalin] Eiet h  Irodalom, 1996. märcius 8. 8.
A propos des figures placees sur des pinacles ou des gables dans l’architecture gothique. De 
l ’art comme mystagogie. Iconographie du Jugement dernier et des fins demieres ä l ’epoque gothique. 
Actes du Colloque de la Fondation Hardt tenu ä Geneve du 13 au 16 fevrier 1994. Ed. Yves 
Christe. Poitiers, Centre d’Etudes Superieures de Civilisation Medievale, 1996. 211-219. 
Szäz eves a magyar közizles. Vigilia, 61, 1996, 9. 707-710. =
Utazzunk a közepkorba! [beszelgetes -  kerdezö: Osztovits Agnes] Magyar Nemzet, 1996. 
novem ber 29. 8.
A zsämbeki kolostorromok. A struktüra analizisenek kiserlete. Magyar Müemlekvedelem, 10.
Budapest, 1996. 59-76.
Hamissägok. R adnöti Sändor: Hamisitäs. Budapest, Magvetö Könyvkiadö, 1995. [rec.] 
B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 8, 1996, 3. 258—261.
1997
A z  Arpäd-kor m ü vh ze ti emlekei. Kepes atlasz. Budapest, Balassi Kiadö, 1997. 68 p., [8] t.
(co-author: W ehli Tünde)
Die Benediktinerabteikirche St. Georg zu Jäk. Bauwerk und kunsthistorische Problematik.
Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 39, 1997, 1/4. 19-70.
Erzsebet kirälyne Madonnäja. Ars Hungarica, 25, 1997, 1/2. 89-96.
Feszültseg a hälözatban. Atszervezes elott az akademiai kutatointezetek. [beszelgetes — 
kerdezök: Devich M ärton, Hanthy Kinga] Magyar Nemzet, 1997. mäjus 10. 17.
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Gerevich Läszlo (1911-1997). Magyar Tudomäny, 104, 1997, 11. 1377-1380.
Henszlmann Imre es a kassai Szent Erzsebet-templom. Müveszettörteneti £rtes(to, 46, 1997,
1/2. 113-114.
History Displayed Anniversary. Exhibition Medieval Art and the Hungarian National 
Museum. Budapest Review o f Books, 7, 1997, 3. 98-106.
A  közkpkor müveszete. II. 1250-1500. Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 1997. 371 p. (Egyetemi 
könyvtär) [2nd edition: 1998.]
A  közepkori müviszet törtenetenek olvasikönyve X I -X V .  szäzad.
Osszeällitotta es reszben fordxtotta: Marosi Ernö. Budapest, Balassi Kiado, 1997. 418 p. -  
Bevezetö. 7 -8 ., Eloszo. 11-16.
Magyar kiällitäsi kezikönyvek. Magyar M üzeumok, 3, 1997, 2. 9—13.
A magyar közepkor müveszete a Nem zeti M üzeum ban a millecentenäriumi ev kiällitäsain.
B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 9, 1997, 3. 158-167.
Mätyäs kiräly udvari müveszete: stilus es politika. Korunk, 9, 1998, 5. 4-11.
Az osägbarät müzeumigazgatö. Pulszky es Bizänc müveszete. /  An antiquarian museum 
director. Pulszky and the Byzantine Art. Pulszky Ferenc
(1814—1897) emlekere. /  Ferenc Pulszky (1814—1897) memorial exhibition. Magyar 
Tudomänyos Akademia, Müveszeti Gyüjtemeny. Katalogus. Szerk. Marosi Erno et al. 
Budapest, M TA M üveszettörteneti Kutato Intezet, 1997. 50—55., 157—163.
La storiografia ungherese dell’arte nei primi decenni del X X  secolo e i suoi rapporti con la 
„Scuola di Vienna” . La Scuola Viennese di storia dell’arte.
A cura di Marco Pozzetto. Gorizia, Istituto per gli Incontri Culturali Mitteleuropei,
1997. 151-161.
Entz Geza: Erdely epiteszete a 14—16. szäzadban. Kolozsvär, Erdelyi M üzeum-Egyesület, 
1996. [rec.] Kortärs, 41, 1997, 3. 119-120.
M. S. mester X-bol. „Magnificat anima mea D om inum ”. MS mester Vizitäciö-kepe es
egykori selmecbänyai fooltära. Kiällitäsi katalogus. Szerk. M ikö Arpäd, Poszler Györgyi. 
Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 1997. [rec.] Flolmi, 9, 1997, 10. 1496-1502.
The U nknow n Master o f  the Visitation Panel. [„Magnificat anima mea D om inum ”. MS 
mester Vizitäcio-kepe es egykori selmecbänyai fooltära. Kiällitäsi katalogus. Szerk. Mikö 
Arpäd, Poszler Györgyi. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 1997. [rec.] Budapest Review 
of Books, 7, 1997, 4. 147-153.
R u do lf es M argot W ittkower: A Szaturnus jegyeben. A müvesz szemelyisege az ökortöl a 
francia forradalomig. Budapest, Osiris Kiadö, 1996. [rec.] Holmi, 9, 1997, 3. 446-450.
Uj könyv az erdelyi götikäröl. Entz Geza; Erdely epiteszete a 14-16. szäzadban. Kolozsvär, 
Erdelyi M üzeum-Egyesület, 1996. [rec.] Helikon. Irodalmifolydirat, 8, 1997, 2. 14.
1998
125 ev tapasztalatai a müemlekvedelemben. X IX . Orszägos Müemleki Konferencia, 1997. jünius
2 -5 . Budapest. Szerk. Koväcs Erzsebet. Budapest, Orszägos M üemlekvedelmi Hivatal,
. [1998], 11-14.
Az 1974-es budaväri szoborlelet. Beszelo, 3, 1998, 5. 93-97.
Alcsütdoboz. + Baracska. + Bicske. +  Öbarok. + Bodmer. + Csabdi. +  Etyek. + Felcsiit. + 
Kajäszö. + Martonväsär. +  Mäny. + Szär. + Tabajd. + Ujbarok. +  Väl. +  Vertesacsa. + 
Vertesboglär. Fejer megye müveszeti emlekei. Szerk. Entz Geza Antal, Sisa Jözsef. Budapest- 
Szekesfehervär, M TA  M üveszettörteneti Kutato Intezet — Szent Istvän Kiräly M üzeum,
1998. 29-31., 35., 40., 45-46., 48., 71-74., 77-78., 88., 98-99., 100., 140-141.,
141-142., 149., 151-155., 159-160., 161.
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Conradus „lapicida” de Erling. Saur Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon. Die Bildenden Künstler aller 
Zeiten und Völker. Hrsg. von G ünter Meißner. Bd. 20. M ünchen—Leipzig, K. G. Saur 
Verlag, 1998. 559.
Läszlö Gerevich (1911-1997). Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 50, 1998, 
1/4. 259-263.
A rekonstrukcio a müveszettörtenetben. Ars Hungarica, 26, 1998, 2. 353—369.
Bevezetes. In: Szeless György: A z  esztergomi Szent Adalbert szekesegyhäz. Szeless György 1761. 
evi leiräsa a Szent Adalbert es a Szent Istvän templom romjairol.
A latin szöveget ätirta es ford. W aigand Jözsef, Rom hänyi Beatrix. A jegyzeteket irta: 
Marosi Ernö es Horväth Istvän. Esztergom, Kultsär Istvän Tärsadalomtudomänyi es 
Kiadöi Alapitväny, 1998. 9—11.
Opus imaginis Sancti Georgii. Bem erkungen zur Georgsstatue von 1373 in Präg.
Sitzungsberichte. Kunstgeschichtliche Gesellschaft zu  Berlin, 41/42. 1992/1994. Berlin,
1998. 29-31.
„Uram, szeretem häzadnak ekesseget.” Müveszettörteneti emlekek az egyhäzban. Vigilia, 63, 
1998, 8. 585-586.
A Zsigm ond-kor m üveszettörtenetenek egy adössäga. Eberhard W indecke illusztrält 
Zsigmond-eletrajza es a közepkori kepes krönikäk. Hadtörtenelmi Közlemenvek, 111,
1998, 3. 547-560
Koväcs Eva (1932-1998): Species modus ordo. Budapest, Szent Istvän Tärsulat, 1998. [rec.] 
Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 47, 1998, 3 /4 . 259—262.
Österreich und Gotikrezeption. Zw ei Bücher über die Kunst der letzten Babenberger und 
die Edition eines Klassiker (Ulrike Seeger: Zisterzienser und Gotikrezeption. M ünchen- 
Berlin, Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1997.; Friedrich Dahm: Das Grabmal Friedrichs des 
Streitbaren im Zisterzienserstift Heiligenkreuz. R ekonstruktion — Typus -  Stil -  
liturgische Funktionen. W ien, Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaft, 
1996.; Kunstwerk oder Denkmal? Alois R iegl’s Schriften zur Denkmalpfelege. W ien— 
K öln-Graz, Böhlau Verlag, 1995.). [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 40, 1998, 1/2. 117-123.
1999
A budayäri Zsigm ond-kori szobrok kerdesei huszonket ev (es a Szent Zsigmond templom 
feltäräsa) utän. Budapest Registgei, 33. Budapest, 1999. 93-101.
E rdyjänos emlektäbläjära. 150 eve törtent... III. Bela es Antiochiai Anna sirjänakfellelese.'
Szerk. Csermelyi Vajk. Szekesfehervär, Szent Istvän Kiräly M uzeum , 1999. 7-8 .
Hogyan csinäljunk müveszettörteneszt? A müveszettörten6sz-kepzes ma Magyarorszägon?
Üj Müveszet, 10, 1999, 9. 48-52.
Konzervälni, restaurälni, rekonstruälni. Beszelgetes Marosi Ernövel. [kerdezö: Nagy Zoltän] 
Müemlekvedelem, 43, 1999, 4. 222—223.
Konzervälni, restaurälni, rekonstruälni. Beszelgetes Marosi Ernövel. [kerdezö: Nagy Zoltän] 
Szalon, 1999, 3 /6 . 2-3.
Köszöntö. /  Begrüßungsworte. + Szobrok a jäki apätsägi templom nyugati homlokzatäröl. /  
Skulpturen von der Westfassade der Abteikirche Jäk. A  jäki apostolszobrok. /
Die Apostelfiguren von Jäk. Szerk. Szentesi Edit, Ujväri Peter. Budapest, Balassi Kiado,
1999. X III-X V ., 471-485., 487-497.
Kulcs a tävlatokhoz. Nem zetközi mediamüveszeti es -törteneti kiällitäs. Uj Müveszet, 10,
1999, 1 1 .4 -7 .
Lossonczy Tamäs egy ciklusa 1991-böl. Lossonczy Tamäs -  Lossonczy Ibolya. Szerk. Eröss 
Nikolett. Budapest, Balassi Kiado, 1999. 11—24.
34
A  magyar müveszettörtenet-iräs programjai. Välogatäs ket evszäzad iräsaibol. Szerk., a bevezetest es 
az utöszöt irta, valamint a kronolögiai väzlatot összeällitotta: Marosi Ernö. Budapest, 
Corvina Kiadö, 1999. 386 p. (Egyetemi könyvtar. A müveszettörteneriräs alapjai) -  
Utöszö. Programok a magyar müveszettörtenet-iräs szämära. 322-380.
Mai kepünk a közepkori müveszet kezdeteiröl Magyarorszägon. Magyarok terben es idoben. 
Szerk. Fülöp Eva Maria. Tata, Komärom-Esztergom Megyei Onkormänyzat 
Müzeumainak Igazgatösäga, 1999. 277—292.
Megjegyzesek a magyarorszägi romariika epülettipolögiäjähoz. Architecture religioasä medievalä 
din Transilvatiia. /  Közepkori egyhäzi epiteszet Erdelyben. /  Medieval Ecclesiastical Architecture 
in Transylvania. Coordinatori: Kiss Imola, Szocs Peter Levente. Satu Mare, Editura 
Muzeului Sätmärean, 1999. 10—32.
A mi huszadik szäzadunk. Szekesfehervär, Csök Istvän Keptär, 1999. Balkon, 7, 1999^ 11/12. 
14-15.
A m illennium « szervezzenek zarändoklatokat a Nem zeti Müzeumba. [nyilatkozat] In: Balogh 
Gyula: A Szent Korona nem  utaztathatö. Magyar Hirlap, 1999. augusztus 19. 8.
M üveszettörteneti pärhuzamok. Megjegyzesek Antal Frigyes: Firenzei festeszetenek bevezetö 
fejezetehez. A  közepkor szeretete. Törteneti tanulmänyok Sz. Jonäs Ilona tiszteletere. Szerk. 
Klaniczay Gäbor, Nagy Baläzs. Budapest, ELTE Bölcseszettudomänyi Kar — Osiris Kiadö,
1999. 175-185.
Perspektiva. [kiällitäs megnyitö a M ücsamokban] Nepszabadsäg, 1999. augusztus 14. 28.
Probleme der Prager St. Georg-Statue aus dem Jahre 1373. (Problematika prazske sochy sv. 
J in  z roku 1373.). Umint, 47, 1999, 5. 389-399.
„Q uevit corpus beatum  eodem in loco annis XLV”. Bem erkungen zum Sarkophag Königs 
Stefan des Heiligen von Ungarn. Arte d’Occidente temi e metodi. Studi in onore di Angiola 
Maria Romanini. A cura di A ntonio Cadei. R om a, Edizioni Sintesi Informazione, [1999], 
I.: 337-348.
Szent Istvän megkeresztelese. Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 48, 1999, 1/4. 180.
2000
Ajänläs. Törteneti kertek. Kertmüveszet is müemlekvedelem. Szerk. Galavics Geza. Budapest,
M TA Müveszettörteneti Kutatöintezet — Mägus Kiadö, 2000. 11—12.
Az Ärpäd-kori müveszet es a M üveszettörteneti Kutatö Intezet. Ars Hungarica, 28, 2000, 1.
5-17.
Centrallizujüce tendencie v architektüre Uhorska okolo roku 1400. Pocta Väclavovi Menclovi. 
Zbornik ftuudii k otäzkam interpretäcie. stredoeurdpskeho umenia. Zostavili Dana Borutovä, 
Stefan Orisko. Bratislava, Katedra dejin vytvarneho umenia FF UK, 2000. 153—168.
Christliche Architektur in Ungarn. +  Das Grab des heiligen Stephan in Stuhlweißenburg 
(Szekesfehervär). +  Kirchenbau und liturgischer R aum . + N o 16.02.02. Drei Fragmente 
eines Türsturzes m it Flechtbandornam entik und Inschrift. Zalavär. + N o 16.02.03. 
Brüstungsplatte m it Darstellung eines Adlers, der einen Hasen schlägt. Zalaapäti. +
N o 16.02.04. Schleifenbandfries m it Vogelfigur. Zalavär. +  N o 16.02.05. Fragmente 
eines Altarvorsatzes m it dem  Symbol des Evangelisten Johannes. Nagykanizsa. +
N o 16.02.06. Fußbodenplatte mit Löwenfigur. Zalavär. +  N o 16.02.07. Fußbodenplatte 
m it Vierpassornament und Palmetten. Zalavär. + N o 16.03.01-02. Gran (Esztergom), 
Adalbertskathedrale. + N o 16.03.01. Brüstungsplatte m it Flechtband. Esztergom. +
N o 16.03.02. R eproduktion einer Seite aus „Veteris Arcis Strigoniensis m onum entorum  
ibidem erutorunl aliarumqueantiquitatum lyrographicis abulis ornata descriptio” von J.
N. Mäthes, Strigonium, 1827. +  N o 16.06.01-02. Veszprem, Kathedrale St. Michael. + 
N o 16.06.01. Säulenkapitell. Veszprem. + N o 16.06.02. Gesimsfragment mit doppelter 
Palmettenreihe. Veszprem. + N o 16.06.03-07. „Christliche Kultur” der Frühzeit. +
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N o 16.06.03. Kämpfer m it Palmettenshmuck. Visegräd; 370—371. + N o 16.06.05. 
Grabstein. Aracs. + N o  17.03.01-17.05.03. Die Kirche des Liebfrauenstiftes von 
Stuhlweißenburg (Szekesfehervär). +  N o 17.03.01. Vermessungszeichnung von der 
Ausgrabung der Marienstiftskirche; in Stuhlweißenburg 1862. + N o 17.04.01. Modell der 
Marienstiftkirche im  11. Jahrhundert Stuhlweißenburg, Stand der neueren Forschungen.
+ N o  17.05.01. Steinplatte mit Palmetten-Flechtbandverzierung. Szekesfehervär. +
N o 17.05.02. Brüstungsplatte m it Flechtband und Resten einer Tierfigur. Szekesfehervär. 
+  N o 17.05.03. Fragment eines Sarkophagdeckels (wohl des Sarkophags Stephans I.) 
Szekesfehervär. +  N o 17.06.01-02. Visegräd. + N o 17.06.01. Fragment einer 
W andmalerei m it Frauenkopf. Visegräd. Europas Mitte uw 1000. Beiträge zur Geschichte, 
Kunst und Archäologie. Hrsg. von Alfried W ieczorek. Bd. I—II.: Handbuch zur 
Ausstellung. Bd. III.: Katalog. Stuttgart, Theiss, 2000. II. 613-616., 625—(S27.,
842-844. III. 352-353., 354., 355., 356., 357., 358., 368., 369., 370-371., 378.,
379-380., 380-381.
Dionysius (1484). Saur Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon. Hrsg. von G ünter M eißner. Bd. 27.
M ünchen-Leipzig, K. G. Saur Verlag, 2000. 518.
„Az egesz kulturälis hagyomänyhoz valo viszony.” A müveszet es Szilägyi Jänos György 
a müzeumban. B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 12, 2000, 4. 372—373.
Az esztergomi Porta speciosa. Ezer ev Szent Adalbert oltalma alatt. Szerk. Hegedüs Andräs, 
Bärdos Istvän. Esztergom, Primäsi Leveltär, 2000. 155-163.
Europa közepen. Europa közepe 1000 körül. Az Europa Tanäcs 27. kiällitäsa. Cseh-lengyel— 
magyar—nemet—szloväk közös tärlat a Magyar Nem zeti Müzeumban. Eiet es Irodalom,
2000. szeptember 22. 22.
Europa közepe 1000 körül. Törtenelmi, müveszeti es regeszeti tanulmänyok. Szerk. Alfried 
W ieczorek, Hans-Martin Hinz. A tanulmänykötet magyar vältozatänak szerk. Marosi 
Ernö. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti M uzeum , 2000. 603 p.
Egyhäzi epiteszet Magyarorszägon. 383-384.
Szent Istvän szekesfeherväri sirja. 391—392.
Tem plom epület es liturgikus ter. 525—526.
Horväth Istvän köszöntöje a R öm er Floris-erem ätadäsa alkalmäbol. Müveszettörteneti Ertesitö, 
49, 2000, 3 /4 . 331-332.
Kunsthistorische Bem erkungen zur Vision des heiligen Gerhard/G eliert. The Man o f Many 
Devices, Who Wandered Full Many Ways. Festschrift in honor o f Jänos M . Bak. Ed. by 
Baläzs Nagy. Budapest, Central European University Press, 1999. 31-37.
L’heritage culturel com m un des nations differentes et l’histoire de l’art europeen. Colocviul
international: patrim oniul cultural national -  strategia conservärii -  o Strategie a integrärii In circuitul 
valorilor europene. / Colloque international, le patrim oine culturel national, la Strategie de la 
preservation — une Strategie de I’int^gration parm i les valeurs europeennes. Ed. Eugen Simion. 
Bucure§ti, Univers Enciclopedic, 2000. 31-36.
A magyar törtenelem  kepei. A törtenetiseg szemleltetese
a müveszetekben. /  Bilder der Ungarische Geschichte. Die künstlerische 
Veranschaulichung der Geschichtlichkeit. +  Ereklyek. Törtenelem — Kep. Szemelvtnyek 
mült es müveszet kapcsolatäbol Magyarorszägon. Katalögus.
Szerk. M iko Ärpäd, Sinkö Katalin. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 2000. 11-33., 
771-773., 139-142.
A mäsodik kalocsai szekesegyhäz nehäny müveszettörteneti kerdese. Kalocsa törtenetebSl.
Szerk. Koszta Läszlö, Kalocsa, Kalocsa Väros Önkormänyzata, 2000. 51—68.
A nagypapäval szövetsegben. Beszelgetes Marosi Emövel a müveszettörtenetrol 
a millennium eveben. [kerdezö: Gosztonyi Ferenc] Müertö, 3, 2000, 12. 5.
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[Nem eth Lajosröl]. „M inerva baglya” — N em eth Lajos professzor tiszteletere. A Duna 
Televiziöban 1999. decem ber 23-än sugärzott beszelgetes szerk., illetve ätirt vältozata. 
Szerk. Nagy T. Katalin. Irodalomismeret, 11, 2000, 1. 78.
„Q uam  qui vidit, testimonium veritati verborum  nostorum perhibet” . Megjegyzesek
Szent Istvän szekesfeherväri prepostsägi templomanak kepehez elbeszelö forräsainkban. 
„Magyaroknak eleiröl”. Ünnepi tanulmänyok a hatvan esztendos M akk Ferenc tiszteletere.
Szerk. Piti Ferenc. Szeged, Szegedi Közepkoräsz Mühely, 2000. 349—363.
Ragya. Eiet es Irodalom, 2000. szeptember 1. 2.
Szermonostor götikus kerengöjenek szobrai. A  közepkori Del-Alföld es Szer. Szerk. Kollar 
Tibor. A szerkesztö munkatärsai: Bardoly Istvän, Lövei Pal, Takäcs Imre, Verö Märia. 
Szeged, Csongräd Megyei Leveltär, 2000. 107—122.
Rom okban hever. Nem zeti Emlekhely Szekesfeherväron. Beszelgetes Oltai Peterrel,=Marosi 
Ernövel, Biczo Piroskäval, Szalai Tamässal. [kerdezö: Szönyei Tamäs] Magyar Narancs,
2000. februär 24. 34—36.
Zolnay Läszlo (1916-1985) emlekkiällitäsa eie. Zolnay Läszlo (1916-1985). Müveinek 
bibliogräfiäja es hagyatekänak ismertetese. Összeällitotta: D. M atuz Edit, Bordäs Attila. 
Budapest, Budapesti Törteneti M uzeum , 2000. 12-14.
Talpmasszäzs Hermesznek. R enyi Andräs: A testek vilägläsa. Herm eneutikai tanulmänyok. 
Budapest, Kijärat Kiadö, 1999. [rec.| Flolmi, 2000, 4. 510-514.
2001
Aradi Nöra (1924-2001). Ars Hungarica, 29, 2001, 1. 213-214.
L’art ä la cour angevine de Hongrie. +  N o 88. Les insignes royaux de la Hongrie ä l’epoque 
des Angevins (copie de la couronne de saint Etienne). +  N o 103. Les sceaux de majeste 
des rois angevins de Hongrie. (co-author: Takäcs Imre) + N o 117. Declaration de Louis 
le Grand de H ongrie donnant sa fille Hedwige ä Guillaume, fils du due Leopold III 
d’Autriche. L ’Europe des Anjou. Aventure des princes angevins du XIII1' au X V e siede. 
Exhibition catalogue. Ed. Guy Massin Le GofF. Paris, Somogy, 2001. 178-193., 326., 
333-335., 341.
Bences epitkezesek a 13. szäzadban. Paradisum plantavit. Bences monostorok a közepkori 
Magyarorszägon. Kiällitäs a Pannonhalmi Bences Foapätsägban. Szerk. Takäcs Imre. 
Pannonhalma, Bences Föapätsäg, 2001. 275—288., 651-658.
Building M onum ents. Medieval Szekesfehervär, Esztergom and Visegräd -  in 2000.
Budapest Review o f Books, 11, 2001, 1/4. 16-29.
Cuius.estamago haec? Riegls ’Gegenwartswert’ und ’historischer W ert’ heute. National 
Heritage -  National Canon. Ed. by Mihäly Szegedy-Maszäk. Budapest, Collegium 
Budapest, 2001. 211-217.
Elöterben a hätter. Ö kori temäk es m otivum ok az euröpai es magyar kepzömuveszetben 
a' 16—19. szäzadban. Uj Müveszet, 12, 2001, 12. 25-28.
Esztetikai közömbösseg. Aba N öväk Vilmos esete a feherväri kötärral. [beszelgetes -  kerdezö: 
N . Kösa Judit] Nepszabadsäg, 2001. novem ber 3. 10.
Forräsfoglaläs. Restauräläsok Szekesfehervärott, Esztergomban es Visegrädon
a 2000. evben. B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 13, 2001, 4. 348-362. + Buzäs 
Gergelynek forräs-ügyben, enyhe erzelmi reakciöval. B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 14,
2002, 1. 14. + Forräs ügyben, 2 /2. B U K S Z  Budapesti Könyvszemle, 14, 2002, 2. 111—112. 
Francia szerzetesrendek közepkori muveszetünkben. Krönikäs, 2001, Különszäm, 28—32.
Az olvasöhoz. + Götika. In: Galavics Geza -  Marosi Em o -  M ikö Arpäd -  W ehli Tünde: 
Magyar[orszägij müveszet a kezdetektol 1800-ig. Budapest, Corvina Kiado, 2001. 7—8.; 
91-211.
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Itt järt Haläsz Käroly. Haläsz Käroly kiallitäsa. Uj Müveszet, 12, 2001, 3. 18—20.
A kolozsväri bronzönto testverektol Kolozsväri M ärtonig es Györgyig. Korunk, 11, 2001, 7.
6-14.
Konzervälni, restaurälni, rekonstruälni. A kulturälis örökseggel valo bänäsmod a müveszet- 
törtenetben. Akademiai mühely. Közgyülesi elöadäsok 1999. Szerk. Beck Mihäly et al. 
Budapest, Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia, 2001. I.: 49-54.
Die Kunst im historischen Ungarn zu Beginn des 16. Jahrhundert und die Frage der
„Donauschule” . Bayern — Ungarn Tausend Jahre. Hrsg. von H erbert W . W urster et al. 
Regensburg, Verlag Friedrich Pustet, 2001. 173-186.
Magyar täj, nem  magyar ecset. Uj müveszettörteneti kezikönyv. Beszelgetes Bart Istvännal es 
Marosi Emövel. [kerdezö: Szonyei Tamäs] Magyar Narancs, 2001. novem ber 19. 26—27. 
Drei mittelalterliche Schlüsseldenkmäler der Kunstgeschichte Ungarns — restauriert. 
Szekesfehervär, Esztergom, Visegräd im Jahr 2000. Acta Hitoriae Artium Academiae 
Scientiarum Hungaricae, 42. 2001. 255-281.
A mükritikärol. [Elhangzott az AI CA Magyar Tagozata ältal szervezett „A kritikairäs
mödszerei” cimü rendezvenyen, 2001. mäjus 25-en a Ludwig M üzeum  Budapest Kortärs 
Müveszeti Müzeumban]. http://www.artserver.hu/kritikak.php 
A müveszet Szent Istvän koräban. AUamalapitäs, tdrsadalom, müvelo'des. Szerk. Kristo Gyula.
Budapest, M TA  Törtenettudom änyi Intezete, 2001. 75—83.
M üveszettörteneti megjegyzesek Szent Istvän ländzsa-attribütumähoz. A  Hadtörteneti M üzeum  
Ertesitoje, 4. Budapest, 2001. 27-32.
N em eth Lajos (1929—1991). Emlekbeszedek az M T A  elhunyt tagjaifelett. Nemeth Lajos 
(1929—1991). Budapest, Magyar Tudom änyos Akademia, 2001. 15—21.
Pilaszter. Az optikai erzekeles es a perspektivikus terertelmezes kerdese az epiteszetben. /  
Pilaster. The question o f optical perception and perspectival spatial analysis in 
architecture. Perspektiva — Perspective. Szerk. Peternäk Miklos, Eross Nikolett, Adele 
Eisenstein. Budäpest, C3 Kulturälis es Kommunikäcios Központ -  M ücsamok, 2001. 
155-160.
Stiluskenyszer es stüusvältozäsok a közepkori magyar müveszetben. Közgyülesi elo'adäsok 2000. 
mäjus. Millennium az Akademian. Szerk. Glatz Ferenc. Budapest, M TA, 2001. I.:
227-233.
Szent Istvän koränak kepe a müveszettörtenetben. A megismeres ütjai es forräsai. Limes, 14,
2001, 1/2. 41-62.
Tem plom ok es ekessegeik. A közepkori Magyarorszäg müveszettörteneteböl.
A  magyar keresztenyseg ezer h e . Hungariae Christianae Millennium. Szerk. Csefalvay Päl, 
Maria Antonietta D e Angelis. Budapest, Magyar Katolikus Püspöki Konferencia, 2001. 
207-220.
Le chiese e quanto la adorna. Cenni di storia dell’arte nell’Ungheria medieval. Mille antii 
di cristianesimo in Ungheria. A cura di Päl Csefalvay, Maria Antonietta De Angelis. 
Budapest, Conferenza episcopale ungherese, 2001. 207—220.
Churches and Their Adornments. O u t o f  the Art History o f  Medieval Hungary.
A  thousand years o f Christianity in Hungary. Eds. Päl Csefalvay, Maria Antonietta De 
Angelis. Budapest, Hungarian Catholic Episcopal Conference, 2001. 207-220. 
Transdanubio. + Ungheria. Enciclopedia dell’Arte Medievale. A  cura di Angiola Maria
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Fünzig Jahre Herrschaft Sigismunds in der Kunstgeschichte. Sigismund von Luxemburg.
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Francois R einert. Mainz am R hein, Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2006. 233—262.
Istvän Genthon. Annuario. Studi e documenti italo-ungheresi. Tra magiaristica e italianistica: cultura e 
istituzioni. Numero speciale. Rom a-Szeged, 2005. 57—62.
Gotika. Magyar müvelodestörteneti lexikon. Köztpkor es kora üjkor. Föszerk. Köszeghy Peter. III.
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+ a Jagello-kor müveszete. Magyar müvelodestörteneti texikon. Közepkor. es kora üjkor.
Föszerk. Koszeghy Peter. IV. haletelek-Jordän. Budapest, Balassi Kiadö, 2005. 165—167., 
261-264., 303-306., 395-398.
Huszka Jözsef, a rajzolö gyüjtö 1854-1934. Huszka Jözsef, a rajzolö gyüjto. Katalögus.
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Indirizzo di saluto. Annuario. Studi e documenti italo-ungheresi. Tra magiaristica e italianistica: 
cultura e istituzioni. Numero speciale. Rom a-Szeged, 2005. 11-12 
Körkerdes. A legjobbak es a legrosszabbak: ez törtent 2004-ben. Uj Müveszet, 15, 2005, 1.
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Magyar müveszet Magyarorszägon. Mi a magyar? Szerk. Romsics Ignäc, Szegedy-Maszäk 
Mihäly. Budapest, Habsburg Törteneti Intezet -  R ubicon Kiadö, 2005. 145-170.
M aurer Döra: Fotogenia, Mai M anö Häz 2005. januär 28. -  februär 20. Balkon, 13, 2005, 2. 
24-26.
A müertö szemleletmödja. Peldäk a magyar müveszettörtenetböl. Egy uj, mäs vilagot teremteni! 
Bolyai-dlj es dijazottak 2 0 0 0 -20 04 . Szerk. D ürr Jänos. Budapest, Alibi Kiadö, 2005. 
141-157.
Papp Szilärd: „A kirälyi udvar epitkezesei Magyarorszägon 1480-1515 között
a del-nem et es szäsz stilusösszefuggesek szemszögeböl” cimü PHD-ertekezesenek vitäja. 
[opponensi velemeny] Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 54, 2005, 1/2. 159-162.
Sigismund, the Last Luxembourg. Prague. The Crown of Bohemia 1347-1437. Eds. by Barbara 
Di;ake Boehm, J in  Fajt. N ew  Y ork-N ew  Haven, M etropolitan M useum o f Art — Yale 
University Press, 2005. 121-130.
The Szekesfehervär Chasuble o f  King Saint Stephen and Q ueen Gisela. The Coronation Mantle 
o f the Hungarian Kings. Ed. by Istvän Bardoly. Budapest, Hungarian National Museum,
2005. 109-139.
Elga Lane: Die mittelalterliche W andmalerei in der Steiermark. W ien, Verlag
der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaft, 2002. (Corpus der mittelalterlichen 
W andmalereien Österreich. Bd. II.) [rec.] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 46. 2005. 261-264.
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Az Akademia kinesei. Termeszet Viläga, 136, 2005, 3. 115-117.
Alkotöi szabadsäg, autonom  täjekozödäs. Miskolci Grafikai Biennäle. Uj Müveszet, 17, 2006,
8. 4-7.
A rt Treasures in the Palace o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences. Conception: Julia Szabö. Ed. 
by Ernö Marosi, Edit Andräs, Eva Bicskei, Gäbor György Papp. Budapest — Veszprem, 
Institute for Art History o f  the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences -  Hungarian Pictures,
2006. 279 p.
The Hungarian Academy o f  Sciences: Inheritor, Guardian and Inspirer o f  Art. 9—14.
The Fine Arts in the Library o f  the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences. 41-42.
N o 7. Resurrection o f  Christ, c. 1440. 98.; N o 44. Johann N epom uk Ender: Travel 
Sketches, 1818—1919. 131.; N o 75. Imre Henszlmann: Kassa Cathedral in Longitudinal 
Section, w ith Ideas for Reconstruction, 1840s. 157—158.; N o 87. Soma Orlai Petries: 
Petöfi in Debrecen, 1867. 170.; V iktor Myskovszky: N orth  Portal o f  St. Elizabeth’s 
Church, Kassa, 1860s. 187—188.; N o 107. U nknow n Pupil o f Friedrich von Schmidt: 
Courtyard o f  Vajdahunyad Castle w ith the Facade Featuring the ’Hunyxdi Loggia’,
1867. 188.; N o 123. György Klösz: Ruinous Church at Zsambek, 1882. 204—205.;
N o 155. Lajos Guläcsy: C ogito ergo sum, 1903. 230.; N o 165. Jozsef R ippl-Rönai:
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U nknow n Man, 1916. 239.; N o 166. Jozsef Egry: Soldier on Horsebeack, 1916. 240.;
N o 167. Bela Uitz; Nudes int he O pen Air, 1917. 240—241.; N o 168. Jozsef R ippl- 
Rönai: Portrait o f  a W om en (Mrs. Milan Füst, nee Erzsebet Heifer), 1920s. 241-242.; 
Gyula Derkovits; M other in Flight (M other with H er Child), 1924. 242-243.; N o 172. 
Zsigmond Kisfaludi Strobl: Albert Apponyi, 1926. 244-245.; N o 176. Heinrich Vogeler: 
Bela Fogarasi, Early 1940s. 247-248.; Päl Pätzay: Bela Bartök Memorial Plaque, 1958. 
250.; N o 181. T ibor Csemus: Angyalfold, 1958. 250—251.
Batthyäny orra. Ars Hungarica, 34, 2006, 1/2. 95-104.
Evolutions vs. Migration Universal and /o r Particular Values in Art History: Contributions to 
the R ole o f Josef Strzygowsky. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 47. 
2006. 303. 1Gotische Skulptur in Grosswardein, zur Frage des Höfischen um  1400. Studia Jagellonica 
Lipsiensia. I. Künstlerische Wechselwirkungen in Mitteleuropa. Hrsg. v on jiri Fajt, Markus 
Hörsch. Sigmaringen, Thorbecke Verlag, 2006. 91-102.
Karoling-kor. +  a kassai Szent Erzsebet-plebaniatemplom. 1. epitestörtenet. + kenotifium .
+ kep. +  keprombolas. + kesö götika. Magyar müvelodestörteneti lexikon. Közepkor h  kora 
üjkor. Föszerk. Köszeghy Peter. V. Jordanszky-ködex-kolostorepiteszet. Budapest,
Balassi Kiadö, 2006. 118-120., 148-153., 296-299., 301., 371-374.
A kep vältozäsai. Birkas Akos retrospektiv kiällitäsa. Uj Muveszet, 18, 2007, 1. 17-19.
Korstilus. I. a kepzömüveszetben. + közepkori falfesteszet. Magyar müvelodestörteneti lexikon. 
Közepkor es kora üjkor. Föszerk. Köszeghy Peter. VI. kolostorhalözat-Lestyan. Budapest, 
Balassi Kiadö, 2006. 81-82., 228-241.
Köszöntes. [Szabolcsi Hedvig] Ars Hungarica, 34, 2006, 1 /2; 7—9.
A kutatäs törtenete. Beszelgetes Marosi Ernö müveszettörtenesszel. [kerdezö: Kem y Terezia] 
Müerto, 2006. Különszäm, 9-11.
Magyar tudomänytär. 6. Kultüra. Szerk. Marosi Ernö, Szabö B. Istvän. Budapest, M TA 
Tärsadalomkutatö Központ -  Kossuth Kiadö, 2006. 595 p.
Bevezetes. 13-17.
M üem lekvedelem az ezredfordulön. 469—476.
The Hungarian Culture at the Turn o f M illennium. 593-595.
Meritsünk ihletet a mültböl! A Körösy Jözsef-emleküles megnyitöja. Területi Statisztika, 46,
2006, 4. 328-329.
Müveszet, tudom äny -  müveszettudomäny. Magyar Szemle, 15, 2006, 11/12. 155—163. 
M üveszettörtenet-iräs, müveszettörteneszek. + Henszlmann Imre (1813-1888), a magyar 
müveszettörtenet-iräs kezdeten. +  Eber Läszlö (1871-1935), a normälis 
müveszettörtenesz. + Dercsenyi Dezsö (1910-1987). „Emberek, es nein frakkok”. A  magyar 
müveszettörtenet-iräs nagy alakjai. Tudomänytörteneti esszegyüjtemeny. Szerk. Bardoly Istvan, 
Marköja Csilla. Budapest, Meridian 2000., 2006. 11-28., 29-50., 143-160., 517-530. 
[ugyanez megjelent: Enigma, N o 47., 48. 2006. N o. 49. 2007.]
The Nineteenth-Century Process o f „Musealization in Hungary and Europe. Ed. by Ernö Marosi, 
Gabor Klaniczay. Budapest, Collegium Budapest, 2006. 408 p. (Workshop series. 
Collegium Budapest Institute for Advanced Study, 17.)
Introduction. 11-17.
Die Reproduktionstechnik zu Anfang der Kunstgeschichte in der zweiten Hälfte 
des 19. Jahrhunderts. Kunstdenkmäler wissenschaftlich dokum entiert und am Beginn 
des „technischen Zeitalters” zur Schau gestellt. 317-334.
Ördögüzes rajzokkal — Banga Ferenc illuszträciöiröl. Uj M üvhzet, 17, 2006, 7. 20—21. 
Särkänyrend. A Luxemburgi Zsigmond-kiallitäs es a magyar hagyomäny. Magyar Nemzet,
2006. jünius 17. 36.
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Sigismund’s M om ent in Art History. The Hungarian Quarterly, Vol. 47. N o 182. 2006. 6-20. 
Reformatio Sigismundi. Müveszeti es politikäi reprezentäcio Luxemburg! Zsigmond
kömyezeteben. +  1.36. Diosgyor, kiralyi varkastely. +  1.37. Zolyom, kiralyi varkastely.
+ 5.34. Päpa- es csäszär-rotulus. + 5.35. W inand von Steeg: Adams colluctancium 
aquilarum. + 5.36. Frater Ulmannus: Buch der heiligen Dreifaltigkeit. + 5.37. Päpa- 
vaticiniumok, valamint Benvenuto de’ Rambaldi da Imola (1336/40—1390): Libellus 
Augustalis (1387). + 5.38. Eberhard W indecke: Denkw ürdigkeiten zur Geschichte 
des Zeitalters Kaiser Sigismunds. + 5.39. Eberhard W indecke: Denkwürdigkeiten zur 
Geschichte des Zeitalters Kaiser Sigismunds (töredek). + A Zsigm ond-kor müveszeti 
öröksege. A keso götika kezdetei. +  5.41. Reform atio Sigismundi. ; 7.3. Zägräb, Szent 
Mark szobra. +  7.4. Zägräb, Krisztus szobra. Sigismundus rex et imperator. Müveszet es 
kultüra Luxemhurgi Zsigmond koräban 1387—1437. Budapest, Szepmüveszeti M üzeum, 
Luxemburg, Musee National d ’Histoire et d’Art, 2006. Katalogus. Szerk. Takäcs Imre. 
Mainz am Rhein, Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2006. 24—37., 114-116., 462-469., 
558-564., 567-568.
Reform atio Sigismundi — Künstlerische und politische Repräsentation am H o f
Sigismunds von Luxemburg. +  1.36. Diosgyor, königliches Burgschloß. + 1.37. 
Altsohl, königliches Burgschloß. + 5.34. Papst- und Kaiser Rotulus. + 5.35. W inand 
von Steeg: Adams colluctancium aquilarum. + Frater Ulmannus: Buch der heiligen 
Dreifaltigkeit. +  5.37. Paps-Vaticinien, sowie Benvenuto de’ Rambaldi da Imola 
(1336/40-1390): Libellus Augustalis (1387). + 5.38. Eberhard Windecke: 
Denkw ürdigkeiten zur Geschichte des Zeitalters Kaiser Sigismunds — Fragment.
. + 5.39. + Das künstlerische Erbe der Zeit Sigismunds -  Auftakt zur Spätgotik.
+ 5.41. Reform atio Sigismundi. + 7.3. Figur des heiligen Markus. + 7.4. 
Christusfigur. Sigismundus rex et imperator. Kunst und Kultur zur Zeit Sigismunds von 
Luxemburg 1387-1437 . Budapest, Szepmüveszeti M üzeum , Luxemburg, Musee 
National d ’Histoire et d ’Art, 2006. Ausstellungskatalog. Hrsg. von Imre Takäcs. 
Mainz am R hein, Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2006. 24-36., 114-116., 462-469., 
558-564., 567-568.
Reform atio Sigismundi. Representation artistique et politique dans l’entourage de 
Sigismond de Luxembourg. + 1.36. Diosgyor, chateau du XVe siede. + 1.37. 
Zolyom , chateau royal. +  5. 34. Rotules des papes et des empereurs. +  5.35.
W inand von Steeg: Adams colluctancium aquilarum. + 5.36. Frater Ulmannus:
Buch der heiligen Dreifaltigkeit. +  5:37. Vaticinations sur le pape, suivies du Libellus 
Augustalis (1387) de Benvenuto de’ Rambaldi da Imola (1336/40-1390). + 5.38. 
Eberhard W indecke: Denkw ürdigkeiten zur Geschichte des Zeitalters Kaiser 
Sigismunds. +  5. 39. Eberhard W indecke: Denkwürdigkeiten zur Geschichte des 
Zeitalters Kaiser Sigismunds — fragment. +  5.41. Reform atio Sigismundi. + Le legs 
artistique de l’epoque de Sigismond. Les debuts du gothique tardif. + 7.3. Statue de 
saint Marc. + 7.4. Statue du Christ. Sigismundus rex et imperator. Art et culture au temps 
de Sigismond de Luxembour 1387—1437. Budapest, Szepmüveszeti M üzeum, 
Luxemburg, Musee National d ’Histoire et d ’Art, 2006. Catalogue de l’exposition. 
Sous la direction de Takäcs Imre. Mainz am R hein, Verlag Philipp von Zabern,
2006. 24-37., 114-116., 462-468., 469., 558-564., 567-568.
Üdvlelde gäzfäklyäkkal. Strobl Alajos (1856-1926). MKE, Barcsay Terem , 2006. Uj M üvhzet, 
17, 2006, 11. 4-6.
Valos es virtuälis terek. A N yilt Struktüräk Müveszeti Egyesülete (OSAS). Vasarely M üzeum, 
Budapest, 2006. Balkon, 14, 2006, 10. 19-20.
Jänos Vegh ist siebzig. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 47. 2006. 5-9.
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Zikm und Lucembursky 1368-1437, uhersky kräl -  dedic anjouovskych tradic. Karel I V  — cisar 
z  B o ii milosti: kultura a um(m za  vlädy posledntch Lucemburkeü 1310-143  7. Prazky hrad 16. 
ünora -  21. kvetna 2006. Katalog vystavy. Ed. J in  Fajt za podpory Barbary Drake 
Boehm. Praha, Academia, 2006. 209-220., 570-579.
Sigismund, 1368—1437 — König von Ungarn als Erbe der Anjou-Tradition. Karl IV .
Kaiser von Gottes Gnaden. Kunst und Repräsentation des Hauses Luxemburg 1310-143  7. 
Ausstellungskatalog. Prager Burg. 16. 2. bis 21. 5. 2006. Hrsg. v o n jiri Fajt.
U n ter Mitarb. von Markus Hörsch, Andrea Langer. M ünchen, Deutscher 
Kunstverlag, 2006. 209-220., 570-579.
A müveszet szabadsäga. Kovalovszky Märta A m odern magyar festeszet remekei 1896-2003 
cimü könyveröl. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 2005. [rec.] Uj Müveszet, 17, 2006, 1. 38-39. 
Szloväk(iai) gotika. Gotika. Dejiny slovenskeho vytvarneho umenia. Slovenskä närodnä galeria. 
Red. Dusan Buran. Bratislava, Slovenskä narodnä galeria, 2003. [rec.] B U K S Z  Budapesti 
Könyvszemle, 18, 2006, 2. 129-141.
2007
Bevezetes. /  An Introduction. A  misztikus India — ket magyar festo'no müveszeten keresztül.
Szerk. R enner Zsuzsanna. Budapest, Hopp Ferenc Kelet-äzsiai Müveszeti M uzeum,
2007. 8 -9 ., 10-11.
Eber Läszlö Vasarija. Nulla dies sine linea. Tanulmänyok Passuth Krisztina hetvenedik
születesnapjära. Szerk. Berecz Agnes, L. M olnär Maria, Tatai Erzsebet. Budapest, Praesens,
2007. 11-20.
Europai müveszet es magyar müveszet. 1923 Fülep Lajos: Magyar müveszet. A  magyar
irodalom törtenetei. III. 1920-tol napjainkig. Szerk. Szegedy-Maszäk Mihäly, Veres Andräs. 
Budapest, Gondolat Kiado, 2007. 69-83.
H o f und adlige Kultur in der Kunst des frühen 13. Jahrhunderts in Ungarn. Elisabeth von 
Thüringen. Eine europäische Heilige. Hrsg. von Dieter Blume. Petersberg, Im hof Verlag,
2007. 67-76.
Az ikonikus es a narrativ modus a müveszettörtenetben. Folklör es vizuälis kultura.
Szerk. Szemerkenyi Agnes. Budapest, Akademiäi Kiadö, 2007. 9—18.
König Frigyes kiällitäsa eie. Budapest, Raiffeisen Galeria, 2007. Balkon, 15, 2007, 3. 26-27. 
M ärton'es György kolozsväri szobräsz testverpär. + modus. Magyar müvelodestörteneti lexikon. 
Közepkor es kora üjkor. Föszerk. Köszeghy Peter. VII. Lethenyi-m ügyüjtemeny.
Budapest, Balassi Kiadö, 2007. 310—315., 450.
M üem lek- es müzeumügy. A nemzeti emlekällomäny muzealizäciöja. A  Monarchia kora -  
ma. Szerk. Gero Andräs. Budapest, Uj M andätum Könyvkiadö, 2007. 73-92.
A M üemlekvedelem fei evszäzada. Müemlekvedelem, 51, 2007, 1. 2-4.
M üveszettörtenet az Epites- Epiteszettudomäny (koräbban Epites- es Közlekedestudomänyi 
Közlemenyek) 50 evenek 47 köteteben. Epites- Epiteszettudomäny, 35, 2007, 3 /4 . 15-22. 
A Müveszettörtenet-iräs nemzetközi iskoläja. [Marosi Em o nyilatkozata a CIHA budapesti 
konferenciäjäröl -  kerdezö: Ferch Magda] Magyar Hirlap, 2007. novem ber 23. 19.
A nezöpontok sokfelesegenek követelmenye a m üveszettörtenet mödszertanäban. Bevezetes 
az M TA  Filozöfiai es Törtenettudom änyok Osztälyänak a 2006. evi közgyüles idejen 
rendezett tudomänyos ülesszakähoz. Müveszettörteneti Ertesito, 56, 2007, 1. 29-32.
A radikälis „alapitö” . Vigh Tamäs kiällitäsa. MKE, Barcsay Terem , 2007. IV. 20-ig.
Uj Müveszet, 18, 2007, 5. 4-6.
Sandro ifjükora. A Botticelli-törtenet tanulsägai. Mozgo Viläg, 33, 2007, 7. 94—100.
[Ferch Magda: Vita Botticelli fresköjäröl. (Marosi Em o nyilatkozata) Magyar Hirlap, 2007. 
jünius 12. 18.; Pallag Zoltän: It järtam: M. B. Botticelli-freskö Esztergomban?
(Boskovits Miklos, Marosi Em o, Poes Daniel, Prokopp Maria, Wierdl Zsuzsa nyilatko- 
zata) Magyar Narancs, 2007. jülius 5. 35.; Szablyar Eszter: Puskaporos hordocska. [Marosi 
Emo, M ikö Arpäd, W irdl Zsuzsa nyilatkozata] Nepszabadsäg, 2007. jtinius 14. 10.]
Drei Statuten des Heiligen Ladislaus von Grosswardein aus der Zeit Sigismunds. Sigismund of 
Luxemburg and his Time. Oradea, December 6 -9 , 2001. [Abstracts] Ed. by Fiorina Ciure, 
Alexandru Simon..Oradea, Editura M uzeului 'Järii Crijurilor, 2007. 43.
A tihanyi bences apätsäg a l l .  szäzad epiteszeteben. Tanulmänyok a 950 eves Tihanyi alapltolevel 
tiszteletere. Szerk. Erszegi Geza. Tihany, Bences Apätsäg, 2007. 77—90.
Tül keves üjkori vilägesoda. [nyilatkozat] Magyar Hirlap, 2007. jülius 10. 18.
A tudomänyossäg modelljei a müveszettörtenet-iräsban. Müveszet mint kutatäs. A  Magyar 
Kepzömüveszeti Egyetem, a Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia Müveszettörteneti Kutatointezet es 
a C3 Kulturdlis es Kommunikäcids Központ Alapitväny szervezeseben 2006. november-24-en 
tartott tudomänyos konferencia eloadäsai. Szerk. Kürti Emese. Budapest, Magyar Kepzo- 
müveszeti Egyetem, 2007. 1-15.
Szent Imre halälänak es lelke mennybevitelenek äbräzoläsa a szekesfeherväri szarkofagon?
A z  ezereves ifjü. Tanulmänyok Szent Imre hereeg 1000 everol. Szerk. Lörincz Tamäs. 
Szekesfehervär, Szent Im re-tem plom , 2007. 69—77.
W inand von Steeg: Allegorische Komposition mit Ecclesia ünd Maria. Federzeichnung auf 
Pergament, aquarelliert. In arte venustas. Studies on Drawings in Honour o f Terez Gerszi. 
Presented on Her Eightieth Birthday. Ed. by Anna Czere. Budapest, Budapest M useum of 
Fine Arts, 2007. 29-31.
Zwischen Kunstgeographie und historischer Geographie. Das Königreich und Ständestaat 
Ungarn im Mittelalter. Ars, 40, 2007, 2. 135-143.
Denkmalbegriff, Schutz und Pflege. Geza Hajos: Denkmalschutz und Öffentlichkeit.
Zwischen Kunst, Kultur und Natur. Ausgewählte Schriften zur Denkm altheorie und 
Kulturgeschichte 1981-2002. Frankfurt am Main, Peter Lang, 2005. [rec.] Acta Historiae 
Artium Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, 48. 2007. 354—356.
2008
Az Alpokon innen es tül. A reneszänsz lätszolagos välaszütjai Magyarorszägon 1500 körül es 
utän. Mätyäs kiräly öröksege. Keso reneszänsz müveszet Magyarorszägon (1 6 -1 7. szäzad). II. 
Tanulmänyok. Szerk. M ikö Arpäd, Verö Märia. Budapest, Magyar Nem zeti Galeria, 2008. 
9-23.
Arpäd-häzi kirälyok m int affele közepkori Höfeherke es a het törpe. Beszelgetes Marosi Ernö 
müveszettörtenesszel. [kerdezö: Rädai Eszter] Eiet es lrodalom, 2008. märcius 21. 7-8.
Bem erkungen zur Baukunst des Historismus in Ungarn. Acta Historiae Artium Academiae 
Scientiarum Hungaricue, 49. 2008. 512—522.
Bevezeto megjegyzesek. Szent Imre 1000 eve. Tanulmänyok Szent Imre tiszteletere születesenek 
ezredik evforduloja alkalmäbol. Szerk. Kemy Terezia. Szekesfehervär, Szekesfeherväri 
Egyhäzmegyei M üzeum , 2007. [12008] 18—19.
Csanäd Bälint zum funfundsechzigsten Geburtstag. Acta Archaeologica Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 59, 2008, 2. 153-154.
Egy magyar polgär. R äth  György es munkässäga. Szerk. H orväth Hilda. Budapest,
Iparmüveszeti M üzeum  2006. [könyvbemutatö] Magyar Könyvszemle, 124, 2008, 3. 
371-373.
Egy kärpitmüveszno halälära. /  O n  the Death o f a Tapestry Artist. Dobränyi Ildikd (1948-2007)
— Mindörökke. A  kärpit meltosäga. /  Ildikd Dobränyi (1948-2007). -  Forever. Dignity of 
Tapestry. Szerk. Hegyi Ibolya, Kontsek Ildiko. Esztergom, Kereszteny M üzeum , 2008.
9-10.
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Az erem vonzereje. Megjegyzesek a humanista reprezentäciö hagyomänyaihoz 
Magyarorszägon. Soproni Szemle, 62, 2008, 3. 238-249.
Az esztergomi Baköcz-käpolna. Müemlekvedelem, 52, 2008, 6. 360-367.
A  gitika Magyarorszägon. Budapest, Corvina Kiadö, 2008. 144 p. (Stilusok -  korszakok)
Ferdinand Hodler. Szepmüveszeti M üzeum . [kiällitäs megnyito] Eiet es Irodalom, 2008. 
szeptember 19. 29.
Introduction. [H ow  to write Art History -  National, Regional or Global? Conference o f 
the CIH A , Budapest, 21-25 N ovem ber, 2007] Acta Historiae Artium Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, 49. 2008. 17-23.
A konzervativ müzeum. Argus, 19, 2008, 1. 102-107.
Kosary Domokos rajzai, festmenyei Tihanyban. Reszletek a kiällitäs megnyitöjäböl. Tihanyi 
Kalendärium 2009. Szerk. Korzenszky Richärd. Tihany, Tihanyi Bences Apätsäg, 2008. 
78-80.
Közep-euröpai örökseg — Euröpai örökseg. Interjü dr. Marosi Emövel. [kerdezö: Nagy 
Zoltän] Örökseg, 12, 2008, 5. 3-4.
A Magyar Tudom änyos Akademia egy regi jötevöje, Semsey Andor. Semsey Andor emlekkötet. 
Szerk. Häla Jözsef. Debrecen, Tiszäntüli Törtenesz Tänasäg, 2008. 87-89.
Mätyäs, a közepkori ember. Götika es reneszänsz. Hunyadi Mätyäs, a kiräly. Hagyomäny is 
megüjuläs a kirälyi udvarban 158-1490. Katalögus. Szerk. Farbaky Peter et al. Budapest, 
Budapesti Törteneti M üzeum , 2008. 113-127.
Matthias Corvinus, the Medieval Man. Gothic and renaissance. Matthias Corvinus,
the King. Tradition and Renewal in the Hungarian Royal Court 1458-1490. Exhibition 
catalogue. Ed. by Peter Farbaky et al. Budapest, Budapest History M useum, 2008. 
113-127.
„Mätyäst mostan välasztotta m ind ez orszäg kirälysägra” . Mätyäs kiräly kora es udvara a 
müveszettörtenetben. Korunk, 19, 2008, 7. 4-11.
M egkerdeztük Marosi Erö müveszettörteneszt, az M TA  alelnöket. [nyilatkozat a Magyar 
Kurim ak 2008. äprilis 30-än a liturgia es müveszet kapcsolatäröl Piliscsabän rendezett 
A liturgia egyhäzmüveszeti vonatkozäsairöl c. konferencia kapcsän.] http: / !wu>w. magyar. 
kurir.hu/?m op=u>iew&id=21682Grrovat=l6
M entenyi Klära „A szekesfeherväri Szüz Märia prepostsägi tem plom  romän
kori faragvänyai (a faragvänyok törtenete a 19. szäzadban)” cimü doktori (PHD) 
ertekezesenek vitäja. [opponensi velemeny] Müvhzettörteneti Ertesito, 57, 2008, 2. 
411-414.
Müzsäkat Pannoniänak. A reneszänsz reneszänsza? Eiet 6s Tudomäny, 2008. äprilis 18.
» 486-490.
Mütärgyvändorläs. +  müvessegek. +  müveszet. + müveszeti oktatäs. +  müveszettörtenet.
+ müveszvändorläs. +  narrativ äbräzoläs (narrativ kep). + O ttö-kor. Magyar 
müvelodestörteneti lexikon. Közepkor es kora üjkor. Föszerk. Koszeghy Peter. VIII. mühely— 
paleogräfia. Budapest, Balassi Kiadö, 2008. 31-42., 54-61., 148., 422-423.
Pecsi filing. Hiller Istvän, Konräd György, Meszäros Andräs es Värkonyi György a Fapados 
Szalonban. M oderätor Pikö Andräs. Hozzäszölok Väradi Julia, Barabäs Jänos, Marosi 
Emö, Ägoston Zoltän, Pinczehelyi Sändor, Sändor Ivän, Vitänyi Ivän, P. Szücs Julianna. 
Mozgo Viläg, 34, 2006, 6. 115-128.
Pfarrkirchen im  mittelalterlichen Ungarn im  Spannungsfeld der beharrenden Kräfte der 
Gesellschaft und zunehm ender Bildungsansprüche. Pfarreien im Mittelalter. Deutschland, 
Polen, Tschechien und Ungarn im Vergleich. Hrsg. von Nathalie Kruppa. Göttingen, 
Vandenhoeck und R uprecht, 2008. 201-221.
A rajzolö fejedelem. Zichy Mihäly kiällitäsa. Magyar Nem zeti Galeria 2007. Uj Müveszet, 19,
2008, 1. 12-15.
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Reneszänsz, humanizmus. Fogalmi problemak A reneszänsz eve kiällitäsain. B U K S Z  Budapesti 
Konyvszemle, 20, 2008, 4. 345-352.
Sigismundus R ex  et Imperator: Art and Culture D uring the Tim e o f  Sigismund o f 
Luxemburg, 1387-1437. /  Sigismundus R ex  et Imperator: Müveszet es kultüra 
Luxemburgi Zsigm ond koräban, 1387-1437. Bulletin du Musee Hongrois des Beaux-Arts, 
105. 2006. [12008] 131-138., 284-290.
Josef Strzygowski als Entwerfer von nationalen Kunstgeschichten. Kunstgeschichte im „Dritten 
Reich”. Theorien, Methoden, Praktiken. Hrsg. von R u th  Heftrig. Berlin, Akademie-Verlag,
2008. 103-113.
Szilägyi Jänos György köszöntese. Eiet es Irodalom, 2008. jülius 18. 17.
„A tudomänyos ikonogräfiai kutatäsnak nagy müveszi eredm enye” R ex invictissimus.
Hadsereg es hadszervezet a Mätyäs kori Magyarorszägon. Szerk. Veszpremy Läszlö. Budapest, 
Zrinyi Kiadö, 2008. 237-240.
A varäzslö kertje. Guläcsy Lajos gyüjtemenyes kiällitäsa. Kogart Häz, 2008. Üj Müveszet, 19,
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THE MAROSI FILES: 
FROM  “PROGRESSIVE TR A D ITIO N S” TO 
“MULTIPLICITY OF VIEW POINTS”
Having been compiled to celebrate the work o f  Erno Marosi, this collection o f 
studies belongs to a category which lies somewhere between historical analysis and 
laudation. The laudation is a well-defined prose form, whose rhetorical traditions 
require in the introduction (exordium) a declaration o f the author’s relationship 
with the person being honoured, and a proper allusion to the community which 
commissioned it.1 N o laudation really confines itself to a single person; the deeds 
being praised are those which have served the glory o f  the community.
The present author thus declares herself a pupil, one o f the hundreds taught by 
Marosi during their university studies. This is nothing rare, or special: Marosi gave 
his first lectures in 1964, and even after he stopped teaching students directly, he 
continued, through his book Bevezetes a müveszettörtenetbe... (“Introduction to the 
History o f Art”), to exert his influence on everyone “headed that way”, or to use 
Simone W eil’s expression, gently ushering inward those poised at the “m outh o f 
the labyrinth” .2 Marosi’s admirers, more numerous even than his students, form a 
kind o f community linked not by mutual acquaintance, but by shared appreciation 
o f his work and, w hen they have had the chance, through the channels o f aca­
demic discourse.
This brings us to Marosi’s contributions to that academic discourse. O ne o f  the 
ubiquitous accessories o f scholarly work nowadays is the com puter folder, where 
we store away information for our future research, or just out o f  interest. The 
Marosi files on m y com puter are scattered among many sub-folders, some very 
old, and like most folders, somewhat disordered. W henever I open them, the 
word “folder” comes back to me in its former sense, bringing back homely feel­
ings that go back to my childhood. Before the com puter age, a “folder” was some­
thing for storing drawings and notes; the Hungarian word for it, mappa, also carries 
an association w ith maps. Maps were a favourite feature o f our childhood, the 
object o f imaginary travels at a time w hen real travel was somewhat restricted. So 
we looked at the maps, learning the names o f towns in unknow n worlds, the hills 
and the rivers, looking for landmarks. W e tried to imagine the height o f the 
mountains and the length o f  the rivers. N ow  I realise that my discovery o f the 
world through maps, w ith their coordinates and towering mountain peaks, is not
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so far rem oved from exploration o f my mappas—folders—today. The data in my 
Marosi mappa has long been gathering into mountain regions and towering peaks 
on my intellectual map. The folder is not a closed structure, and does not represent 
a closed oeuvre; Marosi folders, which must exist on many people’s computers on 
many desks, are like inquisitive creatures, always on the lookout for new Marosi 
material, and open to receive new  arrivals.
In the spirit o f these mappas, what is discussed here is not Marosi the person, 
but his w ork as it appears in the academic discourse. In discussing Marosi’s work, 
we somehow also say something about the path so many o f us have taken, and 
about our ow n thinking. Staying with the map analogy: on  the pretext o f Marosi 
himself, this is an attempt to survey the changing viewpoints o f art-historiography 
in Hungary, to look at how  far he—and we—have come relative to the coordinates 
we have set ourselves.
In an article he w rote in the 1990s, Marosi played w ith the idea o f what kind 
o f history would emerge if  the history o f art was presented not in the chronology 
o f  events and production o f art works, but in the chronology o f the emergence o f 
problems and the finding o f answers. H e saw potential in the idea that “history 
might be written the other way round: in the order o f the discovery o f art eras and 
phenom ena” , letting us understand “how  and why the hitherto apparently blind 
eyes opened to the sight and perception o f certain qualities.”3 The m ethod he 
proposed could also be applied to present his own oeuvre, a problem -centred 
presentation.
O ur sad legacy: “progressive” traditions
First comes the question: what were the circumstances in which Marosi started his 
university studies in 1958, and how  did they develop in the period up to his 
graduation in 1963? And what was the general situation when he was emerging as 
a scholar? N o t having been a direct witness o f these years, the present author can 
get an idea o f the university and scholarly world o f that time only through a veil 
o f sources and reminiscences. The beginning o f his studies coincided with the 
darkest period o f  reprisals following the 1956 R evolution. Art historians were also 
experiencing a crisis at that time. Talented and productive people abandoned the 
field, or w ent abroad. Lajos Fiilep’s gradual withdrawal from academic and univer­
sity life had an unsettling effect on the profession.4 Details o f certain stages o f  that 
process have come to light recently with the publication o f Fiilep’s correspond­
ence.5 His retreat was the last stage in a pow er game being played by others, the 
grabbing o f positions by a small group o f Marxist historians in the committees o f 
the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences (Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia or MTA) 
and key areas o f universities, ministries and museums.
Conflicts had bubbled up in the slightly freer atmosphere o f 1956, when the 
Art History Com m ittee o f  the Academy committed the “scandal” o f holding secret
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voting on committee members, departing from the ways o f the one-party state. A 
warning was duly delivered, but the committee refused to budge, and the M TA ’s 
Second Section o f Philosophy and Historical Sciences ordered a re-election w ith­
out the knowledge or consent o f the chairman, Lajos Fülep. The committee was 
filled with nominees: Nora Aradi and Ilona Berkovits remained, and Aladar D ob- 
rovits was brought in (May 1957). Klara Garas became the secretary. In January 
1960, they were joined by the newly-appointed Director o f the Hungarian N a­
tional Gallery (Magyar Nemzeti Galeria), Gabor O. Pogany.6 The official line was 
that they were appointed ex officio because o f their other, government positions. 
Fülep did not believe this, or pretended not to believe it. In his farewell letter, he 
sharply attacked firstly Pogany, and secondly the methods themselves.7 Setting aside 
personal feelings and antipathies,8 the official explanation was in fact probably cor­
rect. The Academy had lost its organisational autonomy in 1949, and operated as a 
Soviet-type super-institution, a veritable “Planning Office” under tight state, and 
above all Party, control.9 Fülep made as if he was unaware o f this dependence, and 
saw no obstacle to a secret ballot. The experiment was certainly proved a failure by 
events: no action hinting at the autonomy o f the old Academy could be tolerated. 
The only possible candidates for academic positions were those in the Party nomen- 
klature.10 The Party’s view o f the situation is best understood from a private letter 
by Pogany in 1960. Although unofficial, it gives a good insight into the opinions of 
some conservative-left wing Party members, the influential circle which Tibor 
Huszär has identified as having carried out “clandestine” Party activity within the 
Academy.11 Pogany wrote in his letter that after 1949, unlike other Academy com­
mittees (philosophy, history, literature) the old bourgeois art historians were not 
removed, enabling them  to “stifle every endeavour which smelled o f Marxism”. 
Pogany finished his letter to the Director o f the Academy’s Publishers with the 
words, “W hat is saddest is that this situation has especially had a detrimental effect 
on young aspiring academics, most o f w hom  have become half-educated snobs, 
bourgeois [...] activists, ministrants to W estern culture.”12 These lines applied to 
those who were currently pursuing their studies, i.e. Marosi’s generation.
The situation in the Departm ent o f Art History at that time could have been 
little different. Indeed, its personnel included some o f the protagonists from the 
drama on the Academy’s Art History Committee: Lajos Fülep, Lajos Vayer, Anna 
Zador, Gabor O . Pogany as external lecturer, and soon also N ora Aradi.13 It was 
perhaps subject to rather less ideological pressure than other departments, as Fülep’s 
authority secured a large degree o f  protection.14 Nonetheless, some people retain 
memories o f strict ideological constraints at that tim e.15
The sixties
The general situation started to consolidate in 1962. T he boundaries o f post- 
Revolution intellectual life suddenly seemed to crystallise. As Mihaly Vajda so
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nicely put it, “everything, be it nice or nasty, was so straightforward” , or at least 
became so. These are not just the nostalgic words o f a man looking back on his 
youth, but the view o f a cultural philosopher. Vajda w ent so far as to state that it 
was the beginning o f a new era in political affairs and—what we might see as most 
important—in everyday life and the world o f historical ideas. The nineteen sixties 
put an end to the Enlightenm ent and the French Revolution. This was the start of 
the postmodern age, said Vajda, which also meant that “there is no longer just one 
truth!” 16 These are weighty words, full o f pathos. So much so, they demand a 
m ore detailed explanation that may be given here; the reader is referred to the 
above essay by Mihaly Vajda and the burgeoning literature on postmodernism. 
“T he end o f the Enlightenm ent” was not an anti-Enlightenm ent statement on 
Vajda’s part. Q uite the reverse: both that and the “postm odern” were the off­
springs o f modernisation. Postmodernism is definitely N O T  an “anti-m odern” 
development. This was no burst o f nostalgia, nor was it a revival o f the conserva­
tive outlook in which history has an “ultimate aim” . W hat was at issue was still 
“modernism”, but o f  a new kind which, unlike its predecessors, takes account o f 
“where we stand in the light o f what w ent before” .17 Central to these explanations 
is a premise which became the deepest conviction o f the entire generation: T H E R E
IS N O  L O N G E R  O N L Y  O N E  T R U T H . The significance o f this thesis becomes 
truly manifest only in the specifics, in historical dimensions. The clarions o f  the 
Sole Truth, heard so loudly in the single-party world o f the fifties and sixties, had 
also been hearkened to by many souls in the thirties and forties. Only the ideo­
logical tune was different. The historical narrative o f “single cause and purpose” 
merely shed the ideals o f national autonomy, ethnic character and race, and took 
up the cause o f the class war. This was propagated through everyday ideological 
indoctrination at every level. After the “either-or” worlds which defined the lives 
o f the majority o f a generation—the Fathers—the longed-for “and” /  “also” inter­
pretation o f  postmodernism which broke through the clouds after 1956 was a 
crucial change.
Introduction to the Hungarian history o f art 1951—1 9 6 7
Marosi started teaching as soon as he graduated, in 1964. His subject, following on 
from his degree dissertation, was the introduction to the history o f art, reading 
sources and history o f  scholarship. He had chosen a subject from the history o f 
scholarship for his dissertation; he explored and assessed the Gothic school o f 
older art history.18 T w o publications resulted from it: one an introductory study 
on the 19th century art historiography era known as “Rom anticism ”, Das roman­
tische Zeitalter der ungarischen Kunstgeschichtsschreibung, 1965, which was published in 
the university’s journal in 1965.19 This was really the first thorough historiograph­
ical work to address the beginnings o f the discipline. O ne o f  its central characters 
was Imre Henszlmann, whose work dominated the field in these years, partly
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through the studies o f Anna Zädor and 
partly by tradition: in the department head­
ed by Antal H ekler'during the interwar pe­
riod, Henszlmann’s m em ory was preserved 
with the esteem due to the founder. Later,
Marosi wrote a study o f  the period for La- 
jos Vayer, and Arpad Tim ar w rote a dis­
sertation on Imre Henszlmann’s art criti­
cism and its precedents for Anna Zador in 
1964.20
The most politically-sensitive chapters 
o f  Marosi’s dissertation concerned the lit­
erature o f  the interwar period. He called 
this period the “second era” o f  Hungarian 
art historiography. (The “third era” was his 
own time).21 The extent to which this sec­
ond era might be regarded as a continua­
tion o f  the first era-that o f rom antic-na­
tional art historiography—was for him a his­
torical question. Considering Marosi’s later 
work on the previously little-explored field o f historiography o f  art in Hungary, 
work in which he was to develop the m odern form o f the subject, it does not go 
too far to say that as regards his basic outlook, this youthful work laid the founda­
tions for his entire career.
W e get a real appreciation o f  the relevance o f  that dissertation, the novelty o f 
its approach, and the changing situation, w hen we compare it w ith Anna Zador’s 
outline o f the subject w ritten m ore than ten years previously. Zador’s essay (1952) 
was the first proper overview o f the historiography o f art history. By 1963, her 
pupil Marosi set himself—was able to set himself-different objectives from those o f 
his professor. His study was also prom pted by different considerations: as a medi­
evalist,22 he was seeking the foundations o f the Gothic outlook by an examination, 
through the sources, o f the romantic historicism o f the first generation o f art his­
torians and Christian archaeologists, Imre Henszlmann, Arnold Ipolyi and Floris 
R öm er. W hile recognising their pioneering role in the foundation o f art history 
and archaeology in Hungary, he bracketed their “national-romantic” view in pa­
rentheses. But he also bracketed the outlook o f the Gothic scholars o f the interwar 
period, especially their construction o f history on the precarious foundation o f the 
“national character” .
Zador’s 1952 paper, . “O utline o f the Developm ent o f History o f Art in H un­
gary up to 1945” was, despite all efforts on the author’s part, stamped with the 
ideological atmosphere o f the early 1950s.23 It was published in the first book o f 
essays produced by the M üveszettörteneti Munkaközösseg (Art History W orking 
Group), formed in 1951. It is not surprising that Zädor mentiones in her essay the
Tibor Gerevich (1882—1954)
Anna Zädor (1904—1995)
“need for realism” in research and the dual­
ity o f investigation and interpretation o f 
sources. She particularly referred to the re­
lationship with living art, the basic goal o f 
the profession. These were issues on the 
agenda o f the official public debate at that 
time. Despite the use o f Marxist formulas, 
Zadpr’s paper did not satisfy the political 
establishment, which demanded that histo­
riography be regarded purely as part o f the 
class struggle, a means o f demolishing the 
bourgeois view o f history. The extent to 
which these ambitions were alive and press­
ing is clear from the preface to the book 
and one o f its chapters, an unsigned report 
on the Art History W orking Group. These 
stated that the prime aim was to “collect 
the art historical material o f  the previous 150 years” . By “exposing and solving the 
erroneous theories, views and schools o f the recent past” , research into the history 
o f art “can provide effective assistance to solving,the current problems o f  art” . 
“The most im portant reason for investigating the recent past is the need to de­
velop a combative theoretical m ethod.” This would soon result in “Hungarian 
Marxist art history” , “the presentation by materialist principles o f the history o f the 
arts in Hungary in the 19th and 20th centuries” , etc.24 The word “combative”
here came from the militant political phra­
seology o f the time, and was aimed at dis­
crediting and diabolising the enemy, the 
representatives o f “bourgeois historiogra­
phy” .25 ,
These demands were not just words, 
Enquiries were held on the contributions 
to the book.26 Anna Zador’s paper went 
through this procedure, which is not sur­
prising considering her obvious exertions 
to give as little space as possible to militant 
Party demands in her wording. H er account 
o f the development o f art history incorpo­
rated some current slogans, but was in fact 
very restrained in its criticism. The greater 
part o f the paper covered the oeuvre o f 
the 19th century “founding fathers” , Imre 
Henszlmann, Floris R öm er and Ferenc 
Lajos Fiilep (1885-1970) Pulszky. The section on the historiography
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of art history between the two world wars 
presented many m ore positive develop­
ments than negative. This particularly ap­
plied to the work o f her living colleagues—
Dezso Dercsenyi, Antal Kampis, Laszlo 
Gerevich, Istvan Genthon, Sandor Mihalik,
Endre Csatkai, Geza Entz, Maria Agghazy,
Lajos Vayer, Jenö Kopp, Imre Oltvanyi- 
Artinger, JozsefBiro, Elemer Revhelyi, Pal 
Voit, Andor Pigler, Jolan Balogh, Ivan 
Fenyo, Ervin Ybl and others.
The most im portant feature o f  Zador’s 
paper was not in fact the indulgent, super­
ficial presentation, but the emphasis on the 
continuity in the writing o f art history, its 
links with the present. At the beginning o f 
the paper she puts the questions, “how  did 
the history o f art develop?” and “what are Dezs6 Dercs6nyi (1910-1987) 
the useful and valuable achievements o f our 
branch, o f scholarship, and what are its pro­
gressive traditions?”27 (My italics.) Considering that the phantom  requirem ent o f 
“collective scholarly w ork” headed the list o f  demands on work at that time, we 
might have doubts on the authorship o f Zador’s text. H ow  m uch were these ques­
tions her own, and how  m uch the addi­
tions o f the W orking G roup’s editors?
Feeding this suspicion is the fact that the 
concept o f “progressive traditions” ap­
peared simultaneously, as if  by magic, in 
the history o f literature, history o f philoso­
phy and other disciplines. It became a kind 
o f basic category after 1948, and especially 
from 1950 onwards. Having already been 
in use by the Hungarian Com m unist Party 
in 1945, it had become a “topos” through 
the works o f György Lukacs andjözsef R e- 
vai. This meant no more than the proposal 
and demand for development o f funda­
mentally new (and Marxist) canons in lit­
erature, history, ethnography, architecture, 
linguistics, philosophy, art history, etc.28
At first sight, Marosi’s dissertation, 
which he completed in 1963, seems also to
have been produced with the intention o f Istvan Genthon (1903-1969)
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creating new canons. His basic standpoint, 
however, fundamentally departed from the 
critical texts o f the 1950s. It was not under- m 
pinned by some new  kind o f ideology. His 
historical review was not a search for his 
own views, but possibly, in the name o f a 
“new age”, the historical precedents o f the 
current view; for him, it was as if  the cate­
gory o f “progressive traditions” , w ith its 
uncomfortable memories, did not exist. 
N either were the great figures o f art history 
those designated as “heroes” for the present. 
T heir achievements had furthered their 
branch o f scholarship not by their views,
but chiefly by the body o f knowledge they 
had contributed. In his first reviews o f  the 
history o f the field, Marosi, like Zador, did 
not go beyond the 1945 era. R eading between the lines, however, few o f his 
comments touch on some o f the cardinal theses o f the two-volum e reference work 
entitled The History of Art in Hungary, first published in 1956 with Lajos Fülep as 
editor-in-chief. Such are the ideas o f  the persistence o f Hungarian Conquest-era 
artifacts and ornam entation in the Rom anesque Era. Such were the issues o f the
French and Italian connections o f Rom anesque architecture, and the internation­
al relationships o f Hungarian art. The very kind o f problem  on which Marosi and 
many others worked so intensively in later decades. T he final sentences o f his dis­
sertation come as a surprise. In his view, the outlook bequeathed by interwar art 
historiography was not to be corrected by new ideological arguments; rather “the 
local historical approach to the problems o f the era may be a shorter route to a 
critical assessment o f its achievements’’^ 29
The Church o f S t E lizabeth in Kassa (Kofice, S K )
This was where the survey o f art historiography linked up with the subject o f 
Marosi’s doctoral thesis, an extensive study o f the Church o f St Elizabeth in Kassa. 
The introduction to the latter is an account not only o f  past research into the sub­
ject, but also o f wider historiography. These two categories—history o f research 
and history o f art history—may be distinguished by their horizons. The form er is 
concerned with previous scholarship on a particular art work, and the latter with 
the wider background and the presuppositions o f history o f ideas and history o f 
culture. Marosi treated them in parallel. He published papers on the subject sev­
eral yean before producing the thesis.30 He made a separate treatment o f older 
literature on the building. W hat was most important, however, was a highly de­
Geza Entz (1913-1993)
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tailed description o f the current state o f the building, which very accurately re­
vealed the changes made on it since the 1850s.31 Behind the dispassionate, descrip­
tive style, there is a: hint o f the author’s deep moral disturbance. St Elizabeth’s in 
Kassa retained its original late medieval forms untii the last third o f the 19th cen­
tury when it fell victim to the purist restoration methods o f two generations o f 
architects. It was Imre Henszlmann, foremost among the three founders o f the art 
history discipline in Hungary, who first propounded the cause o f purist restoration 
and elaborated its theory.
Direct analysis o f  the building and investigation o f the history o f research came 
to the same conclusions. Marosi was o f the view that the misunderstanding arose 
from the ideological presupposition inherent in the earlier eras o f art historiogra­
phy. In extreme cases, like Kassa Cathedral, this can result in the destruction o f a 
work o f art. His criticism was thus directed not at one or the other, but all ideolo­
gies, the network o f presuppositions, and he equated this to the lack o f independent 
and impartial art history research. In that paper, Marosi confined his com m ent on 
these moral dimensions to a single footnote quoting a letter by Henszlmann, but 
the importance he ascribed to them  was borne out by his frequent returns to the 
theme in his studies on Henszlmann he wrote in the following decades.32 In a let­
ter he composed before 1847, Henszlmann set out the relationship between his own 
theories and the research to be carried out on the church: “Although it is not pos­
sible to prove the age o f some parts o f the building through charters, the absence 
o f these is more than made up for by recent discoveries in Germany concerning 
the development and execution o f the old German (Gothic) style; these make up 
for the absence o f charters so well that even 
where there is no charter at all, we can 
hardly be out by more than half a century if 
we rely on style alone to determine the 
date o f  a section o f an old German build­
ing” .33 The outcom e o f this was the resto­
ration which the architect Karoly Gerster 
commenced in 1846 under Henszlmann’s 
advice, or as Marosi puts it, “the first blow ”, 
which led to the disappearance o f  the orig­
inal building between 1857 and 1863: “ the 
aspect presented by the church is closer to 
the restorers’ romantic visions o f the G oth­
ic style rather than the church’s original ap­
pearance” .34
The controversial findings o f the archi­
tectural research into the Church o f St 
Elizabeth in Kassa arose from a misunder­
standing o f the building’s function. Marosi
pointed out that the surviving medieval Imre Henszlmann (1813-1888)
Arnold Ipolyi (1823-1886)
churches in Hungary included “not a single 
cathedral, and only a few monastic church­
es. M ost o f what we have are tow n and vil- , 
lage parish churches and their affiliate 
churches” .35 The importance o f this state­
m ent lies in his identification o f  function as 
a factor in defining the type o f a building. 
The function, and the changes in function, 
can ultimately be linked to the extent, ac­
ceptance and alteration o f the plans. The 
Church o f St Elizabeth was the parish 
church o f a free royal town, and not a ca­
thedral until 1804, a title conferred w hen it 
became a bishop’s seat. This goes some way 
to explain what prom pted Imre Steindl’s 
post-1880 reconstruction:36 it was partly 
the misunderstanding o f the building’s his­
torical function and type, and partly the 
need to adapt it to its new  role. The his­
torical preconceptions attaching to certain stylistic periods also played a part. Both 
Henszlmann and Steindl wanted to reconstruct the church in the spirit o f classical 
Gothic. They linked its foundation to King Louis I (the Great), a king for which 
the Hungarian national consciousness holds a special reverence, and never imag­
ined that its patron might have been King and Em peror Sigismund, traditionally 
regarded by Hungarian historiography as anti-national and as having reigned over 
a period o f decline.
It should be noted at this point that 
Marosi’s writing during the sixties and sev­
enties maintained a kind o f traditional and 
judgem ental attitude to 19th-century his- 
toricism. This derived from Lajos Fülep’s 
ideas concerning historicism and the related 
notions o f academism and eclecticism. In 
Fülep’s morally-based position, which un­
doubtedly bore the traces o f Nietzsche’s 
view o f history, artistic originality was the 
, hi ghest  value. For Fiilep, academism meant 
ll the absence o f  this, “non-art” . Marosi was
to return to the issues o f 19th-century his­
toricism in later decades. This was essential 
to his historiographical studies, because the 
historicism was the dominant outlook in 
Floris Röm er (1815-1889) the early writing o f Hungarian art history.
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As a medieval scholar, Marosi also tackled the issues o f medieval “historicism”, a 
term  which carries a substantially different meaning from its 19th-century counter­
part. This was to be the subject o f  his inaugural address as an academician several 
decades later. W e will return later to his work on the historiography o f art history, 
which he pursued with a consistency rare in the discipline in Hungary.
As already m entioned, the problem o f St Elizabeth’s in Kassa, in the research 
o f Marosi led to the issue o f the Gothic era in Hungary. N ew  research was called 
for into the beginnings o f the Gothic style in Hungary, its relationship to the R o ­
manesque, and the occurrences in the country o f various types o f Late Gothic. 
Substantial groundwork in this field had already been done by Geza Entz and Läsz-
16 Gerevich. As Marosi noted, these two scholars had earned lasting credit through 
their investigation o f the coexistence o f Rom anesque and Early Gothic.37
Regional and historical parallels
The early 1960s brought a cautious opening in political and intellectual life. There 
were also changes in the Departm ent o f Art History. Professor Lajos Vayer at­
tempted, where possible, to rebuild broken foreign contacts.38 In 1963, he man­
aged to set up some academic research posts. These were first filled by Miklos 
Boskovits, Ilona Berkovits, Sandor Kontha and Laszlo Molnar. The first two were 
concerned with Renaissance art and book illumination. In 1967, Marosi reviewed 
the departm ent’s post-1960 work in the university journal. This contained the 
still-striking com m ent that it was the firm intention o f the departm ent’s medieval 
and Renaissance researchers to view the art 
history of Hungary within the context of general 
art history.39 Vayer’s researches into Italian 
art and Miklos Boskovits’ many essays and 
book reviews on the subject were consist­
ent w ith this. T he same aim was pursued 
by a conference held by the M TA, w ith the 
involvement o f the department, in 1965.40 
The title o f the conference, and the sub­
jects 6 f its papers, do indeed attest to en­
deavours towards unity, mainly in the C en­
tral European, rather than the pan-Euro­
pean, context: “Les problemes du gothique 
et de la renaissance et l’art de l’Europe 
Centrale” . “Central European art” was at 
that time an apparently novel geography- 
of-art framework, although it had been 
in use before the Second W orld War.
A French-language bibliography o f the Lajos Vayer (1913-2001)
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subject in Hungary was published for the occasion, under Boskovits’ leadership, 
w ith background work being done by the staff and students o f  the department.41
The influence o f  the Central European Gothic workshops in Bohemian, Aus­
trian and South Polish lands on developments in Hungary was dealt w ith at that 
1965 conference. It is true, however, that research in Hungary both before the 
war and in the following decades had already taken into account art works from 
these cultural regions. The regional view and the development o f art geography 
considerations after 1945 has a pre-history which would require a separate study, 
and developed very slowly over several generations. Marosi’s studies in this subject 
expanded on the approach to the geography o f art taken by his predecessors Lajos 
Vayer, Anna Zador, Laszlo Gerevich and Dezsö Dercsenyi. As an example, only 
Laszlo Gerevich’s essay on Central European Gothic is m entioned here.42 For the 
new generation o f medieval and Renaissance art historians who started to publish 
in the 1970s, the aim was not just to treat Central European influences, but also to 
integrate the results o f current research on art works.43
It should be noted that the concept o f “Central European art” as the basis o f 
categories in the medieval and m odern-era history o f art was a striking phenom ­
enon in 1965. It laid out the ground for historical and literary discourses on the 
existence o f a Central European region, discourses which only started in the sev­
enties and mostly played out in unofficial circles—in “secondary publication” . The 
most important event in this respect was the publication o f Jeno Szücs’ article, 
Väzlat Europa härom törteneti regiojarol (“An Outline o f Three Historical Regions o f 
Europe”), which pointed out the historical continuity o f  the lands along the Da­
nube going back to ancient times.44 In the Hungarian context, the emergence o f 
this cultural-geographic concept had an importance which can hardly be overesti­
mated. The notion o f  Central Europeanness not only confronted the fundamental 
political division o f the time, it also challenged W estern Europe’s established post­
war cultural-geographic view. The latter, in which negative connotations became 
associated w ith the “East” , completely monopolised the concept o f Europeanness 
until the 1970s. Changes o f historical viewpoint in the region, the “becoming 
aware o f Central Europeanness” , constituted an im portant feature o f the process 
o f Central European integration at that time, and long preceded political moves. 
According to Erhard Busek, this happened at a time w hen Central Europe did not 
even exist in the eyes o f the political establishment. “W hat had at one time been 
central,” was now  definitely a border region. The continent had been divided 
semantically as well as politically: the “central” function no longer existed.45
The political pressure in the Institute o f History relaxed in the early seventies. 
Until then, however, ideologically com mitted leaders kept a firm hand on the af­
fairs o f institutions where historians worked. Pal Engel remembers that, “Marxism 
was still a very strong requirem ent in the early seventies, o f which I have definite 
memories and personal experience. But by around 1980, anyone referring to Le­
nin or Marx in a footnote would simply be laughed at. There was a complete 
turnaround.”46 In medieval research, links were sought, for example, with French
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historical schools. The first sign o f this was 
a two-venue conference o f French and 
Hungarian historians in 1968. One o f the 
main protagonists was a prom inent repre­
sentative o f the French Annales circle,
Fernand Braudel. This fact in itself shows 
up the rising foreign appreciation o f H un­
garian medievalists.47 T he further develop­
m ent o f contacts is also clear in some chap­
ters o f Georges D uby’s Hommes et structures 
du moyen-äge, which was published in H un­
garian in 1973, the first o f several major 
works by Duby over the following ten 
years.48 Gabor Klaniczay’s essays also make 
clear that in addition to Hungarians, Ger­
man, Czech, Polish and Slovak medieval-, . . . , Jeno Szucs (1928—1988)ists were also instrumental in the process ot
“finding Central Europe” .49
Efforts to transcend historicism in the medieval and 19th-century history took 
on increasing m om entum  in the early 1970s. Jeno Szücs’ A  nemzet historikuma es a 
törtenelemszemlelet nemzeti lätoszöge (“The History o f the Nation and the National 
Perspective on History”) exerted a considerable influence on historians’ outlook 
and on interpretation o f  the art historical concept in relation to historical issues.50 
T he same may be said o f Szücs’ theories o f  “gentilism”: how  identity and ethnic- 
tribal awareness connects to the concept o f the nation, national awareness and its 
medieval concepts.51
The public activities o f the institutions o f art history also played a part in the 
rediscovery, or imaginary construction, o f  “Central Europeanness” . O ne major 
event was a conference held in Budapest by the Com ite International d ’Histoire 
de l’Art (CIHA) in 1969. It was presided over by Vayer, who delivered a paper 
entitled “Allgemeine Entwicklung und regionale Entwicklungen in der Kunstge­
schichte — Situation des Problems in ‘M itteleuropa’” . Vayer asserted that “M ittel­
europa” was an artistic-cultural region with its own relationships. It was both a 
research programme and a horizon. Vayer’s message was essentially, “we regard 
the universal and the regional not as isolated, inward-looking ‘poles’, but as m utu- 
ally-complementary, correlative categories. The ‘regional’ is related to the univer­
sal, but is a separate category o f  art history w ith its own set o f value relationships.52 
The notion o f  Central European art had a dual role in the following decades, at 
least at the level o f academic discourse. Firstly, it seemed to offer a way through 
the problems in the Hungarian national consciousness following the Trianon 
Treaty. Put another way, it alleviated the sense o f grievance and fear o f separation 
associated w ith the country’s borders, the anxieties forming the background to 
distorted narratives o f  national history. The “Central European cultural landscape”
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gave rise to viewpoints incorporating parallel and regional developments in the 
history o f art. This is not to say that there the development o f  the regional outlook 
discussed below had direct political causes. W hat chiefly drove the changes in the 
research world was an opening to European—W estern European—“universal” aca­
demic ideas. This was particularly true for the research horizon o f pre-1800 H u n ­
garian art, but similar movements took place in other academic areas.53
The discovery o f parallel development and diverse stylistic links generated 
new art geographical relationships. Marosi devoted a separate study to these issues 
in 1979. H e claimed that “the territory o f medieval Hungary cannot be treated as 
a single unit as regards art history, where each stylistic tendency spread from the 
same centre at the same tim e.” He proposed that research should take into account 
artistic regions, “regional schools” , m ore distant relationships extending beyond 
the borders o f  the kingdom .54 This proved a very fertile idea. By the early seven­
ties, a “Central European style” category for Gothic art had reached general ac­
ceptance.55 It should also be m entioned that similar integrative developments took 
place in Renaissance and Baroque research.
Periodisation disputes—considerations o f universality
T he above developments in the Departm ent o f Art History, including the estab­
lishment o f new academic posts, offered the hope that the departm ent would 
form  the research basis for a synthesis o f the history o f art in Hungary. It did not 
turn out that way. In 1969, a rearrangement elsewhere led to the formation o f  the 
Art History Research Group, which was entrusted w ith the production o f  an 
eight-volum e reference book on the history o f art in Hungary. The material to 
be included in this had already been the subject o f many debates and lectures, and 
the options for periodisation o f  Hungarian art history had also come up several 
times.56 The periodisation disputes in the early seventies w ent beyond arguments 
about specifics and became a battleground o f sharply divergent historical out­
looks. The basic point o f division, to put it most simply and concisely, remained 
Marxist ideology. By that time, Marxist social-development cliches made only 
scattered and superficial appearances in the w ork o f most art historians studying 
the pre-1800 period, but were still ubiquitous features o f essays, books and con­
ferences on 19th-century and m odern art.57 The viewpoints were therefore 
strongly polarised.
Marosi’s basic premises took a major change in his writing o f the early seven­
ties. H e started to base his arguments on m ore than just local art works and the 
premise o f  separate Hungarian development. Indeed, he very often examined sty­
listic development, architectural types and iconography in Hungary from a gen­
eral, pan-European standpoint. This subsequently became an outlook, or method, 
which he consistently applied. He set out his reasons for doing so in his 1967 paper 
on the situation o f research into the medieval period. His words were relevant not
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only to medieval art but to the writing o f Hungarian art history as a whole: “One 
o f the greatest problems o f research into late medieval architecture in Hungary is 
the difficulty o f relating the buildings to the general artistic development o f the 
time. This is primarily due to the almost immeasurable dimensional distances be­
tween buildings in Hungary and the well-researched architecture o f foreign coun­
tries” .58 The task for him—and his entire generation—was clear: to reduce the “im ­
measurable dimensional distances” , to integrate the parameters and results o f H un­
garian and European research.'
From 1969 onwards, the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences’ Art History R e ­
search Group became instrumental in reducing these distances. Its first conference 
on periodisation o f art history, in May 1970, demonstrated the depth o f the change. 
Several speakers directly challenged the meaning and necessity o f  prefabricated 
ideological statements in the study o f history and art. In his talk introducing one 
o f the discussions, Laszlo Beke pointed out the unviability o f the “linear and one­
dimensional” view o f history. H e prom pted a lively reaction from internal and 
external researchers.59 The synopsis for the reference book, published in 1972, also 
attested to diverging viewpoints among the editors. For example, Dezso D er- 
csenyi, whose period was the 13th century, stated that an agreement must be 
reached as to w hether “the artistic region to which Hungary belonged should in 
geographic terms be called Eastern Europe, and in artistic terms Central Europe” .60 
Marosi was assigned a substantial part o f  the medieval section o f the planned refer­
ence book, and he w rote the synopsis for the volume covering the 14th and 15th 
centuries. In this, he again brought up the cardinal questions in writing Hungarian 
art history, particularly the relationship between universal and Hungarian art. “As 
we write the art history o f Hungary, we must be sure to assess our concepts and 
art works from the points o f  view of the general history o f  art.61 W e might add: 
the call to assess the subject m atter o f Hungarian art history in the framework o f 
universal history meant no less than the “de-M arxisation” o f the viewpoint to be 
taken in the planned series o f books. Although no reference is made to “de-M arx­
isation” in the plans for the books, it.may nonetheless be identified as being present 
in the synopsis o f the medieval volumes. A different outlook—or more accurately 
ideological fetters—applied to the editors responsible for the m odem  art sections. 
By means o f comparison, it may be m entioned that—although much later—Pal En­
gel implemented Marosi’s ideal in the field o f medieval history in his book Beillesz- 
kedes Euröpäba... (“ Integration into Europe from Early Times to 1440”). Engel’s 
critic Gabor Klaniczay rightly identified the author’s intention in selection o f his 
theme—de-Marxisation through looking at Hungarian history in the European 
context.62 Marosi’s analysis o f Engel’s history o f medieval Hungary, which was 
written from the European viewpoint, illustrates the many parallels between the 
two o f them  right from the start, and demonstrates also that the art historical view­
point was to a certain extent part o f that o f the historical one.63 _
In the synopsis for the periodisation o f Gothic Era, Marosi discussed art works 
from the 1350—1390 period as belonging to the era o f the “Central European
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style” . In the following years, he started to address the periodisation problems o f 
the Rom anesque and Gothic eras, building on his earlier studies. In his introduc­
tion, covering the history o f research, Marosi was also critical o f the traditional 
historical view that saw a proto-Renaissance era in 14th- and 15th-century art, 
a transitional era that led directly to the art o f the King Matthias Era, i.e. to the 
Hungarian Renaissance, that great historical “climax” .64 He objected that earlier 
phases o f Hungarian historiography had never actually proved the hypothesis that 
the Hungarian Renaissance survived through unbroken local traditions up to the 
17th century. By raising the problem o f the Matthias-era Renaissance, and thus 
the continuity o f Hungarian art, Marosi was entering an area full o f national sen­
sitivities. It was a problem to which answers only emerged after the 1980s, and 
mostly in the 1990s in art history. However, work-groups organized by Tibor 
Klaniczay made previously research on Renaissance literature.65
The tasks were clear: to incorporate the results o f historical research which 
medieval studies in Hungary—if not completely ignoring them —had not made 
proper use o f at the time o f publication, i.e. the 1930s and 1940s; and to connect 
into the current o f contemporary international research.66 The place o f Hungarian 
art in Europe had been mapped out in previous decades, in fact it had always been 
an im portant part o f Hungarian historiography. But Marosi took a substantially 
different starting point from his predecessors. The great figure o f  the previous 
generation, T ibor Gerevich, in a study entitled “The Place o f Early Hungarian Art 
in Europe” (1938) had mainly dwelt on the assimilative capabilities o f the Hungar­
ian national character.67 Marosi criticised these theories, w ith their focus on na­
tional traits and based on the view that “the story o f Hungarian art in the Middle 
Ages is one o f isolation and unity, like the Hungarian language” .68 H e proposed 
that this linguistic analogy was not applicable to the medieval period, unless we are 
thinking o f the universal language o f the time, Latin.
Romanesque, Gothic, style pluralism
Marosi’s thesis for his candidate’s degree also involved the adoption o f previously 
unknow n European analogies, analysis o f art by micro-philological techniques, and 
as-yet unrecognised features o f east-west artistic links.69 Submitted in 1975, the 
thesis offered a completely novel picture o f the appearance o f the Gothic style in 
Hungary. Another radical departure from the norm  was his method, which pre­
sented the history o f  styles—in this case Gothic and Romanesque—not as consecutive 
eras but as coexistent, parallel phenomena, within certain time limits. Following his 
established pattern o f publication, Marosi preceded this comprehensive study o f the 
period with papers analysing certain specific issues. Standing out among these is the 
architectural history o f St Adalbert’s Cathedral in Esztergom, which had long been 
a prom inent subject o f research. He devoted a paper to clarifying the place in 
art history o f the “Porta Speciosa” , a form linked to that church, where the only
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surviving remains were incrusted marble fragments and a painting.70 Marosi’s study, 
perceptively characterising each fragment and by linking them to a wide range o f 
analogues, almost completely altered the historical picture built up by previous 
studies. He showed that the modern, Early Gothic style o f around 1210 was present 
in the construction o f the royal castle o f Esztergom. The reactions o f the opponents 
o f his candidate degree thesis, Dezsö Dercsenyi and M ihily Zador, were very inter­
esting to his novel conclusions on the beginnings o f Gothic. Dercsenyi’s pre- and 
postwar studies on the Arpad Age, Esztergom architecture, the Porta Speciosa itself 
and the era o f King Louis I (the Great), were o f fundamental significance. W ith his 
characteristic elegance, but some resignation, he noted that Marosi’s views repudi­
ated his own earlier findings in nearly every respect. He considered this “a sign of 
the development o f the subject, proof o f the abilities and erudition o f the upcoming 
generation”. H e found Marosi’s results to be backed up by “broad knowledge o f 
Hungarian and foreign subject matter, a novel approach to the sources, and a ver­
satile application o f the comprehensive art history methods” .71 These comments 
are quoted here not for their allusion to the acclaim Marosi received from his 
elders, but because o f Dercsenyi’s reference to his methods. The basis o f his novel 
results was the “complex m ethod” . W hat exactly was meant by this “complex” 
method was elaborated by Marosi in a later study.72 It meant the exploration o f the 
historical background to the production o f the art work, and the analysis o f sources. 
It also extended to iconographic observations and the identification o f formal char­
acteristics and stylistic links, and not least to a deep knowledge and penetrating 
critique o f secondary literature related to the subject. His other opponent, Mihaly 
Zador, noted that the parallel existence o f styles could be observed in other periods, 
such as Gothic and Renaissance. It may be added that the thesis o f parallel presence 
o f styles in one period has a strong bearing on the traditional linear historical view 
o f artistic development. W e could go so far as to say that this view fundamentally 
challenged the ideas o f social progress that stood as canons, even as ideology, at that 
time. It also challenged the then-fashionable theories o f the sociology o f art. The 
latter started from the viewpoint o f historical materialism, and linked stylistic phe­
nomena to the historical forms o f class society. The primary references here were 
the art-sociological work o f Arnold Hauser and Frigyes Antal. The latter, which 
attracted much support in Hungary in the seventies, contained many oversimplified 
statements which had been around in the literature for some time. For example: 
“The art o f Gothic cathedrals is an urban bourgeois art, in contrast to the monastic 
and aristocratic R o m a n e s q u e .73 Marosi went further than disputing these view­
points between the lines; in many places he clearly set out the opposite view. He 
stated that Gothic was not at all urban, although it was perhaps connected with 
commoners. The relationship between patrons and art was defined not by class 
considerations, but by the function o f the object, the intellectual content behind it, 
awaiting expression, and the desire to put these on display.74
As for the parallel existence o f Early Gothic tendencies and the Romanesque, 
Marosi devoted a whole book to the subject. It was published, in German, by
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Akademiai Publishers, opening it up to reflection in the foreign literature.75 In 
another book, A  roman kor müveszete (“The Art o f the Rom anesque Era”), pub­
lished in 1972, Marosi discussed the European precursors to Hungarian R om an­
esque in a broader framework than hitherto. In the introduction, dealing w ith the 
history o f concepts, he drew attention to the wider framework o f  the era, the 
precursors in European medieval art o f up to a hundred years previously. H e dis­
cussed the divergent nomenclature and appraisal o f different eras in the historiog­
raphy o f art at different times. H e  followed this by stating the view that instead o f 
style eras, it may be more appropriate to research the forms by which “broad cur­
rents and mutually divergent, sometimes mutually antagonistic, style tendencies” 
manifest themselves. “Specific historical phenom ena should not be sacrificed for 
the sake o f generality.76
Catalogues
By the late 1970s, the classified exhibition catalogue had established itself in Eu­
rope as a productive new channel for the publication o f research by art historians. 
In 1982, Marosi stated, that art historians can no longer close themselves to the 
task o f introducing it in Hungary, too. Classified catalogues then started to appear 
in Hungary, modelled on the catalogues o f major European dynasty exhibitions 
such as those on the eras o f the Staufs, the Babenbergs and King Charles IV of 
Bohemia. By the early eighties, affairs in Hungary had reached the stage were a 
series o f exhibitions on Hungarian rulers could be held.77 The first classified cata­
logue was produced in 1978, for an exhibition on Arpad-era stone carvings, 
a Rom anesque era subject. It was produced by the Art History Research Group 
and the Istvan Kiräly M useum in Szekesfehervar. Marosi, in association with 
Melinda Toth, contributed a novel analysis o f the art works themselves.78 This was
the first W estern-type classified catalogue 
for a temporary exhibition in Hungary.
In the second half o f  the seventies, m e­
dieval art historians started to collaborate 
with historians o f the period. Marosi made 
contact w ith the Szeged Medievalist W ork­
shop, led by Gyula Kristo, and subsequent­
ly contributed several many major papers 
to its publications. A few years later, he was 
also involved in a book about King Charles 
R obert o f Hungary.79 In the nineties, he 
worked on Knsto’s large-scale project, the 
Korai magyar törteneti lexikon... (“Encyclo­
paedia o f Early Hungarian History”).80 He 
Andras Kubinyi (1929-2007) expressed his esteem for Kristo in a contri­
bution to a book dedicated to him. Here, 
he sought an answer to his ow n doubt, and 
perhaps those o f  his colleagues: “Does ‘his­
tory o f medieval art in Central-Eastern Eu­
rope’ has any meaning or foundation?”81 
T he exhibitions concerned with the 
medieval, and indeed, the m odem  period 
usually involved collaboration between 
historians and art historians. These exhibi­
tions, and their related publications, brought 
to the public a new  perspective on the pe­
riod in question, w ith a thorough treatment 
o f the exhibits. The first one in the field 
was held in Szekesfehervär, in 1982, on the 
arts in the time o f King Louis I, curated by 
Dezso Dercsenyi, Andras Kubinyi and 
György Rozsa.82 Marosi contributed the 
section o f the catalogue on Hungarian 
court art in the 14th century. H e described 
the display o f royal grandeur which linked 
the Hungarian court w ith other royal courts 
o f Europe. C ourt art had an international 
character. C ourt culture was not exclusive­
ly connected with the king’s personal display o f grandeur. The functioning o f 
court dignitaries and the chancellery were also involved. “At the centre o f court 
art was the sovereignty o f the kingdom embodied in the person o f the king”.83 
According to Marosi, the internationalism o f court culture was not to be under­
stood in the modern sense, but meant diplomatic and dynastic links straddling the 
whole o f Europe, and a system o f  norms applying to the ethos o f monarchy. Later, 
this was certainly true o f the display o f  pow er in Hungary by Sigismund o f Lux­
emburg, and the internationalism o f the court o f Matthias Corvinus, discussed 
below. The exhibition on the era o f King and Em peror Sigismund of Luxemburg 
and his Buda court in 1987 confirmed these international features o f court life. 
T he exhibition and its tw o-volum e catalogue commemorated the 600th anniver­
sary o f Sigismund’s coronation and the 550th o f  his death.84 This exhibition was 
also accompanied by an international conference. The catalogue brought many 
new results, a good example being Pal Engel’s study o f the itinerary o f King and 
Em peror Sigismund.85 Marosi reviewed the older art historical literature on Sigis­
m und o f Luxemburg.86 The 1987 Sigismund exhibition in Hungary and the ep­
ochal significance o f its associated international conference was particularly high­
lighted in a 1998 historiographical survey by Jörg K. Hoensch, professor o f  his­
tory at Tübingen. The upsurge in European Sigismund research is understandable 
from a historical point o f view, because he was a ruler w ho for several decades
Pal Engel (1938-2001)
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carried on the struggle to unify the “m inor” lands o f Central Europe with the ter­
ritory o f the Holy R om an Empire.87 In the 1980s, a time o f great efforts towards 
European unity, Sigismund was often held up as a historic hero.88 The upsurge o f ^  
historical interest into the problems o f European unity gave rise to a new image o f 
Sigismund in Europe, and maintained the person o f Sigismund as a constant topic 
o f research in later decades. By 1996, research had effectively laid the foundations 
for a new  Sigismund exhibition. At that time, together w ith R oland R echt, D i­
rector o f the Institute o f Art History o f the University o f Strasbourg, and m em ber 
o f the French Academy, Marosi drew up plans for a jo in t Hungarian-Luxem bur- 
gian exhibition on Sigismund.
The actual w ork on this started only in 2001,89 taking advantage o f new ex­
hibition opportunities w hich had opened up w ith the fall o f  the Berlin W all.90 
Before the opening o f the exhibition—under the title Sigismundus — R ex et Impera­
tor—an international conference on history and art history was held in N eum ün­
ster Abbey under the jo in t auspices o f  the Musee national d ’ histoire et d ’ art o f 
Luxemburg, the University o f Luxemburg and the Luxemburg Centre o f Culture 
(CCRA ), betw een 8 and 10 June 2005.91 The exhibition was first put on in the 
Budapest M useum  o f Fine Arts (Szepmüveszeti M uzeum), curated by Imre 
Takacs. The objective was to present Sigismund’s royal seat in Buda and his dis­
play o f  royal grandeur.92 T he introduction to the catalogue o f Sigismundus R ex et 
Imperator stated that it “primarily set out to present the art o f Central Europe, 
particularly o f Hungary,” and to identify its international context. Marosi re­
viewed the main features o f  Sigismund’s court display and art for the catalogue. 
His account was greatly influenced by the statuary find from the excavations o f 
Buda Castle in 1974.93 An exhibition catalog about the medieval cities o f  Buda 
and Pest was also published in Braunschweig, w ith contributions by Andras 
Kubinyi and Ernö Marosi, a further sign o f  the heightening interest in Buda.94 
Buda emerged in this context not only as an ideal o f  an imaginary Central Eu­
rope, but as the centre o f a European region.95 During these years, Marosi pub­
lished several studies o f the life and times o f Sigismund.96 Central to this was that 
the art o f portraiture had its beginnings with Sigismund. The exploration o f  his 
iconography had been a fertile area o f  art historiography for several decades, 
especially in studies by Lajos Vayer.97
Relationships identified in art geographical studies had already redrawn the 
map o f Renaissance development in Hungary. The era o f  Matthias Corvinus could 
no longer be fully identified with the Renaissance style. The changes in this field 
o f research mainly started to happen in the 1980s, or precisely in 1982, w hen a 
large scale synthesis o f research into the Matthias Era was displayed in an exhibi­
tion in Schallaburg, Matthias Corvinus und die Renaissance in Ungarn 1458-1541. 
This brought together older research and many public and church collections in 
Hungary, as well as European and American collections, lent an as-yet unseen 
wealth o f artifacts from the age o f King Matthias Corvinus.98 It was arranged ac­
cording to a conception by T ibor Klaniczay, and selection o f the art works relied
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largely on the researches o fjo lan  B alogh." This exhibition synthesised results o f 
earlier research, but it also marked the start o f a new wave o f Renaissance studies 
in Hungary.
By 1990, a new, wide-ranging account o f the art o f the: Matthias era had 
emerged, based on criticism o f  traditional theories o f development in the writing 
o f Hungarian art history. It was the five hundredth anniversary o f King Matthias’ 
death. A commemorative book to King Matthias, and several books o f essays as 
well as thematic journal issues were produced.100 The historical picture o f the 
times o f Matthias Corvinus w hich emerged from these studies substantially de­
parted from that o f previous decades. Certain schools o f Central European Late 
Gothic, in coexistence w ith the “all’antica” style o f the “Matthias-era Renais­
sance” fitted into the new picture.101 Marosi wrote in 1990 that in the years 
around 1500 there was a distinctive “Late Gothic style, whose tendency and 
rhythm  o f propagation corresponded to the general development o f Hungary and 
o f broader Central Europe”. The other phenom enon, Renaissance art, belonged 
instead to a special category, which could be clearly distinguished from Gothic not 
only in extent but in its centres o f gravity.102
Marosi’s part in the process o f  modernising the Matthias era historiography, 
which involved a great many researchers, chiefly surrounded issues o f court dis­
play. As in so many other cases, his starting point was a criticism o f previous re­
search. H e traced the continuity o f the background to King Matthias historiogra­
phy from the Age o f R eform  up to Jolan Balogh’s m onograph.103 He stressed the 
parallel presence in the royal court and patronage o f the Late Gothic and Renais­
sance styles in the period following 1470. To describe the Renaissance style which 
developed in King Matthias’ court, he used a new expression, “all’antica”, in the 
sense o f a model-following tendency rather than just a style concept. The tradi­
tional although still m odern Gothic taste remained in general circulation, with 
Renaissance style elements appearing through King Matthias’ personal choice, 
based on his experiences. Marosi held that what was happening was not “the pa­
trons being able to decide w hether they wanted Gothic or all’antica Renaissance 
art, but that the choice o fa ll’antica taste gave birth to the modern patron-type” .104 
Several o f Marosi’s publications after 1990 also discussed the humanist sources o f 
King Matthias’ patronage. His historiography-based investigations took the Buda 
court äs a model and examined the problems o f its relationship with the Central- 
Eastern European Renaissance.105
The propagation o f the Renaissance through Central-Eastern Europe is tradi­
tionally linked to the court o f  Matthias Corvinus. Jan Bialostocki presented this 
view in a book published in London in 1976. M ore docum entation o f  this was 
provided by the large-scale Polish exhibition (and catalogue) in Schallaburg in 
1986, which covered the era o f thejagiello dynasty (1366—1572). In this, Bialostocki 
not only dealt w ith issues o f the Polish “golden age” but, linking up with the 
Matthias Corvinus exhibition in Schallaburg a few years previously, set out the 
whole story o f the “Jagiello-era Renaissance.” 106 The history o f the propagation o f
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Central European humanism and Renaissance through several countries was the 
subject o f a book published in 1996 by Böhlau Verlag, in which Marosi gave a 
broader presentation o f the interconnections o f the all’antica style north o f the 
Alps. This comprehensive synthesis extended to Renaissance developments in the 
entire region.107 An important feature o f the syntheses put forward for the system 
o f interrelationships was the duality o f general and regional structures: in the M id- 
dle-Ages, this meant the broader reach o f urban and ecclesiastical networks set 
against the more closed world o f rural areas. In Central Europe, there was an ad­
ditional phenomenon: the resistance o f groups oflocal nobles against the centralisa­
tion o f royal and imperial power, assertions o f autonomous pow er which in later 
historiography were generally portrayed as assertions o f national autonom y.108 
These intersecting structures formed the subject o f the Pannonia Regia exhibition 
in the Hungarian National Gallery, and the exhibition on the links between M a­
riazell and Hungary in the Budapest History M useum (Budapesti Törteneti 
M üzeum).109 The articles Marosi wrote for these catalogues show that the most 
important feature o f his approach to art history was the examination and analysis o f 
the art objects themselves, the “specific phenom ena” . Although he made percep­
tive insights into theoretical issues and the history o f ideas, he always started out 
with the art works. In this context, the study o f art history often acts as an auxiliary 
to the study o f history, elucidating the physical environment in which people lived 
their lives, and establishing the intellectual background to life in the past.
Historiography: beginnings and continuation
From the very beginning, in addition to investigations o f specific areas o f style his­
tory, studies in the medieval and early m odern eras, and analysis o f specific art 
works, a very large num ber o f Marosi’s enquiries have been directed at methods
o f interpretation in art history and- the his­
torical foundations o f these methods. His 
studies in this area have primarily con­
cerned interpretations o f medieval art. He 
has also turned his attention to the devel­
opm ent o f ideas in the 19th and 20th cen­
turies which influenced earlier interpreta­
tions o f the age, and has particularly dealt 
w ith historicism. O ne particular issue was 
the relationship between earlier research 
and national identity, and the effect o f re­
lated hypotheses. Many o f his publications 
on medieval topics have taken account 
o f these issues, and in historiographical 
studies, he has considered how  changing
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historical approach and conceptions o f art 
have affected the writing o f  art history.
O ne item o f his work on the historiog­
raphy o f general art history was a medieval 
sourcebook, A  közepkori müveszet vilaga 
(“The W orld o f Medieval Art”), published 
in 1969. This small-format book honoured 
an art history tradition that places consider­
able emphasis on the systematic study o f si­
multaneous sources. In the foreword to the 
book, Marosi alluded to the example o f the 
Viennese school o f art history, the source re­
searches being connected to Julius von 
Schlosser.110 The actual purpose o f the book 
was to explore the systems o f concepts in­
volved in the interpretation o f medieval art 
in the past. The book did not mark the end 
o f the undertaking, and his study o f how 
concepts are shaped by history, as already mentioned, turned into a decade-long 
programme.111 The issues o f “conceptual apparatus” and “quality” constituted the 
foundations o f his study o f historiography. As he later put it, “there is a justifiable 
demand that art historiography should treat the concepts and criteria drawn from 
other disciplines by confronting them with its own traditions: this gives the historio­
graphical approach its significance and currency.112
In 1973, Marosi was commissioned to write an introductory university text­
book on art history. This was not a standard compilation o f material to be in­
gested, as is customary on other courses, but an introduction to the literature and 
viewpoints o f the discipline, and its areas o f research, a prolegom enon demanding 
autonomous w ork from the student or the reader.113 Looking back, the novelty o f 
this “textbook” in its own time came from its diversity o f viewpoints. The conclu­
sion o f the volume was that art objects and phenom ena can and should be ap­
proached not from some favoured standpoint, far less an ideology, but in many 
different ways. Marosi brought into the scope o f this not just literature on art his­
tory, but the links between the discipline and other branches o f scholarship. Al­
though the introduction promised further editions, it is unfortunate that it did not 
become m ore widely known.
The antecedents and textual tradition behind the writing o f art history were 
the subjects o f a sourcebook he published in 1976. In the preface, Marosi first 
drew together in Hungarian the narratives that have been associated with the con­
cepts and literature o f  art over five centuries.114 For the title, he chose an extract 
from Goethe, an allusion to the differences between southern and northern archi­
tecture: Emlek märvänybol vagy homokkobol... (“A M onum ent o f Marble or Sand­
stone”). This followed the development o f  modern-era concepts o f art from the
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Renaissance up to 1920. M ore precisely, until the time w hen art history became a 
branch o f scholarship in its own right, i.e. up to the great figure o f the school o f 
iconology, Erwin Panofsky.
The book provided an insight into how the study o f  the history o f art devel­
oped in Hungary, gathering together all o f the works which set out the pro­
gramme o f the discipline. It is an analytical survey o f these, really the first com pre­
hensive synthesis o f Hungarian art historiography. The account he lays out there 
was strongly built on his criticism of historicism over previous decades.
*
Criticism o f  historicist approaches to art history
Marosi used the term “historicism” in a broader sense than in 19th—20th-century 
positivist model o f the development o f history. In his interpretation, historicism 
was a general attitude which cited things o f the past. The reuse o f parts o f demol­
ished buildings as “spoils” , or the placing o f cultic pictures in new  frames could 
only be called “historicism” in the hypothetical sense. The concept was, however, 
in general use in relation to the medieval period. It was used as a label for retro­
spective tendencies, for example in a paper on the Prague court o f  Em peror 
Charles IV delivered by Karel Stejskal to an art history congress in Budapest in 
1969.115 Others call such ties to earlier times as “archaism”, “retrospective tenden­
cies” , “traditionalism” or “style form revivals” .116 Marosi also talked about his­
toricism in this sense in his inaugural address to the Academy.117
Further aspects o f “historicism” as a historical approach became the target o f 
criticism in German historiography in the early nineteen seventies. The left-wing 
political movements o f 1968 prom pted a challenge to the concepts and value 
judgem ents then widely applied in German art history writing, and identified a 
continuity in the use o f certain text elements. Papers on this subject delivered to 
the 12th German Art History Congress in Cologne in 1970 prom pted a lively 
reaction. In the “Kunsthistoriker im D ritten R eich” section, chaired by Martin 
W arnke, speakers including W arnke himself, Berthold Hinz and Lutz Heussinger 
drew attention to the ideological background, to the use o f language by contem ­
porary authors. Analyses showed that many retained the language o f  political cults. 
In a string o f examples taken from recent literature, W arnke demonstrated—w ith­
out naming the authors—the use o f Nazi-era terminology. Berthold Hinz analysed 
the continuous elements o f the interpretation o f the “Knight o f  Bamberg” , chief­
ly interpretations alluding to the “thousand-year Germanic national character” . 
Their studies clearly revealed that German nationalist value judgem ents and even 
the terminology o f  the Nazi era still lived on unrevised in the postwar period.118
The effect o f these German-language criticisms is clearly manifest in the H un­
garian literature. The prevailing outlook in the writing o f Hungarian art history 
thus changed in parallel w ith events in W estern Europe which were linked to 
1968. Although the changes here had a different political background from those
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in Germany, the attention they directed towards art history presented an opportu­
nity to the historical com m unity to reflect on its ow n outlook. Marosi later looked 
back on these years as a time when great thinkers in the fields o f  the history and 
philosophy o f art attracted intense interest. A series o f translations into Hungarian 
became, as Marosi w rote in a memoir, “tools for taking possession o f classical, texts 
and adopting them  into the language” .119
Analysis o f the discipline o f art history was encouraged by the Fülep-inspired 
approach o f correlating the “national” to the universal, and by the inclusion o f the 
basic notions o f historiography in the university art history education. An im por­
tant stage in this process was a book published by Lajos N em eth in 1973. Minerva 
baglya (“M inerva’s ow l”) brought a new  turn in the oeuvre o f a researcher who 
was also sensitive to the philosophy o f art and other theoretical issues. His book 
also had a major influence on the art history discourse in Hungary. N em eth set out 
a programme which departed from the 19th-century concept o f art and normative 
aesthetics. He rejected the influence o f  ideological value systems and phraseology 
in art historiography.120 It should be added that his ideas were not independent o f 
the German criticisms o f  the discipline which, as already m entioned, were going 
on at the same time. N em eth reacted perceptively to the papers delivered to the 
1970 Cologne art history congress by Leopold Ettlinger and Hans Heinz Holz, 
who detected and criticised the influence o f political and national ideologies in art 
history literature.121 N em eth returned to these reflections on ideological determi­
nation in his later surveys o f  historiography, particularly in his book Törveny es 
ketely... (“Laws and Uncertainties”), originally w ritten as an introductory univer­
sity textbook on art history and published posthumously in 1991.122 There, 
Nem eth touched on all o f the issues which were moving the discipline towards 
reform, including Hans Belting’s 1983 The End of Art History, discussed below .123
Marosi referred to statements in W arnke’s 1970 book several times. In con­
nection with these, for example, he m entioned the publication o f  Hans Sedlmayr’s 
writing during the socialist era. Sedlmayr’s Revolution der modernen Kunst, pub­
lished in Hungarian in 1960, provided support for the official hostility to abstrac­
tion in art.124 Marosi saw the radical attack on the past by the youthful critics o f 
1970 as effectively extending to Sedlmayr’s entire generation. He noted that the 
objections mainly concerned the tone o f the writing, echoes o f the lingua tertii 
imperii tradition. In evidence, Marosi cited Hans Belting’s criticism o f Sedlmayr: 
“W hen we discovered that older representatives o f the discipline, so pleased to 
present themselves as free o f ideology, retained in their use o f language the resid­
ual cadences o f  an unspoken past, the confrontation between the generations be­
came complete” .125
Marosi’s lively reaction to what on the surface m ight seem no more than gen­
erational disputes about language use, but were in fact fundamental issues o f out­
look in art history, must have stemmed from his own experience. Antipathy to 
ideology was something that pervaded an entire generation. This o f course did 
not mean that the Com m unist Party had relinquished its leading political role in
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Hungary in the 1970s. M ost o f the dominant figures in artistic institutions were 
still ideologically committed. By the 1980s, however, partly through the genera­
tional change w ithin the Party, the language o f control had changed. Decision 
makers m ight be said to have “adopted the intellectuals’ language” . The Party 
leadership no longer took the initiative, and just followed events.126 In any case, it 
was developments in m odern art the cultural authorities were interested in, not 
the history o f the arts, far less the Middle Ages.
After 1970, art historians in Hungary started to address 19th-century styles, the 
Rom antic and various historicist tendencies. It was a m em ber o f the older genera­
tion, Anna Zador, who took the initiative in this field. After the 1960s, historicism 
had grown into an independent field o f research throughout Europe, and the re­
ception in Hungary was gready inspired by new works o f art history in Austria. 
Particularly influential was a series o f books on historicism by Renate W agner- 
Rieger, covering the history o f the Vienna R ing.127 W agner-Rieger started her 
career in Gothic research, and started writing on Austrian historicism in the 1960s.128 
A moving spirit in the change o f attitude towards the terminology o f 19th-century 
styles was Geza Hajos, whose historiographical survey o f the subject appeared in 
1978. Hajos was almost the first in the region to review the history o f the emer­
gence and usage o f the terminology o f style in the 19th-century.129 His paper in­
vestigated the changes in meaning o f the terms classicism, romanticism and histori­
cism in the 19th century. It covered their original value-denotation meanings, their 
correlations with each other and their adoption as style concepts.130 Issues in the 
history o f ideas cannot be extricated from theories on these eras which were formu­
lated at the same time. Hajos’ m odern view of historicism undoubtedly drew on the 
results o f historicism research by German historians and art historians. His study 
echoes the conclusions o f a seminal study o f historicism by Wolfgang Götz, pub­
lished in 1970.131 H e also used R einhart Koselleck’s assertion that there is a “m ul­
tiplicity o f time structures” in each era “which are simultaneously linked to various 
style phenomena o f completely different time content” .132 These developments 
ultimately resulted in the adoption in Hungary o f “style pluralism” concepts even 
for 19th-century art. Most influential in this respect were the criteria developed for 
19th-century styles—although capable o f broader interpretation—by Schmoll gen. 
Eisenwerth. His study, “Stilpluralismus statt Einheitszwang” (1977) influenced 
concepts relating the Gothic and Renaissance styles as well as to the history o f style 
in the 19th century.133 A book by Sandor R adnoti and Peter Por placed the tradi­
tion o f the “art historiography o f style eras,” going back to W inckelmann, into a 
coherent context, setting them  against the idea o f the progress o f era-theories. 
Schmoll gen. Eisenwerth had a key role in the latter.134
Marosi also took up the 19th-century research line. As with his medieval 
studies, he showed through clear examples how  public attitudes to art and history 
at a particular time were closely linked to art works. H e focused mainly on 
19th-century neo-G othic art works and their ideological background.135 T o  com­
memorate the centenary o f the death o f Imre Henszlmann, at the initiative o f
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Anna Zador, a conference was held on his art theory and the emergence o f the 
“Gothic outlook”. It also covered the merger process o f Hungarian institutions o f 
archeology and art history.136 Geza Hajos discussed how  modern theories o f  pro­
tection o f historic m onum ents emerged in the Vienna school o f art history. This 
also had a Hungarian dimension, because until 1867, the Austrian and Hungarian 
institutions for the preservation o f historic monuments had a close relationship.137 
N either then nor since, however, has a monograph on Imre Henszlmann been 
produced.138 Several scholars have treated his work and influence, but Marosi’s 
studies have placed him in a broader context.
Vienna—Budapest
The increasing interest in historicism as a historical outlook also prom pted re­
search into the historiography o f art history. Marosi’s historiographical reviews 
often touched on the links between the Hungarian and Viennese “schools” o f art 
history. There were two distinct Viennese historical traditions, o f which one 
stemmed from the positivism o f the “founding fathers” o f the discipline. In the 
second half o f the 19th century, the university departments in Vienna and Buda­
pest, and the wider circle o f  art scholars, were held together by the network of 
contacts among the founding generation. For example, the founder o f the Vienna 
department, R ud o lf Eitelberger von Edelberg, was personally acquainted with 
the first professor o f  the Budapest department, Imre Henszlmann, and also with 
Ferenc Pulszky, Henszlmann’s friend since youth. Their approach to art owed 
much to the milieu o f their youth, above all to the art collector Joseph Daniel 
B öhm .139
There were also several points o f connection, sometimes even parallel view­
points, between the two departments around the turn o f the century and in the 
early decades o f  the 20th century. The two institutions, the art history departments 
o f Vienna and Budapest, for a long time retained a mutual openness. Although the 
term “Vienna school o f art history” referred to a 19th-century phenom enon, it 
was actually coined in 1920, by O tto  Benesch, and became widespread through 
a study by Julius von Schlosser in 1934.140 After the 1980s, a string o f studies by 
various authors also appeared in Hungary on the effects o f the intellectual legacy 
o f Moritz Thausing, Franz W ickhoff, Alois R iegl and Max Dvorak, i.e. the Vi­
enna School.141
According to Marosi, the parallels between history o f  art studies in Vienna and 
Budapest did not imply any kind o f dependence, and are to be regarded only a 
means o f comparison. H e wrote, “we cannot set the objective o f constructing 
some kind o f Hungarian school on the Vienna model or in relation to it,” because 
the term  “Vienna school” is itself “a strongly historicist-nostalgic construction” .142 
It arose against a background o f  Julius von Schlosser’s wish to distance himself 
from the other Vienna department, headed by Josef Strzygowski. In a contribution
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to the volume in honour o f Lajos Nem eth, 
Marosi examined the influence o f the Vi­
enna school on the study o f art history in 
Budapest in the early 20th century. H e ar­
gued that contacts w ith Vienna did not im ­
ply some kind o f constraint imposed by a 
Viennese intellectual approach. His analysis 
o f movements in the two cities drew on 
the notion o f national art put forward by 
T ibor Gerevich and Antal Hekler, repre­
sentatives o f the autochtonic national cul- 
tur approach, as well as on the less easily 
categorisable works by Lajos Fülep. The 
leading figure o f the “second” Viennese 
department, Josef Strzygowski, exercised a 
major influence on Hungarian art writers,
historians and archaeologists. Strzygowski’s Alois Riegl (1858-1905) th e o n e s were based on the geographical 
spread o f peoples and their fundamental 
character. Like other authors at the turn o f the century, Strzygowski proposed the 
determining influence o f racial characteristics—the “ethno-psychology”—on the ar­
tistic sphere. This was largely drawn from the anthropo-geographic notions made 
popular by Friedrich R atzel’s works leaning to social Darwinism, and the milieu- 
theory o f Hyppolite-Adolphe Taine.143
The influence o f Strzygowski’s outlook, involving timeless value relations, on 
Hungarian art history was a recurring theme in Marosi’s studies.144 The debate 
between the “Strzygowskians” and the followers o f Riegl (“evolutionists”) cropped 
up in several areas o f study between the tw o world wars, particularly in questions 
o f national origin, convergence and national art.145 Strzygowski’s views were based 
on the European influence o f the culture o f steppe peoples, and on his ideas o f 
» different mentalities o f eastern and western art determined by “geo-psychology” .
In Hungary, the theories “fertilised” by his concept o f art were mainly those o f 
archaeology and ethnography. A critical understanding o f these theories only 
emerged in later decades.146 Marosi’s historical analyses o f  “orientalism” in H un­
gary, and his investigations o f archaeological and ethnographic objects, undoubt­
edly played a part in the criticism o f Strzygowskian ideas.147
This issue was also the subject o f several contributions to a conference on 
Central European art history research at Hum boldt University in Berlin in 2001. 
The conference set out to reflect on post-1989 moves towards a unified European 
approach to art history, set against the traditional national-based approaches o f 
Central European countries.148 The introduction to the conference proceedings 
surveyed developments which, prior to the unified approach, had paved the way 
for the synthesis o f  Central-European art history in a pan-European context. Most
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o f the speakers to the conference considered criticism of ideologies to be an es­
sential task for the small-nation historiographies o f Central Europe. There was a 
need to adopt a reflexive attitude to ideological factors, and to dispense with re­
clusive national autarchies even in the field o f  art history.149 Papers by Janos Vegh, 
Ivan Gerät, Bela Zsolt Szakacs and Janos Jernyei Kiss covered the traditions o f 
Hungarian historiography. Marosi dealt w ith the historiography o f the medieval 
decorative sculptures o f Pecs Cathedral.150
Because the narratives o f  history written by Central European nations were 
based on concepts o f national uniqueness and thus mutually isolated, they had 
never found a substantial reception in histories o f Europe as a whole. Experiments
directed at changing this situation only started after 1989, although some integra­
tive work, endeavours towards broader horizons, had long preceded this. The 
introductory essay in the proceedings o f the conference in Hum boldt University 
on Central-Eastern European art history m entioned some earlier work prepara­
tory to integration, including Lajos Vayer’s 1969 conference paper and especially 
the studies published in the catalogue (edited by Marosi) o f the exhibition 
Die ungarische Kunstgeschichte und die Wiener Schule in Vienna in 1983.151 Thomas 
DaCosta Kaufmann, perhaps the first to address the integration o f Central Euro­
pean art historiographies, declared that integration was demanded by the historical 
processes themselves, what Habermas calls the “postnational constellation” .152
The divergent narratives o f Central European medieval art history, a central 
issue at the Berlin congress, had been the subject o f  a review by Marosi some years 
earlier. He w rote it for Ferdinand Seibt’s 
Festschrift, and included a polemic against 
some terms coined by Seibt. The latter as­
serted that M itteleuropa could be divided 
into two areas o f  divergent development,
W est- and Ost-M itteleuropa. Marosi drew 
attention to the variability and historicism 
o f such geographische Hilfskonstruktion (“aux­
iliary geographical constructions”). Divi­
sions o f Europe into different areas during 
history were first based on the distinction 
o f northern and southern characteristics, 
and the east-west division was another his- 
toricist product. Taking a coherent view­
point, he surveyed works on the historiog­
raphy o f medieval art history by R udo lf 
Chadraba (Czech), Jan Bakos (Slovak),
France Stele (Croatian), Christoph Mac hat 
(Transylvanian), Adam Malkiewicz and Jan 
Bialostocki (Polish) and Willibald Sauer­
länder (German).153 Max Dvorak (1874—1921)
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A rt scholarship and art history
Lajos Fülep’s fragmentary pre-Second 
W orld W ar oeuvre is only known from a 
few texts published in separate books. It 
would take a large-scale history-of-ideas 
analysis to explain why Fülep’s reception 
broadened after the 1970s. In the eyes o f his 
direct students, Fülep was a mythical teach­
er, a father-figure, and their later reminis­
cences often refer to the meetings in his 
hom e (after 1951) as “Lajos Fülep’s Szeher 
Street Departm ent” or the “imaginary Fülep 
Departm ent” .154 For later generations, it 
was not his charismatic personality but his 
gradually-revealed intellectual legacy which 
attracted their interest. Fülep’s observations 
on the arts, which can rightly be called a 
Jan Bialostocki (1921-1988) philosophy, offered a kind o f basis in princi­
ple for the acceptance o f modernisms which 
had been publicly suppressed during the so­
cialist era. The new generation, which rejected the autarchic nationalism o f the 
pre-war generations, could identify with his theses on the correlation o f national 
and general art. This can be seen in the writing o f his direct pupils Lajos Nem eth,
Eva Körner and Geza Pemeczky. Then there was the generation which followed
them, to which Marosi also belonged. There is insufficient space here to convey the 
dimensions o f Fülep’s influence. It is a fact that Fülep’s great written legacy only 
started'to integrate into Hungarian art history literature in the 1970s, through the 
philological and analytical work o f the generation which started publishing then. 
The delayed effect o f Fülep’s writing is clear in the basic narratives o f art historiog­
raphy, and also in the discourses o f history o f philosophy and history o f literature. 
Some analyses o f Fülep’s work appeared as early as 1965, and a bibliography came 
out soon after that. Nonetheless, the Fülep reception is regarded as having started 
in 1974, with the publication o f a collection o f articles and studies edited by Arpad 
Timar. The title o f the book, A  müveszet forradalmät61 a nagy forradalomig (“ From the 
R evolution o f Art to the Great R evolution”), was undoubtedly suggested by the 
rhetoric o ftha t era.155 It is possible to trace Fülep’s influence on the historiography 
o f various disciplines from then on. This is a curious phenom enon considering that 
he developed his outlook on art in relation to progressive movements at the turn o f 
the century, far removed from events o f the 1970s. H e was an associate o f the 
young György Lukacs, and shared an outlook with those involved in the Vasämapi 
Iskola (“Sunday school”), and the Szellemtudomanyi Szabadiskola (“ Free School o f 
the Humanities”). Leo Popper has used the words “anti-psychologist, anti-positiv-
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ist and metaphysical” to describe their novel epistemological approach.156 Marosi 
discussed the place o f Fülep’s early writing in Hungarian art historiography in con­
nection with the first publication o f Fülep’s articles (1975). He wrote that the fore­
word to the short-lived journal A  Szellem (1911) demonstrated a connection to the 
great syntheses o f art scholarship rather than the turn-of-the-century traditions o f 
art historiography.157
In a later article, Marosi also dealt with Fülep’s metaphysical outlook. In addi­
tion to the introduction to the first issue o f A  Szellem, the list o f  contributors lu­
cidly attests to his basic metaphysical standpoint: Emile Boutroux, Sandor Hevesi, 
Plotinos, Gilbert K. Chesterton, György Lukacs. The latter’s contribution to that 
first issue carried the title A  tragedia metafizikäja (“T he Metaphysics o f Tragedy”), 
and Fülep’s, A z  emlekezes a müveszeti alkotasban (“M em ory in Artistic Creation”). 
Fülep claimed that art adds the world o f  eternal forms to the world o f  eternal ide­
als. “Art thus complements philosophy and religion, and it is in this trinity that the 
world o f the hum an intellect becomes com plete.”158 The most important consid­
eration in Marosi’s interpretation o f Fülep was the historical aspect. Despite his 
idealist leanings, Fülep saw art determined by history. Fülep’s conception o f art 
was based on a kind o f historical philosophy o f art. It was a synthesis which could 
be characterised as a “critical history o f art” or a “philosophy o f art history” . 
Fülep’s theory was a “unique intellectual product” which lay in parallel with the 
universal achivements o f art scholarship o f that time. Marosi discovered that the 
theory had a precursor in the historical views o f W ilhelm Dilthey.159 An im por­
tant stage in the Fülep reception was a conference held in 1985 to mark the cen­
tenary o f his birth. People from various dis­
ciplines analysed Fülep’s role in the intel­
lectual life o f the turn o f the century.160 O n 
this occasion, Marosi examined Fülep’s in­
terpretation o f national art. After the pas­
sage o f two decades, he had returned to 
Fülep’s train o f thought: the categories o f 
the universal and the national.
Marosi discussed parallel movements in 
art science in connection w ith Fülep. He 
set out his doubts concerning art history, 
stressing the need for concreteness. Early 
20th-century art scholars had made com ­
parative studies o f  various arts in a way that 
retained the perceptual concreteness o f  art.
He cited a work called “T he reciprocal il­
lumination (or explanation) o f  the arts” by 
Oskar Walzel, a contemporary o f Fülep.161 
Marosi also discussed how  the purpose or
outlook o f art history formulated in the Ernst H. Gombrich (1909-2001)
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early 20th century recurred from time to time in the most diverse forms. It was 
taken up in the history o f  ideas, iconology, structuralism, history o f mentality as 
well as cultural and visual anthropology. M ore recently, the methods o f visual 
studies and hermeneutics draw on the art history outlook. Marosi posed the ques­
tion: “Is it possible, is it worthwhile talking about works o f  art in any other way 
than in their historical concreteness, their determinateness at one time?”162 Like 
his colleague Horst Bredekamp, Marosi looked with some doubt on the new 
“visual science” in which the historic nature o f works appears almost negligible.163 
In his view, the historical outlook was fundamental in every dimension o f the 
existence o f an art work. It was fundamental in the context o f its creation, and also
Iin its reception. It was at least that fundamental in the historical context o f time o f 
the person w ho analyses the work, the historian.
The hermeneutic principle o f the historical nature o f understanding
Marosi did not write on art history for the purpose o f  making some kind o f  cri­
tique o f ideology. He was rather concerned to create a narrative o f Hungarian art 
historiography and connect this narrative into the stories o f universal, or more 
precisely European, art historiography. In his view, the need to criticise past and 
present interpretations and to investigate their backgrounds arose not just because 
o f the obsolescence o f  their content or the ideologies. His criteria rather derive 
from what Hans-Georg Gadamer called the “hermeneutic principle o f the his­
torically effected consciousness” . In connection with the “Knight o f  Bamberg”, 
Marosi refers to Gadamer’s interpretation, especially the “principle o f historical 
effect” .164 This implies that historical enquiry must be directed at more than the 
historic phenom enon or surviving work. As Gadamer wrote, “in a secondary the- 
matisation it must also look at their effect on history (which also includes history 
o f research). . . ” Gadamer put forward this demand as a novelty not as regards re­
search itself, but the conscious methodology o f research. The latter is a necessary 
consequence o f “the self-reflection o f historical consciousness...” .165
This Gadamerian requirement, reflection on the discipline, was the basic 
viewpoint o f Marosi’s book Kep es hasonmäs... (“ Image and Likeness. Art and 
Reality in 14th—15th-Century Hungary”).166 Although the subject o f the book 
was Hungarian art in a single era, Marosi approached it from a declaredly universal 
viewpoint. The introductory chapters systematically discuss the pre-conditions o f 
interpretation w ith a validity going beyond the eras. H e stated, “universality is not 
a quality o f  the art works but a characteristic o f the art-historical approach” . In 
explanation, he added: “All medieval art historiography necessarily starts w ith the 
search for,... and correction of, correspondences between m odern viewpoints and 
the motivations behind the art o f the period.” The methodological issues o f this 
corrective procedure, the “historisation o f interpretation”, form the real subject o f 
the thesis. This viewpoint follows directly from Gadamer’s requirem ent o f  “his­
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torical reflection” . It above all surveys is­
sues o f continuity o f the conceptual sys­
tems.
The history o f  concepts
Following from this is the question, “how  
realistic are the concepts we use to discuss 
all kinds o f art in art history today?”167 
Marosi had already ascribed a major role to 
the historicism of the conceptual apparatus 
in his earlier works. H e cited Ernst Gom - 
brich, that “ the categories o f European art 
historiography can w ithout exception be 
retraced to a continuity which consists o f 
ancient norms, the value categories o f hu­
manism and elements o f academic theo­
r y  ” 168 Heinrich Wölfflin (1864—1945)
The medievalist Jeno Szücs, in the in­
vestigations m entioned above, also saw the linguistic categories traditionally used in 
the writing o f history in Hungary as a central issue. His influential study, “Nemzeti- 
seg” es “nemzeti öntudat” a közepkorban, Szempontok egy egyseges fogalmi nyelv kialaki- 
täsähoz (“‘Nation’ and ‘National Consciousness’ in the Middle Ages. Criteria for 
Developing a Coherent Conceptual Language”) was written in 1971 but only be­
came widely known after the appearance o f a collected edition in 1974.169 Szücs 
could not draw on the “linguistic turn” in history which occurred after 1973.170 
The “discovery” o f the linguistic dimension in historiography has been in progress 
ever since the 1970s. O ne o f the most significant lines o f enquiry is narrative re­
search, which essentially applies criteria from literary theory. In his previous articles 
on the conceptual apparatus o f medieval history, Marosi could only draw on litera­
ture prior to the “linguistic turn”, chiefly analogies with literary history. He count­
ed among such terms, for example, utilitas, dispositio and decus, originating in Vitru­
vius. The latter term applied to the “decent” form o f an artistic or architectural 
w ork.171 In the context o f 12th-century Neoplatonic thinking, he also demon­
strated the splitting o f the forms o ffabula, which goes back to classical times, and 
historia. He surveyed the relationship between these forms and their historical chang­
es in his book Kep es hasonmäs, mentioned above.172 Here he also made use o f as­
pects o f new schools o f historiography.
An im portant them e o f  the book Kep es hasonmäs was a unique interpretation 
o f medieval repraesentatio. This expression, just like the terms “reproduction” and 
“originality” , had a different meaning in the Middle Ages.173 The historical out­
look to concepts in art affected the analysis o f history itself, i.e. the visual narrative
v
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o f histories. Particularly instructive for the 
reconstruction o f concepts was his presen­
tation o f the medieval meaning o f “im ago” „ 
and “historia” . Lucid examples o f the con­
temporary interpretation o f these concepts 
are offered by images in the Chronicon Pic- 
tum. R ecent literature has also closely scru­
tinised these pictures. Marosi mostly ex­
panded on the observations o f Tiinde 
W ehli.174 Another collection o f M arosi’s 
work on history o f concepts, a medieval art 
reader, was published in 1997. Here, 
Marosi reviewed the literature subsequent 
to the “linguistic tu rn” , including w ork on 
the subject o f historicism by R einhard Ko- 
selleck.175
As dem onstrated by the book Kep es 
hasonmäs, M arosi’s purpose w ent beyond 
purely philological research to the histori­
cal interpretation o f  concepts. T he central 
focus o f  his enquiries, however, was always occupied by specific art works. The 
historic situation o f art works was revealed through a fine interpretive net, w o­
ven out o f sources and stylistic analyses. O ne o f  his basic criteria was the “real­
ity-character” o f medieval art works. That expression became widely applied to 
art works through a study by Dagobert Frey.176 In a secondary publication o f  his 
study Der Realitätscharakter des Kunstwerks, Eva Frodl-Kraft pointed out the his­
toriographical contexts o f  Frey’s w ork .177 Frey had originally w ritten this paper 
for H einrich W ölfflin’s Festschrift in 1935. Later he included it in his ow n col­
lected essays (Kunstwissenschaftlichen Grundfragen, Prolegomena zu  einer Kumtphilos­
ophie, 1943). It examined aspects o f the use o f religious images and their “relic”- 
< like character (“das Kunstwerk nicht als Abbild, sondern als Sinnbild”) from the
late medieval to the Baroque eras. Frey drew on a 1931 paper by a representative 
o f  the Viennese “new  art history school” , O tto  Pacht, “Das Ende der A bbildthe­
orie” .178 Frodl-Kraft noted that Frey, as a representative o f  the history-of-ideas 
m ovem ent o f  the “new ” Vienna art history school, had made a similar discovery 
as had the W arburg circle, under the influence o f Cassirers, at almost the same 
tim e.179 Decades later, Hans Belting, in his w ide-ranging book Bild und Kult, 
followed on from  these traditions in his discussion o f the “reality character” as­
pect o f  medieval works. In the sphere o f Belting’s concepts, “reality character” 
applied to the works o f  the “age o f the images” and not to those o f the “age o f 
art” .180
The aim o f the various interpretive methods employed by Marosi was to re­
veal the outlines o f  past “reality” in a very broad sense. They embraced investiga-
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tion both o f the history-of-ideas background to the use o f  art works (theological 
or liturgical qualities) and the use o f specific techniques (e.g. bronze casting).
For the catalogue to an exhibition held in the Hungarian National Gallery in 
2000, Marosi surveyed the relationship between history and art in the broadest 
sense. The exhibition was called Törtenelem -  kep (“History-im age”), w ith the 
subtitle “Some connections between Hungarian art and the past” . Marosi’s study 
took a broad time horizon and surveyed various methods o f demonstrating his- 
toricism from antiquity to the present, from both the Hungarian and universal 
viewpoints. H e presented possible links between narrative and representation, 
starting from allegories and going right up to happening-series.181 Marosi incorpo­
rated into the review o f historical aspects ideas which the discipline o f art history 
had itself created about the historical process.
The end o f  art history?
Belting’s reputation in Hungary derived from m ore than his book Bild und Kult. 
H e made a considerable stir w ith his 1983 study Das Ende der Kunstgeschichte? 
There, he presented a vision o f  the end o f the “age o f art” or rather the era o f 
modernism, and thus the end o f  traditional art history. His proposals provoked a 
substantial response in art philosophy throughout Europe in the nineteen eighties. 
Geza Perneczky transplanted some o f these into Hungarian in his critical vol­
um e.182 Although many Hungarian reactions to Belting’s ideas were antagonistic 
to the theoretical questions and concentrated on the practice, Marosi later declared 
that the work had a major influence in the country.183 He stated, “Starting in the 
early 1980s, traditional art history went through one o f its greatest upsets, prom pt­
ed by Hans Belting’s question (The End o f Art History?-First w ith a question 
mark, later, in 1995, as a statement). The starting point for the dilemma put for­
ward by Belting was the diagnosis that the concept o f art has irreversibly decayed. 
Nowadays, what we see as art in old objects is not what we see in the products of 
our contemporaries. Belting claimed to have resolved this dilemma by producing 
a new concept o f  art.” And he adds: his source o f inspiration was R iegl’s convic­
tion that examination o f old values is based on present experience.184
The art historian’s angle o f  view
R iegl’s oft-quoted statement, “ ...n o t even the art historian can escape from the 
desires o f his contemporaries as regards art” recurs emphatically in Marosi’s w rit­
ing.185 O ne o f his fundamental insights is that interpretation is inevitably linked to 
the present culture o f art. This link has to be examined in the framework o f the 
investigative process, because the investigator’s reflection is undeniably linked to 
his own taste and the culture o f his ow n time; the problem o f how  the generation
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o f art historical concepts interacts with artistic culture is an aspect o f the objectiv­
ity o f  perception in the social sciences. The process o f  uncovering past reality is 
closely connected w ith “ the W eberian requirem ent o f  concepts that go beyond 
ideal types” .186
Marosi did get beyond this requirem ent in his emphatic allusion to the basic 
paradox o f historical cognition. The cognitions o f art history, no matter what ef­
fort is made, cannot step out o f the present, or rid itself o f the effects o f  the present. 
This, he stated, was a paradox, because the interpretive process does not stop an­
tiquities having an aesthetic effect in the present. “W e therefore have to break 
through the framework o f this aesthetic to get closer to the other ‘present’ o f the 
work, in history. This approach, however, greatly depends on the extent we are 
able to eliminate from the aesthetic the ‘historic’ factor caused by its distance in 
tim e.”187
The central focus o f art history investigation, he stated, was not the aesthetics 
o f an art work, but its reality. This art work-centredness is expressed graphically in 
the discourse following Sändor R adnoti’s doctoral thesis in 1991. Also published 
as a book (Tisztelt közönseg, kulcsot te talälj..., 1990), R adnoti examined classics o f 
art historiography in the light o f contemporaiy historical and art-philosophical
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Lajos Nemeth (1929-1991)
outlooks. His opponents included two art historians, Lajos N em eth and Ernö 
Marosi. Although both were very positive about R adnoti’s work on art philoso­
phy, they put forward contrasting views on art history. Lajos N em eth disputed the 
currency o f aesthetic approaches. He claimed that recent research had called into 
doubt “the competence o f  aesthetic approaches, however dialectic, relativistic and 
pluralistic” . For R adnoti, aesthetic quality was definitive for art works o f any time. 
W hile recognising “the heroic struggle o f art history for the objective reconstruc­
tion o f the original creation o f art works” , he considered that “the genesis o f the 
aesthetic o f the object takes priority over the genesis o f the object itself, and this 
priority takes effect even where it is alienated from the aesthetic” .188 Reflecting on 
this, Nemeth admitted that reconstruction o f  the contemporary reception “is a 
practically impossible endeavour” . O n the other hand, citing Günther Bandmann, 
he pointed out that “we must load our eyes w ith historical ballast” to be able to 
decode the message o f a work from the past” .189
In his opponent’s criticism, Marosi traced R adno ti’s outlook to tu rn-of-the- 
century art history precedents. W hat he did find m odern in R adno ti’s concep­
tion was an acceptance o f  the fundamental principle o f  “presumed plurality in 
every era” , in place o£ the style dom inance assumed in earlier analyses o f  eras. 
But he disputed the priority o f  art scholarship, setting against it a quotation from 
R adno ti’s own study o f  D vorak in the same book: “m odern art history was born 
in the struggle against art-philosophical norms, the fight for their destruction or 
relativisation.” R adnoti had w ritten that art historians have described the devel­
opm ent o f their discipline as liberation from the control o f philosophy, and 
added, “ this rather means rejection o f historical values derived from great ideal­
istic systems and the developm ent o f an autonom ous historical m ethodolo­
g y .. .” .190 Marosi agreed w ith these statements. W e m ight add: he had good 
reason to agree, having been engaged in this struggle throughout his own career. 
As an opponent, how ever, he entered into “a gentle polem ic” against some o f 
R adno ti’s statements. “Can the em pirical activity o f  ‘ordinary’ art history be 
identified w ith positivism, is it correct to separate this empirical work from the 
other, theoretical aspects o f  art history, and play the two off against the other?” 
H e also puts forward the paradox o f outlook and discourse in art history. He 
quotes O tto  Pächt’s axiom: “in the beginning was the eye, not the w ord” .191 
The beginning may have belonged to the eye, according to Marosi, but “per­
ception does no t in itself lead to historical understanding, the origin o f w hich 
has to be sought in the discourse.” T he discourse, however, most often builds 
on the traditions o f  historical narrative. This has filled art history w ith many 
“topos-like elem ents” . Marosi came to the conclusion that the interpretation 
and analysis o f  the traditions o f  the discipline “fundamentally has to wait for the 
writing o f  art history itse lf’.192 H e had already formulated this view in 1985: “art 
historiography treats concepts and criteria drawn from  other disciplines by con­
fronting them  w ith  its ow n traditions: this gives the historiographical approach 
its significance and currency” .193
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Marosi’s notion o f the historiographical approach directly implies the potential 
multiplicity o f approaches. In response to the proposition, arising from Belting’s 
question o f 1983, that “there is in principle an unlimited num ber o f m ethods” , he*..* 
agreed w ith Lajos N em eth’s view. H e wrote, “we have no good reason to dispose 
o f this discipline or break it into pieces.” It is true that the art work exists in the 
present, i.e. in the judgem ent o f our contemporaries, “and what we call art is a 
kind o f  canon: the ensemble o f works by our contemporaries together w ith those 
from older or ancient times.” Art history is therefore also “based on some canon, 
one o f  several existing side by side and competing w ith each other. It is therefore 
meaningful to talk about different kinds o f art history: not about levels in a chron­
ological or a historical development ranking, but mutually competing schools 
based on different conceptions o f art.” These all have a com m on basic principle: 
“the recognition o f an art work as a historical fact” .194
T he intellectual portrait which emerges from Marosi’s writing appears most clear­
ly in this last passage. Although some, viewing him through his academic rank, 
position and professorial activity, see him  as the Zeus o f the little Olympus o f 
Hungarian art historiography, his figure is more Hermes, in the sense attributable 
to Karoly Kerenyi. Hermes, the unknow n companion o f travellers, the connecting 
agent o f far-flung things, the finder o f surprising correlations. The irony o f Hermes 
also applies to him, not only by virtue o f  his personality, but also the place o f his 
activity. This is the Danubian land, in the Claudio Magris sense, where a multi­
plicity o f views is not just an individual invention but a requirement, the Herm es- 
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Geza Antal Entz
E R N Ö  MAROSI AND THE PR O T E C T IO N  
OF HUNGA RIA N  HISTO RIC M ONUM ENTS
A characteristic and integral part o f Ernö Marosi’s extraordinary scholarly work are 
his publications and (especially after 1990) his considerable public efforts in the 
area o f m onum ent protection theory and practice—activities which, typical o f con­
ditions in Hungary, have passed almost unnoticed. W hen briefly surveying his 
many decades o f work in this field, in many respects exceptional by Hungarian 
standards, two particular circumstances deserve special emphasis. O ne is Marosi’s 
professional m ethod, which he has applied consistently since he devised it early in 
his career. He believes that a historiographical reflection and an approach to the 
object that combines perspectives from archeology, museology, and m onum ent 
protection should always be a fundamental part o f critical methodology. M ore­
over, as a university educator whose research focuses on concrete topics, he has 
regularly addressed related questions in the history o f Hungarian and general art 
history, both in his m ore comprehensive works and in his studies o f  particular is­
sues. Thus, the development o f the concept o f historical m onum ent and the prac­
tice o f m onum ent protection a well as aspects o f its art developed from that prac­
tice, fit naturally into Marosi’s approach.1 The other significant motivating factor 
that has led to Marosi’s extensive publications and statements on m onum ent pro­
tection is the ever deepening crisis in Hungarian m onum ent preservation, which 
began almost unnoticed three decades ago and whose effect has somewhat later 
come to bear on museum affairs, too. Cooperation between the three closely in­
tertwined fields o f m onum ent protection, museum work, and art history was once 
thought and seemed to be solid, however, anyone familiar w ith the relationship 
between these interdependent and mutually enriching disciplines cannot ignore 
the increasingly serious troubles which now  affect the very existence o f the profes­
sion. U nder such circumstances, the need to repeatedly explain and raise the public 
awareness o f these connections, in as wide a circle as possible beyond the bounda­
ries o f the profession, is critical, even if, as Marosi has noted, the profession is lim­
ited by social forces which clearly have other interests.2 In Hungary the predi­
cament is more pronounced than in W estern Europe, likewise in the Czech R epub­
lic which has a similar communist past.3 This is because non-governmental coope­
ration, which could have a significant impact on the protection o f Hungarian
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cultural heritage, is unreliable thanks to a fundamental weakness o f the civil struc­
ture. T he challenge to protect cultural heritage became strikingly clear in the 
former “socialist” countries the m om ent changes took place in world politics in 
1990. Because o f  the complex nature o f  the task, the boundaries o f the profes­
sion—in this case primarily art history—must not give halt to the search for value- 
driven answers. Instead the message o f the profession should be drafted w ithin the 
context o f general cultural politics. W hen the time was right to do this, Marosi did 
not hesitate to take action.
T he crisis in question, o f  course, is not just a Hungarian phenom enon. The 
roots o f  the problem  stretch as far back as m onum ent preservation itself. The 
central dilemmas o f  m onum ent protection arose amidst the tension betw een 
practice versus theory, that is, social profitability and representation value versus 
intellectualism and the universal approach o f science. As bipolar world politics 
ended in the 1990s, the stable relationship established betw een the profession o f 
m onum ent protection and museums following W orld W ar II was shaken, and 
business concerns took significantly greater precedence over the preservation o f 
national treasures. D uring this same period Eastern Europe has been gradually 
building a m arket econom y, and a political structure very similar in theory to 
those found in the W est emerged; thus the problems in both  halves o f the con­
tinent began increasingly to resemble each other. T he 2005 statement briefly 
summarizing the essential com ponents o f  the phenom enon by the board o f  the 
German Association o f Art Historians expresses the situation well: “Those tri­
umphs o f  civil society w hich have proven so vital to the foundation o f  civil 
national states—for example the creative acquisition o f cultural products o f  the 
past in museums and collections, as well as subsidizing o f  art and the protection 
o f architectural m onum ents-are not, as time has shown, requirem ents o f  the 
political sphere. T he legitimization o f pow er through the support o f culture and 
art is an outdated model. Today’s politicians do not need to be legitimized—they 
are elected. And in general financial difficulties, every cultural and artistic insti­
tution  is in the end retailored according to the needs o f business management. 
i Political administrations appear eager to shed their social charge o f preserving
cultural and artistic property as quickly as possible. B ut they are not authorized 
to do this! N o political mandate gives them  this power! If we take a narrow 
view, from  the perspective o f the national econom y, they are acting uneco- 
nomically, because cultural and hum an resources are being squandered.”4 All 
this, dow n to the last detail, could be said about Hungary. W illibald Sauerlän- 
der’s concerns similarly relate to Hungarian problems: “ ...  art history is just a 
m irror o f the general state o f  a society in w hich the question o f  how  m uch 
critical potential, how  m uch reflexive civility will survive the absolute pow er o f 
the econom y remains open .”5
The golden age o f Hungarian m onum ent protection was during the com ­
munist period. This fact, in addition to the peculiar history o f  Hungary’s na­
tional treasures, has given rise to a particular m ethod o f operation in Hungarian
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m onum ent preservation and an unusual set o f problems that differ from those 
found in W estern Europe or in other countries formerly under Soviet rule. At the 
same time, the effects o f deeply rooted attitudes and social-historical antecedents 
can be felt in Hungarian history. W hen explaining Hungary’s outstanding achieve­
m ent in m onum ent protection during the socialist period in comparison to W est­
ern European efforts at the same time, three im portant circumstances merit special 
attention. First, w hen the Soviet system was introduced, the majority o f buildings, 
including residential buildings, became state property. Second, a concept o f the 
people and nation as identified with the state was embraced. As a consequence, 
both the rigid communist system imposed in 1948-1949 and its 1956 version, 
with its bloody reprisals in response to the uprising, classified historical m onu­
ments as important elements o f  identity, in contrast to other people’s democracies 
which prom oted an ideology hostile to historical m onum ents.6 Finally the fact that 
a large num ber o f well-qualified, well-educated professionals in fields related to 
m onum ent preservation were available w ho were o f varying ages and political 
persuasions, but were well-versed in international trends, also had a major role in 
the evolution o f such a situation. The conscious Hungarian cultural politics o f the 
inter-w ar period assured such a layer o f  society was disposable w hen the com m u­
nist system was introduced. Many o f these professionals, satisfying the system’s 
demands and needs for legitimization, attained important decision-making posts in 
the sphere o f cultural politics, and proved able to present fundamental bourgeois 
traditions using rhetoric appropriate to the changing requirements o f party ideol­
ogy, for example, expressing the financial needs o f m onum ent preservation in a 
way consistent w ith the logic o f a planned econom y.7 Conditions for employment 
o f  top experts were thus established. Later, during the period “thaw” during the 
so-called goulash communism, the system sought to increase its legitimacy abroad 
by highlighting its success in m onum ent preservation. Therefore, though in H un­
gary after 1945 an unusual situation developed in which every essential element o f 
bourgeois society was systematically eliminated in the course o f a few yean, the 
practice o f preserving historic monuments, theoretically a foreign concept in the 
communist system, was able to maintain an intellectual and spiritual continuity 
w ith the pre-W W  II period, incorporating many o f the profession’s values into the 
institutional structures and mechanisms o f a system that operated on fundamen­
tally different principles.
Among the most important achievements o f Hungarian m onum ent preserva­
tion before W orld W ar II were the expansion o f the field’s scholarly base, the 
education and employment o f  a well-trained set o f researchers, at least the partial 
development o f  institutional requirements, a more extensive collection o f topo­
graphical material, a rise in docum entation activities, and the early treatment o f 
Hungarian national treasures in corpuses and monographs, w ith the increasing 
inclusion o f Baroque and neo-Classicist monuments. It should also "be noted that 
restorations were carried out on ruins, the majority buried under ground, from 
Hungary’s destroyed medieval period, the most important among them  being the
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Early Gothic palace chapel o f Esztergom, which was first excavated in 1934 and 
reconstructed in 1938 using anastylosis. For decades this work was a starting point 
in m ethodology and remained a basis o f reference for Hungarian m onum ent pro­
tection which defined itself w ithin the framework o f  the Athens Charter drafted 
in 1931 and the Venice Charter issued in 1964. A determinant figure in this pe­
riod was the Budapest professor o f  art history Tibor Gerevich, who served as 
president o f the National Commission for Historical M onuments, the central in­
stitution o f Hungarian m onum ent protection, from 1934 until the committee was 
abolished in 1949.
In the period following 1945, his student Dezso Dercsenyi, a colleague at that 
same institution from 1935, gradually took over the leading role. Although always 
the second in command behind a politically appointed director, Dercsenyi was the 
true head and strategic developer o f the Hungarian organization o f m onum ent 
protection until 1977, a body that was solidified in an institutional framework in 
1957. This new  set o f preservationists took advantage o f  the widespread national­
ization carried out in 1949, and a new law on m onum ent protection issued in the 
same year quickly declared some seven thousand buildings historic monuments. 
Until then, the 1881 law on historical monuments had been in effect, which al­
lowed for scarcely four dozen buildings to be placed under official protection. 
A series o f topographies on Hungarian historic m onum ents were launched the 
next year, based on an Austrian example and relying on the results o f Gerevich’s 
initiatives a decade and a half earlier. During this process, material from four and a 
half o f Hungary’s nineteen counties and the districts o f Buda were successfully 
published in twelve volumes, although the speed o f publication was drastically 
reduced over the years: six volumes appeared in the first decade and after that only 
two volumes per decade, w ith the last publication in 1987. In addition to the to ­
pographies, multi-leveled forums for regular publications on m onum ent protec­
tion were formed, and results were announced at international conferences and in 
professional publications.
In the early 1950s, extensive research on seventy-four settlements w ith the 
rank o f tow n was carried out with the assistance o f architects and art historians. 
The goal was to record both historic treasures and m onum ents that added to the 
cityscape o f each settlement at the time the development plans were drafted. O ther 
important achievements o f the period included: large-scale archeological excava­
tions and conservation works; organization o f urban-scale protection; com prehen­
sive or detailed restoration o f  historical city centers; preparation o f the necessary 
historic preservation docum entation (including surveys o f the castle district o f 
Buda, and the historic centres o f Sopron, Gyor, Szekesfehervär); new methods o f 
building research (Bauforschung, functional analysis, etc.); docum entation o f urban 
buildings from the second half o f the 19th century primarily in Budapest; and the 
expansion o f protection to folk architecture as well as technical and industrial 
monuments. These efforts resulted not only in the physical preservation o f  his­
toric m onuments, the development o f related methodology, and the creation o f
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a broad professional spectrum, but 
also in the enrichm ent and nuanc- 
ing o f our view o f the history o f 
these settlements, our built heri­
tage, and the integrally related 
branches o f art. W ith this our un­
derstanding o f the treasures to be 
preserved for posterity was similarly 
enhanced.
The National Board o f Historic 
M onuments, founded in 1957 (its 
successor was know n from 1992 as 
the National Office for the Protec­
tion o f Historic M onum ents and 
from 2001 as the National Office 
for the Protection o f Cultural H eri­
tage), served as the institutional 
background for this. From the per­
spective o f  financing and the effec­
tiveness, o f official activities, it was 
critically significant that the office 
was placed under the supervision o f 
the minister o f architectural affairs.
It was a peculiarity o f the system 
that the office included divisions for scholarship, administration, and restoration, 
but also had the capacity to plan and execute, as it were part o f the socialist build­
ing industry.
N o monograph has yet examined the various periods in the history o f H un­
garian m onum ent protection. There is a wealth o f literature, however, on the 
socialist period, as the most im portant achievements were published more or less 
regularly in the institute’s yearbooks, which also included bibliographies for the 
years they covered—a project which continues w ith increasingly rich content.8
In 1963, by the start o f Em o Marosi’s career, the institution had been fully 
developed and was in its days o f glory. In the interview quoted above, Marosi, just 
like his classmates, spoke o f his aspirations, o f finding employment at the office o f 
m onum ent protection when he finished his studies. A conspiracy o f circumstances, 
however, led him  to a university career.9 Certainly Dezso Dercsenyi’s lectures on 
Romanesque art in the Art History Departm ent at the time played a role in this 
attraction. As Marosi wrote, “ I think it’s scarcely an exaggeration to say that his 
elegant figure in many ways—including his smoking—provided some kind o f model 
at ELTE [=Eötvös Lorand University, Budapest] in the 1960s.”10 In any case, con­
cerns about m onum ent protection as part o f an important set o f topics necessary 
for the development o f his chosen field appear in many contexts throughout his
1. Ernö Marosi as a university student on 
a department field trip, early 1960s 
(Photo: Research Archives of the National Office 
for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
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2. The Church of St Elizabeth in Kassa from the northwest, before the late 19th-century 
restorations (Photo, 1854: Photo Archives of the National Office for the Protection of 
Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
work. H e examined the Church o f St Elisabeth at Kassa (Kosice, SK) in eight sig­
nificant studies, as it provided him  an opportunity to analyze the most important 
tendencies and key figures in Hungarian art history and the 19th-century history 
o f m onum ent protection using chiefly monuments as source material.11 He con­
siders such a historical reckoning a part o f “philological hygiene” , and finds its
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significance in that “the works o f  art are not just objects, but intellectual pheno­
mena that have been left to us together with their interpretation.” 12 To better care 
for treasures, w hether a museum piece or a m onum ent, we need to consider the 
varying scholarly paradigms and all the intellectual responses to them, and the same 
is true when we wish to better understand the works. Thus, systematic scholarly 
surveys related to the object form an essential complement to Marosi’s research in 
architectural history.13 Consistent with this logic was an exhibition two decades 
later dedicated to the web o f connections o f the Viennese school o f art history that 
had a profound impact for several generations on Hungarian art history and its 
development. The catalogue has been a fundamental point o f reference for re­
searchers interested in this question.14
Marosi’s pioneering propaedeutic work in the teaching o f Hungarian art his­
tory and his collection o f texts on general art history, with its comprehensive in­
troduction and comments, present a solid base for all further study.15 However, an
3. Northern facade of the Church of St Elizabeth in Kassa, 
before the late 19th-century restorations (Photo about 1860: 
Photo Archives of the National Office for the Protection of 
Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
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introduction to his extraordinarily rich work in architectural history, which sys­
tematically analyzes the key questions in the history o f Hungarian medieval archi­
tecture, is beyond the scope o f this essay. Nevertheless, before a short introduction 
o f his critical comments on m onüm ent protectiqn, brief m ention should be made 
o f a study outlining the possibilities for an art historical evaluation o f 15th-century 
castle architecture as a good example o f  what can result from.a fruitful cooperation 
between m onum ent protection and art history.16
The 1960s and 1970s were favorable to Hungarian m onum ent protection, but 
in the 1980s, the situation began to erode. O ne o f the obvious reasons for that was 
the general crisis in the communist system which made economic performance 
increasingly difficult. But perhaps even more important and what remains today a 
crucial factor was increasing consumerism, which occurred despite economic 
troubles, and the fact that the life style resulting from a consumerist attitude could 
gain a decisive role. In this atmosphere, politics also began to place less value on 
cultural display, and the steady financing o f utopian ideological goals related to 
culture was in danger o f coming to an end. These conditions led to the slowing 
dow n o f previously well-functioning scholarly projects directed at the long-term  
accumulation o f knowledge and later to their gradual demise at the time o f the 
political changes in 1989. The creation o f  Hungarian topographies o f historic 
monuments suffered this same fate, as did the entire series o f research projects de­
voted to the publication o f m ore corpuses and monographs. O f  course, there were 
counterexamples, too (and still are,17 but we will return to that later, in another 
context). The conditions for scholarly research developed by T ibor Gerevich and 
his circle in the mid-1930s and applied as a national program in the socialist years, 
have never been restored. In the following witty, yet bitter assertion, Marosi clear­
ly conveys the situation o f his profession, although naturally it is not the cessation 
o f state monopoly that he mourns: “ the state monopoly on art history writing 
ended before it could complete its task, and thus rose Hungarian postmodernism 
and its basic problem: often there is nothing to deconstruct, as the fundamentals 
are missing.” 18 It should be added that the generation o f art historians and archi­
tects responsible for building the scholarly and institutional foundation o f the pro­
tection o f  historical m onum ents in Hungary o f the period in question and who 
had struggled to the end were no longer active by the late 1970s. Thus, there is 
little surprise that signs o f a new  era in the handling and practical restoration o f 
historic m onum ents became more prevalent. In 1990 Marosi published a study 
entitled “Hungarian M onum ent Protection at the Crossroad!” in Kunstchronik,19 
in which he analyzes the trends o f  the previous decades with a focus on changes in 
the practice o f  m onum ent restoration. His starting point was the rebuilding, in the 
spirit o f the Athens Charter, o f parts o f the palace chapel o f Esztergom. O ne o f the 
essential and most im portant basic principles adhered to in this period o f Hunga­
rian m onum ent preservation was the clear differentiation between the colours, 
forms, and materials o f  the original structure and that o f  the m odem  reconstruc­
tion. Another principle observed was the free use o f m odem  structural techniques
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4. View of the Church of St Elizabeth in Kassa from the southwest, the south tower designed
by Imre Steindl (never built to this height). Drawing by Otto Sztehlo, 1920
(Plan Archives of the National Office for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
and reinforced concrete, so long as they did not affect the outer appearance o f the 
monuments. In the 1960s changes in this approach became apparent, such as the 
reinforced concrete wall additions to the 13th-century keep in Visegrad or the 
casde o f Diosgyor, as well as the inclusion o f the ruins o f the former Dominican 
monastery in Buda into the H ilton hotel complex. Marosi saw this as a con­
structivist change in taste in which the architect-restorer’s hand in the project is
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obvious.20 In a lecture the previous year he warned o f the associated dangers: 
“O ne o f  the most important endeavors in m odern m onum ent protection is to 
show respect for the unique history o f each m onum ent, in other words its life his- 
tory, to trace the changes the m onum ent has undergone and make them  visible. 
The ultimate test o f tolerance and respect for the individuality o f the work, how ­
ever, is the restraint shown by the restorer when he leaves the signature o f his time 
on the m onum ent, on the surroundings, or in the texture o f the historical settle­
m ent or ensemble o f structures. After all, this is generally the point at which the 
m onum ent, in the hands o f a generation convinced o f its supremacy on the evo­
lutionary scale, is converted from a historically significant work in need o f conser­
vation into a self-conscious m emorial.”21 As Marosi often emphasizes, from the 
perspective o f  an art historian, this is not only problematic because it is a return to 
a historicist approach discredited a century ago, but also because in some cases the 
alterations in the texture o f the m onum ent are irreversible and the m onum ent’s 
value as a primary source is damaged. W hat is left for posterity is thus an interpre­
tation o f the m onum ent, but not the m onum ent itself. The art historical concept 
o f the m onum ent lies at the theoretical center o f the ethical problem. This posi­
tion, expressed in terms o f the universal mission o f art history, was first expound­
ed by Alois R iegl,22 a defining figure in the Vienna School o f Art History at the 
turn o f the 20th century, and in many respects R iegl’s point is still valid today. In 
addition to clarifying the various approaches to m onum ent protection and their 
connections, his study draws conclusions about the theoretical methods o f dealing 
with monuments. Riegl first published his thoughts in 1903 with the aim o f pro­
viding a theoretical foundation for an intended Austrian law on m onum ent pro­
tection. 23 Since then his views have been a recurring subject o f debate in interna­
tional discourse on m onum ent protection. Prom oting awareness o f R iegl’s ideas 
among art historians and others involved in m onum ent preservation has been an 
im portant element o f Marosi’s related work. Interestingly, in the history o f H un­
garian m onum ent protection, openness to R iegl’s principles was greatest at the 
time they were drafted, whereas in German-speaking regions, R iegl’s work was 
for some time scarcely known. In Hungary in 1906, Baron Gyula Forster, vice- 
president and later president for thirty years o f the National Com m ittee for His­
toric M onuments, discussed at length R iegl’s ideas.24 Later, however, R iegl’s 
views rarely or only tangentially appeared in Hungarian discourse on m onum ent 
protection, and not at all in public discussion until Marosi’s critical w ork in the 
field. The first complete Hungarian translation o f the work came out in 1998, full 
o f mistranslations typically caused by and leading to confusion over R iegl’s ideas.25 
Marosi’s critique deals w ith the requirements o f m onum ent protection which 
have taken shape over time in connection with how  individual m onum ents are 
treated, and he naturally uses medieval works as examples. Riegl explained the 
fundamental principles he wanted to emphasize and felt were lacking in the m eth­
ods o f preserving historic monuments from the perspective o f historical value as 
commemorative value: “Signs o f decay, which are most im portant for age value o f
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relics, should, by all means, be removed from works o f historical value. However, 
this should not be performed on the object itself, but on a copy or merely in 
thought and word. Even for a work o f historical value, the original relic should be 
viewed as fundamentally untouchable, although for completely different reasons 
than for works w ith age value. In the case o f historical value, we are not talking 
about conserving the traces o f time, the ravages o f  nature, which are at least indif­
ferent, if  not burdensome to the object; what is much more important is that the
5. Choir of the Palace Chapel o f Esztergom, reconstructed by Kalman Lux in 1934- 
1938 (Photo: Robert Hack, 1992, Photo Archives of the National Office for the 
Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
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6. Castle of Diosgyör before the restauration
(Photo Archives of the National Office for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
w ork be preserved in the most original form possible for future art historical re­
search. All hum an estimates and additions are prone to subjective errors; this is 
why the original, the only certain point o f reference, must be preserved untouched, 
so that posterity can inspect our experiments in reconstruction and perhaps replace 
them  with better, more justified solutions.”26
Marosi perceived the crisis in the concept o f the m onum ent as the basic ca­
tegory o f art history, believing that the widely fashionable and unreflective use o f 
the concept o f cultural heritage threatened to dilute the concept o f  the historic 
m onum ent and ultimately lessen its traditional respect. This fear is particularly 
justified, since, as he writes, “ the balance that has existed until now  between pub­
lic interests and private impulses, between creativity and the need to conserve, 
and between the need to maintain and the desire for profits has been upset.”27 
A m onum ent, as he explain?, is an integral part o f cultural heritage, but only if  it 
has been interpreted intellectually. O f  course, a prerequisite for this, as we can read 
in Riegl, is that subsequent generations assure as best they can the preservation o f 
the material reality o f the object. This was the basic principle o f historic m onu­
m ent preservation throughout the entire 20th century, having become the norm 
w ith the trium ph o f the maxim o f conservation over historicist attempts at resto­
ration at the turn o f the 20th century.28 In contrast, in the late 1990s, a period 
w hen society was experiencing considerable uncertainty over its place in the world,
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several representative restoration projects were undertaken which stand in stark 
opposition to this approach: historic m onum ents were handled in a way that es­
sentially transformed them  into memorials.29 The dramatic restorations o f  surviving 
ruins from the m onum ents o f  Szekesfehervär, Esztergom and Visegrad, the three 
royal centers o f  medieval Hungary in addition to Buda, represent an irreparable 
break in the tradition o f Hungarian m onum ent protection, once an example o f 
exceptional intellectual continuity. The effect on the entire attitude toward his­
toric monuments set the tone for Marosi’s critique.30 Elsewhere, Marosi draws this 
final conclusion: “In the recent past—and consistently during the millennium res­
torations—not only have revitalization efforts were set against the cult o f ruins, but 
the need for actual representation, too. This represents a throwback to a theoreti­
cal stance discredited a century ago. W hat a strange and unprecedented pheno­
m enon in the practice o f  European m onum ent protection!”31
The debates that have cropped up alongside this phenom enon are presented as 
theoretical dilemmas centered on the slogan o f authenticity, and Marosi sees them 
as a symptom o f uncertainty. The main weakness o f such discussions is the dispen­
sation o f the otherwise obligatory theoretical reflection, which reveals the empti­
ness o f the arguments presented. This is not necessarily an innocent act, as the 
motivation is self-justification. In other words the arguments neglect to clarify the 
content and magnitude o f the concepts used and the reasons for their use. O f 
course, this deficiency is easily lost, 
even on a public generally interested in 
historic monuments but w ithout any 
expertise in the field. This is especially 
true if  marketing techniques developed 
for the ferocious struggles for market 
shares or for political pow er are used 
and the worlds o f business and politics 
are w on over as allies.32
The challenges faced in Hungarian 
m onum ent protection are unique, 
since a significant portion o f Hungary’s 
national treasures were produced in 
the historical Hungary, geographically 
speaking the Carpathian Basin, during 
some one thousand years’ period be­
fore the collapse o f the A ustro-H un­
garian M onarchy in 1918. Today these 
works are found outside the borders 
o f  Hungary, scattered among countries 
mostly belonging to the European 
U nion.33 It follows that the problems 
concerning the medieval period can
7. The reconstructed rondella at the Castle 
ofDiosgyor, 1963
(Photo Archives of the National Office for 
the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
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only be solved w ith international cooperation, and Hungary has its ow n share o f 
international responsibilities in the area o f  m onum ent protection. Professional de­
pendence, however, is not one-sided. From 1860, w hen the establishment o f 
Hungarian m onum ent protection broke from the imperial framework, until the 
new  state system was established in 1918, the protection o f historical monuments 
throughout the Carpathian Basin (which included all o f Slovakia) was part o f the 
Hungarian institutional system, and thus a wealth o f  docum entation is preserved 
in Budapest. Furthermore, the historical monuments in the Carpathian Basin can 
be characteristically divided into groups according to ethnic and religious-cultural 
associations (this is true o f today’s Hungary, too, but less so than elsewhere). Schol­
arly treatm ent o f these works thus requires different methods o f research and 
m onum ent protection because o f the special problems o f  language and historical 
experience, and satisfactory results can only be achieved through international 
cooperation. Another fundamental aspect is that art historical phenom ena need to 
be interpreted within the historical and geographical context in which they arose. 
In this way Czech research, for example, in medieval and Baroque art has been 
beneficial to Hungarian m onum ent preservation, and numerous other examples 
could be given. T he European Union, seen as a community o f shared values, 
needs to transform not only into a community o f states, but one o f nations, so that 
the most valuable parts o f our historical heritage, o u r cultural diversity, can be 
preserved and systematically cultivated. In this respect, jo in t efforts to prom ote 
cultural heritage, and w ithin this the legacy o f Hungary’s and other nations’ his­
torical monuments as a part o f universal culture as well as national memory, should 
not be a source o f conflict. Instead-to borrow  Ernö Marosi’s idea frequently m en­
tioned lately—it could be the starting point for a new kind o f  regional conscious­
ness, or even patriotism. This idealistic and utopian vision naturally does not re­
flect the real conditions, and the problem is not just Hungary’s. Although different 
in certain fundamental ways, the question o f how to joindy handle German-Polish 
and Polish-Ukranian cultural heritage is comparable to the Hungarian problem in 
terms o f the unshed burdens o f history and the dangers o f  reviving the shadows o f 
the past. Also similar is the problem of cultural heritage in Transylvania, in par­
ticular the large volume o f historical m onum ents left behind by Transylvanian 
Saxons, w ho were exported to Germany as part o f Ceausescu’s politics. In the past 
two decades, the Germans and the Poles have taken serious, methodical and effec­
tive strides in this matter. Similar tendencies have been observed within Hungary 
in the two decades following the political changes, with positive developments 
occurring in all fields related to m onum ent protection, including jo in t professional 
ventures, im portant exhibitions, and cooperative research carried out on major 
historic monuments. Following W orld W ar II, Hungarian art history became dis­
enchanted with the theory o f a prevailing Hungarian cultural supremacy in the 
Carpathian Basin, an idea which had played an important role in the political ide­
ology o f the inter-w ar period and in the historical sciences, too. Instead a pluralis­
tic concept, as discussed above, was appropriated. W ith this, “the foundations of
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a realistic approach to the cultivation o f Hungarian art were set w ithin a Central 
European framework.”34 Although a detailed discussion o f  these questions is 
beyond the scope o f  this paper, a quote from Marosi conveys the nature o f the 
difficulties w hich in part still remain. Clearly in reference to the already-men- 
tioned politics o f  Ceausescu and current forms o f behavior that are more nuanced, 
but also more confrontational, Marosi made this slightly resigned statement: 
“The developments o f  recent times have taught us that efforts which lay claim to 
appropriate the historical tradition o f monuments, but at least appreciate them, are 
our better chance. It is worse if  monuments are not needed, are classified as foreign 
objects to be erased, if  their decay is aggressively accelerated, or just passively 
anticipated, if  distance is kept, and if  those w ho keep tradition alive are persecu­
ted.”35
In 1989, as Hungary stood on the threshold o f political change, Marosi de­
scribed the necessary tasks: “ It w ould be self-deceptive to talk o f Hungarian m on­
um ent protection, if  it did not mean the protection o f all the monuments that 
form the basis o f Hungarian art history, and if the same standards were not applied 
and the same attention not devoted to these as to the fate o f historical source ma­
terial, literary-historical treasures and memorial places, and sites o f ethnographic 
significance. Unfortunately, opportunities to take protective measures are limited 
at the most critical points. As long as the system o f international scholarly and in­
stitutional connections fail to facilitate the prom otion o f national interests, to offer 
domestic financial support or labor to save even the most im portant or most en­
dangered monuments, Hungary can only blame itself. The collection, treatment, 
and publication o f  documents covering all movable objects in Hungary’s collec­
tions, including the entire body o f Hungarian art historical and archeological 
objects tied to places outside Hungary’s borders, present a challenge that if  not met 
would prevent us from determining what kind o f preservation is needed. The task, 
in all its complexity, shows how  the universal mission o f Hungarian m onum ent 
protection can be served by fulfilling our national obligations.”36
In this respect, there have been significant, if  not systematic, accomplishments 
following 1990, which Marosi has recorded in the appropriate venues. O f  central 
importance was the publication o f  a series o f pre-W orld W ar I drawings and pho­
tographic documentary material collected by the National Commission for His­
torical M onum ents (1872—1949), the predecessor o f today’s National Office for 
the Protection o f Cultural Heritage, in volumes w ith art historical commentary 
generally parallel to their exhibition.37 The Ethnographic M useum also partici­
pated in this series, using its own collection to support historical perspectives on 
m onum ent protection.38 The results o f the international conference organized 
jointly by the Bratislava Office o f  Historic M onum ents (Pamiatkovy ustav) and the 
Budapest National Office in 1998 was a survey o f current developments in Slovak, 
Hungarian, Czech, Polish, Rom anian, and Slovenian m onum ent protection re­
lated to the widespread docum entation activities o f Viktor Myskovszky, a pioneer 
in Slovak m onum ent protection, born in 1838 in Bärtfa (Bardejov, SK).39 The
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Cooperation o f  Hungarian and Rom anian researchers has also brought about im­
portant and encouraging results in the protection o f the only surviving medieval 
cathedral in the Carpathian Basin, the Cathedral o f Gyulafehervär (Alba Iulia, , 
R O ).40 Meanwhile, the corpus o f medieval wall paintings in the region has in­
creased by nearly fifty percent thanks to previously unheard o f jo in t efforts in re­
searching and conserving churches over the past decade and a half, which have 
enabled art historians to better interpret this form o f  art. Developments o f  similar 
magnitude have been made in the survey and conservation o f w ooden statues and 
other church furnishings from the medieval period to the Baroque.41 T he list 
could be expanded with numerous examples o f individual research efforts.
Marosi’s activity in historical m onum ent topography, an important area o f 
research in m onum ent protection, also deserves m ention. Topography, or the 
systematic scholarly recording and continuous publication o f any object in the 
category o f historic m onum ent, is indispensible to the protection and care o f a 
country’s historic treasures. In Hungary, this genre o f scholarship and publication 
has a long history extending back to the early days w hen m onum ent preservation 
was institutionalized, and though few, its achievements are respectable.42 In this 
narrow field, the idea that no favorable changes in the situation are likely is now  a 
century-old cliche. This is why Marosi’s decision to launch a German-Austrian 
Dehio-type small topography research program in the mid-1980s, w hen he was 
already vice-director o f the Art History Research Group o f the Hungarian Aca­
demy o f Sciences, was so significant. At this time, the continuation o f a series o f 
handbooks on Hungarian art history, one o f the larger projects in the state-di- 
rected field was called into question. This topographical program could have pro­
vided significant compensation for approximately two decades o f professional 
oversight. That this did not happen is not' Marosi’s failing. Small achievements 
were made, however, and as was typical, ten years after the actual field w ork was 
carried out, one volume on Fejer County was published. Marosi had not only 
directed the work as head o f the institution, but also participated in the explo­
ration o f several dozen settlements and the preparation o f entries in the topo­
graphy.43
Finally, m ention should be made o f  the fundamental changes that took place 
in universal culture in the last quarter o f the 20th century, and which will cer­
tainly have a significant impact on further paths in m onum ent protection. These 
developments, effectively analyzed by Hans Belting, and stemming from the fact 
that new  art has dismantled old paradigms, impact the basic functions o f the field 
o f art history, too, and lead to a fundamentally pluralistic interpretation o f its sub­
ject. Reflecting on these problems, Marosi clearly saw that from the aspects of 
m onum ent protection that most interest us here satisfying answers to these ques­
tions can hardly be provided at the m om ent.44
A study by Gabi Dolff-Bonekämper, professor o f art history and m onum ent 
protection at the Technische Universität in Berlin, was presented at the 2008 
Budapest colloquium of the Com ite International d’Histoire de l’Art (CIHA),
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entitled “H ow  to W rite Art History—National, Regional or Global?” . Dolff- 
Bonekämper’s work summarizes some o f the basic and urgent goals which H un­
garian art history and m onum ent protection needs to achieve, too.45 H er conclud­
ing remarks summarize well Ernö Marosi’s proposed approach as well, which was 
enhanced by the fact that parallel to the publication o f the original German study, 
Marosi also published his own Hungarian translation in a critical journal.46 Dolff- 
Bonekämper summed up her answer to the main question o f the conference as 
follows: “It is my personal conviction, that for the future o f our discipline, the 
model o f trans-national art history, present since the 18th century alongside vari­
ous national constructions, is the most usable. It is this model which should be 
taken up, and developed in an international context, w ith the support o f CIHA. 
Together with the concept o f  a com m on cultural heritage, as expressed by the 
Council o f Europe’s Framework Convention on the Value o f Cultural Heritage 
for Society (Faro, 2005), this notion o f trans-national art history writing, which 
recognizes borders but also transcends them, acknowledges the goals o f current 
European policy, w ithout denying the national conditions in which we all live. 
W hether and how  this concept can be developed on a worldwide scale is for oth­
ers to decide.”
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Märta Kovalovszky
THE EYE AND THE W O RD : 
E R N Ö  MAROSI AND M O D E R N  ART
In his writings on m odern art over the last decade and a half, internationally re­
spected medievalist Em o Marosi has shown that his studies o f issues and major 
works o f the 20th century are not merely the forays o f an enthusiastic hobbyist. It 
is no coincidence that he regularly opens contemporary art exhibits, listens to 
Kurtag concerts at the Music Academy and attends provocative theatre perfor­
mances. His frequently heard acerbic comments on contemporary art and the lat­
est happenings reveal an astonishing erudition topped w ith a sardonic smile. Only 
the uninformed outsider asks w ith wide eyes: What? Medieval and modern? But 
that’s impossible! As the French poet Lautreamont wrote, this would be the “m eet­
ing o f an umbrella and a sewing machine on the dissecting table” . The art history 
profession, however, has noted respectfully, yet fearfully, for some time that even 
though research does not deal with m odern subjects, Ernö Marosi is attune to the 
artistic events and trends o f the past hundred years, continually churning them 
through his mind. Then, on special or everyday occasions, in words or in writing, 
he is prepared to support his conviction that art history—even w hen divided into 
periods-is a single, unified process. An entry for Em o Marosi in an imaginary bio­
graphical lexicon should thus read: his narrower area o f  expertise is medieval art, 
the subject o f his thoughts and observations is Art.
“An art work is an autonomous structure, a microcosm in itself, but at the 
same time it mirrors a historical step in human thought. In one capacity, it begs to 
be identified with, and allows for interpretation only o f its individuality; as a pro­
duct o f history, it has precursors and successors, it is an element in a queue” ,1 
wrote Marosi more than thirty years ago. This belief had already taken shape and 
matured during his university days. In his choice o f thesis topic, Marosi clearly 
expressed his com m itm ent to the study o f medieval art, thus joining a group o f 
fellow university students dedicated to the understanding o f older monuments and 
processes. His scholarly -lifework over the subsequent decades has been built on 
this foundation. At the same time, however, he was clearly infected by the feverish 
interest and insatiable desire for knowledge o f those interested in-m odern, even 
contemporary art. In the early 1960s the lecture material o f the art history de­
partment ended at the middle o f the 19th century. Students w ould never have
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acquainted themselves w ith the “continuation” , if  enthusiasts for the m odern pe­
riods, w ith their hungry curiosity, unstoppable m om entum  and diligent self-culti- 
vation, had not swept aside the ideological elements in their education and the 
archaic barriers o f the classical art historical approach. It was certainly no accident, 
and obviously thanks to the unavoidable duel between circumstances and oppor­
tunities, that this society produced scholars devoted to the research, elaboration 
and presentation o f 19th—20th-century art (Eva Askercz, Eszter Gabor, Peter Ko- 
vacs, Ildiko Nagy, Katalin Neray, Krisztina Passuth, Geza Perneczky, Julia Szabö, 
and the author).2
Art historians o f this type, who do not specialize exclusively in one topic or 
period, are rare, but not unknow n in Hungarian art history. They treat art as a 
continuous unit, and one that continually changes throughout history, not only in 
their understanding o f art, but also in their research, presentation and writing. In 
the first decade o f the 20th century, young colleagues (now classic figures in the 
field both at hom e and abroad) at the Budapest M useum o f Fine Arts were prima­
rily inspired and motivated by research into questions o f  older art, while also en­
thusiastically exploring contemporary efforts. Simon Meller and Elek Petrovics 
eagerly studied and purchased artworks for the museum by the Nyolcak (Group o f 
Eight) and other activist artists. Edith Hoffman willingly held lectures on the art o f 
Jozsef R ippl Rönai, Jozsef Nemes Lampert and Beni Ferenczy. Janos W ilde and 
she belonged to a circle o f friends w ho had formed around Nem es Lampert and 
Ferenczy. Kalman Pogany was a particular fan o f R ippl Rönai. It is scarcely sur­
prising that this young society became inquisitive and ardent followers o f avant- 
garde trends. Later, prom inent scholars such as Mariusz Rabinovszky and Istvan 
G enthon represented a type attentive and receptive to old as well as new art. R abi­
novszky started as a modernist: early on he wrote an extensive study on the sculp­
tures o f Ferenc Medgyessy3 and later an independent volume examining the pre­
vious two centuries o f  painting.4 His interests covered a broad territory from  the 
art o f Tivadar Csontvary, Läszlö M oholy-Nagy and Gyula Derkovits through the 
activities o f K U T, Lajos Vajda, to questions o f  abstract art. As he turned to prob­
lems o f Trecento art,5 however, he saw that “everything that came after the T re­
cento is rough, extrinsic and boastful” .6 W hile his focus was m odem  art, his inte­
rest—and this is clearly discernible in his book on the Trecento—was tinged by a 
faint aloofness, an unsettling feeling he had that the previous two centuries o f art 
resulted from some kind o f  crisis, and the true value was indeed born in the ear­
lier great periods o f  art. G enthon studied developments in old and new art simul­
taneously, publishing in consecutive years articles on art in the century before the 
battle o f  Mohacs (1526)7 and the contemporary painter Erzsebet Korb.8 Later, his 
volume on old Hungarian painting9 and an album introducing Aurel B em ath10 
appeared in the same year. He also published a study on the sculptures o f  Beni 
Ferenczy,11 and a book about Karoly Ferenczy,12 among others. His writing was 
dominated by his knowledge, taste, judgm ent, and—regardless o f the period—his 
hedonist enjoyment o f the work. Finally, we should recall Charles de Tolnay, who
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devoted his first study to Cezanne,13 although the great masters, such as Bosch, 
Brueghel and Michelangelo, stood at the centre o f his research. He preserved his 
interest in 20th-century art in later years, to o .14 He devoted a book to the art o f 
his old friend N oem i Ferenczy.15
Reading Marosi’s large-scale works on medieval art and his writings on tnod- 
em  topics, we are involuntarily reminded o f his “predecessors”, although we 
may suspect how  they differed. First, many o f his predecessors dealt w ith art criti­
cism. Marosi, however, is not a critic, although artists and art historians are both 
wary o f his critical approach. Second, he arrived at m odern art from an unusual start­
ing point, as a scholar o f  the medieval period. Third (and the most important), the 
staggering knowledge o f the medievistXb in his ow n field is accompanied by a com ­
mand o f history and art history from all periods as well as a thorough grounding in 
the history o f science and art theory. W hoever claimed to discover in the entirety 
o f Marosi’s activities and approach the legacy o f the Viennese School is right. 
As Marosi himself expressed it: “W ith respect to the premise to which we ascribe, 
which essentially declares art history to be fundamentally a science o f history, 
[...] the traditions o f  the Viennese School methodology are decisive.” 17 But if  we 
look for further examples, among representatives o f more recent art historians, we 
will easily discover a relationship between Marosi and Hans Belting in their 
approaches and their ways o f  seeing and thinking. “The starting point o f the di­
lemma formulated by Belting was his determination that the concept o f art had 
forever come undone, and what we understand as art in old works is not what we 
see in the production o f our contemporaries” , writes Marosi. He adds in both 
acknowledgment and agreement, “A proposal for resolving this dilemma pushed 
for the elaboration o f a concept o f art which was valid for both groups.”18
In young Erno Marosi’s articles on modern art,19 naturally we cannot feel his 
excited interest, the impressive scope o f his knowledge, or his understanding o f 
artistic phenom ena as a unit, all o f which would govern the character o f his later 
writings. But after many years, in a foreword to a selection o f texts embracing 
centuries o f material, he wrote: “W e do not consider works o f art as exclusively a 
product o f history today either [...] this m ethod o f approach is only one, and not 
even the most natural, o f many [...] The basis o f the historical outlook is not iden­
tification with the work, not the immediacy o f the experience, but rather a separa­
tion from the pure sensory contact, a comparison to others, an outlining o f con­
ceptual analogies. The fundamental uniqueness o f the aesthetic experience is above 
all the unconditional and exclusive contemplation o f the object, the depth and 
totality o f  the sensation.”20 W hen he w rote this, long and prolific years o f research 
and writing on old art stood behind him. Beyond his own narrowly defined field, 
medieval art, he was familiar w ith the activities o f major figures in Hungarian art 
history and their scholarly ideals, and—which is crucial—he not only knew, but had 
experienced and understood the character o f the artwork, its material and singular 
reality, just as well as its nature as a product o f history. W hether it was the “yield” 
o f the old or the new age did not matter for him.
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In the early 1990s in his review o f Sändor R adnoti’s book,21 he quoted O tto 
Pacht: “in the beginning it was the eye, not the w ord” ,22 but he added with satis­
faction, that the two do not preclude one another. As time passed since their uni- «» 
versity days, Marosi’s contemporaries certainly recognized that his deepening 
theoretical understanding and his tremendous knowledge o f art history did not 
overshadow or enervate the artworks in question. W hether.speaking o f  old or new 
artistic phenomena, processes or works, Marosi did not present artistic achieve­
ments as mere illustrations o f the thought process. In fact, his thinking and his 
approach were formed jointly by the eye and the word, but at least as importantly 
were developed to that degree by experience and perspective, the results o f  his 
knowledge extended into space and time. W hen asked what the greatest discovery 
o f 2004 was for him, he gave a typical answer: “ ... the medieval wall paintings o f 
the Calvinist Church o f Lonya [...] and an early composition w ith a nude by 
Käroly Kernstok at the Modell exhibition, a young artist’s m em ory o f the last har­
monious m om ent ‘before the roads diverged’.”23 O ne has the impression that 
Marosi digresses w ith superior virtuosity. His fingers run along the entire keyboard 
o f art history, extending across centuries (millenniums). O ne understands that for 
Marosi art history is a stream o f interrelated periods o f equal standing, an endless 
continuity rippling over time.
Taking stock o f Marosi’s interests over the years, especially the last decade, is 
not easy. Even a quick and cursory calculation produces a long list encompassing 
a broad range o f  subjects from the problems o f classical modern painting to a vari­
ety o f phenom ena in contemporary art. But Marosi’s thinking and his mindset as 
a historian do not limit him  to pictures alone. He is happy to explore the inner 
roads o f sculpture, graphic art and textiles, and is equally attracted by the possi­
bilities o f photography or other mediums. W hile his writings ostensibly deal with 
a certain artist, exhibit or art form, very often the subject is a pretext for examining 
a larger art historical question. In his study on the photography o f Dora Maurer, 
for example, he seizes the opportunity to dissect the connections betw een'photog­
raphy and painting.24 In examining how  Alajos Strobl’s sculpture breaks away 
from the Renaissance and Baroque tradition, he reveals the disintegration o f the 
value system o f naturalism and academicism, resulting in a new type o f sculpture.25 
Using similar methods, he demonstrates the relative freedom of Hungarian gra­
phic art and the present-day objectives o f the art form,26
Among the many and varied phenom ena and works that have captivated 
Marosi’s attention or provoked his interest, some appear closer to his understand­
ing and his artistic ideal than others. Such is the art o f Karoly Haläsz, Tamäs Vigh 
and György Jovänovics.
Marosi closely followed the work o f  Haläsz, and has written and spoken on the 
subject several times. W hen he opened a Käroly Haläsz exhibition in 1982, he 
said, “for me [...] his works shed light on a seemingly mysterious phenom enon 
frequently experienced in medieval art: the capacity to not only represent, but to 
evoke entire realities, to create a world, w ith tiny, seemingly fragmentary elements
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1. György Jovänovics: Detail from Giorgione’s Tempest, 1995, 
Budapest, Museum of Contemporary Art -  Ludwig Museum
o f reality, either alone or placed side by side.”27 The W orkshop o f Pecs, which 
from its inception included Haläsz as a m em ber and spiritual offspring, dissolved in 
1980. The “learning years” came to an end, the “apprentices” grew up, and each 
o f the five artists embarked on his own journey. Halasz was interested in geom et­
ric forms, structures built from these forms, and the alternation, the vibrating ten­
sion, o f  flat and spatial elements frolicking on the canvas. The taciturnity o f simple 
structures, the use o f a few pure colours—especially black and red—lend magnitude 
to his small-scale compositions. The artist at the same time preserved his connec­
tion to the “manual” life around him, the natural objects and material o f small 
tow n days and circumstances; his objects and performances have their roots in this 
world. Marosi was quicker than many o f his colleagues in contemporary art to 
notice in Haläsz’s paintings, in his objects reminiscent o f  canned goods stored in a 
country pantry, and in his seemingly hom e assembled performances, how  an inde­
pendent, serious and well-considered reality is taking form. Perhaps this was on his 
mind w hen he wrote about Halasz’s so-called trampled paintings, “a true joy, 
products o f the real experience and enjoyment o f  movem ent and material” .28 The 
character o f the artist’s entire activity is determined by the modesty o f  nameless
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masters. T he medievalist clearly took pleasure in discovering what might be com ­
m on features in the works o f a contemporary and an old master. H e derived satis­
faction from the lively continuity linking the art o f the past and the present, 
connection rendered not by form, mode o f depiction, or style, but by the affilia­
tion o f artistic thought and attitude. As such, Halasz’s work “should be taken just 
as seriously as the inscription on the Amolfini portrait in London: Johannes de Eyck 
fu it hie”.29
“A radical founder”30 was how  he labelled Tamas Vigh in an article. At that 
time he had already been following the sculptor’s career, was well acquainted with 
his works, and had used his professional reputation to assist him  in his struggle to 
carry out a memorial to the historian Zoltän I. Toth, fatally wounded during the 
1956 revolt, commissioned by the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences. W hat Marosi 
found important in the works o f Tamäs Vigh, as in those o f Karoly Halasz, was the 
quiet and profound artistic thought, the penetrating, inner radicalism o f his com po­
sitions, and the courage o f his consistent mode o f expression, defiant o f stylistic 
fashions. The fundamentals o f Vigh’s work were naturally acquired under the tute­
lage o f his master, Beni Ferenczy, and it was from his classical ideals that Vigh di­
verged with loving affection. The projecting mass o f his small sculptures, the m o­
numental forms o f his works o f folded sheet metal, and the ideas o f his noiselessly 
“crackling” sculptures reveal the great distance Vigh travelled from the starting 
point o f his youth. M oving unnoticed along his own path, he encountered similar 
endeavours in 20th-century European sculpture on several occasions. Marosi even
mentions those sculptors whose 
worlds resemble Vigh’s: Henry 
M oore, Max Ernst, Jacques D u- 
champ-Villon, Ossip Zadkine. But 
in Marosi’s mind, more important 
than these kinships are Tamas 
Vigh’s “struggle for sculptural 
form”31 and “the traces that reveal 
the genesis o f sculptural thought in 
the shapes o f [Vigh’s] small sculp­
tures” .32 Marosi also has great re­
spect for the sculptural approach 
which starts with the material and 
shows attention to inner energy 
and the development o f form, 
while he appreciates the aspect that 
may represent the com mon value 
o f old and new masters.
As a speaker at exhibition open- 
2. Karoly Halasz: Object from the Mini-Museum series, ingS> the author of articles, and an 
Owned by the artist art historian engaged in scholarly
3. Opening of the exhibition ofKäroly Haläsz. 
Szekesfehervär, King Stephen Museum, 1982
discussions, Marosi had numerous occasions to express his opinion on the art o f 
György Jovanovics. H e provided the clearest and most thorough picture o f this 
unusual body o f sculptural work in a book review.33
Although Jovanovics’ sculptures at first glance appear gentle and reserved, 
their radicalism represents a great achievement in Hungarian sculpture. The artist 
was a m em ber o f  the neo-avant-garde generation appearing at the end o f the 
1960s. Through his reinterpretation o f material, space, and the classical art forms, 
he called into doubt the thousand-year-old tradition o f sculpture. W hen he chose 
plaster as the exclusive material for his works (artists until then had used this as an 
intermediary material in making casts), the consequences led to the questioning o f 
classical values. At the same time, Jovanovics’ works are profoundly faithful to the 
essence o f  sculpture; their intellectual weight is provided by the values and possi­
bilities o f  space, depth, internal proportions, surface, and light, while the seem­
ingly fragile surfaces are interwoven w ith faint references, a delicate web o f hidden 
quotations from other works. W e feel as if  we are observing an archaeological dig 
from above: our imagination glimpses far and deep into the past, into a world built 
according to the principles o f  geometry, optics, culture, and fantasy. W e under­
stand that Jovanovics is at hom e in the same art-cultural world occupied by old 
masters, from medieval stone carvers to Francis Bacon. For him, “the architecture
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5. Opening of the exhibition Our 20th Century 
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o f Abbot Suger or the builders o f the 
great French cathedrals did exactly as 
Schwitters or Kandinsky did when 
they completed a task.”34 It is not sur­
prising that the activities ofjovanovics 
have personal meaning for Marosi. “In 
my eyes György Jovanovics [...] is an 
academic artist. [...] O ur appreciation 
for this artist, w ho deals with the key 
questions o f his craft, the problems o f 
the artistic idea, and who disputes with 
writers, poets and philosophers as their 
equals,35 should not be based on the 
knowledge o f Hungarian art teachers 
but rather on studies focusing on the 
humanist philosophy o f  16th and 17th- 
century Italian academies.”36 In the 
works o f this artist Marosi discovered a 
rare, exceptional phenom enon, a to­
tality which weaves spirit, scholarship, 
history, culture and art into one. Per­
haps we can risk stating that Marosi 
presents a m irror image o f himself 
w hen he calls Jovanovics “unfortu­
nately (?) a too attentive, cultivated artist w ho navigates art history with a schol­
arly assurance, w ho is educated, in fact trained in the field” .37 H e is the kind o f 
contemporary sculptor who engages in continual conversation w ith the past and 
the monuments o f  universal culture and is himself a part of, a continuer o f  this.
At the opening o f the exhibit Our 20th Century in Szekesfehervär, Marosi 
posed the question “considered by many today to be the most exciting [...], 
w hich reminds us o f a statem ent by Pliny: namely that art no longer exists, the 
end has com e” .38 At that time A rthur C. D anto’s study was published in H u n ­
garian,39 provoking lively debates in art history circles and intellectual societies, 
its mere title attracting the attention o f  tabloids and colourful magazines for a 
brief m om ent. Marosi refuses to flaunt his opinion before the public. “W hoever 
is interested should try to decide.”40 W e can surmise his answer from his w rit­
ings over the past decade and a half. T he internationally famed m edievalist- 
w hether researching G othic phenom ena, reconsidering classical m odern achieve­
ments or tracking the works o f  up-to-date  young artists w ith benevolent irony— 
steps into the same river, the current o f art history flowing into the distant past, the 
unknow n future.
6. Tamäs Vigh: Tree of Life, 1972-2009 
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Gabor Endrodi
THE CH A NCELLO R’S THREE REASONS 
FO R  PAINTINGS IN CHURCHES
I .
The two letters written by Pope Gregory the Great to Serenus, bishop o f Marseille, 
are generally regarded as the texts which are most frequently and in the most varied 
discursive contexts referred to in the medieval West in connection with the use o f 
images.1 Since Gerhart Ladner’s study was published in 1931, scholars o f art history 
and the history o f theology have viewed these letters as classical witnesses to—and as 
foundations for the later development of-a uniquely Western conception o f the 
image, defined in contrast to the Byzantine theology o f images.2 The letters’ medi­
eval citations as well as the m odem  interpretations stress the didactic function of 
images, the most compact formulation o f which is in the second letter:
Aliud est enim  p icturam  adorare, aliud per picturae historiam  quid sit adorandum  ad- 
discere. N am  quod  legentibus scriptura, hoc idiotis praestat pictura cernentibus, quia 
in  ipsa ignorantes u iden t quod  sequi debeant, in ipsa legunt qui litteras nesciunt . . . 3
For it is one th ing  to  adore a p icture, ano ther th rough  a p ic tu re’s story to  learn w hat 
m ust be adored. For w hat w riting  offers to those w ho  read it, a p ic ture offers to  the 
ignorant w ho  look  at it, since in  it the ignorant see w hat they ough t to  follow, in it 
they read w h o  do no t k no w  letters .. .4
Such a statem ent can be considered to have been generally binding in the 
H igh M iddle Ages, in case its decisive im pact can be discerned in the most 
varied literary genres, and if  at least the rudim ents o f  the doctrine on images in 
Scholastic theology can be traced back to it. After all, can a theological tradition 
be deem ed fundam ental in this era, unless it was acknowledged in the main 
Scholastic summas? Presumably this is what guided Ladner w hen he included 
St Thom as Aquinas am ong the adherents o f  the Gregorian dictum . In order to 
do so, Ladner referred to the three reasons w hich the D octor Angelicus-in 
accordance w ith  St B onaventure’s earlier tex t-pu ts to justify the-use o f  images 
in churches. T he first am ong them  indeed concurs w ith the argum ent o f  the 
C hurch  Father.5
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Fuit au tem  triplex ratio institutionis im aginum  in Ecclesia. P rim o  ad instructionem  
rudium , qui eis quasi quibusdam  libris edocentur. Secundo u t incarnationis m ysterium  
et sanctorum  exem pla magis in  m em oria essent, dum  quotid ie oculis repraesentantur. * *  
T ertio  ad excitandum  deuotionis affectum  qui ex uisis efficacius incitatur quam  ex 
auditis.5
T here  was a triple reason for institu ting  images in  the church . First, for the instruction  
o f  simple people, w ho  are taught by them  as if  by  som e books. Second, so that the 
m ystery o f  the incarnation  and the examples o f  the saints rem ain  m ore in our m em o­
ry, as they  are represented to the eyes daily. T hird , to  excite devotional feeling, w hich  
is stim ulated m ore effectively by things seen than those heard .7
In 2001, Creighton Gilbert devoted an entire study to the subject o f the triplex 
ratio, in which he demonstrates that these three reasons are contained in the chap­
ter on image worship from St John Damascene’s De fide orthodoxa, know n in the 
W est since the m id-12th century. M uch quoted in Scholastic theology, the text, 
however, does not present the arguments in the same systematic fashion and the 
Latin authors m entioned by Gilbert do not refer to it in this very context.8 The 
possible role o f  the Damascene presented no obstacles to Gilbert’s placing the 
cited Scholastic texts w ithin the continuity o f W estern image theory from St Gre­
gory to  the Council o f Trent, and including contemporaneous works from other 
literary genres, in particular William D urand’s liturgical treatise.9 In subsequent 
publications, the view that the letters attributed to Gregory the Great were the 
sole source o f the triplex ratio gained dom inance.10
There are some problems, however, w ith this last assertion. It is well-know n 
that the role o f images as writing for the illiterate was not Gregory’s invention. He, 
too, relied on a large tradition in Greek theological literature, later passed on by 
the Damascene. H e actually alluded to this when he wrote: “the ancients reason­
ably perm itted that stories o f holy persons be depicted in venerable places.” 11 
M ore importantly, the other two arguments are missing from the letters to Sere- 
nus.12 If we postulate that medieval authors also connected these arguments with 
Gregory, then we need to turn to the 8th-century interpolated version o f the let­
ter to the recluse Secundinus.13 Here we find all in one sentence the sought-after 
three motifs, and appearing as stages in the process o f contemplating the picture.
E t d u m  nos ipsa p ictura quasi scriptura ad m em oriam  filium  D ei reducim us, anim um  
nostrum  aut de resurrectione laetificat aut de passione em ulcat.14
A nd thus, like scripture, the image returns the Son o f  G od to  our m em ory and equally 
delights the soul concerning the resurrection and softens it concerning the passion.15
It seems to have been overlooked in previous scholarship that the early medieval 
interpolation in the Secundinus letter was in all likelihood inspired by St John
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Damascene, most probably by the chapter on images in his encyclopaedic w ork.16 
In the current context, more critical is the question o f how  well-known, if at all, this 
interpolation—much quoted in the Early Middle Ages—was in the 12th and 13th 
centuries. I don’t know o f any direct proof that either the authors o f the Summa 
Halensis, or maybe Bonaventure or Aquinas were aware o f this text. In the 11th and 
first half o f the 12 th centuries, however, in quotations o f the second letter to Serenus 
(while always the same passage is quoted), the addressee is consistently referred to as 
“Secundinus seruus Dei reclusus” , which suggests no direct knowledge o f either let­
ter.17 The addressee’s name was first corrected by Gratian, who evidently read the 
second epistle to the Gallic bishop, but nothing suggests that he got acquainted with 
or at least knew about the text interpolated into the Secundinus letter.18
II.
In the following, I will com m ent on the text which provides-according to our 
present knowledge—the first detailed account on the adoration o f images in high 
Scholastic theology. This text, Philip the Chancellor’s Summa de bono from ca. 
1225—28 seems also to be the source for later commentaries on the Sentences in 
enumerating the triplex ratio.19 The passage in question responds to the basic anxi­
ety that “the cult o f such images is a revival o f idolatry” .20
U nde tres causas assignat Dam ascenus quare fiunt imagines, quarum  una est, u t iam  
dixi, p rop ter habendam  quorum dam  m em oriam , secunda est p rop te r im itationem , et 
hee due cause sunt com m unes om nibus, tertia p rop te r rud ium  sim plicitatem . U n de ita 
dicit Dam ascenus quia “D eus ‘p rop te r uiscera m isericordie sue’ secundum  ueritatem  
factus est hom o  p ro p te r nostram  salutem, non  u t Abrahe uisus est in specie hom inis, 
non  u t prophetis, sed secundum  substantiam  factus est hom o, passus est, crucifixus est, 
surrexit, assumptus est et om nia secundum  ueritatem  facta sunt et uisa sunt ab hom i- 
nibus, scripta au tem  sunt ad m em oriam  et doctrinam  nostram . Q uia  non  om nes nos- 
cunt litteras neque lectioni uacant, patres excogitauerunt uelud quosdam  trium phos in 
imaginibus hec scribere ad m em oriam  uelocem , prop ter hoc quod  m ultotiens, non  
secundum  m entem  habentes D om ini passionem  imaginis Christi crucifixionem  u i- 
dentes et salutaris passionis in rem em orationem  uenientes, adoram us non  m ateriam  
sed im aginem . S im iliter et D ei genitricis imaginis n on  m ateriam , sed figuram  adora­
mus. H o n o r enim  qui est ad ipsam ad eum  qui ex ipsa incarnatus est reducitur. Sim i­
liter et sanctorum  certam ina erigentia nos ad fortitud inem  et im itationem  et zelum  
uirtutis eorum  et gloriam D e i.”21
H ence the Dam ascene assigns three causes w hy people m ake images, first—as
I said before—for having a m em ory, second for im itation, and these twoTauses are com ­
m on  for all, third  for the simplicity o f  the rude. H ence the Dam ascene alike tells that 
“G od ‘through the tender m ercy o f  H im ’ becam e in tru th  hum an for ou r salvation, no t
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as He was seen by Abraham in the semblance of a man, nor as He was seen by the 
prophets, but according to substance He became human, suffered, was crucified, resur­
rected, was assumpted, and all these things veritably took place and were seen by men, * *  
they were likewise written down for the memoiy and teaching of us. Seeing that not 
everyone has a knowledge of letters nor time for reading, the Fathers contrived to write 
these in images like as some triumphs for the swiftness of memory. Therefore often, 
when we have not the Lord’s passion in mind, but we see the crucifixion of Christ’s 
image and His saving passion is brought back to remembrance, then we adore not the 
material but the image. In a like manner, in the case of the image of the mother of God 
we adore not the material but the figure. For the honour which we give to her is refer­
red to Him Who was made of her incarnate. Similarly, also the struggles and the en­
couraging of holy men lead us to endurance and to the imitation and emulation of 
their valour and to the glory of God.”
The passage above consists in large part o f a quotation from St John Da­
mascene, namely the same quotation whose affinity to the later formulations o f the 
triplex ratio was highlighted by Gilbert. T he Summa de bono shows that this relation 
is m ore than a simple affinity. The authoritative source o f  the three reasons for the 
use o f images in churches was De fide orthodoxa, and not St Gregory or what was 
attributed to him, and not even some o f the triadic'arguments in favour o f  images 
appearing in earlier Latin literature.22 That Philip refers to the Damascene suggests 
it was not clear to him  that similar arguments were to be found in the letters o f 
Gregory. Considering the argumentative structure o f the Scholastic questio, it is 
implausible that a 13th-century university theologian, while being aware o f the 
opportunity, would not have relied on an earlier Father o f higher ecclesiastical 
rank, and consequently o f higher authority23—and this is w orth pondering in re­
gard to later formulations o f the triplex ratio, too.
At the same time, there are some conspicuous differences between John ’s text 
and Philip’s introduction to it. This regular arrangement, which enables'at all to 
distinguish the three reasons in favour o f images, is entirely foreign to John. It is 
even m ore foreign to the original text than to Philip’s quotation, which contains 
omissions. John does not list and organize arguments, but rather describes a pro­
cess. The prerequisite o f this is the incarnation as the foundation o f our ability 
to visualize God, and it proceeds from perception through memory to an ascent 
to worship, and this worship passes on—pursuant to the dictum o f  St Basil the 
Great—to what is imaged. Behind Philip’s reinterpretation we can see simply the 
attraction o f the high medieval Latin w riter to regular, if  possible, tripartite struc­
tures. The matter is actually more complicated and if  we want to understand it, we 
need to consider the entire chapter o f the Summa de bono devoted to images.
If we compare this chapter to the corresponding passages in later encyclopae­
dic works o f Scholastic theology, then most striking is the apparent disorder o f its 
presentation. W hile in the latter writings the individual questions o f  image w or­
ship are covered in separate textual units, which carefully follow the order o f the
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arguments, the counterarguments, conclusions and ad obiecta, Philip devotes only 
one chapter to an unbroken series of—seemingly-loosely related questions and to 
a bunch o f responses. O ne may be right in regarding this as a sign o f the relative 
immaturity o f the literary form o f the questio. But at the same time it facilitated 
Philip to develop closer philosophical and theological ties between the various 
subtopics. W hen, for example, he asks if  the w ord adoratio is said univocally or 
equivocally o f  the adoration to God and to the cross,24 and answers with “nei­
ther” , saying that the w ord is said per prius et posterius, i.e. according to analogy,25 
thereby he offers a linguistic-philosophical preparation to the metaphysical inter­
pretation o f iconicity—and not just the iconicity o f man as created in the image o f 
God. This gives after all a metaphysical meaning to Basil’s statement “the honour 
paid to the image passes on to the prototype”,26 w hich in the W est was know n 
only isolated from its context, as transmitted by the Damascene. Am ong others, 
the striving for theoretical penetration is what makes the chapter on images in the 
Siunrna de bono so attractive. Nevertheless, this effort manifests itself at times only 
in implications, and forces the author into some contradictions. The later elabo­
rations on the question can be read as stages in the gradual resolution o f these 
contradictions, which how ever entailed cutting back on Philip’s theoretical am­
bitions, and ripened a couple o f generations later m ore consistent, but rather 
practical answers to the question o f image worship.27
This general characterization applies also to the formulation Philip provided of 
the triplex ratio. The brief introduction to the Damascene’s quote is built around 
three terms: memoria, imitatio and simplicitas rudium. The easily identifiable equiva­
lents o f these same terms appear in another part o f the chapter, too, in which 
Philip answers the question “w hether God—inasmuch as He is adored in the 
image—is to be adored in the vestige” .28
A d illud quod  queritur u tru m  D eus adorandus sit in  uestigio sicut in im agine respond­
endum  est quod  cum  de hom ine d icitur quod  factus est ad im aginem  D ei non  intel- 
ligitur secundum  corpus, sed secundum  anim am  que est spiritualis substantia et expres- 
sissima im ago D ei quan tum  possibile est fieri in  creaturis secundum  m em oriam , n o ti- 
tiam  et am orem . U estig ium  au tem  pertinet ad res corporales, et ideo in  uestigio non  
adoratur D eus . . .29
T o  the question w hether G od  is to  be adored in  His vestige, ju s t as in His image, shall 
be answered that w hen  the m an is said to be created in the image o f  G od, this is no t 
apprehended according to the body, bu t according to the soul, w hich is a spiritual 
substance; and the m ost distinct image o f  G od is to be recognized according to m em o­
ry, know ledge and love, as far as possible. B ut the vestige pertains to the corporal things 
and therefore G od  is no t to  be adored in the vestige ...
The question and the answer both derive from St Augustine’s anthropological 
doctrine o f the Trinity; this latter defines the uestigium as the counter-concept o f
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the imago Trinitatis. Here we need to recall only a few basic tenets o f the doc­
trine.30 In De Trinitate, Augustine treats the apprehension o f the relationship bet­
ween the persons o f the Trinity as the means to reach illumination about God. 
This can proceed from the triads discernible in the created world: with their help, 
the vestige o f the Trinity can be detected in all creatures, and contemplation o f 
these vestiges pave the way for the contemplation o f the image o f the Trinity.31 
The latter is based on the trinities o f mens—notitia—amor and memoria—intelligentia— 
uoluntas. Augustine correlated m an’s being created in the image o f God only to the 
hum an spirit; man in the corporal sense—the “external” man—bears only a trace o f 
the Trinity. Thus, w hen Philip bases his definition o f the image o f  God on the 
difference between spiritual and corporal things, he is not contradicting Augus­
tine, but slightly simplifies the hierarchy o f the trinities established by him. For, 
according to Augustine, in the case o f  those ternions that the human soul can 
contemplate in itself, the system o f relationships among the individual parts is what 
more faithfully and directly corresponds to the structure o f the Trinity and thus 
images it.
T he set o f three terms which refers to this understanding o f  the image o f God 
in Philip’s text (memoria-notitia-amor) cannot be found in this form in Augustine’s 
writing, and this is no accident. Notitia and amor, w hich form a triad with mens in 
the ninth book o f De Trinitate, are m entioned explicidy as notitia sui and amor 
sui-as acts o f  self-reflection o f the hum an soul. In contrast, memoria, intelligentia, 
and uoluntas—'which Augustine begins to refer to in the tenth book, in the next step 
in his reasoning-relate to the image o f God in man in a m ore fundamental way, as 
the capacities o f the soul.32 In the passages o f Summa de bono where attention is 
expressly paid to this, Philip also closely follows Augustinian terminology.33 There 
must be a special, certainly contextual, reason for his not doing so in this chap­
ter—presumably that in this way the tem ion was congruent with the three suppos­
edly Damascenian reasons for images in churches.
The appearance o f memoria twice requires no comment. It is also easy to see 
how  the notitia and not the intelligentia o f the text and the image is what makes one 
inaccessible and the other accessible for rudes. Imitatio and amor demand a slightly 
more complex interpretation. At first reading, it is not clear to which statements 
by John the term imitatio in Philip’s text refers. The w ord itself appears, but at a 
marginal point, in connection with the imitation o f  the saints’ “valour” . It is more 
likely that Philip summarized w ith this w ord the entire sequence which in the 
quotation closes w ith the exemplar o f the saints: the adoration o f Christ, whether 
it proceeds from his own depiction, from images o f Mary, or from representations 
o f the deeds o f saints, belongs to the sphere o f imitatio. If, however, the observer’s 
ambition is none other than to pursue God along various routes, then in an obvi­
ous way this can be anchored in the Augustinian system m uch m ore readily with 
the term  amor than with uoluntas.
W hen Philip distinguished the three reasons for the ecclesiastical use o f 
images in the quotation from St John, he interpreted it in the scope o f Augustine’s
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theology o f the Trinity. In doing so, he correlates the two traditions, upon which is 
built the ninth distinctio dealing with the adoration o f Christ’s humanity in the third 
book o f Peter Lombard’s Sentences. This distinctio became the starting point for the 
Scholastic discussion o f the image question-in terms o f content already for Philip, 
but for later authors from the literary point o f view as well.34 In connection with 
pictures, Philip was the first who had to confront the divergence o f the two tradi­
tions, the difficulty o f reconciling them—and this primarily constitutes the theological 
achievement o f the triplex ratio. For the Damascene the ascent toward the adoration 
o f God is the point, and the imago, which is used as an aid to this, is understood pri­
marily as image made by human hands. In contrast, for Augustine what is at stake is 
the ascent towards a conception o f God, and the imago in an ontological sense, as a 
created image, may be the tool. As we have seen above, the chasm between the two 
concepts o f image is not unbridgeable in Philip’s view, and we have also seen that as 
a result o f this reconciliation the Basilean dictum received a theoretical expounding 
which could be regarded by Scholastic thinkers as rational. From the combination o f 
Greek and Augustinian traditions in the triplex ratio, the author does not unfold an 
explicit theory. Nevertheless, this mixing gains meaning only as the starting point of 
an implicit theorem that is explained by the intention o f the Basilean dictum to ra­
tionalize. In this way, the question o f the adoratio o f the image—the principal topic of 
this chapter in Summa de bono-poses not just the textual context for the triplex ratio, 
but the theoretical framework, too. This framework, however, is foreign to the let­
ters o f St Gregory to Serenus, the most striking m otif o f which is the rejection o f the 
adoratio o f images—and, according to general interpretation, this is the very aspect in 
which the letters would have determined the specifically W estern attitude o f mod­
eration between image worship and iconoclasm for a long time.
III.
Before drawing final conclusions, we should make a cross check with Durand, whom  
the literature frequendy turns to—as we have seen—as the other end o f the spectrum of 
literary forms, in order to demonstrate the general medieval validity o f the Gregorian 
legacy.35 Regarding the foundations for the ecclesiastical use of images, Durand relies 
primarily on the letters to Serenus. His doing so fits well with the traditions o f the 
genre o f liturgical exegesis.36 The prominent role o f St Gregory the Great in this lite­
rary tradition is quite natural, since in the High Middle Ages his person was inter­
twined—although largely ungrounded—above all with a long series o f liturgical regula­
tions.37 As with other authors, there is no proof that Durand had immediate know­
ledge o f the letters to Serenus. W hat he quotes or uses from them would have been 
available to him in Gratian’s transmission. Despite this, his work reveals an intense 
examination o f Gregory’s statements not seen in earlier liturgical treatises.
The Rationale diuinorum officiorum was the first significant representative o f  its 
genre since the succeeding generations o f Scholastic theologians worked out a
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specifically theoretical system o f arguments to justify images and their worship. 
The influence o f Scholastic theology left its mark on the content o f D urand’s text 
just as it did on the structure and mode o f argument. This influence explains above « 
all how  the question o f adoratio became central to the discussion on the legitimacy 
o f the image, and also how  this question in part—in a cross-referenced chapter o f 
the Rationale36—was articulated in the dichotomy o f latria and dulia. The answer, on 
the other hand, does not refer to this concepts. According to Durand any type o f 
adoratio shown to images is idolatry; the correct use can be described w ith the 
words ueneratio and honor.39 Understandably, for him, w ho approached the images 
from a pragmatic perspective, the distinctions within the concept o f adoratio might 
have appeared uselessly academic and he likewise refrained from distinguishing 
between the adoration o f  the depiction o f God and the adoration o f God in His 
depiction, or—in the spirit o f St Basil’s dictum—from considering the worship o f  an 
image as a path to the worship o f God. Instead, not only did he consistently adhere 
to the arguments o f didacticism and memory quoted from the letters to Serenus, 
but w hen he expanded on this by m entioning the depictability o f  the “evils to 
avoid” ,40 he implicitly distanced himself from the view that images, w ith their 
rememorative function, can be a stimulus for some kind o f  ascension. In D urand’s 
text, the influence o f Scholastic theology thus appears primarily as a challenge that 
prom pted him  to express the motifs, which were traditionally highlighted in litur­
gical exegesis to justify the images, w ith new, complex terminology and rich argu­
ments. As a means to this end, he reads and uses the Serenus letters in a more 
nuanced way and as an authority against the Scholastic discourse on images—also 
enabled by the fact that the latter discourse have not incorporated the Gregorian 
tradition.
T he confrontation o f Philip the Chancellor and Durand reveals that in high 
medieval scholarship, the specific logic inherent in the traditions o f  the various 
literary genres led to the preservation not only o f different methods o f argument, 
but also o f partly different sets o f relevant authorities, and-not unrelatedly-in some 
cases fundamentally opposing positions, too. W hat art historians often call the 
Scholastic theology o f the image was bom  from the intention to reconcile the 
Augustinian theology o f the imago w ith the newly discovered Greek authors so 
exciting to early Scholastics: St John Damascene, and the Eastern Fathers quoted 
by him. This intention immediately lost its significance outside the framework o f 
speculative theology, and likewise its results also became problematic. The theo­
logical summas and the commentaries on the Sentences are o f just as little use as 
sources o f a specific W estern medieval conception o f the image as the 11th—13th- 
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in the works of later writers: between images apprehended as “in being” (in essendo), and 
“in signification and understanding” (in significando et cognoscendo). Here, too, the latter term has 
a simpler form (in significando), and later is simplified even further (ut signum). The definition 
has been embellished here for reasons of content. Philip gives the use of images as signs an 
ontological dimension by dividing the cognition of each thing into three levels, structured 
hierarchically according to their ontological aspect: “Est enim mundum tripliciter accipere, ut est 
in materia, scilicet mundum istum sensibilem, uel ut est in cognitione nostra siue angelorum, uel 
ut est in cognitione Dei, et sic est mundus archetypus.” Thus when we use the tabernacle as 
God’s image ut signum, then we ascend actually to the archetype of the tabernacle in the 
cognition of God. The choice of the tabernacle as an example expands the argument in more 
than one respect, since in this case the divine institution guarantees the existence of the 
archetype and the legitimacy of the worship as well. Philip’s argument is still not restricted to 
this example, since it is “the world” what is to be accepted in three ways. In the end, irrational 
creatures can be imbued with similar dignity by their being an image ut signum, like the human 
by their ontological iconicity; and this “semiotic” iconicity makes their adoration with latria as 
well as with dulia possible. More relevant in the present context, the veneration of the image
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as sign is also related to the analogy of being, which is why we say adoration of God and 
adoration of the cross per prius et posterius and why the statement “the honour paid to the image 
passes on to the prototype” can be generalized. The consonance of Basil’s prototype and Philip’s 
archetype is scarcely a coincidence.
27 The subquestion of the adoration of man discussed in the previous note offers a suitable 
example of this. Philip poses the question in a rather provocative way: “queritur, cum 
expressissima sit imago Dei homo, quod potius adorandus sit quam ceteje imagines”; Summa de 
bono (n. 20 above), 972, lines 12 f. The potential implicit in the objection was repeatadly 
exploited by iconophobic authors and movements at the end of the Middle Ages, when they 
appealed to the image of God in man while rejecting the worship of paintings and sculptures; 
see N. Schnitzler, Ikonoklasmus -  Bildersturm: Theologischer Bilderstreit und ikonoklastisches Handeln 
während des 15. und 16- Jahrhunderts, Munich 1996, 42, 45. This makes comprehensible in 
retrospect that Scholastic theologians after Philip cautiously dealt with the question, and gave 
more definite and at the same time more simple answers. The Summa Halensis continues 
Philip’s differentiation between the two concepts o f image, but he strips the image as sign of its 
connection with the analogy of being, and thereby contrasts the adoration of the two kinds of 
images with each other instead of drawing a parallel between them: the adoration of an “image 
by participation” does not reach God direcdy or completely, and can thus only be dulia, as 
opposed to the case “ubi ergo est imago ut signum, totus honor refertur ad prototypon, id est 
exemplar”—here the image can be adored with latria; Summa Halensis, 4,303; see Doctoris 
irrefragabilis Alexandri de Hales ordinis minorum Summa theologica seu sic ab origine dicta „Summa 
fratris Alexandri,” ed. Collegium S. Bonaventurae, Quaracchi, vol. 4:1., 457 f. The Summa 
Halensis supports its statements about the ontological image with an expounding which is, 
however, still rather complicated, although in a different way. A human therefore can only be 
“material o f latria” (4,298; ibid, 455), and that as an object o f dulia, since the Summa Halensis 
traces the dulia-at the cost o f a sharp reinterpretation of the traditional concept-back to 
participation from the divine dignities (4,288; ibid, 441-442). In this way, the analogical 
relationship observed by Philip between the adoration o f God and that o f his image here 
becomes transformed to an analogical relationship between the types of adoration. St 
Bonaventure’s argument rests on similar foundations but is much simpler and thus more 
effective: “cum talis homo sit creatura nobilis, offert se magis per modum rei quam per modum 
signi; et ideo honor, qui ei defertur, non omnino refertur ad primum exemplar, sicut honor, 
qui defertur imagini pictae uel sculptae” ; Commentary on the Sentences, 3,9,1,2; S. Bonaventurae 
opera omnia (n, 6 above), vol. 3., p. 204.
28 “cum Deus adoretur in imagine, utrum adorandus sit in uestigio”; Summa de bono (n. 20 above), 
p. 973, line 29.
29 Ibid, 975, lines 96-101.
30 The standard edition is Sancti Aurelii Augustini De Trinitate libri X V , ed. W. J. Mountain, 
Turnhout 1968. For a critical review of the literature, see R . Kany, Augustins Trinitätsdenken: 
Bilanz, Kritik und Weiterführung der modernen Forschung zu ‘De Trinitate,’ Tübingen 2007, esp. 
227-40. A close reading of the relevant passages: J. Brachtendorf, Die Struktur des menschlichen 
Geistes nach Augustinus: Selbstreflexion und Erkenntnis Gottes in ‘De Trinitate, ’ Hamburg 2000, 
esp. 118-99.
31 ibid, 194 f.
32 Ibid, 163-65.
33 Summa de bono (n. 20 above)-, 72—75, 103—05, 239—43.
34 Magistri Petri Lombardi Parisiensis episcopi Sententiae in IV  libris distinctae, vol. 2., Grottaferrata 1981, 
68-71. The influence of Peter Lombard on Philip can best be apprehended by hig selecting
the discussion of latria and dulia as a framework for questions about image worship.
See also n. 39 below.
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35 Guillelmi Duranti Rationale diuinorum officiorum, ed. A. Davril-T. Thibodeau-B. G. Guyot, 
vol. 1., Turnhout 1995, 34-36. See the (rather recapitulative) comments by K. Faupel-Drevs, 
Vom rechten Gebrauch der Bilder im liturgischen Raum: Mittelalterliche Funktionsbestimmungen bildender 
Kunst im Rationale diuinorum officiorum des Durandus von Mende (1230/1-1296), Leiden-Boston- 
Cologne 2000; J. Longere, “Guillaume Durand, eveque de Mende,” in L 'image dans le pensee et 
l’art au Moyen Age, ed. M. Lemoine, Turnhout 2006, 41-62.
36 See Johannes Beleth, Summa de ecclesiasticis officiis, c. 85; PL, vol. 202., col. 89B-C.
37 See the summary by M. S. Driscoll, “The Conversion of the Nations,” in The Oxford History of 
Christian Worship, ed. G. W ainw right-K B. Westerfield Tucker, Oxford 2005, 175-215, at 
185-88.
38 Rationale diuinorum officiorum, 4,39,2; Guillelmi Duranti Rationale (n. 35 above), 432, and 36, lines 
59 f.: “De hoc etiam dicetur in quarta parte sub quarta particula canonis super uerbo 
‘seruitutis’.”
39 See among others: “Sed nos illas non adoramus, nec deos appellamus, nec spem salutis in eis 
ponimus quia hoc esset idolatrare, sed ad memoriam et recordationem rerum plim gestarum eas 
ueneramur”; Guillelmi Duranti Rationale (n. 35 above), 35, lines 14—17. The literature frequently 
contains the mistake that the conceptual pair o f latria and dulia corresponded to the concepts of 
adoratio and ueneratio/honor-e. g. Kollwitz (n. 9 above), 111. In fact, both latria and dulia are just 
a type of adoratio. The other mistake, in which the dichotomy is traced back to Greek theology 
of images, St John Damascene or the horos o f the Second Council o f Nicaea, is not at all 
unrelated-e.g. Schmitt (n. 5 above), 90; Camille (n. 9 above), 380, n. 25. Although the words 
themselves are clearly of Greek origin, this juxtaposition (and the concept of SouAfta) is 
unknown in the texts mentioned. Here, Scholastic theologians relied on an entirely different 
source, on St Augustine, and what they expressed with this pair o f concepts is alien to the Greek 
texts they would have had access to; see A. Landgraf, “Der Kult der menschlichen Natur Christi 
nach der Lehre der Frühscholastik,” Scholastik 12, 1937, 361-77, 498-518; J. Pascher, ‘“Servitus 
religiosa’ seit Augustinus,” in Festschrift Eduard Eichmann zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. M. Grabmann- 
K. Hofmann, Paderborn 1940, 335—52. While latria and dulia are mutually exclusive concepts, 
in the chapter on images in the Damascene’s De fide orthodoxa (unlike the Logoi, which was 
unknown in the medieval West), words belonging to the conceptual sphere of veneration, 
7tpOOlO>vr|cn<; and xi|iT| (which Burgundio translated as adoratio and honor) are used as 
synonyms, in the decrees of the Council, however, Ä atp eia . is a subset of TlflTlTlKT) 
7tp00icuvr|0l<; (translated by Anastasius Bibliothecarius as honoratoria adoratio)', see “Concilium 
Nicaenum II -  787,” ed. E. Lamberz-J. B. Uphus, in Conciliorum oecumenicorum generalitimque: 
Editio critica, ed. G. Alberigo, vol. 1., Turnhout 2006, 295—345, at 315.
40 “Moderate uero uti picturis ad representandum mala uitanda et bona imitanda reprehensibile 
non est. Unde Dominus ad Ezechielem: ‘Ingredere et uide abominationes pessimas quas isti 
faciunt. Et ingressus uidit omnem similitudinem reptilium et animalium abominationem et 




AN EARLY GOTH IC RIB VAULT IN HUNGARY 
AND THE QUESTION OF THE CERCE
O ne name is w ithout question inseparable from the art historical concept o f  the 
Early Gothic and its appearance in Hungary around 1200: Em o Marosi.1 He was 
responsible for drawing attention to the role played by the Cistercian Abbey of 
Pilis, near to Esztergom, in this process over three or four decades.2 In 1978 the 
first comprehensive exhibition on Arpad-period architecture was organized. In 
the accompanying catalogue, Marosi emphasized the “structural purity” , the “ten­
dency toward puritan techniques” , the “certain degree o f acerbity in architectural 
ornamentation, favoured within cultivated circles” , the “elegance” , and the “m o­
dernity” o f the change in style and the new artistic approach dating to the 1190s.3 
Since then his students—including the author o f this essay—have spent a significant 
am ount o f time adding their short or comprehensive comments to these observa­
tions. In the end, this essay, too, aims to do little m ore than briefly underline some 
o f these same features that characterize the former system o f vaulting o f the Abbey 
Church in Pilis: modernity, or rather an innovative character, a tendency towards 
puritan techniques, and an elegant acerbity satisfying to sophisticated tastes. As 
Paul Crossley, adapting the thoughts o f Michael Baxandall, expressed it: “W e do 
not explain architecture, we explain remarks about architecture.”4
The almost 60-m eter-long church uncovered in Pilis had three aisles, a tran­
sept and stepped up sanctuaries (fig. la).5 It was a perfect example o f the basic ar­
chitectural type found in Cistercian churches, an illustration o f the so-called 
“St Bernard” type o f  ground plan based on the Fontenay example, the building 
o f which began in 1139.6 In this case, the form was certainly transmitted by the 
m other abbey, Acey. In the 1180s, just as the Pilis abbey was established in H un­
gary, the building o f a church in Acey with an identical ground plan to that later 
built in Pilis7 gained new m om entum —after monks exiled by Frederick Barabossa 
were finally able to return in 1175. Pontigny and Chaalis are good examples o f 
how  filiations viewed the m other abbey as their model and attempted to copy the 
abbey church.8 The dominance o f this type, however, did not mean a consistent 
conformity to either style or quality, and in the process o f type affiliation these two 
often diverge. This is true in the case o f Acey and its filiation o f Pilis, too—in the
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articulation and decoration o f the building, Acey adheres to the O rder’s ascetic 
approach to art, while the filiation o f Pilis deviates from this considerably.
The Pilis church was first m entioned in 1213, w hen it was chosen as the.»* 
burial place o f the assassinated queen consort Gertrude.9 Since the grave o f  the 
queen was discovered in the western quarter o f the crossing,10 from the perspec­
tive o f architectural history, this part o f the church was certainly “already suitable 
for burial” at that tim e.11 In other words, this part o f the church was not only 
considered finished in the architectural sense, but had been consecrated, too. The 
remains o f  the building and the scant data from the sources, however, suggest that 
in 1213 other parts o f the church were not entirely ready. Conclusions about the 
construction history may be drawn from the location o f the burial site. Noticeably, 
the grave was not placed in the sanctuary, near the altar, or directly in front o f  the 
sanctuary, where the crossing and the monastic choir m eet.12 After all, performing 
the memorial liturgy would have been problematic had a dividing wall between 
the finished section o f the building and the construction area been located there, 
at the foot o f the grave. W hen choosing the site for the grave, the space and the
spiritual milieu o f the monas­
tic choir, which opened on 
the crossing, the latter occu­
pying the first section o f  the 
nave, was taken into consid­
eration, as it was w hen decid­
ing the location o f the grave 
o f the founders o f  Ebrach in 
Germany.13
T he exact date o f  the ab­
bey’s completion and conse­
cration is unknown, although 
it was certainly before 1236, 
because Pope Gregory IX in 
this year confirmed the dona­
tion made by King Andrew II, 
to honour the dedication o f 
Pilis.14 This event might have 
taken place ten years earlier, 
however. In 1225 the H un­
garian king gave 20 Marks 
w orth o f silver to Acey for 
unknow n reasons, although 
the act could be interpreted as
la. Ground-plan of the Abbey Church ofPilis according a compensatory gesture in re-
to the excavations of Laszlo Gerevich sponse to the consecration gift
(Drawing: Endre Egyed) received by Pilis.15 To grasp
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the magnitude o f the section vaulted and in use in 1213, to understand what por­
tion was under construction, and to ascertain the pace o f the work, a look at the 
“glossary” o f forms is necessary. At best, this will lead us to the true goal o f art 
history: as Willibald Sauerländer put it, “to architectural content, which is in sys­
tematic and codified contact w ith the formal vocabulary” .16
Excavations clearly showed that the foundation wall o f the sanctuary, the nor­
thern transept wall and the wall enclosing the northern aisle were continuous. The 
perpendicular sections joining the foundation o f the piers and that o f the side walls, 
on the other hand, did not connect seamlessly to the latter. In other words, the piers 
were built later than the side walls. This relationship is most obvious at the north­
western pier o f the crossing, the most intact o f the piers. Thus construction must 
have progressed from the sanctuary to the wall enclosing the northern aisle. The 
next reference point lies at the base o f the north-western pier o f the crossing, re­
vealing an unusual change in profile and structure. Here, two different profiles 
appear in the base-moulding that runs around the top o f the first stone layer above 
the floor level. O n the side facing the sanctuary, the profile is composed o f seg­
ments o f grooved and bead mouldings, while on the western side, only a simple 
bevelled edge appears (fig. lb). Archaeological documentation suggests, similar 
changes in the other pier o f the crossing were at one time discernible. In the base 
o f the remaining piers to the west a chamfer edged base-moulding was used.
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T he profile o f the base moulding was not all that was changed at this location 
in the building. The pier’s structure and the form o f its ground plan were also 
redesigned—in fact, while the process o f carving the stones o f the base was under-, , 
way. O n the east side o f the pier, in the corner o f the cross-shaped base, a three- 
quarter column, serving as the springing for the ribs o f the large vaulting o f  the 
crossing, exactly fills the place between the stems o f  the crpss. This same configu­
ration appears at the pier o f the triumphal arch in the sanctuary. In contrast to this, 
the new form is less articulated, rather approaching a columnar shape, its body 
expanded with a lesene on the side o f the nave. In the survey drawing o f the cross­
ing’s piers, the w idth o f the central vessel was also clearly widened at this point: 
the base o f the embedded column on the west side o f the pier is placed somewhat 
farther out than the similar base on the eastern side, which points to a more thor­
ough revision o f the plans for the building. O ne o f the essential elements in the 
changes o f the plan is the modification o f the vaulting’s support system. W hile the 
transverse ribs would have rested on perpendicularly placed supports according to 
the earlier plan, the new  forms o f the base—and certainly the capitals17—were 
changed to diagonally aligned elements. Therefore the entire structural unit was 
subjected to the diagonality dictated by the ribs o f the vaulting. T he expression 
“diagonality” , memorably coined by Paul Frankl to describe the central principle 
o f Gothic architecture, here is used not in reference to the optical perception o f 
space, but rather to the diagonality that appears in the structure: the effort made 
with the individual architectural members to create a structural harmony in keep­
ing with Frankl’s idea o f optical continuity, the “diagonal aesthetics” o f the ribs.18 
The process o f achieving structural diagonality is especially interesting in a build­
ing such as the Pilis abbey church, where the need for it was realized while work 
was in process.
W hy new bases for the piers in the crossing were not made following the ad­
justments to the earlier plan can be answered by the new  architectural approach 
typical o f the Early Gothic. According to Erno Marosi the new m ethod was “also 
technically simpler than its predecessor: w ork done from a drawing was increas­
ingly more prevalent, ‘prefabricated’ building elements [...] that not only required 
fine workmanship, but prom oted standardization” .19 In other words, products o f 
disciplined “prefabrication” , a result o f  precise measuring, could be used in the 
construction o f  a building section continued according to a modified approach. 
But there may have been practical reasons for the decision, too. Obviously, time 
and m oney could be saved if  the more complicated, but defunct base segments and 
the accompanying shafts were incorporated—if possible—according to their func­
tion. The bundled columns called for in the earlier plan were no longer o f use, 
they were sacrificed and inserted into the stonework o f  the piers in the crossing 
just the same, as the ruins show.
The height o f the completed vaulting and thus the inner proportions o f the 
church space are unknow n, but the appearance o f the nave was almost certainly
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defined by a sense o f airiness. Above the 8.4-m eter-w ide nave arose the sequence 
o f large, almost square, four-partite groin vaults w ith ribs, which sprung from al­
ternating pairs o f piers. The wide, cavernous sections o f the vaulting produced an 
air o f roominess similar to the effect felt in the earlier constructed nave o f Eber- 
bach or the later nave o f Loccum, both in Germany.20
In addition to the rhythm  created by the spaciousness and the alternation o f 
arcade piers o f different sizes and structures, the high corbels o f  the embedded 
columns supporting the transverse arches contributed to the aesthetic value o f the 
space. The corbels were placed somewhere in the zone o f  the carefully crafted, 
Early Gothic leafy capitals o f the arcade piers and performed the same decorative 
function. The only cubical corbel know n so far, which was found next to the 
crossing’s north-western pier, is decorated with budding leaves and bundles of 
leaves erupting from the surface, enclosed in a recessed field w ith profiled frame 
(fig. 2a-b).21 This carving has become, with good reason, one o f the important 
reference points for the style and quality o f Early Gothic ornaments in Hungary.22 
An examination o f  other finds from this site only heightens our appreciation for 
the carving’s sophistication (fig. 2c).23 Its ornamentation corresponds to the m eth­
od o f composition used in the leaf decoration on the base o f the western pair o f 
piers in the monastic choir.
The. introduction o f this spectacular ornamentation appears connected to the 
change in style experienced in the north-western pier o f the crossing. N o t only 
does it bear witness to constructional modifications, but also reflects the new ap­
proach to the decoration o f  the building. In the base segments facing east, deli­
cately bending, thin spurs appear, which do not recur elsewhere. The new decora­
tive solution that replaces them  is a leafy corbel protruding from a recessed field in 
the bottom  layer o f the base. O n  the first pier to the west o f the monastic choir, 
however, this framed leaf ornam ent in the fashion o f a corbel relinquishes its place 
to the less sculptural, m ore angular leaf form. The mirror-like framing o f the leaves 
also disappears-probably because the stone-carvers who employed the earlier, 
m ore complicated scheme were transferred to work on the Cathedral o f Kalocsa. 
There, this distinctive leaf ornam ent enclosed in a field-and certainly connected 
to the first phase o f the construction in Kalocsa—appears in the base o f the piers, 
and offers clear evidence o f a connection between the workshops involved in 
constructing the two buildings.
The simplification o f the decoration, made possible by the introduction o f 
diagonal supports, is the second detectable change in the construction history o f 
the Pilis church. The presence o f a framed leaf composition, missing from the 
western part o f the nave, may be the indicator that helps us grasp the extent o f the 
building to which the date 1213 applies as terminus ante quern. The style changes in 
the decoration suggest the transept and the first, eastern segment o f the nave be­
longed to the same building campaign. These parts o f the church along with the 
section o f the sanctuary completed earlier naturally stood ready prior to the burial 
o f the queen consort.
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2. Nave corbel of the Abbey Church o f Pilis at the time of the excavations (1976) 
in front o f the north-western crossing pier (a), its present day condition (b) 
and the reconstruction, o f the fragments (c)
N ot only is the completion o f the wall enclosing the north side aisle most 
likely belonged to this phase o f construction, but also—as a recent and important 
discovery suggests-the building o f the western facade wall to a certain height: the 
characteristic leaf decoration observed on the piers in the choir and the corbel o f 
the pier in the crossing (but absent from the western section o f the nave) appears 
in the most varied combination o f alternating bush-like plants and small trees, an
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entire garden’s worth, on the base o f 
the western portal, which was only 
recently identified.24 The masters o f 
the portal were obviously the same as 
those who carved the corbel o f the 
pier in the crossing, a long distance 
away, while half o f  the nave stood 
empty and uncovered.
As work progressed, the decora­
tion o f  the building was simplified in 
the direction o f “acerbic elegance” as 
can be traced not only in the remains 
o f the base, but in the fashioning o f 
the corbels in the nave. Recently an­
other piece from the series o f corbels 
has come to light, incorporated into 
the archiepiscopal cellar in Eszter­
gom in 1826, where it still remains, 
after stones from Pilis were dragged 
away as building material (fig. 3).25 
The stone carver’s decorative inten­
tions for the surface o f the carving 
are revealed solely by the lobed 
moulding which corresponds to the 
contours o f the row  o f leaves on the 
upper part. Aside from the ends o f  the leaves, indicated w ith emphasized contours, 
and the triangular cuts well-know n from stone carvings in Esztergom from ca. 
1200, the surface is completely smooth, which follows a concept o f minimaliza- 
tion, one that better fits w ith the notion o f monastic simplicity, and emphasizes 
the structural role o f the architectural element. This approach became even more 
entrenched in Pilis’s second filiation, in the church o f Belapatfalva (Tres Fontes, 
north-eastern Hungary) established in 1232, where the transverse arches are sup­
ported by austere corbels constructed from pure geometric shapes on piers and 
walls. This feature illustrates the connection between the establishment o f Cister­
cian filiations and the spread o f architectural types.26
The appearance o f diagonal supports and leafy corbels can also be linked to the 
change in the vaulting form. T w o kinds o f vault profiles are know n from the main 
vaulting. One, consisting o f three tightly bound ribs slightly peaked at the centre, 
was com m on before the middle o f the 12th century in the area o f Ile-de-France, 
while a descendent o f  the type appeared in Burgundy in the second half o f the 
century.27 Presumably this profile was used in the choir in Pilis, as an example 
surfaced in its vicinity (although archaeological investigations o f 1913 had already 
revealed scattered examples o f  it) ,28 The other profile has a triple structure, but the
3. Corbel of the nave o f the Abbey Church of 
Pilis, in secondary use in Esztergom, cellar of 
the Primate (Photo: Attila Mudräk, 2007)
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details differ significantly. The proportions are m ore pronounced, w ith the con­
siderably narrower side ribs placed farther from the strongly accentuated, large, 
pointed central member. Examples o f this were found dispersed from the crossing s 
all the way to the western end o f the church, proving no further changes o f any 
importance in the vaulting form. (In the vaulting o f the side aisles, only the central 
rib w ith the pointed arch cross-section was borrowed from  the nave.) The term i­
nating boss o f the vault o f the crossing, a fragment o f  which was found in the 
centre o f the bay w ith the later rib profile, serves as a reliable reference point for 
assessing the m om ent at which the change in the rib profile took place.29 The 
introduction o f the second type profile probably occurred after this sanctuary sec­
tion was finished and, at the latest, before work on the vaulting o f the crossing 
began. In the first half o f the 13th century this rib profile reappears in Hungarian 
buildings, attesting to its popularity.30
It is much m ore difficult to determine the exact date at which the plans were 
made and construction began. Any supposition is based on speculation. N o t only 
the choir, but the first bay o f  the nave and at least the northern aisle wall extending 
all the way to the western fafade may have been built by 1213. If this is true, then 
well over fifty percent o f the task had been completed at this point. Therefore, 
w ork on the church must have begun at the latest in the 1190s, and even more 
likely, the starting point, the preparation o f the plan, can perhaps be traced to 
around 1190. This dating means the Abbey Church o f Pilis was one o f the first, if 
not the first such large-scale space to be covered w ith ribbed vault in the Kingdom 
o f Hungary—a m ethod considered the height o f m odernity in that period. The 
spacious vaulting o f the nave must have caused a sensation even though ribbed 
vaulting was know n in the region since the early 12th century,31 and had been 
used most recently in rooms o f the residential tower in the Esztergom palace, built 
by Bela III.32
Tw enty years ago, as part o f the preparation for an exhibition, a thorough 
examination o f the thin,33 red marble disc fragments decorated with foliage was 
carried out. The discs, discovered during excavation o f the abbey, had a finely 
polished surface w ith a delineation o f thick leafy vines in low relief. The free area 
between the plant forms were slightly more deeply carved, and the veins o f the 
leaves were depicted with fine, engraved lines (fig. 4a).34 The technique used in 
these extraordinarily high quality, engraved disks is comparable to that used in the 
incrusted marble works o f  the Esztergom cathedral, including the plates o f the 
marble throne decorated with plants and human figures.35 The fastening points 
recognizable along the edge o f the disk fragments led to the realization that these 
were certainly not built-in wall decorations, but hanging elements attached to 
something on their smooth back side.36 Based on their diameter (58 cm) and 
traces revealing the m ethod by which they were fastened, the structural elements 
to which these discs were appended were identified as the circular keystones o f the 
nave (fig. 4b). The same polychrome effect appeared in the vaulting decorated 
with red marble disks as in the clustered piers assembled from stone materials o f
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4. Fragment of a red marble disk adorning a keystone from the Abbey Church of Pilis (a) 
and its reconstruction (b)
different colour, although naturally with different architectural content. Was this 
a simple technical curiosity or an experiment contributing to the aesthetics o f 
Early Gothic architecture? The answer is both. The unusual m ethod o f decoration 
on the vaulting and the delicate lines engraved in the stone reveal the brilliance o f 
the stone carvers. M oreover, they attest to the superb sense the masters o f the 
construction had for displaying the central points and the elegance o f the built 
structure, assuming the points o f  intersection o f the diagonal ribs, their static 
crowns, their painterly, decorative emphasis, and also the spatial divisions created 
by the ribs were meant to be interpreted, to a certain extent, as a series o f units. 
According to Paul Frankl’s suggestive interpretation, the primary criterion o f the 
Gothic style was the use o f ribbed vaults, which was fundamentally an aesthetic, 
rather than a technical, development: “The original purpose o f the rib was, there­
fore, not a financial one; nor was it to improve the statics o f  the vault, nor had it 
a specifically technical purpose, since it did not make the actual erection appreci­
ably easier. T he purpose was aesthetic [...] The architect must overcome all the 
technical and financial problems in order to achieve a satisfactory aesthetic re­
sult.”37 Frankl also adds, however, that static and aesthetic factors are not m utu­
ally exclusive. Viollet-le-Duc knew o f only a m uch later example o f applique
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5. Drawing of a portable 






decoration on the keystone in the lower area o f the Sainte Chapelle, Paris, where 
this technical solution, however, has no aesthetic significance whatsoever.38
The vaulting fragments from Pilis allow for another interesting observation 
about medieval architectural practices. In his discussion o f the construction o f 
ribbed vaulting in the nave o f Gothic churches, again Paul Frankl raises the issue o f 
the mechanical tool dubbed a cerce by Viollet-le-Duc (in the entry Construction in 
volume IV o f his Dictionnaire).39 The cerce is a curved plate composed o f two sliding 
boards held together horizontally and was used to support each row  under con­
struction in a cell (fig. 5). Relying on Viollet-le-Duc’s convincing presentation, 
Frankl argued the cerce, which rested on the transverse and diagonal ribs with 
the help o f a metal flange, remained under a course until the mortar hardened and
the stones were joined. The moveable 
structure was then contracted and re­
moved from under the row o f stone. 
Because it could be expanded hori­
zontally, it could be stretched into an 
increasingly wide span, allowing for 
more rows o f stones to be added to 
each course o f the concave web, and 
thus the expense o f erecting an entire 
cradle could be spared. Viollet-le-Duc 
estimated that with this ingenious tool 
the num ber o f workers needed to 
construct one web o f vaulting could 
be reduced to two: a stonemason and 
his assistant. Furthermore he deter­
mined that in addition to the hand 
tools o f the stone mason only a small 
axe would be needed.40
Around 1960, John Fitchen ad­
dressed the question in his book on 
the construction techniques o f  Gothic 
cathedrals, devoting an extensive,
6. Vault ribs from the Abbey Church of Pilis, 
with holes in the side for inserting a support 
structure (Photo: Author)
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critical passage in the chapter Gothic formwork to V iollet-le-Duc’s theory.41 Based 
on static calculations, he considered it doubtful that the tool illustrated in figure 58 
o f the Dictionnaire could have offered the necessary support near the crown o f a 
course spanning 20 feet,42 and refers to the sceptical comments made by August 
Choisy, too, at the end o f the 19th century.43 Viollet-le-Duc, however, made no 
similar engineering calculations. The drawing he published has no indication o f 
scale and serves as nothing m ore than an illustration o f a m ethod, since, as we 
know, the ability to bear a load depends not only on the material and the structure, 
but on size, too. Fitchen furtherm ore makes ironic comments on arguments for 
the cerce based on its economy, in particular Arthur Kinglsey Porter’s notion that 
the primary motive for developing Gothic vaulting was the desire to find the 
cheapest possible m ethod.44 Fitchen asks w hether it is possible that the cerce was 
simply a useful aid in sawing the correct shape for support planks used in building 
the central arch o f the vault web. He includes attractive drawings to illustrate his 
idea.45
In Pilis, the ribs get higher as they approach the keystone, which suggests that 
the static notion o f increasing load on the crown was present in the m ind o f the 
master builder.46 Apparently the publishers o f the archaeological findings did not 
attribute much significance to this phenom enon, although—strangely enough—it 
was documented. Similarly, angular gaps cut at differing angles along the upper 
edge at the root in a significant portion o f the ribs (fig. 6) were ignored. These 
holes, however, clearly bear witness to the technology used in building the vault­
ing. The consequences o f this m ethod o f construction, which could only have 
been used for ribbed vaulting, were that completed arches were used to support 
the central arches w hen the vault web was built. The holes in the ribs in Pilis 
clearly served some purpose w hen the web was constructed. That they appear only 
in larger ribs can be explained by the near perpendicular positioning close to the 
vault springing, which rendered any kind o f support unnecessary w hen building 
the vaulting at this stage; only at a certain height and curve did the need for a kind 
o f support system arise. O ther medieval buildings also bear technological traces 
similar to the holes observed in the Pilis ribs. In his article on English Gothic 
vaulting and the role o f construction materials, Malcolm Thurlby published some 
photographs o f vaulting with a series o f similar holes,47 and during the restoration 
o f  the Cathedral o f Regensburg comparable marks were found in the transverse 
arch o f the vaulting.48
The holes in the ribs in Pilis would have been completely unnecessary i f  the 
massive railed structure suggested by Fitchen had been used to shore up the web. 
M oreover, these holes would not have been made for boards supporting and span­
ning a continuous cradle, contrary to the interpretation given to similar remains by 
the restorers o f the Cathedral o f  Regensburg.49 W ood slats w ith six- to eight-cen- 
timetre equilateral cross-sections could have fit into the holes in the stone courses 
o f  the maximum 4-m eter-w ide webs o f  the nave in Pilis. These slats could not 
have supported a structure w ithout the danger o f becoming deformed or more
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likely snapping; thus Ficthen’s calculations in this respect are sound. The distance 
between the holes on the side o f the ribs in Pilis is about 25 centimetres, but some­
times less. In other words, the structure for which these were made was unlikely . 
to have been a cradle with evenly spaced rails. The question, however, is w hether 
a kind o f tool similar to that described by Viollet-le-Duc could have been used by 
the builders o f the Pilis vaulting. W ere these holes carved for the reinforced ends 
o f such a structure, and, in particular, placed in such a way as to allow the next row  
o f regular or irregular sized stones to be added? The debate is far from being re­
solved-assuming such a result can ever be achieved. In any case, even if there had 
been a larger num ber o f similar ribbed vaulting adorned w ith colourful appliques 
in the late 12th century, it would be difficult to dispute the artistic sophistication, 
innovative character, and affinity for modern building techniques exemplified by 
the vaulting in the Abbey Church o f Pilis.
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Xavier Banal i Altet
NOUVELLES PR OPOSITIONS P O U R  LE TYMPAN 
RO M A N  DE SZENTKIRÄLY ET L’ICONOGRAPHIE DE LA 
DON ATR ICE
Le tympan de Szentkiräly est un m onum ent majeur de 1’art roman de Hongrie. II 
a ete souvent incorpore ä des etudes generales1, a beneficie d’etudes particulieres2 
et de deux syntheses par Imre Takacs3 et Erno Marosi.4 Le tympan, en marbre 
blanc tres patine (67 x 120 x 25 cm), est aujourd’hui conserve et presente dans la 
section lapidaire de la Galerie Nationale Hongroise de Budapest (fig. I).5
C ’est une piece sans histoire medievale connue. L’eglise dont il est cense pro- 
venir, dans le village de Szentkiraly, en Hongrie occidentale (annexe ä Szomba- 
thely en 1950), fut detruite vers 1875.
En 1842, le tympan avait ete dessine par Janos Varsanyi (1808-1878)6 ; un 
ingenieur et cartographe qui habita ä partir de 1836 ä Szombathely (Sabaria), s’in- 
teressant aux monuments antiques de la region. En 1871 il publia quelques resul- 
tats de ses recherches sur le M oyen Age de differents lieux et monuments comme 
ceux de Szekesfehervär et Pilis.7 II est considere comme le premier photographe 
archeologue hongrois, une activite qu’il entreprit avant 1850.8 Le dessin du tym -
1. Tympan de Szentkiraly, Budapest, Magyar Nemzeti Galeria
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2.Jänos Varsänyi : Dessin du tympan de Szentkiräly dans son environnement 
monumental, 1842, Budapest, Orszagos Szechenyi Könyvtar
pan de Szentkiraly appartient aux series medievales mentionnees ; il est interessant 
comme docum ent mais n ’apporte aucune information pour notre connaissance de 
1’ emplacement du tympan et de son environnem ent m onum ental dans une facade 
de l’eglise medievale. Le dessin de Varsanyi temoigne cependant de l’interet pion- 
nier des erudits et amateurs hongrois pour les m onum ents du M oyen Age des le 
milieu du X IX e siecle et mem e avant (fig. 2).
Aujourd’hui, le visiteur peut voir une copie du tympan integree dans un por- 
tail de l’eglise de Szentkiraly reconstruite au X IX e siecle.9 Malheureusement aucun 
docum ent medieval ne perm et d’identifier les personnages figures sur le tympan ni 
de connaitre la Chronologie de celui-ci. Seule l’approche des historiens de l’art 
perm et de situer cette ceuvre majeure dans un contexte stylistique et iconographi- 
que medieval.
Dans une composition parfaite de soumission au cadre architectural le sculp- 
teur a dispose sur le tympan semi-circulaire trois personnages de format presque 
identique ; une composition tripartite qui m ontre, au centre, un personnage en 
position frontale flanque de deux personnages disposes de profil et courbes de 
teile fa^on qu’ils adoptent la forme semi-circulaire du cadre. O n  a suppose qu’il 
s’agissait d’un bloc de marbre antique de remploi, ce qui semble confirme par la 
cassure oblique de la pierre ä droite ; cassure parfaitement suivie par le sculpteur 
dans la mise en place de la partie posterieure du personnage de droite.
Au centre, la Majeste divine dotee d ’un nimbe crucifere est presentee de face, 
assise sur un trone, drapee dans un long manteau aux plis paralleles retombant sur 
le devant, benissant de sa main droite contorsionnee et portant un livre de sa main 
gauche. II s’agit de la representation traditionnelle du Pantocrator. A droite, com ­
me ä gauche, un personnage dans une position inclinee ; celui de gauche pose un
seul genou ä terre tandis que celui de droite adopte une genuflexion parfaite. Les 
deux personnages, dont le corps est porte vers le devant par l’inclinaison du torse, 
1 event la tete dans un m ouvem ent franc et regardent sans nuances vers la Majeste 
centrale. A notre gauche, c’est-ä-dire ä la droite du Christ, une figure masculine 
aux cheveux longs boucles couverts d’un bonnet, porte un vetem ent plie et ceint 
d’une ceinture non visible ; il presente une petite maquette architecturale posee 
sur sa main droite et fortem ent serree sous son bras gauche. A notre droite, a la 
gauche du Christ, un personnage feminin est vetu d’une longue robe aux plis dy- 
namiques qui laissent l’avant bras et le cou decouverts ; la femme est couverte 
d’une coiffe, qui protege et cache entierem ent ses cheveux longs. Avec ses deux 
bras et les mains la femme serre fortement un objet lourd qu’elle porte avec peine 
et presente au Christ.
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Le style des figures du tympan, pour les vetements comme pour les visages, m on- 
tre bien qu’il s’agit du travail d’un seul sculpteur. Le sens des influences nous 
porte vers l’Italie du nord et, comme cela a dejä ete souligne, vers le cercle des 
sculpteurs emiliens. A la suite des travaux majeurs realises par Antelami a Parme, 
cet art trouve des echos directs ä Venise, dans les sculptures du portail central de la 
basilique Saint-Marc, avant d’exporter le prestige et la renom m ee en traversant les 
frontieres vers d’autres realites geographiques. Nous avons ä Szentkiraly, sur le 
plan stylistique, le resultat d ’un phenom ene de mobilite humaine et de diffusion 
d ’un style analogue ä celui que nous connaissons ä Trogir, en Croatie, avec les 
oeuvres du sculpteur Radovan (fig. 3).10
Si nous situons la sculpture de Szentkiraly ä une epoque indeterminee au cours 
du deuxieme quart du X IIIe siecle, nous pouvons l’integrer dans un panorama de 
l’Europe centrale et meridionale dans lequel les caracteristiques de style et d ’ico-
nographie de l’art roman sont preferees par les commanditaires aux ceuvres gothi-
ques qui alors deja, depuis trois quarts de siecle, se sont imposees partout.
A Trogir, en Dalmatie, sur la cote croate de l’Adriatique, le commanditaire et 
l’artiste qui ont dirige la realisation du 
portail roman de la cathedrale sont fiers 
d’avoir produit une oeuvre romane un 
siecle apres le debut du gothique dans la 
France du nord. U ne inscription qui 
donne la date de 1240 et le nom  d’un 
maitre, Radovan, en temoigne. Il s’agit 
d’un artiste venant d ’ltalie, qui vit et tra- 
vaille dans le prestige de-la sculpture ita— 
lienne entre Benedetto Antelami et N i­
cola Pisano et qui nous eclaire sur la 
direction stylistique qu’il faut donner ä la 3. Trogir (Dalmatie), portail de la cathedrale, 
sculpture de Szentkiraly. detail
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Malheureusement, le tympan de Szentkiraly ne nous a garde ni le nom  de 
l’artiste ni ceux des donateurs ou commanditaires. Nous sommes dans un contex- 
te artistique qui se plait dans le souvenir des annees 1200, avec un goüt essentiel , 
pour le retour ä l’antique et un attachement determine aux donnees de l’art ro­
man. L’apparition radicale du gothique en Ile-de-France au cours des annees qua- 
rante du X IIe siede ne semble pas avoir transforme ailleurs la volonte de prolonger 
le developpement du style roman ; une attitude qui ä toute autre periode de l’his- 
toire de l’art aurait ete consideree comme retardataire.
Le sculpteur de Szentkiraly a voulu figurer des personnages qui sont des etres 
de leur temps, de son temps. O n  le voit dans le style des vetements, tres eloigne de 
celui qui marque le gothique des annees 1140. L’artiste y a refuse les plis qui 
s’adoucissent en s’allongeant et les courbes qui dom inent la statuaire gothique des 
regions septentrionales de l’Europe occidentale vers 1220 ou 1230, au m om ent de 
la mise en place des sculptures de la cathedrale de Reims et lorsqu’on commence 
l’activite du chantier d ’Amiens. Le bouleversement stylistique qui s’impose ä Paris 
entre 1230 et 1240, dans le vitrail, la sculpture, les objets d ’art ou les manuscrits, 
ne correspond en rien ä ce que le sculpteur de Szentkiraly considerait utile pour 
plaire aux commanditaires dans cette region de Hongrie occidentale. Ce que nous 
pourrions considerer comme un retard du goüt ä Szentkiraly, au cours du deuxie- 
me quart du X IIIe siede, pourrait etre rapproche de la persistance d’une sculpture 
romane tardive dans les regions germaniques de l’Empire, dont les traditions loca­
les semblent avoir freine pendant longtemps la penetration des nouvelles valeurs 
plastiques en provenance des chantiers francais.
Si nous acceptons de situer le pilier des anges et le portail du bras meridional 
du transept de la cathedrale de Strasbourg vers 1225—1235, on mesurera mieux 
toute la distance que separe ä travers l’Europe, dans differentes regions, le style 
prefere des sculpteurs au cours de la decennie qui a vu la realisation du tympan de 
Szentkiraly. Dans cette oeuvre, la maniere de m ettre les sculptures avec un relief 
accentue sur un fond uni est com mune ä un large secteur de la plastique germani- 
que, ä la cathedrale de Bamberg comme dans l’ensemble saxon de Naumburg. O n 
a souvent signale le rayonnement de ces programmes allemands (Bamberg, N aum ­
burg, Meissen) sur les realisations qui plaisaient en Hongrie au cours du X IIIe 
siede, notam m ent ä jäk , en opposition aux formes gothiques d’Esztergom.
Mais je  ne pense pas qu’il faille regarder vers l’Europe germanique pour com- 
prendre le style du tympan de Szentkiraly. La carriere de Benedetto Antelami en 
Italie — l’art de Ferrare, Fidenza ou Parme — illustre mieux le difficile dialogue 
entre l’attachement au roman et les beautes stylistiques du nouveau gothique. Le 
poids de l’Antiquite y est au demeurant beaucoup plus fort que dans toutes les 
autres regions.
De la meme maniere que l’art du baptistere de Parme a precede et a marque 
celui du portail central de la facade de Saint-Marc de Venise, et que le reflet de ce 
dernier se trouve dans le travail de Radovan a Trogir, c’est dans une optique sem- 
blable, une meme orientation artistique, qu’il convient de voir le tympan de Szent-
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kiraly. Le style des personnages, des vetements comme des visages, nous Oriente vers 
l’essentiel de ce qui a fait la nouveaute de l’ceuvre d’Antelami lors qu’il s’est ecarte 
des traditions de Fart roman en en conservant cependant les apparences. O n s’en 
rend compte par le goüt demesure du sculpteur de Szentkiraly pour le rendu de la 
ronde-bosse et aussi par la maniere dont le tympan a ete compartimente de maniere 
extremement reguliere pour faciliter la symetrie rigoureuse de la composition ; on y 
trouve comme un arriere goüt des grandes scenes du baptistere de Parme.
L’art roman d ’Antelami, comme celui de Szentkiraly, n ’est pas retardataire, 
parce qu’il fait apparaitre un sentiment nouveau, bien gothique : le naturalisme de 
la representation. A Szentkiraly, le relief des personnages devient presque une 
ronde-bosse et les drapes des deux figures laterales temoignent, par leur attache- 
m ent au corps, du reve de l’artiste pour ce naturalisme nouveau. La meilleure 
preuve en est la recherche d’individualite transmise par les visages des personnages 
du tympan. Ce sont des echos d’un art antelamien qui ä Szentkiraly rejette les 
contacts avec l’art byzantin que Ton trouve ä parfois Venise ou ä Trogir. Cette 
orientation italienne est confirmee sur le plan regional par les elements d’un tym­
pan et d’un portail de l’eglise de Sopronhorpacs11 et, surtout, par la presence de 
felins en ronde-bosse qui probablement encadraient le portail de cette eglise sui- 
vant les modes venues d ’Italie du nord. A Szombathely-Szentkiräly on a signale 
egalement des animaux de grand format qui vraisemblablement avaient une fonc- 
tion en facade au M oyen Age.12
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La composition tripartite du tympan de Szentkiraly, structuree sur un grand trian­
gle, parfaitement equilibree, est caracteristique de l’art medieval et particuliere- 
m ent des tympans romans de petit et moyen format. Ce type de composition, tres 
traditionnel, presente generalement la Majeste divine parfois dans une mandorle, 
flanquee des symboles des evangelistes, d’anges ou de saints ; une tripartition com ­
m une aux scenes de la Crucifixion entre la Vierge et saint Jean et de toute icono- 
graphie dans laquelle un personnage central devient le protagoniste grace ä l’atti- 
tude de deux personnages lateraux. O n la trouve ä Ravenne, sur les sarcophages 
de l’Antiquite tardive13, ou sur les quatre faces du ciborium  de Saint-Ambroise a 
Milan, au cours du haut M oyen Age, avec des couples qui expriment clairement 
des attitudes d’offrande.14 Pendant toute la periode romane les sculpteurs ont uti­
lise ce schema.15 Particulierement proche de la structure et de l’esprit du tympan 
de Szentkiraly est le groupe presente sur le tympan de la porte de l’ancien monas- 
tere de Sainte-Justine ä Padoue.16
Plus encore que dans l’ordonnance de la composition ou les traits de style c’est 
dans les choix iconographiques que le tympan de Szentkiraly se situe pleinement 
entre l’art roman et l’art gothique. Jamais plus tot nous ne trouvons des donateurs 
ou des commanditaires — hom m e et femme — representes ainsi, c’est-a-dire dom i­
nant la composition sur le plan m onum ental et imposant leur presence de telle 
maniere que celle du Christ soit releguee presque au deuxieme plan.
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Les deux donateurs ou commanditaires lai'ques de Szentkiraly presentent au 
Christ des objets. Sur le plan iconographique ils se situent dans un contexte tradi- 
tionnel d’offrandes faites au Christ ou ä un saint, d’offrandes faites au Seigneur.17,«* 
L’hom m e porte dans ses bras une maquette d’eglise, ce qui correspond ä une lon­
gue et ancienne tradition selon laquelle le fondateur ou donateur offre ä Dieu 
l’edifice religieux qu’il a contribue ä faire bätir (fig. 4). A S.zentkiraly, la maquette 
ne represente pas la facade de l’eglise ni une quelconque vision de faste ou de ri- 
chesse architecturale. II s’agit d’un petit edifice de plan rectangulaire, ä une ou trois 
nefs, bien que celles-ci ne se traduisent pas ä l’exterieur. De toute evidence, on a 
voulu m ettre l’accent sur le sanctuaire, avec une abside unique allopgee en hauteur 
et couronnee d’une petite coupole de forme hemispherique comme si on avait 
voulu evoquer une tour sanctuaire du type de l’Anastasis. Ce type de maquette 
semble vouloir assimiler l’eglise ä un reliquaire que le donateur presente au Christ.
En realite, sur le plan monumental, il s’agit du type d’eglise rurale tres simple qui 
se developpe en Hongrie ä partir de la deuxieme moitie du X IIe siecle.18
Les representations de donateurs sont frequentes au cours du M oyen Age19, en 
Occident comme en O rient20, et ces images sont souvent accompagnees d e s c r ip ­
tions.21 Dans la plupart des cas il s’agit de vrais portraits des personnages represen- 
tes.22 C ’est une question, celle des donateurs et du patronage artistique, tres ac- 
tuelle dans le domaine de l’histoire de l’art.23 O n pense tout de suite a l’ensemble 
exceptionnel du coeur occidental de la cathedrale de N aum burg : quatre hommes 
en armes et quatre femmes richement vetues, grandeur nature, sous des balda­
quins, dont la realisation est ä peu pres contemporaine de celle de Szentkiraly ou 
legerement plus tardive.24
Parfois, des inscriptions evoquent le donateur25 mais, souvent, les donateurs 
sont representes offrant au Seigneur la maquette de l’edifice religieux qu’ils ont 
parraine, fait construire, dirige, ou simplement finance. II suffit de rappeler l’image 
de l’abside de Saint-Vital ä Ravenne, du VIe siecle, celle de Porec, pour l’Antiquite 
Tardive, et la longue Serie de temoignages remains ä Sainte-Praxede et Sainte- 
Cecile sous Pascal Ier (817-824), ou ä Sainte-M arie-sur-le-Trastevere avec Inno­
cent II qui apparait ,entre 1140 et 1143, avec le modele de l’eglise dans ses mains.26 
Entre le VIe et le XIVe siecle les exemples sont en Occident tres nom breux, de la 
Norvege ä la Peninsule Iberique, l’ltalie, l’Angleterre ou la Pologne.27 Le plus 
souvent on trouve des ecclesiastiques, eveques ou abbes, comme ä R avenne28, 
Galliano, Aquilee29, dans le domaine byzantin30, et jusqu’ä la representation d’En- 
rico Scrovegni presentant la maquette de la chapelle decoree par Giotto ä Pa- 
doue.
La question que nous sommes en droit de nous poser par rapport au donateur 
masculin de Szentkiraly est celle de l’exactitude de la maquette qu’il presente par 
rapport ä la forme architecturale que pouvait offrir l’eglise romane aujourd’hui 
disparue.31 II est probable que nous ayons la une representation du m onum ent tel 
qu’il etait dans ses grandes lignes. Cette exactitude a ete dem ontree dans d ’autres 
endroits comme ä Sant’Angelo in Formis, dans la maquette qu’offre l’abbe Desi-
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4. Tympan de Szentkiraly, representation du donateur
derius, ou encore a Saint-Michel de Ston, pres de Dubrovnik, en Croatie, oü les 
restaurations ont m ontre que la maquette du m onum ent portee par le roi repro- 
duit correctement le m onum ent. Cependant, cette regle n ’est pas absolue. Des 
observations faites sur les sceaux ont m ontre que parfois l’eglise, la ville ou le cha­
teau representes, n ’ont aucun rapport avec la realite et qu’ils correspondent ä une 
representation symbolique qui m et en valeur plutot un element caracteristique du 
lieu. Dans d’autres cas, la representation est tres fidele, jusque dans les details ; par 
exemple, le sceau de la Sainte-Chapelle de Vincennes reproduit la chapelle avec 
beaucoup de exactitude.32 A Szentkiraly, le donateur nous a peut-etre garde entre 
ses mains une image simplifiee de l’eglise disparue depuis, mais cela ne peut etre 
affirme de maniere definitive en l’absence de fouilles archeologiques ou de docu­
ments graphiques.
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5. Jäk, peinture murale, donateurs
Alors que les representations masculines de donateurs presentant la maquette 
d ’une eglise sont frequentes, nous l’avons vu, depuis l’Antiquite Tardive et au 
cours de tout le M oyen Age, celles de donatrices femmes presentant un objet au 
Christ sont plus rares.33 Generalement, la femme donateur est representee les mains 
jointes et souvent levees dans l’attitude de la priere. C ’est ainsi qu’on la voit, par 
exemple, ä Jäk, en Hongrie, sur une peinture murale qui a ete mise en relation, 
aussi bien par la disposition des personnages que par certains traits de style, avec le
tympan de Szentkiräly (flg. 
5)34, ou ä Wislica en Polo- 
gne. Sur le pavement de 
cette collegiale, decouvert 
en 1959-1961 dansla cryp- 
te, sont figures, incises et 
incrustes au mastic, entou- 
res de larges bordures ve­
getales ou animalieres, les 
donateurs, dont une fem­
me, dans l’attitude de la 
priere (fig. 6).35 U n  tym ­
pan plus discret et de m oin- 
dre qualite que celui que 
j ’etudie, figurant deux do­
nateurs, masculin et femi­
nin, en priere devant le6. Wislica, collegiale, pavement de la crypte, donateurs
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Christ (fig. 7), provenant de l’abbaye de Batmonostor se trouve aujourd’hui en 
Serbie, en Voivodina au musee de la ville de Zom bor (Sombor).36
Beaucoup plus difficile et interessante est l’interpretation de l’objet que pre­
sente au Christ la donatrice du tympan de Szentkiräly et qui n ’a jamais ete identi- 
fie avec certitude (fig. 8).37 O n a parfois suggere d’y voir un calice ou la maqiiette 
d ’une cuve baptismale.38 Apres une observation serree du tympan que j ’ai pu pra- 
tiquer a loisir, je  voudrais proposer une interpretation iconographique nouvelle.
Je pense que la femme donatrice de Szentkiräly presente au Christ la partie 
inferieure d ’une colonne, composee de la base et d’un fragment du füt. La base est 
formee d’un socle, sur lequel s’appuie probablement un double tore dont le supe- 
rieur est clairement marque. Le fut est aujourd’hui en mauvais etat, casse par l’effet 
des coups portes au tympan ä un m om ent donne de son histoire. Ce type de base 
est parfaitement docum ente dans la region et correspond bien ä la premiere moitie 
du X IIIe siecle, comme le m ontre par exemple un fragment provenant du Palais 
Royal d’Öbuda (flg. 9).39 .
Sur le plan iconographique, la donatrice presentant la partie inferieure d’une 
colonne monumentale, au Christ peut etre interpretee de deux manieres. La pre­
miere, plus directe mais aussi symbolique, se refere ä la colonne en tant qu’element
7. Tympan de Batmonostor, Sombor, Musee
porteur de 1’architecture religieuse medievale. La seconde, plus spirituelle, pourrait 
se referer ä la colonne de la Flagellation du Christ et aux precieuses reliques im - 
portees en Occident ä cette epoque.
La colonne represente au cours du M oyen Age roman un Symbole essentiel de 
l’importance de l’architecture.40 II s’agit souvent d ’une sorte de resume de la puis­
sance architecturale. C ’est ainsi que dejä Charlemagne fit porter de Ravenne et de 
R om e pour sa chapelle palatine d’Aix des colonnes de porphyre, associant ainsi 
l’aspect symbolique de Fautorite imperiale attribue au porphyre ä son role pure- 
m ent utilitaire.41 Au cours de tout le M oyen Age la recherche de füts m onolithi- 
ques de colonnes ä remployer a ete une vraie obsession pour les souverains et en 
general pour les donateurs d’un certain rang.42 Rappeions, par exemple, la vo­
lonte de partir ä la recherche de colonnes que manifestent, Desiderius au M ont-
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8. Tympan de Szentkiraly, representation de la donatrice
Cassin, Suger ä Saint-Denis, ou les rois normands de Sicile. A Plaisance, les corpo­
rations medievales ofFrent quelques colonnes pour la cathedrale marquant ainsi 
l’aspect ä la fois symbolique et essentiel de la colonne dans l’edifice et accompa- 
gnent chaque colonne d’une inscription commemorative : « Haec est columnaforna- 
riorum », « Haec est colona cerdonum », « Hec est colonna cordoanneriorum ».43
Les commentateurs encyclopediques et leurs predecesseurs insistent toujours sur 
la symbolique de la colonne, element porteur de l’eglise associe aux apotres dans la 
correspondance entre eglise materielle et Eglise spirituelle. Suivant la tradition bibli- 
que44, Raban Maur, parmi d’autres, reprend « columnae enim sunt apostoli et doctores 
evangelii ».45 Dans la symbolique sicardienne des parties de l’edifice le role de la co­
lonne est souligne, comme il l’avait ete auparavant par Honorius Augustodunensis.
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Dans son Mitral, Sicard precise : « columpne, que 
domum fulciunt, sunt episcopi, qui machinam eccle- 
siae verbo et vita sustentant »,46 Ce role essentiel 
et symbolique de la colonne dans l’equilibre 
reel et spirituel ä la fbis de la structure de l’edi- 
fice est souligne par le theologien allemand 
Gerhoh de Reichersberg (1093—1169), qui 
dans son Liber de aedificio Dei precise : « si colu- 
mna movetur, tota aedificatio ruinam minatur ».47
Au-delä de ces implications theologiques, 
de la symbolique du pouvoir et du role archi­
tectural de la colonne, il y aurait une autre 
interpretation possible beaucoup plus origi­
nale pour le fragment de colonne que presen­
te la donatrice de Szentkiraly. La forme du 
fragment de colonne offerte par la donatrice 
peut etre mise facilement en relation avec la 
colonne de la Flagellation de Christ. Je dois 
reconnaitre qUe pour la proposition que 
j ’avance je  n ’ai aucune preuve materielle autre 
que le contexte historique de l’epoque.
C ’est pendant le XIIIe siecle que les reliques 
de la colonne de la Flagellation sont l’objet de 
convoitise en Occident. A ce m om ent serait 
arrive, selon une tradition tardive, le celebre 
morceau de colonne de la Flagellation conser­
ve dans la chapelle Saint-Zenon de la basili- 
que de Sainte-Praxede ä R om e, qui aurait ete 
apporte de Jerusalem en 1223 par le cardinal 
Giovanni Colonna (fig. 10).48
La colonne de la Flagellation, en tant que 
relique, etait parmi les plus anciennes « acheiro- 
poietai » de Jerusalem. Cette relique, la colon­
ne, apparait pour la premiere fois dans les 
sources historiques au cours du Ve siecle, mais 
c’est seulement au cours du siecle suivant que 
les pelerins com m encent ä voir les traces du 
martyre sur la surface de la pierre.49 Au cours 
des siecles, la devotion populaire a honore 
une colonne tronquee et basse qui ä la forme 
courante des colonnes auxquelles etaient atta­
ches les condamnes ä la flagellation. La posi­
tion ä laquelle ils etaient ainsi contraints expo-
9. Bague de colonnette adossee en 
forme de base de colonne provenant 
du Palais Royal d’Obuda
10. Rome, Sainte-Praxede, relique de 
la colonne de la Flagellation
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sait davantage encore leur dos aux coups de fouet. C et usage etait repandu dans 
tout l’Empire romain. II est evident et notoire que toutes les supposees colonnes 
de la Flagellation du Christ qui circulent au M oyen Age dans les sanctuaires reli-*« 
gieux ne viennent pas toutes de Jerusalem. Mais elles dem eurent des reliques 
emouvantes puisqu’elles rendent plus concret le recit evangelique.
Les reliques medievales de la colonne de la Flagellation peuvent etre divisees 
in deux grands groupes. Le premier com prend les morceaux supposes de la co­
lonne proprem ent dite.50 Le second, de loin le plus diffuse, com prend les reliques 
constituees par de supposes petits eclats de la colonne originelle, de quelques mil­
limetres de surface seulement, qui ont rejoint l’Occident ä differents epoques.
Parmi les premieres figurent les celebres colonnes de Jerusalem51 et de R om e52 
dejä mentionnees, ainsi que celle de Saint-Georges de Constantinople, qui aurait 
ete ramenee de Jerusalem par l’imperatrice Helene. A Constantinople, la plus ce- 
lebre relique de la colonne etait conservee dans l’eglise de Saints-Apotres, mais 
disparut lors du sac de la ville par les Croises, en 1204.53 Apres cet evenement, 
pendant la premiere moitie du X IIIe siecle, c’est le grand m om ent de diffusion de 
vraies et fausses reliques des Lieux Saints en O ccident.54 C ’est proprem ent a cette 
date que s’amplifie la dispersion de petites reliques de la colonne accompagnees 
souvent de l’inscription « R ELIQ U IE DE C O L O M N A  UBI D O M IN U S N O S - 
T E R  JESUS C H R IST U S FU IT FLAGELLATUS »,55 O n  en connait de nom - 
breux vestiges, depuis l’ile de Gozzo, jusqu’ä Venise, W estminster56, ou le pays 
mosan.57 Les recits concem ant l’impact que produisait chez les voyageurs le lieu 
de la Flagellation en Palestine etaient au M oyen Age celebres58, et les reliques de 
la Passion de Christ les plus prestigieuses.59
Par ailleurs, les representations de la Flagellation de Christ prennent egalement 
une diffusion considerable en Occident au cours du X IIIe siecle, avec des conse­
quences rapides dans les pratiques des flagellants.60
M on interpretation serait plus vraisemblable si nous connaissions des reliques de 
la Flagellation ayant existe au cours du XIIIe siecle ä Szentkiraly ou en Hongrie. 
Mais, dans l’etat actuel de nos connaissances, ceci ne semble pas etre le cas. O n  sait 
cependant qu’un certain nombre de reliques importantes sont arrivees en Hongrie 
en provenance de Terre Sainte ä l’occasion de la celebre croisade de 1217—1218 ; 
une expedition sans consequences militaires mais qui fut determinante pour les re­
lations entre la Hongrie et les Lieux Saints. Le M oyen Age hongrois en gardera 
longtemps le souvenir precisement grace aux nombreuses reliques qui arriverent a 
ce moment. Malheureusement, les listes connues des reliques apportees ne nous 
donnent pas de mention de fragments de la colonne de la Flagellation, bien qu’elles 
m entionnent d’autres reliques de la vie de Christ comme, parmi d’autres, un des six 
recipients dans lesquels Jesus transforma l’eau en vin (« una de sex idriis illis, in quibus 
Christus mutavit aquam in vinum, et alie multe quas potuit tunc congregare »).61
Les listes connues ne concernent que les reliques apportees en Hongrie par 
l’entourage du roi et non pas celles qui firent l’objet d’une importation par les sei­
gneurs qui l’accompagnaient.62 R ien  ne nous interdit d’imaginer que l’une de ces
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11. Strzelno (Grande-Pologne), tympan de l’eglise Sainte-Trinite-et-Notre-Dame
reliques ait ete un fragment tres petit de la colonne de la Flagellation. C ’est cette 
relique dont le souvenir aurait ete garde par la volonte ecclesiastique ou laique evo- 
quee dans la representation de la donatrice de Szentkiraly la presentant au Christ 
sous sa forme monumentale. O n  doit preciser encore une fois que dans l’etat actuel 
de nos connaissances documentaires nous ne pouvons pas le demontrer.
Pour cette raison, l’hypothese que la donatrice de Szentkiraly presente au 
Christ d’un element architectural local, symbole principal de la construction d ’un 
edifice religieux, la colonne, ne peut pas etre abandonnee.
★
La solution iconographique adoptee par le concepteur du tympan de Szentkiraly 
n ’est pas unique. Dans l’eglise Saint-Procope de Strzelno, en Grande-Pologne, 
partiellement detruite ä la fin de la Seconde Guerre mondiale, on voit la copie d’un 
tympan, tres proche chronologiquem ent de celui de Szentkiraly bien qu’eloigne 
stylistiquement, qui offre une composition analogue. A Strzelno, un autre tympan 
ä l’iconographie proche est conserve dans l’eglise abbatiale des Premontres, Sainte- 
Trinite-et-N otre-D am e. Entoure d’une inscription, on reconnait au centre Anne, 
la mere de Marie, debout, portant la tres jeune Vierge Marie dans ses bras, flanquee 
de deux personnages (fig. I I ) ,63 A sa droite, ä notre gauche, un homme, le corps 
de profil et la tete de face, porte une maquette d’eglise facilement comparable ä 
l’architecture de l’edifice qui nous est parvenu, avec sa rotonde, un choeur rectan- 
gulaire et une tour circulaire. De l’autre cote du personnage central du tympan, 
une femme dans une position analogue presente un livre ouvert. C ’est la com po­
sition, associee ä l’iconographie des deux personnages lateraux, qui rapproche les 
tympans de Strzelno de celui de Szentkiraly. Ces tympans avec deux donateurs 
offrants, un hom m e et une femme, s’inserent pleinement dans les courants icono- 
graphiques qui ä partir de la facade occidentale de la cathedrale de Chartres consa- 
crent une partie im portante du recit ä la vie de la Vierge Marie par elle-meme.64
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Les deux donateurs de Szentkiraly sont vraiment des personnages de leur 
temps. Ce qui perm et d’emblee de l’affirmer c’est leur tenue vestimentaire et no- 
tam m ent le couvre chef de la femme que nous trouvons dans la figure de la dona-?»* 
trice en priere ä Jak, ä la cathedrale de Reims vers 123065, ä Naum burg66, ou dans 
la verriere de Chartres qui represente Alix de Thouars, la femme du principal do- 
nateur, le due de Bretagne, Pierre Mauclerc, vers 1225.67 Us ont ete mis justem ent 
en relation, sur le plan historique, avec la vogue de nouvelles fondations ecclesias- 
tiques par des laiques que intervient en Hongrie occidentale a partir de la fin du 
X IIe siecle, et qui se manifeste egalement dans d’autres regions d’Europe.68
Contrairem ent ä ce qu’avait affirme en 1956 Yolande Balogh69, je  pense que 
les portraits des deux personnages laiques figures sur le tympan de Szentkiraly sont 
de vrais portraits (comme ceux de Naum burg d’ailleurs), meme s’ils ont ete reali- 
sees apres la m ort des personnages representes et commandes par leur entourage.70 
Des la premiere epoque romane les artistes prenaient goüt ä executer des portraits 
reels et ä m ontrer leur capacite ä representer le corps humain dans des proportions 
justes, avec ses caracteristiques individuelles, et des traits qui devaient refleter la 
personnalite et le caractere de la personne.71
Ce qui me parait important de souligner en conclusion est le sens d ’egalite 
entre l’hom m e et la femme qui est mis en avant sur le tympan de Szentkiraly. Les 
deux personnages ont le m em e format, adoptent la m em e attitude et presentent sur 
un plan exactement egal des offrandes. Nous avons avec cette oeuvre d’art un te- 
moignage vraiment remarquable sur le role croissant de la femme dans les strategies 
familiales et sociales au cours de la premiere moitie du X IIIe siecle.72
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Alice Mezey
THE ARCH ITECTU RA L AND ORNAMENTAL 
WALL PAINTING 
OF THE C H U R C H  AT JÄK1
In the 19th century, a romantic view arose as to what medieval buildings, particu­
larly churches, should look like. The m onumentality and venerability o f these 
buildings and the handiwork o f  their medieval craftsmen were, it was thought, 
most perfectly conveyed by the sight o f masonry and carved details in bare stone 
and brick. This attitude, grounded in Romanticism, pervaded cathedral restora­
tions for a long time.2 The change started to come in the m id-20th century, 
prom pted by revelatory finds during post-Second W orld W ar reconstruction, per­
haps most intensively during the repair o f bom b damage to medieval churches in 
towns and villages along the R hine. M uch experience has accumulated since then, 
and it is now a fundamental principle o f restoration that even awkward features 
should not be adjusted if they are original, not even having the spectacularly im ­
pressive methods o f 19th-century craftsmen. Architectural research cannot confine 
itself to the study o f  building features represented in line drawings (floor plan, sec­
tions, structural outline, spatial and elevation structure, internal connections, etc.)
T he foundations o f the Rom anesque church with a nave, two aisles and twin 
western towers at Jäk, on Hungary’s western border, were laid some time in the 
1220s, and it was consecrated in 1256. It owes its current aspect—a pure R om an- 
esque-style ashlar building-to the purist “great restoration” carried out between 
1896 and 1904.3 Brick-built sections added (or thought to have been added) later 
than the 13th century were demolished and rebuilt w ith ashlars laid on the 13th- 
century pattern. The pillared south wall o f the nave and the vaulting on each side 
are 19th century, as are the towers from the gallery level upwards. W ith the patina 
o f a hundred and five years, even a close observer finds it hard to distinguish the 
original, 13th-century carvings and sections from those dating from the great res­
toration. This purist restoration—late even by Hungarian standards—resulted in an 
ashlar building richly adorned by carvings inside and out; the rain-washed stones 
o f  its walls are yellowish, warm brown, grey and occasionally reddish. The inte­
rior gives a greyish impression, and the viewer’s gaze easily passes by the traces o f 
paint on its heavily soiled, dusty surface.
In late 1988, a new  programme of research was launched in the former Ben­
edictine monastery, now  a parish church.4 N ew  scientific methods were to be
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used, in preparation for a new  restoration based on the principles o f conservation. 
Although it was intended to be comprehensive, the research programme did not 
place sufficient emphasis on exposing, docum enting and analysing the former walk ,  
painting in the church,5 even though by that time the uncleaned stone carvings 
rem oved during the turn-of-the-century restoration and replaced with copies had 
already been subjected to a full study which included docunientation o f the colour 
residues. W hen the apostle gallery o f the western portal was restored between 
1991 and 1996, the colour residues, despite highly intensive research, were hardly 
in evidence.6 It was clear that elsewhere, for example on the south portal and the 
church interior, the stone surfaces could only be cleaned and restored after the 
surface paint residues had been exposed, docum ented and conserved (fig. la -b ).7
W all faces
In the 1880s, before the great restoration the National Commission for Historical 
M onum ents (MOB) commissioned an excellent series o f photographs o f  the 
church at Jak. The black-and-white photographs o f the west front shows that the 
ashlar surfaces o f the church and the later brick additions were covered by a thin- 
ly-applied, and already-crumbling, layer o f sgraffito-like rendering. The corner 
lesenes o f  the towers were marked out by an ashlar-imitation jo in t pattern, while 
the twin windows o f the gallery by framing o f a colour darker than the masonry 
surfaces. The most interesting detail o f the rendering is a sgraffito architectural pat­
tern on the south tow er symmetrically imitating the great rose window o f the 
north tower. T he jo in t pattern and the pattern o f the great rose w indow was 
formed by a groove cut out between two scored lines and filled with thick lime; 
the different colour tone on the rendering was achieved by additives producing 
various grades o f  darkening. The photographs show that the gallery windows o f 
the west front and the first-floor windows o f the south aisle were highlighted by
la. Jak, Abbey Church, system of wall painting in the nave 
(Reconstruction drawing: Ferenc Rady, 1998)
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framing o f  the same design. If so, it means that the sgraffito design was applied in 
the period following the vaulting o f th e ; south aisle and the construction o f the 
vaulted floor above it, some time after the middle o f the 17th century. Some 
traces o f the sgraffito decoration were still visible a few years ago on the north­
west lesene o f the north  tower, as were some jo in t lines scored into the ashlars.8 It 
was in fact revived during the great restoration. The church restorers must have 
encountered it in many m ore places and on larger areas, and towards the end o f 
their work, in pursuit o f  the “Steinsichtig” impression, they used the technique to 
cover up the remaining brick masonry and the new  brick additions.
W e have few sources o f information on the wall faces as they were before the 
late 19th century. O ne is a “Soli Deo Gloria” inscription on the lintel under the 
south portal tympanum, still legible in the late 1870s, an indication that the portal 
and perhaps its immediate vicinity were refurbished w hen the inscription was 
made.9 Further information comes from the Visitatio Canonica Batthyanyana o f 
1756, whose detailed description o f the west front o f the church ends: “intra duas 
Turres autem in Frontispicio Ecclesiae Legitur: R enovatum  est Anno 1735” .10 
Proceeding back in time, there is information associated with the inscribed year 
1595, which the M OB architect Istvän Möller, during his first stay at Jäk, exposed 
on the formerly exterior surface o f the south nave wall in a first floor room  above 
the south aisle, and made a drawing o f it in his sketchbook.11 During the great 
restoration, the masonry itself was demolished, so nothing more about its wall 
painting may be said.
A barely visible trace o f paint remains on a piece o f pointing m ortar in the 
niche moulding o f the seated M adonna statue o f the west portal.12 The tiny traces 
o f  red paint visible on the embrasures o f the south aisle windows where they turn 
into the outer wall plane, and on fragments o f 13th-century arched cornice ele­
ments, may be remains ofpolychrom y that once adorned the wall face.13 Finally, 
red paint traces on little, protected nooks o f the outside o f the north side-chapel 
were clearly there to emphasise the system and form o f the architecture. There are 
red paint residues under the edge o f the ring members o f the three-quarters co­
lumn capitals, on the row  o f globular shapes adorning the w indow frames and in 
the pointing mortar. O ther colours were almost certainly used at these places, but 
have been destroyed.
lb. Jäk, Abbey Church, system of wall painting on the north aisle’s vault 
(Reconstruction drawing: Ferenc Rady, 1998)
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It is the area around the south portal where the greatest extent o f intercon­
necting paint residues survive. This has yielded sufficient information to perm it a 
theoretical reconstruction. Clearly visible in the protected (rustication) band undep** 
the horizontal drip stone o f  the portal, and in lesser traces on the side corner ash­
lars, are alternating red- and yellow-painted ashlars framed with white joints out­
lined in black. In the view o f the restorer who exposed it,14 this painting was 
produced by first applying a thin layer o f whitewash to the stone surface, then ap­
plying the two colours, red and yellow, and finally framing each side o f the row  o f 
ashlars and the top o f the joints o f the coloured ashlars w ith a thin black line. This 
explains why the white jo in t line is indeed just one coat o f  whitewash on the bare 
stone surface, the colours being applied over this and the black outline forming a 
third coat in some places, depending on the undulation o f the edge o f  the colour. 
There is a palm-sized green patch-too small, unfortunately, to determine its 
shape—at the top o f each side o f the portal. Colour traces on the relief o f the portal 
tympanum can be identified relatively clearly, but those on the embrasure layers 
are barely visible. In the tympanum, the decoration was white on the lamb o f the 
Agnus Dei relief, a little green on all o f the leaves around it, and black undulating 
line on a white ground on the edge o f the three lobes. It has not yet been possible 
to identify the base colour o f the relief and the body colour o f the dragons. The 
surface o f  the 13th-century stones o f the embrasure layer are covered by the same 
colour in several coats, topped with pink. These seem to be traces o f the multiple 
refurbishment o f the base coat.15
Research on the wall faces has established that the church was never in a 
“Steinsichtig” state before the great restoration. The first—polychromic—wall paint­
ing, in vivid earth colours, was o f an architectural nature, and there are good 
grounds to suppose that the row o f decorative arches under the cornice and the 
w indow  embrasures were also decorated. During the six and a half centuries up to 
the great restoration, signs o f  damage were locally repaired, in the south and west 
sides, as far as is presently known, m ore often than the other two. The photo­
graphs and drawings suggest that in cases the roo f and the floors burned down, the 
main cornices also had to be repaired several times. T he repairs used brick, and the 
surfaces were rendered locally.
The church interior
There are a total o f three black-and-white archive photographs o f  the church in­
terior from before the great restoration. The first shows the nave facing east, the 
second, two pillars o f the north row o f pillars, and the third, the north aisle look­
ing east. There is no painting visible on the walls in the pictures, only dusty w hite­
wash. As far as can be told, the ashlar walls were not even plastered; the texture o f 
the uneven ashlar surface showed up through the rather thin layers o f whitewash 
on the north wall o f the nave and elsewhere. There appears to be thick plaster,
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2. Jak, Abbey Church, detail 
o f the ashlar wall scraped 
with a toothed chisel 
on the north wall 
o f the chancel square 
(Photo: Ferenc Rady)
o f uneven surface, only on brick m asonry-on the 17th-century barrel vault, south 
nave wall and south row  o f pillars.
O n the photograph o f the nave looking towards the apse, taken near the end 
o f the great restoration in 1904, stencilled m otif decoration is visible on the surface 
o f the quarter-spherical cupola o f  the main apse and the band below the cor­
nice.16
W ritten information on the adornm ent o f the church interior indicates a situ­
ation similar to that o f the exterior wall surfaces. At the same time he docum ented 
the inscription o f the year 1595 on the wall surface, Istvan M öller sketched and 
described wrote in his notebook a running wave m otif on the nave wall in the 
attic space above the 17th-century barrel vault o f  the nave.17 The decorative m o­
tif ran along the band under the former flat ceiling, now  replaced with 19th-cen­
tury masonry. Finally, the restorers found and fortunately preserved a dated in­
scription on the apex o f the north archway opposite the south entrance. The in­
scription in the heart-shaped frame is “Theodosius D uchon A° 1637 Lypc” , with 
the initials R .S.D . underneath.18 This has been m uch quoted as evidence o f the 
decoration o f the church interior.
Tw o technically-distinct versions o f the interior decoration o f the church—the 
wall painting emphasising the architectural structure o f the interior and the system 
o f stencilled ornamentation—are discussed separately. Both were painted on a sin­
gle thin layer o f  whitewash applied directly to the stone surface, and this was the 
key to their survival.19 In addition to demolishing historically important parts o f 
the building, the 19th-century restorers painstakingly scraped away the 13th-cen­
tury stone surfaces w ith  sharp toothed chisels and removed the column capitals 
with special tools (fig. 2). T he paint, however, had been absorbed by the stone 
surface, and the unevenness o f the stone wall and the deep joints also made clean­
ing difficult. It is only due to the accidental inefficiencies o f their work that any 
traces o f paint have survived. Research is further inhibited by the fact that the
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impressive quantity o f drawings, and w ritten docum entation produced during the 
restoration does not consider the painted decoration w orthy o f m ention.20
The church’s figural frescoes will only be m entioned in the strict context of** 
the exterior painting where there is a clear link between them .21
Interior architectural wall painting
The polychromic wall painting o f the church interior included the same red-yel- 
low ashlar painting as found on the south portal. There are joints left white be­
tween the stones o f various colours, and the joints and the edge o f the row  of 
stones are highlighted with a black line. The ashlar painting served to emphasize 
the structurally im portant architectural features o f  the church interior: the wall 
pillars, the wall arches, the archivolts and the edges o f the archways. The same 
ashlar painting covers the ribs o f the groined vaulting o f the north aisle. It is very
significant that on the west wall arch be­
longing to the fresco in the space under the 
south tower, the fresco was covered by ash­
lar painting, and the figural frescoes o f the 
infilling by stencil painting. The paint has 
survived in the best condition on the north 
west com er column o f the space under the 
south tower and next to it, around the door 
opening o f the spiral staircase leading up to 
the gallery (fig. 3). There are black lines 
emphasising the jo in t under the ring m em ­
ber o f the capital o f the corner column and 
the nook formed on two sides o f the col­
um n body, perhaps w ith the intention o f 
giving a shading effect to enhance the m od­
elling.
The alternate red and yellow covering 
on the three-quarter columns o f the octago­
nal piers and the clustered columns o f the 
nave wall may also have formed part o f  the 
architectural wall painting. This is also found 
under the corbels o f the north aisle wall, 
where the painted columns were almost like 
a re-interpretation o f the architectural struc­
ture. The columns here were also painted 
3. jak, Abbey Church, ashlar painting alternately in red and white, one edge being
detail in the space under the south outlined in black and the other in white, a
tower (Photo: Ferenc Rädy) kind o f representation o f light and shade.
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4. Jäk, Abbey Church, exposure of the dragon capital (Photo: Ferenc Rady)
Similar colouration also covered the stone vault ribs under the gallery and under 
the north tower, but here the two colours change over at the boundary between 
the concave and convex surfaces o f the groin m em ber rib moulding.
The polychromy o f  the column capitals
T he capitals o f the columns in the church interior were also covered in splendid 
painting. Most o f  them  retain residues o f colouration applied directly to the stone 
surface. Some capitals bear traces o f m ultiply-renewed colouration, and some have 
damaged carvings where the fracture surfaces have been covered over with viv­
idly-coloured paint. Such is the three-quarter column on the northwest corner 
j o f the space under the south tower, whose bud has broken off, and there are 
traces o f repair around the fractured surface. The layer next to the stone surface of 
the capital is yellow paint applied to a whitewash film, the second layer red pain­
ting upon another whitewash film, and on the top a simple black grain pattern. 
The latter layer is what also covers the fractured surface o f the broken bud.22 The 
already rich forms o f the finely-carved capitals were thus given further modelling 
w ith painted details. Elsewhere, veins were painted on leaves, the edges o f half- 
palmettes were outlined in black, and the edge o f a cup was decorated by a row  of 
black dots on a white ground.
O n one capital, the painting was found to have been applied to a chalk base 
rather than directly to the stone. This is the famous “dragon capital- at the top o f 
the three-quarter column on the south side o f the archway opening from the space 
under the north tow er to the aisle (fig. 4). Its standard o f craftsmanship surpasses
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that o f all o f the other fine carvings in the church. The restorer cleaned half o f  the 
capital so as to leave the other side as a “witness” , because the small fragments o f 
wall painting which survived the cleaning would have been imperceptible in small* * 
test windows. The astragal is grey, the indentation underneath it is yellow, and the 
cylindrical m oulding below is red. The rim o f the cup forming the basic shape o f 
the dragon capital was decorated by a line o f black dots on-a white ground. There 
is residue o f red colour on a chalk ground on the cheek o f the dragon, and yellow 
on its right rear leg. The tendril was also yellow, and the half palmettes were red 
outlined w ith black on their edges.
The paint residues on the similarly half-cleaned foliate capital opposite the 
dragon capital display a completely different and less refined technique, m uch less 
adapted to the features o f the carving. This prompts the conclusion that the drag­
on capital, w ith its uniquely high standard o f material, execution and painting, was 
produced as a kind o f model for the rest. A previous study o f some carvings in the 
stonework collection had already suggested to the present author the use o f  a m od­




There is stencil painting practically everywhere on the 13th-century surfaces o f 
the church interior (fig. 5a-b). The photograph o f the apse m entioned above 
shows a central-composition stencil pattern on the cupola and similar patterns in 
the frieze along the wall under the cornice. The exposures proved that the m otif 
just perceptible under the dust on the north wall o f the nave comprises the same 
pattern elements, w ith very small deviations. O n the north wall o f the nave, the 
central composition adorning the cupola o f the apse lies above the archways in the
centre o f the surfaces be­
tween the pillar clusters, 
and the frieze in the capital 
zone and the band under­
neath. The central com po­
sition consists o f five ele­
ments. In the centre there 
is an oval whose axes are 
emphasised by lance-like 
motifs, and attached to four 
circular elements. The 
frieze consists o f  the same 
oval and circular elements, 
5a. jäk, Abbey Church, stencil paintings detail o f the frieze but alternating with each
in the nave (Photo: Ferenc Rady) Other. The motifs are red,
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applied by stencil on to a thin white coat 
o f lime. The red stencil pattern is sur­
rounded by a thin black line. The diam­
eter o f the circles is 37.5 cm, the vertical, 
smaller diameter o f the oval is o f  the same 
size and its larger diameter is 50 cm. It is 
difficult to tell the age o f the pattern. It is 
usually referred to as a Renaissance pat­
tern, but there is considerable doubt sur­
rounding this. Both patterns are possibly 
formed from the “Rom anesque” idiom 
reminiscent o f debased half-palmettes 
with tendrils. Above the frieze, from one 
cluster column capital to the next there is 
a red and yellow strip between black 
outlines, connecting astragals o f practi­
cally the same colours. The stencil patterns 
used on the apse and the nave therefore 
draw on an almost completely identical 
stock o f motifs. O ne difference is that a 
bracket-like supporting painted comice 
with a cymatium and the colour green ap­
pear as new motifs under the frieze o f the 
chancel. The painted cornice elements under the frieze in the chancel are alternating 
yellowish-white and green, and the centre o f the oval pattern is green.24
The north aisle
Probably adapting to the proportions o f the space, a smaller version o f the central 
composition appears in the apse cupola o f the north side-chapel and two other 
places—the centre o f the north tow er wall in the aisle opposite the apse, and under 
the gallery, on the wall above the west portal. The circle in the middle o f this 
smaller central composition is identical to the m otif repeated four times in that 
found in the nave, and the four smaller circles connecting to it contain a pattern 
reminiscent o f a four-petalled flower or heart shape. The added lance m otif em ­
phasises the diagonal directions o f  the composition. Finally, the stencil o f the 
flower or heart m otif was also used on the ashlar-painted keystones o f square ribs 
o f the north aisle and in the centre o f its infdlings, where the lance-tips point to­
wards the three ogee peaks.
In the north aisle and the front wall o f the west gallery towards the nave there 
is another stencil pattern, different from the others in having an axially symmetric 
composition. T he pattern is repeated in a ribbon along some structural features: 
the cornices at the edges o f the wall mouldings in the north side-apse, the edges o f 
the window bevels at the same place, the line o f  the vaulting on the east side o f
5b. Jäk, Abbey Church, stencil paintings 
detail o f the frieze in the nave 
(Photo: Ferenc Rädy)
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the north  tower, and the ashlar painting at the edge o f the wide archway opening 
on to the nave beneath the gallery.
The present research discovered substantial painting on the wall surface o f the„  , 
south tow er towards the aisle, above the imprint o f the vaulting built in the m id- 
17th century. Rem iniscent o f a curtain motif, it is a series o f arches following the 
im print o f  the flat ceiling. Finally, remains o f wall painting so thoroughly dest­
royed that the pattern cannot be made out were found on the east front wall o f  the 
space under the gallery, beneath the parapet built in the 19th century, and other 
traces o f paint which cannot be interpreted were found in other parts o f the 
church.
A ttem p t at dating
T he paint layers which clearly show up on the research photographs can be used 
to date the wall painting described here, using the patchy data from the sources 
and by comparison with buildings where the wall painting, unlike at Jäk, has not 
been destroyed. By reference to other ashlar painting applied directly to the stone 
surface, they can be confidently dated to the 13th century, and the form used at 
Jak is also found in works from the m id-14th century. Dating o f stencil painting 
applied to the bare stone, however, is made difficult by the technique itself, since 
its use has almost no limits in either time or space, and the patterns, whose varia­
tion was tightly constrained, could have been used for a long time and in many 
different ways.25
Historical data suggest that the fresco—dated to the 1240s—in the space under 
the south tower could only have been covered over in the late 13th century or first 
half o f the 14th century at the earliest.26 This was w hen the main line o f the Jäk 
clan died out and the abbey came under the patronage o f  branches o f the clan 
based on the left bank o f the R iver R äba-the Sitke, Szentivänyi and Niczky fami­
lies. Thus began a period o f three hundred years, stretching up to the time just 
i before the vaulting o f the church in the m id-17th century, during w hich-w e may
confidently state-the interior o f the church was painted.
There was fresco decoration in the western part o f the building in the early pe­
riod before the church was completed, and the fresco technique was also used for the 
St George altarpiece on the wall o f the chancel at the time o f consecration. The 
ashlar painting and the stencil paintings, despite having the same order o f layers, may 
have been made at different times, but perhaps coexisted for a while. The former 
may have graced the walls from the late 13th century up to the 15th century, and o f 
the latter, the axially symmetric ribbon pattern may have been applied as an addition 
to the ashlar painting during refurbishment, some time during the 15th century. The 
authors consider that the central-composition stencil pattern was added in the 16th 
century to painting that had hitherto emphasised the architecture, and must have 
been refurbished for the last time, as testified by the inscription, in 1637.27
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6. Stencil painting in the chancel o f the parish church at Ikervar (Photo: Author)
In 2000, very similar stencil painting was found in the Gothic chancel o f 
the medieval church o f  Ikervar, a village to the south o f Särvar on the left bank o f 
the Raba, close to both Jak and the former estates o f some branches o f the Jak clan 
(fig. 6).. The Ikervar stencil pattern was the lowest layer o f decoration on the 
church’s Gothic apse, applied to the socle, and its researchers have dated it to the 
early 15th century.28 T he pattern is very similar to that found at Jak but much 
smaller, and its blurred outlines suggest that the stencil was old or m uch used, or 
perhaps made o f poor material. Since the village was part o f the Sarvar estate, its 
patrons were the lords o f that estate. In the late 14th century this meant the Ka- 
nizsa family, who must have been responsible for the Gothic construction and the 
wall painting o f interest here.
It must be borne in m ind that for the four hundred years from the m id-13th 
to the mid-17th century, the nave and south aisle o f the church was covered by a 
ceiling. The ceiling timbers, or at least some o f them, must surely have burned 
down from time to time. Repairs would not always have involved replacing all o f 
these. The ceiling may have been decorated by a Romanesque stencil pattern 
which would have been copied and reused for the repairs, so that the impecunious 
abbey only had to make local repairs as necessary. W ithout the means to com­
pletely refurbish the church interior, repairs had to be adapted to what survived. 
W hen a new altar was set up or an old one was converted, local repairs were made 
to the chapels and in the vicinity o f the altars. This gives the impression—in full 
agreement with the historical data—of an abbey community which conserved tra­
ditions and held the church building in great esteem, but lived modestly and with 
meagre means. Was it the abbey’s modest means or some utterly different consid­
eration which caused the cupola o f  the chancel to be decorated for-the fifth time 
with the same schematic composition as had been repeated four times in the 
nave?
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T he church’s wall painting was renovated for the last time in 1637, w hen 
Benedek Vinkovics (1631—42) was abbot. Later, as Bishop o f Zagrab (Zagreb, 
C R ), he had the west portal o f his cathedral rebuilt in the 1640s on the pattern o f ,  
the west portal o f Jak Church.29 N o t m uch later, a lightning that struck to the 
south tow er ravaged a church which was richly decorated inside and out with 
stone carvings and wall painting. U pon restoration, for the first time in its history, 
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„Restauration” unter König Ludwig I. von Bayern (1826-31), Petersberg 2000.
21 A thorough inspection of the wall surfaces has led to the conclusion that the only surviving = 
ornamentation made using the fresco technique, other than the frescoes already identified, is 
in a horizontal strip one ashlar high in the middle of the north wall o f the chancel square.
This is very primitively drawn, perhaps a frame decoration. A layer o f lime, both the colour and 
material o f which has degraded and was described as “ochre-ish” by the restorer who exposed it, 
and may run under the St George fresco, is almost undocumentable. The scientific tests proved 
unable to provide further information on it. Geza Entz and Tünde Wehli have made an 
iconographical examination o f the frescoes, and Melinda Toth has subjected them to style
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criticism and attempted to date them. Their findings, both overall and in detail, also stand up 
well in the architectural history context. They did not, however, consider the church’s 
architectural and decorative wall painting. See M. Toth, Arpäd-kori falfesteszet, Budapest 1974, 
57-67, figs. 41-48; G. Entz, “Die Wandmalereien der Westempore in Jäk,” in Beiträge zur 
Kunstgeschichte und Denkmalpflege. Walter Frodl zum 65.. Geburtstag gewidmet, Vienna-Stuttgart
1975, 172-81; T. Wehli, “Donätoräbräzoläsok a magyarorszägi romän kori monumentälis 
muveszetben,” in Eszmetörteneti tanulmänyok a magyar közepkorröl, ed., Gy. Szekely, Budapest 
1984, 366-72, figs. 6-9; M. Toth, “Falfesteszet az Arpäd-korban. Kutatäsi helyzetkep,”
Ars Hungarica XXIII, 1995, 144—45. The main former St George wall painting serving as an 
altarpiece on the chancel wall was revealed from under the layers o f whitewash by Istvän Möller 
in 1889, but was restored only much later, in 1937, as were the frescoes in the spaces under the 
tower and the gallery, which had come to light a few years later, during the great restoration. 
They were restored by Luigi Pigazzini, assistant to the Italian restorer Mauro Pellicioli. Only 
some of the facial features and the additions to the eyes were by the master himself. The assistant 
cleaned the frescoes and did some repainting, chiefly the blue backgrounds of the figures and 
some colours o f the clothes.
22 Repairs o f this kind are thought to be late medieval. Partly because according to our present 
knowledge strong colours, at least, were not used for decoration of the church interior from the 
mid-17th century, and partly because stucco additions were used in Baroque repairs to
the column capitals, as in Ocsa. This conclusion is based on the bud shapes visible from 
a photograph taken in the north aisle by Peter Gerecze, K OH Fototär (Photo Archives), 
see Jäki apostolszobrok (n. 4 above), 15, fig. 8; Zs. Lukäcs, Kutatäsi dokumentäcio az ocsai templom 
helyreällltäsähoz (unpublished), 1986, KOH Tervtär (Architectural Drawing Collection),
Inv. No. 25450.
23 E.g. column capital LAHU-50-006 or the LAHU-50-294 element o f the large round window, 
although there could be other technical reasons for the latter. (LAHU = Lapidarium Hungari- 
cum, the national collection of architectural fragments, a cataloguing project o f KÖH started 
about 25 years ago.)
24 The green colour and its tone are very similar to the colour traces on the top surfaces of 
the south gate on each side.
25 T. Edel, “Pozdne gotickä sablonovä malba ve stredm Evrope /  Spätgotische Schablonenmalerei 
in Mitteleuropa,” in Prlbth goticke Sablony /  Geschichte der gotischen Schablone, Prague 1997, 6-46; 
M. Bravermanovä, “Robe fabrics on the portraits in the chapel o f the Holy Cross at Karlstejn 
Castle,” in Court Chapels o f the High and Late Middle Ages and Their Artistic Decoration /  -Dvorske 
kaple vrcholneho a pozdnlho stredoviku a jejich umileckä vyzdoba, ed. J. Fajt, Prague 2003, 114—26.
26 Since the subject o f the frescoes in the space under the south tower is a reference to the 
founder’s tomb, or at least to his death and direct kin, they could only have been covered up 
when the memory of him had faded. The aquarelle copies produced after the frescoes were 
discovered clearly show the ashlar painting which covers the fresco adornment of the west wall 
arch, and the stencilled decoration painted on whitewash also covered up the figural vault bays. 
See aquarelles by Jozsef Huszka, KÖH Tervtär (Architectural Drawing Collection).
27 There are occasional traces of decorative painting on the walls and archways, probably from 
the 17th century, see Bogyay (ii. 4 above), and Jäki apostolszobrok (n. 4 above), 19. /  41.
28 E. P. Hajmäsi, “ Ikervär (r. k. templom) Szent György, Gyori egyhäzmegye, Vas megye,” in
I. Valter, Arpäd-kori teglatempbmok Nyugat-Dunäntülon, Budapest 2004, 174-76; restoration 
documentation by E. G. Horvath, 2000, KÖH Tervtär (Architectural Drawing Collection).
29 E. Szentesi, “A jäki nyugati kapu historiogräfiäja es restaurälästörtenete 1904-ig /  Das Westportal 
von Jäk: Historiographie und Restaurierungsgeschichte bis 1904,” in Jäki apostolszobrok
(n. 4 above), 75-77. /  157-58, figs. 34—37 (with earlier Croatian literature).
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Zsombor Jekely
DEMETER NEKCSEI AND 
THE COMMISSION OF HIS BIBLE
Introduction
In the first half o f the fourteenth century, the most prestigious place o f learning for 
Hungarian clergymen was Bologna.1 Clerics studying there not only became 
prom inent ecclesiastical figures, but also fulfilled important roles in the chancery 
and diplomacy o f the Hungarian Angevin kings. W hile in Bologna or after their 
return to Hungary, many o f these men o f  letters commissioned illuminated manu­
scripts from Bolognese workshops, and thus played a decisive role in the reception 
o f the new sensibilities o f Italian art in Hungary. The first o f these patrons that can 
be clearly identified is D em eter Nekcsei, magister tavarnicorum o f  the Hungarian 
court.2 W ork on Nekcsei’s two-volum e Bible was most likely completed by 1338, 
the year o f his death (fig. I).3
Besides the Nekcsei Bible, another manuscript executed in Bologna for a 
Hungarian patron (although his identity is unknown) is the famous Hungarian 
Angevin Legendary.4 Clearly made for royal patrons,5 this lavishly illustrated pic­
ture-book o f the lives o f the saints contains four miniatures on each page, accom­
panied by one-line text labels. The majority o f the dismantled manuscript is pre­
served in the Vatican and M organ libraries, but leaves can be found in a num ber 
o f other collections. As o f today, altogether 140 leaves from the Legendary (some 
o f them  fragmentary) are know n in six different collections in the world.6
In addition to these two extraordinary works, a num ber o f other Bolognese 
manuscripts commissioned by Hungarians are also known. Tw o decretals, ordered 
by Miklos Vasari, canon and later archbishop o f Esztergom (1350—58) in 1343, 
were illuminated by the chief Bolognese artist o f the period, the so-called “Illus- 
tratore” .7 A few other surviving Bolognese codices were commissioned by clerics, 
including a rich group preserved in Zagreb (C R ).8 O f  two m id-fourteenth-cen­
tury Bolognese codices housed in Vienna, one may have been used at the royal 
chancellery o f the Hungarian kings,9 while the other was owned in the 15th cen­
tury by a canon at the chapter o f Pecs.10 Bolognese legal codices were naturally in 
high demand, and frequently cropped up in other Central European countries as
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well.11 As a result, the pictorial solutions employed by Bolognese miniature paint­
ers had a lasting effect on Central European painting, especially in Bohem ia.12
The Nekcsei Bible, preserved at the Library o f Congress in W ashington, has 
been in the centre o f the art historical problems o f Bolognese manuscripts illumi­
nation, and Hungarian aristocratic patronage ever since its identification in the 
1940s.13 The results o f a careful study o f the original manuscript in the Library o f 
Congress14 challenge conventional ideas about the circumstances o f its creation, 
linking it m ore securely to Bolognese workshops, and also shed light on the orig­
inal destination o f the Bible.
The manuscript itself belongs to the better-know n treasures o f both medieval 
Hungary and the Library o f Congress. Only in 1942, however, thanks to the co­
operation o f Meta Harrsen and Dezso Dercsenyi, was the true origin o f the m anu­
script discovered.15 A few years later (in 1949), Meta Harrsen dedicated a detailed 
monograph to the Nekcsei-Lipocz Bible (as it is often know n in English-language 
studies). Being a librarian at the M organ Library, Harrsen was o f course well aware 
o f the celebrated Hungarian Angevin Legendary (parts o f which are preserved at 
the Morgan), and developed an elaborate hypothesis concerning the origin o f  the 
two manuscripts.16 In 1988, a partial facsimile edition o f  the Bible, reproducing 
most o f the illuminated pages, was published along with a booklet containing 
studies, in particular summaries o f the research o f Ferenc Levardy, a long-tim e 
researcher o f the Angevin Legendary, and Tiinde W ehli, a preem inent expert on 
medieval manuscripts in Hungary.17 W hen the facsimile was published, it was 
with the hope o f giving easy access to the manuscript. Hungarian research, how ­
ever, failed to seize this opportunity-not a single study has been dedicated to the 
Bible since the publication o f the facsimile, and it has been m entioned only in 
passing in an ever-growing corpus o f literature dedicated to the Hungarian An­
gevin Legendary.
The making o f  the Bible and the system o f  its decoration
The Bible consists o f  two large, thick, heavy volumes o f 352 and 394 leaves. The 
size o f the bound works is a respectable 475 x 348 mm, while the page size is 450 
x 323 mm. The binding is identical: dark blue leather over thick w ooden boards, 
with the coat o f arms and initials o f Henry Perkins in the center. The edges o f the 
leaves are gilt, presumably dating from the time o f the rebinding, and 2—2 flyleaves 
were inserted in the front and back o f both volumes. There is another flyleaf, 
pasted at the beginning o f the first volume, which contains a 16th-century text by 
a certain Zulem an.18 Apart from a short, two-line catalogue entry pasted inside the 
front cover, there are no other clues about the later owners and history o f the 
volume. The Bible is know n to come from the collection o f a brewer, Henry 
Perkins (1778—1855, a partner in Barclay, Perkins and Co. Brewers), who bought 
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1. Nekcsei Bible, Letter of St Jerome to St Ambrose, Library of Congress, Med. Mss. no. 1, fol. lr
(Photo: Washington, Library of Congress)
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Gutenberg Bibles as well—was bequeathed to his son, Algernon Perkins. The col­
lection was auctioned off in 1873, a year after the death o f  Algernon Perkins, by 
the auctioneers Gadsden, Ellis & Co, and with the professional guidance o f Ber­
nard Quaritch, acting as commissioner. In Q uaritch’s list, which was published 
preceding the sale, the two-volum e Bible was listed first among the books o f  the 
Holy Scriptures, described as “one o f the most magnificent MS. copies o f  the 
Latin Scriptures in existence.”20 The actual sales catalogue offers a brief description 
o f the manuscript, Lot 174 on the first day o f  the sale (June 3, 1873).21 T he ac­
companying illustration, a lithographed drawing showing the dedication scene 
from fol. 5, demonstrates the clear recognition o f the w ork’s importance. At the 
sale, the two volumes were acquired by the Library o f Congress.
The parchment o f the Bible is fairly thick, very well prepared, but often im­
perfect. Each page was carefully ruled and the text was w ritten in two columns o f 
33 lines. A gothic textura script was used by several scribes throughout the book. 
Mistakes were also corrected by a textura hand, and there is no sign o f the round 
littera bononensis script anywhere in the book. The manuscript contains the full text 
o f the Latin Vulgate Bible, together w ith the complete set o f com m on prologues, 
as set during the 13th century at the University o f Paris.22
The Nekcsei Bible has a unified system o f decoration, which clearly marks the 
various divisions o f  the biblical text. This system ranges from simple red letters 
through various initials to elaborate frontispieces. Large, 8—9 line tall initials mark 
the beginning o f each book o f the bible, and always contain figures or scenes. The 
beginnings o f the prologues are indicated by similar, although somewhat smaller 
(6—7 line) initials, also usually figural, while the very short prologues (such as to the 
Pauline epistles) have smaller (3 line), ornamental initials. Similarly small, (2 line) 
ornamental initials appear at the beginnings o f biblical chapters. The standard form 
is a two-line initial decorated with the characteristic leaves and laid gold. Quite 
often,'especially in the first volume, these initials are also filled w ith a head or bust 
o f a figure in the typical Bolognese fashion. The arms o f these figures sometimes 
extend beyond the borders o f the initials, occasionally grasping at the vines, and 
otherwise enhancing the overall effect. The ‘I’ initials are somewhat more ornate 
and generally 7—8 lines tall. O n  numerous occasions these initials are turned into 
half or full figures in the margins: in size and execution these compare to the fig­
ures in the large chapter-heading initials.
Only a few pages in the Bible received a decoration more elaborate than the 
system outlined above. The most ornate pages mark the very beginning o f the first 
volume, w ith the Letter o fjerom e to Ambrose (fol. lr) and the first page o f Gen­
esis (fol. 5v). In addition to the usual initials here, the margins o f the pages are 
richly decorated w ith various images. These two frontispieces, however, present 
a num ber o f problems as well. W hile most gatherings in the volume consist o f 
ten leaves, the first quire is irregular, having only eight leaves (two empty leaves 
from the beginning are presumed missing).23 O f  these, fol. 2 and fol. 5 form a 
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3. Nekcsei Bible, Genesis, Library of Congress, Med. Mss. no. 1, fol. 5v-6r 
(Photo: Washington, Library of Congress)
remaining gathering is difficult to ascertain because o f later restorations o f the 
parchment. However, fol. 1 appears to form a double leaf with fol. 6, while fols. 
7—8 are separate sheets.
The text starts on the recto o f the first folio, with the letter written by Jerome 
to Ambrose (starting Frater Ambrosius, Stegmüller 284)24 (fig. 1). This beautifully 
constructed page was decorated by the chief master o f the Bible in a very charac­
teristic Bolognese style. The images in this frontispiece are new versions o f Pari­
sian Bible illuminations. Dealing with the Incarnation (bottom medallions), the 
i C hurch (Peter and Paul), and Jerom e himself (top), these images contain nothing
specific that would reveal the patron or the intended function o f the Bible. All 
information indicating the identity o f the commissioner-including his coats of 
arms-appears on fol. 5v (fig. 3). Here, the six days o f Creation are illustrated in six 
quatrefoil frames on the center o f the page, with three further scenes of Adam and 
Eve at the bottom  right. At the bottom  left o f the page an elaborate donation scene 
was also incorporated, showing Dem eter Nekcsei and his wife presenting a church 
to Christ. The coats o f arms o f Nekcsei are held by angels, depicted in the upper 
margin o f the page. Codicological evidence indicates that this double leaf (com­
prising fol. 2 and fol. 5) was inserted once the other pages o f the quire were 
completed. This change clearly took place in the same workshop where the rest o f 
the book was made, as the very attractive miniatures on fol. 5 are the work o f the 
same artist responsible for fol. 1. The word inserted has to be understood literally,
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4. Nekcsei Bible, D edication m iniature, Library o f  Congress, M ed. Mss. no. 1, fol. 5v
(Photo: W ashington, Library o f  Congress)
as the conjugate leaves 2 and 5 are full o f  signs indicating their somewhat later 
origin than the surrounding leaves. First o f all, these four pages are written by a 
different scribe, w ho-w hile using the same type o f  gothic textura—uses different  ^
letter forms than his colleague. Some o f the letters are m ore elaborate, and this 
scribe also crosses the tironian sign for ‘et’, while the other does not. Even m ore 
telling is the way the text is arranged on these leaves. Fol. 2r follows where the 
first scribe left off on fol. lv , and the next scribe apparently continued the work 
all the way to the bottom  o f fol. 2v. Then, as he was starting chapter 6 o fje ro m e’s 
prologue (Videlicet...) in line 20, he suddenly realized he only needed two m ore 
lines, as the rest o f the text already follows on fol. 3. H e therefore jum ped to the 
bottom  o f the page (leaving ten lines empty), restarted the videlicet passage and 
w rote only the two lines needed (fig. 2). This same hand w rote the text on fol. 5 
(which starts w ith Jerom e’s prologue to the Genesis), where on the verso he had 
to deal w ith a different problem—this time there was not enough space to finish 
the text, presumably because o f the large miniatures on the page. H e had to add a 
few extra lines, and compress his text as m uch as possible (partially achieved by 
very heavy abbreviation) in the right column, so the already w ritten text on fol.
6r could jo in  his lines (fig. 3).
The process reconstructed in this form can only be interpreted one way: the 
original fol. 5v was probably a m uch m ore modest page, replaced (together w ith 
the conjoining second leaf) with the nicely decorated new frontispiece. This 
change apparently took place very soon after the other leaves o f the folio were 
executed. Thus a fully illuminated Bible was almost certainly ready at the w ork­
shop, and w hen Nekcsei appeared as commissioner, a double-leaf w ith personal­
ized decoration was inserted in the volume. This reconstruction o f the making o f 
the Bible challenges several elaborate theories concerning the illuminations and 
the identification o f several coats o f arms in the manuscript.25 In any case, this kind 
o f embellishment o f an already-existing manuscript can only be imagined in a 
well-run, professional workshop.
The workshop o f  the Bible
Illustration o f the Bible was carried out by three illuminators, all working in a 
similar manner. The chief master painted the decoration o f  the two frontispieces 
(fol. 1 and fol. 5v), as well as the first part o f  the book, up to fol. 88r. From fol. 97, 
a different, somewhat less sophisticated artist follows, w ho decorated the next ten 
gatherings, up to fol. 169. In the next section (from fol. 204r, or perhaps already 
on fol. 185r) the work o f the first master returns, up to fol. 272 (fig. 5). The next large 
part o f the bible, a total o f 31 gatherings from fol. 273r in the first volume to the 
middle o f  volume 2 (fol. 223r) is the work o f the second master, while the end o f 
the Bible, from fol. 237 to the end is the work o f a third master.26 Most o f the minia­
tures in the Bible belong to the com m on repertoire o f Bolognese illuminators,27
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and the style o f illumination is most closely related to books painted in the w ork­
shop o f the “Master o f 1328.” The main painter o f the Nekcsei Bible was a close 
associate o f the Master o f 1328, and his work can be detected in a num ber o f 
other Bolognese manuscripts as well.
Thanks to the research o f R obert Gibbs, the stylistic place o f the Nekcsei 
Bible is now  quite clear.28 Gibbs dubbed the main master o f the Nekcsei Bible the 
“Hungarian Master” . The origin o f his style can be found in the art o f the some­
what enigmatic Nerio, w ho signed a copy o f the C odex o f Justinian (Paris, Bib- 
liotheque Nationale Ms. Lat. 8941). The most famous o f  N erio’s works have 
survived in Bohemian libraries (the Vyssi Brod and the St Vitus Gratian m anu­
scripts), and date from the second decade o f the 14th century.29 Nerio and his 
associates later w orked on the decoration o f the S. Dom enico choir books, and it 
is here, on the decoration o f choir book no. 11 that Gibbs first identifies the work 
o f the Hungarian Master. His style developed from that o f N erio before 1320. He 
was in all likelihood closely associated w ith the other leading illuminator o f the 
time, the Master o f  1328. Just like Nerio, this group o f  illuminators had regular 
contacts throughout Central Europe, and artists close to the Master o f 1328 for 
example worked on the choir books o f  St. Florian (1320—25).30 According to 
Gibbs, another early work o f the Hungarian master is the so-called “Buried D e­
cretals,” auctioned at Sotheby’s in London in 1991, in which he worked in con­
junction  w ith (as an assistant of?) a m ore conservative First Style master. The 
decoration o f a later work from the late 1330s, a copy o f  Guillaume Durandus’s 
“Speculum Iudiciale” (Treviso, Biblioteca Comunale, Ms. 172), was executed by 
the Hungarian Master (first seven gatherings) and the Illustratore. The style o f 
both artists also appears in one o f the chief works o f the Master o f 1328, the Turin 
Digest (Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria ,Ms. E .I.l).31 The Hungarian Master 
was demonstrably influenced both by the Master o f 1328 and subsequently by the 
Illustratore. In the Nekcsei Bible, the Hungarian master was clearly the leading 
artist, illuminating the frontispieces and much o f the first part o f the book. He 
worked with an assistant, who was heavily dependent on him (described as the 
“second master” above). This second artist executed much o f the Cesena “Volu­
m en” (Biblioteca Malatestiana Ms. S. IV. 1). A later work from the workshop of 
the Hungarian Master is the beautifully illuminated copy o f the Roman de Troie 
(Public Library o f  Russia, St Petersburg, Fr.F.v.XIV.3).32 The workshop—perhaps 
adding new members—later executed the Hungarian Angevin Legendary, this time 
working already under the influence o f the Illustratore. The Illustratore himself 
w orked for Miklos Väsäri in 1343.33
The anomalies in the system o f decoration noted above, the rapid modifica­
tion this workshop was capable of, as well as the stylistic context o f the manuscript 
unveiled by Gibbs suggest that the Bible o f Dem eter Nekcsei was most likely ex­
ecuted in Bologna. The strongest argument against the Bolognese origin is pre­
sented by the northern (as opposed to Bolognese) script used throughout the 
book.34 Several scribes and rubricators worked on the manuscript, and several
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corrections appear in the book. Although we can observe a num ber o f different 
hands, the script is the same throughout. These are typical signs o f Bolognese 
workshop traditions,, where work was distributed by gatherings.35 Bologna most 
likely had plenty o f scribes (including perhaps university students o f N orthern 
origin), who could have used this script w hen working for patrons from the North. 
T he successful execution o f this Bible may have led to the commissioning o f  this 
same workshop for the largest manuscript project o f 14th-century Hungary, the 
creation and illumination o f  the  Hungarian Angevin Legendary. These and other 
Bolognese illuminators may have come to Hungary in the end not for making the 
Bible o f Nekcsei, but for the making o f the Angevin Legendary.
The Commission
Although Dem eter Nekcsei—like many o f his contemporaries—may have studied 
for some time at the University o f Bologna, he was certainly not in Italy at the 
time o f the commission, c. 1335—1338. The manuscript must have been brought 
to Hungary by someone from his retinue, perhaps by someone studying in Bolog­
na. The idea o f  commissioning from a Bolognese workshop might have been 
suggested to him by ecclesiastical figures close to the court, such as Miklos D örög- 
di, w ho was rector o f the ultramontane students in Bologna in 1316-17 or Miklos 
Vasari.36 This group o f clerics may have been instrumental in the creation o f the 
Hungarian Angevin Legendary as well.37 W hile this part o f the story may never be 
deciphered, we can still speculate about the intended function o f the manuscript. 
T he iconography o f the frontispiece miniature clearly indicates that the commis­
sion o f  the Bible can be associated with its donation to a church or monastic insti­
tution. The image shows Dem eter Nekcsei and his wife, Katalin Garai offering a 
church to the Virgin (fig. 4). This church has been variously—but always incor­
rectly-identified.38 The current theory, proposed by Dezso Dercsenyi and Tünde 
Wehli, states that the Bible was destined for the Pauline hermitage o f Csatar in 
Baranyä county in Hungary, which Nekcsei had founded.39 However, we have 
no knowledge o f any monastic institution at Csatar, definitely not anything found­
ed by Dem eter Nekcsei. A docum ent from 1334 mentions an earlier donation o f 
the Nekcsei-brothers, D em eter and Sändor, o f  property in the village o f Csatar to 
“Fratres heremitarum de ecclesia S. Crucis et S. Salvatoris” .40 This Pauline m on­
astery, dedicated to the Holy Cross and the Saviour can readily be identified with 
the one variously know n as Keresztur or Bodrogsziget. Bodrogsziget was near 
Csatar and south o f  Baranyavar, on an island in the Danube.41 First m entioned in 
1282, it must have been founded some time before that, and is thus one o f the 
earliest Pauline houses o f Hungary. The island belonged to Baranya County and 
thus to the diocese o f  Pecs.42 As the text o f  the 1334 donation charter specifies, 
Dem eter Nekcsei and his son-in-law, Pal Garai, were the patrons o f Bodrogsziget 
monastery, and Nekcsei may possibly have chosen it as his burial place, although
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there is no proof o f this. His will, dating from 3 May 1336, provides no clues.43 
T he brother o f Demeter, Sändor Nekcsei, who died before 1326, chose to be 
buried next to the tomb o f Saint Ladislas in the Cathedral o f Varad (Oradea, 
R O ).44
Another possibility exists, which seems m ote plausible, although, like the other 
theories, it cannot be proven by clear documentary evidence. Given his position, 
Dem eter Nekcsei spent most o f his life in the royal court (he owned a house in 
Visegräd). Nevertheless, we know  the tow n of Nekcse (Nasice, C R) in the south­
ern part o f the former Baranya County was important to him, since the family 
owned property there. M oreover, in 1310 Sändor, the older brother o f Demeter, 
received the former property o f the Templars there in 1310 (a location know n as 
Nekcseszentmärton). This donation was again confirmed by the king in 1312, and 
Sändor also received permission from the king to build a castle at this location 
(icastrum ... constmere). Soon after that, the two brothers, w ho belonged to the 
Lipoc-branch o f the Aba clan, start calling themselves “o f Nekcse” , although their 
predecessors were known as “o f Lipoc” . The tow n o f Nekcse remained in their 
possession through the entire 14th century.45 In 1316, a Franciscan friary was 
m entioned in the tow n o f Nekcse—in all likelihood founded by the Nekcsei broth­
ers after the tow n had become the principal center o f their estates.46 The church— 
although rebuilt—still stands, awaiting investigation. D em eter may have chosen the 
Franciscan church o f Nekcse as his resting place, and this church may have been 
the recipient o f the lavishly illuminated Bolognese Bible.
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18 Transcribed and translated in Harrsen (n. 15 above).
19 W. Younger Fletcher, English Book Collectors, New York 1902, 346-47. For the sales from 
which Perkins had bought his books, see also S. de Ricci, English Collectors of Books and 
Manuscripts (1530-1930) and Their Marks of Ownership, Cambridge 1930, 96.
20 (Quaritch), A  List of the Chief Books and Manuscripts of the Perkins Library, To Be Sold by Auction 
in the Months of May and June, 1873..., London 1873.
21 (Gadsden, Ellis & Co., Auctioneers), The Perkins Library. A  Catalogue of the Very Valuable and 
Important Library Formed by the Late Henry Perkins, ESQ., etc..., 1873, 21.
22 In many other respects, Bolognese Bibles followed the type of the Paris Bibles, established 
around 1230 for the use of the University; see L. Light, “French Bibles c. 1200—30: A new look 
at the origin of the Paris Bible,” in The Early Medieval Bible: Its Production, Decoration and Use, 
ed. R . Gameson, Cambridge-New York 1994, 155-76. For an example of a large (as opposed 
to the more characteristic ‘pocket-size’) Paris Bibles see Zs. Jekely, “Ms 604—A Paris Bible at the 
Beinecke Library,” The Yale University Library Gazette 71, 1997, 107-19.
23 See the collation in Schutzner (n. 2 above), 31.
24 Prologues are numbered according to the standard classification, cf. F. Stegmüller, Repertorium 
Biblicum Medii Aevi, vols. I—XI., Madrid 1950-1980.
25 The most convincing o f these identifications concerns the shield on fol. 117r, which has been 
identified with the coat o f arms of the Kakas and Köcski families: Dercsenyi (n. 15 above,
Nekcsei Demeter), 118. For further, much less certain identifications, see Gy. Szabo, Közepkori 
magyar ebneres emlekek Amerikaban I.: A  Nekcsei Biblia XIV . szazadi cimerei, Warren 1959 (offprint 
from Faklya). Levärdy in his commentary to the facsimile edition saw the personal role of 
Nekcsei in the initial to fol. 265r (book of Nehemias), see Nekcsei-Biblia (n. 2 above), 56.
26 The folio numbers mentioned here are those in which the large initials enable us to grasp the 
character o f the painters, and not the first folios o f the gatherings in question. For collation, see 
Schutzner (n. 2 above), 31.
27 On Bible illuminations in Bologna, see F. Avril-M. T. Gousset, Manuscrits enlumines d’origine 
italienne 2., XIIIe siecle, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale 1984, with examples on 85—87 (Cat. No. 
103, Ms. Lat. 22), 101—104 (Cat. No. 124, Ms. Lat. 18). See also the so-called Gerona Bible:
M. Jacoff, “The Bible o f Charles V and related works: Bologna, Byzantium, and the West in the 
late 13th century,” in II medio Oriente e I’occidente neU’arte del X III secolo, Atti del X X IV  Congresso 
lnternazionale di Storia dell’Arte, Bologna 1979, ed. H. Belting, vol. 2., Bologna 1982, 163—71.
Another, more luxurious, Italian school of Bible production has recently been analyzed in detail; 
see A. Bräm, Neapolitanische Bilderbibeln des Trecento. Anjou-Buchmalerei von Robert dem Weisen bis 
zu  Johanna, vols. I—II., Wiesbaden 2007.
28 R . Gibbs, “Towards a History of Earlier 14th-Century Bolognese Illumination: Little Known 
Manuscripts by Nerio Bolognese and the Hungarian Master,” Wiener Jahrbuch für Kunstgeschichte 
46-47, 1993/94, 211-22.
29 Ibid, 212-15 (with earlier bibliography).
30 Gerhard Schmidt proposed a much more direct link between the Bolognese artists working in 
St. Florian and the workshop of the Nekcsei Bible, proposing that illuminators traveled from 
St. Florian to Hungary; see G. Schmidt, Die Malerschule von St. Florian-Beiträge zur süddeutschen 
Malerei zu  Ende des 13. und im 14. Jahrhundert, Graz 1962, 135-43.
31 Gibbs (n. 28 above), 217-19.
32 St Petersburg, Public Library o f Russia, Fr.F.v.XIV.3 (Benoit de Sainte-Maure, Le Roman de la 
guerre de Troie), see T. Voronova-A. Sterligov, Western European Illuminated Manuscripts of the 
8,h to the 16'h Centuries in the National Library of Russia, St Petersburg, Bournemouth-St Petersburg 
1996, 245-51, figs. 317-28. I thank Susan L’Engle for calling my attention to this manuscript.
33 Conti (n. 7 above), 92.
34 Gibbs (n. 12 above, Bolognese Manuscripts), 75. Interestingly, foreign researchers-including 
Harrsen, Gnudi, Gibbs and Schutzner-suppose that this workshop was active in Hungary, while 
recent Hungarian research often localizes the making of both the Bible and the Angevin 
Legendary to Bologna, see’for example T. Wehli, “Megjegyzesek a Magyar Anjou Legendärium 
srilusanak kerdesehez,” Ars Hungarica XIX, 1991, 141-48, and-even more forcefiilly-idem
(n. 4 above), 77.
35 See F. D ’Arcais, “L’organizzazione del lavoro riegli scriptoria laici del primo Trecento a 
Bologna,” in La miniatura Italiana in eta Romanica e Gotica. A tti del I  Congresso di storia della 
miniatura Italiana, Cortona 26-28  maggio 1978, ed. G. Vailati Schoenberg Waldenburg, Florence
1979, 357-69.
36 See A. Por, “Adatok a bolognai es padovai jog-egyetemen a XIV. szäzadban tanult 
magyarokröl,” Szäzadok XXXI, 1897, 769-95.
37 Szakacs (n. 6 above), 214—17; T. Kerny, “A kerlesi ütközet megjelenese es elterjedese az 
irodalomban, majd a kepzomuveszetben,” in Foklor es vizuälis kultüra, ed. A. Szemerkenyi, 
Budapest 2007, 215-17.
38 Meta Harrsen suggested the Priory at Obuda, dedicated to St Peter and Paul, while Ferenc 
Levärdy thought o f the church at Gyöngyöspata-both without any documentary evidence.
39 This is based on the biographical article o f Antal Por, who talks o f the Pauline monastery 
dedicated to the Holy Cross and the Saviour, to which Nekcsei donated the property of Csatär, 
see Por (n. 3 above). See Dercsenyi (n. 15 above, Nekcsei Demeter), 122—123; idem,
“A Nekcsei-Biblia kora es törtenete,” in the study booklet accompanying the Nekcsei-Bible 
(n. 2 above), 8-9. In this commentary on the facsimile edition, Csatär is mentioned as being in 
Zala County due to an unfortunate editorial error. The Benedictine Abbey of Csatär (Zala) is of 
course associated with another famous Bible, the so-called Admont Bible (Wien, Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek, Ser. nov. 2701-2702), see T. Wehli, “Admonti Biblia,” in Härom kodex 
(n. 4 above), 19-70, and A. Fingernagel, Die Admonter Riesenbibel, Graz 2001. The Pauline 
monastery of Csatär in Baranya is mentioned by Wehli several times as the place for which the 
Bible was commissioned; see Magyarorszägi müveszet 1300-1470 körül, vol., I., ed. E. Marosi, 
Budapest 1987, 364; Hoffmann-Wehli (n. 7 above), 221.
40 1334: Anjoukori okmänytär. Codex diplomatics Hungaricus Andegavensis, vol. III. (1333-1339), 
ed. I. Nagy, Budapest 1883, 116: “Fratres heremitarum de ecclesia S. Crucis” . In 1377,
the monastery is mentioned as: “Claustrum S. Crucis de insula Danubii” (Budapest,
Magyar Orszägos Leveltär, Dl. 6395).
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41 D. Csänki, Magyarorszäg törteneti földrajza a Hunyadiak koräbatt, vol. II., Budapest 1894, 194-95; 
Gy. Györfiy, A z  Arpäd-kori Magyarorszäg törteneti földrajza, vol. I., Budapest 1963, 325-26;
F. L. Hervay, “Szerzeteshäzak a közepkori Baranyäban,” Baranya IV, 1991, 47. See also 
T. Guzsik, A  pälos rend bpitfozete a közepkori Magyarorszägon, Budapest 2003, 65, 68, 207 
(with further bibliography). The exact location of the monastery is unknown.
42 Some confusion was also caused by the presence of another monastery on the other bank o f the 
river, in Bodrog County. Variously known as Bodrogmonostor, Monostorszeg or Szentpeter- 
monostor, this Benedictine monastery stood near the castle o f Bodrog, and was dedicated to
St Peter. An important group of 11th-century stone carvings-described at the time of their 
discovery as originating in the Pauline monastery of Bodrogsziget (Keresztur)-most likely comes 
from the early building of this Benedictine abbey, for which we have no written sources prior to 
the 14th century. See S. Töth, “Az aracsi ko rokonsäga,” in A  közepkori Dil-Alföld es Szer, 
ed. T. Kollar, Szeged 2000, 429-47.
43 Por (n. 3 above).
44 See J. Balogh, Varadinum. Värad vara, vol. II., Budapest 1982, 283.
45 For the castle, see Engel (n. 3 above, 1996), vol. I., 375. The date the actual castle was built is 
uncertain, as the structure is first mentioned only near the end o f the 14th century. The castle 
was not in the town, but some distance away, in present-day Bedemgrad (CR).
46 One unverified reference exists claiming that the Franciscan friary already stood in 1260:
D. Vukicevic-Samarzija, “Mittelalterliche Kirchen der Bettelorden in Kroatien,” in Koldulorendi 
tyiteszet a közepkori Magyarorszägon. Tanulmänyok, ed. A. Haris, Budapest 1994, 69-71.
See also Hervay (n. 41 above), 40, 51, placing the foundation date to before 1334.
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Miklos Boskovits
A FRAGMENT OF A 14TH-CEN TURY  VENETIAN 
CRUCIFIX IN HUNGARY
A little less than fifty years ago, shortly after completing my studies at Budapest 
University, I spent a fruitful year o f voluntary service at the Budapest M useum of 
Fine Arts, where I began to develop my interest in early Italian painting. My su­
pervisor (I might say my guardian angel), Miklos Mojzer, a young assistant curator, 
greatly encouraged my growing inclination for gold-ground pictures, through 
stimulating discussions t>f the items belonging to the M useum and also o f other 
works by Italian ‘primitives’ he had seen in Hungarian private collections.
Among the latter was the painting I am going to illustrate here: a fine bust o f 
the Mourning St John (fig. 1) whose attribution was, o f  course, a problem I could 
not solve at that time. W hat immediately struck me, how ever was the saint’s nobly 
reserved conduct: he expresses his anguish w ithout pathos or theatricality, merely 
knitting his brow slightly and raising his apparently-trembling right hand in a 
gesture o f  helplessness.1
From then on, I kept a photograph o f  the painting in my files, classified—fol­
lowing the advice o f  another dear friend, Carlo V olpe-am ong the anonymous 
Venetian painters. R eturn ing  to the image from time to time, I found it so in­
tense, so ready to communicate, almost as if  it were a portrait, that I gradually 
came to the conclusion it could only be by one o f  the leading masters o f  the 
Venetian Trecento. It was therefore a great disappointment, mingled with disbe­
lief, to learn that the painting had been published in the catalogue o f  an exhibi­
tion in Budapest w ith  the misleading attribution to a Sienese artist close to N ic- 
colo di Ser Sozzo.2
. As to the painting’s original position, it must have been the right-hand tabella 
o f a painted Crucifix: its original trefoil shape, although now  deprived o f its en­
gaged frame and integrated with a half roundel on the left side (where it was linked 
to the now  lost Cros), is a recurring peculiarity o f Venetian painted Crucifixes 
in the 13th and 14th centuries, as is proven by a num ber o f surviving examples.3 
St John may assume in them  essentially three types o f  pose: he leans his face on the 
palm o f  his right hand; he raises his clasped hands towards his Master; or he makes 
the gesture seen in the painting discussed here, as in another, smaller painted 
Crucifix by Paolo Veneziano in the church o f  St Nicholas, Trau (fig. 4).4
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1. Paolo Veneziano: The mourning St Jolm, 
Budapest, private collection
Such images were produced in several versions in the first half o f the 14th 
century. Their stylistic character and their Venetian workmanship offer important 
points o f reference for our fragment. Strong support for their stylistic ties with 
Paolo’s circle comes from the minuscule dotted decoration o f  the Saint’s halo. 
Similar motives, indeed, gradually disappear from the ornamental repertory o f 
paintings by the m id-century.5 Various features o f the painting, however, particu­
larly the delicacy o f  the pictorial rendering o f the flesh parts, the softness o f  the 
clothes the Saint is wearing, and the intensity o f characterization o f his torm ented 
state o f mind, show that the author o f our fragment was not simply a follower or 
workshop assistant o f Paolo Veneziano. These aspects share the exceptionally high 
quality o f the artist’s autograph works.
Recognizing Paolo’s direct responsibility, however, the problem o f the Buda­
pest fragment’s chronological position in his output remains to be solved. M uraro 
and Pallucchini considered some sixty o f  Paolo’s whole altarpieces or components 
o f larger paintings, devotional panels and manuscript illuminations as products o f 
his workshop,6 while Pedrocco, in his recent monograph, recognizes thirty-one as 
autograph works by the artist’s own hand.7 Paolo was last m entioned as still living 
in 1358 and we know  that by 1362 he was certainly dead, but his birth date is 
unknown. Opinions vary considerably about how  many years or decades o f activ­
ity must have preceded the execution o f his first signed and dated work, the frag-
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2. Paolo Veneziano: The mourning Virgin (part from 
the Pala Feriale), Venice, Museo di San Marco
and modelled by a chiaroscuro w ith gradu­
ated shadows and intense highlights that 
recalls the way o f  rendering the suppleness 
o f  skin in the figures o f the Pala feriale. The 
physiognomic type which characterizes the 
Budapest St John, w ith longish fleshy nose, 
firm lips, rounded chin and hair that curls 
w ith the ductility o f  wire, also recurs in 
Paolo’s San Marco altarpiece, where the 
slighdy bent and twisted poses o f  the busts 
o f  the saints in the upper row  (fig. 2) are 
another point o f similarity. T he distinc­
tively naturalistic approach o f these figures, 
just like those which populate the slightly 
earlier panels w ith Stories o f St Nicholas in 
the Contini Bonacossi Bequest in the UfR- 
zi, differentiates them  from the figures 
thronging the Vicenza panels o f  1333, and 
especially from the aristocratic refinement 
o f both the gestures and the elongated pro­
portions o f the figures in works by the art-
mentary altarpiece o f 1333 in the 
Museo Civico in Vicenza.8 If, as be­
lieved by Pallucchini (rightly in my 
opinion), the figures o f  donors paint­
ed on the relief o f  St Donatus, dated 
1310 (Murano, Santi Maria e D o­
nato), attest to an early phase in Pao­
lo’s art,9 his career must have ex­
tended for half a century. Yet very 
few o f his paintings are connected to 
a firm  date, and all o f these are from 
relatively late in his career.
Despite the uncertainties o f Pao­
lo’s chronology, I believe that the 
now-lost Crucifix o f which the 
Mourning St John once formed part 
must have been produced around 
the same time as the Pala feriale o f 
San Marco in Venice, which bears 
the date 1345 (fig. 3).10 The forms o f 
the body are outlined by the same 
softly-modulated, fluent contours
3. Paolo Veneziano: The discovery of
St Marc’s relics (part from the Pala Feriale), 
Venice, Museo di San Marco
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ist from around m id-century,11 such as the panels o f the Chioggia polyptych o f 
1349; the latter tendency is absent from the fragment o f  Crucifix being discussed 
here.
The artist’s attention to the truthfulness o f details, such as the fingers o f St John 
sinking into the hem  o f the cloak he clenches w ith his left hand, can be found in 
Paolo’s paintings dating from the late 1330s or early 1340s, such as the Madonna 
and Child in the Museo Diocesano in Padua and in the panel with the same subject 
from the church o f Sant’Alvise, now in the Accademia in Venice,12 where realistic 
observations enliven the description o f faces and particular attention is given to the 
rendering o f the material substance o f draperies. W hat seems to me particularly 
close in these paintings, however, is the extremely fine quality level o f the execu­
tion, combined with the intensity o f emotion that the characters emanate: each o f 
them fully deserves to be considered a work by Paolo’s ow n hand.
There remains the question whether there survive other parts o f the original 
Crucifix from which the Budapest fragment came. It would be tempting to iden­
tify it as the lost terminal tabella o f Paolo’s Crucifix from the Venetian church o f 
San Samuele (at present in the church o f Santo Stefano),13 but the St John Mourning 
panel seems somewhat too large, and in any case, stylistic considerations would 
place the Venetian Crucifix in a later phase o f Paolo’s career. So, for the time 
being, this hitherto unrecognized masterpiece by Paolo Veneziano remains an 
isolated work, and we can only hope that future research may identify its com ­
panion pieces.
N otes
1 The panel, which used to belong to a private collection in Budapest, measures 60.5 x 60.8 cm.
I am grateful to Anna Harangi and Vilmos Tätrai for providing further information about
the painting.
2 The exhibition Valogatäs magyar magangyujtemenyekbSl was held in the Magyar Nemzeti Galeria 
(Hungarian National Gallery) in 1981. The painting discussed here figured as no. 2,
“Sienese painter, c. 1350”.
3 M. Muraro, Paolo da Venezia, Milan 1969, cites four large-sized painted Crucifixes (pis. 11, 12, 
14, 93) with trefoil termination, o f the milieu of Paolo Veneziano, two of which are in Croatia. 
To these G. Gamulin’s volume The Painted Crucifixes in Croatia* Zagreb 1983 adds a fifth (pi. 41), 
and the exhibition catalogue II Trecento adriatico. Paolo Veneziano e la pittura tra oriente e occidente, 
ed. F. Flores d’Arcais-G. Gentili, Milan 2002, 178-79, a sixth, both of which belong to Croatian 
churches. A further example is the one in the church o f San Giacomo dell’Orio in Venice.
See Quademi della Soprintendenza ai Beni Artistici e Storici di Venezia, no. 17, Venice 1993, pi. IV.
4 See Muraro (n. 3 above), pi. 13.
5 The punched or incised halo decoration of 14th century Venetian paintings is still a very rarely 
investigated subject. See, however, the observations in M. S. Frinta, Punched Decoration.
On Late Medieval Panel and Miniature Painting, vol. I., Prague 1998, 46, 56, 127, 128, 130, 146, 
149, 480; also F. Pedrocco, Paolo Veneziano, Milan 2003, 110-112.
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6 See R . Pallucchini, La pittura veneziana del Trecento, Venice-Rome 1964, 17-60; also Muraro 
(n. 3 above), 103—59. This latter scholar uses more frequently the specification “workshop” 
or “Paolo and workshop”; but in general neither Pallucchini nor Muraro suggests any rigid 
distinction between autograph and non-autograph works.
7 Pedrocco (n. 5 above), 134-207. The term “autograph works” is, o f course, somewhat 
misleading as applied to 14th-century painting: it is hardly possible to exclude workshop 
assistance in the making of an altarpiece.
8 See M. E. Avagnina, in Pinacoteca Civica di Vicenza. Dipinti dal X IV a l X V I secolo, 
ed. M. E. Avagnina et al., Vicenza 2003, 102-105.
9 See Pallucchini (n. 6 above), 19-20.
10 See Pedrocco (n. 5 above), 86-93.
11 The altarpiece is signed and dated 1349. See ibid, 180-83.
12 Ibid, 160-63, with a dating around 1340.
13 Ibid, 158-59. The painting in its present state measures 163 x 108 cm. Pedrocco considers it 
was executed towards 1340, but the aristocratic refinement o f the figure of Christ would suggest 
a later date, from the last decade of the artist’s activity.
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Gerhard Schmidt
EINE W ENIG BEACHTETE STEINMADONNA 
DES 14. JA H R H U N D ER TS IN WIEN
Man darf vermuten, dass in den meisten der Kirchen, Kapellen und Klöster, die 
um  die M itte des 14. Jahrhunderts in W ien und seinen Vororten bestanden, je ­
weils mindestens eine Statue der Gottesmutter verehrt wurde; grob geschätzt müs­
sen damals etwa zwei Dutzend dieser Bildwerke existiert haben.1 Erhalten hat sich 
bis heute nur ein Bruchteil dieser Zahl: die Dienstbotenmadonna in St. Stephan,2 die 
vermutlich aus dem Dominikanerkloster stammende Madonna bei den Salesiane- 
rinnen,3  die sogenannte Familienmadonna in der M inoritenkirche4 und die Madonna 
in der Eligiuskapelle zu St. Stephan.5 Schließlich darf auch die Sonntagsberger Maria 
in der Österreichischen Galerie6 zu den in W ien entstandenen Statuen gezählt 
werden, da ihr Stil die Autorschaft (oder zumindest den Einfluß) des dort tätigen 
Michaelermeisters verrät.7
Die beiden erstgenannten Figuren sind zu Beginn des 14. Jahrhunderts, die 
drei letztgenannten um  die Jahrhundertm itte oder bald nachher entstanden. In 
stilistischer Hinsicht vertreten diese fünf Skulpturen jeweils ganz unterschiedliche 
R ichtungen; deshalb erlauben sie keine Rückschlüsse auf einen spezifischen Lo­
kalstil, der sich im  Laufe der ersten Jahrhunderthälfte in W ien entwickelt haben 
könnte.8 U nd ebenso wenig lassen sich von ihnen W echselwirkungen mit der ab 
den zwanziger Jahren in W ien entstandenen Bauplastik -  für den Chorneubau 
von St. Stephan bzw. für die W estfront der M inoritenkirche -  ablesen.9
Angesichts der geringen Zahl erhaltener W iener M adonnen verdient ihre im 
H o f des W ohnhauses W iedner Hauptstraße 36 verborgene -  und deshalb so gut 
wie unbekannte -  Schwester (Abb. 2, 3) einiges Interesse, obgleich ihr relativ 
schlechter Erhaltungszustand die Bestimmung ihres genuinen Stilcharakters er­
schwert. Diesem diffizilen Unterfangen sind die folgenden Zeilen gewidmet.
Die Statue wurde von Karl Ginhart im Jahr 1956 zufällig im Inneren des Hau­
ses entdeckt.10 Der K opf und die linke Hand Mariä sowie der Oberkörper des 
Kindes bestanden damals aus Holz; Ginhart vermutet, es habe sich dabei um  Ergän­
zungen aus dem 18. Jahrhundert gehandelt. Diese Teile wurden in der Folge dürch 
den Bildhauer Franz Barwig d. J. -  „in guter Einfühlung“, wie Ginhart schreibt -  in 
Kunststein erneuert. Schließlich fand die so wiederhergestellte Figur in einer seich­
ten Mauernische im H o f des Hauses unter einem Baldachin aus Blech Aufstellung.
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1. Wien, Minoritenkirche, Teilstück des Bogenfeldes über dem rechten 
Westportal (Foto: Michaela Schuller)
Dieser Zustand wurde rund zwanzig Jahre später in dem entsprechenden Band der 
Österreichischen Kunsttopographie beschrieben und abgebildet.11
Bereits in den frühen neunziger Jahren wurde das Bundesdenkmalamt auf er­
hebliche Schäden aufmerksam, die inzwischen an der nur unzureichend gegen 
Niederschläge geschützten Skulptur aufgetreten waren. Die 1994 durchgeführte 
Restaurierung stellte jenen  Zustand her, in dem sich die Statue — nunm ehr m it­
samt ihrem Baldachin in einer erheblich tieferen Nische geborgen — noch heute 
präsentiert. Außerdem gibt der Restaurierungsbericht des Bundesdenkmalamtes 
Auskunft über das Material, die Maße und den Erhaltungszustand der Figur.12
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2. Wien IV., Wiedner Hauptstraße 36.
Madonnenstatue im Hof, Frontalansicht (Foto: 
Wien, Bundesdenkmalamt)
Diese besteht aus Kalksandstein der R egion Au-Loretto (Au am Leithagebirge), 
was zu der Annahme berechtigt, sie sei in W ien selbst entstanden.13 M it ihrer 
Höhe von 154 cm ist die Statue knapp lebensgroß, und das Verhältnis von Breite 
(58 cm) zu Tiefe (45 cm) belegt, dass wir es mit einem vollrunden Bildwerk zu tun 
haben, dessen Rückseite ursprünglich sorgfältig bearbeitet war. U ber die Herkunft 
der Statue und ihre ursprüngliche Funktion ist leider nichts bekannt.
Zum  Erhaltungszustand enthält der Restaurierungsbericht einige-entmutigen­
de Passagen: „Ergänzungen sind: K opf der M adonna inklusive Hals, Jesuskind ab 
Nabel aufwärts, linke Hand der Maria bis Kleidärmel, ein großer Teil der Plinthe.
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3. Wien IV., Wiedner Hauptstraße 36. 
Madonnenstatue im Hof, Seitenansicht 
(Foto: Wien, Bundesdenkmalamt)
Darüber hinaus zahlreiche Kittungen entlang der Faltenwürfe des Mantels und des 
Kleides.“ Nach der Aufzählung weiterer kleiner Schäden heißt es abschließend: 
„Die formale Veränderung der Skulptur durch oben genannte Ergänzungen wird 
durch zusätzliche bildhauerische Überarbeitungen verstärkt (es dürften hier wohl 
schon einige Bildhauer die Figur überarbeitet haben), z. B. Schärpe, einige Falten­
würfe etc.“
Trotzdem  ist meines Erachtens von der originalen Substanz der Statue so viel 
erhalten geblieben, dass ein Urteil über ihren künstlerischen R ang erlaubt er­
scheint. Maria trägt das Kind auf ihrem rechten Arm, gehört also zu den in Öster­
reich gar nicht seltenen „Rechtsm adonnen“ .14 Dem entsprechend vollführt ihr 
Körper einen graziösen C-Schwung, weil sie das über dem Standbein angeordne­
te Gewicht des Kindes durch eine leichte Linksneigung des Oberkörpers ausbalan­
ciert. Da der K opf Mariä eine moderne Ergänzung ist, lässt sich nicht m ehr mit 
Sicherheit sagen, ob er sich schon ursprünglich so entschieden nach rechts wandte, 
um  den Blick auf den Knaben zu richten; sehr stark kann die Abweichung vom  
Originalzustand jedoch nicht sein, da auf den Schultern der Figur zweifellos Reste 
des Schleiers erhalten waren, die dem Restaurator einen Hinweis auf die ursprüng­
liche Kopfhaltung geben konnten. Keinerlei Indizien besitzen w ir hingegen für 
das T un des Jesusknaben: O b dieser seit jeher einen Vogel in der R echten hielt 
und m it der Linken nach dem Schleier der M utter griff, bleibt ungewiss. Beides ist 
möglich, doch sind auch andere Gesten und Attribute denkbar.
Gekleidet ist Maria in ein rotes Gewand und einen blauen M antel.15 Dieser 
wird vor der Brust von einer vergoldeten, vierpassförmigen Brosche zusammen­
gehalten; darunter öffnet er sich weit, so dass er in der Frontalansicht der Statue 
(Abb. 2) nur an zwei Stellen markant in Erscheinung tritt: als schmale glatte Stoff­
bahn an der linken Flanke der Figur, wo er auch das leicht seitwärts gestellte Spiel­
bein bedeckt, und rechts lediglich als das üppige Stoffgehänge unterhalb des Kin­
des. Maria rafft den M antel m it beiden Armen: links mit dem Unterarm  so, dass er 
sich etwas unter Kniehöhe teilt und in der Seitenansicht (Abb. 3) den Blick auf ein 
Stück des Untergewandes freigibt, während er rechts mit dem Ellbogen gegen die 
Hüfte gepresst und dann um  den U nterkörper des Kindes gewickelt wird, um 
zuletzt noch die schon erwähnte Falten- und Saumkaskade auszubilden.
Das einzige Kostümdetail unserer M adonna, das schon für den ersten Blick 
befremdlich wirkt, ist der relativ lange, schräg vor dem R u m p f gezogene Teil 
ihres weißen, von vergoldeten Rüschen gesäumten Schleiers. Das M otiv eines 
derart schräg angeordneten Schleierzipfels ist zwar selten, aber nicht einzigartig; es 
begegnet uns — obschon weniger auffällig und viel überzeugender gestaltet — auch 
an der Madonnenstatue der Friesacher Dominikanerkirche,1 (’ die in den dreißiger Jah­
ren des 14. Jahrhunderts entstanden sein dürfte (Abb. 4). D ort fließt die eine Hälf­
te des Schleiertuches von der linken Schulter schräg vor die Brust, während sich 
die andere auf der rechten Schulter staut. Bei unserer Statue hingegen fällt der 
Schleier nicht zu beiden Seiten des Kopfes herab; vielmehr verschwindet er hinter 
der linken Schulter Mariä zur Gänze, um  dann in voller Breite über den rechten
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4. Friesach, Dominikanerkirche, Madonnenstatue 
(Foto: Wien, Bundesdenkmalamt)
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5. Detail der Madonna von Abb. 2 (Foto: Michaela Schuller)
Oberarm  gezogen und wie eine breite Schärpe vor den R um p f gelegt zu werden. 
Von schmächtigen, parallel verlaufenden Faltenstegen nur oberflächlich geglie­
dert, schmiegt er sich dem Körper wie angeklebt an und endet — als R echteck mit 
leicht abgerundeten Ecken — abrupt an der linken Hüfte der Figur. U nter allen 
Kostümdetails unserer M adonna ist er das einzige, das dem gotischen Formemp­
finden so deutlich widerspricht, dass w ir annehmen müssen, er verdanke seine 
heutige Gestaltung einer der diversen nachmittelalterlichen Überarbeitungen der 
Statue.
D ennoch ist dieser schärpenartig vor den Leib gezogene Schleier gewiss nicht 
zur Gänze von einem  Restaurator „erfunden“ , sondern nur teilweise falsch inter­
pretiert worden. Bei schärferem Hinsehen bem erkt man denn auch unterhalb des 
Schleiersaumes in der linken Leistenbeuge der Figur einen senkrecht nach unten 
weisenden Stoffzipfel, der heute, da rot eingefärbt, als Teil des Kleides erscheint, 
zu dem er sich jedoch in keine plausible Beziehung setzen lässt (Abb. 5). Es ist 
dieses unerklärliche Stück Stoff, das ursprünglich den letzten Zipfel des Schleiers 
gebildet haben dürfte; dieser'wird also die linksseitige M antelbahn gar nicht über­
lappt haben, sondern wird bereits neben ihr in einer schlaffen Kurve herabgefal­
len sein.
Die heute praktisch unsichtbare Rückseite der Statue wurde durch die jüngste 
Restaurierung offenbar nur wenig verändert; sie wirkt w eder gereinigt noch ist sie 
farbig gefasst. Im merhin kann man dort noch den Verlauf des unteren Schleiersau­
mes von der linken Schulter zum rechten Oberarm  verfolgen und darunter eine
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Kaskade voluminöser Zug- und Schüsselfalten erkennen, die sich zwingend aus 
der beidseitigen Raffung des Mantels ergaben.17
W enn man die offenkundigen Ergänzungen und die eine oder andere nach- 
mittelalterliche Veränderung in Abzug bringt, zeigt es sich, dass unsere Statue 
einer stilistischen Beurteilung durchaus zugänglich bleibt. Das betrifft zunächst 
ihre Proportionen und ihre Körperhaltung: Die schlanke Gestalt Mariä wächst — 
sich nach oben kontinuierlich verjüngend — über einer relativ breiten Basis em ­
por, wobei sie zunächst ein w enig nach links ausschwingt, dann aber m it dem 
K opf eine Gegenbewegung nach rechts vollfuhrt (Abb. 2). Diese leichte Torsion 
des Körpers bewirkt, dass die linke Kontur der Statue eine graziöse, einem lang­
gezogenen gespiegelten S gleichende Kurve bildet. Dem gegenüber betont die 
rechte Flanke eine starre, aus Standbein und Jesuskind bestehende Vertikale, de­
ren stabilisierender Effekt durch den dort ganz geraden Konturverlauf zusätzlich 
verstärkt wird.
. Da unsere M adonna darauf verzichtet, eine Bahn ihres Mantels vor dem Kör­
per zu raffen, dom iniert die Vertikale auch in ihrem  Faltensystem. Dabei wird 
zwischen Untergewand und Mantel hinsichtlich der textilen Qualität nicht diffe­
renziert: Beide Kleidungsstücke bestehen gleichermaßen aus relativ schweren, nur 
wenig geschmeidigen Stoffen, die zur Bildung lotrecht verlaufender, in Bodennä­
he steif umknickender Röhrenfalten neigen. Schmächtigere Faltenstege werden 
nur quasi synkopisch zur Belebung verschatteter Faltenmulden eingesetzt. Verein­
zelte Bündel zarter Zugfalten schließlich bilden sich um den Unterkörper des 
Kindes sowie unterhalb der linken Brust und -  von der Ellenbeuge ausgehend -  
am linken Oberarm der M utter (Abb. 3). W o der Mantel gerafft wird, verlaufen 
die vergoldeten Säume ungemein kurvenreich, was heute den Gesamteindruck 
der Figur erheblich bereichert.18
W ir haben es also mit einem im Kern recht qualitätvollen Bildwerk zu tun, das 
charakteristische Merkmale der hochgotischen Statuarik aufweist. Was seine Ent­
stehungszeit anlangt, besteht in dem -  bislang spärlichen -  Schrifttum weitgehend 
Übereinstimmung: Ginhart setzt unsere M adonna in das zweite Viertel des 14. 
Jahrhunderts,19 die Österreichische Kunsttopographie datiert sie „um  1330“ ,20 und auf 
dem (modernen) Sockel der Statue liest man die Zahlen „1330—1340“ .21 W enn 
w ir im Folgenden die Stellung der Figur im Kontext der W iener M onumentalplas­
tik zu präzisieren versuchen, werden wir zu einem nur unwesentlich späteren 
Ansatz kommen.
Festzuhalten ist zunächst, dass unsere Figur keinerlei formale Verwandtschaft 
m it einer jener fünf W iener M adonnen des 14. Jahrhunderts erkennen lässt, die 
ich einleitend genannt habe. Anders als diese erweist sie sich jedoch als stilver­
wandt mit einem W erk der zeitgenössischen Monumentalplastik: Es ist das Tym ­
panonrelief über dem rechten W estportal der Wiener Minoritenkirche, in dem wir auf 
Figuren von sehr ähnlicher Gestaltung treffen. Ehe wir diese These durch Verglei­
che erhärten, müssen wir allerdings kurz auf die ereignisreiche Geschichte des 
Skulpturenschmuckes an der Westfassade der genannten Kirche eingehen.22
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Die Ansiedlung der M inoriten in W ien erfolgte bereits 1224; ab 1276 wurde 
für sie eine zunächst zweischiffige Kirche errichtet. An die zwei östlichsten Joche 
des linken Schiffes wurde dann in den zwanziger Jahren des 14. Jahrhunderts eine 
dem hl. Ludwig geweihte Kapelle angefugt, die man schließlich ab ca. 1339 nach 
W esten verlängerte und so zu einem dritten Kirchenschiff ausbaute. Im Laufe der 
vierziger Jahre erhielt die nun dreischiffige Hallenkirche ihre noch heute beste­
hende Fassade; deren drei Portale entstanden offenbar in knapper zeitlicher Ab­
folge. Das linke Nebenportal blieb, von zwei kleinen Konsolfiguren abgesehen, 
noch ohne skulpturalen Schmuck; das Hauptportal hingegen wurde (in auffälli­
gem Gegensatz zu der Gepflogenheit der Bettelorden) reich m it plastischen Bild­
werken ausgestattet23 -  nämlich mit einer Trumeau-Madonna, je  drei Statuen in 
den beiden Gewänden und einer Verkündigungsgruppe, deren Figuren den Portal­
trichter in H öhe des Bogenfeldes flankieren. (Alle diese Statuen sind durch­
schnittlich ca. 125 cm hoch und somit deutlich kleiner als unsere M adonna. Das 
zerstreut den Verdacht, diese könnte ehemals für ein Portal der M inoritenkirche 
bestimmt gewesen sein.) Das Tym panonrelief stellt, dem ursprünglichen Heilig­
kreuz-Patrozinium  der Kirche entsprechend, die Kreuzigung dar:24 In zwei spitz- 
bogigen Feldern sind die Assistenzfiguren versammelt, und der Kruzifixus nim m t 
den zentralen Zwickel ein.
Das rechte Nebenportal blieb ohne Statuenschmuck, erhielt aber ein Bogen­
feld, das dieselbe Gliederung aufweist wie jenes des Hauptportals.25 H ier ist in 
dem linken Kompartiment die Stigmatisation des hl. Franziskus dargestellt; der über 
ihm schwebende Christus-Seraph erscheint in dem Mittelzwickel. Das rechte Kom ­
partiment zeigt drei stehende Heilige (Abb. 1): einen M önch (wohl Antonius von 
Padua), die hl. Klara und die durch eine Krone ausgezeichnete hl. Elisabeth von 
Ungarn. U ber ihnen schwebt ein heute kaum noch erkennbarer Engel, dessen 
ausgestreckter rechter Arm auf die Christus-Erscheinung in dem zentralen Zw ik- 
kel hinweist.
Das nachmittelalterliche Schicksal der drei Portale gestaltete sich ganz unter­
schiedlich. W ährend die beiden Seiteneingänge schon 1503 vermauert wurden, 
blieb das Hauptportal ständig in Benützung und dürfte im  Laufe der Zeit mehrfach 
beschädigt w orden sein. Im 18. Jahrhundert (spätestens 1785/86 anläßlich der 
umfassenden Restaurierung der Kirche durch J. F. H etzendorf von Hohenberg) 
w urden die Köpfe einiger Gewändestatuen und der O berkörper des Kindes der 
Trumeau-Madonna in barockem Geschmack erneuert sowie einzelne abgebrochene 
Hände und Attribute ergänzt. Schließlich soll 1886 eine damals offenbar noch 
sichtbare farbige Fassung der Portalskulpturen entfernt worden sein. Für deren 
heutiges Erscheinungsbild dürfte jedoch in erster Linie die große Kampagne der 
Jahre 1892—1903 verantwortlich gewesen sein, als unter der Leitung von Victor 
Luntz das Klostergebäude abgerissen und die Westfassade der Kirche restauriert 
wurde. Damals hat man die Skulpturen des Hauptportals offenbar scharf gereinigt 




Das Bogenfeld des rechten Portals blieb auch nach der Vermauerung der Türe 
noch sichtbar, und eben deshalb dürfte es durch Bilderfeinde beschädigt worden 
sein, als die Kirche von 1559 bis 1620 unter protestantischer Verwaltung stand. 
Vermutlich in diesen Jahren hat man schließlich noch das ganze Tym panon mit 
seinem als anstößig empfundenen Bildprogramm zugemörtelt — und es so nicht 
nur vor der völligen Zerstörung, sondern auch vor jenen  Überarbeitungen be­
wahrt, denen die Skulpturen des Hauptportals ausgesetzt waren. D enn erst im 
Jahre 1903, also ganz zu Ende der Luntzschen Renovierungskampagne, wurde das 
Bogenfeld wieder freigelegt, und glücklicherweise hat man damals darauf verzich­
tet, es zu restaurieren. So ist es das einzige Bildwerk geblieben, das uns — ungeach­
tet seiner Beschädigungen — den Stil der M inoritenwerkstatt im W esentlichen 
unverfälscht überliefert.
Dass dieser Stil nicht bodenständig ist, sondern sehr französisch anmutet, hat 
man seit jeher gesehen; bestätigt wurde diese Einschätzung durch das Totenbuch 
der M inoriten, demzufolge ein Bruder Jacobus von Paris — freilich in einer nicht 
näher bezeichneten Funktion — an der Errichtung der Portale maßgeblich betei­
ligt war. Trotzdem  neigten ältere A utoren wie Kieslinger und Ginhart dazu, den 
französischen Einfluß 'durch Vergleiche mit ähnlich konzipierten Portalen in 
Deutschland und den Hinweis auf eine mögliche italienische Kom ponente zu 
relativieren. Letztere ist freilich ausschließlich ikonographischer Natur, insofern 
die Darstellung der Stigmatisation jener Formel folgt, die durch das entsprechende 
Fresko in der Oberkirche zu Assisi (sowie durch die themengleichen Gemälde 
Giottos) quasi kanonisiert w orden war; die formale Gestaltung der Figuren aber 
hat mit der Plastik des T recento nichts zu tun und lässt sich unm ittelbar aus 
Frankreich ableiten.26
Stellt man nun unsere M adonna den zwei weiblichen Heiligen aus dem Bo­
genfeldrelief gegenüber, ist die Stilverwandtschaft der drei Figuren nicht zu über­
sehen (Abb. 1, 2). Vor allem die hl. Klara mit ihrem leicht schwingenden Körper, 
der, sich verjüngend, über einem  breiten Gewandsockel aufragt, ist von ganz ähn­
lichem W uchs wie die Gestalt Mariä; Klaras schmale Schultern, der vorne offen 
fallende, hur seidich geraffte Mantel mit seinen mäandernden Säumen und die 
Dominanz vertikaler, erst knapp über dem Boden umknickender Faltenstege in 
ihrem Gewand unterstreichen die Ähnlichkeit der beiden Figuren. W eniger un­
mittelbar vergleichbar ist die hl. Elisabeth infolge des ungewöhnlichen, eine leich­
te Rechtswendung andeutenden Schreitmotivs ihres linken Beines. Umso bem er­
kenswerter ist dort ein Kostümdetail: Ein breiter Zipfel ihres gerafften Mantels 
liegt ihrem linken Oberschenkel ebenso flach und ungegliedert auf wie der schär­
penartige Schleier dem R um p f unserer Madonna.
Neben diesen Übereinstimmungen formaler und technischer Details konsta­
tiert man freilich auch Unterschiede. Diese betreffen vor allem die künstlerische 
Qualität der beiden Bildwerke, die wir einander gegenübergestellt haben: Gemes­
sen an der anmutigen Beweglichkeit der Relieffiguren mit ihren dreifach abge­
wandelten Standmotiven wirkt die Muttergottes von der Wiedner Hauptstraße eigen­
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tümlich steif und befangen — ein Eindruck, der sich nur zu einem geringen Teil 
durch die erlittenen Restaurierungen und die m odernen Köpfe von M utter und 
Kind erklären lässt. Unsere M adonnenstatue ist also gewisss nicht von dem fiih- 
renden (vielleicht aus Frankreich berufenen) Meister der M inoritenwerkstatt ge­
schaffen worden, sondern von einem seiner lokalen Mitarbeiter, der sich die For­
mensprache dieses Ateliers angeeignet hatte.
Das Tym panonrelief des rechten Seitenportals der M inoritenkirche dürfte um 
1345—1350 entstanden sein; deshalb wird man die von diesem W erk abhängige 
M uttergottes kaum vor 1350 datieren dürfen. Jedenfalls erweist sie sich als relativ 
frühes Derivat der Minoritenwerkstatt, die ja  in W ien noch bis zum Beginn des 
siebenten Jahrzehnts aktiv bleiben und m it den Statuen von Maria am Gestade einen 
zweiten H öhepunkt erreichen sollte.27 Auch wenn w ir nicht wissen, für welches 
W iener Gotteshaus sie ursprünglich bestimmt war, ist unsere M adonna ein weite­
rer Beleg für den bedeutenden Anteil, den dieses ursprünglich französisch inspi­
rierte Atelier an der bildhauerischen Produktion Wiens im mittleren 14. Jahrhun­
dert hatte.
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A U T O U R  DU PO R TR A IT  DE SIGISMOND 
A VIENNE
Ce n ’est pas seulement au grand medieviste hongrois que je  voudrais dedier ces 
quelques lignes, mais aussi au collegue qui, en 1996, a ete charge par le gouverne- 
m ent hongrois alors que j ’etais designe m oi-m em e par les autorites luxem bour- 
geoises, afin de concevoir une grande exposition consacree ä Sigismond. Apres 
avoir ete ajourne dans un prem ier temps, le projet verra finalement le jo u r dix ans 
plus tard.1
Je voudrais done revenir ä Sigismond, et non ä l’aspect le moins remarquable 
de l’art de son temps : Fart du portrait. Em o Marosi a pu ecrire en 1987 dans le 
catalogue de l’exposition consacree ä l’art au temps de Sigismond de Hongrie : 
“L ’epoque de Sigismond est pour l’histoire de l’art une epoque importante pour le passage ä 
la modernite. ”2 Et precisement, dans la question si delicate du “portrait” de souve­
rain, nos connaissances ont beaucoup progresse, aussi bien grace aux savants hon­
grois qu’ä ceux des pays limitrophes, et en particulier de l’art de Boheme. D ’une 
fafon plus generale, la question du “portrait” a F epoque medievale est devenue un 
champ de recherche tres actif que plusieurs grandes expositions ont contribue ä 
enrichir, depuis celle qu’A nton Legner consacrait aux Parier en 1978 ä Cologne, 
jusqu’ä Sigismund R ex et Imperator, ä Budapest et ä Luxembourg en 2006.
La question du portrait medieval, sculpte ou peint, est particulierement deli­
cate : apres une premiere phase historiographique de “decouverte” inauguree par 
Farticle celebre de Harald Keller publie en 1939 et qu’illustre encore le livre de 
Claire Pachter Sherman sur Charles V de France ou la notion de portrait ne sem- 
ble pas faire probleme, on est entre avec les decennies 1980 et 1990 dans une 
phase nouvelle.3 La caracterisation d’une physionomie telle qu’elle se manifeste 
surtout ä pardr du X IIIe siecle, est alors consideree comme un phenom ene en soi, 
qu ’on cherche ä distinguer du portrait intentionnel.4 En fait, il manque aujourd’hui 
une grande somme sur la typologie physionomique du M oyen Age dont les pers­
pectives seraient equivalentes ä celles qu’ont tracees les travaux de specialistes de 
l’Antiquite comme Luca Giuliani ou Paul Zanker.5
L’idee generale qui domine les etudes medievales fait de la naissance du por­
trait un phenom ene equivalent ä celle du paysage qu’il faut situer l’une comme 
l’autre aux alentours de 1350. U ne plus grande attention au reel, un nouveau sens
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de l’observation de la nature, consecutifs ä l’influence de la philosophie aristoteli- 
cienne, expliqueraient ces changements. Mais l’observation de la nature est une 
chose, l’interet pour le portrait en est une autre. O n a confondu, semble-t-il, sous 
le meme terme generique de portrait — selon la definition du genre en usage apres 
la Renaissance mais aussi consecutivement ä 'u n  paradigme introduit par Jacob 
Burckhardt6 — des preoccupations artistiques tout ä fait differentes. Les artistes de 
la fin du Moyen Age manifestent un interet pour les figures expressives, parfois 
jusqu’ä l’outrance, sans pour autant vouloir reproduire les traits d’une personne 
precise.
Le colloque organise en 1999 ä Francfort par Martin Büchsel a cherche ä 
ouvrir de nouvelles voies.7 En particulier, en elargissant le probleme de la physio- 
gnomonie tel que l’avait pose Lavater, ä celui de la pathognomie definie par Lich­
tenberg. La pathognomie est une sorte de “semiotique des affects” , selon les mots du 
philosophe, dont le visage et le corps forment les supports. Cette notion perm et de 
mieux distinguer differents regimes de representations individuelles et en particu­
lier, de saisir les etapes progressives d ’une caracterisation toujours plus poussee des 
relations entre les personnages figures, ces relations etant exprimees par la mimique 
et la gestique. L’existence d ’une “semiotique des affects” , ne signifie pas pour autant 
qu’un visage expressif doive etre range dans la categorie des portraits.8 Cette confu­
sion a peut-etre d’autant plus facile- 
m ent gagne l’historiographie de 
l’art medieval, que le 13e siecle nous 
livre des sources textuelles sur l’im- 
portance de l’etude de la physio- 
gnomonie. Ainsi, Albertus Magnus 
reactualise d’une fa^on empirique 
l’interet que l’Antiquite accordait ä 
1’interpretation morale des traits du 
visage.
C ’est dans les textes de Duns 
Scot que la question de l’individuel 
et du singulier se trouve posee dans 
ses liens avec la representation 
(mentale ou peinte). La connaissan- 
ce d’une notion comme celle de 
l’hom m e en general passe necessai- 
rement par la connaissance empiri­
que de l’individuel qui est une 
concretisation de l’existence uni­
verselle. La beaute corporelle se 
manifeste sous forme de grandeur,
2. Image d un  Apotre (cycle des Capucins de figure OU de Couleur : mais cela
de Prague), Galerie Nationale, Prague (depot) est vrai aussi bien pour 1’animal que
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1. Portrait de Sigismond de Luxembourg, Vienne, Kunsthistorisches Museum
pour l’inorganique ou l’humain. Ce qui fait l’originalite de la pensee de Duns 
Scot, c’est l’importance qu’il accorde au caractere unique et singulier de la beaute 
individuelle. C ’est une esthetique de Yhaecceitas qui designe l’ensemble des notes 
constitutives de l’individualite.9 Certes, on ne peut pas expliquer l’interet que les 
peintres manifestent pour les traits individuels aux XIVe et X V e siecles ä l’aide de
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la seule scolastique scotiste. Mais celle-ci exprime bien un des arriere-plans philo­
sophiques et esthetiques sur lequel va se developper une nouvelle relation au sin- 
gulier et ä l’universel.
Je ne pretends pas reprendre ici les problemes encore nom breux a m on sens, 
que pose le celebre portrait de Sigismond du Kunsthistorisches M useum de Vien­
ne (fig. 1). Dans les actes du colloque de 2005 ä Luxembourg, Ulrike Jenni a, 
d ’une fafon tres complete, aborde l’ceuvre aux plans iconographique et techni­
que.10 II s’agit du seul portrait de l’empereur peint de son vivant et d’un portrait 
de souverain tres precoce dans la peinture septentrionale. D ’apres les examens de 
reflectographie ä l’infrarouge qu’elle publie, on doit convenir de la grande qualite 
de cette oeuvre, y compris ä son stade preparatoire. Le dessin sous-jacent tel qu’il 
apparait lors de ces examens de laboratoire, confirme le soin avec lequel le peintre 
a modele le visage et traite la coiffe si caracteristique de Sigismond. La technique 
du dessin au pinceau gris applique directement sur le parchemin sans couche pre­
paratoire, n ’incite pas necessairement ä voir en l’auteur un peintre du livre. Ulrike 
Jenni rappelle aussi les differents points de vue en presence quant ä l’attribution de 
ce portrait a un artiste donne : mais ni Pisanello, ni Konrad Laib, ni le Maitre du 
retable de Raigern ä la Galerie nationale de Prague, n ’offrent apparemment d’ana­
logic, au stade des dessins preparatories respectifs que l’on a pu examiner, avec le 
portrait de Sigismond. Cependant, je  voudrais suggerer que le portrait de Vienne 
n ’est pas sans analogie avec la technique de certaines tetes du cycle des Capucins 
de Prague, conserve aussi ä la Galerie nationale. II s’agit d’un ensemble de qua- 
torze bustes (le Christ, la Vierge, Jean-Baptiste et les Apotres) : les cheveux sont 
peints avec un soin remarquable, l’un apres l’autre, mais rassembles en volumes 
aeres spatialement coherents (fig. 2). O n oublie le travail quelque peu mecanique 
qui transparait au vu de 1’ensemble, grace au traitement de la matiere et de la lu- 
miere ou le peintre se distingue comme un des grands artistes de ce debut du 15e 
siecle.11 Je me rallie volontiers ä la these de Milena Bardova qui voit la possibility 
d ’un atelier praguois qui serait ä l’origine et du portrait de Sigismond e:t du cycle 
des Capucins de Prague, atelier qui aurait egalement repondu ä des commandes de 
Sigismond.12
La question de l’attribution ne me parait cependant pas cruciale dans le cas de 
cette oeuvre. Elle a peut-etre meme obnubile ä ce point les specialistes qu’elle a fini 
par faire oublier les qualites veritables de ce portrait. Sa grande originalite s’im- 
pose lorsqu’on le compare aux “essais” anterieurs de portraits peints — comme le 
soi-disant portrait de Jean le Bon au Louvre, comme le portrait de R odolphe IV 
d’Autriche ä Vienne, comme les portraits de l’empereur Charles IV. Le buste 
coupe et l’ampleur conferee ä la tete par la large coiffe de fourrure, m ettent l’ac- 
cent sur les traits du visage et l’expression du regard.
Les rapprochements qui ont ete jadis suggeres entre ce tableau et les tetes 
d ’Apotres du cycle des Capucins ä Prague restent valables, non pas pour des raisons 
stylistiques, mais surtout ä cause de la parente spirituelle qui les relie. Le peintre du 
portrait de Vienne a cherche ä exploiter les possibilites expressives contenues dans
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3. Pisanello: Portrait de Sigismond de Luxembourg, Paris, Musee du Louvre, 
Departement des Arts graphiques, Inv. 2479
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le choix du visage vu de trois-quarts. La forte presence plastique du buste est es- 
sentiellement obtenue par le traitement tres subtil du col de fourrure et de la 
coiffe qui suggere la troisieme dimension, ä la difference du vetement. Les zones** 
d’ombre inscrites dans le m ouvem ent toum ant du col ou dans les pourtours de la 
coiffe, renforcent l’importance du visage.
O n  pourrait dire que le regard, tout entier tourne vers 1’horizon d’une pensee, 
semble detacher le souverain des affaires du monde, tandis que sa bouche en- 
tr’ouverte signale l’imminence de la parole, soit sa presence au monde. Il s’agit litte— 
ralement d’une figure inspiree. Le Sigismond de Vienne offre ceci d ’interessant et 
d’unique dans la genealogie du portrait peint dans l’Europe de la premiere moitie 
du XVe siecle, qu’il occupe une position in term ediate entre l’idealisation de la 
figure du souverain et la veracite d’une physionomie existante. Si on le compare 
aux portraits de R odolphe IV, de Charles V de France ou de Charles IV de Boheme, 
le portrait de Vienne temoigne d’un effort d’elevation ä un plan spirituel du por­
trait de souverain, d ’une transfiguration. Mais confronte aux bustes des Capucins 
de Prague, le portrait de Sigismond partage avec eux une sorte d’idealite, qu’il 
ramene cependant ä une dimension terrestre.
Autour de 1425—30, c’est dans les Pays-Bas meridionaux que se trouve form u- 
lee la nouvelle realite dont la peinture se veut l’expression privilegiee. Cette rea- 
lite est celle que m ettent en scene R obert Campin et les freres Van Eyck. Us ont 
rom pu d’une faipon radicale avec l’artificialite et l’exaltation d’une beaute purifiee 
qui dominaient les cours europeennes 
quelques annees plus tot. Le portrait 
de Sigismond est d’une certaine fagon 
un exemple remarquable de cette ten­
dance, mais ses liens avec le gothique 
raffine des environs de 1400 sont en­
core visibles. C ’est la raison pour la- 
quelle plusieurs historiens de Pisanello 
lui ont attribue cette oeuvre. Je ne 
pretends pas revenir ä cette these qui 
doit, me semble-t-il, etre abandon- 
nee, du moins dans l’etat actuel de 
nos connaissances. Mais je  voudrais 
m ’interesser ä ce peintre, qui a vu Si­
gismond et l’a dessine, pour tenter de 
saisir ce processus d’active interaction 
entre l’image paradigmatique du sou­
verain, telle que l’artiste cherche ä 
l’etablir, et le portrait individualise de
Sigismond. 4  Pisanello: Tete d'homme barbu,
M on point de depart sera le dessin Paris, Musee du Louvre, Departement
de l’Album rouge du Louvre (n° 2281, des Arts graphiques, Inv. 2281
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verso, fig. 4) qui, en quelques traits 
de plume griffes avec une remar- 
quable spontaneite, fixe les carac- 
teristiques identifiables du visage 
de Sigismond. II s’agit d ’une sorte 
d ’instantane, tout com me la tete de 
profil (n° 2479) du m em e modele, 
que Pisanello a pu executer ä R om e 
lorsque le pape Eugene IV a coiffe 
Sigismond de la couronne im pe­
riale, le 31 mai 1433 (fig. 3). Dans 
le meme album, une autre feuille
5. Pisanello: Tete d'homme barbu, 
Paris, Musee du Louvre, 
Departement des Arts graphiques, 
Inv. 2621
6. Pisanello: Tete d'homme barbu, detail de la scene de l’Histoire de saint Georges, 
Verone, San Anastasia, Capella Pellegrini
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L (n° 2621, fig. 5) m ontre une belle tete
ä la barbe courte bifide et aux ehe-5** 
veux boucles, vue de trois quarts vers 
la gauche, qui fait immediatement 
penser ä la scene de l’Histoire de saint 
*. Georges de San Anastasia ä Verone,
fe fresque que Pisanello a peinte entre
1433 et 1438 et ou l’on voit une tete 
f tout ä fait analogue (fig. 6). Celle-ci a
I* ete ä son tour rapprochee d’une tete
de roi dans l ’Adoration des Mages de
Gentile da Fabriano aux Offices ä
Florence, datee de 1423, rapproche­
m ent qui n ’a rien de surprenant lors- 
qu’on connait les affinites entre Pisa­
nello et ce peintre, durant ses oeuvres 
de jeunesse.13 Se pose cependant 
l’epineux probleme de la date et du 
caractere autographe du dessin n° 2621 : il ne parait pas contestable qu’il s’agit 
d ’une oeuvre d’atelier, mais sa proximite avec la fresque de San Anastasia suppose
que l’eleve de Pisanello qui en est l’auteur, aurait repris un m otif du maitre ante-
rieur aux fresques de Verone et temoignant encore de la proximite de Gentile da 
Fabriano et de Pisanello lorsque celui-ci etait a Venise.14
Dans cette sequence formee par les dessins et les motifs analogues des peintures 
de Pisanello et Gentile di Fabriano, on pourrait se contenter de distinguer deux 
ensembles : celui de la tete due ä l’eleve de Pisanello et de son modele (perdu) du 
au maitre, mais aussi de la tete de l’Histoire de saint Georges et de son alter ego, la 
tete du roi de Gentile da Fabriano. Apres tout, un tel ensemble peut etre inter­
pret*: comme un type physionomique que Pisanello et son atelier auraient repris 
durant une longue periode pour l’integrer dans differentes compositions. Com m e 
l’avait releve B. Degenhart,15 le carnet de modeles du Kunsthistorisches M useum 
de Vienne m ontre de tels types (fig. 7).16 Ce recueil atteste la circulation des types 
physionomiques dans une grande partie de l’Europe, particulierement dans le pre­
mier quart du XVe siecle. Revelant une grande unite stylistique ä la difference de 
bon nom bre de recueils de ce genre, le recueil de Vienne rend apparent le proces­
sus d ’appropriation et d’integration ä son propre style par un artiste de Boheme, de 
toutes sortes de figures appartenant ä des themes iconographiques connus. Les tetes 
de ce recueil, tout comme celle de l’Album rouge de Pisanello, pouvaient etre 
reutilisees par l’artiste et par ses eleves. Chez Pisanello, on connait plusieurs cas 
d ’un lent travail de transformation atteste par les dessins d’etude, le point de depart 
pouvant etre l’observation ad vivum qui subit ensuite un processus d’idealisation de 
plus en plus pousse.17 II est tout aussi concevable qu’une observation ad vivum 
puisse modifier le cours d’un processus de stabilisation d’un them e (comme la
7. Tete d'homme barbu, W iener Musterbuch, 
Vienne, Kunsthistorisches Museum
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figure imperiale) auquel l’artiste s’etait livre pour ainsi dire in abstracto. Ces pheno- 
menes d’assimilation devaient etre relativement frequents chez les artistes des pre­
mieres decennies du X V e siecle : ils rendent delicate, sinon improbable, l’identifi- 
cation d’un cryptoportrait dans des scenes oü l’on a voulu voir la presence de 
portraits, comme dans l’Adoration des Mages.18 Mais ce n ’est que tardivement, si 
l’on en croit l’äge de Sigismond sur le portrait de Vienne, qu’a pu se faire sentir la 
necessite d’elaborer un portrait de l’empereur qui füt en meme temps une image 
ideale de souverain.
N o tes  t
1 A la difference d’Emo Marosi, je n ’ai pas pris part ä l’organisation de ce second projet.
2 Catalogue de l’exposition Müviszet Zsigmond kiräly koräban 1387—1437, ed. par L. Beke—
E. Marosi-T. Wehli, Budapesti Törteneti Müzeum, vol. II., Budapest 1987, p. 227 et suiv. Voir 
aussi E. Marosi, “Die Persönlichkeit Sigismunds in der Kunst,” dans Sigismund von Luxemburg. 
Kaiser und König in Mitteleuropa 1387-1437. Beiträge zur Herrschaft Kaiser Sigismunds und 
der europäischen Geschichte um 1400. Vorträge der internationalen Tagung in Budapest vom 
8.-11. Juli 1987, W arendorf 1994, p. 255-70.
3 H. Keller, “Die Entstehung des Bildnisses am Ende des Hochmittelalters,” dans Römisches 
Jahrbuch für Kunstgeschichte 3, 1939, p. 227-354 ainsi que Das Nachleben des antiken Bildnisses von 
der Karolingerzeit bis zur Gegenwart, Fribourg 1970, qui constitue notamment une revision des 
theses de 1939 pour la partie consacree au Moyen Age; C. R . Sherman, The Portraits of Charles V  
of France (1338-1380), New York 1969.
4 Je ne peux manquer de rappeier au moins les nombreuses etudes de Gerhard Schmidt, en 
dernier Malerei der Gotik. Fixpunkte und Ausblicke, 2 vols., ed. par M. Roland, Graz 2005.
5 L. Giuliani, Bildnis und Botschaft. Hermeneutische Untersuchungen zur Bildniskunst der römischen 
Republik, Francfort 1986; P. Zänker, Die Maske des Sokrates. Das Bild des Intellektuellen in der 
antiken Kunst, Munich 1995.
6 “Die Anfänge der neuen Porträtmalerei,” dans Vorträge 1844-1887, ed. par E. Dürr, Bäle 1918.
7 Das Porträt vor der Erfindung des Porträts, ed. par M. Büchsel et P. Schmidt, Mayence 2003.
8 R . Recht, “La rhetorique formelle de Claus Sluter, sculpteur du Duc de Bourgogne,” dans 
Das Porträt vor der Eifindung (...), ouvr. eite, p. 205 et suiv.
9 Voir E. De Bruyne, Etudes d'esthetique medievale, vol. III., p. 346 et suiv. (ed. de Paris 1998).
“Das Porträt Kaiser Sigismunds in W ien und seine Unterzeichnung. Bildnisse Kaiser Sigismunds 
als Aufträge der Reichsstädte,” dans Sigismund von Luxemburg. Ein Kaiser in Europa. Tagungsband 
des internationalen historischen und kunsthistorischen Kongresses in Luxemburg, 8.-10. Juni 2005, ed. 
par M. Pauly et F. Reinert, Mayence 2006, p. 285 et suiv. Voir aussi la notice 2.1 de U. Jenni et 
Zs. Jekely dans le catalogue de l’exposition Sigismundus Rex et Imperator. Kunst und Kultur zur 
Zeit Sigismunds von Luxemburg 1387-1437, ed. par I. Takäcs, Budapest et Luxembourg, Mayence 
2006, p. 153-54.
11 Voir G. Schmidt, dans Gotik in Böhmen, ed. par K. M. Swoboda, Munich 1969, p. 244.
12 M. Bartlovä, Poctive obrazy. Deskove maltfstvi v Öechäch a na Moravi 1400-1460,"Prague 2001, 
p. 177-98.
13 On sait aujourd’hui que ce n’est pas Stefano da Verona qui a exerce une influence sur Pisanello, 
mais Gentile da Fabriano auquel il doit de nombreux emprunts.
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14 Nous suivons volontiere l’hypothese emise par Dominique Cordellier dans le catalogue Pisanello. 
Le peintre aux sept vertus, musee du Louvre 1996, Paris 1996, p. 52.
15 B. Degenhart, “Zu Pisanellos Wandbild in S. Anastasia in Verona,” dans Zeitschrift für  
Kunstwissenschaft V, 1951, p. 29-50, particulierement p, 37-38.
16 U. Jenni, Das Skizzenbuch der internationalen Gotik in den Uffizien. Der Übergang vom Musterbuch 
zum Skizzenbuch, Vienne 1976, p. 13 et suiv.
17 Voir aussi Pisanello, sous la dir. de L. Puppi, Paris 1996, en part. E. Filippi, “Les dessins,” 
p. 195 et suiv. ainsi que l’introduction de L. Puppi, p. 9 et suiv.
18 Voir ä ce sujet le livre de B. Kery, Kaiser Sigismund. Ikonographie, Vienne—Munich 1972, dont de 
nombreuses identifications ont ete avec raison contestees (voir en part, le compte-rendu critique 




DRACHE O D ER  SCHLANGE?
Das Louvre Profilporträt Sigismunds von Pisanello 
im Licht der italienischen Quellen
Die Pisanello zugeschriebene, sorgfältig ausgearbeitete Profilzeichnung im Louvre 
(Abb. 2) gehört zu den bedeutendsten Porträts des Kaisers Sigismund von Luxem­
burg.1 Der Abgebildete trägt auf der Brust ein Kreuz mit herunterhängendem  
R ing, das als Zeichen des Drachenordens identifiziert worden ist. Es ist aber evi­
dent, dass die Form des Juwels sich von den erhaltenen Ordensabzeichen (Abb. 1) 
wesentlich unterscheidet.2 Es stellt sich deshalb die Frage, ob es sich wirklich um 
Ordensabzeichen handelt. Interessante Interpretationen des von Sigismund getra­
genen Kleinods bringen zwei italienische Quellen, die in diesem Zusammenhang 
bisher noch nicht erwähnt wurden.
Die erste Nachricht stammt vom  Florentiner Jacopo di Poggio Bracciolini 
(1442—1478),3 dem dritten Sohn des bekannten Humanisten Gian Francesco 
Poggio Bracciolini (1380-1459). Jacopo erwähnt das Kleinod in seiner Biographie 
Filippo Scolaris (Pippo Spano), eines Florentiners, der in Ungarn große Karriere 
gemacht hat.4 Scolari hat m it dreizehn Jahren seine Heim at verlassen und machte 
seine Buchhaltungs-Lehre im Dienst eines italienischen Kaufmanns in Buda. Dann 
trat er in die Dienste von Erzbischof Janos Kanizsai und später in die König Sigis­
munds ein. Als 1401 die ungarischen Barone Sigismund festnahmen, geriet Scola­
ri als Anhänger des Königs gleichfalls in Gefangenschaft und ist angeblich nur dank 
der Hilfe von Janos Kanizsai gerettet worden. Im Jahr 1403 gab es einen zweiten 
Aufstand der ungarischen Oligarchen gegen Sigismund, der ziemlich bald nieder­
geschlagen wurde. Jacopo di Poggio hat in seiner Erzählung die beiden Aufstände 
der ungarischen Adeligen vermischt.5 Die Episode mit dem Kleinod hat sich 
wahrscheinlich im Jahre 1403 nach Sigismunds Eroberung von Esztergom 
abgespielt, als der König dem rebellierenden Erzbischof Gnade versprach.6 Jacopo 
Poggio schildert die Ereignis, die den zornentbrannten König zur Begnadigung 
des Gegners bewegte, wie ein Mirakel.
... Conosciuta la volonta de’congiurati, lo Spano al Re ne venne, e qual sia l’animo loro 
a lui racconta, esponendo quello che a lui ed al regno utile sia. FinalmenteAo priega egrava,
che in lui sia luogo di misericordia, e che conceda perdono a chi lo domanda__Nonfacendo
frutto alcuno la prima volta, non molto di poi, uscendo finalmente lui del campo, essendogli 
renduto ilfermaglio o vero pendente che al collo tenea, il quale a caso in terra era caduto (che
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era uno serpente ehe con la bocca la coda tenea, il quale segno avea preso quando della 
Ungheria in Boemiafuggendo, si parti; sotto uno certo velame mostrando, che quelli ehe per 
prigione preso l’aveano e ehe contro di lui I’arme aveano mosse, in brieve tempo dell’impresa 
si pentirebbono), e leggendo in una croce appiccatavi uno certo brieve nel quale era scritto: oh 
quanto sei, Iddio, misericordioso, giusto e pio! ipso facto, quasi come stringendolo il divino 
furore, alio Spano rivolto, disse: volere a tutti perdonare, e le vestigie dello onnipotente Iddio 
immitare.
D em  Text nach trug Sigismund eine Spange oder einen Anhänger um  den 
Hals, der ihm  auf den Boden niedergefallen ist. Es handelte sich um eine zum 
Kreis gedrehte Schlange, die den Schwanz im M unde hält. Das Zeichen, das Sigis­
m und seit seiner Befreiung7 trug, sollte bedeuten, dass diejenigen, die den König 
gefangen genom m en und gegen ihn gerüstet haben,8 ihre Tat in kurzer Zeit 
bereuen würden. Als dem König die Spange zurück gereicht wurde, las er die 
kurze Inschrift, die auf dem an der Schlange hängenden Kreuz geschrieben stand: 
„O  Gott wie barmherzig bist Du, gerecht und gnädig“ .9 Es war wie ein Gottes 
Zeichen. Sigismund hatte sich plötzlich entschieden alle seine Gegner zu begnadi­
gen, weil er den allmächtigen Gott imitieren wollte.
Dieselbe Episode schildert später auch Dom enico Mellini (ca. 1540—1610) in 
der Vita Filippo Scolaris.10 Mellini erweiterte Jacopos Erzählung um  eine zeit­
bedingte Interpretation des Schmucks. Die Schlange sollte aus Gold sein und hatte
1. Ordenszeichen der Gesellschaft vom Drachen, 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kunstgewerbemuseum
®>
2. Pisanello: Urustbild Kaiser Sigismunds im Profil,
Paris, Musee du Louvre, Departement des Arts graphiques, Inv. 2339
die Form, die Ägypter in Hieroglyphen fiir die Bezeichnung des Jahres verwende­
ten. Die sich in den Schwanz beißende Schlange war dem Kreislauf der Sonne’ ’ 
ähnlich, die im m er auf den selben O rt zurückkehrt.11 Die italienischen Humanis­
ten beschäftigten sich mit der Ars hieroglyphica seit der Auffindung einer spätan­
tiken Schrift, die dem Horapollo (Horus Apollo Niliacus) zugeschrieben wird, 
welche die symbolische Bedeutung der 193 ägyptischen Hieroglyphen erklärte.12 
Horapollos Hieroglyphica wurde 1419 auf der Insel Andros vom Florentiner Cris- 
toforo de Buondelm onti entdeckt und 1422 nach Florenz gebracht.13 Die H iero­
glyphen w urden als Zeichen einer sehr alten W eisheit erklärt, wobei visuelles 
Verstehen der Dinge als eine Form des göttlichen Denkens galt. Mellini ist aber 
nicht direkt vom  Text Horapollos ausgegangen, weil in der Hieroglyphica die sich 
in den Schwanz beißende Schlange als Symbol für Ewigkeit und Universum 
steht.14 In Verbindung mit der Bewegung der Sonne wurde ein ähnliches Schlan­
genbild der Ägypter von Macrobius erw ähnt.15 Andere antike und spätantike 
Quellen, wie z. B. Martianus Capella De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii,16 die im
3. Detail der Tumba des Herzogs Ludwig II. von Liegnitz und Brieg (f 1436) und seiner Frau 
Elisabeth von Brandenburg (f 1.449), Legnica, Peter und Paulskirche (ursprünglich in der 
Kartause Passionis Christi) (Foto: Dr. Stanislaw Jujeczka)
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4. Zeichnung eines Abzeichens des Drachenordens nach dem Fund in Nagyvärad 
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M ittelalter als grundlegendes Unterrichtswerk zu den Sieben Freien Künsten gal­
ten, stellten den Schwanzfresser als Attribut Saturns (Chronos) vor, wie es auch 
später bei Petrarca17 oder Pierre Bersuire (Petrus Berchorius)18 der Fall war. Eine 
ähnliche Schlange konnte auch das Jahr symbolisieren. Bei Isidor von Sevilla lesen 
wir: A n n u s ...Sic enim apud Aegyptios indicabatur ante inventas litteraspicto dracone cau- 
dam suam mordente, quia in se recurrit.19 Das Gleiche schreibt Petrus Com estor in 
seiner Historia Scholastica: Unde et antiquiores ante usum litterarum annum figurabant 
sub specie serpentis, cuius cauda in os eius revolvebatur.20 D er Ausgangspunkt Mellinis 
ist also schwer zu beurteilen, die Quellenbasis war sicher noch viel breiter. Eine 
Rolle konnte auch die alchemistische Auslegungstradition der Schlange = O uro- 
boros spielen.21
Auch w enn die Biographie Jacopo di Poggios als relativ zuverlässige Quelle 
beurteilt wird,22 kann man die Kleinod-Episode nur schwer für eine wahre 
Geschichte halten. Es wird sich eher um eine nachträgliche Erklärung des Ab­
zeichens handeln, die sich vielleicht im Zusammenhang mit der Erteilung der 
Drachenorden-Abzeichen an italienische Adelige verbreitete. Im Jahre 1411,23 
141224 und 1433 nach der römischen Kaiserkrönung Sigismunds in Verona und 
M antua25 sowie 1434 beim Konzil zu Basel sind dem O rden zahlreiche italieni­
sche Nobilitäten beigetreten26 und noch 1452 hat Friedrich III. zwei Italiener in 
den O rden aufgenommen.27 Eine ähnliche Geschichte wurde auch in der Familie 
Scolari in Florenz tradiert. Filippo Scolari gehörte zu den ersten Mitgliedern des 
1408 gegründeten Drachenordens28 und ist mit den politischen und wirtschaft­
lichen Eliten der Stadt im Kontakt geblieben,29 ebenso hat Andrea Scolari, Bischof 
von Zägrab (Zagreb, C R ) und Nagyvarad (Oradea, Großwardein, R O ) seine flo- 
rentinischen Beziehungen bewahrt.30 Ein W appen mit dem  Ordensdrachen um 
den Schild war am Haus der Familie Scolari in Florenz zu sehen.31
Überraschenderweise stimmt die Beschreibung des Sigismund-Kleinods von 
Jacopo di Poggio genau mit der Zeichnung Pisanellos überein. U nter der 
Voraussetzung, dass das Louvre Porträt um  1432/33 während des Italienaufenthal­
tes Sigismunds entstanden ist, und „nach eingehendem und genauem Studium des 
Modells ausgeführt w orden ist“ ,32 sollte die Zeichnung nicht nur die Gesichtszüge 
des Herrschers, sondern auch das Kleinod treu wiedergeben. Der Anhänger ist an 
einer geflochtenen, kettenartigen Schnur befestigt. In ähnlicher Weise ist das Ab­
zeichen des Drachenordens mit einer Schnur auf der Grabplatte des jüngeren Sti- 
bor von Stiborze (•{'1434) aus Buda dargestellt sowie auf der Tum ba des Herzogs 
Ludwig II. von Liegnitz und Brieg ( f l  436) in Legnica/Liegnitz (Abb. 3) oder auf 
der Grabplatte Sigismunds Reichskanzlers G raf Ludwig XI. von Oettingen ( f l  440) 
in Kirchheim am Ries.33 In diesen Fällen ist der Drache aber vorschriftsgemäß 
abgebildet, m it gezackten Flügeln und (oder) mit den Pfoten den Schwanz um 
den Hals windend.34 A uf dem Sigismund Porträt sieht man dagegen einen ein­
fachen, unten verjüngten R ing, genauer gesagt eine Schlange, die sich in den 
Schwanz beißt.35 Es könnte sich um eine persönliche Sonderform des Drachen­
abzeichens handeln. Diese Verm utung scheint der Fund des goldenen Email-
schmucks in Form eines Drachen in Nagyvärad von 1755 zu bestätigen.36 Eva 
Kovacs setzte den Fund m it den Beigaben im Grab von König Sigismund gleich.37 
Von dem Schmuck, der verschollen ist, ist heute nur eine Zeichnung erhalten. Sie 
stellt einen Drachen dar, der den Schwanz im  M unde hält (Abb. 4).38
W enn wir von der Möglichkeit ausgehen, dass Pisanello das Abzeichen nicht 
direkt nach Sigismunds realem Schmuck zeichnete, konnte der Künstler die ihm 
bekannten Vorstellungen ins Bild projizieren. Dabei schöpfte er aus derselben 
Tradition, die später Poggio und Mellini in der Vita Scolaris festgehalten haben. 
Drache und Schlange waren leicht zu verwechseln. Beide Tiere hatten im M ittel­
alter ähnliche symbolische Bedeutung und selbst das W ort draco war als Schlange, 
quaecumque serpens grandior, als Drache, monstrum fabulosum ingenti corpore, serpentis 
simile, oder als Teufel, signum diaboli zu verstehen.39
Frau Dr. Gude Suckale-Redlefsen gilt mein besonderer Dank für die schnelle 
und gründliche Korrektur des deutschen Textes.
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Dusan Buran
KÖNIG SIGISMUND ALS ADVOCATUS ECCLESIAE 
Ein Bildkommentar
Eine ganzseitige M iniatur auf fol. 36v des genealogischen Werkes Libellus dicitur 
Mons quatuor fluvialum arborum (1417) W inand von Steegs zeigt die Darstellung der 
Heiligen Sippe.1 In einem relativ überschaubaren Schema ist ein Stammbaum zu 
sehen, dessen Krone in der Gestalt der hl. Anna gipfelt. A uf den reichlich mit 
Äpfeln versehenen Ästen unter ihr erblickt man die in opulente Kostüme geklei­
deten drei Ehem änner und im Register darunter die drei Töchter aus diesen Ehen 
— die Jungfrau Maria, Maria Kleophas und Maria Salome, jeweils samt ihren Gat­
ten. An den W urzeln des Baumes entdeckt man schließlich Christus, ein paar mit 
Heiligenscheinen ausgestattete Apostelknaben belehrend. O hne weitere Differen­
zierung stehen diese Kinder für die Nachkom m en aus den Ehen der beiden Halb­
schwestern Marias; gleichzeitig dürfte man sie wohl als eine Anspielung an das 
biblische M otiv „Lasset die Kleinen zu mir k om m en ...“ (Mt 19, 13—15 und Mk 
10, 13—16) verstehen. Ein — wohl nachträglich geschriebener — Text erläutert die 
komplizierten Beziehungen unter den Protagonisten.2 Die zweite, dem Kodex 
ebenfalls hinzugefügte M iniatur (auf Papier, jedoch vom  gleichen Illuminator) 
zeigt in einem analogen Schema den Baum der hl. Elisabeth,3
Nach dem Stil der üppigen Draperien und der Gesichtszüge zu urteilen, konn­
ten die Illuminatoren als Mitglieder eines der in Amberg oder Heidelberg tätigen 
Ateliers bestimmt w erden.4 Die M iniatur selbst stammt zwar von einer routinier­
ten Hand, geht doch das Interesse am Detailreichtum der Figuren weit über diese 
Charakteristik hinaus. Die Variabilität der Gewänder deutet auf eine Zuhilfenah­
me zahlreicher Vorlagen hin; die beiden Bilder sehen nahezu wie Musterblätter 
mit additiv zueinander angegliederten Bewegungs- und Kostümstudien aus. Ihre 
un-typisierende Ausarbeitung erscheint allein schon hinsichtlich der Ikonographie 
als unangemessen, ganz zu schweigen davon, dass die beiden M iniaturen der 
ursprünglichen Handschrift hinzugefügt wurden und in ihrer technologischen 
und formalen Ausführung mit den dilettantischen kolorierten Zeichnungen von 
Winands Hand nicht zu vergleichen sind.
Sowohl der Stil der Illustrationen als auch der Inhalt der spekulativen Hand­
schriften W inand von Steegs sind mitderweile zum Objekt mehrerer Untersuchun­
gen geworden.5 Im Gegensatz dazu hält sich das Interesse an den beiden letzten
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Miniaturen des Kodexes 411 eher in Grenzen. Dabei birgt ihre Motivik, in erster 
Linie der Stammbaum der hl. Anna, wesendiche kirchenpolitische Aussagen. N ur 
Leonie von Wilckens scheint die außerordendiche Kleidung aufgefallen zu sein, 
welche sie als „fremd“ beschreibt.6 Sie sucht nach Vorbildern in der französischen 
Malerei, charakterisiert knapp die möglichen Quellen, und kom m t zuletzt zum stil­
kritischen Befund, wonach das Atelier aus mehreren, teilweise routinierten Illumina­
toren bestanden haben dürfte und der Maler der Stammbäume wohl mit der „zwei­
ten Hand“ der Hrabanus Handschrift der Palatina Bibiothek zu identifizieren sei.7
O hne die stilkritischen Argumente unterschätzen zu wollen, konzentrieren 
w ir uns — gemäß der Ausrichtung dieses Essays — nur auf einige formale Aspekte 
der Darstellung. In den Miniaturen auf fol. 36v und 37r kom m en offensichtlich 
zwei unterschiedliche Bildkonzepte zum Ausdruck. An erster Stelle steht die 
Überlieferung der hagiographischen Ahnenvorstellung, dargestellt im Schema ei­
nes Stammbaumes. Die ganze Handschrift ist schließlich ein genealogisches Ge­
schenk eines Theologen, der jedoch als Autor der letzten zwei Blätter nicht in 
Frage kommt. Allerdings verraten die Gestalten dieser Allegorien, wie bereits an­
gedeutet, einen anderen Ursprung. Die figurative Kom ponente der M iniaturen 
folgt eher der M otivik einer Sammlung von Studienzeichnungen bzw. Muster­
blättern. Aus dem ersten Drittel des 15. Jahrhunderts sind mehrere solche Zeich­
nungen erhalten geblieben.8 Eines der (allerdings späteren) Beispiele für eine der­
artige Vorlage, wahrscheinlich mit direktem Bezug auf ein historisches Ereignis, 
repräsentiert die berühm te Zeichnung der Collection Rothschild im Louvre von 
1424.9 Ähnlich wie dort, spielt auch auf den M iniaturen des Kodexes die Beto­
nung der unterschiedlichen Kostüme eine wichtige Rolle. Zu fragen ist daher, ob 
diese Träger bisher unbekannter Botschaften sind oder lediglich das Formengut 
heute in ihrer Konkretheit nur schwerlich zu erkundenden Vorlagen tradieren. 
O der ist ihre Anwendung gar ein Hinweis darauf, in den einzelnen Protagonisten 
Identifikationsporträts historischer Persönlichkeiten zu suchen?
So ist bereits die linke männliche Figur des zweitobersten Registers — der hl. 
i Joachim  — mit seinem pelzgefütterten hoch aufgekrempelten H ut sowie den dik-
ken Bart als eine Anspielung auf den später verbreiteten Bildnistyp König Sigis­
munds zu erkennen. O bw ohl dies meines Erachtens von der älteren Literatur 
noch nicht artikuliert wurde, sind ansonsten die Ikonographie des Königs sowie 
die „Handlungsporträts“ in verschiedenen Perspektiven erörtert w orden.10 Ü ber­
raschend erscheint dabei nicht so sehr die wachsende Zahl der für Sigismund 
herangezogenen Beispiele11 als vielmehr die sich daraus entfaltende Breite der 
hagiographischen und politischen Aussagen. Bekanntlich beruht die Identifizie­
rung des Königs und Kaisers Sigismund einerseits auf den relativ gut dokum entier­
ten Angaben zu seiner Physiognomie und einigen der Kryptoporträts von Eber­
hard W indecke,12 auf der anderen Seite auf recht repräsentativen (idealisierten) 
Bildnissen des Kaisers auf seinen Siegeln und Bildern, in erster Linie auf dem be­
rühm ten W iener Porträt eines wohl böhmischen Meisters,13 den späteren Zeich­
nungen Pisanellos sowie den Handschriften der R ichenthal Chronik oder den
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Kopien des Werks W indeckes selbst. Da es sich auch im Fall der Palatina Hand­
schrift cod. 411 um  einen Kodex eines dem Kaiser sehr nahe stehenden Gelehrten 
handelt, liegen die Gründe der Gleichsetzung König Sigismunds mit dem hl. 
Joachim auf der Hand. Unsere Aufmerksamkeit verdient aber die Frage, welche 
Ideale hinter dieser Identifizierung stehen könnten.
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Die Kostüme der beiden späteren Gatten der hl. Anna sowie ihrer Schwieger­
söhne bieten auch Ungewöhnliches, das als Argument für eine aktualisierende»» 
Ikonographie dienen könnte, jedoch lassen sie (noch) keine Identifikation zu. Der 
in der M itte stehende Mann, Kleophas, im Profd dem Joachim  zugewandt und 
m it seinen Fingern aufzählend, erinnert an typische Prophetenfiguren — sowohl 
mit seinem antikisierenden Mantel und den Sandalen als auch mit seiner phrygi- 
schen M ütze.14 Am „zeitaktuellsten“ in seiner Erscheinung m utet allerdings der 
Salomo rechts an. Seiner Figur hat der Illuminator offenbar das größte Interesse 
geschenkt: Salomo trägt einen pelzgefütterten Mantel mit einem schweren Gürtel 
und daran ein markantes Schwert befestigt. Seinen K opf ziert ein weißes Tuch, 
darauf ein breiter, wieder mit Pelz gefütterter Hut. Diese pompöse Erscheinung 
hat in dem mir bekannten Material der Buchillustrationen oder Tafelbilder bisher 
keine direkte Analogie, so dass durch Salomos Kleidung vielleicht bewusst ein 
exotischer Anklang hervorgerufen werden sollte. Zudem  scheinen die drei M än­
ner -  was für die trinubium-Lehre eigentlich unvorstellbar ist — in einer regen 
Auseinandersetzung begriffen zu sein. Dies kann als weiteres Argument für eine 
intendierte Identifikation verstanden w erden.15
Konzentrieren w ir uns nun auf die Figur Joachims („Sigismund“), der ober­
halb seiner Tochter, der Jungfrau Maria (Ecclesia) platziert ist. Die Gottesmutter 
fällt vor allem durch die päpstliche Tiara auf.16 Einer solchen Kombination in ei­
ner 1417 verfertigten Handschrift zu begegnen, weist wohl auf den kirchenpoliti­
schen Kontext des gerade tagenden Konstanzer Konzils hin. So konnte sich König 
Sigismund als sein Initiator nicht nur erheblicher Verdienste an der Überwindung 
des großen abendländischen Schismas rühmen. Auch der Autor der Handschrift, 
W inand von Steeg, war aktiver Teilnehmer am Konzil — zuerst als juristischer 
Berater der Stadt Nürnberg, kurz vor der Entstehung der Handschrift aber schon 
als Sekretär in den Diensten des Königs. Von Konstanz begleitete er den Herrscher 
auch nach Ungarn.
Die Idee der Verknüpfung von Sigismund, also dem deutschen König (bzw. 
i noch ungekröntem  Kaiser) mit der Gestalt der Ecclesia scheint auf einem alten
kirchenpolitischen Konzept zu beruhen. N im m t man an, dass in der Figur Joa­
chims der Kaiser dargestellt wird und in der Ecclesia die Kirche (die im N ovem ber 
1417 in der Person Martins V. nach dem Schisma eben ihren Oberhaupt — den 
Papst — zurück bekom m en hat), wird mit der M iniatur auf die Idee des Kaisers als 
advocatus ecclesiae angespielt — ein nun vor allem seitens des Herrschers aktualisierter 
Gedanke, wofür die Chronisten der ersten Hälfte des 15. Jahrhunderts reichlich 
Belege lieferten.17 M it dieser D eutung würde auch das M otiv des Argumentierens 
einher gehen, das in der Gestikulation der drei M änner zum Ausdruck gebracht 
wird. In welchen anderen Formen diese Idee verbildlicht wurde, hat die kunst­
historische Forschung noch zu analysieren. Eine höchst wichtige Rolle werden 
dabei mit Sicherheit die bunten Beschreibungen der Konzile als Bühnen der herr­
schaftlichen Repräsentation, der symbolischen Akte und des Zeremoniells spie­
len .18 W äre dadurch die Verbindung des „Sigismund“ mit der „Ecclesia“ kirchen-
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politisch mindestens verständlich, bleibt der ansonsten reichlich durch Identifika­
tionsporträts belegter Herrscher in der Rolle Joachims und somit im Kontext der 
Heiligen Sippe in der ersten Hälfte des 15. Jahrhunderts eine Ausnahme.19 W ie 
verhält sich aber das nun so postulierte Kryptoporträt der Person des Adressaten 
der Handschrift gegenüber?
Soweit ich sehe, war Gerhard Schmidt der Erste, der sich mit einer funktions­
bezogenen Ausrichtung von Kryptoporträts auseinander gesetzt hat.20 Bereits aus 
der N atur der Gattung gehe hervor, welche Absichten einem Identifikationsport­
rät zugrunde liegen; dabei appelliert freilich ein Tafelbild oder ein Fresko an ein 
anderes Publikum, als dies bei einer Initiale oder M iniatur in einer Handschrift der 
Fall ist. Schmidt verm utet für Letztere daher eher eine R ezeption im Privaten und 
dadurch eine noch zugespitzter formulierte Botschaft. Fragt man bei dem Palatina 
Kodex W inand von Steegs nach seinen möglichen Absichten, stößt man auf nicht 
uninteressante Zusammenhänge auch auf historischer Ebene seiner Bestimmung.
Im Jahr 1417 (noch während des Konzils) gehörte Ludwig III., der Pfalzgraf 
und Empfänger dieser sowie weiterer Handschriften W inands zu den wichtigen, 
königsnahen Fürsten. Sigismund selbst war mit der Pfalz bzw. mit Heidelberg 
nicht nur durch die Person unseres Autors verbunden, sondern bei seiner W ahl 
zum deutschen König 1410 auch vom  Kurfürsten Ludwig III. direkt abhängig.21 
D er Pfalzgraf begleitete Sigismund 1414 nach Aachen zu seiner Krönung. D er 
König konnte sich auch bei den meisten Ereignissen des Konzils auf die Treue des 
Pfalzgrafen verlassen. Es war deshalb gerade der Kurfürst, dem Sigismund die Auf­
gabe des Protektors des Konzils anvertraute, nachdem er 1415 Konstanz verlassen 
hatte,22 um  erst im  Januar 1417 zurückzukehren.
Darüber hinaus ist für die Kunstgeschichte auch die Hinzufügung dieser M i­
niatur den Zeichnungen W inands nicht ohne Bedeutung. W ar sich unser Autor 
seiner „künstlerischen“ Grenze bewusst oder hat er, wie im Mittelalter oft der Fall, 
einfach nach vorhandenen Blättern einer damals nicht m ehr intakten Handschrift 
gegriffen? N im m t man das jeweils unterschiedliche Material der beiden letzten 
M iniaturen der genealogischen Handschrift für Ludwig III. in Betracht, scheint 
das Letztere eher unwahrscheinlich zu sein. W ie mindestens ein anderes Beispiel 
aus demselben Atelier bezeugt, diesmal eine Thronende Madonna, griff man viel­
m ehr gezielt auf die Arbeit einer Illuminatoren-W erkstatt zurück, welche viel­
leicht über eine längere Zeit das zeitgenössische kirchenpolitische Geschehen in 
eine wirksame visuelle Symbolik zu übersetzen wusste. W urde 1417 nämlich die 
Maria/Ecclesia im cod. pal. lat. 411 in Anwesenheit von Joachim/Sigismund mit 
einer päpstlichen Tiara dargestellt, erscheint einige Jahre später -  1425 -  die Thro­
nende Madonna, vor der der Stifter Ludwig III. kniet, gerade mit der kaiserlichen 
Bügelkrone auf dem Kopf.23
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Terezia Kerny
PATRONAGE OF ST LADISLAS FRESCO CYCLES 
D U R IN G  THE SIGISMUND PERIOD IN C O N N E C T IO N  
W ITH A C O N T R A C T  OF INHERITANCE
Yet, I  don’t believe it is possible to store ready topics and 
retrieve them from a drawer when their turn has mechanically come: 
they wither, or rather our affinity with them withers.
Anna Lesznai1
Stosz (Stos, SK), the famed birthplace o f writer Zoltan Fäbri (1897—1970), lies in 
the southeastern part o f  the Volovec Mountains on the southern side o f the Lipto 
Alps. The settlement’s German-speaking residents were involved in copper and 
silver mining. Stosz was one o f the seven m ining towns o f the lower Szepes (Spis, 
SK), although it actually belonged to Abatij C ounty.2
A notable m onum ent among the art historical sights o f Stosz is the R om an 
Catholic church dedicated to All Saints. To date, however, this building has failed to 
excite any significant interest among medievalists. Istvan Genthon (1903—1969) 
compiled the most complete bibliography on the church from the period 1929 
through 1969.3 Deserving the greatest attention are the publications o f Komel D i- 
vald (1872—1931). Divald first dealt with the church in his topography o f Upper- 
Hungary, but in the section on Säros, rather than Abatij County: “An 18th-century 
stone building, with tower, built on the site o f an older church.”4 According to the 
Slovak topography published six decades later, this church o f 13th-century origins 
was renovated in the 15th century in the Gothic style, and expanded around 1500. 
The Renaissance tower was built in 1611. In the second half o f the 17 th century the 
church was completely reconstructed in the Baroque style.5
Archeological research and investigations o f the church walls, which could 
accurately pinpoint the various architectural periods, has not yet taken place. Even 
a simple inspection o f  the walls o f  the nave, currendy under a coat o f whitewash, 
has not been carried out, .although this diagnostic work could yield some surprises. 
A written reference to the paintings o f the medieval church o f Stosz can be found 
in the larger tow n record-book o f Szomolnok (Smolnik, SK) under the date 
11 September 1421, although it is unclear if  its painted decoration was only immi­
nent or already complete. An excerpt o f this record appears in the eighth volume 
o f the Zsigmondkori okleveltar published in 2003:
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“Memoriale Nycolai in fine de Staz. Johannes W eichardi city judge before the 
ju ry  o f Szomolnok town Nycolaus de fine in villa Staz dicta unacum uxore su»* 
Girdrude freely entered into a mutual contract o f inheritance, according to which 
the surviving spouse is free to dispose o f the others fortune at will, except if  the 
husband dies first, then the wife debet apreciare pictorem., ut depingat in ecclesia 
O m nium  Sanctorum in Staz vitam seu pugnam Sancti Ladislay, is further required 
quatuor alvearia unacum apibus to Mathie Goldin; if the wife dies first, the hus­
band singula clenodia uxorissue sive aurea seu argentea will give ad ecclesiam in 
Smölnicz in honore Beate Katherine, pro monstrantie seu clacis preparatione, sine 
recusatione et quarumvis contradictione amicarum. All this has been registered by 
the libro civitatis nostre mayori o f Szomolnok.”6
So far this is the only written docum ent known in which a fresco depicting the 
history o f St Ladislas (Ladislas I, King o f Hungary: 1077—95) was commissioned. It 
also contains other important information about customs regarding wills and in­
heritance among citizens, including the residents o f m ining settlements, who had 
special legal status.7 The docum ent tells about the inhabitants’ financial situation, 
intellectual sophistication and devotion, and provides an accurate picture o f  the 
costs o f ordering a fresco at that time. The path leading to this point began more 
than a century earlier and just happened to reach its culmination in the first dec­
ades o f  the 15th century.
T he history o f  St Ladislas in the court o f  Sigismund o f  Luxem bourg
D uring the reign o f Sigismund o f Luxembourg (1387-1437), the cult o f  St Ladis­
las was an organic continuation o f  the kind o f  courtly representation employed by 
the Hungarian Angevins. The W estern concept o f the Christian knightly ideal still 
provided the example, although the benchmark and centre o f taste was the  royal 
court. An indisputable, although often overlooked fact, was the persistence, with 
i m inor fluctuations, o f Sigismund’s veneration o f St Ladislas throughout his entire
reign.8 From the very m om ent he ascended the throne, this cult was constructed 
as consciously and conceptually as possible, and in the first decades o f his reign, 
between 1387 and 1407, veneration o f Ladislas was undeniably intense. Perhaps as 
he headed the troops into battle against the Turks in Nicopolis (in today’s Bul­
garia), Sigismund summoned the image o f St Ladislas’s former triumphs against 
nonbelievers in the spirit o f the new order o f knights, the Militia Passionis Jhesu 
Christi, established by Philippe de Mezieres (1327—1405).9 In the struggle against 
Ladislas Anjou (1377—1414), the ruler o f Naples and pretender to the Hungarian 
throne, Sigismund’s reliance on the cult is clearly evident. In fact both sides used 
elements o f the St Ladislas cult in political propaganda and artistic representation. 
The cult o f this formerly dynastic saint, Ladislas, w ho gradually evolved into a 
national patron saint venerated across the country, was also motivated by the threat 
o f Turkish attacks.10
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As under the Angevins, the closest analogies are the cult o f St George, which 
was at its peak throughout Europe, and the Bohemian court’s veneration o f St 
Wenceslas. Although the former had experienced continuous popularity in H un­
gary from the 11th century on, it reached astonishing heights in the 15th century. 
For Sigismund, who founded the O rder o f the Dragon in 1408 and wore the badge 
o f the English O rder o f St George, veneration o f the martyr was a serious matter.
St Ladislas m onum ents linked either directly to the king or to the royal resi­
dences constructed at the time (Buda, Pozsony [Bratislava, SK], Tata) have since 
been destroyed, making it impossible to know whether the narrative o f the girl 
rescued in the battle o f  Kerles (Chirale?, R O ) against the Cumans existed in some 
kind o f  form at court. Certain hypothesis, however, are worth proposing despite 
these losses o f material. The art o f  the tapestry in Europe was at its zenith in this 
period. Enormous, im ported textiles filled w ith hunting scenes and love stories 
from knights’ tales may have graced Sigismund’s court. Some o f those which trav­
elled with the em peror during his frequent changes o f residence may have con­
tained episodes from the legend o f St Ladislas.11
Prevalence o f  the Legend o f  St Ladislas in Hungarian fine arts during 
the reign o f  Sigismund o f  Luxem bourg
Traces o f the legend o f St Ladislas in the court o f Sigismund o f Luxembourg disap­
peared with the destruction o f  material and written sources. Nevertheless, some 
kind o f central, intellectual influence certainly existed, leading to the staggering 
proliferation o f  this topic. After all, the five decades o f Sigismund’s rule repre­
sented the most virulent and productive period in the veneration o f the saint. At 
this time, fresco cycles depicting the battle o f  Kerles crisscrossed the entire terri­
tory o f  Hungary. Thanks to the need o f patrons for representation, the walls o f 
churches in flourishing settlements (today nothing m ore than insignificant villages) 
were rapidly adorned w ith superb quality fresco cycles. These works were an im­
mediate reflection, with no lag time, o f  the current ideals and tastes o f the court. 
The fresco cycles o f  St Ladislas in the churches o f  Liptoszentandras (Liptovsky 
Ondrej, SK), located in the royal County o f Liptö; Szlatvin (Slatvina, SK) and 
Szepesmindszent (Bijacovce, SK) in the C ounty o f Szepes; Szentmihalyfalva 
(Michal’any, SK) in the region o f  Csalloköz; Vörösalma (Cervenica pri Sabinove, 
SK), in the C ounty o f  Saros (this cycle was discovered only a few years ago);12 
Süvete (Sivetice, SK) in Gömör; Vizsoly in Abaüj; and Tereske in Nograd were 
all made around this time. In Transylvania, cycles in the churches o f Bibarcfalva 
(Bibor^eni, R O ), Csikszentmihaly (Mihäileni, R O ), Käszonimper (Imper, R O ), 
Kilyen (Sepsikilyen, Chilieni, R O ), Szekelydalya (Daia, R O ) and the second cycle 
at Sepsibesenyo (Padurem, R O ) can also be dated to this period. These m onu­
ments no longer offer any real iconographic surprises. Instead, they deserve our 
attention because o f  an unusual structure (as in Bibarcfalva) or a rare m otif or
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genre scene (as in Vitfalva [Vitkovce, SK]), or costume (such as St Ladislas’s scaly 
leather shield in Kilyen). In Sepsibesenyo the series was probably painted a second,., 
time, since the message o f  the rudimentary 14th-century cycle was no longer 
clear. Its program, meaning, and characters had faded, but because the subject- 
matter itself was still timely, a completely new cycle was added in an attempt to 
clarify the earlier fresco, although the legend was reduced to just three scenes. This 
spectacular process, however, relied on the stereotypical repetition o f certain for­
mulas, and innovation was bypassed.
At the beginning o f the 15th century, the structure o f cycles fc?r the most part 
followed a scheme developed in the previous century. T he num ber o f scenes var­
ied and sometimes direct stylistic connections can be found between the cycles. 
All o f these reveal the cultivation, broad knowledge, and special spiritual needs o f 
the patron.
Cycles originating in the Sigismund period reflect the same political timeliness 
that can be observed in independent depictions o f St Ladislas from the end o f the 
14th centüry. In particular, we can discern the process whereby the role o f the 
Athleta Christi was replaced by the Athleta Patriae in the iconography o f the saint, 
symbolized by a new badge alongside the attribute o f the axe: the country’s coat 
o f arms, the shield with the double cross, or flag (Zsegra [Zehra, SK], Karaszko 
[Kraskovo, SK], Sepsikilyen, Bantornya [Turnisce, SLO]). The ideological back­
ground o f the shield w ith a double cross, the symbol o f the Hungarian Kingdom, 
was first formulated in the Bull o f Constance issued on 19 September 1417, and 
frequently quoted in defence o f patronage rights: “The hinterlands o f Hungary, 
bordering on the land o f nonbelievers, is know n as the bastion and shield o f Chris­
tianity.”13 The Cumans were now immediate neighbours, and were identified 
with the increasingly more threatening Turks. Memories o f the unfortunate battle 
o f  Nicopolis and the internal struggles against Ladislas o f Naples were just as present 
in the Hungarians’ minds as reminiscences o f the mythical legend o f the Argonauts 
in search o f the Golden Fleece. The donators inserted episodes not m entioned in 
i the original story among the events o f the Kerles battle. All these interpolated
supplements, episodes and players provide a completely new  interpretation o f 
the series. In the confusing proliferation o f  copies, variations and compilations, the 
concrete events o f the original story become very often and unavoidably blurred.
I conographic curiosities and unusual stylistic characteristics emerged in these 
decades: St Ladislas’s physiognomy in the Tereske cycle follows the facial features, 
quickly canonized, o f  the second head reliquary o f the saint (c. 1430) in Varad 
(Oradea, R O ). Stylistic analysis has clearly shown the same painter was responsible 
for the cycles o f Szekelydalya, uncovered in the 1990s, and Szekelyderzs (Därjiu, 
R O ). In the frescoes o f Szekelydalya an interesting thematic development appears. 
The girl is shown fighting against the Hungarians, almost supporting the negative 
characterization o f the maiden in the Gesta Ladislai, which appears in the 14th- 
century Hungarian Chronicle. O n the opposite wall is the legend o f St George, 
painted as a counterpart to the St Ladislas cycle.14 In the Sepsikilyen cycle,
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discovered in 1886, the front line o f  Cuman warriors struggle with slashed shields 
against the Hungarian soldiers. This could refer to a tactical ruse to confuse the 
enemy, but it m ight also recall internal struggles in which the Hungarian king 
relied on Cuman troops for assistance.15 Discovered in 2001, the cycle in the 
church o f Kaszonimper in Csik County, also has as its companion a scene o f 
St George killing the dragon, preserved in greater detail.16 The two legends 
appear together in Vizsoly, too:
Patrons o f  the cycles
As in the Angevin period, the patrons o f the cycles were the secular aristocrats. 
Although in most cases the identities o f the donors cannot be definitely estab­
lished, occasionally genealogic and archontological research leads to a precise 
identification o f the family and name.
Chronologically, the earliest case (1389) is a cycle in the R om an Catholic 
church o f Bantornya in Zala County. Painted by Johannes Aquila and his w ork­
shop, the frescoes were commissioned by the Banfi family o f Alsolendva. The se­
ries beginning in the uppermost field on the northern wall is at present in a frag­
mentary state. The beginning and ending parts have been destroyed. The northern 
segment framed in red-ochre was presumably dedicated entirely to the battle at 
Kerles. The individual scenes were accompanied by inscriptions above, but these 
explanatory texts were already fragmented w hen uncovered in 1863. N everthe­
less, Flöris R öm er, the first scholarly publisher o f  the cycle, managed to establish 
that the text followed a chronicle writing in the Angevin period.17 Meanwhile 
research has also clearly shown that the miniatures in the Illuminated Chronicle 
served as a prototype for certain scenes. Also, Istrian and Dalmatian traditions, 
which Miklos Banfi, as ban o f  Croatia and Slavonia, m ight have know n well (for 
example the Salamon scene), had an impact.18
Painted around 1410-20, the cycle o f Karaszkö in Göm ör County, in which 
the facial features o f St Ladislas reflect the portrait o f  Sigismund o f Luxembourg, 
shows a man on horseback with a club and no halo. H e may be the patron identi­
fied by Maria Prokopp in 2003 as Frank Szecsenyi.19
In the Church o f the Holy Spirit in Zsegra, Szepes County, an inscription ex­
alting the Holy Sacrament on the south wall o f the sanctuary informs us that Pope 
John XXIII granted visitors to the church a 20-day indulgence.20 The fact that the 
text was preserved in this way suggests the importance o f this privilege to the pa­
tron, a descendent o f the Zsigray family. In this same period, this patron commis­
sioned the Kerles cycle, too, which is still visible in a fragmentary and heavily re­
painted state on the northern wall o f the nave.21 The family also, had the cycle 
painted in the church o f the Virgin Mary in the nearby village o f Szlatvin.22
T he finely executed wall paintings found in the nave o f the fortified church 
o f Szekelyderzs, Udvarhely County, were uncovered from under a layer o f
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whitewash by Jozsef Huszka (1854—1934) at the end o f  the 19th century.26 O ne o f 
the armed m en in the scene o f Saul on the south wall carries a flag w ith a perplex- _  
ing inscription: “hoc op(u)s fec(it) d(e) pingere seu p(rae)parare mag(ist)er Paul(u)s 
fili(u)s Stephani d(e) U ng an(n)o d(omi)ni m(illesi)mo cccc(m)o x nono scriptum 
scribebat et pulcrasm puella(m) i(n) m ente tenebat” .24 Both the scene showing St 
Paul’s conversion and the St Ladislas cycle on the opposite wall can thus be dated 
to 1419; in fact, as the alliterated element “pulchram puellam” suggests, the date 
may refer even more strongly to the St Ladislas cycle.25 Furthermore, the inscrip­
tion reveals the identity o f  the patron, w ho is perhaps among the most m entioned 
donors in art historical literature in this period. Important data on the genealogy 
o f the family in connection with the fresco was published in 1998.26 Only one, 
essential element has not been clearly deciphered: the meaning o f the rhyming 
sentence with its profane content in the second half o f the inscription.27
Political interests and personal piety together shaped the special devotion to 
the Hungarian saints shown by the many branches o f the Bebek family, a phenom ­
enon which can also be well circumscribed geographically.28 The family’s status 
was most strongly reflected in their veneration o f St Ladislas. In this kind o f rep­
resentation centring on Ladislas, religious and knightly ideals are given equal 
prominence—a result o f the family’s earlier positions.29 Detre Bebek (III), an active 
m em ber o f the League, cleverly employed the cult for political purposes on the 
side o f Ladislas o f Naples, as the veneration o f St Ladislas ensured the legal status 
and the ideological background that w ould justify the pretender’s claim to the 
throne. His sons, especially Läszlö Bebek, wizened by their father’s political fail­
ure, were contented to limit the popularization o f the cult to the churches under 
their patronage. T he Hungarian saints, which had at that time become conven­
tional, appeared on the walls o f the naves in Gecelfalva (Kocel’ovce, SK), Kraszna- 
horkävaralja (Kräsnohorske Podhradie, SK), Körtvelyes (Hrusov, SK), Pelsöc (Ple- 
sivec, SK), Rakos (Rakos, SK) in G öm ör County, and in Tornaszentandras, Zsip 
(Zip, SK) and perhaps T om a (Turna nad Bodvou, SK), their tituli clearly referring 
to the given names o f the sons o f Detre Bebek (III). The patron o f the Kerles cycle 
on the north wall o f  the nave in the parish church o f Rakos was Laszlo Bebek, 
w ho may have also ordered the cycle (later destroyed) in Szalonna, Borsod C oun­
ty,30 and the cycle in Härskut (Lipovnik, SK).?1 The latter is covered by a 19th- 
century layer o f paint, and is at present known only from a brief 18th-century 
description by Samuel T im on (1675-1736). N o t only is the identity o f the donor 
o f  Szalonna frescoes (dated to 1417—27) known, but the painter’s identity, too: 
Andras Szepesi. At the end o f the 1980s, a cycle with a wrestling scene was uncov­
ered in the nave o f  the round church o f St Margaret o f Antioch in Süvete, very 
near to Szalonna. This work, which art historians had previously only assumed 
existed, was probably made at the same time as the frescoes in Szalonna.32
T he commissioners and donors o f St Ladislas legends in the first decades o f the 
15th century occupied the immediate surroundings o f the king, or were among 
the most influential prelates (the Banfi, Bebek, Nagymihalyi, Szecsenyi, and
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Zsigray families); in other words, almost w ithout exception they were the barons 
o f  Sigismund o f Luxembourg. They adjusted the decoration o f the churches under 
their patronage to the samples and expectations emanating from the court, and 
gave precedence to these trends. The intellectual organ o f the aula, local traditions 
and the individual devotional habits o f certain families together shaped the various 
scenes in the cycles.33
Furthermore, among the patrons known today, not one was a member o f  the 
O rder o f the Dragon.34 At the same time, given how  the founders and later m em ­
bers o f the order (Miklos Garai II, the Marotis, Pipo Ozorai, Pal Özdögei Be- 
senyö, one o f the Paloci brothers, Stibor Stiborici), openly expressed their venera­
tion o f St Ladislas, the order may have been involved in some way in the prolif­
eration o f the depictions. Although at present there are no known cases in which 
someone in the O rder o f the Dragon commissioned a cycle o f St Ladislas, m em ­
bers may still have had the battle scene painted on their property. Perhaps they 
were even forerunners, w ith such commissions giving a sign o f their com mon 
identity.35 In Szekelydalya, Käszonimper and Vizsoly, the legend o f  St George that 
emerges alongside the battle o f Kerles may refer to this still unclear connection.
T he role o f  the bourgeoisie in the spread o f  the cult o f  St Ladislas
In the Sigismund period not only the barons, but the urban middle class also con­
tributed to the expansion o f the veneration o f St Ladislas to a national scale. The 
forms in which their activities were expressed were almost w ithout exception as­
sociated with the guilds.
In Buda, the church dedicated to the three Hungarian saints in the cemetery 
o f  the Church o f O ur Lady was granted the license to issue indulgences in 1334.36 
From the end o f the 14th century the church was frequently m entioned as the 
chapel o f Saint Emeric, and even more frequently as the chapel o f St Ladislas.37 At 
that time it was entirely independent o f  the Church o f O ur Lady and had a large 
ecclesiastical staff. Members o f the high clergy made up the rectorate, which was 
supported by a large endow m ent.38 A notarial docum ent dated 12 September 
1436 already mentions the chapel’s altar o f St Ladislas.39
In Pozsony, too, traces o f the cult o f St Ladislas exist from the first half o f the 
14th century.40 The statue o f St Ladislas, originally intended for private devotion, 
can be seen on the facade o f the Unger House.41 In 1421 it became one o f the pa­
tron symbols o f  the city, most likely based on the St Roland prototype common 
throughout Europe. At the same time the private chapel o f a building transformed 
into the city hall was decorated with a wall painting o f the saint bearing a shield with 
a double cross. In 1440, for the first time, an altar o f St Ladislas, consecrated several 
years earlier, was listed in the provostal church o f St Martin. Soon after, an altar 
dedicated to St Ladislas was erected in the church o f St Michael. The guidelines o f 
numerous guilds and St Ladislas Day customs confirm the veneration o f the saint.42
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In 1408, the chapel o f St Ladislas was built in the northern suburb o f  Kassa 
(Kosice, SK), and it frequently appeared in documents through 1458.43 In an u n -t  
dated papal supplication submitted in 1418, Margit, the w idow  ofjakus, a butcher 
from Vac, bequeathed her two vineyards to the monasteries o f  (Maria)Nosztra and 
Toronyalja (Pottornya, Podturen, SK), and the monastery o f St Ladislas.44
T he circumstances o f Locse (Levoca, SK), which was under royal protection 
and received a staple right in 1402, were unusual. The commissioning o f the wall 
paintings o f Sts Stephen and Ladislas in the sanctuary o f the parish church o f 
St James masked direct imperial intentions, since the population, which had a dif­
ferent economic life and customs, mosdy reinforced the cult o f saints transplanted 
from their birthplace.45 All this is evident in the depiction o f the Hungarian saints, 
too, since the painter, completely unversed in local iconography, placed a lance 
instead o f  a battle-axe in the hand o f  St Ladislas.46 T he dedication o f the M ino­
rites’ church at the same time advertised the consistent continuation o f missionary 
activities and the cult o f Francis, which developed under the Angevines.47
To understand the spread o f the cult in an urban setting, the Translyvanian 
Saxon communities are w orth examining. The most significant among them  were 
the seven “seats” (“sedes”), that is, districts under the control o f Nagyszeben (Sibiu, 
R O ). The privileges won in 1224 under King Andrew II (“Andreanum”) were 
continually renewed by later rulers. Its legal status was similar to that o f free royal 
towns.48 By the time o f Sigismund o f Luxemburg, Nagyszeben had become one of 
the largest economic powers among the towns. Its legal position, which probably 
derived from its unusual status and as a consequence o f the personal intentions of 
Sigismund, lay behind the agreement entered into in 1432 by the people o f  Nagy­
szeben and their parish priest, Miklos Rynisch. According to this the priest was 
required to say thirteen royal masses in the parish church o f O ur Lady. O ne was a 
mass dedicated to Ladislas to be performed at the altar o f Hungarian king-saints.49 
Similarly, imperial will may have been the driving force in Ecel (A^el, R O ), where 
the battle o f Kerles was painted on the north wall o f the parish church.50
According to the information listed the citizens (or guilds) together had 
churches, chapels, and altars erected bearing the name o f  St Ladislas. N o sources 
exist relating to private commissions, w ith the exception o f the wall paintings of 
Stosz.
The instructions in the inheritance contract o f  Miklos Stoszi (“Nycolaus de 
fine in villa Staz”) and his wife, Gertrud (“Girdrude”) in part further cloud the 
data on veneration o f the saint in urban settings, but at the same time they shed 
light on the pragmatic approach o f the tow n’s citizens toward the Church. The 
text o f the docum ent gives a precise time limit to w hen the demand for represen­
tations o f the legend o f St Ladislas spread through court and secular aristocracy to 
wealthier citizens. Miklos, w ho acquired a fortune from the copper and silver 
mines, was certainly not motivated by personal devotion (since his patron saint 
was St Nicholas o f Myra). Instead he wished to preserve the cycle on the walls o f 
his local church in conformance with national propaganda or its expectations. This
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is especially likely given that the majority o f inhabitants o f the tow n were Ger- 
j mans, w ho sharply differed from the Hungarians in their cultural and religious 
practices and their economic roles.51
T he laconic reference in this source to the commissioner offers art historians 
dealing with the subject few answers to the unresolved problems concerning the 
St Ladislas cycles. Indisputable, however, is w hen the first private citizen, inde­
pendent o f any tow n or guild community, commissioned a Ladislas cycle. The 
crucial question o f w hether the legend o f St Ladislas was actually painted in the 
parish church o f All Saints in Stosz, on the other hand, to this day remains unan­
swered.
According to the second stipulation in the contract, if  the wife died first, the 
husband would have to donate a gilt silver clenodium to the Church o f St Cath­
erine o f Alexandria in Szomolnok and have a monstrance repaired. Its material 
value and the labor costs must have been exactly equal to the cost o f painting the 
fresco. N either Kornel Divald,52 nor the Slovak surveyor o f movable property and 
land in Stosz53 found any medieval clenodium in the church o f Szomolnok. The 
liturgical objects in question o f course could have been destroyed over the centu­
ries, but it is also possible that this obligation was never fulfilled. And if  we con­
tinue on, this logical path, thus using negative results as our starting point, then 
most certainly the husband died first, and the wife had to carry out her husband’s 
wishes. This means the legend o f St Ladislas lies concealed somewhere under the 
present layer o f paint.
Hopefully wall soundings performed in the near future and investigations will 
provide a satisfying answer to this question. In any case, this source remains in­
valuable for art historians researching the cycles o f St Ladislas.
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1387-1437. Beiträge zur Herrschraft Kaiser Sigismunds und der europäischen Geschichte um 1400, ed.
J. Macek-E. Marosi-F. Seibt, W arendorf 1994, 266; idem, Kep es hasonmäs. Müveszet es valosäg a 
14-15. szäzadi Magyarorszägon, Budapest 1995, 79-80; idem, “Magyarok közepkori äbräzoläsai 
es az orientalizmus a közepkori muveszetben,” Ntprajzi Ertesito 77, 1995, 85; T. Kemy, “Szent 
Läszlo közepkori tisztelete es ikonogräfiäja,” in ‘Ave Rex Ladislae,’ ed. B. J. Hankovszky O. P— 
T. Kem y-Z. Möser, Budapest 2000, 35; E. Marosi, “Szent Läszlo zäszlaja,” in A z  Idd rostäjäban. 
Tanulmänyok Vargyas Lajos 90. születesnapjära, ed. B. Andräsfalvy-M. Domokos-I. Nagy, vol. II., 
Budapest 2004, 447-55.
14 The legend o f St George was painted in the church of St Michael in Szentmihälyfalva in 
Csalloköz and also in Rimabänya in Gömör County (Rimavskä Bana, SK). On 
Szentmihälyfalva, see L. Koväcs-J. Görföl, Közepkori templomok a Csalldközbeti, Dunaszerdahely 
2002, 61.
15 The light cavalry reinforcements made up of Cumans and Pechenegs served as advanced guards, 
confounding the enemy with storms of arrows. The Seklers and the Pechenegs appear in the 
sources beginning with the battles ofK ing Stephen II (1116) and later Geza II (1146). In 1279, 
in the battle ofDeva (Deva, RO ), King Bela IV employed Cuman forces against his son,
Prince Stephen. See Hazai okmänytär, ed. I. Nagy-I. Paur-K. Räth-D . Veghelyi, vol. VI., 
Gyor-Budapest 1876, 241. For a related discussion of this, see A. Zsoldos, “Az ifjabb kiräly 
orszäga,” Szäzadok 139, 2005, 254.
16 Zoltän Magyar (Institute o f Ethnography, Hungarian Academy of Sciences) called my attention 
to this on 14 November, 2002. I am indebted to him for his photographs.
17 In terms of interpretation, Hungarian research has not progressed significantly since F. Röm er’s 
detailed description: Regi falkepek Magyarorszägon, Budapest 1874, 24-32. Recent interpretations 
(Tamäs Bogyay, Erno Marosi, Terezia Kemy) essentially rely on his conclusions as a starting 
point. Erno Marosi tied the painting of the fresco cycle to the struggles for the crown following 
the death of Louis I (1382-87): “The version of the legend was probably made with the 
knowledge and using the text o f the Chronicle, as Röm er suggested. In the depictions of the 
election of Ladislas and the struggle against King Salamon, the concept o f idoneitas as a condition 
for royal power was expressed, which in 1389, shortly after Sigismund ascended the throne, may 
have acquired a concrete significance. In the cycle, references to two members o f the family, 
Miklös and Läszlo, mentioned in the 1389 charter dividing property, are easily recognizable, 
although the other images cannot be explained by these connections.” See E. Marosi, “Eine 
Einleitung in die Probleme um Johannes Aquila,” in Johannes Aquila und die Wandmalerei des 14. 
Jahrhunderts. Tagungsbeiträge und Dokumente aus den Sammlungen des Landesdenkmalamts Budapest, 
ed. E. Marösi, Budapest 1989, 46-47. About this same political background, see more recently: 
idem (n. 13 above 2004), 452. The main idea in the St Ladislas legend did indeed centre on 
legitimacy and idoneitas, although at that time those could not have been problems of the day.
18 On the latter topic, see T. Kemy, “Salamon kiräly äbräzoläsairol (14-19. szäzad),” in Romantikus 
kastely. Tanulmänyok Komärik Denes tiszteletere, ed. F. Vadas, Budapest 2004, 33-51.
19 M. Prokopp, Közepkori freskok Gömörben, Somoija 2002, 55. The author declares Frank 
Szecsenyi as the patron o f the cycle in Rimabänya, too. If so, the identity o f the figure sounding 
the trumpet in the first scene is the same as that o f the trumpeter seen in the Karaszko cycle.
In any case, the figure appealing for help also appears in the first scene, repainted in the 15th 
century, o f the Tereske cycle.
20 “Mutatur specie panis meditante priore /
Sed non est talis qualis senitur in ore /
Res occulatur qualis quia si videatur /
Forsitan horreres et manducare timeres /
Fit Christus in missa quoties audies que Maria /
Et flectis genua dat Johannes tibi papa /
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21 In the battle scene, the figure of St Ladislas is the most intact.
22 Floris Röm er first mentioned the cycle in Szlatvin, which had been covered in whitewash, in his 
corpus on wall painting: “ ...the current parish priest said, that during the first years after his 
arrival there-some 34 years ago-he heard from the older members o f the congregation that the 
recently plastered-over wall paintings could not have shown saints, since a bloody battle scene 
was painted and the horrible bloodbath was very frightening to the ladies sitting near the wall.” 
See Röm er (n. 17 above), 70. The wall paintings were uncovered again in the summer o f 2008.
I am indebted to Jozsef Langi who informed me of their discovery and supplied me with 
photographs.
23 J. Huszka, “A mi szekely festöiskolänk a XV. szazadban,” Szekely Nemzet V, 99, 1887, 2.
24 D. Radocsay, A  közepkori Magyarorszäg falkepei, Budapest 1954, 216; L. David, A közepkori 
Udvarhelyszek müveszeti emlekei, Bucharest 1981, 271.
25 In the 14th-century chronicle, the following epithet was derived from the word “species, ei” : ... 
“unam puellam Hungaram speciosam.” Edition: Scriptores rerum Hungaricarum tempore ducum 
regumque stirpis Arpadianaegestareum, ed. E. Szentpetery, vol. I., Budapest 1937, 186.
26 P. Engel, A  nemesi tärsadalom a köztpkori Ung megyeben, Budapest 1998, 30-39, 159.
The patron of the painting was Pal, son of Istvän (Ungi) o f the Nagymihälyi family of the 
Kaplyon clan. The family tree was compiled by Päl Engel. The patron’s great-grandfather and 
grandfather were both named Läszlö (Ladislas), although a study of the genealogical tables reveals 
a noticeably high frequency of the name Läszlö among members of the clan.
The following text provides some interesting information about the family’s early veneration of 
St Ladislas: “In memory of master Gergely, son of Lorinc, we announce that Charles, king of 
Hungary, by the grace of God has bestowed on us the right to collect customs fees because of 
our bloodshed and service in Nagymihäly. For the salvation of our souls, we shall give one tenth 
of that to the church of St George. Every priest living there is required to celebrate mass twice a 
week: once on Tuesday in honour of the dead, and another time in honour of St George. If a 
priest fails to do so, St Ladislas should excommunicate him, and if a neighbour or relative would 
like to reclaim the tithe, St Ladislas should excommunicate him.” Edition: A  nagymihälyi es 
sztäraigrof Szäray csaläd okleveltära, vol. I., Budapest 1887, 41. Hungarian translation by Agnes 
Kurcz, published in Läszlö kiräly emlekezete, ed. T. Katona, Budapest 1977, 65.
Päl’s activities can be followed in documents from 1424 to 1457. At the time the frescoes were 
made, the family’s power was at its height, thanks to one of its members, provost Albert 
(1380-1434). In 1410, he was a youth in the court; from 1417 to 1432, he was prior o f Vrana 
(“Aurana”); and from 1419 to 1426, he was ban of Dalmatia-Croatia. His entire clan benefitted 
from his high positions. Scholars have occasionally suggested that the church frescoes in 
Szekelyderzs, Csikszentmihäly, and Felsoboldogfalva in Udvarhelyszek (Feliceni, RO ) were 
painted by the same persons. On-site examinations by Jozsef Längi and Ferenc Mihäly offer no 
support for the hypothesis, although the possibility that the master o f Felsoboldogfalva may have 
worked alongside the painter of the Szekelyderzs and Csikszentmihäly frescoes and was thus 
familiar with those works has not been excluded. See J. Längi-F. Mihäly, Erdelyi falkepek es festett 
faberendezhek, vol. II., Budapest 2004, 38-40.
27 For an earlier attempt at interpretation, see T. Kerny, “Huszka Jozsef es a szekelyfoldi Szent 
Läszlo-legendäk,” in M üviszet... (n. 8 above), vol. II., 348, 361, n. 20.
28 M. Prokopp, “Gömöri falkepek a XIV. szäzadban,” Müveszettörteneti Ertesito XVIII, 1969, 
128-48; I. Gerät, “Narativny cyklus zo zivota sv. Ladislava v ikonograficköm programe 
gemerskych kostolov,” Ars 1996, 11-56.
29 Two members o f the family were also church dignitaries. Domokos Bebek was briefly 
bishop of Nagyvärad in 1372. A document dated 1357 (Budapest, Magyar Orszägos Leveltär,
Dl. 4669) mentions György Bebek and Istvän Bebek, wardens of the casde,
as royal flag-bearers.
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30 From 1402, the settlement was the property of the Bebek family. The destroyed cycle had 
earlier been dated to the same period as the cycle of St Margaret o f Antioch, that is, the second 
half o f the 13th century. For a more recent discussion relating to the history of the village, see 
E. Mezösi-Kozäk, “Borsod megye romän-kori müemlek temploma, Szalonna,” in Detshy Mihdly 
nyolcvanadik születesnapjära -  tanulmänyok, ed. I. Bardoly-A. Haris, Budapest 2002, 64.
31 “Exstat in vico Harscheuthiensi provinciae Gemeriensis ad Rosnaviam pervetusta pictura, 
et Sancti illus Regis et Cuni ac puellae in equis insidentium.” See S. Timon, Imago Novae 
Hungariae, repraesentans regna, provincias, banatus et comitatus ditionis hungariae Historico genere strictim 
perspectiva, Vienna 1754, 41.
32 The wall painting recovered from under the 19th century historicizing layer of paint reveals 
fragments o f the wrestling scene. The Cuman wears white clothes tied with a black belt. His 
huge tether can be clearly discerned. St Ladislas is also seen in white attire. In the present state of 
the wall painting (17 September 2004) a headless girl in red cuts the Achilles tendon of the 
Cuman with a long-handled weapon (battle-axe?) held in her right hand. The left side of
the scene is demarcated with two perpendicular red stripes.
33 For details, see T. Kerny, “A kerlesi ütközet megjelenese es elterjedese az irodalomban, majd
a kepzömüveszetben,” in Folklor es vizualis kultüra, ed. A. Szemerkenyi, Budapest 2007, 202-57.
34 Members o f the Bänfi o f Alsolendva and Szecsenyi families became members only later.
For a related discussion, see P. Lovei, “A Särkänyrend fennmaradt emlekei,” in Mäveszet...
(n. 8 above), vol. I., 158-59.
35 This connection suggests more thorough research should be done on the art patronage of those 
members o f the Order o f the Dragon not mentioned here. Eniko Csukovits pointed out an 
interesting phenomenon: a conspicuously large number of members set out on pilgrimages for a 
variety of reasons. See E. Csukovits, Közepkori magyar zarändokok, Budapest 2003, 151—54.
35 Bulle o f Pope John XXII: Rome, 1334. VII. 11., edition: Vetera monumenta historica Hungariam 
sanctam illustrantia maximam partem nundum edita ex tabularis Vaticanais deprompta, ed. A. Theiner, 
vol. I., Rome 1859, 600.
37 For example, on 16 January, 1431, in the supplication of Imre Cserdy (Cherdy), canon ofPecs, 
for the office of penitentiary in St Peter’s Basilica: “Suppl. nob. Emerici Gregorii de Cherdy, 
can. Quinqueeccl., cap. S. Ladislai regis in Buda, mag. in art., de officio penitentiarie in basilica 
princ. ap., non obst., quod idem Emericus in aliquo iuriam seu theologie mag. aut. licentiatus 
non existat. Secundem supp, enim de patribus Hungariae pro indulgentiis consequendis et 
absolutionibus peccatorum a penitentiariis recipiendis diversis anni temporibus maxima ad hanc 
Urben populi confluat multitudo, ita quod unus, vel duo penitentiarii non sufficiunt.” See Cittä 
del Vaticano', Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Regesta Supplicationes Martini V. Regesta Supplicationum 
265, folio 279v; Regesta Datariae seu Lateranensia 299, folio 272r, edition: X V . szäzadi päpäk 
oklevelei, ed. P. Lukcsics, vol. I., V. Märton päpa (1417-1431), Budapest 1931, 261, no. 1440.
See also idem, Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Regesta Supplicationes Eugenii IV. Regesta 
Supplicationum 276, folio 284r; 280, folio 139v; 282, folio 162r; 282, folio 240r, edition:
XV . szäzadi... (as above), vol. II., IV. Jeno papa (1431-1447) es V. Miklos päpa (1447-1455), 
Budapest 1938, 60, no. 92; 66, no. 116; 70-71, no. 137; 71, no. 138.
38 L. Zolnay, “A közepkori budavari Szent Läszlö- es Szent Mihäly-käpolna. Adatok a Nagy- 
boldogasszony-templom deli oldalkäpolnäinak törtenetehez,” Budapest Regisegei XXI, 1964, 383.
39 “... magister Albertus rector altaris beati Ladislai regis in ecclesia beati Emerici ducis in cimiterio 
beate Marie virginis de Castro Budensi constructi.” The first publication, lacking a classification 
number: Budapest törtenetenek okleveles emlekei, vol. I., Budapest 1936, 8. Complete edition: 
Budapest törtenetenek okleveles emlekei, vol. III., 2, ed. L. B. Kumorovitz, Budapest 1987, 281, 
no. 1157. In the 16th century the guilds o f tanners and sword makers chose St Ladislas as their 
patron saint; see L. Päsztor, A  magyarsäg valläsos elete a Jagellok koräban, Budapest 1940, 42;
E. Gerendäs, “Cehek es a vallasos elet,” Regnum 5, 1942-1943, 385.
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40 J. Szücs, “A közepkori epiteszet munkaszervezetenek kerdesehez,” Budapest Rigisigei XVIII,
1958, 337.
41 Presendy a copy can be seen on the facade of the building.
42 T. Ortvay, Pozsony varos utcäi es terei. A  varos törtinete utca is ter nevekben, Pozsony 1905, 524. The 
hospital, which appears in the sources between 1379 and 1529, was also dedicated to St Ladislas. 
See ibid, 263. In a document dated 15 June 1418, a new St Ladislas’ hospital is mentioned (“das 
new spital ze sent Lasla ze Prespurg”). Presumably it was built in place of the former, cramped 
and out-dated building. See Budapest, Magyar Orszagos Leveltär, DF 239397; Hungarian 
language extract: Zsigmondkori okleveltär, vol. VI., 1417-1418, the manuscript o f Elemer Malyusz 
was edited and expanded by I. Borsa, Budapest 1999, 517—18, no. 2053. In addition to the altar 
found in the chapel o f the hospital, gifts from grateful patients, wax and silver>offerings, pilgrim’s 
badges and a votive panel painting of St Ladislas should be included in the count.
43 K. Kabos, Adatok közepkori egyhazaink nimelyikerol (a Källay csaläd leviltäräbol Bunyitay Vince 
alapjän), Eger 1887, 228; B. Wick, Kassa törtenete is müemlikei, Kassa 1941, 43.
44 Budapest, Magyar Orszagos Leveltär, DF 286489. For a Hungarian language summary, 
see Zsigmondkori..., vol. VI. (n. 42 above), 643, no. 2674.
45 J. Szucs, “Lovagsäg, keresztenyseg, irodalom. A magyar irodalom törtenete I. köteterol,” 
Törtinelmi Szemle X, 1967, 133; G. Klaniczay, “A közepkori magyarorszägi szentkultusz 
kutatäsänak problemäi,” Törtinelmi Szemle XXIV, 1981, 278. O n the tituli o f churches
in Saxon settlements in Upper Hungary see J. Hudäk, Patrocinia na Slovensku, Bratislava 1984;
A. Mezo, A templomcim a magyar helysignevekben, 11-15. szäzad, Budapest 1996.
46 Later re-paintings generally destroyed the wall-paintings completely.
47 Cultural-historical factors related to St Ladislas (and the other Hungarian saint-kings) and 
originally tied to the Angevins, which until the end of the 18th century determined the 
spirituality and iconography o f Hungarian Franciscans, are completely unexplored as yet.
48 The stamp of a provincia or comitatus on a 1302 document has survived. The inscription reads: 
“Sigillum Cibiniensis provinciae ad retinendam coronam”. See Urkundenbuch zur Geschichte 
der Deutschen in Siebenbürgen, ed. F. Zimmermann-C. W emer-G. Müller-G. Gündisch,
vol. I., Hermannstadt 1937, 224-25, 534, pi. IV., 11.
49 A Hungarian language abstract, without the Archives’ call-number appears in
L. Reisenberger-I. Henszlmann, A  nagyszebeni is szikesefehirvari rigi templom, Budapest 1883, 41. 
The name Ladislas, although rare, did occur as the patrocinium of churches in the Saxon seats- 
Gross-Propstdorf (Nagyekemezö, Tärnava, R O ), Gross-Lasseln (Szäszszendäszlo, Laslea, RO ), 
Leschkirch (Üjegyhäz, Nocrich, R O )-as data from 1402 attests: Monumenta Vaticana Historiam 
Regni Hungariae Illustrantia -  Vatikäni magyar okirattdr, vol. I., 4, Budapest 1891, 204, 422; G. 
Gündisch, “Die Patrozinien der säschischen Pfarrkirche Siebenbürgens,” in Festschrift für  
Attila T. Szabo und ZsigmondJak6, ed. K. Benda—T. von Bogyay—H. Gassi—K. Zs. Lengyel, 
Munich 1987, 95, 97, 99—100; and Mezö (n. 45 above). The special status o f the free royal town 
was most likely responsible for these facts.
50 A plaque of a king on the throne (Sigismund?) can be seen oil the church bell and refers to royal 
authority, see E. Benko, Erdily közipkori harangjai is bronz keresztelomedencii, Budapest—Kolozsvär 
2002, 225, Cat. No. 85.
51 Szücs (n. 45 above), 133; Klaniczay (n. 45 above), 278; on the patrocinium of churches in Saxon 
settlements in Upper Hungary, see Hudäk (n. 45 above); Mezo (n. 45 above).
52 Divald (n. 4 above), 388.




TW O  UNDERDRAW INGS 
BY THE MASTER OF THE ST A NDREW  ALTARPIECE
The wide-ranging scholarly achievement o f Em o Marosi has enlarged the possible 
methods o f research o f  14th—15th-century art history. I would like to pay tribute 
to him  with a modest contribution from the side o f “museum art history” , at the 
same time paying off my older debt with the publishing o f  these documents. Al­
ready in 1995, we have investigated the two Austrian panel paintings in the M u­
seum o f Fine Arts (Szepmüveszeti Müzeum) in Budapest. The spectacular infrared 
reflectographies1 have not been published yet.
The two well-known panels o f the International Gothic style are attributed re­
cently to the Master o f the St Andrew Altarpiece, working most probably in Vienna 
around 1430—1440 whose conventional name originated from a curious paradox, 
namely from the fragments o f an altarpiece from the Neukloster in W iener N eu­
stadt. These panels were taken to St Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna and completed 
there with a statue o f St Andrew. They stayed there until 1973, when the panels 
were taken to the D om - und Diözesanmuseum.2 The panels treated here are not 
from the same series, but from another Passion-series o f unknown origin.
In the early 19 th century four panels were in the remarkable collection o f M ik­
los Jankovich in Pest. This collection was donated to the Hungarian National M u­
seum in 1836, later the paintings were handed over to the Museum o f Fine Arts in 
1875, to be more precise to its predecessor. The four panels were in the Museum 
o f Fine Arts until 1934, when, according the so-called Treaty o f Venice two panels 
from the series were handed over to the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, in 
exchange for Hungarian works o f art. Thus The Entry into Jerusalem and The Last 
Supper are in Budapest, The Betrayal of Christ and The Mocking of Christ are in Vi­
enna now. Nothing is known o f the provenance o f  the panels, as the detailed inven­
tory ofjankovich’s painting collection remained unfinished.3 Here I do not intend 
to deal with question o f attribution, I can only refer to the two catalogues with 
nearly complete bibliographies o f the Budapest paintings.4 Research tried to prove, 
that the four Passion panels in the Slezske M useum (Silesian Museum) in Opava 
(Czech Republik) were parts o f the same altarpiece. Their uncertain origin is said 
to be in the Valley o f the river Väh (SK). Recently the possibüity o f placing the 
origin o f the dispersed altar into the northwest Hungarian region arose.5
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1. Master o f the St Andrew Altarpiece: The Entry into Jerusalem, 
Budapest, Szepmüveszeti Muzeum. Infrared reflectography
The master was introduced by O tto  Benesch in 1925 to art historical litera­
ture, he called the attention to the panels in Opava in 1930, and Karl O ettinger 
named the master after the putative St Andrew altarpiece, finally Andor Pigler and 
Austrian scholars both thought that the master was a pupil o f the Master o f  the St 
Lambert Votive Panel. The Passion series can be dated between 1430 and 1440. 
The question w hether it is connected or not to the large size Crucifixion panel in 
the Oberösterreichisches Landesmuseum in Linz, and w hether they belonged to 
one altarpiece or not, is still unclear. I am not convinced o f  that, but alas no infra­
red investigation o f the Linz painting has been carried out yet.6
The panel with The Entry into Jerusalem (fig. 1) is made o f six planks executed in 
a rather rough way, and has its original surface on the reverse,7 The Original bevelling 
is visible on the upper edge and on the right. Horizontally two thick boards are placed
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2. Master o f the St Andrew Altarpiece: The Last Supper,
Budapest, Szepmüveszeti Muzeum. Infrared reflectography
on it, thus it cannot have been a movable wing o f an altarpiece. The gilding o f the 
background is original, and the punched decoration framing the composition is vis­
ible on the upper edge down to the round tower, on the left as far as the head o f the 
third aposde. This ornament consists o f punched rosette and semicircular motifs with 
three dots, very similar to the ones visible in the Albrecht-altarpiece (fig. 6a—b).8 
The technique o f incising the outlines into the chalk ground, originating from 14th- 
century Bohemian painting, was almost out o f fashion at that time, and can only be 
detected in the lines made with a ruler separating the gold background from the 
architecture, at the red tower, and on the side o f the city door. The haloes o f the holy 
figures are marked with a rich decoration o f pouncing and pointille technique.
In the infrared reflectogram assembly the underdrawing o f the whole composi­
tion is visible. The linear drawing is made with black material, containing charcoal
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3. Master o f the St Andrew Altarpiece: The Betrayal of Christ, 
Vienna, Österreichische Galerie. Infrared Photography 
(Copyright Bundesdenkmalamt, Vienna)
and is made with a brush. The underdrawing has grown through the paint at some 
parts and is visible even w ith the naked eye, but the reflectography penetrated 
through all colours. Such a detailed underdrawing, showing not only the contours, 
but also the inner forms was not rare in early the 15th century. In its character it 
reminds us o f the m uch earlier underdrawing o f an Austrian panel from c. 1410, 
The Trinity in London.9 However, it slightly differs from the underdrawing o f the 
Master o f the St Lambert Votive panel.10 The underdrawing style o f the Andrew 
Master is very individual, for instance he marks the form o f the noses w ith two 
parallel lines. The most remarkable feature o f  his individual style is the way he 
crosses the vertical lines o f the folds in the drapery w ith short parallel lines. This 
“abbreviated” form to mark the hatching, the parts to be painted as shadows is
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4. Master o f the St Andrew Altarpiece: The Mocking of Christ, 
Vienna, Österreichische Galerie. Infrared photography 
(Copyright Bundesdenkmalamt, Vienna)
singular and has no relation to his contemporaries. In the Budapest panel there is 
no difference between underdrawing and the paint layer, with the exception o f 
some very slight modifications in changing the longer fingers to shorter ones. This 
is very frequently met in painting.
The panel w ith The Last Supper (fig. 2) is cut on its lower edge, and the panel 
itself is thinned and cradled. T he golden background has the same punched frame 
decoration and due to the subject-matter the haloes o f the apostles are richly 
decorated here as well. Judas in the foreground has, o f  course, no h^lo. An inter­
esting technical feature is visible on this panel. All medieval paintings were first 
covered with gold leaf, leaving out the surfaces where the figures would be. In this 
case the master changed his design, thus the gold paint can be seen under the face
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5. Master of the St Andrew Altarpiece: T\te Mocking o f Christ, 
Munich, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung
o f St John. The underdrawing o f the complete composition is now  visible, with 
slight changes. The drawn fingers o f Christ, St Peter, Judas and St John are much 
longer than their final size, since in the course o f the painting process they were 
shortened. In some faces he drew the curls on the forehead, then he did not paint 
them.
T he complete underdrawings o f the compositions are obviously made as free­
hand drawings, no remnants o f pouncing dots or tracing lines are visible, or no 
signs o f squaring. The composition was certainly sketched first on a smaller paper, 
as in other works in Austria from the early 15th century, where such small sized 
composition sketches as preparatory drawings for paintings were known. It is a 
question w hether those or the detailed underdrawings on the panels served as a 
Visierung for the donor at that time.
W e are in a lucky situation, that the other panels from the Jankovich collec­
tion, now  in Vienna have also been investigated w ith infrared photography.11 
The Betrayal o f Christ (fig. 3) is identical in its underdraw ing style with the B u­
dapest panels. T he m anner indicating the shadow w ith small parallel lines cross­
ing the vertical lines in the drapery is also visible here.12 T he o ther panel in 
Vienna, The Mocking o f Christ was published earlier (fig. 4).13 Here the hatching 
in the draperies is richer than in the Budapest panels, but it is by the same hand. 
Unfortunately there is no publication o f  underdrawings o f the Opava panels,
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and on the available old photos the state o f  preservation o f  those panels is also 
questionable.14
It happens very rarely that one can compare a preparatory drawing on paper 
and an underdrawing by the same master in the 15th century. They differ not only 
in their size and material but also in their function. In this case a rare example can 
be quoted. Thanks to the publication o f Fritz Koreny a drawing by the Master o f 
the St Andrew Altar could be identified in M unich (fig. 5).15 Drawing and under­
drawing can well be compared here, and both show the same formal and stylistic 
idioms. The drawing o f The Mocking o f Christ shows similarities with the panel not 
only in its figures, but also in its drawing manner. W e note the same short lines 
crossing the long lines o f  the draperies. Koreny dated the drawing earlier, to 1430, 
but I think its characters are m uch more realistic than the puppet resembling, 
caricature like figures o f The Last Supper in Budapest.
■ This paper is just a modest contribution to find a missing link in research. If 
the infrared investigation o f  the Linz Crucifixion could be realized in the near fu­
ture, the connection between the passion scenes and the putative central panel 
could be established. In the research o f Early Netherlandish paintings the technical 
investigations could solve some intriguing questions. Similarly in early 15th-cen­
tury Austrian panel painting this might also clear some questions. All those masters 
with conventional names, and all the many workshops could eventally be dis­
cerned from each other. Some workshop methods and connections between 
workshops and masters could be better investigated. W e have very little idea for 
instance, how workshop drawings or workshop cartoons mediated between mas­
ters and workshops. The Entry into Jerusalem and The Last Supper compositions 
appear w ith slight changes in the so-called Znaim-Altarpiece from c. 1440, too 
(Vienna, Österreichische Galerie). Those intertwining workshops connect the 
production o f Vienna and the neighbouring region o f north-western Hungary in 
those decades.
Punched decoration on the painting T/ie Entry into Jerusalem (fig. 1) (a)
and on the The Mocking o f Christ (fig. 4) (b)
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A STONE RETABLE (?) FR O M  L’AQUILA 
IN THE COLLECTION OF THE BUDAPEST MUSEUM 
OF FINE ARTS
“It follows from the character, as well as the neglect, o f the Gothic stock o f re­
mains that it is smaller, m ore sporadic and less elaborated than the group o f R e­
naissance works that are m ore in the limelight.” This statement, which speaks o f 
the stylistic duality o f art in Hungary during the age o f King Matthias or, more 
precisely, about the still-existing lack o f  balance in researches connected w ith it, 
comes from the pen o f the scholar celebrated in the present volume, and is based 
on a comprehensive consideration o f the artifacts that have survived.1 The scholar 
in question is Erno Marosi, w ho endeavoured to moderate this long-perceived 
unevenness in connection w ith the 1990 King Matthias anniversary—and subse­
quently also-, and tried to sketch an overall picture o f the court art o f the period, 
taking into account the material in the old style as well as that in the new.2 This 
may seem trite, but neither before nor since that has it been customary in the art 
historical literature in Hungary to speak about both aspects in a study or in a chap­
ter o f a book, in other words to present both phenom ena together.
This specific feature o f  the research into the period is also typical for another 
region o f Europe: Italy. T he parallel is hardly coincidental. Along with Italian 
masters, humanists, too, arrived at King Matthias’s court in Buda armed with theo­
ries propagating the new  style. They attempted to present the phenom enon o f the 
Renaissance as sharpe a break as possible, a view which right up until the present 
day has sometimes put a uniform  gloss on the overall picture o f 15th-century Ital­
ian art. It was as though in the course o f this break the old style—which itself uti­
lized numerous antique elements-disappeared from every area and stratum o f art 
as if  by the wave o f  a magic wand. Although it was long ago clear that medieval 
structures from a narrow area provided the models for Brunelleschi’s cupola on 
Florence Cathedral, this w ork has for the most part always been considered as a 
manifestation o f  the Renaissance.3 T he handbook Architecture in Italy 1400-1500, 
which can still be regarded as a basic work, deals automatically only with creations 
o f the Renaissance, w ith the tiburio o f  Milan Cathedral and the Gothic elements 
o f the cathedral o f  Pius II at Pienza receiving m ention only because they can be 
also understood in a Renaissance context.4 Even in Florence, and even after the 
middle o f the century, there were numerous elements adopted from the medieval
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tradition—for example in painting5—, not to mention the very slow transformation 
in art during the 15th century in Lombardy and especially in South Italy. In whaj^ 
follows, we shall deal w ith an artifact or a group o f  artifacts from this last-men­
tioned region which well represent this situation, and which for this reason could 
not count on excessive interest either in Hungary or in Italy, despite the surviving 
material there.
In the O ld Sculpture Collection at Budapest’s M useum o f Fine Arts there is a 
large-sized, figural stone retable from the Middle Ages (fig. I).6 At the bottom  of 
the upright rectangular carved limestone retable is a broken, profiled base-cornice, 
and on either side it is framed by a thin pilaster divided by a smooth panel. At the 
top the retable ends in a steep-sided gable carved from a separate piece o f stone. 
Its cornice is likewise broken and profiled, and augmented with fillets inside, and 
enriched with a fmial fashioned from crockets and acanthus leaves.7 W ithin this 
frame the field o f the retable is filled out with dense figural depiction. The major­
ity o f the surface is occupied by three figures placed close to each other on a 
moderately bulging bracket-like plinth placed between the pilasters. In the middle 
there is Mary enthroned with the infant Jesus; on one side stands a female saint and 
on the other a male one. M ary’s entire body is turned slightly to the left. Because 
o f this, only one corner o f her throne can be seen. Situated at the front, this points 
diagonally outwards and juts out slightly from the plinth. Above her tunic that 
reaches to the ground, Mary wears a cloak that also covers her wavy hair. The 
cloak is held in place at the breast by an unembellished, oval-shaped clasp. The 
naked Child, similarly turned to the left, raises His right arm in benediction; in His 
left hand He holds an object that it is difficult to identify, presumably a fruit. T urn­
ing towards her slightly, the saints on either side o f Mary are the same height as 
the seated Madonna. Their heads are set in smooth-surfaced halos similar to her 
own but slightly smaller.8 Their attire is likewise a tunic w ith a cloak on top o f it, 
which in the case o f the man is worn across the left shoulder only. The .male saint 
can be said to be middle-aged, and his one and only m ore definite attribute is his 
pilgrim’s staff held behind the Child. The young female saint holds a book in her 
left hand and an arrow in her right, which is behind Mary. The countenances o f 
the protagonists so far betray scarcely any physiognomic characteristics: they are 
worked in a mask-like manner. In front o f the male saint kneels the patron at 
prayer; he is shown on the plinth from the side. Turning towards the Child, he 
looks at the infant Jesus as the latter bestows His benediction on him. The inter­
cession o f the saint standing behind him is indicated by the movem ent o f  that 
saint’s right hand, w ith which he holds the patron’s head from behind. Based on 
his facial features, the kneeling figure is a middle-aged man.
Directly above each o f the three main figures are depicted small angels kneel­
ing on clouds; the angels are turned towards one another. Leaning towards the 
centre, their postures accord with the cornice line o f the gable, although a kind o f 
perspective, too, is discernible in their arrangement, just as it is in the case o f 
M ary’s throne. The working o f the faces and hair o f the angels strongly recalls that
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. Stone relief from L’Aquila, Budapest, Museum of Fine Arts
o f the faces and hair o f the saints, especially the one on the right.Their gaze is di­
rected upwards, where a half-length figure o f Christ can be seen protruding out.ofc 
a cloud that completely fills the gable’s field. In his left hand He holds a chalice, 
on which a wafer is depicted. The hand part o f His right arm, which is raised in 
blessing, has broken off. The w ound in His side is made, visible by a square aper­
ture in His tunic. His attire is similar to that o f the male saint, although the paruras 
o f His tunic are embellished. His halo, too, is enriched with engraved motifs. The 
fashioning o f His mask-like face and hair can likewise be compared with that o f 
the faces and hair o f the saints, especially the one on the left. At the level o f the 
gable there are two round sculptures carved from separate blocks o f stone. As 
a continuation o f each o f the pilasters there are—instead o f pinnacles—figures from 
the Annunciation. Depicted from one side on the left is the Archangel Gabriel, 
turning towards Mary and extending his right hand to her. O n  the right and de­
picted front-wise is Mary, holding a book in her hand and wearing the same attire 
as the M adonna.9 The reverse sides o f  the sculptures are executed in a slipshod 
fashion, as is the reverse side o f the retable itself, which is carved flat in a rough 
m anner.10
In many places on the retable traces o f  painting and gilding can be made out. 
O n  the background surface, blue coloration can be seen; the darker spots that ap­
pear scattered across refer to stars. Traces o f  gilding can be seen on the hair o f the 
figures (with the exception o f the patron), on the borders o f  their clothes, on the 
crockets o f the gable, on the halos, on the upper parts o f the wings o f two o f the 
small angels, and on the mountings o f  the book held by the female saint. O n  the 
inside o f the cloaks, including that o f  the patron as well, there is blue coloration; 
on the outsides, however, there are no traces o f paint. M ore precisely, on the three 
main figures small remains indicating a layer o f white, perhaps o f lime, can be 
observed. Likewise, traces o f blue paint refer to the one-tim e colour o f the tunics 
o f  the three angels, while red paint can be seen on the smooth surfaces featuring 
on the pilasters. W hether all these paint remains belonged to the original color­
ation or, if  they are later, how  they relate to any conceivable original colouring is 
difficult to decide w ithout laboratory examination.11
T he relief arrived at the Budapest museum as part o f a contingent o f sculptures 
purchased by Käroly Pulszky in Italy in the late 19th century, in order to lay the 
foundations for a collection o f sculpture there. H e acquired the work along with 
many others in Florence,, through the mediation o f a certain Emilio Costantini, 
whose role in Pulszky’s purchases is yet unclear. In any case, a list dated 4 July 
1895 has survived at the end o f which there is an attestation, by a Florentine 
dealer supposedly (he is unknown), stating that Costantini had paid the full pur­
chase price for the pieces in question. In the list we read the following about the 
relief under discussion: “Bassorilievo di pietra d ’Aquila, la vergine col bambino, 
santi e donatore in ginocchio 2000 [lire].”12 The work appeared in most o f  the 
m useum ’s early inventories and catalogues as N orth  Italian, its date fluctuated be­
tween the 14th century and 1460, and, on the basis o f the above sentence, it was
thought to be the w ork o f  a certain master by the name o f Aquila.13 Jolan Balogh 
has pointed out that in this sentence the word Aquila indicates provenance, m ore­
over hardly that o f  the stone but rather that o f the relief.14 Accordingly, the retable 
originates neither from the place o f its acquisition (Florence) nor from the vicinity 
o f it, but came to Budapest from the tow n o f  L’ Aquila (Abruzzo) situated in the 
hills 100 kilometres east-northeast o f  R om e, which became better known after the 
tragic events o f 2008. As to where it originally stood in the town, we have no data 
for the m om ent.15 In L’Aquila, which was artificially established in the mid-13th 
century and which soon became the seat o f a bishopric, there were, in comparison 
with settlements o f similar size, many more possibilities for the positioning o f such 
a relief. L’Aquila became the second most im portant tow n in the Kingdom of 
Naples when, at the time o f  its foundation, the inhabitants o f surrounding, partly 
surrendered, settlements were m oved into different districts in accordance with 
their earlier places o f residence and w hen every district was obliged to build its 
own parish church. Hence, even if the num ber ninety-nine often m entioned in 
connection with the tow n’s districts and churches could have hardly been true, in 
the Middle-Ages the sum total o f parish churches alone reached several dozens, o f 
which many can still be seen today.16
Concerning the original placement o f the relief within the structure receiving 
it, a certain am ount o f data is given by its design. Its size and profiled base indicate 
that it must not have stood directly on the ground, but on some kind o f a struc­
ture, as a superstructure. O n  the basis o f  its negligently carved reverse side and two 
projecting iron pegs that served to fasten it, it was placed in front o f an architec­
tonic structure; moreover, the unw orked nature o f its left side indicates that this 
side would not have been visible. In all likelihood, then, it stood in a corner o f 
some kind: in a com er where two walls met, possibly next to a larger pilaster.
Although the depiction on the relief shows a customary medieval theme, the 
identity o f  three o f  its protagonists is uncertain. The attributes o f the two saints 
flanking Mary are too general for us to give an unequivocal reference as to who 
they are. In the case o f the young female saint, a certain basis is provided by the 
arrow held in her right hand. This attribute can be brought into connection with 
some half-dozen female saints. Because o f the geographical extent o f the venera­
tion for them and the timing o f it, only three may be m entioned here.17 O f  these 
venerations, the cult o f St Ursula was the most widespread, the medieval depic­
tions o f  w hom  can be pointed out in every territory o f Europe, including South 
Italy.18 An arrow was likewise an attribute o f another martyr-saint, one who, 
moreover, was connected to Italy: St Christina. The veneration o f this saint, who 
was born and buried in Bolsena, was pronounced in Italy, but can be pointed out 
also north o f the Alps.19 N o t going beyond local significance but linked precisely 
to L’Aquila, the veneration o f a third personage can be mentioned:; that o f St 
Giusta, w ho was buried in Bazzano (in the close vicinity o f L’Aquila) where the 
church built above her tomb became the centre o f her cult. In Abruzzo and in 
Campania, St Giusta had many devotees; in the tow n o f L’Aquila itself a church
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was dedicated to her and she was also one o f the tow n’s patron saints.20 There is a 
saint who was “international” , a saint w ho was local but know n more widely also» 
and a saint w ho was expressly local—for the m om ent it is difficult to choose be­
tween these three possibilities, even if  we can reflect on the most likely.21
T he other, bearded, saint to the right o f Mary seems at first sight to be easier 
to identify, on the basis o f the pilgrim’s staff in his left hand. This may be St Janies 
the Apostle, who was often depicted merely with a staff, w ithout any other pil­
grim’s gear.22 O ne Neapolitan m onum ent—which also plays a role in connection 
w ith the style o f the Budapest retable (see below)—complicates the situation, how ­
ever. This is the tomb of Ludovico Aldomorisco, admiral o f King Ladislas Anjou- 
Durazzo o f Naples, a structure erected in S. Lorenzo Maggiore in 1421. O n each 
o f the two longer sides o f the sarcophagus there appears a figure whose attire, 
physiognomy and even pilgrim’s staff resemble those o f the male saint in the Bu­
dapest relief. O n each o f the two crowded sarcophagus reliefs depicting many 
scenes together, the figure appears before Mary as the patron o f the work, clasping 
the shoulder o f King Ladislas and his patron. His identification is made “easy” by 
an inscription in French on one o f the sides, according to which the figure is 
a certain “ayme” . The monograph dealing with the tomb elucidates the name as 
Emericus (Imre in Hungarian) and explains its emphatic appearance on the sar­
cophagus by reference to the embracing o f the cult o f  the holy kings o f Hungary 
by the Neapolitan Angevins, by Ladislas’s claim to the throne o f Hungary, and by 
the prom inent role for Aldomorisco in Ladislas’s plans. (In 1402, the king appointed 
the admiral governor o f Hungary and sent him to Dalmatia at the head o f  a fleet in 
order to prepare the way for his coming to power; in a few months Aldomorisco 
acquired Dalmatia for Ladislas almost completely).23 However, the author also re­
marks that the iconography o f Imre is completely unique.24 This consideration, 
together w ith a name-form difficult to bring into connection with Imre and with 
the fact that his established iconography could not have been unknow n to the 
Angevins precisely because o f their embracing o f the above-m entioned cult (see 
the depiction o f Imre in S. Maria Donnaregia from the early 14th century in 
Naples),25 indicates that barring some basic misunderstanding, it is hardly Imre 
w ho was depicted on Aldomorisco’s tom b.26 The French word Ayme (Aime) 
covers another Christian name, the Latin Amatus (Italian: Amato). Four saints w ith 
this name are known, and each gave rise to a cult that was local only. These saints 
were the first abbot o f R em irem ont (France), b. c. 565—570, d. after 628; the 
bishop o f Sion (Sitten, Switzerland), d. 690; the bishop o fN usco  (Italy), d. 1093; 
and Amato R onconi, c. 1225—92.27 For us the last two may be o f interest. Nusco 
is situated approximately seventy kilometres east o f Naples, and the biography of 
the bishop written by Francesco de Ponte in the 15th century was published there 
in 1543. Although his cult developed as early as the 14th century, the first depic­
tion o f him  is know n from Ponte’s book. This shows the bishop in a cloak and 
with a mitre and crook but lacking any less usual attribute; and this iconography is 
traceable in the later depictions o f him also. Since no detail from his life is known
that would warrant his depiction as a pilgrim, it is not likely that the figure either 
on the Neapolitan or on the Budapest relief is the bishop o f Nusco.28 The second 
candidate, Amato R onconi, a Third O rder Franciscan venerated as a blessed from 
around 1300, was born in Saludecio, near R im ini and founded and operated a 
hospital nearby for the poor and for pilgrims. H e went to Santiago de Compostela 
four times and it is for this reason that in depictions o f him—naturally none earlier 
than the m odem  age are know n—he appears w ith the attributes o f pilgrims, with a 
staff among other things.29 R onconi, then, fits the Neapolitan depiction in theory, 
but his cult was definitely local, and we do not know  how  close he may have been 
to Ladislaus Anjou-Durazzo (or possibly to Ludovico Aldomorisco). Hence the 
Neapolitan figure can for the m om ent be brought into connection with him mere­
ly as a supposition, and the Budapest one only on the level o f postulation; in the 
last case identification w ith St James the Apostle seems m uch more probable.
' The third figure in the Budapest relief whose identity is, alas, not know n-al- 
though it would in part provide answers to the above questions—is the donor 
kneeling in the lower left-hand corner. The figure, who is being commended to 
the attention o f  Mary and Jesus by the saint on the left, is wearing ecclesiastical 
attire. He is wearing a version o f  the surplice that can be pointed out from the 11th 
century, onwards, one which had conspicuously ample, long sleeves and which 
reached below the knee, sometimes as far as the ankle (superpelliceum, cotta). This 
item o f attire probably appeared in connection with canons, but in the 14th—15th 
centuries was on certain occasions worn in a much broader circle from the lower 
clergy to prelates even.30 A little m ore information is given about the place o f the 
donor in ecclesiastical society by the piece o f attire that is depicted folded in two 
and placed over the shoulder o f  the donor. This is a version o f a head covering 
known as an almucium, which—originally as protection against the cold—hung 
down, covering the shoulders and sometimes even the entire upper body. The 
almucium was an item o f clothing that expressly belonged to the non-liturgical 
dress o f canons and as a distinguishing mark, placed over the shoulder or, in warm 
weather, over the arm belonged to their attire.31 Obviously, therefore, it appears 
on many figural tombs o f  canons in the late medieval period, for example in 
R om e also (for Hungarians the best know n may be the tombstone o f Janos Lazoi, 
archdeacon o f  Telegd, in S. Stefano R otondo, R om e).32 The donor o f the relief 
was, therefore, a canon, w ho naturally may have performed other functions as 
well, and who may have had the work made for practically any church in 
LAquila.33
O n the basis o f the design and the depiction, the function o f the relief seems 
at first sight to be obvious: it must be an altarpiece. Retables made from stone did 
not play a very big role in the medieval art o f Italy. Their num ber is insignificant 
compared to painted altarpieces, they appeared m uch later and mostly copied the 
composition and iconography o f  the painted works.34 T he depiction on the Bu­
dapest retable, the M adonna enthroned w ith saints on either side o f her, was the 
most frequent them e o f painted altarpieces during the Trecento. O n these, donors,
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too, sometimes appear in front o f the Madonna, generally, however, in a m uch 
smaller size than in our example, and it is comparatively rare for their patron sainf% 
to com m end them  with a gesture o f the hand to the safekeeping o f Mary and her 
Child. The latter m entioned do not very often turn towards the donors, as in the 
Budapest retable, but appear in a frontal pose, turned towards the viewer.35 O n 
altarpieces that are painted and supplied with a w ooden frame, figural depiction in 
the place o f the pinnacles is. not know n.36 W e encounter this solution mainly next 
to the gables o f carved canopies, predominantly in a funerary context, as a part o f 
sepulchral monuments, and the figures depicted are most often protagonists from 
the Annunciation.37 These small differences rem ind us that the L’Aquila relief 
should not necessarily be regarded as an altarpiece. This cautionary note may be 
strengthened by the depiction o f the three main figures in one field, unseparated 
from one another. In the case o f  painted altarpieces, the depiction-the composi­
tion itself whether unitary or not—is always vertically divided by means o f archi­
tectural framing, and, after certain preliminaries in the second half o f the 14th 
century, only by the end o f the first third o f the Q uattrocento did there develop, 
on the Madonna col Bambino fra santi theme, a picture field w ithout architectonic 
division.38 An altarpiece by Gentile da Fabriano from around 1400 is perhaps the 
earliest w ork on this them e in which, instead o f the traditional solution articulated 
by frame pillars, there are only individual painted trees referring to the rule for the 
earlier, architectonic separation o f the main figures.39 However, depiction o f the 
figures w ithout articulation appeared m uch earlier than the composition in ques­
tion, although not on altarpieces but in a funerary context. From the first third o f 
the 13th century, we have written sources to the effect that the depiction o f the 
theme appeared in connection with sepulchral m onum ents in Italy.40 The earliest 
know n example is the tomb o f  Cardinal Guglielmo Fieschi (d. 1256) in R om e, 
where, on a wall behind the canopy, saints above the sarcophagus com mend the 
deceased, and his uncle Pope Innocent IV, to the mercy o f an enthroned Christ, 
in this case not to that o f the M adonna.41 A composition with the M adonna ap­
pears in the 1270s on a tomb in Viterbo o f a person who is difficult to identify, and 
around 1300 on a largely uniform group o f monuments that can be grouped 
mostly around the tomb o f Boniface VIII and the workshop o f Giovanni di Cos- 
ma.42 These are wall-m ounted sepulchral monuments, on the wall above the sar­
cophagus, w ith the composition in question being either painted or made from 
mosaic, and being in some kind o f connection with the tomb and in many cases 
with an altar, too. In view o f the fact that, in contrast with altarpieces, here it is 
not a depiction o f the heavens but the intercession for the salvation o f the deceased 
that is represented, commendation by patron saints is often expressed by a gesture 
o f the hand. Acceptance o f this by the Madonna and her child is in many cases 
depicted by means o f a turning towards the deceased and likewise a m ovem ent o f 
the hand.43 Vertical division between the figures does not appear. At the same 
time, the depiction appears on the top o f m onum ental sepulchral monuments 
as a sculptural group also—it should be noted that early on the group was placed
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2a. L’Aquila, tympanum above the west doorway of the Church S. Maria di Roio 
(Photo: Author)
i
in a three-part architectonic frame rather than being undivided—, and in Trecento 
sepulchral sculpture various undivided composition solutions o f the theme became 
universal.44 W ith time it even became a separate picture type, serving as a recur­
rent depiction for epitaphs.45 The L’Aquila stone retable can in theory be con-
2b, L’Aquila, Pietä in the S. Biagio di Amiterno 
Church (now S. Giuseppe; Photo: Author)
ceived o f as an epitaph, or even as a 
part o f a tom b;46 indeed, in the final 
analysis, it cannot be ruled out that it 
belonged to such an ensemble in which 
the tomb was combined with an altar, 
and in this way the panel may also have 
fulfilled the role o f a retable. Many dif­
ferent forms o f this design are know n,47 
am ong which a w ork by Tino di Ca- 
maino is especially worthy o f mention 
in connection w ith the Budapest panel. 
Situated at one time in Pisa Cathedral 
(today the Museo dell’Opera del D uo- 
mo, Pisa), this is the St Rainerius tomb 
m onum ent made before 1306 which 
originally consisted o f three parts: an 
altar table standing in front o f the wall, 
a sarcophagus resting on brackets above
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it, and a retable topped by a gable.48 O n  the last m entioned, which is the earliest 
know n stone altar retable in Italy, similarly to the Budapest relief an enthroned» 
Madonna can be seen with her Child, as she receives into her mercy donators 
com mended by saints.49 O n the basis o f  the above possibilities, it is for the m o­
ment difficult to decide in the case o f the L’Aquila work what it is exactly: w heth­
er the unusual solutions, linked to funerary sculpture most o f all, appear on an al­
tarpiece ordered in stone as a consequence o f the accomplishment o f the sculptor 
in his own genre, or whether these designs indicate that despite its basic form the 
relief was not intended as an altarpiece, but was made for a funerary ensemble 
satisfying devotional and /or commemorative needs.50
The standard o f the Budapest relief does not indicate a master o f outstanding 
skill, but one w ho was much practiced. The piece is the w ork o f a sculptor o f 
above average quality. Those capable to work at this level clearly did not make 
one piece only. Accordingly, it is w orth looking around in L’Aquila and its vicin­
ity to see w hether any comparable sculptural work from this period has survived, 
unless they should be imported works.51 Jolan Balogh has already m entioned two 
such works in the town whose style, in her opinion, resembles that o f the Buda­
pest piece, and thus underscores its provenance.52 O ne is a tympanum relief, on 
the west portal o f the parish church o f S. Maria di R oio (fig. 2a).53 The tympanum, 
which in the middle shows the Madonna seated with her Child (Madonna del Latte) 
and on either side o f  her St Peter and a bishop-saint in half-figure depictions, is in 
lower relief than the Budapest work, but similarities are apparent. The relatively 
stiff posture o f the figures and their hand movements; the slightly awkward work­
ing o f the hands; the solutions for the softly curving, pleated drapery; and the 
identical nature o f the plain-surface haloes all indicate that the two works are very 
close to one another. A comparison o f the Madonnas permits even a m ore con­
crete conclusion than this (fig. 5a-b). In addition to the above similarities, recur­
ring details appear on their cloaks; indeed, from the identical wavy lines on the 
edges o f the cloaks covering their heads through the mask-like faces to the small 
i detail o f the lock o f hair over the ear it is as if  they were copies o f one another.
Accordingly, the two works are the creation o f the same sculptor, or at least were 
made in the same workshop.
The other work is a piece o f furniture, the choir-stalls from the chancel o f  the 
already-mentioned Church o f S. Giusta (fig. 3a-b).54 The choir-stalls are not a 
uniform creation: at least two end- and two dividing panels—on which depictions 
o f standing figures can be seen—were originally not made here and in all probabil­
ity came from an earlier choir-stalls.55 Each o f these panels is topped by a gable the 
surface beneath which is filled out with a full-figure relief depiction o f a saint.56 
The principal characteristic o f these is that they are carved in a very low  relief; 
on two o f the four panels the mask-like character o f the faces is conspicuous, and 
the same can be said o f  them  as o f the tympanum o f S. Maria di R oio  and the 
Budapest relief. The best opportunity for comparison is given by the female saint 
(St Giusta) depicted in profile on the end-panel o f the south side (fig. 5c-d). Her
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| 3a-b. L’Aquila, figures o f a male and a female saint on the stall of S. Giusta Church (Photo: Author)
j  hand holding a book and at the same time the edge o f  her cloak, the lower part o f 
j her clothing flattening out on the ground, the upper border embellishment (ex- 
; panded in the middle) on her tunic, her head with a diadem, and the arrangement 
o f her hair all match m ore or less completely those o f the right-hand-side female 
saint on the Budapest stone relief.57 It is clear that these choir-stall panels were 
made in the same workshop as the above m entioned two works.
Even in L’Aquila, another three sculptures can surely be linked to this work- 
| shop. A medieval Pieta relief appears as the centre piece o f a Baroque altar on the 
east wall o f the east aisle in the S. Biagio di Amiterno (today S. Giuseppe) Church 
(fig. 2b). In the rectangular field a niche topped by a semi-circular arch can be 
seen. Its backdrop is covered w ith hung drapery, and in front o f this is depicted 
Mary holding her Son in her arms.58 Almost stretching the frame in many places 
and producing a crowded field, the two figures are worked w ith the same stiff 
postures, awkward hands, mask-like faces, and drapery handling as the above, and
t
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many o f the minute detail solutions already m entioned also appear. It is worth 
calling attention to Christ’s head, which is as if it has been borrowed from the m alt* 
saint on the Budapest retable (fig. 5e-f). Although the quality o f the sculpture 
seems rather poor compared to that o f the above works—which, o f course, we can 
attribute to the thick lime layer covering the relief^, the Pieta likewise can be 
linked unequivocally to the workshop o f the Budapest retable.
The remaining two sculptures appear in a secondary application in the upper 
part o f  the west facade o f the S. Marco church (fig. 4a-b). U nder the main cornice 
and surm ounted by a Baroque canopy, an enthroned Madonna .can be seen, her 
Child sitting on her left knee. O n  the south comer-pilaster on the south tower, 
on the other hand, is a male saint (Apostle?) with the probably secondary inscrip­
tion “S • M A R C U S • E” under a similar canopy and holding a book.59 Both 
figures are placed on a plinth projecting in a bracket-like manner and intended to 
depict ground; the handling o f their drapery, their faces, and the working o f their 
haloes all give sufficient basis for including them among the sculptures m entioned 
hitherto.150
In terms o f their style, the L’Aquila sculptures, together with the Budapest 
piece, form a rather uniform group whose members show more or less the same 
quality and can be linked to one another relatively easily because o f the character­
istic stock o f motifs.61 It exemplifies a particular version o f International Gothic, 
inevitably calling to mind the sculpture o f N orth Italy in general and exhibiting 
the slightly antique tendencies customary in the sculpture o f the Trecento.62 The 
uniform stock o f motifs may indicate that in the workshop where they were made 
a single dom inant sculptor worked, although on the basis o f the quantity o f the 
works that have survived to the present we must reckon this was a productive 
business anyway (on the basis o f the choir-stalls, we know for certain, for example, 
that in the workshop sculptures were made not only o f stone, but also o f w ood).63 
The num ber o f  surviving pieces also indicates that the workshop must have oper­
ated in L’Aquila: it is unlikely that such a large num ber o f works would have been 
< imported into the town from a single outside supplier. This is underscored by the
significance and wealth o f  the town, and also by the unusually high num ber o f its 
ecclesiastical institutions, which definitely created the demand for several sculpture 
workshops operating parallelly. W hen exactly this workshop operated in the time­
frame from the late 14th century to the m id-15th is not easy to say.64 O n  the 
pieces there is no inscription to indicate this, neither date, and most o f them  are 
today not in their original position. M oreover, the coat o f  arms o f a highly sig­
nificant and old L’Aquila family on the Pieta makes it impossible to link this piece 
in the absence o f additional information to any particular member o f  the family.65 
For dating, then, we have but style criticisme, namely the charting o f  the question 
emerging in any event concerning the kind o f links the workshop had in its nar­
row er and broader environm ent with regard to its style.
From the sculpture o f the period in L’Aquila, and in Abruzzo only a few m onu­
ments are known. There are no really outstanding works, and the style o f the pieces
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■generally is rather old-fashioned- 
some can even be linked to the 
R om an period—, and often it is 
difficult to ascribe to them  any 
kind o f stylistic trend. The exis­
tence o f sculpture centres deter­
minable in a broader sense cannot 
be proved. The material o f sur­
viving works is largely wood; in 
Abruzzo, sculptors rarely used 
stone in this period. Besides local 
masters, the presence o f German 
sculptor(s), too, can be detected 
in a group o f sculptures o f better 
quality that can be delineated 
comparatively well. However, 
these works are the only ones in 
whose connection the stylistic 
concept o f International Gothic 
can be imputed. Because o f re­
search concentrating on architec­
tural sculptures o f the R om an pe­
riod and that o f  the Renaissance, 
the surviving material from the 
period is poorly studied.66 W ith 
regard to the overall picture, the 
group o f sculptures under discus­
sion certainly stands out consider­
ing not only its quality but also 
its characteristic forms. In other 
words, prototypes and parallels to 
be discussed must be sought be­
yond L’Aquila and Abruzzo.
Because o f its geographical 
location, it is first and foremost 
R om e that should be mentioned. 
Similarly to other areas o f culture, 
sculpture in the city does not 
present an over-rich picture in 
the late Middle Ages, and within 
them, in our period either. For 
this the explanation is largely po­
litical and social: the Curia only
4a-b. L’Aquila, Relieves of the Virgin and Child 
and a saint on the fafade of S. Marco Church 
(Photo: Author)
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5a-b. Details o f the figures 1 and 2a
5c-d. Details o f the figures 1 and 3b
moved back to R om e in the early 15th century, and a middle-class group o f pa­
trons was also lacking in the city. The genre was almost exclusively confined to 
funerary m onuments, o f which neither the style, nor the subject matter, nor the 
compositions really indicate a point o f contact with the L’Aquila material.67 Since 
L’Aquila belonged to the Kingdom o f Naples, the next location that could be 
m entioned is Naples itself, which had m uch richer sculptural traditions. The sculp-
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5e-f. Details o f the figures 1 and 2b
5g. Head of a Virtue figure on the monument o f King Ladislaus of 
Anjou-Durazzo in Naples, S. Giovanni a Carbonara
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ture o f the city was determined right up until the end o f  the 14th century by the 
style that appeared early in that century with the works o f Tino di Camaino. O nly,, 
after this did there emerge a markedly new direction, the main figure in w hich was 
Antonio Baboccio, who maintained a significant workshop that can be traced in 
Naples between 1407 and 1421. Baboccio, an architect, goldsmith, and painter, 
worked for the Anjou-Diffazzo court. According to an 18th-century record, he 
arrived in Naples from Milan. Although the style o f his works is not uniform and 
their quality is rather uneven—something attributable to the versatility o f Baboccio 
and the large size o f his workshop—, in the Neapolitan sculpture it was he who 
represented a style new to South Italy, namely International Gothic. Along with 
this, he was the first to utilize consciously antique elements, too, in his works, 
which can be brought into parallel less with the natural employment o f the antique 
in the Trecento than with the Renaissance in Florence that came into being at 
more or less the same tim e.68 The most important work o f the decade after Baboc­
cio is the sepuchral m onum ent o f Ladislaus Anjou-Durazzo in S. Giovanni a Car- 
bonara. Although his Tuscan sculptors were already proficient in the style o f  the 
Early Renaissance, the general impression given by the work and the overwhelm ­
ing majority o f its details follow, in accordance with the ideas o f  those commis­
sioning them, the sepulchral monuments o f the 14th-century rulers o f  Naples, 
principally that o f King R obert the W ise.69
These Neapolitan monuments made in the first third o f  the 15th century, 
mainly works by Baboccio, define the style o f the L’Aquila workshop relatively 
well. Similarly to the approach seen on the Budapest relief, Baboccio had a pen­
chant for crowding together the figures depicted in the panel field. This approach 
already appears with the choir o f angels in Naples Cathedral and on the portal o f 
the Pappacoda Chapel, and characterizes all his sepulchral monum ents.70 W e en­
counter it in the Madonna col Bambino fra santi them e also, where instead o f a row 
o f saints traditionally depicted separately and each surrounded by a frame, he de­
picted the them e as a single scene.71 Despite reliefs executed in low relief, in his 
i late works Baboccio was able to achieve an impression o f deep space, which is
characteristic o f  the S. Biagio Pieta, the S. Marco sculptures and the Budapest 
panel.72 In the last mentioned, the most obvious means for this is the outwardly 
turning corner o f  M ary’s throne.73 In contrast to early Neapolitan sculpture, on 
Baboccio’s figures it is already possible to sense the limbs underneath the draperies, 
and gesticulation is an important element.74 This approach is typical for all the 
pieces in the L’Aquila material, and both groups show a certain hazyness in the 
appearance o f  these solutions. Along with the sameness in approach numerous 
similarities and agreements can be pointed out in connection With detail. In both 
groups o f monuments, elongated heads, mask-like, template-like faces, m oder­
ately worked m outh contours, and sharply carved eyes predominate.75 Very char­
acteristic are the awkward and often disproportionately large hands. M oreover, a 
conspicuously uniform  contorted way o f holding the hands characterizes Mary in 
the Annunciation shown on the Budapest panel, one o f the caryatids on the sepul-
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chral m onum ent o f Margaret Anjou-Durazzo, and the falconer, as well as St C e­
cilia on the Aldomorisco m onum ent.76 Hand gesbures are w orth compating, too, 
since both St Antony on the last m entioned sepulchral m onum ent and the male 
saint on the Budapest panel touch the head o f the patron in a similar way.77 Both 
workshops had a predilection for using the anyway generally widespread m otif o f 
a crease appearing in the middle part o f the neckline o f garments.78 Clearly identi­
cal plant forms appear on the brackets holding the canopy on the choir-stalls in the 
S. Giusta church and on the base and middle pilaster o f the sarcophagus o f Marga­
ret Anjou-Durazzo.79 The handling o f the drapery likewise shows a similar ap­
proach, although w ith regard to the working o f the drapery it is generally differ­
ent. However, here, too, can be found agreements, for example between M ary’s 
clothing o f S. Biagio and that o f  S. Marco, between garments visible on the sar­
cophagus o f  Agnes and Clemenza Anjou-Durazzo, and between the cloak o f the 
female saint on the Budapest panel and that o f the figure third to the right o f the 
enthroned queen on the front side o f the Margaret funerary m onum ent.80 It is also 
w orth mentioning that the colours o f the paint remains on the Budapest relief and 
the places where the colburs appear are similar to those on the Margaret sepulchral 
m onum ent, which mostly preserves its paint: a blue background; partly blue gar­
ments with gold borders and applique; hair and plant ornamentation in gold; and 
red paint on archtectonic elements.81
All these interconnections are illustrated among others the depictions o f  iden­
tical themes: the figures o f the enthroned Virgin Mary turned to one side on the 
Neapolitan and L’Aquila m onum ents.82 The posture and approach o f these are 
almost identical, and their quality is mostly the same. N um erous, almost literal 
agreements can be found betw een the fashioning o f the details, but in the elabo­
ration major differences, too, appear. In other words, here we have two groups 
o f m onum ents whose styles stand in direct contact w ith one another, but there is 
no such a degree o f  agreem ent that can be sensed between the L’Aquila pieces. If 
we wish to translate this relationship into concrete connections between those 
executing the works, naturally we can deal only in suppositions. The connections 
are much closer than w ould be if  the style o f  the m onum ent groups were merely 
derived from com m on prototypes. Although in the case o f both groups a north­
ern origin on some kind o f level seems obvious, the head o f the L’Aquila w ork­
shop must certainly have been very familiar with the works o f  Baboccio. This 
knowledge he could not really have acquired as an outsider. Accordingly, we 
cannot exclude the possibility that he spent some time in the Naples workshop, 
as one o f Baboccio’s num erous colleagues, w hich o f  course means he must have 
come face to face w ith sculpture in that city during the 14th century.
However, certain solutions on the L’Aquila monuments indicate that their 
prototypes were not exclusively works by Baboccio. The shaping o f the architec­
tonic frames on the Budapest relief and the use o f pilasters supplied with broken 
cornices as supports for the gable cannot be found on Baboccio’s works. These 
are rare in the Trecento sculpture o f Naples, too, which characteristically used
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6. Gable on the monument o f King Ladislaus of 
Anjou-Durazzo in Naples, S. Giovanni a 
Carbonara (Photo: Pal Lövei)
columns on the canopies o f sepul­
chral monum ents.83 They appear 
in an identical context on the se­
pulchral m onum ent o f  Ladislaus 
Anjou-Durazzo, where, moreover, 
the proportions o f the gables, the 
profiling o f their cornices, and the 
filling out o f their fields with de­
pictions stretching as far as the cor­
nice are exact parallels with those 
o f the Budapest panel (fig. 6).84 O f  
the L’Aquila monuments, the Pietä 
relief in the S. Biagio Church may 
also point in this direction. The 
semicircular arch in the top part o f 
a square frame, w ith armorial 
shields appearing in front o f plant 
motifs in the comers in between, 
reminds us o f the central scene o f 
the sepulchral m onum ent o f Ladis­
laus: the two enthroned siblings.85 
Certain Renaissance elements o f the sepulchral m onum ent in S. Giovanni a Car- 
bonara and one o f the portals o f the church can likewise be referred to in connec­
tion with the L’Aquila material. In the last mentioned, it is principally on the fe­
male heads that they can be discerned, but the antique character appearing after 
antique monuments in a scarcely direct manner does not automatically stem from 
Trecento sculpture. It appears to be more traceable from the shaping o f the heads 
o f the virtue figures appearing on the Ladislaus sepulchral m onum ent, qr from the 
female heads based unequivocally on antique prototypes that appear on the side- 
portal o f the church (fig. 5c, g).86 The aspiration to imitate the new set o f forms 
would not have been completely alien to the L’Aquila master, but in its realisation 
he was still strongly tied to his own accustomed stock o f  forms.87
The connections revealed above approximately delimit the period o f  the ac­
tivity o f the L’Aquila workshop. O n the basis o f works by Baboccio from the first 
two decades o f the 15th century as well as the date 1428 on the funerary m onu­
m ent o f Ladislaus Anjou-Durazzo, most o f the material must have been made in 
the 1420s and 1430s.
Concerning the style o f the m onuments, besides Naples a further possible 
point o f comparison should briefly be m entioned, although in connection with 
our material that would only raise questions at present. M oreover, it touches 
problems belonging to an area o f interest to research for a considerable time, 
where we likewise do not see matters very clearly. Around the turn o f  the 20th 
century, approximately a dozen secondarily placed stone carvings built into the
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wall were noticed in the Castel di Sangro, which is situated in the southern part 
i o f Abruzzo: six square-shaped reliefs w ith scenes taken from the life o f Christ, and 
one enthroned M adonna in the courtyard o f the so-called Patini building, as well 
; as a Pieta relief on the outside o f  the Baroque Cathedral S. Maria Assunta, a fig- 
ural capital, and smaller fragments. The pieces—also those inside the Patini build­
ing—probably come from the medieval cathedral demolished in 1695. It quickly 
turned out that the six reliefs copy in part compositions on Ghiberti’s first Floren­
tine door. In connection w ith the carvings, the names o f two masters have 
emerged. O ne is a certain Amico di Bartolomeo, on the basis o f an inscription 
from 1423 deriving from the medieval church. T he other is Nicola da Guardi- 
agrele, on the basis o f the close connection o f  some o f his works with those o f 
| Ghiberti, a goldsmith from Abruzzo, active in the first half o f the 15th century, 
j w ho advanced almost to the status o f a national master.88 In any event, the con­
nections are not clear. To begin with, it is not unequivocal that the dozen carv­
ings come from one structure or even from the same period, or in what connec­
tion the six reliefs—which, because 
o f their connection to Ghiberti, 
appear frequently in the art histori­
cal literature not alike the other 
carvings—stood w ith Guardiagrele.
It has been said that possibly they 
mediated the works o f the Floren­
tine master to the goldsmith, but 
since N icola’s works, created main­
ly after 1431 seriously suggest that 
he personally knew the works o f 
I Ghiberti, it seems m ore likely that 
it was Guardiagrele or his w ork­
shop that made the Castel di San­
gro reliefs. Although sculptures can 
j be attributed to Nicola only on the 
basis o f style, and pieces that have 
emerged so far show a very hetero­
geneous picture concerning both 
quality and style, the goldsmith 
certainly w orked also as a sculptor, 
which is indicated by a contract 
dated 1456.89
From the point o f view o f the 
L’Aquila material, it is not the six 
reliefs but the M adonna relief now  
unfortunately missing and know n
o n ly  from archive photographs that 7. Castel di Sangro, Virgin and Child
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represents a point o f connection to the issue (fig. 7).90 Insofar as can be judged on 
the basis o f  these photographs, the depiction itself bears the same characteristics—in  * 
approach and in characteristic details—that can be observed 011 the L’Aquila works. 
(A good comparison is offered by the four L’Aquila reliefs that show Mary.) These 
are as follows: the rather block-like shaping o f the figures, the stiff postures, the 
clumsy hands, the expressionless faces, the characteristic treatment o f  the hair, and 
to some extent the fashioning o f the drapery, too. The difference may be detected 
rather in the poorer quality o f the Castel di Sangro sculpture, although it is difficult 
to say anything sure on that w ork which appears to be in a fairly bad condition in 
the photographs. However, based on the photographs, the author would dare to 
risk to say, that the M adonna was made in the same workshop as the L’Aquila 
sculptures.
Although the style o f the six reliefs is obviously different from that o f  the M a­
donna, in connection w ith the latter it seems worthwhile to suggest a connection 
between the L’Aquila material and Guardiagrele as well. That the V Aquila master 
and Nicola operated partly in the same period and largely in the same field is clear 
on the basis o f the above. W e may suspect that the former was in some way con­
nected with goldsmith’s work: the bracket-like support imitating (rocky) ground, 
which appears on two sculptures in the S. Marco C hurch and which to all intents 
and purposes is unknow n in sculpture, is much characteristic o f the works o f 
Nicola.91 Beyond this, it is principally the handling the drapery that similarities 
show, in particular w ith those works o f Guardiagrele that already attest to the in­
fluence o f  Ghiberti (it is, however, characteristic that the animation o f the figures, 
the depiction o f which Guardiagrele mastered thanks to Ghiberti, never makes 
itself visible through the draperies o f the L’Aquila master).92 H ow  general these 
connections were, or w hether we can really conclude from  them  a connection o f 
some kind between the two masters, is difficult to say, at least from Budapest. 
W hether or not the L’Aquila group represented a factor o f  some kind in connec­
tion w ith Guardiagrele—let us say a link between the goldsmith and the art o f 
Baboccio—, the retable preserved in the M useum o f Fine Arts in any event pro­
vides an occasion for a little-known episode in the sculpture o f L’Aquila in the late 
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8 An engraved circle can be seen only at the edge of the female saint’s halo.
9 As the hole there attests, at one time Gabriel held something in his left hand; his right wing
is largely broken off, and fingers o f his right hand are missing.
10 On the upper surface of the ledge beneath each of the two sculptures, at the back, a 
perpendicularly carved recess can be seen in which a metal peg serving to attach the retable 
appears. The front surface and side surface of the right-hand pilaster are profiled and, in 
accordance with this, the profiling o f the lower and upper ledges also run along the side.
On the other hand, on the left pilaster the side surface is merely carved smooth, and the ledges 
are fashioned with a simple, bevelled surface, without profiling.
11 Since the surface o f the retable is strongly soiled, its intended restoration will bring out 
the colours to a more significant degree.
12 On the basis o f the handwriting, the list was very probably written by Costantini; see
Szepmüveszeti Müzeum, Irattär 279/1894, no. 30. The relief had already featured on a list 
compiled by Costantini and dated 6 June 1895 that had been asked beforehand to facilitate 
remittance of the purchase price o f the art works (ibid, 139/1895, no. 7).
13 A  Szepmüveszeti Müzeum reszere vdsäroltfestmenyek, plasztikai müvek es graphical lapok lajstroma, 
ed. K. Pulszky—J. Peregriny, Budapest 1896, 11. (Aquila, 14th century); Katalog der Bildwerke der 
Italienischen Renaissance des Museums der Bildenden Künste, ed. P. Schubring, 1913, no. 65 (marble 
tympanum, Verona, c. 1460); A z  Orszägos Magyar Szepmüveszeti Müzeum ällagai, ed. J.
Peregriny, III/3, Budapest 1915, 23 (master named Aquila, 14th century); A közep- is üjabbkori 
szobräszati gyüjtemeny, ed. S. Meller, Budapest 1921, no. 45 (Upper Italian master, second half of 
the 14th century); A. Hekler, Budapest als Kunststadt, Küssnacht am Rigi 1933, 113 (Northern 
Italian, first half o f the 15th century).
14 J. Balogh, “Tanulmanyok a Szepmüveszeti Müzeum Regi Szoborgyüjtemenyeben II,”
A z  Orszägos Magyar Szepmüveszeti Müzeum fevkönyvei 9, 1937—1939, Budapest-1940, 10—11.
15 Since at the time of the Florence purchase in 1895 it was still known that the relief was from 
L’Aquila, in all probablitity the work spent most o f the 19th century in the South Italian town.
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In that century, many historical-topographical descriptions of the town and its province 
appeared (see the bibiliographies in the works mentioned in the following footnote). H ow ever^— 
of these works only one of the earliest-admittedly a study which from our point o f view appears 
suitably detailed-was accessible for the present author: A. Leosini, Monumenti storia artistici della 
citta di Aquila e suoi contomi. Colle notizie de' pittori, scultori, architetti, Aquila 1848. Leosini 
mentions no work that could be identified with the relief. However, as the majority o f the 
artifacts mentioned below do appear in his account, this may indicate that in the mid-19th 
century the Budapest piece was. already in a place that was out o f reach, or perhaps not in the 
town at all. For the other 19th-century topographical works, and for the 17th-century 
unpublished canonica visitationes drawn up on the churches of L’Aquila, see O. Lehmann- 
Brockhaus, Abruzzen und Molise. Kunst und Geschichte, Munich 1983, 222—23; these may furnish 
information regarding the original location of the relief. See also H. W. Schulz, Denkmaeler der 
Kunst des Mittelalters in Unteritalien, vol. II., Dresden 1860, 67—77, in which likewise no mention 
is made of the panel.
16 For the history of the town in the Middle Ages, see Enciclopedia delVarte medievale, vol. II., Rome 
1991, 196-202; Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15. above), 245-48; for its churches, see O. Antonini, 
Chiese dell’Aquila. Architettura religiosa e struttura urbana, Pescara 2004.
17 Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, vols. 1-4., ed. E. Kirschbaum, Rome—Freiburg-Basel—Vienna 
1968, 1970, 1971, 1972; vols. 5-8., founded by E. Kirschbaum, ed. W. Braunfels, 
Rome-Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 1973, 1974, 1974, 1976, vol. 8., Register 19.
18 For Ursula, see F. G. Zehnder, Sankt Ursula. Legende-Verehrung-Bilderwelt, Cologne 1985; for 
relics o f her in Italy, see A. Legner, Kölner Heilige und Heiligtümer. Ein Jahrtausend europäischer 
Reliquienkult, Cologne 2003, 370-73; for depictions of her in South Italy, see G. Kaftal, Saints in 
Italian Art. Iconography of the Saints in Central and South Italian School o f Painting, Florence 1965, 
1109-13.
19 Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie (n. 17 above), vol. 5., 492—95; Lexikon des Mittelalters, 
vol. II., Stuttgart-Weimar 1999, 1917.
20 A collegiate chapter came into being early on in Bazzano in the church of the saint, and this was 
moved to L’Aquila when that town was founded..The S. Giusta Church there became the main 
parish church of the St George quarter o f the town and was, after the cathedral, the richest 
ecclesiatical institution in L’Aquila. See F. Murri, Santa Giusta e le sue chiese all’Aquila e Bazzano, 
L’Aquila-Rome 1986; for depictions, see also Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie (n. 17 above), 
vol. 7., 251-52; Kaftal (n. 18 above), 656-57; Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15 above), 364.
21 Most signs refer perhaps to S. Giusta. Certainly grounds for caution are given by, for example, 
the fact that the two principal figures o f the main altar (made after 1600) in L’Aquila’s S. Giusta 
church were St Giusta and St Ursula. See Murri (n. 20 above), 80, fig. on p. 43.
22 For an example in L’Aquila from the early 15th century, see U. Chierici, “Gli aflreschi della 
chiesa di S. Silvestro in Aquila,” BoUetino d ’Arte 34, 1949, 19, figs. 19, 25.
23 J. Szalay, “Näpolyi Laszlö trönkövetelese,” Szazadok 16, 1882, 648; Gy. Schönherr, Näpolyi 
Laszlo tränkövetelesenek külföldi vonatkozäsai, Budapest 1898, 26; I. Miskolczy, “Näpolyi Läszlo,” 
Szazadok 55—56, 1921—22, 346; A. Cutolo, Re Ladislao d’Angio-Durazzo, Milan 1936, 258-61; 
for Aldomorisco, see Dizionario biografico degli italiani, vol. II., Rom e 1960, 83-84.
24 A detailed treatment o f the tomb is given by N. Bock, Kunst am Hofe der Anjou-Durazzo. Der 
Bildhauer Antonio Baboccio (1351-um 1423), Munich-Berlin 2001, 329-409; for a depiction of 
the saint, see ibid, figs. 194-98; for the inscription, see ibid, 391, 434, fig. 107; for identification 
of the saint with Imre, see ibid, 393-95; for the tomb’s Hungarian connections, see P. Lovei, 
“Anjou-magyar siremlekek es cimeres emlekek Näpolyban,” Ars Hungarica XXVI, 1998, 34.
25 T. Kemy, “Közepkori Szent Läszlo-emlekek nyomäban Näpolyban,” Ars Hungarica XXVI,
1998, 52-53.
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26 For the icongraphy o f St Imre in the Middle Ages, see Szent Imre 1000 eve. Tanulmänyok Szent 
Imre tiszteletere sziiletesenek ezredik evforduloja alkalmäbol, ed. T. Kemy, Szekesfehervär 2007, ch. 4; 
for depictions of him in Italy, see M. Prokopp, “Szent Imre Italia müveszeteben,” ibid, 83-87.
27 Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche, 3rd ed., vol. I., Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 2006, 488;
Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie (n. 17 above), vol. 5., 114.
28 For his life, see G. Passaro, Sant’Amato di Nusco, Naples 1965; for depictions of him, see idem, 
Iconografia di Sant’Amato da Nusco, NUscb 1994.
29 For Amato, who was officially made blessed only in 1742, see M. Molari, Amato Ronconi, 
il Santo di Saludecio, Verucchio 1993.
30 F. Bock, Geschichte der liturgischen Gewänder des Mittelalters, vol. II., Bonn 1866, 329-42; J. Braun, 
Die liturgische Gewandung im Occident und Orient nach Ursprung und Entwicklung, Verwendung und 
Symbolic, Freiburg i. Br. 1907, 125-26, 135-48.
31 Bock (n. 30 above), 352-54; Braun (n. 30 above), 355-57.
32 Die mittelalterlichen Grabmäler in Rom und Latium vom 13. bis i5. Jahrhundert, vol. I.,
Die Grabplatten und Tafeln, ed. J. Garms-R. Juffinger-B. Ward-Perkins, Vienna 1981,
Cat. Nos. II/3, fig. 66; VII/9, 14, figs. 68, 140; X X /2, fig. 160; XXXIX/3, flg. 170; LXX/2, 
fig. 171; for Läzöi’s tombstone, see J. Balogh, A z  erdelyi renaissance, vol. I., 1460-1541,
Kolozsvär 1943, 190-91, fig. 81.
33 Five chapters operated in the town in the Middle Ages: that o f the cathedral and the collegiate 
chapters o f the main parish churches of the four large quarters o f the town (S. Giusta di Bazzano, 
S. Maria Paganica, S. Marciano di Roio, S. Pietro di Coppito). See Murri (n. 20 above), 87-88.
34 No comprehensive treatment o f stone altar-panels in Italy exists. For mention of the rarity o f the 
genre along with some oustanding works, see J. Braun, Der christliche Altar in seiner geschichtlichen 
Entwicklung, vol. II., Munich 1924, 310—11; J. Poeschke, Die Skulptur des Mittelalters in Italien, 
vol. II., Gotik, Munich 2000, 43.
35 For altars in Siena, for example, see H. Van Os, Sienese Altarpieces 1215-1460. Form, Content, 
Function, vols. I—II., Groningen 1984—1990.
36 Clearly, the point here is that since the frames of panel paintings were made not by sculptors but 
by cabinetmakers, patrons would not have involved sculptors in the execution of paintings. For 
picture-frames in Italy in the 14th-15th century, see M. Cämmerer-George, Die Rahmung der 
Toskanischen Altarbilder im Trecento, Strasbourg 1966; Ch. Merzenich, Vom Schreinerwerk zum  
Gemälde. Florentiner Altanverke der ersten Hälfte des Quattrocento, Berlin 2001, esp. 46—47.
37 See, for example, A. Venturi, Storia dell’arte italiana, vol. IV., La scultura del Trecento, Milan 1906, 
392, 4)4, 545, 546, 569; for artifacts in Naples, see Bock (n. 24 above), figs 12, 22, 29.
38 For the process, see Cämmerer-George (n. 36 above), 191-92; Ch. Gardner von Teuffel, 
“Lorenzo Monaco, Filippo Lippi und Filippo Brunelleschi. Die Erfindung der Renaissancepala,” 
Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 45, 1982, 6; for this in a new light, see Merzenich (n. 36 above), 
95—98; for the emphasising of the early appearance of single compositions in Siena painting 
despite architectonic division, see Van Os (n. 35 above), vol. II., 163—67.
39’Cammerer~George (n. 36 above), 191; Gemäldegalerie Berlin. Katalog der Gemälde frühe italienische 
Malerei, ed. M. Boskovits, Berlin 1987, 52-56.
4C! K. Bauch, “Anfänge des figürlichen Grabmals in Italien,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen ' 
Institutes in Florenz 15, 1971, 243; on whether the origins can be traced back to French tombs or 
Roman catacomb tombs is not entirely clear, see ibid, 250; also idem, Das Mittelalteriche Grabbild. 
Figürliche Grabmäler des 11. bis 15. Jahrhunderts in Europa, Berlin-New York 1976, 145.
41 An explanation for this unusual solution, known only in another connection, could be given by 
the presence at one time o f a Madonna depiction next to the tomb. See J. Gardner, The Tomb 
and the Tiara. Curial Tomb Scuplture in Rome and Avignon in the Later Middle Ages, Oxford 1992, 
64-68.
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42 Idem, “Arnolfo di Cambio and Roman Tomb Design,” The Burlington Magazine 115, 1973, 431, 
437-39, figs. 24-25, 37-40; idem (n. 41 above), 70-72, 79-80, 82-85, 107-09, figs. 32, 49, 57, ^  
58, 61, 63, 106-07.
43 Bauch (n. 40 above, 1971), 247— 48; for different interpretations of the depiction, see G.
Schmidt, “Typen und Bildmotive des spätmittelalterlichen Monumentalgrabes,” in Skulptur und 
Grabmal des Spätmittelalters in Rom und Italien, Akten des Kongresses “Scultura e monumento sepolcrale 
del tardo Medioevo a Roma e in Italia”, ed. J. Garms, Rome 1990, 72—74.
44 See for an early example, the tomb of Cardinal Guillaume de Bray (d. 1282) in Orvieto and the 
tomb of Pope Benedict XI (d. 1304) in Perugia. Gardner (n. 41 above), 97-102, 115-17, figs.
85, 124; for 14th- and early 15th-century depictions mainly on the front sides of sarcophagi, see 
W. Wolters, La scultura venezianagotica, vol. II., Venice 1976, figs. 77, 95, 111, 299; C. Baroni, 
Sculturagotica Lombarda, Milan 1944, figs. 15, 17, 34, 174, 218, 220, 257; Bock (n. 24 above), 
figs. 30, 77, 152, 169; for depiction type in a funerary context independent o f genre, see also 
R . Goffen, '“Nostra Conversatio in Caelis Est’: Observations on the Sacra Conversazione in the 
Trecento,” Art Bulletin 61, 1979, 198-222, esp. 213-16.
45 Bauch (n. 40 above, 1976), 198-214.
46 For figural reliefs o f the same format topped by gables as part o f a tomb, see the tomb of Pietro 
da Canetolo (d. 1403) in Bologna, in L. Cavazzini, II crepuscolo della scultura medievale in 
Lombardia, Florence 2004, 23—25, fig. 45.
47 As well as the above-mentioned tomb of Boniface VIII and the monuments grouped around it, 
see also the tomb of Giangaetano Orsini (d. 1294?) in Assisi in Gardner (n. 42 above), 439; other 
Assisi monuments from the early 14th century in Goffen (n. 44 above), 202-06, 215, and the 
tomb in Naples o f Enrico Minutolo (c. 1402/05) in Bock (n. 24 above), 53-60, fig. 22. About 
saints’ tombs, see J. Garms, “Gräber von Heiligen und Seligen,” in Skulptur und Grabmal...
(n. 43 above), 88-91.
48 M. Seidel, “Studien zu Giovanni di Balduccio und Tino di Camaino. Die Rezeption des 
Spätwerks von Giovanni Pisano,” Städel-Jahrbuch 5, 1975, 71-78; G. Kreytenberg, “L’Arca di 
San Ranieri di Tino da Camaino. Questioni di tipologia ed iconografia,” in Storia ed Arte nella 
Piazza del Duomo 4, Pisa 1995, 25-51.; L. Richards, “San Ranieri o f Pisa: a Civic Cult and its 
Expression in Text and Image,” in Art, Politics, and Civic Religion in Central Italy 1261—1352, 
ed. J. Cannon-B. Williamson, Cambridge 2000, 186-91.
49 It seems that Tino was the first artist who instead of painted altar-panels made stone retables
in small format for private devotion, and in large format as well. For other altar-panels linkable 
mainly to his Naples period, see G. Kreytenberg, “Ein doppelseitiges Triptychon in Marmor 
von Tino di Camaino aus der Zeit um 1334,” in Medien der Macht. Kunst der Zeit der Anjous 
in Italien, ed. T. Michalsky, Berlin 2001, 261-74, esp. 269-70 ibid, 275-94.
50 A detail on the panel points rather to the former possibility. Although the half-length depiction 
o f Christ featuring in the gable is a customary element on monumental tombs in Italy mainly, 
placed on the gable o f the canopy, here Christ, a book in his hand and giving a blessing, appears 
as a judge passing judgment on the deceased. See, with examples from Naples, Bock (n. 24 
above), 400-02. On the Budapest panel, the Christ holding a chalice and wafer, and showing 
the wound in His side, is making reference to the Eucharist. This seems more to be interpretable 
in connection with an altar: it may refer to its title, and possibly to one of the most popular 
kinds of grouping for clergy in Italy, the Corpus Christi fraternities, as the erectors of the altar.
The person of the canon in no way contradicts this.
51 I did not find important literature on the works mentioned below, but a good proportion of the 
local history and art history volumes were inaccessible for me. In general surveys some works 
feature on the level o f mention, but often with contradictory data.
52 Balogh (n. 14 above), 10-11.
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53 For the church, see Antonini (n. 16 above), 156—61.
54 L. Serra, L ’Aquila, Bergamo 1929, 56-58; Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15 above), 229, 454; Murri 
(n. 20 above), 80-81, figs. on p. 49-51; Antonini (n. 16 above), 137, fig. 74.
55 The brackets supporting the canopy of the choir-stalls are likewise decorated, with plant motifs, 
animals, and busts. The style of these agrees unequivocally with that o f the end-sections and 
dividing sections, although it is not so clear that their use in the construction of the choir-stalls 
was secondary. Perhaps in the fashioning of the present choir-stalls at least some of the earlier 
elements that could be used were taken into account.
56 The saints are traditionally identified with St George, Pope Celestine V, Maximus, and Giusta. 
See Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15 above), 454; Murri (n. 20 above), 81.
57 The striking similarity o f the fashioning of the figure with that o f the Budapest female saint may 
actually be an addition for the determination of the last mentioned, although there are no 
inscriptions on the choir-stalls; the traditional identification of the female figure next to
St George with S. Giusta is logical, since the church was dedicated to St Giusta and was the 
main parish church of the town quarter named after the equestrian saint. In the gable above it 
can be seen a half-length depiction of Christ very similar to the one in the Budapest gable, 
only less finished. >
58 In the upper two comers of the relief, the armorial bearings of L’Aquila’s Gaglioffi family 
appears. For some members o f the family, see Dizionario biografico degli italiani, vol. LI.,
Rome 1998, 286-91.
59 For a depiction of the church facade with the sculptures, see Serra (n. 54 above), 32; there is
a mention of it with dating to the early 15th century in P. Toesca, Storia dell’arte Italiana, vol. II.,
II Trecento, Turin 1951, 377, n. 129. The male saint is one member of a four-part series. On the 
corner-pilasters o f the two towers o f the main facade there are three other figures o f the same 
size and height likewise depicted as Evangelists, but these seem to be baroque sculptures. These 
pieces probably came together in an ensemble because o f the need to maintain medieval works 
that had lost their original function-but which at one time perhaps belonged together-and to 
fashion a uniform composition for the facade.
60 It is easy to conceive that a further stone Pietä relief, one that earlier probably functioned as
a tympanum over a door and is now in the S. Maria al Ponte di Roio Church, can be ranked 
among the creations of the workshop. See A. Cadei, “Percorso di Nicola da Guardiagrele,” 
in idem, Nicola da Guardiagrele. Un protagonista dell’autunno del Medioevo in Abruzzo, Guardiagrele 
2005, 79—80, fig. 72. N ot only does the composition of the piece accord in a striking manner 
with the S. Biagio Pietä; the detail solutions on the drapery are in many places fully the same 
and the clumsy finishing of the limbs is also very similar. However, instead of the stiff posture of 
the figures, much more natural gestures appear, and insofar as can be judged from the 
photograph, the finish of the faces is also different.
61 In connection with the pieces, local stylistic parallels have come up at random. See, for example, 
the choir-stalls o f S. Giusta, which have been brought into connection with the Camponeschi 
tomb in the S. Biagio Church and fragments appearing secondarily in the cathedral and in the 
walls o f II Gesti (S. Margherita). See Murri (n. 20 above), 81; Antonini (n. 16 above), 58, 137. 
However, these scarcely detailed conjectures mostly lack foundation.
62 See, for example, the sculpture of Venice or Lombardy at the same time; Wolters (n. 44 above); 
Baroni (n. 44 above); Cavazzini (n. 46 above). For antique influence, see the figure of Mary in 
the Annunciation scene oil the Budapest relief, particularly the finish of her face and hair, or the 
bust of a bearded man depicted in profile on one of the brackets o f the S. Giusta choir-stalls.
63 Additional sculptures linkable to this workshop may easily come to light in L’Aquila.
My two-day stay there was not long enough for me to go into all the churches and other 
possible locations in the town and its vicinity.
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64 The dating of the pieces is rather variable and random. Characteristic is the example of the S. 
Giusta choir-stalls, the dating of which is different almost every time they are mentioned, even 
within a particular book. See Leosini (n. 15 above), 163: 15th century; Serra (n. 54 above), 57: 
mid-15th century, 58: second half o f the 15th century;'Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15 above),
229: 15th century, 454: 14th century; Murri (n. 20 above), 49-50: 15th century, 80: first half of 
the 15th century; Antonini (n. 16 above), 57—58: 1430?; 137: before-1444.
65 The argument for dating the S. Giusta choir-stalls to before 1444, namely that the ihs- 
monogrammed sun-disk of the Observant Franciscans does not appear on them (in other words, 
that they must have been made before the death of St Bernardino o f Siena in 1444), rests on 
mere conjecture, see Antonini (n. 16 above), 137.
66 For the L’Aquila material, see M. Moretti, Museo Nazionale d’Abm zzo nel castello cinquecentesco 
dell’Aquila, L’Aquila 1968; For the Abruzzo see M. Gabrielli, Inventario degli ogetti d’arte d’llalia, 
vol. IV., Provincia di Aquila, Rome 1934; Lehmann-Brockhaus (n. 15 above), 356-65, 374—75, 
379-82; for the German presence, see ibid, 365-66; and V. Pace, “II sepolcro Caldora nella 
Badia Morronese presso Sulmona. Una testimonianza delle presenze tedesche in Italia nel primo 
Quattrocento,” in Skulptur und Grabmal... (n. 43 above), 413-22; Cavazzini (n. 46 above), 
50-53.
67 For late medieval sculpture in Rome, see L. Ciaccio, “L’ultimo periodo della scultura gotica a 
Rom a,” Ausonia 1, 1906, 68-92; L. Filippini, La scultura nel Trecento in Roma, Turin 1908,
109—83; J. Garms, “Bemerkungen zur römischen Skulptur im Spätmittelalter,” Römische 
historische Mitteilungen 21, 1979, 145—59; Die mittelalterlichen Grabmäler in Rom und Latium vom 13. 
bis 15. Jahrhundert, vol. I., Die Grabplatten und Tafeln, ed. J. Garms—R. Juffinger—B. Ward- 
Perkins, Vienna 1981; vol. II., Die Monumentalgräber, ed. J. Garms—A. Sommerlechner—W. 
Telesko, Vienna 1994; Gardner (n. 41 above), 125-32; F. Negri Arnoldi, La scultura del 
Quattrocento, Turin 1994, 93-97; Enciclopedia dell’arte medievale, vol. X., Rome 1999, 111-14;
C. Bolgia, “The Felici Icon Tabernacle (1372) at S. Maria in Aracoeli, Reconstructed: Lay 
Patronage, Sculpture and Marian Devotion in Trecento Rom  "Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 68, 2005, 27-72.
68 For the sculpture of Naples in the late 14th-early 15th century, and for Baboccio, see N. Bock, 
“L’art ä la cour Angevine: la sculpture et le gothique international,” in L ’Europe des Anjou, 
Aventure des princes angevins du XIIle au X lVe siecle, exh. cat., ed. G. M. Le Goff, Paris 2001, 
88-101; N. Bock, “Antiken- und Florenzrezeption in Neapel 1400-1450,” in Opere egiorni. 
Studi su mille anni di arte europea dedicati a Max Seidel, ed. K. Bergdolt, Venezia 2001, 241—52; 
Bock (n. 24 above).
69 A description and history of the tomb are given in A. Filangieri di Candida, La chiesa e il 
monastero di San Giovanni a Carbonara, Naples 1924, 33—43; recently with earlier literature Bock 
(n. 68 above, Antiken...), 241-52; Bock (n. 68 above, L ’art... ), 95-99; L ’Europe des Anjou...
(n. 68 above), 372—73, Cat. Nos. 177—178; see also O. Morisani, „Aspetti della ’regalitä’in tre 
monumenti Angioini,” Cronache de archeologia e di storiddell’arte 9y 1970, 108-22.
70 For the portal, see Bock (n> 24 above), figs. 12, 40, 52, 53; for the tombs, see ibid, figs. 85, 98, 
125, 185, 197.
71 See the sarcophagus of Antonius de Penna, and the traditional solution in Bock (n. 24 above), 
fig. 98, and figs. 24, 76, 152; for the same theme in connection with tombs, see above.
72 In connection with Baboccio, see Bock (n. 24 above), 147.
73 This rare solution seems also to appear on the main portal, made by Baboccio, o f Naples 
Cathedral. In the coronation of Mary scene above the tympanum, Mary’s throne, in keeping 
with her posture, is positioned a little diagonally. From this it may be perceived, similarly to the 
case with the Budapest piece, that the end portion of the throne is visible from behind Mary’s
t
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cloak, appears to point in a somewhat diagonal direction. W hether or not this difference in axes 
is the result oflater restorations is in any event debatable. See Bock (n. 24 above), 46—47.
74 In connection with Agnes and Clemenza Anjou-Durazzo, see ibid, 146-47.
75 For these on the works of Baboccio see, for example, ibid, figs. 53, 159-61, 198, III—V.
76 It always appears when the figure in question is holding something in his or her hand or hands, 
ibid, figs. 84, 189, IX.
77 For St Anthony, see ibid, fig. 198.
78 See the male saint and Christ on the Budapest panel, the male saint o f S. Marco, and almost 
every work by Baboccio, ibid, figs. 52, 128, 190, 198.
79 For the last mentioned, see ibid, figs. 131—32.
80 There is a good photograph of the sarcophagus of Agnes and Clemenza in O. Ferrari, “Per la 
conoscenza della scultura del primo Quattrocento a Napoli,” Bolletino d ’arte 39, 1954, fig. f 5; 
for the other tomb, see Bock (n. 24 above), fig. 160.
81 For a description of the paint remains, see ibid, 429; there is a good colour picture; L ’Europe 
des Anjou... (n. 68 above), 20—21.
82 S,ee the Budapest relief, the Mary of the S. Maria di Roio Church, the Mary o f the S. Biagio 
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A HEAD OF ST JO H N  THE BAPTIST 
AT THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS IN BUDAPEST FROM  
THE W O RK SH O P OF THE RIM INI MASTER
As with most medieval works preserved in museums, it is only from the second 
half o f the 19th century onwards that we know  the provenance o f  the finally 
carved alabaster head which, from the ownership o f  Emil Delmär, passed first to 
Budapest’s M useum o f Applied Arts (Iparmüveszeti Müzeum) and then from there 
to the O ld Sculpture Collection at the M useum o f Fine Arts (Szepmüveszeti 
Müzeum) in the same city (fig. I ) .1 In the middle o f  the flat reverse side o f the 
longish mask framed by curly hair there is an oval hollow, and at the slightly 
opened m outh the carving is pierced through and teeth are visible. The straight 
m outh is framed by a moustache and by a beard decoratively arranged into sym­
metrical curls but broken off at the bottom. Characteristic features o f  the face are 
the long, straight nose and the deeply-set, half-open eyes. The wrinkles on the 
forehead are engraved parallel to one another, and on the lower part o f the neck a 
schematic depiction o f the veins and arteries o f the severed head can be seen. 
Decorative stylization o f the symmetrical details accompany to the simplified, geo­
metrical facial features.
The iconographical interpretation o f the carved work, which is somewhat 
bizarre, is entirely unequivocal: it shows the severed head o f St John the Baptist in 
line with the particular artistic tradition that remodeled the head offered to Herod 
on a platter according to the story o fjo h n ’s martyrdom (Mt. 14: 3—12 and Mk. 6: 
17—19) into an object for veneration, a separate Andachtsbild. The depiction o f the 
martyrdom appeared in 10th—1 lth-century  Byzantine painting in connection with 
the fact that St Jo h n ’s head was the second most venerated relic in Constantinople 
after the Christ-relics there. The relic, the earliest known description o f which is 
from the 12th century,2 passed into the possession o f W allon de Sarton, a canon 
from the vicinity o f Amiens, during the Fourth Crusade, which led to the sack o f 
Constantinople. He happened upon it near one o f the em peror’s palaces, in a con­
cealed place in the Mangana church dedicated to St George, where it was together 
with the head o f St George.3 Afterwards he brought it to W estern Europe, where 
since 17 Decem ber 1206 it has been one o f the treasures o f Amiens Cathedral. 
However, the round platter comprising an important part o f the relic had by then
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1. Workshop of the Rimini Master, 1430s: St John’s head, Budapest, Museum of Fine Arts
2. Workshop of the Rimini Master, 1430s: St John’s head, Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum
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becom e separated from the head; the canon allegedly covered the costs o f his jo u r­
ney hom e from the price he obtained for it.4 The skull covered by a mask a n « ^  
supplied with a replacement platter, was the most im portant relic in Amiens up 
until the French Revolution and was the main object o f pilgrimages.5 Pilgrims 
prayed before the relic for the cure o f maladies connected with epilepsy, melan­
cholia and headaches first and foremost.6 The 13th-century replacement for the 
Byzantine platter could not have been very successful since, as a 1419 inventory o f 
the Amiens Treasury attests, King Charles VII or his consort Q ueen Isabeau was 
ready to commission a new one.7
It is also important from the standpoint o f the history o f the cult that the dish 
on which the severed head o f the prophet was placed, according to the Gospel 
account, was itself an eminent relic. Many ‘original’ examples o f  it were in circu­
lation in the Middle Ages. Among them  is a platter kept at Geneva Cathedral since 
its donation in 1492 by Pope Innocent VIII on which there is a ronde-bosse enam­
eled head made in Paris around 1420—30..8 A nother is m entioned in a 1402 in­
ventory listing the treasures o f the due de Berry. The latter piece passed from the 
Sainte Chapelle in Bourges to the cathedral there and later to the city’s museum.9 
A third w ell-know n example was recorded in the treasury o f  King Henry VIII o f 
England.10 In addition to the replicas made from wood or precious metal o f the 
relic that reached the W est from Byzantium and soon became popular, from the 
14th century onwards there were also Andachtsbilds depicting the severed head o f 
John the Baptist that were made from stone.11
As a mysteriously translucent stone resembling marble but much easier to 
work, alabaster was especially popular for the production o f small-sized stone carv­
ings. According to Anton Legner, its increasing popularity in the 14th century 
was partly due to the fact that it was especially suitable for mass production.12 
In England, thanks primarily to the quarries in the vicinity o f Nottingham, the 
working o f alabaster took place on an almost industrial scale.13 Among the depic­
tions on panels generally used as parts o f  altar retables, we know o f heads o f John 
i the Baptist placed separately or in the company o f other saints.14 In written sources
likewise there are many data relating to the carving o f  heads o f John  the Baptist 
and to the trade in them .15 This type o f carved work must have been one o f the 
favorite specialties o f alabasterers in England.16
However, from the C ontinent, too, we know o f sources that speak o f  the 
liturgical use and ownership o f  heads o f John  the Baptist that were made from 
alabaster (but probably not in England): from Hildesheim from the second half o f 
the 15th century and from Brunswick from the early 18th century.17 W e know 
o f a whole series o f  late medieval Continental alabaster carvings that depict the St 
John the Baptist relic.18 In some cases, an inscription runs around the edge o f the 
platter, helping identification o f the depiction. A characteristic example o f such 
a platter is the piece kept in the Gruuthusem useum  in Bruges w hich bears 
the inscription “IN T E R  N A TO S M U L IE R U  N O N  SU R R E X IT  M A IO R  
JH O A N N E  BAPTISTA” .19
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Returning to the head o f St John the Baptist preserved at the Budapest M u­
seum o f Fine Arts, after attributions to Italy,20 the Rhineland and Bavaria-Salz- 
| burg,21 the piece was said by Jolan Balogh to have been made in England,22 al­
though Laszlo Eber had already drawn attention to the similarity between the Bu­
dapest sculpture and the head o f John the Baptist at the Bayerisches Nationalmu­
seum in M unich (fig. 2).23 The two carvings are indeed closely connected to one 
another. Differences show primarily in their condition: the end o f the beard on the 
Budapest head is broken off. Another difference is that on the Munich sculpture a 
gash has been carved on the forehead, a reference to the dishonoring o f the severed 
head following John the Baptist’s martyrdom. The relief on the M unich piece is 
higher: its reverse side is not as smooth as that o f the Budapest sculpture and in ad­
dition the hair continues behind the ears. It should be noted that in the 1960s the 
Budapest head underwent cleaning, during which not only soiling was removed, 
but also the original painting and gilding on the hair and beard. In all likelihood a 
similar thing happened in the case o f the M unich piece, too 24
A carving fragment is displayed in the exhibition at the Diözesanmuseum in 
Freising25 (only the mask-like face has survived: the hair around it has broken off) 
is rather larger than the works described so far.26 However, the manner o f  the 
carving o f the hair and beard is the same, and the m outh is likewise slightly open 
(fig. 5c). Here, too, the eyes, which are m ore detailed in their showing o f wrinkles 
on the lids and in the comers, are open in a slit-like way, although the eyebrows 
are less strong. By way o f  summary, we could say that the Freising alabaster is more 
lifelike than the other two sculptures, and not so abstract. The head kept at the 
Landesmuseum in Mainz since the m id-19th century can be regarded as the nea­
rest parallel o f the Freising carving (fig. 5b).27 O n the basis o f the description, the 
fashioning o f the reverse side is similar to that o f  the Budapest piece, but the hair 
covers the ears, w ith the result that the face looks rounder and less ascetic than the 
faces on the abovem entioned works. An additional modest difference is repre­
sented by the manner o f the grooving at the beginning o f the beard below the 
middle o f the lower lip.28
A further three alabaster heads very akin to one another may be m entioned 
in this connection. W ith  regard to detail, carved works preserved in Brussels,29 
Hanover30 and London31 may be brought into connection with the preceding 
group (figs. 5a, d-e). Their size is somewhat larger than that o f the Budapest and 
M unich examples (20—23 cm) and the heads are less elongated; in fact they can be 
said to be rounded. The details are softer in form and the lines o f the eyebrows 
milder. In all three cases, the wrinkling at the bridge o f the nose merges with the 
curves formed by the eyebrows and the line o f the m outh is looser, although the 
slightly open shape remains. According to the descriptions, here, too, all three 
have a hollow on the reverse side, although on the Hanover and Lpndon pieces 
this is a rectangular aperture on the reverse side o f a head that has been carved 
in the form o f a circle. The solution o f  the hair—moustache—beard unit is similar, 
as is the calligraphic mode o f depiction formed by thicker and thinner strands
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4. Workshop of the Rimini Master, c. 1430: 
Head of Longinus fom the Rimini Altarpiece, 
Frankfurt, Liebieghaus
5a. South Netherlandish (Circle o f the Rimini 
Master), 1430s: St John’s head,
London, Victoria and Albert Museum
arranged alternately and in parallel. O n 
the Hanover sculpture the solution 
the head is different on the forehead: 
the curls do not hang down over the 
forehead, but go backwards in the di­
rection o f the top o f the head.
In any event, the seven carvings 
listed above constitute a group whose 
pieces are connected w ith one another. 
They probably all came from the same 
workshop. In the case o f certain pieces, 
this interconnectedness has always been 
emphasized, although the list o f  kin 
works has varied from publication to 
publication.32 W hen the network o f 
the formal connections is brought to ­
gether, the picture that takes shape is 
unequivocal for the most part. The 
problem is simply localization o f  the 
workshop in question.
In connection with the place o f 
manufacture o f the St John the Bap­
tist head in M unich, arguments were
3. Workshop of the Rimini Master, 
1420—30: Apostle (St Peter?) from 
the altar o f St Vaast in Arras (?), 
Private collection
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5b. Workshop of the Rimini Master, 1430s: 
St John’s head, Mainz, Landesmuseum
5c. Workshop of the Rimini Master, 1430s: 
St John’s head, Freising, Diözesanmuseum
5d. South Netherlandish (Circle o f the Rimini 
Master), 1430s: St John’s head, Brussels, 
Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire
5e. South Netherlandish (Circle o f the Rimini 
Master), 1430s: St John’s head,
Hannover, Niedersächsische Landesgalerie
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initially produced in favor o f an English origin. Revising his earlier standpoint, 
Theodor M üller subsequently (in 1966) listed the piece among the dispersed works.« 
o f the R im ini Master.33 The sculptor received this designation as an interim  name 
from an altar from the Covignano Santa Maria delle Grazie church at R im ini that 
is now  in the Liebieghaus in Frankfurt. Three Crucifixion groups and figures o f 
the Apostles remain on this altar.34 W e know neither the original arrangement o f 
the figures and groups, nor the exact original structure o f the altar. The ensemble 
of sculptures was thought by Georg Swarzenski—who purchased the works for the 
Liebieghaus—to have been by a German sculptor active in Italy.35 He identified the 
master w ith the itinerant master named Gusmin36 w ho originated from Cologne 
and whose w ork in Florence was highly esteemed even by Lorenzo Ghiberti.37 
Although this hypothesis was soon discarded,38 it is undeniably true that a signifi­
cant num ber o f works have survived in Italy from the workshop o f the master o f 
the R im ini altar and from those around it. Nevertheless, the history o f these works 
can only be traced back to the Middle Ages in exceptional cases, as in that o f the 
Madonna dell’Aqua devotional sculpture in R im ini.39 By means o f dealers, the 
small-sized works could easily have reached their present places o f  preservation, 
like the recently published M adonna kept in the church o f Betancuria in the Ca­
nary Islands.40 T he num ber o f sculptures attributed to the master or his workshop 
rises from time to time. Also, characteristic works from the workshop appear con­
tinually at auctions, mostly from complete obscurity.41
T he image formed o f the R im ini Master has not changed substantially in re­
cent times, although it has become more nuanced. W alter Paatz, w ho in many 
studies42 dealt w ith examples o f  medieval alabaster sculpture, distinguished two 
Continental workshops o f  crucial significance in the early 15th century that began 
operations under the influence o f the popularity enjoyed by English alabaster 
sculpture. Their customers were initially the courts o f  the French monarch and his 
brothers. O ne o f these significant workshops was that o f the master o f  the Rim ini 
altar, a workshop which, according to Paatz, operated in northern France or Flan­
ders, possibly in Lille. T he other he localized to Paris. From this second workshop 
came the ‘W om en at the Foot o f the Cross’ sculptural group,43 which, as the 
sources attest, was carved in Paris and soon taken to Breslau (Wroclaw in Silesia). 
Today it is kept in Warsaw. Shortly afterwards, Anton Legner investigated the 
question o f the master and his workshop, examining the surviving artifacts from 
the workshop. He also concluded that it was located in Lille, stressing at the same 
time the master’s stylistic links w ith the great painters in the Low Countries around 
1400: the Master o f Flemalle, Jan van Eyck, and R ogier van der W eyden.44 In his 
m onograph on 15th-century alabaster sculpture, N orbert Jopek wrote about the 
R im ini Master merely when reviewing the history o f  the research, referring, in 
the wake o f Swarzenski, to his links with the Low Countries.45 Hartm ut Krohm  
defined the workshop o f the R im ini Master as a large, expansive export w ork- 
shop-in  the Lille-Tournai area-,46 stressing once again that it was in competition 
with English alabaster workshops and that it aimed at mass production.
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The research on the issue has uncovered archival data which indicate that the 
R im ini altar preserved in Frankfurt could not have been an exceptional creation. 
Apostles carved from alabaster and placed in an altar shrine, a raised central scene 
(the Coronation o f Mary) and painted wings jo ined onto the painted and gilded 
cabinet embellished the altar o f the Lady Chapel behind the High Altar in the 
church o f  the Benedictine abbey o f St Vaast. The sculptures were purchased from 
a German dealer on 28 May 1432 by the influential Jean du Clercq, abbot there 
from 1428 to 1462 and chancellor to Philip the Good, duke o f Burgundy.47 The 
painting o f the cabinet, the gilding o f the sculptures, the painting o f the flesh-co- 
j loured parts, and the wings are all the w ork o f Jacques Daret.48 The altar was still 
in its place in 1651. Today only the wing pictures remain,49 and also a sculpture 
o f an apostle conditionally identified w ith St Peter which, so tradition has it, is 
from this altar (fig. 3).50
O ther such cases may be mentioned, too. In 1429, Gauthier Ponche, canon of 
Notre-Dam e in Saint Omer, and his brother Michael ordered an altar containing 
i alabaster sculptures in which there stood sculptures o f the Twelve Apostles, among 
other works.51 It is customary to trace the four figures now found in Saint O m er 
M useum to among those Apostle statues.52 In 1431, Jodocus, abbot o f the Augustin- 
ian monastery at Breslau in Silesia (St. Maria auf dem Sande), purchased a Crucifix­
ion group from a Paris dealer. Erich Scheyer identified the abovementioned group 
depicting three m ourning wom en (Warsaw, National Museum) as a part o f this 
group.53 Generally accepted since publication in 1933 and evaluated on the basis of 
the sculpture’s style as relevant from the viewpoint o f the Rim ini Master’s working 
place, this identification needs, in the opinion o f the present author, to be revised. 
The text informs us that the abbot purchased the alabaster panel depicting the C ru­
cifixion cum suis attinentiis for forty gold florins, and also that in the very same year 
Johannes Crom endorff had a gold frame made around the tabula by the goldsmith 
for twenty marks. The word tabula can in medieval usage mean altar retable, but the 
differing language usage o f an Arras and o f a Toum ai source (ymages, ymages d’ala- 
bastre54), as well as the ordering o f a frame worked in gold, indicates that the purchase 
datum may instead relate to a relief depicting the Crucifixion. From an examination 
o f 19th-century Breslau and Silesian sources, it emerges that many alabaster sculp­
tures and sculpture groups were inventoried w hen the Breslau cloisters were secula­
rized; descriptions o f two figures not identified precisely may conceal Apostles.55 
W e may risk the assumption that in the early 19th-century fragments o f an altar 
similar to the Frankfurt one in that it was assembled from a Crucifixion and Apostle 
figures may have come to light in Breslau. This, however, would hardly be identifi­
able with the m uch-m entioned acquisition o f the abbot o f the Sandkloster. A refe­
rence to a sculpture ensemble is to be found in the diary o f Andrea Gattaro, a mem­
ber o f the Venetian delegation taking part in the Synod o f Basle between 1433 and 
1435. This mentions the forty-two altars o f Basle Cathedral, among them one as 
follows: “L’Altaro grande si ä una bellissima ancona de alabastro et ege suso scolpiti 
xij apostoli e Christo in croxe”.56 This altar fell victim to iconoclasts in 1529.
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O f the above data, the Arras source m entioning the German dealer is not in 
the least bit useful in characterizing the activity o f a workshop localized to th&* 
vicinity o f Lille. Also, the style o f the four Apostle statues identified as once be­
longing to the Saint O m er altar differs from that o f the R im ini altar. In the case o f 
the Silesian example, the source documents o f a Parisian origin, as we have seen. 
T he ‘W om en at the Foot o f the Cross’ group in Warsaw is more aristocratic 
(Legner) than its pair in Frankfurt. It can be brought into parallel most o f all w ith 
the terracotta sculptures o f the R oad to Calvary scene from Lorch (Berlin, 
Skulpturensammlung).57 In connection w ith the Basle source, the most we can 
establish is that many works similar to the Rim ini altar may have been standing in 
the second quarter o f the 15th century. This would refer to the esteem enjoyed by 
these ensembles, the carving o f w hich was, on the basis o f the large num ber o f 
Apostle sculptures remaining, a specialty o f the workshop o f the R im ini Master, 
although they do not bring us any nearer to the judging and evaluation o f the 
w orkshop’s production. For this we must turn once again to the group o f works 
among which the Budapest head o f John the Baptist can be assigned.
The works created in the workshop o f the Rim ini Master are characterized by 
an attempt at a certain degree o f mass production and are typically standing figures 
30 to 40 cm tall, principally representations o f Apostles.58 They are structured in a 
similar way, and the long, softly falling attire that covers the body and the light, thin 
drapery taking shape as linear articulation on the surface represent a solution ex­
ploiting their style and the properties o f the alabaster. Their quality is very variable, 
ranging from the altar in question or the angel in N ew  York’s Metropolitan M u­
seum59 to the St Arianus sculpture60 that has recently come to light in art trade.
W ith  regard to their function, the abovementioned alabaster sculptures could 
have been separate cultic images, like the heads o f John the Baptist, or may have 
stood on altar tops. However, the sculptures that survive in altars-the figures at 
Schwabstedt,61 Isola Bella or Schwerte—no longer preserve their original context.62 
Sometimes large and new compositions have been put together using pieces from 
* many different series. The best example o f this is the enormous altar erected in the
chapel o f the Borromini palace in Isola Bella in Lombardy.63
The Budapest head o f St John the Baptist is undoubtedly related to some o f 
the figures o f the R im ini altar in Frankfurt, namely to those o f Longinus and 
Stephaton, both o f them  bearded. Stephaton’s countenance—the solution repre­
sented by his straight, thin nose and the deep wrinkle crossing the nose between 
the eyes—may be compared w ith the face o f  St John the Baptist (fig. 4), while in 
the case o f Longinus the curled carving o f the hair and beard may be described as 
similar. Striving for symmetry, the slightly stiff forms o f the heads do, however, 
differ from those featuring on the Frankfurt altar. This is apparent primarily in the 
case o f the Budapest and the M unich pieces. This difference, however, is not so 
great that the St John the Baptist heads enumerated cannot be fitted into the het­
erogeneous production o f the workshop o f the R im ini Master. Their difference 
from one another or from the Frankfurt figures is not greater than the stylistic or
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j qualitative differences between the sculptures on the R im ini altar. N o t unim port- 
j  ant from the point o f  view o f the Budapest head is the fact that the face o f Stepha- 
j ton and especially that o f  Longinus belongs among the most sensitive and finely 
jl resolved details o f the series.
Finally, it may be said that the iconographically and stylistically connected St 
Jo h n  the Baptist heads may have been made in a workshop at some time around 
the middle o f the first half o f  the 15 th century that operated on the southern edge 
o f the Low Countries or on the northern edge o f the Kingdom of France, perhaps 
I in Lille64—which from the late 14th century onwards verifiably possessed an alabas- 
iter-carving workshop—or in Tournai. As W alter Paatz suggests, we must simply 
continue to wait until some happy breakthrough provides grounds for a more 
| precise identification o f the person and the workshop o f the R im ini Master.65
N otes
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DIE BEKEHRUNG DES PAULUS, 
EIN VERSCHOLLENES BILD AUS DEM UMKREIS 
HANS SIEBENBÜRGERS
! In alten Auktions- und Privatsammlungs-Katalogen finden sich viele kaum be­
kannte Kunstwerke, die unsere Beachtung verdienen, obwohl sie meist als verlo- 
I ren gelten müssen.1 Hierzu zähle ich das im Pariser Auktionshaus D rouot am 13.
5. 1927 versteigerte Tafelbild der Bekehrung des Paulus, das damals Michel W olge- 
1 m uth zugeschrieben wurde (Abb. I).2 Leider erfahren wir im Katalog nichts über 
Provenienz, Besitzer und Funktion. Meines Wissens wird das Bild weder vorher 
noch nachher irgendwo erwähnt — es ist verschollen.
Die Größe und das Steilformat lassen auf einen Retabelflügel schließen. Die 
\ Bildfläche wird von dem zusammenbrechenden Pferd und seinem kopfüber her- 
i  abstürzenden R eiter Saulus in ganzer Breite eingenommen; es wird sogar ein Teil 
j der Pferdekruppe überschnitten. H inter der Hauptfigur sind noch sieben R eiter 
des Gefolges zu erkennen, die, zutiefst erschrocken, versuchen, ihre scheuenden 
Pferde zu bändigen, dabei teils zum Himmel blicken, teils einander zurufen. Durch 
j  sie (sowie durch die bergauf führenden Wege) wird der Blick nach oben zum 
segnenden Christus gelenkt, der im R ücken des Paulus als Halbfigur in der Glorie 
erscheint. Von ihm  geht ein Strahlenbündel auf den zur U m kehr Berufenen nie­
der. Das ablesende Auge wird somit hin und her gezogen.
Die Tafel hat keinen Goldgrund, sondern zeigt einen gewittrig verfinsterten 
H immel über einer typisch mitteleuropäischen, um m auerten Stadt, die in einer 
Talsenke fast verborgen ist, von der jedoch einzelne Giebel die M auerkrone über­
ragen. Besonders auffällig ist die von einer M auer eng umschlossene, möglicher­
weise identifizierbare Bergkirche rechts, offenbar eine Hallenkirche mit seitlich 
ausbuchtenden Nebenchorkapellen. Im Hintergrund links ist ein hohes turmarti­
ges Gebäude zu sehen. Die Stadtmauer hat runde, stämmige Türm e, wie wir sie 
von W ien kennen, aber auch etwa von Bamberg.
A uf der Tafel finden sich zwei Inschriften, oben eine zweizeilige, von der nur 
das W ort „persequeris“ zu entziffern ist, wohl zu ergänzen zu dem Bibelzitat (Acta 
Apostolorum 9,4): „Säule, Saule, quid me persequeris“ (Saul, Saul,, was verfolgst 
du mich?), während der Spruch links vom K opf des Paulus am ehesten so gelesen 
werden kann: „Dom ine quid me oportet facere“ (Herr, was soll ich tun? Acta
9,7).3
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1. Werkstatt des Hans Siebenbürger:
Bekehrung des Paulus, um 1480, verschollen 
(Foto: Archiv des Autors)
D er Maler hat Paulus wie einen Kumanen dargestellt, d. h. als Mitglied des 
i von den Ungarn in der Tiefebene der Theiß angesiedelten kampfkräftigen R eiter­
volkes: Paulus trägt eine Haube mit sehr lang gezogenem Zipfel; er hat einen 
Köcher voller Pfeile und einen großen Langbogen, dazu einen Türkensäbel.4 
Auch seine Beinkleider dürften den Brauch dieses Volkes spiegeln. Desgleichen 
sind seine Begleiter auf verschiedene Weise exotisch gekleidet. Zwar liegt es nahe, 
schon aufgrund dieser Eigenheiten auf ungarische Herkunft der Tafel zu schlie­
ßen, doch ist m ir kein ungarisches Bild derselben Thematik bekannt. Ich hoffe 
jedoch, dass es dem Meister der ungarischen Kunstgeschichtsschreibung gelingt, 
einige der M erkwürdigkeiten dieses W erkes zu erklären.
Schon ein kurzer Blick macht deutlich, dass der Maler aus dem Kreis des Hans 
Siebenbürger kom m t, der m einer Auffassung nach ein aus Ungarn zugewanderter 
Schüler von Hans Pleydenwurff in N ürnberg war, dann jedoch nach W ien ging, 
wo er maßgeblich an der Schaffung des 1469 vollendeten Hochaltar-Retabels des 
Schottenstifts beteiligt war. 1483 ist er dort hoch angesehen verstorben. Es bedarf
. f 
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2. Meister der Jahreszahlen: Bekehrung des Paulus, vom Hochaltar-Retabel 
der Johanniterkirche in Strzegom, 1493,
Warszawa, Muzeum Narodowe (Foto: Muzeum Narodowe)
nicht langer Analysen, um  die Zugehörigkeit des Bildes zum Siebenbürger-Kreis 
zu erweisen: D er breite Gesichtstyp des Paulus m it seinem zweigeteilten, etwas 
schütteren Bart findet sich mehrfach bei Siebenbürger und seiner Schule (Abb. 
2).5 Ebenso kennzeichnend für diesen Meister ist der weiß gekleidete R eiter mit 
seinem pilzförmigen, gefransten H u t links in der Hintergrundsgruppe, den wir z. 
B. bei der Ursulamarter vom  Behaim -Retabel finden, ebenso im großformatigen 
Bild desselben Themas aus der Zisterzienserabtei Lilienfeld, heute im W iener Bel­
vedere, sodann im kleinen Kreuzigungstriptychon der Stiftssammlungen von St. Flo­
rian und weiteren Beispielen — er ist ein Lieblingskleidungsstück dieses Malers.6 
Auch die Hintergrundsvedute entspricht seinen Gepflogenheiten.
D er Maler hat sich bem üht, dem Geschehen größte Dynamik zu geben. Das 
Zusammenbrechen des Pferdes und das Niederstürzen des Reiters sind überzeu­
gend dargestellt. D och ist das Gesicht des Paulus nahezu ausdruckslos. Es kann sich 
auch deshalb kaum um  ein eigenhändiges W erk Hans Siebenbürgers handeln, weil 
den Gesichtern der ihm eigentümliche Zug von Gram und melancholischer Ver-
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3. Hans Siebenbürger und Werkstatt:
Detail der Darstellung des 12jährigen Jesus 
im Tempel, 1469, ehem. Hochaltar-Retabel 
des Schottenstiftes in Wieji 
(Foto: Bundesdenkmalamt, Wien)
i
sonnenheit fehlt. Für dynamische M otive bediente sich Siebenbürger gerne der 
Vorbilder des Nürnberger Pleydenwurff-Kreises. Zw ar ist aus Franken kein the- 
i matisch entsprechendes Bild erhalten, wohl aber von einem anderen Pleyden-
wurff-Schüler, dem Meister der Jahreszahlen bzw. Meister des Hallenser Ulrichs- 
kirchen-Retabels, der erst nach Sachsen und dann nach Schlesien gewandert ist.7 
Es handelt sich um das 1493 datierte Hochaltar-Retabel der Johanniterkirche in Strie- 
gau (Strzegorn, Polen; heute im M uzeum  Narodowe in Warschau — Abb. 3).
Im Allgemeinen entfalten die Figuren des Meisters der Jahreszahlen noch w e­
niger Dynamik als diejenigen Hans Siebenbürgers, wie der Vergleich der Begleiter 
des Paulus offenbart. D och ist das dynamische Sturzmotiv beider Bilder so eng 
verwandt, dass eine Beziehung angenommen werden muss. Der direkte Kontakt 
zwischen dem Breslauer und dem W iener Meister ist eher unwahrscheinlich: viel­
m ehr dürften beide Bilder auf dasselbe Vorbild zurückgehen, höchstwahrschein­
lich eine Erfindung des innovativen N ürnberger Meisters Hans Pleydenwurff 
selbst. W ie ich in meinem  im Druck befindlichen Buch über diesen Maler und 
seinen Kreis zu zeigen versuche, zitiert ihn der Meister der Jahreszahlen gern. Er
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übernim m t von seinem Vorbild ganze Gruppen, manchmal sogar vollständige 
Kompositionen, variiert sie aber zumindest in Details: so kom m t z. B. das M otiv 
des von rechts hereinreitenden vornehmen H errn im Profil aus einem neuen R e ­
zeptionsschub niederländischer M otive.8
Hans Siebenbürger konnte auf stilkritischem W ege als Mitarbeiter Pleyden- 
wurffs in den Jahren um  1460—1465 nachgewiesen werden; er war offenbar einer 
seiner besten Schüler, denn ihm Wurden schon früh Teile von Aufträgen zur selb­
ständigen Ausführung überlassen. Er bediente sich zwar ausgiebig der Erfindungen 
des Nürnberger Meisters, übernahm  jedoch nur einzelne Motive, besonders Pa­
thosformeln und bem ühte sich sehr, alles neu zu durchdenken. Deshalb dürfte das 
Hauptm otiv des Striegauer Bildes dem pleydenwurffschen Urbild näher stehen als 
unsere Tafel, so z. B. der aufHiegende Mantelumhang. Pleydenwurffs Idee war es 
wohl, das Pferd gleichsam niederknien zu lassen, indem seine Vorderläufe ein- 
knicken: es beugt sich vor der göttlichen Macht, der kopfüber herabstürzende 
R eiter erhebt nur seine Hand in einer Geste des Aufmerkens. Die Erscheinung
4. Meister der Worcester-Kreuztragung: Bekehrung des Paulus, Federzeichnung laviert,
um 1415-1420, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett (Foto: Archiv des Autors)
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Christi wird als direkte Konfrontation dargestellt, während in unserem Bild Saulus 
von hinten überrascht wird. _ ,
Dass die anderen M otive der Szene wenig zu dieser eindrucksvollen Erfin­
dung passen und deshalb kaum für das Nürnberger Vorbild in Anspruch genom ­
men werden können, wurde bereits an dem hereinstolzierenden R eiter deutlich, 
der in seiner R uhe so gar nicht zu dem Schrecken erregenden göttlichen Gewitter 
passt. Im Blick auf unser Paulusbild lässt sich jedoch plausibel begründen, dass sich 
schon im  Urbild weitere R eiter in der zweiten R eihe befunden haben müssen 
und bereits die Raumtiefe für die Bilderzählung ausgenutzt wurde. Es wurde ein 
Kompromiss zwischen kultbildhafter Flächigkeit und raumgreifender Erzählung 
gesucht. W ie im Striegauer Bild dürfte Paulus vornehm  gekleidet gewesen sein, 
m it einem Lendner aus kostbarem Goldbrokat, einer spitz zulaufenden Haube mit 
Sendelbinde, deren Ende in der Luft flattert und denselben weiten Ärmeln, die 
vom  ältesten König in R ogier van der W eydens Columba-Retabel bekannt sind.
Paulus wurde damals gern als schwer bewaffneter R itter gezeigt, aber nirgends 
so fremdländisch exotisch. Doch hierzu passt, dass Hans Siebenbürger m ehr als 
andere daran Gefallen fand, ungarische bzw. osteuropäische Typen seinen Erzäh­
lungen einzufügen. Eine besondere thematische Begründung scheint dies nicht 
im m er zu haben. W enn im Bild der Ermordung der Ursula und ihrer Gefährtinnen 
durch die H unnen diese als ungarische Rittertypen gemalt werden, so darf man an 
den historischen M ythos der Verwandtschaft der Ungarn mit den H unnen den­
ken. Aber warum trägt im St. Florianer Kalvarienberg der als R öm er gemeinte R it­
ter neben dem Guten Hauptmann diese Tracht? Zwar kann man das Argument 
anführen, der Maler bem ühe sich um  Vergegenwärtigung, zumal im Hintergrund 
eine Ansicht der Stadt W ien von N orden gezeigt wird. Doch warum  sollte der 
nach W ien versetzte Kalvarienberg ausgerechnet ungarische R itter zeigen? Aller­
dings waren Siebenbürgers Beziehungen nach Ungarn sehr eng, seine Ausstrah­
lung in den ungarischen R aum  außergewöhnlich, wie man an den zahlreichen, an 
seinem W erk orientierten Altarbildern in Siebenbürgen sehen kann.9 Auch hat er 
i seine Herkunft aus Siebenbürgen nachdrücklich betont.10
M an könnte meinen, dass diese dynamische Bilderfindung und ihre kunstvol­
le Verkürzung auf italienische Vorbilder zurückgeht. Dem  ist nicht so -  in Italien, 
wo das Them a zu dieser Zeit nicht selten ist, bevorzugte man einen anderen T y­
pus, den vom  Pferd gestürzten, auf dem R ücken liegenden Paulus, der Christus 
hört und im Geiste in den „dritten H im m el“ entrückt ist (2 Kor 12,2).11 Nördlich 
der Alpen thematisierten die Künstler eher den Akt der Niederschmetterung des 
Paulus, nicht den seiner Berufung.12
Am Anfang der eigenartigen mitteleuropäischen Ikonographie steht die um 
1415—1420 datierbare Federzeichnung im Berliner Kupferstichkabinett, die viel­
leicht ein eigenhändiges W erk des Meisters der W orcester-Kreuztragung ist (Abb. 
4).13 Dieser Meister, einer der großen Erneuerer der Malkunst zur Konzilszeit, 
hatte zur Erweiterung seiner bildnerischen Mittel und zur Stärkung seiner Aus­
druckskraft italienische Inventionen aufgegriffen. U ngewöhnlich ist, das Ereignis
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des Sturzes auf demselben Blatt in mehreren Varianten darzustellen, je  zwei im 
Vorder- und im Hintergrund. Ein derartiges Durchspielen verschiedener M ög­
lichkeiten auf einem Blatt ist in dieser Zeit nur bei italienischen bzw. italienisch 
geprägten Künstlern zu bemerken. Doch ist m ir kein analoger Fall bekannt, wo 
nebeneinander so viele unterschiedliche Kompositionen entwickelt werden. Pley- 
denw urff und seine Schüler haben jedoch nicht die beiden kühnsten Lösungen, d. 
h. einen der beiden mittleren Reiter, zum Ausgangspunkt genommen, sondern 
den R eiter am linken R and der zweiten Reihe. Das ältere Blatt war jedoch noch 
in zwei weiteren Punkten Vorbild, einmal darin, dass es die beiden Hauptfiguren 
in der M itte exotisch kostümiert zeigt und darin, dass vom  Himmel nicht nur 
Strahlen und kleine Engel ausgehen, sondern auch Hagelschlag.
In den Umkreis des Meisters der W orcester-Kreuztragung gehört auch die 
Initialminiatur des Hieronymus-Prologs zu den Paulusbriefen in einem 1422 von 
dem Nürnberger N otar Johannes Vorster geschriebenen N euen Testam ent.14 Da­
neben wird die ältere Tradition der bildparallelen Darstellung weiter gepflegt, so 
zuletzt noch in der Schedelschen W eltchronik.15
M an hat bisher nicht' danach gefragt, w oher das Anwachsen des Interesses am 
Them a der Bekehrung des Paulus kom m t, das zuvor eher selten ist und vor allem 
im  Kontext von Bilderzyklen der Vita des Apostels oder als Pendant zu Petrusbil- 
dem  dargestellt wurde. Zw ar gilt der Tag von Pauli Bekehrung (25. Januar) im 
kirchlichen Kalender als Hochfest, doch ist dies Ereignis wie alle anderen Paulus­
szenen weniger häufig dargestellt als die Stationen des Lebens Petri.16 Doch weist 
uns bei der Suche nach den tieferen Gründen für die W ahl des Themas das Blatt 
des Meisters der W orcester-Kreuztragung auf die richtige Spur: Die Impulse zur 
Erneuerung der religiösen Malerei hat dieser Meister zweifellos von den kirchli­
chen R eform bew egungen empfangen, die vor allem seit dem frühen 15. Jahr­
hundert in M itteleuropa um  sich greifen. Bei den R eform gruppen aber, insbe­
sondere in den Kreisen der sog. Devotio moderna, war das „Damaskuserlebnis“ 
des Paulus Vorbild der eigenen Um kehr, der abrupten Abwendung vom  frühe­
ren, als sündig und gottlos em pfundenen Leben und der religiösen W iedergeburt. 
Pauli Bekehrung wurde zum Exemplum. Seitdem häufen sich Nachrichten über 
Fälle radikaler Konversionen, die oft m it Visionen einhergingen: man denke an 
Jeanne d’Arc, die Jungfrau von Orleans, die sich von einer himmlischen Stimme 
zur Befreiung Frankreichs vom  englischen Joch auserwählt fühlte, oder an den 
Pfeiffer von Niklashausen, der nach einem Bekehrungserlebnis zu predigen an­
fängt.17 Dam it aber gewannen auch die aus der Kirchengeschichte bekannten 
Bekehrungen größeres Interesse: D er berühm teste Konvertit nach Paulus war der 
Kirchenvater Augustinus, der seine von G ott inspirierte U m kehr in seinen auto­
biographischen Bekenntnissen schilderte; kaum ein Zyklus der Augustinusvita ließ 
diese Szene aus.18
In der damals besonderen Zuspruch erfahrenden „Frömmigkeitstheologie“ 
gewannen Augustinus und durch ihn der Apostel Paulus ständig an Bedeutung.19 
Die augustinische Predigt war emotionaler als die thomistische, sie war gefuhlsbe-
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tonter und weniger selbstgewiss. Ihr größter, schon in eine andere Epoche herein­
ragender Vertreter ist Dr. Martin Luther, der 1502, von einem neben ihm  ein- 
schlagenden Blitz erschüttert, Um kehr gelobte, Augustinermönch in Erfurt wurde 
und über der Exegese der Paulusbriefe zu seiner Rechtfertigungslehre fand.20
M an darf schon im 15. Jahrhundert von einem zunehm enden Interesse an der 
paulinischen Theologie und einer Intensivierung der Exegese sprechen.21 Das 
schlägt sich u. a. darin nieder, dass Paulus nunm ehr häufiger mit dem Magisterhut 
des theologischen Lehrers dargestellt wird.22 Derartige Verschiebungen der T he­
menwahl und Ikonographie verlangen wie die Bevorzugung bzw. Vernachlässi­
gung bestimmter Ereignisse nach einer Erklärung. Zwar sind bisher die Bilder 
dieses Themas kaum je  mit benennbaren Auftraggebern bzw. Malern zu verbin­
den, doch erscheinen sie an und für sich vor dem Hintergrund der Frömmigkeits­
wandlungen in einem anderen Licht: Sie erweisen sich als historisch aufschlussrei­
che D okum ente für die Reformversuche der Kirche vor der sich anbahnenden 
Umwälzung der Reform ation.
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THE SIGNATURE OF HANS SIEBENBÜRGER, 
A CLOSE CO M PA TR IO T OF THE D Ü R E R  FAMILY
Professor Suckale was essentially correct w hen he first reconstructed the signature 
on the altarpiece o f the Master o f  the St Florian Triptych (fig. I ) .1 A m ore precise 
reconstruction, however, is w orth pursuing, since concealed behind this unique 
kind o f playful, almost spphomoric puzzle lies a concrete geographical location.
O n the hem  o f one o f  the figures’ clothing is a mysterious text published by 
O tto  Benesch and corrected to some degree by R obert Suckale to read: IHOANES 
VII /  H E R N IC U  /  U H R A N  OPUIS /  VISAIEIH.2 Let’s start with the subject 
o f this sentence. The painter did not include—although Suckale does—the phrase 
castris, castrensis, or castra following the R om an numeral VII, because in a text w rit­
ten in antique script it is clearly a serial num ber and refers to IHOANES, even if 
it alludes to Septem castra or castris (meaning Transylvania, or Siebenbürgen in Ger­
man). IOHAN ES thus is himself IHOAN ES Septimus, as it would be stated in the 
first line o f a royal charter, while he is U H R A N U S as well, as given two words 
later, and noted appropriately by Suckale. However, retaining the original appel­
lation in the reconstruction is preferable to replacing it with Hungaricus, because 
here again alliteration and allusion reign. Reference is made to nationality w ith the 
word Uranus, the father o f  Saturn, the ancient god. This phrase in the memorial 
text offers a mystical continuation o f the beginning, which conveys the role o f the 
ruler. IHOAN ES (Septim us)-U H R A N U S is indeed the same nominative noun. 
Thus the signature, according to custom, had to indicate an object (accusativus), 
which the painter does w ith the letter combination in the word OPVIS. The sub­
ject and object require a predicate, which is provided for in the second half o f the 
w ord group VISAIEIH: the E and I very likely refer to exegi, while the H  at the 
end is the first letter o f the pronoun H O C , indicating OPV. IS indicates ipse refer­
ring to U R A N U S. Thus the signature can be reconstructed as the following Latin 
sentence—which includes -a predicate drawn from Horace:
IHOAN ES VII (Septimus)
H E R N IC IA  SILVA U H R A N U S IPSE 
EXEGI H O C  OPU S 
Although the words are clearly legible, Suckale—again considering the essen­
tials—is also right when he reluctantly writes Hercinia silva, a well-knbw n ancient
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geographical concept, since Hernicia silva probably never existed aside from in this 
inscription. Because the order o f the letters in IHOAN ES (and elsewhere) and als©« 
the order o f the two syllables in silva had been exchanged, “bezeichnend an dessen 
Schreibweise ist die absichtliche Buchstabenum stellung...”3 Suckale accepted that 
an inadvertent spelling error had been made.
The mistake, however, occurred in the spirit o f a “classical” , conscious sort o f 
Humanist analogy, mainly as a slogan o f U H R A N U S, based on quasi mythologi­
cal examples. The letters themselves are a classical antique type, the text is also in 
Latin and the words IHOAN ES VII — U H R A N U S themselves are superlatives 
preceding the predicate quoted from Horace. The group o f modifiers referring to 
the area represents precisely that counterpoint which better highlights and even 
assigns a place to the modified words.
Hercinia, in the central German forested mountains along the northern border 
o f the R om an Empire, inspired a comparison with the terrain o f Transylvania. In 
O ld Hungarian, Transylvania, or Ultrasilvania was originally Er do elu, or “beyond 
the forest” , and this geographical concept and the notion o f mountain and forest 
dividing the continent recalls this idea o f Hercynia. As the ancient empire envi­
sioned its geographical expansion to extend downwards and out from R om e, its 
Hungarian medieval descendent also traditionally viewed its expansion also spiral- 
ing outwards from the center, from the Danube Bend.
Transylvania, also know n as Ultrasilvania—Septem Castra, Castris, or Hungary 
M inor—may aptly be represented in the signature by the ancient R om an designa­
tion Hercinia silva, in particular because this notion, which in the ancient times 
referred only to the southeastern part o f the Alps, later included the region to the 
north o f the Danube, the German Mountains extending from the Bohemian for­
est, and finally included the Carpathian Mountains o f  Dacia.4 Before Tacitus and 
Pliny, Caesar was the first to put in writing the term Hercinia silva, forested m oun­
tain region, and the first to mention, more precisely describe, three kinds’o f strange 
animals. These creatures were all large game animals, but one—a beast bearing 
a single horn (the unicorn)—was just imaginary, and was not named by Caesar. 
Perhaps it is mere coincidence, but in using the name Hernicia, the painter drew 
upon the word Hercinia, which is similar in sound to the Latin name for hedgehog: 
herinaceus, erinaceus, which was known in medieval times, in O ld Hungarian as 
hernecs (in German der Igel and in O ld English “urchin”). The Hungarian word in 
its old form has completely disappeared from m odern usage, surviving only (in at 
least forty instances) in geographical names.5
The Latin form has been preserved in only one place: in the name of the m e­
dieval gold m ining settlement o f Herneacova, in Erdöhät (Waldrücken, Podi§ul 
Lipovei, R O ) in the hilly area o f southwestern Transylvania. This place is located 
15 kilometers to the northeast o f Temesvar (Timisoara, R O ). W hether the paint­
er included this in the list o f hernacus’ and hernecs' we can only speculate. But the 
name hernecs was used frequently in this area o f large forested mountain ranges and 
valleys running along Erdöhät. In a strange occurrence o f accord, the Hungarian
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1. Hans Siebenbürger: The Calvary. Central panel o f the St Florian Triptych, 
Kunstsammlungen des Augustiner-Chorherrenstiftes St. Florian
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name today is Aranyag (“Gold Branch” ; see below for place names related to 
Aranyak [Golds] in Zarand County).
T he Zarand Mountains are nearly 60 km long, and at their widest in the east­
ern part they stretch across 30 km, covered to this day by undisturbed forest. In 
the south, the Maros R iver forms the border, and in the .north towards the Great 
Hungarian Plain a sloping landscape unfolds in a triangular layout, enclosed by the 
Feher-Körös River. Beyond the flat lands, lays the tow n o f Gyula, which was the 
western seat o f Zarand County, although in the 15th century it sometimes be­
longed to Bekes County. At the time Siebenbürger painted this panel, Zarand 
C ounty included a good third o f the Transylvanian Erchegyseg (Ore Mountains), 
and later the northern part o f Hunyad County, too.6 O n  the western plains o f 
Zarand County stood the castle o f Vilagos (§iria, R O ), which as a castle estate 
operated mines in the Zarand Mountains as well as about 80 kilometers away, in 
the Erchegyseg, close to the Feher-Körös River. These mines generated a signifi­
cant portion o f Transylvania’s entire gold production, thus Körösbänya and its 
environs formed another centre at the eastern edge o f  the county.
Place names derived from the w ord hernecs, or hedgehog, were com m on in the 
western part o f the Zarand Mountains near Vilagos casde. Hernyäcfalva (1439, 
1441, and 1445) was part o f the chapel district o f the castle estate o f  Vilagos, and 
Hemacsfalva/Hemiczfalva (1464) and Hemecesth (1525) belonged to the district 
o f Tornova (Tämova, R O ). All these were clearly distinct settlements.7 T he forest 
o f Zarand thus had at least two or three settlements w ith hernecs in its name. Infor­
mation from 1464 proves that Hemicus was called Hernecs in Hungarian. The set­
tlements were destroyed during the Turkish occupation, but their locations can be 
established from among the surviving place names. A nother settlement, Borzlyuk 
(.Dachsloch in German or “badger’s hole” in English), which sources identified as 
an oppidum (near the right bank o f the Maros, today Marosborsa, or Bärzava in 
Romanian), neighbored on a place Hem ykowcz/Herniakovczi, o f which no trace 
has been found in the area so far.8 All o f these places were situated on the northern 
slope o f the Zarand Mountains or the western edge o f the triangle created by the 
two branches o f  the Feher-Körös River. Along the southern branch o f the river 
below the Hegyes (Hidi§, R O ) peak extended another settlement which existed 
until modern times: Aranyag. By the 15th century, it had split in two: the Lower 
Aranyak, and higher up in the valley Szekes Aranyagh which in 1525 was followed 
by Upper Aranyak upstream. (Only the Hungarian names were known; in Ger­
man the places were simply called Unter-, Stuhl- and Obergoldzweig, i.e. Lower-, 
Central-, and Upper-Goldbranch.) Could those mines with names derived from 
hemecs in the Zarand Mountains also have been primarily gold producers?
The Zarand Mountains line Transylvania’s southern, and most comfortable, 
entranceway, along the right banks o f the Maros from the Great Plains (formerly 
with the addition o f northern Hunyad County) all the way to Deva (Deva, R O ).9 
In Transylvania nearly 100 o f 5000 place names are variants on animal names. O f 
these, fourteen are four-legged, vertebrate forest animals, and one, hemecs, is among
t  : -j».
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2. The Zarand Mountains in the former Zaränd County (the chief town of the County-Gyula- 
in the left upper comer), J. Lipszky: Mappa Transilvaniae et Partium Hungariae Repertoriumque 
Objectorum, Budae 1806 (reprint: Szeged 1987), XLIII.
today’s Hungarian name variants. Although this name is indeed medieval in ori­
gin, the settlement was located in Maramaros County, and thus does not truly 
belong to historical Transylvania.10 These numbers are only partially valid for the 
late medieval period. Still, based on at least three place names derived from the 
word hemecs, these figures still suggest that this name could have only referred to 
just one m ountain range, forest and watershed, and also provided a county with 
a name, that is: the Zarand Mountains (fig. 2).11
Cities and urbanized localities were mostly in the western half o f the county, 
with only a few on the eastern perimeter, in the Erchegyseg. The others, Kis 
Bänya, Csikebanya, Medvepataka—the suburbs o f Körösbanya (Altpnburg, Baia de
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Cri§, R O )—were far from heavily travelled roads,12 while those in the west were 
m uch more accessible to the other parts o f the country. Vildgos, Meszt and Gals«* 
were all suburbs o f the royal center, Vilägosvar, while Simand (§imand, R O ) and 
Pankota (Pincota, R O ) were independent towns. Both laymen and clerics from 
these settlements wishing to pursue further studies appear on the lists o f students 
attending the universities o f Cracow and Vienna. Simand and Pankota may have 
been inhabited mostly by craftsmen, and a guild may also have been located there. 
Unfortunately records and other archival material were lost.13 The most important 
city was still Gyula, which functioned as the seat o f Zarand County. In 1403 the 
Marotis began to make great strides in developing the town, with their most active 
period around 1445. In 1476 the tow n became a royal city, or Castrum Gyulense. 
The tow n belonged to John Corvinus (illegitimate son o f  King Matthias C orvi­
nus) from 1482, and from the 13th century until 1566 the church (dedicated to 
Nadi Boldogasszony /  “the Blessed Virgin o f the reeds”) next to the town was the 
only pilgrimage place in the southeastern part o f the Great Plain.14 Hans Sieben­
bürger most likely came from this region, if not from Arad itself, the other county 
center along the borders o f Zardnd-Bekes-Arad Counties to the south. The gentle 
slope at the base o f Arad M ountain leads from the plains across to the Zarand 
Mountains. But did Hans, an independent commoner, w ho did not yet possess a 
surname (thus was not yet known as Siebenbürger), set off from Gyula instead, or 
at least pass through the tow n before arriving at the N urem berg workshop o f Hans 
Pleydenwurff, and only later settling in Vienna?15
Stephaton and his “mission” also deserve m ention in connection w ith the 
private devotional altar o f St Florian (middle panel 65.5 x 41 cm), because in this 
painting, the signature is found not in the foreground (on the ground) but rather 
at m id-height, on the attire o f the Stephaton-figure offering Christ a vinegar- 
soaked sponge. The letters are mixed in a way that they are legible from right-per- 
haps recalling the form o f Hebrew  texts. The missing I from IHOANES; SI/LVA 
and H E R N IC IA  and later the first I in VISAIEIH perhaps recall the Hebrew 
m ethod o f writing from left to right, while the IS following OPV  comes from the 
w ord IP /S E /, and the surviving E and I are the first and last letters o f exegi. M ean­
while the H may mean, as a part o f the O P V s hoc on the hem o f the clothes: “can 
be buttoned together” . The robe is a strikingly bright yellow (Benesch: “krellgelb” !). 
Use o f this color strongly reminds us o f how  the color yellow was otherwise ig­
nored in all o f late medieval art, and calls particular attention to the Jewish origins 
o f the wearer o f  the robe, w ho is not named in the Scripture. In the final moments 
o f the Savior’s life on earth, however, he is the last man to act, and is fatefully, ac­
cording to the Gospel o f St John (Jn 19,28-30), a close witness o f Jesus’ passing: 
“After this, w hen Jesus knew that all was finished, he said (in order to fulfill the 
scripture), ‘I am thirsty.’ A ja r  full o f sour wine was standing there. So they put a 
sponge full o f the wine on a branch o f hyssop and held it to his m outh.16 W hen 
Jesus had received the wine, he said, ‘It is finished (consummatum est).' T hen he 
bow ed his head and gave up his spirit.” The Gospel recalls the Book o f Psalms:
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3. Hans Siebenbürger: The Calvary, detail. Central panel of the St Florian 
Triptych, Kunstsammlungen des Augustiner-Chorherrenstiftes St. Florian
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“And for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink” (Ps 69, 21).17 Still, the written 
testimony o f the signature appears strange, especially given its location on th»<* 
clothing o f this figure. The head o f the young man raising the stick is certainly not 
a self-portrait, nor the image o f someone else. His clothing is distinctive, but he is 
only one o f many, a John Q. Public, and therefore his features are dispensable.18 
His m outh, however, is open (as Benesch also noted), as if  speaking. John  the 
Evangelist, who was also present at Calvary, wrote about himself in his Gospel as 
one o f the characters, in the third person, and thus using his name. Here at the 
Calvary, however, this John  (Iohanes) VII does the opposite. He did not want any 
ostentatious display o f his own image. This was o f course true o f other painters 
too: it is difficult to find portrait-like representations o f  Stephaton. As was true o f 
Longinus, too, w ho stabbed the Son o f God w ith his lance, this was the most im­
portant act he would perform in his life. In this work, however, Longinus, dem ­
onstrating the curative powers o f Christ’s blood (dropping from the tip o f the 
lance), raises his left hand to his left eye, and w ith his right attempts to retrieve (!) 
the weapon which the helmeted soldier standing with his back to us is thrusting 
with both hands into the dead body. Meanwhile (and after), Longinus looks with 
both eyes and accepts Christ as his Savior. The man in the yellow robe, who stands 
closest to the thief on the iconographic right, likewise converts. In his right hand 
he grasps the upright hyssop branch, but his left hand makes a gesture o f remorse, 
and he gazes at the crucified Christ as a sign o f his acceptance. Thus he achieves a 
position o f distinction in the painting, behind, or rather next to, Mary Magdalene, 
in the group that supports the Virgin Mary. He forms a single unit with John the 
Evangelist, standing behind him. W ith his last glance towards us, Christ on the 
cross utters his final words: “Consummation est It is finished.” Stephaton, w ho ac­
cording to the Scripture represents the converted Jew, responds to this in the form 
o f the predicate o f  John (Iohanes) VII. The classical, thus still pagan quote from 
Horace responds—“I have done it” or “ I have completed it”— exegi ... h o t ... opus, 
since the w ord opus has two equivalent meanings.19 The first meaning is an action 
or deed and refers to the eternal role allotted this figure in the Scripture. It is not 
they but I  w ho serves Christ his final drink. But seeing Christ’s stiff, dead look 
made me understand with a shock what it meant for H im  “to be finished”. That 
I had faith and believed H im  from the m om ent I  alone m et with this dead man. 
This is the continuation o f my deed and conversion from his consummatum to the 
m om ent o f His death, for my entire life.
This is how  the man in the yellow robe with the hyssop branch came to be 
represented among Christ’s family, like an exclamation mark chopped in two. T o­
gether at the Calvary—naming him -tw o Johannes can be seen. And two inscriptions. 
The first is IN R I on the cross, and the other, reconstructed in the introduction, ap­
pears on the hem of the robe worn by the man with the long stick and raised arms, 
pointing toward the Sacrifice. The signature, which is (also) an answer.
The text on the figure’s garment begins on the sleeve as he raises his arm. This 
is illogical, since the name would have appeared upside dow n and hidden by the 
t
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body; in other words it would not have generally been visible. As such the visibil­
ity o f it here in the painting shows that the words are at least a name-avowal o f 
| a sort and in this way a kind o f declaration o f faith. According to this pictorial 
dialogue, the letters o f John (Iohanes) VII, alliterate with the first word in IN R I, 
Jesus’ name, then the place name Hernicia silva can be aligned with Nazarenus (be­
cause it is regional in character). Here, the ancient god Uranus appears in this form 
derived from the word R ex. T he letters o f the inscription on the cross only indi- 
j cate the name in this way (Jesus +  Nazarenus + Rex), while John (Iohanes) VII’s 
inscription indicates his acts and its object, but in the first person. The text placed 
by Pilate above Christ treats the Jews as a crowd, using the plural genitive Iudeo- 
rum. John the Evangelist comments: “it was written in Hebrew, Latin and Greek” 
(Jn 19,20). As m entioned in the introduction, the use o f Hebrew letters and 
changes in the letter order can be traced to the Greek name variation U hran- 
Uranos-Uranus in the sense o f the O ld Czech Uhran meaning “ the magyar” in 
the Latin text o f the inscription. T he cross inscription is also ambiguous, and the 
Jews requested but were not granted its correction. The text o f Hans Sieben­
bürger is a paraphrase o f the inscription on the cross, while at the same time its 
superlatives also function as diminutives (deminutio). Johanes with his serial num ber 
is Uhranos in the forest o f the hernicus. In other words, he can be presumed to be 
a wild man-giant, a ranger in the forest o f hedgehogs.
Also relevant, perhaps, is that the judge (?) in the cloak holding a sword is not 
pointing toward the cross but rather to the inscription Johannes’ on the raised 
arm, meanwhile the centurion with a sword and battle axe also gestures toward the 
inscription, while talking w ith the man in the cloak. Was this for security pur­
poses? Because in this panel, according to the groupings and the details, conver­
sion is the central them e in addition to the Crucifixion: “And when all the crowds 
who had gathered there for this spectacle saw what had taken place, they returned 
hom e beating their breasts.” (Lk 23,48) W ithout going into the second interpreta­
tion o f the words o f  the signature, opus — monumentum, the private devotional altar 
o f St Florian (with the exception, o f  course, o f the outer wings) can be considered 
an exclusively intellectual and technical work o f pictor Hans. This, allowing for 
earlier discussions with his patrons, evolved as his creation, thus his work was the 
messenger o f the person who had it erected. In this case a memorial o f a conver­
sion. It was suitable for a private chapel or studiolo, or perhaps served as a travelling 
devotional altar for a highly ranked convert. The patron was certainly someone 
named John, who had opportunities to commission such a work and can be easily 
linked in place and time to this work.
The identity o f the patron could be an Austro-Hungarian father and one o f his 
sons (and maybe another son, too, although it is not likely): Janos Ernst (Ernuszt) 
(died 3 March 1476), born into a Jewish family from Vienna, was.baptized and 
later settled in Buda as a merchant. In 1461 the king entrusted him  with collecting 
the “thirtieth,” or customs fees, in Pozsony (Bratislava, SK) and in 1464—1467 
he was harmincadispan, or bailiff o f the thirtieth. He was King Matthias’ financial
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advisor in the drafting o f the treasury reform. Between 1467—1476 he was royal 
treasurer, from 1470 to 1475 served as steward o f Zolyom  (Zvolen, SK), and baft* 
o f Slavonia from 1474.20 In 1474, he also became the ban o f Croatia and the head 
steward o f  Zolyom and Körös Counties. O ne o f his sons, Zsigmond Janos Ernuszt 
(born in Buda? c. 1440, died autumn 1505; diocesan bishop) was appointed by 
Matthias royal treasurer and was granted Szklabina (Sklabina, SK) castle in Turoc 
County. Later he was made permanent head steward o f this county. After receiv­
ing Csaktomya (Cakovec, C R) and its castle, he took on the title o f nobility, 
Csaktornyai. In the first half o f 1470 he studied in Vienna, then, went to Ferrara, 
where his studies were directed by Ludovico Carbone (Ludovicus Carbo, 1435- 
1482), poet and orator.21 In December o f 1473 he was administrator o f the bisho­
pric o f  Pecs, and later was elected and confirmed bishop until his death. From 1493 
to 1496 he was the royal treasurer, and had a register prepared. He was captured 
and after presenting his accounts he was freed, but had to pay a ransom o f 400,000 
forints, and then returned to Pecs. He donated money for the reinforcement o f the 
border castles. In 1494 he worked for the office that rented out the copper mines 
o f Besztercebanya (Banska Bystrica, SK) to the Fugger-Thurzo company for three 
years. In 1494 he became the ban o f Dalmatia-Croatia-Slavonia. In 1486 he be­
came the “governor” o f Austria.22 After his deaths the 300,000 gold pieces he had 
obtained partially as a copper merchant was seized by the treasury. The other son 
o f Janos Ernst (Ernuszt), Janos Ernuszt II—who took on the surname Ham po—was 
the ban o f Croatia and Slavonia from 1508-1509, and died around 1525. The 
grandson o f Janos Ernst (Ernuszt) was Janos Ernuszt III (died 1527).23
The family’s insistence on the name Janos taken by the first convert among 
them, was so strong that the bishop o f Pecs, Zsigmond, took it as his second name 
(as did his brother Janos II), and he was also resolute about retaining the name 
Hampo as a surname, which according to tradition was a derivation o f Hans/ 
Hansel (Janos). Hans Siebenbürger must have created this devotional altar for the 
father, or m ore likely the son, the bishop o f Pecs, Zsigmond Janos. 
i The signature (like the inscription on the cross) leaves it to the viewer to fig­
ure out w ho hangs from the cross and w ho was the instrument o f  this “comple­
tion” . Meanwhile the words o f the Scripture from the O ld and now  also the N ew  
Testament offer clues as to w ho had this pictorial opus made. The painter used that 
person to emphasize the acknowledgement o f Christ and the conversion o f Longi­
nus, but more particularly Stephaton. Given the origins o f the bishop-patron, it 
was particularly apt that he should assign this painter w ith the task o f erecting an 
opus to preserve the name and memory o f his father, since the painter, like the 
Evangelist and the patron, was also John .24
The father and both his sons were formerly known in Slavonia, which at the 
time was still a traditional part o f the country belonging to the Hungarian crown, as 
they served as governors and bans. Near Laibach (Ljubljana), where the Kranker and 
Sava rivers merge (in Kraina, presently in Slovenia), was once the residence o f the 
former German border lords in the region o f Untersteiennark, known as Krainburg.
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If the small altar had w ound up there, it would have remained there in peace. The 
old Austrian monastery o f St Florian, in any case, could have obtained it from Krain-
burg, along with the most beautiful examples o f Austrian late Gothic altar panels.
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Notes
1 R . Suckale, “Der Maler johann Siebenbürger (um 1440-1483) als Vermittler Nürnberger Kunst 
nach Ostmitteleuropa,” in Die Länder der Böhmischen Krone und ihre Nachbarn zur Zeit der 
Jagiellonenkönige (1471-1526). K u n s t- K u ltur- Geschichte, ed. E. Wetter, Ostfildern 2004,
363-84. O n the literature and exhibition data related to the St Florian triptych, whose signature 
and its possible letters are also discussed here, see K. Schütz, “Die Kunstsammlungen des 
Augustiner-Chorherren-Stiftes St. Florian,” in Österreichische Kunsttopographie, vol. XLVIII,
Vienna 1988, ill. p. 179. The modest comment o f Suckale in his above mentioned study, note 4 
(“Jodocus hawser” epitaph: “dass auf dem Kreuzestitulus unter den Buchstaben IN RI eine 
hebraisierende Form durchscheint, die mit derjenigen im Schottenretabel übereinstimmt”), is 
more than “bemerkenswert” , since the inscription on the cross on the triptych of St Florian 
belongs to this important group of common details that provide some evidence. The signature-as 
i read it: VHRANVS IPSE EXEGI H O C OPVS-refers to the entirety of the altar panel, at least 
from the main viewing point with the altar open. The word “opus’ is thus complete, and “exegi” 
together with the wings emphasizes this. Perhaps the painter wanted to assure (the patron too) 
that he did not entrust the execution of the parts to anyone else either. The outer wings do not 
add to the essential theme of the altar, and as outer coverings, may have been made later. It is 
true, as Suckale also noted, that “nur die Mitteltafel mit der Kreuzigung kann von seiner Hand 
stammen” (idem, 365). We are quite certain that the wings were also exectuted in the painter’s 
hand. The Hauser epitaph, however, is another story, and perhaps the label o f “Hans 
Siebenbürger and workshop” is most apt, since it was not the job of the workshop leader to 
make the background ornament but rather that o f the ornament painters (“Lazuristen”). This 
“detail” forms the decorative closing of the figural scene, fitting to the genre of such epitaphs. 
Thus Suckale’s entry on the authorship of the epitaph cannot be doubted based on the 
background. Cf. I. Takäcs, “A budapesti Eligius-täblakep: a becsi kesögötikus festeszet ismeretlen 
emleke/Das Budapester Tafelbild des Heiligen Eligius: ein unbekannter Werk der Wiener 
Spätgotischen Malerei,” in Annales de la Galerie Nationale Hongroise, Budapest 1991, 85—93.
The author, sharing the opinion of Benesch and agreeing with the dating of the St Florian private 
devotional altar, dates this work to the middle of the 1470s. Takäcs attributes the panel of 
St Eligius before King Chlotar (wood, tempera, 73 x 48) to Hans Siebenbürger. The other side 
of the panel was obtained in 1990 by the National Gallery through an artwork exchange with 
the Christian Museum of Esztergom, and Takäcs strongly believes the work originally came from 
the St Eligius’ Chapel o f the Stephansdom in Vienna. See idem, 88-89.
2 Suckale (n. 1 above), 366.
3 Ibid.
4 V. Petz, Ökori lexikon, vols. 1-2., Budapest 1902 (reprint 1985), 896; Paulys Real-Encyclopädie der 
classischen Altertumswissenschaft, ed. G. Wissowa, vol. XV., Stuttgart 1912, 614-15.
5 Helynevmutato Csanki Dezso' törteneti földrajzahoz -  Index Locorum ad geographiam Desiderii Csatiki, 
compiled by F. Ördög, Budapest 2002, 348. According to this database, eighteen variations on 
“Hernecs” appear in medieval Hungary: Harniak, Hernecesth, Herniak, Hernicz, Hernyäk, 
Hemych, Hemye, Hernyetavölgye, Hemyetelki, Herne, Hernecsfalva, Hemicse, Hemyek, 
Hemecshäza, Hernyanecs, Hemyesäcz, Hemetcith, and Hemyakfalva. A relativelyiate document 
shows a variation on Hernecs in the form of a family name. In 1654 the Hemya family who lived 
in Hunyad County along the Sztrigy River received a noble title (predicatum); see 0 .  Böjthe, 
Hunyad megye Sztrigy melleki reszenek es nemes csaladainak törtenete, Budapest 1891, 177—78;
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B. Kempelen, Magyar nemesi csalädok, vol. V., Budapest 1913, 41; D. Csänki, Magyarorszag 
törttnetiföldrajza a Hunyadiak koraban, vol. I., Budapest 1890; vol. II., 1894; vol. III., 1897; 
vol. IV., 1941; vol. V., 1913. While the geographical names of Latin origin (herinaceus- 
erinaceus-erinacius; erinacus), caught on and were widespread in their Hungarianized form, 
the word “Hemecs” is absent from even the most thorough etymological dictionaries.
The dictionary of Calepinus, Dictionarium decent linguarum, Lyon 1585, does not mention it, 
although herinaceus does appear (p. 478). The last trace of the word can be found in G.
Czuczor—J. Fogarasi, A  magyar nyelv szotära, vols. I—VII., Pest 1862—1872; vol. II., 1364, 1541, 
but only in the form of the modifier “hernecses” (when describing the white-furry tufts that 
form in wine); “hernecs” as a noun is listed, but not defined. By the end of the 16th century, 
the word had lost its former commonly known meaning.
6 On the history of County Zarand, see Csänki (n. 5 above), vol. I., 718-56, esp. 718-22.
7 Ibid, 719, 732, 733. The five place names described can be divided into two categories: each 
with two place names. Csänki was unable to identify the third district center with certainty, 
and could not place it along or near the Feher-Körös River.
8 A(nother?) place known as Hernyakfalva or Hernyakowczy cannot be identified at present. 
According to a registry prepared by Bänfi in 1483 and in a 1471 diploma, it was in Temes 
County (neighboring Zaränd, their borders continually changing over the years), which was 
situated close to Borzlyuk (Borzlik)-perhaps today’s Marosborsa along the Maros, or on the 
opposite bank of the river near Erdöhät? See Csänki (n. 5 above), vol. II., 16, Bo(r)zlyuk/no. 16.
9 Here it should be mentioned that the eastern border o f the former Zaränd County was marked 
by the Maros (and to the north by the Feher-Körös River and the mines along it in the 
Transylvanian Erchegyseg) and was barely two miles away from the setdement o f Haro located 
not far from the right banks of the Maros, opposite the castle o f Deva. Written records show 
that the goldsmith Mathias Stoss, the younger brother o f Veit, came from Haro. A road led from 
Haro north to the series o f goldmines in the southernmost bend of the Feher-Körös River,
in fact to the much closer area of Hondol, where gold works operated until modem times.
The 15th-century border between Zaränd and Hunyad counties had extended as far as 
the southern bend of the river.
10 At this time the hedgehog was not only a “follower of people” and a partially wild animal that 
destroyed wprms, but also had its own iconography with an ancient moral: the hedgehog 
retreats into itself for protection-just as virtue does—and thus defeats any random event or forces 
that attack it. As Horace noted, “rolling into a ball, it takes shelter in its own virtue”, (Horatius, 
Carmina 3, 29—49. The introduction and reference to Horace from Valeriano: Hieroglyphica 8. 
Contra pericula munitus). See C. Ripa, Iconologia, trans., and notes by T. Sajo, Budapest 1997, 
599. That a “limitaneus” (a person in charge of supplying the border regiment) in southern 
Transylvania was granted a title o f nobility with the name Hemya-coftfra pericula munitus-is 
appropriate although unintentional, but the name can be added to the list of late Transylvania’s 
geographical memorials. The Old Testament, however, considered the hedgehog unclean, and 
thus in medieval art its role was associated with the devil. Plutarch was more forgiving when he 
emphasized the animal’s cleverness: how it picks the grapes and carries them home on its spines 
to its babies, and is careful not to get pricked by the sharp spines of the newborn hedgehogs 
during birth(!). As the enemy of the snake, it also embodies the triumph of good over evil, and 
may have been the attribute o f the Virgin and Child in the Middle Ages. The hedgehog has also 
appeared on coats o f arms: the emblem of the French king Louis XII (■(■1515) was the short­
tailed porcupine, the modesty of the eastern court taken to extremes by western rulers, see 
Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, ed. E. Kirschbaum, vol. II., Rome-Freiburg 1972, 355. The 
French king’s personal coat o f arms (corps de devise) “gewinnt der den Emblemen zugehörige 
Spruch durch Anspielung auf zoologische Eigentümlichkeiten oft den Charakter eines 
Bekenntnisses oder einer Lebensphilosophie”-and the motto: “Wortdevise, äme de devise”-in
t
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the case of Louis XII, the “Stachelschwein” placed on the spikes meant the crown (see O. 
Neubecker, Heraldik, Wgppen, ihr Ursprung, Sinn und Wert, Frankfurt a. M. 1977, 186, flg. 210).
11 Place names with Hemecs also appear in southern Transdanubia (Zala, Pozsega, Tolna and 
Baranya Counties); on the Southern Plains: Bacs, Temes, and Arad Counties, but most often in 
Zarand. The only exception in the north is the place in Märamaros, which-just like the one in 
Zala-survives to this day. Among the nineteen varieties, we did not mention the one in Pozsega 
County (“Hernychowcz”), because although this contains the Hungarian name stemming from 
Latin, its ending may be a Slavic form. We heed Csänki’s warning that similar forms might be 
Slavic additions in this region and thus-as their pronunciation cannot be reconstructed-might be 
either Slavic or Hungarian words. See Csänki (n. 5 above), vol. II., 385, n. 2. As Csänki did not 
even recognize the Hungarianized version of the original Latin in the word “hemecs”, his 
caution is understandable. But in precisely this case, the spelling of Hernychowcz differs little 
from the place names ending with -ovcz, -evcz, -ovacz -ovecz, -ouvczi, -evczi, -ocz, -oczi (non 
o f which contains the letter w), all mentioned by Csänki. Moreover, the word can be read in 
Hungarian as Hernycsosz, meaning “field-guard of hedgedogs” . This, however, is just an 
interesting aside, not included in our argument, although it might have relevance to the 
VHRANVS of the signature, w hich-if taken as a diminution-might provide a good analogy.
We should also mention that in Pozsega County, which was smaller than Zarand, the name’s 
version as Hem ych-Hem ye is common. At one place, the word is known from a noble family’s 
name. It is the only medieval example of this word used as both place name and family name. Its 
location was Near Tonica or Paska, in the vicinity o f Orlyava: see Csänki (n. 5 above), vol. II., 
388, 411, 434. Given the appearance o f ‘hemyek-hernyik’ place names, here with a Slavic 
ending, the possible place of origin of Hans Siebenbürger could be sought in this county but for 
two reasons. First, only in Zarand County do we find “hemecs” among the variations of the 
name, and second, because the name and the signature of the painter (“Septimus” included in 
the latter) clearly refer to a place in Transylvania. Pozsega County is about 3-400 kilometers to 
the west o f Zarand, on the left bank of the river Sava. During the 18th century, it was part of 
Slavonia, later-until 1919-part o f Hungary, and now it belongs to Croatia.
12 The mines along the 15th-century northern border o f Hunyad County were at least in part 
listed as part of Zarand County, and it is important to consider that to the west along the Feher- 
Körös River there was a much shorter route to the south toward the Maros River, upon which 
it was possible to travel by boat through Arad and Szeged and connect with the Danube in Titel, 
above Belgrade. Traffic from the mining towns along the Feher-Körös heading toward Deva did 
not even have to cross the Maros (moorings for downriver traffic were on the north side!), and 
here was a crossroad for the main route o f travel through Haro (along the north bank reaching 
Zämon, the main port on the Maros, also in the direction of Szeged).
13 The towns (and castles) o f Zarand County. See Csänki (n. 5 above), vol. I., 722—24; vol. II., 
645-648.
14 On Gyula see Magyar Katolikus Lexikon, ed. I. Dios, vol. IV., Budapest 1998, 398-400 (with 
earlier literature).
15 The elder Albrecht Dürer (Ajtos, near Gyula 1427-1502 Nuremberg) had begun his studies 
around 1440 in Gyula in his father’s goldsmith workshop. In 1443 he may have settled in 
Nuremberg. He studied and worked as a “Geselle” in the workshop of his future father-in-law. 
In June 1455 he returned there after a stint in other German towns and the Netherlands. In 
1467 he was granted the rights o f a citizen of Nuremberg, and in this year he married Barbara, 
the daughter of his employer. In July 1468 he was awarded the rights o f a master. (If Hans 
Siebenbürger had also arrived in Nuremberg at the age of seventeen or later, the two may 
have got acquainted after 1455—56, before Siebenbürgens possible move straight to Vienna).
See M. Mende’s article in K. G. Saur’s Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon, vol. XXX.,
München—Leipzig 2001, 292.
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16 Mentions of depictions of Stephaton in later medieval sources: Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie 
(n. 10 above), vol. II., 614, 623, 634. John the Evangelist had such little interest in the name and 
personality o f the person who offers the sour wine (and bile) that he refers to him in the third 
person plural: “they put a sponge full o f wine on a branch of hyssop and held it to his m outh.”
In the Calvary of St Florian the role o f Stephaton receives a concrete name, a certain
Johanes VII.
17 The volunteer naming himself-undertaking a historical and pictorial role in Jewish garb-uses his 
own (although hidden) name to elicit the general subject o f the Evangelist and transfer it upon 
his own ego, but at the same time upon his own name and of the name of “John”, who was also 
present and has described everything. The painter is thus an alter ego, who almost steals in and 
genuinely paints everything according to the Scripture—what his name giver* the Evangelist, here 
has silently (but with sympathy, and in writing, much earlier than the artist) authenticated.
18 The gestures reveal how the person holding the hyssop with the long stick presents a pantomime 
o f remorse and conversion. The raised arm, the palm opened toward the cross, the clearly visible 
acknowledgment o f the Savior, the mouth open in the act o f avowing, the glance locked on the 
already dead face are all simultaneously an expression of penitence and a confession of faith.
19 The painter writes “exegi ... opus” about the work itself with quotes from classical poetry, 
but the word “exequor” that is “exegi scelus” survived from liturgical Latin, too, meaning
“I sinned”, as the Stephaton figure standing there states about this opus or act, but in the sense 
o f a bad deed. Thus, it may have already been foretold in the psalm. Christ’s last wish also refers 
to this: “yet I was the one among many who did this . . .” in the role o f Stephaton (for the verb 
“exequor” used with the words “opus -  scelus -  monumentum”, see the interpretations of 
M. Finäly, A  latin nyelv szdlara, Budapest 1884, and 2002,: 752, 1379.) In any case, it is 
well-know that in the gradual o f the mass: “quia peccavi nimis in cogitatione, verbo et opere” 
refers to the act, which the Second Vatican Council expanded with the sin of “omissione” , 
or omission.
20 On Ernst-Ernuszt (in Hungarian) see M. Jäszay, Parhuzamok es keresztezodesek. A  magyar-olasz 
kapcsolatok törtenetebol, Budapest 1982, 159, 171; I. Nagy, Magyarorszäg csalädai cimerekkel es 
nemzekrendi täbläkkal, vol. IV., Pest 1858, 74. (family tree, Jänos Emesth, a citizen ofBuda); 
Magyar Katolikus Lexikon, ed. I. Dios, vol. III., Budapest 1997, 251-52 with some relevant 
literature.
21 T6 the Hungarian connection of the poet: L. Carbone, Dialogus de Matthiae regis laudibus, 
Ferrara, about 1473-75; see: A. Miko, “A Corvinäk es a Magyar Akademia. A Bibliofheca 
Corvina törtenetenek nyitott kerdesehez,” Müveszettörteneti Ertesito 56, 2007, 107, 109.
22 The Calvary triptych of St Florian may have earlier been kept in a building owned by 
Ernuszt-perhaps in their house or palace in Buda; in the episcopal casde of Pecs; in the castle of 
Csäktornya, where they frequently resided; in Körös County in the estate o f Szentgyörgymezo 
on the left bank of the Szäva; and even possibly for a while in Vienna, during the period when 
Janos Zsigmond served as governor.
23 More recently on the Ernuszts see A. Kubinyi, “Ernuszt Zsigmond pecsi püspök rejtelyes haldla 
es hagyatekänak sorsa,” Szäzadok 135, 2001, 301-61.
24 The painter depicted the man-in yellow as a kind of “Bildparalellität”, when he, as a 
representative of converted Jews, accepted the crucified Christ as his Savior. This is perhaps
the only (?) artistic and secular expression of his that appears related to-perhaps even a precursor 
to-Diirer’s “Gottesebenbildlichkeit” in the way formulated by Peter-KlaUs Schuster? O r is this 
merely an isolated case? I am indebted to Orsolya Hessky at the Hungarian National Gallery for 
supplying the word “Bildparallelität” . See P.-K. Schuster, Melencolia I., Dürers Denkbild, vols.
I—II., Berlin 1991, with a little difference on similar meaning, see vol. I., 260, 262, 264, 267, 
302, 357-400.
Maria Prokopp
THE SCHOLARSHIP O FJO H A N N ES VITEZ 
OF ZREDNA (1408-1472), 
PRIMATE OF H UNGARY AND ROYAL CHANCELLOR
In 2008, Hungary celebrated the “Year o f the Renaissance” , on the 550th anni- 
; versäry o f King Matthias Corvinus’ accession to the throne. Four major Budapest 
| exhibitions demonstrated the European significance o f Hungary’s Renaissance art 
i in the 15th and 16th centuries. The first o f these was an exhibition in the N a­
tional Szechenyi Library o f surviving codices from the library ofjohannes Vitez o f 
Zredna. Vitez was a scholar-prelate o f European renown, the tutor o f the future 
King Matthias Corvinus and later his Chancellor. The exhibition also included 
some outstanding books from Hungary from the same period but not originally 
j belonging to his or the Corvina Library. A total o f fifty codices were on display.
T he exhibition catalogue1 edited by the exhibition curator, Ferenc Földesi, head 
1 o f the Hungarian National Library’s Manuscripts Department, included several 
j substantial essays. It was a treat for both historians and non-professionals to see 
I even a fragment o f  this library in a former royal building, which itself stands on the 
site o f Matthias’ Buda palace, and thus in the close vicinity o f where Johannes 
Vitez worked for several decades as an official, and for a while the head, o f the 
royal chancellery. T he Archbishop o f Esztergom, scholar, prelate and statesman, 
was admired even by the Italian humanists, and the books he gathered in his li­
brary covered the most diverse subjects, revealing the breadth and depth o f  his 
erudition. Most bear Vitez’s coat o f arms and are decorated to a high artistic stand- 
| ard. His close scrutiny o f the text and the course o f his own thoughts are revealed 
by marginal notes in his own hand. The books stand as evidence o f his great 
knowledge o f all branches o f learning in both humanities and natural sciences, as 
does his considerable encouragement and support for scientific research, given for 
example to Georg Peuerbach, the eminent professor o f  astronomy at the Univer­
sity o f Vienna. W hen he built an observatory in Varad (Oradea, R O ) during his 
tenure as Bishop, Vitez commissioned Peuerbach to produce the Tabulae Varadi- 
ettses, which gives calculations o f solar and lunar eclipses based on the Varad m e­
ridian.2
The exhibition also presented lines written in praise o f Vitez by the eminent 
Italian and German humanists w ho wrote or translated some o f the books. Look­
ing beyond the polite Renaissance formulas, they clearly express the high esteem
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he enjoyed among scholars and authors o f the time. M ost o f them  had a direct, 
personal relationship with Vitez. It was at the behest o f Vitez that Regiom ontanus* 
produced his Tabulae directionum, tables o f the orbits, rotation and declinations o f 
the heavenly bodies. He dedicated the work with the lines: “You are illustrious in 
scholarship and virtue, to a wondrous extent! Although you are prepared to learn 
from the scholars o f  the sciences, you surpass every one o f them  with the richness 
o f your knowledge. Those who got to you as teachers declare themselves your 
pupils.”3
T he young poet o f Modena-Ferrara, Gasparus Tribrachus, sent a volume of 
his seven eclogues with a dedication to Vitez in verse and, knowing o f his love o f 
the arts, had a sumptuous title page made for the book4 presenting the dedication 
in visual form: the young humanist, in an attitude o f great respect, offers his work 
to the archbishop, above whose head is the inscription in gold letters “LU X  PA N - 
N O N IA E ” (fig. 1).
The high points o f the exhibition were the large, lavishly-executed books by 
Livy from Vitez’s library. These came from the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in 
M unich.5 T he famous R om an historian Titus Livius o f  Padua was a favourite au­
thor o f Vitez, and one he frequently quoted in his speeches and letters. These three 
volumes, containing the first 40 parts o f the w ork which traces the history o f 
R om e from its foundation—/!/) Urbe condita—were  among the most outstanding
1. Caspar Tribrachus: Edogae, Budapest, Orszägos Szechenyi Könyvtär, Cod. lat. 416, fol. lr
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2. Livius: Ab Urbe condita, IV. decas,
Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 15733. fol. lv
: 1 * ( 
pieces o f a library which was famous throughout Europe. By right o f the high 
standard o f the painted illustrations, especially on the title pages and the lv  folios 
opposite, the gold letters o f artistic humanist book script on every page, i.e. on the 
220+211 + 168 leaves of-the three books, and not least the blind-stamped red 
leather bindings, these codices rank among the great works o f European Renais­
sance art. Ferenc Földesi rightly stated that “ the illumination o f these books sur­
passes that o f even the finest Corvinas.”6 Research suggests that the great minia­
turists responsible for the work were Mariano del Buono (1st and 3rd volumes) 
and Ser Ricciardo di N anni (the 2nd). The copyist o f the text, however, was the
same for all three, and is w ell-know n to have been no less than Messer Piero di 
Strozzi, the finest, most painstaking copyist in Florence.7 The latest research8 data*  
the books to 1469—70, i.e. when Vitez was Archbishop o f Esztergom. H e must 
have ordered them  as Primate o f Hungary, Chancellor to King Matthias Corvinus. 
O n the lv  folio o f all three volumes, a sumptuously executed picture o f a Renais­
sance w hite marble tabernacle, following the finest all’antica architectural plans o f 
Leon Battista Alberti, introduces Livy’s history o f ancient R om e. The all’antica 
entablature, w ith bronze-clad plinth and Tuscan capitals, is graced with fluted pi­
lasters in the first volume, and coloured marble columns in the second and third, 
supporting a richly adorned all’antica architrave. Above this rises a semicircular 
lunette whose frame connects to the all’antica adornm ent o f the mouldings. Above 
it are three lunettes containing all’antica decorative motifs: horn o f plenty, trophy, 
and rosette. There are gold antiqua-lettering inscriptions in praise o f  Livy in the 
centre o f  each tabernacle. The lunettes contain the bust or name o f the author o f 
the laudatory lines. In the first volume, a half-figure representation o f St Jerom e 
appears on a bright ground resembling blue marble, in the second a portrait o f the 
R om an rhetor Quintilianus, and in the third the name o f Quintilianus. T he two 
latter lunettes are closed by a perspective drawing o f  a reticulated vault with a deep 
spatial illusion (fig. 2).
The presence o f these three paintings in Vitez’s Livy volumes is clear evi­
dence o f his devotion to the artistic school which was reviving the forms o f  an­
cient R om an architecture, represented above all by the great humanist scholar 
Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472), educated at the University o f Padua where he 
studied liberal arts, mathematics, and music. He had been in the service o f  the 
popes in R om e for several decades. Alberti was famous for a treatise on painting 
(Della Pittura, 1436) and a book which took up the w ork o f  Vitruvius and set out 
the theoretical foundations o f Renaissance architecture (De re architettura ..., 
around 1450). T w o copies o f the latter w ork are am ong the surviving volumes of 
King M atthias’ Corvina library.9 In all probability Vitez read and adopted Al­
berti’s architectural principles and teachings, and it is fair to assume he had a copy 
in his ow n library. In fact he may well have know n Alberti personally. They may 
have studied together in Padua, and m et in Ferrara and R om e.10 During his long 
life, as a m em ber o f the royal chancellery, and later bishop and chancellor, Vitez 
may have visited R om e several times, starting w ith Sigismund o f  Luxem burg’s 
coronation as Em peror in 1433, and particularly during his twenty years as Bi­
shop o f Varad, w hich included the holy year o f 1450. This may be true despite 
his having obtained the Pope’s permission for believers to be granted the holy- 
year indulgence even if they remained in Hungary provided they m et the pre­
scribed conditions, w hich included contributing the costs o f the pilgrimage to the 
crusade against the Turks.
Vitez did not have to go to R om e, however, to see classical buildings. Archi­
tectural remnants in the Hungarian Kingdom o f the ex-R om an provinces o f 
Pannonia and Dacia were present in abundance. These included the ruins o f the
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amphitheatres, baths and houses o f 
j  Aquincum, the former civilian and 
; military settlement, and the remains 
o f Hadrian’s Palace on what is now  
Hajogyäri Island in Budapest.
The absence o f  w ritten records is 
clearly insufficient reason to deny 
j  Vitez’s journeys to Italy. N either is his 
letter o f  24 April 1445, in which he 
complains that his attempt to go to 
; Italy had been thwarted and he had 
been forced to turn back, decisive in 
! this question.11 The failure o f this 
i journey does not mean he never went 
! to Italy at any time before or after. It 
! is highly probable that eyen as a semi­
narist in Zagreb, through his uncle, 
j  Matyas Gataloci, Provost o f  Zagreb 
and later Chancellor to King Sigis- 
! mund, he may, after chapter school, 
j have gone to the nearby University o f 
Padua. The present author has scruti- 
|[ nised the list o f students w ho matricu- 
I lated at the University o f Padua. The 
6 register is missing for several years,
I and the names o f  several students are 
j entered w ithout their place o f  origin. There were several otherwise undesignated 
! entries with the name “Johannes” in the 1420s and 30s. O ne o f these may have 
I been Joannes de Z redna... Firmer evidence for his having studied at an Italian 
university than official registration is his humanist scholarship, and his friendly, 
j collegiate relations with Italian humanists, as testified by his letters to them. Ivan 
; Boronkai has convincingly argued that nobody could have been admitted to the 
i chancellery o f  King Sigismund w ithout a university degree.12
Johannes Vitez was held as a great authority among European humanists. The 
letters o f Greek and Latin scholars living in Italy and their dedications o f works to 
him testify to the international respect which attended his great abilities, scholar­
ship, and exceptional human virtues.13 The highest evidence o f  the international 
renown o f Vitez’s humanist erudition was a laudation by the em inent Italian hu­
manist Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini. As chancellor to the Holy R om an Emperor 
Frederick III, Aeneas encountered Vitez, chancellor to King Matthias-Corvinus, as 
| an opponent in m om entous diplomatic battles. Despite being on the opposite 
; political side, Aeneas was w on over by the humanist construction and presentation 
| o f Vitez’s speeches. An opponent became a sincere, respectful friend unto death.
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Aeneas later asked for Vitez’s intercession in his appointm ent as cardinal, and did 
not fail to express his gratitude. As Pope Pius II, he gave the Bishop o f  Varad h* 
full support in organising European unity against the Turks. It is not hard to im ­
agine that Vitez might have seen Aeneas’ great building projects in his hom e city 
o f Pienza and the pontifical seat in R om e. Even if he did not have a mansion in 
the centre o f R om e, unlike his contemporary, Primate Denes Szecsi, w hom  he 
succeeded as Archbishop ofEsztergom in 1465, he may have seen the loggia in the 
courtyard o f the nearby Palazzo Venezia and the several-storey loggia on the out­
side o f St Peter’s Basilica on Vatican Hill (fig. 3). Both follow the coliseum motif, 
according to the principles o f Leon Battista Alberti, who probably designed both 
buildings around 1450—60.
Vitez’s high office in the royal chancellery, his enthronem ent as bishop in 
1445, and his elevation to Primate Archbishop o f the Kingdom o f Hungary in 
1465, demanded ever higher respect from ecclesiastical and secular scholars. W e 
may thus ascribe even greater significance to the nature o f the friendship with 
many o f  them  which emerges from his letters. The direct tone o f the letters to 
Guarino, the renowned teacher o f the Accademia d’Este in Ferrara, implies a per­
sonal acquaintance. Perhaps they knew each other from their time spent at the 
University o f Padua in their youth.
Vitez’s great respect and liking for Livy also strengthens the hypothesis o f  a 
period o f  stay in Padua. Eight surviving Livy books (some only in fragments) are 
know n to have formed part o f his library.14 It is also highly likely that the mag­
nificent architectural design o f the grand hall o f the Palazzo Ragione in Padua and 
its early 15th-century paintings were imprinted in his memory through personal 
observation.15
O nly the University o f Vienna holds a docum ent—from 1434—o f Vitez’s uni­
versity studies.16 At that time he was an official in the chancellery o f King and 
Em peror Sigismund in Buda. He probably had a place in the Em peror’s retinue on 
many foreign journeys. H e may have been in R om e in 1433 on the great occasion 
o f Sigismund’s imperial coronation, as has been suggested by research.17 He may 
have travelled to the cities o f the Holy R om an Empire quite frequently. There is 
direct evidence, however, only for some diplomatic negotiations (W iener N eu­
stadt, Mainz, Prague, Brünn, Graz etc.) and imperial gatherings where he held 
highly significant speeches, as in Frankfurt, Regensburg and W iener Neustadt in 
1454-55.
After the death o f Sigismund, he became King Albert’s protonotary, and after 
the latter’s death in 1439, he took control o f the chancellery as “regni Hungariae 
protonotarius” . U nder Wladislaw I he retreated to Varad, where he became prov­
ost, and then bishop from 1445 to 1465. N o record survives o f the buildings, the 
houses, churches and cathedrals, in Buda, Zagreb or Varad built by Johannes Vitez, 
One o f the leading personalities o f the royal court and the Hungarian Church. 
All that is know n is an inscription on the outside wall o f  Varad Cathedral: 1456. 
J(ohannes) E(piscopus) W(aradienses), recorded by Istvan Miskolczy in 1609.18
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4. Allegory of the Four Cardinal Virtues, 1465-66, fresco, in situ, Esztergom, Castle, 1938 condition
5. The studiolo o f Archbishop Johannes Vitez, 
(Reconstruction drawing: Konstantin Vukov)
This suggests that after the destruction o f Varad in the 1443 earthquake, the large- 
scale construction pursued for several years—urged earlier even by King Sigismund, 
who wanted to be buried there—was completed in 1456 by Bishop Johannes Vitez. 
Regent Janos Hunyadi and Bishop Johannes Vitez petitioned the Pope for permis­
sion to sell indulgences, and were granted it: Pope Nicholas V granted indulgence
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to pilgrims to the Cathedral o f Varad in the holy year o f 1450 on similar terms to 
those w ho visited the “great” basilicas in R om e.19 Varad Cathedral was thus raised 
to the same rank as the great basilicas o f R om e.
During his twenty-year tenure as Bishop o f Varad, the city o f St Ladislas, Vitez 
while engaged in building on a large scale, built up a library o f European renown 
and organised a scholarly society, the Academy.20 H e appeared on the national and 
European political stages through highly successful diplomatic commissions, secur­
ing the return o f  the Holy C row n o f Hungary from Em peror Frederick III in 1464 
and making impressive speeches at imperial assemblies. These activities established 
his authority on a European scale. After the death o f Denes Szecsi, he was ap­
pointed Primate Archbishop o f Esztergom, the old seat o f  Hungarian kings and a 
cultural centre o f European significance since the time o f king St Stephen. W hen 
Vitez arrived in Esztergom, 20 o f its 39 canons in its cathedral chapter held canon- 
law doctorates, which they had gained in Bologna, Padua and Vienna. All o f them 
had well-stocked libraries, as research by Kinga Körmendy has demonstrated.21
The 57-year-old prelate, Chancellor to King Matthias Corvinus, the Lux Pan- 
noniae, w ho had a decisive influence over education throughout the country for 
decades, including that o f young Matthias Hunyadi (Corvinus), immediately start­
ed w ork on establishing a Hungarian university o f  European prestige. In 1465, he 
sent the highly respected Bishop o f Pecs, Janus Pannonius, to Italy to seek Pope 
Paul II’s approval for a full university on the Bolognese model, with four faculties. 
The Pope immediately signed the university proposal laid before him, making no 
changes to it. This fact in itself implies that he was already familiar w ith Arch­
bishop Vitez’s w ork as a scholar and prelate. The university lecturers were drawn 
from Vitez’s scholarly society, people w ho had known him  for several decades and 
enjoyed his patronage. They gave up their chairs in Paris, R om e, Vienna and 
Padua for professorships in the Accademia Istropolitana in Hungary.22 T he open­
ing ceremony took place in Esztergom on 20 June 1467, in the cathedral and 
palace which Vitez had already refurbished. The constellation o f the planets played 
< a major part in the timing o f the ceremony, as evidenced by the horoscope for the
day produced by the em inent astronomer o f Cracow, Martin Ilkus, an Accademia 
Istropolitana professor, and colleague o f Regiom ontanus. His drawing has been 
preserved in a Ptolemy codex, Magnae compositions libri (sen Almagest) a Georgio 
Trapezuntio traducti, which bears the coat o f  arms o f King Matthias Corvinus.23 
Teaching started in O ctober in Pozsony (Bratislava, SK). Since this was near Vi­
enna, young people trying to get into the University o f  Vienna had the option o f 
choosing a university in their own country instead o f the imperial capital.
The Archbishop’s palace in Esztergom was no doubt refurbished as befitting 
the venue o f an international opening o f a university, which must have been at­
tended by representatives o f peer institutions, devotees and humanist friends o f 
Vitez as well as its own em inent professors. His famous buildings in Esztergom 
were praised in the writing o f several 15th- and 16th-century humanists. The most 
important was Antonio Bonfmi, historian to King Matthias and reader to Queen
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Beatrix, who spent ten years in Esztergom after the death o f her husband King 
Matthias Corvinus.24 H e could not have had any interest in praising an archbishop 
who had organised a plot against the King and had died twenty years previously.
j His praise in the highest possible terms was thus thoroughly authentic, and ar­
chaeological excavations in 1934—38 and 1966—99 have borne oyt his words.25
! The original palace, laid out so splendidly by King Bela III, was one o f the earliest 
examples o f European Gothic, and particularly the Castle Chapel and the connect­
ing residential tower, so impressed Vitez that he chose it as his study. Vitez took 
as a model King Bela III, w ho returned from Byzantium in 1172 and—as heir ap­
parent to the imperial throne—was for ten years the most powerful man in =the 
Empire after Manuel I. As King o f Hungary, he united in his Esztergom court the 
cultures o f the eastern R om an Empire and western Christendom. The struggle to 
save Greek culture was a recurrent theme throughout Vitez’s lifetime. As an offi­
cial ö f King Sigismund, he may have been present w hen the Byzantine Emperor, 
Johannes VIII Palaeologus, was received in Tata on his way to the Council o f 
Florence in 1437, having considered it im portant to seek the support o f the King 
o f Hungary and the Holy R om an Em peror against the Turkish threat. Vitez was 
in personal contact w ith several fleeing Greek scholars, such as the highly cultured 
humanist Patriarch, later Cardinal Bessarion, w ho m oved from Nicea to R om e 
and was one o f the principal champions o f the unification o f eastern and western 
Christendom. If now here else, they may have m et at the University o f Vienna, 
where Bessarion taught Greek for several years. Vitez was there in the 1440s dur­
ing Janos Hunyadi’s campaigns against the Turks, and learned w ith great sorrow 
o f the fall o f Byzantium in 1453 there. Afterwards, he considered it his greatest 
task to spur the rulers o f  Europe to liberate Byzantium as soon as possible, above 
all his former pupil King Matthias Corvinus, w ho came to the throne in 1458. 
After the triumph o f Nandorfehervär (Belgrade, SRB) in 1456, he saw the realistic 
opportunity o f expelling the Turks from Europe. It was the failure o f  a union in 
this aim that ultimately led him  to organise a plot against the King.
W hen he came to establish a fully-fledged Hungarian university in Esztergom, 
drawing on the lessons o f several decades at the top o f political and ecclesiastical 
affairs, Vitez took M orality as the basis o f teaching all branches o f learning. H e al­
luded to this in letters he wrote in the 1440s. And when he sent his nephew Janus 
Pannonius and other young m en from Hungary to Ferrara to study at the Acade­
my o f Guarino o f  Verona, he hoped they w ould “ take on the aspect o f the master” 
as well as learning the sciences.26 H e expressed a similar sentiment in the painted 
decoration o f  his study.
Excavations on the first floor o f the residential tower o f Esztergom Palace in 
1934—38 discovered in situ 15th-century Renaissance frescoes beside a doorway. 
It lead into the chapel on the north wall o f the great hall o f the piano uobile, whose 
original ceiling was a two-section groined vault. The frescoes were allegories of 
the four cardinal virtues (fig. 4). The four female figures stand under perspective- 
drawn loggia arcades. They are identified by their attributes and by text ribbons
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floating above their heads. The vaulting collapsed during the Turkish wars, 
together with the curved ends o f the side walls. An archivolt w ith signs o f th* 
Zodiac was reconstructed from painted stones among the rubble. Further fresco 
fragments are clearly from pictures representing the procession o f the planets. In 
1944, the historian Antal Lepold used this information to reconstruct the icono- 
graphic programme o f the frescoes in the hall.27 In addition to the allegory o f the 
seven virtues, he inferred the presence o f the seven liberal arts under the arches o f 
a painted loggia, and above them  the procession o f the seven planets on two sides 
o f  a Zodiacal arch, under a blue sky. The programme was further elaborated 
through researches by the present author starting in the 1960s. The architect 
Konstantin Vukov produced a drawing o f the frescoes in the 1980s (fig. 5).
T he m ore familiar we become w ith Vitez, the m ore clearly his Christian 
humanist personality emerges. In Hungary, the Church was the standard-bearer 
o f humanism and Renaissance culture, and Johannes Vitez was the father o f H un­
garian humanism. The Esztergom frescoes indicate that Vitez devoted his life to 
following the teachings o f  Apostle Peter: “Add to your faith virtue; and to virtue 
knowledge; and to knowledge temperance; and to temperance patience; and to 
patience godliness; and to godliness brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness 
charity.” (Peter 1:5-7, K ingjam es version.) His scholarship grew directly from the 
Fathers o f the Church, primarily St Augustine and St Jerom e, and—partly through 
them -the ancient Greek philosophers, above all Plato and Aristotle. The 30-36 
books know n to have been part o f a library which was famous throughout con­
temporary Europe,28 his notes in other codices he know n to have emended, and 
not least his Book o f Letters, are clear evidence o f his broad competence in all 
branches o f learning. Some ideas from the poetic masterpiece o f medieval Europe, 
D ante’s encyclopaedic Divine Comedy, are also present on the Esztergom frescoes. 
It was probably in the light o f the seven planets that the Seven Virtues triumphed, 
as in the first seven circles o f Paradise. There were also representations o f the 
godly virtues, Faith, H ope and Charity, which in Dante ruled the sky o f  the 
M oon, M ercury and Venus. The Cardinal Virtues o f the Aristotelian Ethics, de­
picted with great artistic refinement in Esztergom, must have bathed in the light 
o f the other four planets: W isdom in the Sun, Temperance in Saturn, Courage in 
Mars, and Justice in Jupiter. The relationship between the virtues and the planets 
was a favoured subject in humanist thought and Renaissance art. Examples are 
Agostino di D uccio’s ethereal paintings in the Tem pio Malatestiano in R im ini and 
M antegna’s playing cards, which spread widely throughout Europe in the m id- 
15th century.
Vitez added to his humanist programme, however, D ante’s philosophical-the­
ological ideas. H e was also one o f  the most significant com petent supporter o f 
scientific, mathematical-astronomical research, including the calculations o f Peuer- 
bach, Regiom ontanus and Martin Ilkus. He erected an observatory in Esztergom. 
The university he set up, on the Bolognese model, put particular emphasis on the 
teaching o f natural sciences. Regiom ontanus left his chair in Vienna and m oved to
Esztergom. Here he compiled his Tabulae directionum, which for the next two hun­
dred years was the manual o f astronomers in Europe. As m entioned above, he 
■ dedicated it to Johannes Vitez.29
Vitez’s studiolo in Esztergom stands out among other humanist studiolos 
known to have existed in the 15th century. W e see here, albeit in fragments, the 
i study o f  a prelate, statesman and scholar. It becomes all the m ore significant when 
we consider that even less is know n o f the studiolos o f comparable contemporar- 
j ies. Cardinal Bessarion had a famous study in his house in R om e, Pope Nicholas 
I V (1447—1455) (originally Tommaso Parentucelli) and Pope Pius II (Aeneas Syl­
vius Piccolomini) had studies in the Vatican, but nothing o f these survives. The 
j studiolo and chapel o f Pope Nicholas V, who himself translated from H ebrew  and 
I Greek into Latin, and founded the Vatican Library w ith his own library o f 5000 
volumes in Greek and Latin and restored some 40 churches in R om e, were 
adorned with frescoes by Fra Angelico. T he frescoes in the chapel survived. Pope 
\ Nicholas V was familiar w ith affairs in Hungary, being in correspondence with 
j Bishop Vitez o f Värad. H e highly esteemed Janos Hunyadi’s heroic struggle against 
' the Turks, and awarded him  the titles “Prince o f R om e” and “Golden R ose” . 
These honours were later also conferred on the Popes’ general, the Prince o f 
Urbino, Federigo da M ontefeltro (1420—82). H e was also an important patron o f 
the sciences, and had a great library, although he did not build this up himself; he 
j contracted Vespasiano da Bisticci to establish a humanist library o f two hundred 
i volumes. Vespasiano, by his ow n account, hired 45 scribes, who produced the 200 
j  sumptuous volumes in 22 m onths.30 Most o f these are now  in the Vatican Library. 
Cosimo de’ M edici’s library in Florence came into being by a similar route. The 
wealthy humanist, former banker and condottiere, may have appreciated the sci­
ences, but were not themselves scholars. Their studiolos therefore had fundamen­
tally different functions. This is clear from a comparison o f  the studiolos o f Fed­
erigo da M ontefeltro in U rbino and Gubbio with that o f Vitez in Esztergom. 
They were m uch smaller and their decoration featured different iconography.31 
They had points in common: they were similarly situated, close to the chapel, the 
terraced garden and the bedroom . In Esztergom, the library may have been in a 
room  connecting to the south side o f the studiolo. Stairs from the north wall o f 
the studiolo led to the bedroom , and the terraced garden facing the Danube was 
beside the chapel.
Johannes Vitez, Primate o f  Hungary, Lux Pannoniae, was a highly com petent 
patron o f the arts as well as the sciences. It is evidenced by the artistic standard 
o f the decoration in his books and o f the Esztergom frescoes as cleaning currently 
in progress revealed.32 T he wealth he accumulated as archbishop and royal 
chancellor afforded the use o f  luxurious materials such as azurite and gold on the 
Frescoes o f his palace as we can see in his studiolo there.33
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COSME TU RA  OF FERRARA 
IN FLORENCE, VENICE AND SIENA
Felix qui potuit gravis terrae solvere vincula
Boethius1
I .
In June 1469 Cosme Tura finished the four large shutter canvases for the new 
organ o f the Ferrara Cathedral. O n  the outer canvases we see the figure o f St 
George, while the inner ones show the Annunciation.2
The outside canvas o f the left shutter depicts the princess as she flees in horror 
(fig. 1). Behind her rises a m ountain, which fills the entire field o f the picture and 
has a serpentine path leading from the rocky, cavernous base all the way to the top. 
Eight men appear at the start o f the path outside the walls o f the city. They are all 
wearing Eastern attire, although they differ in many respects. The legs o f the three 
on the left are hidden by the steep cliff in the foreground; they do not appear to 
have completely reached the path. The man in yellow, his back turned to the 
viewer as he vigorously leans forward, is fleeing to the left w ith both3 hands raised, 
and his head turned back slightly. The second man, shown from the side, runs 
after him with hands held in front. The third man, facing forward, looks up with 
bearded face. In his right hand he gathers up his loose cloak—disencumbering his 
steps—while he opens his left arm wide. A short distance from the three there is an 
older man meditating motionlessly with closed eyes. Although his left leg hangs 
over the precipice, his other is firmly on the path. His right elbow rests on his right 
leg with his head supported by his right hand, while his left hand is placed on his 
hip. To his right four more m en stand on the path, quietly praying with heads 
bowed.
The eight m en are generally identified as the rescued princess’s father, the king 
o f Libya, and his followers.4 The m en’s location outside the castle, the absence o f 
the queen consort and the lack o f  interest in the struggle, however, are inconsist­
ent w ith this supposition.5 Related scenes in the legend tell o f either trembling 
residents as they escape following the slaying o f the dragon, or citizens-the con­
verted dead—resurrected by St George.6
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1. Cosme Tura: St George and the dragon, detail, 1469, Ferrara, Museo del Duomo
The story o f  St George and the dragon is about the trium ph o f good over evil, 
light over dark. Beyond this general meaning, Cosme T ura’s work commemorates 
an important step taken by the Este family in developing the landscape: the drain­
ing o f  the marshes.7 At the same time, Tura dramatically calls attention to the need 
for another crusade against the Turks, to which the eight exotic figures in the 
painting, some fleeing, some meditating, are clearly linked.8
The decorations o f the organ shutters provide information on Christianity’s 
political situation at the time as well as on contemporary religious ideas. Guidoni 
and Marino justifiably linked the depictions to the most up-to-date neo-Platonic 
doctrine advocated in Florence: the paintings were intended not only to convert 
non-believers, but also expressed the desire to smooth over religious differences 
and appropriate the knowledge o f the ancients.9 O n the closed shutters the prin­
cess safeguards the symbols o f antique wisdom. The Annunciation, which serves 
to frame the resounding music, proclaims the ultimate triumph o f wisdom and the 
new, cosmic harmony o f Christianity which incorporates all antecedents. In this 
reading o f  the work, the height o f the mountain symbolizes the difficulty o f dis­
covering the truth, and that o f  acquiring knowledge. The eight exotic men are the 
eight representatives o f pagan wisdom, and embody the degrees o f  recognition 
o f light, faith and divine truth. Resurrected, they set off on the path to the 
sacred mountain o f wisdom which encompasses all earlier religious traditions.10 (In 
my opinion the eight wise men may also be connected to the eight planet gods
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adorning the building in the Annunciation scene, w ho recall the defeated, defused 
idols resurrected, with the help o f  St George, in the service o f Christianity.11 
The neo-Platonic Christianity o f  the Renaissance appropriates and—literally—in­
corporates these gods, as it does the knowledge o f  the eight pagan wise men.)
II.
O n 30 August, 1481, the first Florentine printed edition o f The Divine Comedy was 
published with the commentary o f Cristoforo Landino. The publisher was N ic- 
cold di Lorenzo della Magna o f Breslau, and the engravings were probably made 
by Baccio Baldini o f Florence.12 According to Vasari, the latter was a silversmith 
and copper engraver, who relied on the works o f Botticelli to compensate for his 
poor drawing skills.13
In the engraving made for the First Canto o f Hell, Dante in a loose cloak ap­
pears three times (fig. 2). O n the left, deep in thought, he wanders among the trees 
w ith his hands clasped, his head bowed, and his eyes closed. Slighdy higher on the 
right he steps out o f  a dark forest, throw ing up his head. In his right hand he holds 
a rope and lifts up his cloak, while his left hand touches his head covering. The 
panther and the lion attack from the right. Finally, slightly farther above and to the 
right, we see the poet from behind, his two arms raised as he quickly escapes from 
the wolf, while looking back at the wild beast. Vergil appears between the second 
and third figures, his legs obscured, his left hand reaching for his beard (?), and his 
eyes closed. The sunrays illuminate the peak o f  the towering m ountain near the 
right edge o f the image.
In my opinion this engraving could not have been made w ithout the knowl­
edge o f Cosme T ura’s depiction o f the wise m en in Ferrara Cathedral. The poet
2. Baccio Baldini: Dante, Inferno, Canto I, 1481, Budapest, Szepmüveszeti Muzeum
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quietly meditating with 
bow ed head resembles thfe* 
two standing figures in the 
right side o f T ura’s paint­
ing. In both pictures, fig­
ures are shown from behind 
with uplifted arms as they 
run to the left while look­
ing back tpward the right. 
T he absent-minded Vergil, 
dressed as an Eastern magi­
cian, is similar to the fourth, 
bearded figure in T ura’s 
picture, shown half on the 
path, half in the air, im­
mersed in his ow n thoughts. Although the depiction o f Dante stepping out o f the 
forest is less clearly influenced by the third figure from the left in the Ferrara paint­
ing, in light o f  the above similarities the connection is probable. Tura’s figure 
similarly grasps his cloak in his right hand and lifts his left, but instead o f a bent 
position, his arm is outstretched. The overall impact o f  the two compositions is 
also comparable, as both are characterized by a left-to-right ascension and a series 
o f side-by-side, but non-interacting figures.
Similarities in content are not a prerequisite for borrowing form—however, if 
we can discover a likeness o f this kind, too, the probability that one work effected 
another increases. In the case o f these two works, several fundamental analogies 
can be drawn between their meanings. In both, the main character struggles with 
an attacking beast, the symbol o f sin; the rope in the hand o f Dante as he steps out 
from the forests is the leash that will bind the wild animal.14 Vergil is just as much 
a wise man o f antiquity resurrected from the dead as T ura’s figures; they all lived 
i “w hen the false gods were worshipped ignorantly” .15 Both pictures tell o f the dif­
ficult path from darkness and ignorance to the shining m ountain o f virtue and 
divine wisdom. The same neo-Platonic spirit that invigorates T ura’s paintings also 
inspires Landino’s commentary on Dante, so much so that several passages could 
relate to the eight pagan wise m en o f Ferrara, too .16
I I I .
“Costui fu migliore disegnatore ehe pittore,” wrote Vasari about Tura in one o f 
his two sentences on the painter o f Ferrara.17 Basing their opinions on some sur­
viving drawings and underdrawings on his painting, as well as the expressive lin­
earity o f his style, many have declared Tura an excellent drawer.18 He was among 
those artists o f the Q uattrocento for whom  the disegno was not merely an aid but 
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3. Sandro Botticelli: Dante, Inferno, Canto I, 1480-81 (?), 
Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Codex Reg.
Lat. 1896, fol. lOlv.
value o f his drawings: in his first will dated 14 January 1471, he left his draw­
ings—along with m oney and tools—to a painter named Dom enico di Jacopo Valeti.20 
This took place a year and a half after the organ shutters o f Ferrara were painted. 
W e have reason to suppose—based on the large size o f  the canvases alone—that pre­
liminary sketches were used in the making o f the canvases. (Perhaps this explains 
why the fresco depicting M arch in the Palazzo Schifanoia [1470] shows St George 
again while August contains the figure o f the fleeing princess.21) Most likely a 
study was prepared for the eight figures in Eastern dress on the organ shutter, and 
it may have cropped up in the Florentine workshop o f Baccio Baldini, and served 
as a prototype for the illustration to the First Canto o f Hell.
Botticelli should be included in this investigation, too. Many believe his drawing 
to the First Canto o f Hell is among those closely related to Baldini’s illustrations (fig. 
3).22 The figure o f Dante originally appeared six times in the drawing. The first, the 
wandering figure in the forest, resembles the corresponding figure in Baldini’s en­
graving; thus, he is related in some way—perhaps only indirectly—to Tura’s standing, 
meditating wise man. The second and third figures (resting with his head in his 
hands, stepping out o f the forest) were destroyed. In the next three instances the poet 
fearfully encounters the animals approaching from the right; no corresponding fig­
ures appear in either Baldini’s engraving or Tura’s painting.
Baldini’s figure shown from behind summarises in one person Botticelli’s three 
depictions o f the poet confronting animals, and thus the main m otif o f the entire 
First Canto: the repeatedly impeded en­
deavours upward. This is the only figure 
with no prototype in Botticelli’s drawing.
Baldini’s decision to borrow  instead the de­
piction o f  the wise man running in the left 
o f Tura’s painting was an excellent one, as 
this is the most powerful figure in the en­
graving. Its quality, however, has hitherto 
been overlooked, probably because Baldini 
is written off as an unimaginative Botticelli­
imitator. His Dante dodging the w olf proved 
so successful, however, that from the 16th 
to the 18th centuries a fleeing figure similar 
to this-and o f course to the Ferrara proto­
type-defined almost every Venetian illustra­
tion o f the First Canto o f  Hell (fig. 4).23
Botticelli’s Vergil is p roof that he, too, 
was familiar w ith Tura’s painting. Unlike 
Vergil in the engraving, this “or very man, 
or ghost” (Inferno 66) is not motionless, but
steps up from behind the hill, and instead o f 4 , Dante, Inferno, Canto /, 1544, Venice
bowing his head in contemplation, he looks (Francesco Marcolini)
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5. After Pinturicchio: The Mountain of Wisdom, c. 1506, 
Cathedral o f Siena
upward at the mountain. His 
right hand clutches his loose 
cloak. 1 think the source o f  the 
figure is Tura, though not the 
fourth, meditating wise man, but 
rather the third, bearded figure 
stepping out from behind the 
hill, looking up, w ith his cloak in 
his right hand.
(The link between T ura’s 
Ferrara works/drawings and the 
Florentine press that printed 
Dante’s w ork might be—along­
side many other possibilities—ei­
ther the publisher himself, N ic- 
colö di Lorenzo della Magna, or 
Batolomeo della Fonte, hum an­
ist o f the Medici circle. Both left 
the court o f Ferrara in 1471, 
upon the death ofB orso  d’Este; in 1481, when the volume o f Dante in question 
was prepared, they were business partners.24)
IV.
Finally, a look at the decoration o f the marble floor o f the Cathedral o f  Siena, 
w hich follows a neo-Platonic hermetic program, is worthwhile. In the nave, the 
fourth allegory, based on a cartoon by Pinturicchio, shows a steep, rugged path 
imperilled by poisonous snakes. The path ascends from the lower right co rner- 
t from the unstable figure o f Fortuna-to  the high m ountain o f  wisdom (fig. 5).25
T he ten figures in Eastern attire, longing to know  the divine truth, prepare to 
climb the rocky summit. The first two figures seen from behind are already plod­
ding upward. Following them  is a third figure w ho turns back while walking and 
extends his left arm. Behind him stand five others. At the base o f the path, a figure 
with turban and a book underarm is seated on the ground, meditating, as he sup­
ports his bearded head in his hands. Certain figures26 and especially the composi­
tion as a whole also recall Tura’s painting.
This manifold influence (on Baldini and Botticelli, in Venice and Siena) alone 
suggests a drawing by Cosme Tura did indeed exist, showing several wise men, 
who attempt to “unfold the bands with which the earth him ties” ,27 and served as 
a prototype. In a likewise manner, we need to liberate ourselves from many bands 
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M. TofFanello, “Cosme Tura: Drawing and its Pictorial Complements,” ibid, 153-72; Cosme 
Tura e Francesco del Cossa: L ’arte a Ferrara nell’etä di Borso d’Este, exh. cat., ed. M. Natali, Palazzo 
dei Diamanti—Palazzo Schifanoia, Ferrara 2007, 82 (L. Syson), 284, 288 (M. Toffanello).
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aus sechs Jahrhunderten, ed. L. S. Malke, Leipzig 2000, 28-29.
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24 On Niccolö, see B. M. Biagiarelli, “Niccolö Tedesco e le carte della Geografia di Francesco 
Berlinghieri autore-editore,” in Studi offerti a Roberto Ridolfi, Firenze 1973, 378-79; on 
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27 Boethius (n. 1 above), (trans. H. F. Steward).
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Renaissance Despotism, Princeton 1973, 232-33; S. J. Campbell: ‘“Our eagles always held fast to 
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Livia Varga
MESSAGES OF LEGITIMACY 
OF KING FERDINAND I OF NAPLES (1458-94)
T he succession o f Ferdinand I, better know n as King Ferrante, to the throne o f 
Naples after the death o f his father Alfonso I (1443—58) was not uncontested. 
From the very beginning o f  his reign he had to face serious threats to his rule, the 
legitimacy o f  which \Vould be questioned throughout his life.1
He was not only a ruler w ho lacked legitimacy in the political sense, but also 
a Spanish-born natural son o f Alfonso. I o f Naples, w ith the result that legitimacy 
was a more serious concern for him than it had been for his father. Ferrante’s ac­
cession to the throne was challenged by R ene o f Anjou and his son John, and their 
claim was supported by the most powerful barons in the realm. In 1462, after his 
victory against the rebellious barons at Troia, Ferrante consolidated his power, 
beginning his rule in a hostile and impoverished country.2
After the first revolt o f the barons, one o f  many politically difficult periods 
during his reign, the two crises he faced in the 1480s were the most important. 
The first involved the Turks, against w hom  his son, Alfonso, Duke o f Calabria, 
won a decisive victory at O tranto w ith military help from King Matthias Corvinus 
o f Hungary. T he second came in 1485—86 when the barons in the R egno rose 
against his rule. At the same time, Ferrante had to deal with the hostility o f Venice 
and the Papal States. The final blow came from Charles VIII o f France who sup­
ported the Angevin claim, and w hen all the alliances built by Ferrante through 
diplomacy and marriage policy collapsed as well.3
Despite the constant struggle against his many internal and external enemies, 
during his reign o f thirty-six years Ferrante was able to assert his authority for long 
periods, maintaining the status o f the Kingdom o f Naples as one o f the five great 
powers on the Italian peninsula. He used his own family to strengthen his rule and 
that o f the dynasty. His marriage to Isabella di Chiarom onte, the granddaughter of 
Giovanni Antonio Orsini, Prince o f Taranto, the wealthiest and most powerful 
baron in the Kingdom o f Naples, had the added advantage o f  strengthening the 
domestic position o f the Aragonese dynasty in the Regno. Four sons and two 
daughters resulted from this marriage, and his children were Ferrante’s best assets. 
T heir respective marriages, due to their father’s clever nuptial policy, earned Fer­
rante precious allies.4
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Ferrante, whose achievements were constantly compared to those o f his fa­
ther, did not enjoy a reputation for magnanimity. Nevertheless, he kept one o f the 
most resplendent Renaissance courts in Italy; famous humanists, artists, and musi­
cians were employed there. Bentley convincingly proved that art patronage con­
tinued on a large scale, but with a m uch more realistic approach under Ferrante, 
since it helped him  express and retain political power.5 Panormita and Bartolomeo 
Facio were responsible for his humanistic education, but Ferrante, intelligent and 
capable, as a young prince was m ore interested in chivalric culture and military 
education, and as an older man in law and political theory, than he was in hum an­
istic studies. All o f these fields were used to help him  consolidate his political 
pow er and influence. Unlike his first-born son, Ferrante was not a capable military 
commander, although he excelled in chivalric activities such as tournaments and 
hunting.6
In 1465, Ferrante re-established and re-structured the Studio, an educational 
institution, providing himself with m uch needed administrators as well.7
O ne o f the first printing shops in Italy was opened in Naples around 1470, 
partly to print books for the Studio but most importantly to serve Ferrante’s po­
litical goals. H e recognized the potential in printing, and used it w ith particular 
frequency after the second revolt o f the barons. T he indictments against them  
were printed and sent to the courts in Italy and abroad, justifying his policies 
against the barons and spreading his political propaganda.8
Although there are no documents testifying that Ferrante particularly liked 
music or has any talent for it despite his collection o f musical instruments, his pa­
tronage o f singers and musicians o f international repute earned him  recognition. It 
also helped the creation o f a favorable public image o f him, while strengthening 
his political status internally and externally. The Neapolitan chapel became under 
Ferrante one o f  the major European musical establishments o f the period with 
regard to both size and quality. In the late 1460s and in the 1470s, Ferrante en­
joyed in his court the services o f such famous Franco-Netherlandish musicians and 
composers as Tinctoris, Vincenet, and Vilette. The quality o f the chapel was high 
judging by the general praise that came from the rival courts o f Milan, Ferrara, 
Florence, and R om e.9
Contrasting w ith the few references to his physical appearance, there are many 
that describe Ferrante’s vengeful and mistrustful personality. His contemporaries 
agreed that he had . . . “l’amore della dignita e della gloria, lo spirito cavalleresco, 
ma anche pure l’ambizione di primaggiare, la tenacia, il carattere chiuso e piü o 
meno taciturno,... ” (“a love o f dignity and glory, a chivalrous spirit, but also the 
pure ambition to prevail, tenacity, and a closed, m ore or less taciturn character”).10 
Ferrante gained one o f the worst reputations o f 15th-century Italy based largely on 
the biased description o f him  given by the French ambassador Philippe de C om - 
mynes, who accompanied King Charles VIII o f France on his Italian campaign in 
1494. According to the ambassador, Ferrante was even worse than his “lascivious 
and gluttonous son” , Alfonso, Duke o f Calabria, since “no one knew w hen he was
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1. Double-carlino, 1459, minted in Naples, 
Grierson-Traivani, no. 943. Cambridge, 
Philip Grierson collection, no. 8747 
(Photo: Ken Jones)
angry or pleased”.11 How ever it is prob­
ably Burckhardt’s damning opinion 
that caused the most harm, presenting 
Ferrante as cruel and bloodthirsty.12 
This evaluation is still sustained,13 al­
though many excellent, and historically 
more accurate, assessments o f his reign 
and his personality have been published 
during the last decades.14
Although he was a major player in 
Italian and European politics, not many 
descriptions have remained o f Ferrante.
Sum m onte’s is the most detailed and 
best known: “Fu il re Ferrante di m e­
diocre statura, con testa grande, con 
bella, e lunga zazzerä di color castagno, 
buono di faccia, e pieno, di bei fronte, 
di proporzionata vita, fu assai robusto”
(“King Ferrante was o f m edium  stature, 
w ith a large head, beautiful and long brow n mane, a pleasant and full face, a beau­
tiful forehead, and w ith a proportional and a fairly robust body”).15
Some o f these physical characteristics are rendered best on medals and coins 
showing Ferrante that were issued under his rule. Coins minted under Ferrante are 
important, since most probably they were made from life by Girolamo Liparolo, 
the royal die and seal engraver who served the king for two decades. The royal 
coinage was at times the most innovative in 15th-century Italy due to very sig­
nificant changes made to the design o f medieval coinage. First, Ferrante intro­
duced his own individualistic profile portraits on his ducats and double-carlino 
(tari), and on almost all o f  his coronati and copper cavalli throughout his reign. 
The second innovation o f the Neapolitan m int in the R egno16 was the introduc­
tion o f Ferrante’s ow n devices on the reverse o f his coins. ^
W hat could have been the reason behind these important changes, apart from 
the intention to imitate antique coinage? Coinage is a very conservative medium, 
and any change in its centuries-old form and design indicates political or eco­
nomic reasons behind that change. Ferrante used coinage as one o f the most im ­
portant means for the assertion o f  his pow er in Naples, as part o f his intention to 
gain absolute control over the Regno. It is indicative that his earliest ducat with 
his crowned portrait bust is from 1458, and that the earliest carlini, also w ith a 
portrait bust o f  the young Ferrante with a medieval-type crown, date from 1459 
(fig. 1). The date 1458/1459 also demonstrates that contrary to general and earlier 
opinions, Ferrante’s portrait coins are earlier than the portrait ducats o f Francesco 
Sforza minted in Milan in 1463. Ferrante’s are the earliest silver coins o f 15th-cen­
tury Italy w ith an individualistic portrait.18
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2. Coronato, 1462—72, minted in Naples, 
Grierson-Travaini, no. 958. Cambridge, 
Philip Grierson collection, no. 8895 
(Photd: Ken Jones)
This fact also shows that Ferrante^ 
had from the very beginning difficulties 
in making his lack o f legitimacy accep­
ted. This might have been the most im­
portant and urgent political reason be­
hind the introduction o f his portrait on 
coins. This was a very effective way to 
indicate his legitimacy, since coinage 
was always identified with a particular 
state. Therefore, the ruler whose image 
was on the coin was identified with the 
state itself.19 In order to make himself 
accepted, i.e. to achieve his most im por­
tant political goal, he had likeness and 
meaning combined on his coins. Ac­
cordingly, the design on Ferrante’s co­
ronato issued from 1462 on, after the 
first revolt o f the barons, shows a very 
detailed representation o f the king seat­
ed and facing forward, holding a scepter 
and orb, w ith a cross. To the left is Cardinal Orsini placing a crown on his head 
and to the right the Archbishop o f Bari standing and facing forward (fig. 2).20 A 
document o f 1472 testifies that the above design was replaced at the same time as 
the introduction o f the copper cavallo. Girolamo Liparolo was personally respon­
sible for making the new cavallo’s dies 
—“moneta tutta de rame grossa al modo 
delle medaglie antique con la imagine 
de la Maesta sua et con lo reverso de 
qualche digna cosa” (“coin made en­
tirely o f bronze in the same manner as 
antique medals w ith the image o f His 
Majesty, with something worthy on its 
reverse”)—ordered in February 1472.21 
A slightly different bust appeared when 
the king’s medieval-type crown, seen 
on his gold and silver coins, was replaced 
by an all’antica type, the so-called radiate 
crown o f the sun god Apollo known 
from the antoniniani o f the 3rd century 
A.D. (fig. 3). O n most o f these coins 
Ferrante’s bust appears turned to the 
right. It is interesting to follow the 
slightly changing, image o f the king,
3. Cavallo, 1472-94, minted in Naples, 
Grierson-Travaini, no. 990. Cambridge, 
Philip Grierson collection, no. 2520 
(Photo: Ken Jones)
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4. Coronato, 1472-88, minted in Naples, 
Grierson-Travaini, no. 981. Cambridge, 
Philip Grierson collection, no. 9421 
(Photo: Ken Jones)
although up-to-date representations o f 
rulers’ portraits on coins were usually 
not a priority. O n the earliest coins he is 
represented as a young man, with a large 
head, curly hair at the back, and with an 
aquiline nose like his father’s. His later 
bust portraits are less detailed: in these 
the king appears heftier and is represent­
ed with prom inent nose, chin and dou­
ble-cheeks, a family characteristic which 
appears on portraits o f his children as 
well (fig. 4).22 O n the last coins, issued 
between 1488 and 1494, he looks heavy 
and visibly'aged (fig. 5). He is invariably 
represented in contemporary attire, and 
before 1472 he always wears a medieval- 
type crown. N either on his coins nor on 
his medals is he represented as an an­
tique emperor, as was his father.23
O n the reverse o f Ferrante’s coinage, personal devices often appear. In previ­
ous centuries, legitimate rulers had emphasized the family identity by using heral­
dic images. Ferrante, w ho was called by his enemies the “Spanish Bastard” , could 
not rely on such identity. By putting his personal insignia on his coins, he could 
convey the message that his royal status had been rightly gained as a result o f his 
virtues. In this way, similarities were 
suggested with his father’s role models, 
the Spanish-born emperors Hadrian and 
Trajan, since they both became emper­
ors owing to their personal virtues. The 
very evocation o f these historical heroes 
allowed Ferrante to project an image o f 
a ruler who was not only virtuous, but 
, also strong and powerful.24
It seems that Ferrante’s creation o f 
his ow n monarchical O rder o f  the Er­
mine early in his reign served the same 
goal. The order was founded in 1465 on 
St Michael’s Day (September 29) to cel­
ebrate his victory over the barons. His
success was com mem orated on the in- _ _ , . XT ,5. Coronato, 1488-94, minted in Naples,ner bronze portal o f Castelnuovo, which Grierson-Travaini, no. 998. Cambridge,
was signed by Giulielmo Lo Monaco. Fitzwilliam Museum
Six narrative panels depict episodes from (Photo: Ken Jones)
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the king’s military campaign against the rebellious barons, among them the at- 
tem pt on Ferrante’s life by Marino Marzano, Duke o f Sessa and Prince o f Rossa- 
no.25 After his victory, Ferrante spared the life o f his disloyal brother-in-law, the 
Prince o f Taranto, and by this act exercised clemency, one o f the most valued 
virtues, allowing him  to appear as a ruler o f the highest morality.26
This exceptional act by Ferrante was directly linked to his device, the ermine, 
considered in Ancient R om e already to be a symbol o f  purity and moral probity, 
as well as to his personal m otto featured on the pendant above the ermine: “Malo 
mori, quam foedari” (“Death Before Dishonor”).27 By choosing this very chivalric 
m otto and the ermine as a device, Ferrante makes his message clear: he is as spot­
less, i.e. as virtuous, as the pure (white) ermine, since he did not soil his hands with 
the blood o f a close relative.28
The m otto o f the O rder was “D ecorum ” (decency, justice, honor), i.e. one o f 
the chivalric values par excellence to which Ferrante aspired so much. The gold er­
mine, enameled in white, was suspended from a heavy collar made up o f Ferrante’s 
main devices, adopted from his father, such as the O pen Book, the M ount o f 
Diamonds, the Siege Perilous, and the Sprouting Stock, or a tree trunk from 
which two shoots have sprung, beginning to produce leaves.29
Put in a political context, the choice o f insignia and legends well shows Fer­
rante’s ambitions, and the qualities he finds important, or useful, for a king. All 
were popular chivalric values still much appreciated in Italy during the second half 
o f the 15th century. The preference for them  indicates that humanistic education 
did not exclude the influence o f chivalric culture. Interest in it explains the con­
tinuous spread o f romance literature,30 but also the frequently organized hunts, 
tournaments and jousts at the court o f  Naples in which Ferrante was always an 
active participant.31
Besides the ermine, Ferrante’s other insignia, too, served his intention to con­
vince subjects and rivals o f his legitimacy. The Siege Perilous, a symbol o f the 
Arthurian legend, had the strongest chivalric connection, and at the same time sent 
a powerful political message about his legitimacy, also expressing his political sta­
tus. The vacant seat at King Arthur’s R ound  Table could only be occupied by the 
best knight o f  all, w ho would accomplish the quest for the Holy Grail; otherwise 
it would burst into flames. Galahad, Lancelot’s son, was this future hero and there­
fore the Siege Perilous became his seat.32 By evoking this fictional hero, Ferrante 
became his spiritual heir, and through this symbolic lineage he intended to prove 
that he had the right, and the legitimacy, to govern. N o t only was Ferrante a self- 
appointed heir o f Galahad: so, too, was his father, Alfonso I o f Naples, and Ferran­
te’s elder son and heir continued the tradition.
The emblem is represented on the Pisanello drawings forming part o f  the so- 
called Codex Vallardi. O ne such emblem appears on a design for cannons from 
around 1449, another, from 1448—49, appears twice as a crest on a helmet, made 
probably as a study for an Alfonso I o f Naples medal.33 Pontieri m entioned that 
Ferrante had a piece o f jewelry in the form o f the emblem.34 The Siege Perilous
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often appears on the coins o f Ferrante and his father, and also in the margins of 
their manuscript pages.35
Another o f  Ferrante’s devices, the O pen Book, conveys the idea o f wisdom, 
and was originally his father’s device. It appears very frequently in the margins o f 
Ferrante’s manuscripts as well.36
The “M ount o f Diam onds” symbolizing hardness and durability, and usually 
accompanied by the m otto “Naturae opus non artis” or “Naturae non artis opus” 
(“The work o f nature, not art”), was also one o f Ferrante’s favorite devices, ap­
pearing on the reverse o f his coins and on the pages o f his manuscripts.37
The Stock with the shoots beginning to produce leaves signifies purification 
and renewal. It was the least used and know n o f his devices.38
Some of the legends on Ferrante’s coins were also very indicative o f his po­
litical goals. O n  the carlino he issued for his coronation, the reverse contains 
“C O R O N A T V S QVIA LEGITIM E C E R T A V IT ”, in which legitimacy, the 
main theme o f his rule, is taken up. O n  his early gold ducat (1458) and on his 
double-carlino (1459), Ferrante’s name surrounds his coat o f arms, while on the 
obverse the legend conveys a different message: “R E C O R D A T  M ISERI- 
C O R D IE  SV or SVE”, in which his mercy is compared to that o f God. The 
legend is a partial quotation from the Magnificat: “suscepit Israel puerum  suum, 
recordatus misericordie suae” (“H e has come to the help o f Israel his servant, 
mindful o f his faithful love.” Lk. 1:54).39
O n the early half-carlino the legend is “ IVSTITIA E F O R T IT V D O  M EA”, 
an allusion to Wis. 2:11.40
O n his quintuple-ducat he is called “V IC T O R  ET T R IV M P H A T O R ”, after 
the second revolt o f  the barons, and accordingly this coin was probably issued in 
1487. He was justifiably never called “PACIFICVS”, as was his father.41
Ferrante’s coinage shows how  m uch the design o f  the coin mattered, and 
how  closely his person and his chivalric order were identified with his coinage. 
O n  his toronato , issued in 1488, the design is changed in comparison w ith his 
earlier coronato o f 1472. T he king’s name is w ritten w ith a different spelling 
around his portrait bust: “FER R A N D V S A R A G O ...” instead o f the usual 
“F E R D IN A N D V S ...” . O n  the obverse, the earlier cross is replaced by the king’s 
portrait bust turned to the right, while the reverse depicts St Michael slaying the 
Dragon (fig. 5). This was one o f the favorite representations on coins o f those 
rulers w ho had problems w ith legitimacy. In Ferrante’s case, it was a statement; it 
appeared on his coins after the second revolt o f the barons, and indicated what 
awaited those who opposed his rule. The legend, “ IVSTA T V E N D A ”, is in 
accordance with the representation.42
Given the importance o f  Ferrante’s court, his own role in international poli­
tics, and the tradition inherited from his father w ho employed Pisanello to make 
his medals, it is surprising that, as Hill attests, only five medals w ith his portrait are 
known. Hill attributed the two larger ones to an anonymous Neapolitan die (nos. 
326, 327). O ne was most likely made after Liparolo’s coins, the only difference
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being that the youthful looking Ferrante on the medal is turned to the left.43 Fer­
rante is represented with the radiate crown of Apollo, know n already from his 
coin portraits. He is clad in the usual robe with a chain around his neck, w ith the 
legend: “+: FERANDVS : ARA G O : REX: SICILIE: M I” . There is no reverse. 
Since the radiate crown first appeared on Ferrante’s coins after 1472, this date 
serves as a terminus post quern. Hill dated it between c. 1475 and 1500. Similar por­
traits o f  the king are know n from manuscript paintings.
T he second medal has no reverse either. It is unusual since the king is shown 
w ithout a crown. The likeness o f Ferrante is easily recognizable, and although he 
is bareheaded, the legend clearly indicates his rank: “FER D IN A N D V S R E X  
PIVS . FELIX R E G N I.” He again wears the usual robe w ith the chain, but looks 
older and heavier. Hersey attributes it to Liparolo, Hill to an anonymous N ea­
politan die. According to Hersey, it could not have been struck after coins, since 
the crown is not represented. It is dated to between 1475 and 1500.44
Surveying Ferrante’s medals and coins, it is conspicuous how  much the use o f 
all’antica elements is restricted in their design. In this respect, there is a very marked 
change in the visual representation o f the king o f Naples. Instead o f antique motifs, 
mostly chivalric elements were employed to prove his legitimacy, but by putting 
his realistic portraits on coins Ferrante, and not his father, produced the novel 
design in Renaissance coinage. The frequent use o f  chivalric motifs can be ex­
plained partly by his enthusiasm for chivalric culture and values, but mostly by the 
urgent need already at the beginning o f his reign to justify and prove his legiti­
macy, the fundamental problem throughout his life. By means o f his art patronage 
and his coinage, he continually tried to convince his subjects and rivals o f his per­
sonal virtues and w orth that justified his right to rule. His chivalric O rder o f  the 
Ermine and his m otto served the same goal. His naturalistic portrait profile on his 
coins allowed him  to associate himself w ith the state in the closest possible way.
It is w orth noticing that the term “divus” or “divo” is completely missing on 
Ferrante’s coinage. His father certainly used it; so did a num ber o f 15th-century 
rulers in Italy. Was this a sign o f modesty on Ferrante’s part? It m ight have been, 
if  he had know n about Francesco Sforza’s damning com m ent about his father, 
made after the death o f the latter: “ ...La sua arroganza, il suo orgoglio erano tali, 
ehe si teneva degno non solo de essere onorato tra gli uomini ma anche adorato 
tra gli d e i.. .” (“His arrogance and pride were so great that he wanted to be hon­
ored not only among men, but also among the gods”).45
In fact, the 16th-century scholar and numismatist Sebastiano Erizzo justly no­
ted that “ I signori tiranni si m ettono in medalia e non i cavi de repubblica” (“Ty­
rant lords, not the heads o f a republic, put themselves on medals”), a most fitting 
remark about King Ferrante as well.46
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Documentation,” in The French Descent into Renaissance Italy, 1494—95, Antecedents and Effects, ed. 
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Presented to Philip Jones, ed. T. Dean-Ch. Wickham, London 1990, 125-46; idem, “Ferrante of 
Naples. The Statecraft o f a Renaissance Prince,” History Today 45, 2, 1995, 19-25; E. Pontieri, 
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FIRST MEETING OF THE BETROTHED PAIR 
A Habsburgian Iconographic Type
The fresco cycle adorning the walls o f the Piccolomini library o f the Cathedral o f 
Siena depicts the ten most significant events in the life o f Enea Silvio Piccolomini, 
or Pope Pius II. O ne scene shows the meeting o f Frederick III, King o f the R o ­
mans, and the Portuguese princess Eleanor (fig. 1). Here, a com m on image type 
from the Bible was adapted to represent a contemporary secular event that had not 
been customarily depicted.
T he work was commissioned by Cardinal Francesco Todeschini Piccolomini, 
nephew o f Pope Pius II and himself Pope Pius III for a few days in 1503.1 Pinto- 
ricchio was hired to do the painting in 1502, and he and his workshop continued 
their efforts following the death o f Pope Pius III until the end o f 1508, at the re­
quest o f Andrea Todeschini Piccolomini, nephew and tutor testamentarius o f  Pius 
III and grand nephew o f Pius II.2
Before becom ing Pope Pius II, Enea Silvio Piccolomini was one o f Frederick 
I ll’s courtiers. In Naples, he personally negotiated the details o f the marriage o f 
Frederick and the younger sister o f the Portuguese king with the ambassadors o f 
King Alfonz V.3 Later, as Bishop o f Siena, he performed the duties o f host and 
presented the bride to the Habsburg ruler when the betrothed pair first met before 
one o f the gates to the city in 1452. Following their meeting, the couple contin­
ued their journey to R om e together for Frederick’s coronation as Holy R om an 
Emperor. Enea described the m eeting twice, in his work The History of Austria4 
and in his memoirs.5 T he two narratives concur, although the earlier account is 
considerably m ore detailed. W hen the bride approached Siena after a long and 
dangerous sea voyage, the city’s citizens o f the “best extraction” came out to greet 
her, followed by more distinguished personages from Frederick’s entourage, such 
as his nephew Prince Albert (VI) and his grandnephew, the Hungarian and Bohe­
mian king Ladislas (Ladislas V in Hungary, also know n as Ladislaus Posthumus). 
Later both accompanied their guardian, Frederick, to Italy. N ext the city’s prelates 
and magistrates came in a procession, and finally Frederick III himself arrived 
flanked by two bishops. The couple m et in a large field, dismounted their horses 
and embraced. Salutations were given by both parties, with Enea speaking on 
Princess Eleanor’s behalf.
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The formula used to portray a “m eeting” generally consists o f a central group 
o f two figures. Among the most commonly depicted encounters in the Bible is the 
meeting o f Anna and Joachim, the long-tim e married couple, at the Golden Gate: 
they are generally shown embracing.6 Jacob and Rachel—although they met for the 
first time at the well—are shown as Jacob hugs Rachel and then weeps (after water­
ing the sheep). They are n o t an engaged couple, however, but long-lost relatives 
reunited. Conversely, most “first meetings” are more restrained, for example in 
depictions o f King Solomon and Q ueen Sheba, they are shown holding hands.7
The behaviour described in Enea’s texts is the appropriate response o f an “old 
married couple or relatives upon meeting” : the engaged couple embrace. A picto­
rial depiction o f just the couple, however, would not have provided an opportunity 
to emphasize the role o f the prelate as intermediary; thus an iconographic formula 
was adapted which allowed for a main group o f three: the marriage ceremony. (The 
actual wedding o f Frederick and Eleanor would not have fit in Enea’s biographical 
fresco cycle, since he had no role in the marriage: the pair took their vows before 
Pope Nicholas V in St Peter’s Cathedral soon after their arrival in Rome.)
1. Pintoricchio and workshop: The meeting of the Holy Roman King Frederick III lb
and his betrothed, Eleanor of Portugal, before the gate of Sietia in 1452.
Wall-painting in the Piccolomini Library of the Cathedral o f Siena, before 1508
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The most frequently depicted marriage is that ofjoseph and Mary: lo sposalizio. 
In these images the bride and groom generally stand in the foreground, facing each 
other w ith their sides to the viewer. They are shown touching hands, as Joseph 
slips the ring on Mary’s finger. Meanwhile, the high priest stands between them, 
holding their hands and facing the viewer. Lined up behind the couple is usually a 
larger or smaller entourage grouped according to sex on the appropriate side. Tw o 
splendid paintings o f  this type are know n from this period—one by Perugino8 and 
the other by Raphael.9
The large-scale composition sketch for the Sienese wall painting10 was cer­
tainly drawn, or at least conceived of, by Raphael.11 The basic idea o f the depiction 
can be seen in his cartoncino: a central group o f three is drawn from the sposalizio 
iconographic scheme, thus providing Enea with an adequate role. N ot only the 
need for three figures, but also the iconographic status o f the basic scenario called 
for this “first meeting” type o f depiction rather than the “the meeting o f a married 
couple or relatives” , despite Enea used the latter formula in his narratives. T he “first 
meeting” , however, is modified so that the man not only holds the wom an’s hand 
but places his other on her shoulder. N o significant alterations were made in the 
central group when the final wall painting was completed, although—in the uncom ­
prehending eyes o f later generations—the figures appeared flattened, the composi­
tion confused, and the entire spatial structure o f the image off-balance in compari­
son to the original sketch. Important changes were made to please the patrons: the 
clothing was made more “distinguished” and sumptuous; the movements were 
rendered more graceful and studied. The group behind Enea was turned into a 
portrait o f the Piccolomini family members, and a few local elements were in­
cluded, such as the column erected to commemorate the pair’s first meeting (which 
of course had not been there at the time o f the actual meeting). The ideal column 
drawn by Raphael was transformed into a real memorial, and in the background the 
cityscape o f Siena is shown with some easily recognizable details.12
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At the time the Sienese frescoes were being painted, work was underway on a 
series o f semi-fictive autobiographical volumes commissioned by Em peror Maxi­
milian I.13 These books, which were intended to contain a rich array o f engrav­
ings, have survived in varying degrees o f  readiness. Created two to three decades 
after Maximilian and Mary o f Burgundy’s wedding, they mythologize the em per­
o r’s marriage, although Mary died in a horse-riding accident just a few years after 
the couple exchanged vows.
In Freydal, the first volume according to the logic o f the narrative, the young 
hero embarks on a journey with the blessing o f his father, the great and powerful 
prince. He participates in sixty-four complete “hofs” , that is Turnierhof, or jousts 
involving three kinds o f combat. As winner o f all the tournaments and participant 
in the closing night costume balls, he proves he is the perfect knight.14 Illustrated
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2. Drawing by Leonhard Beck, woodblock of Wolfgang Resch:
Teuerdank’s meeting with the princess Ernreich. W oodcut from Teuerdank, before 1517
with a m ultitude o f  woodcuts, the next volume recounts in German verse the 
journey o f Teuerdank (Maximilian) to G hent to see his betrothed, the princess 
R ich in Virtues (Ehrenreich). He is hindered and delayed along the way by count­
less trials, adventures, accidents, attempts on his life, bad advice and the machina­
tions o f his companions, but he arrives triumphantly to the city "gates, where the 
princess greets h im .15 Following the formula o f the “first m eeting” , the engraving 
depicting this scene shows the princess, who has just stepped through the gate, 
holding hands w ith the recently-arrived knight (fig. 2).16
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O f the volumes planned, the most ambitious is Weisskunig, which was in- 
tended to present the entire life o f Maximilian in words and images. Joseph Griin- 
peck’s w ork Historia Friderici et Maximiliani, more or less a syllabus o f contem po­
rary history written in Latin, is generally considered a preparatory work for 
Weisskunig. Designed as a history book for Charles V, it contains ink drawings 
w ith watercolour made in the mid-1510s by an artist from the circle o f Albrecht 
Altdorfer.17 These illustrations, which earned the artist the appellation Meister der
Historia (Master o f the Historia), unlike the other volumes, show no traces o ffticonographic innovations in the representations o f marriage. O ne drawing depicts 
the engagement o f the children o f Frederick III and Charles the Bold in 1475 as 
reinforcement o f a peace treaty: in the centre the two rulers stand arm in arm, fac­
ing forward, as they turn their children to face each o ther.18 In another drawing 
the marriage is depicted according to the sposalizio iconography, but w ith the two 
fathers also present on either side o f the priest.19 (The depictions may be symbolic, 
since Maximilian was first introduced to Charles the Bold in 1473 in Trier, but at 
the 1475 meeting o f the two fathers, during which they arranged the marriage, 
neither o f the children was present. W hen the young couple was married in 1477, 
on the other hand, neither father attended.) Conversely a unique image with no 
known precedents or followers conveys the couple’s happy family life: Maximilian 
and Mary visit their children in the nursery. The two older children, Philip and 
Margaret, their parents, and their limited entourage stand beside the cradle o f the 
youngest child (who died in infancy).20
The first part o f Weisskunig contains the birth o f the hero and the events pre­
ceding it, such as a detailed narrative o f his parents’ meeting, their marriage, and 
the king’s coronation in R om e.21 It begins with the O ld W hite King (Frederick 
III) as he sends secret ambassadors to distant kingdoms and lands in search o f  a wife 
equal to him  in virtue, nobility and power, until finally he is told the king o f Por­
tugal has such a daughter. The narrative o f the meeting in front o f the city of 
Hohensyn (Siena) and the order o f those w ho parade out to receive the princess 
correspond exactly to Enea Silvio Piccolomini’s presentation, and here too the 
couple embraces. But in the em peror’s novelistic autobiography, neither Enea nor 
his role is m entioned, although the text does say that after the pair is escorted into 
the city, they hear Te Deum laudamus sung by an unnam ed bishop. Although the 
text recounts the m eeting in Siena and mentions the embrace, too, the w oodcut 
places the scene at the seaside and depicts the event as a “first meeting”, thus 
showing the couple holding hands (fig. 3).22 Then follows the pair’s further jo u r­
ney, their arrival in R om e, and their marriage performed by the Pope. The w ood- 
cut uses the traditional sposalizio iconography to depict the wedding ceremony.23
The second half o f the second part o f Weisskunig recounts the marriage o f 
Maximilian to Mary o f Burgundy.24 After the enormous Flint King (Charles the 
Bold, prince o f  Burgundy)25 and his only daughter are introduced, the text tells 
how  the two fathers meet and agree on the marriage o f their children, how  the 
Flint King dies, and how  the w idowed queen consort and the princess summon
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3. Drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: The Old White King welcomes his bride.
Woodcut for Weisskunig, 1514—1516
the Young W hite King (Maximilian). After a small border skirmish with the Green 
(Hungarian) King,26 the prince thus sets off to see his bride, supplied with his fa­
ther’s good advice. W hen he approaches the city, first the citizens march out, 
followed by the distinguished and noble ranks, and finally the procession o f prel­
ates w ith relics. H e is then jubilantly escorted to his lodging. Meanwhile the queen 
consort and princess invite him  to a night-tim e feast in the palace7 where they will 
have the opportunity to personally welcome him. The prince appears in splendid 
attire rather than a knight’s armour. In disguise, the old queen consort, however, 
mixes into the crowd and observes the prince. She cannot believe this young boy,
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w ho is more handsome than any man she has ever seen, is the prince. R e tu rn in g ^  
to her daughter, she too gushes about his beauty. Finally the two royal ladies 
solemnly file in, gaily greet the prince, and sit at the table. The wedding follows 
and then a description o f the tournam ent organized for the occasion. (Mary o f 
Burgundy’s mother, Isabelle Bourbon, died w hen Mary was eight; thus the 
“m other” or queen consort we see here is Margaret o f York, Charles the Bold’s 
second wife and later his widow.)
The text does not detail the meeting o f the betrothed couple, and the accom­
panying w oodcut27 simply employs the iconographic scheme o f the “first m eet­
ing” (the couple holding hands)—but placed in an interior setting in keeping with 
the text. The two people, however, are Maximilian and the w idowed queen con­
sort (Margarert o f York); thus the figure o f  the bride, Mary o f Burgundy, is rele­
gated to the background, almost completely absorbed into the entourage. The 
depiction o f the feast following the m eeting gives equal weight to the three main 
characters: Maximilian seated at the table, flanked by the queen consort and prin­
cess.28 The w oodcut showing the marriage29 could follow the sposalozio icono­
graphic scheme w ithout raising questions.
In 1496, Maximilian and Mary’s two children* Philip (the Fair) and Margaret, 
were married to Johanna and John respectively, the children o f the King and Queen 
of Castille and Aragon. John, the heir to the throne, died soon after and following 
several more unexpected deaths, Johanna and her son Charles (V) became heirs to 
the Iberian throne in 1500.30 Margaret and John are therefore left out o f the Weissku- 
nig, and the engraving only shows the meeting o f Philip and Johanna. To be more 
precise, the work contains a second seaside “first meeting” woodcut in which only 
one pair is seen;31 probably another was planned according to the same scheme 
showing the meeting o f one o f Maximilian’s granddaughters and her husband.32
t
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Only through continually suppressing renewed wars and uprisings was Maxi­
milian able to secure for Philip the Fair the majority o f the Burgundian inherit­
ance, which was under threat from French Kings and the Flemish orders. This 
marked the beginning o f the radical increase o f kingdoms and countries under the 
sceptre o f the Habsburgs, which continued with the “Spanish marriage” and was 
fully accomplished at the 1515 meeting o f  kings in Vienna (the First Congress o f 
Vienna) organized by Maximilian.33 However, the em peror did not live to see the 
double marriage o f  his grandchildren to the children o f Wladislas II (Jagello), king 
o f  Hungary and Bohemia, and thus the Habsburgs’ achievement o f dom inion over 
Hungary and Bohemia.34
Depictions o f these marriages naturally appear prom inently in the dynastic- 
representative works commissioned by Maximilian. All three are among the so- 
called main works (Hauptstück) o f the Ehrenpforte (“Triumphal Arch”), which 
depicts the tw enty-four most im portant episodes in the life o f Maximilian.35
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The wedding scenes are shown according to an essentially uniform scheme 
w hich largely omits any indication o f the pairs’ personal relationships or any kind 
o f specific happening. W hile the husband’s coats o f arms can be seen at his feet, 
the coats o f arms o f  the wife, or rather o f  the countries the heiress brings to the 
marriage, are held or lifted by both members o f the married couple: the princess 
thus presents her dowry to her husband. T he German verses accompanying the 
images also note what the Habsburgs gain through the marriages: according to 
the inscription o f the “Spanish marriage” for example, Philip inherited six valu­
able kingdoms for his family.36 There are two know n versions o f the “Burgun­
dian” and the “Spanish” marriages, which from our perspective are essentially 
identical.37 In the depiction o f the “Spanish marriage”38 Maximilian appears at 
Philip’s side, while in the meetings o f kings in Vienna,39 the prom inent presenta­
tion o f  the coats o f  arms in the foreground is absent, since the outcom e o f the 
engagements—in other words, w hether these marriages w ould really bring new 
countries under Habsburg rule-was unknow n at the time the woodcuts were 
made. In this image, Sigismund, the Polish king, appears beside Maximilian, lead­
ing his granddaughter, and Wladislas II (Jagiello), king o f Hungary and Bohemia, 
w ho is leading his tw o children. W hile the Habsburg princess Mary and the 
Jagiellonian prince Wladislas were actually married at that time, Ferdinand and 
Anne exchanged vows only six years later. The young princess, however, was 
raised from then on in the Habsburg court.
Analogous scenes o f exchanging coat o f arms can be found essentially parallel 
with the Triumphal Arch, how ever the Triumphal Procession was executed by differ­
ent masters.40 In an earlier, miniature version o f the Procession41 the images o f the 
events were shown painted on large panels carried in procession by horses and 
people on foot. T he sheet showing the “Burgundian marriage”42 is closest to the 
first version o f  the corresponding engraving in the Triumphal Arch. The architec­
tural frame o f the “Spanish marriage”43 depiction is a large barrel-vaulted hall with 
piers from which a wide panorama opens behind the young pair.
In the w oodcut Triumphal Procession, 44 the presentation o f  the images is com ­
pletely different: here splendid, heavy triumphal carriages roll one after the other, 
and the two levels show two different types o f  depiction. O n  the side o f the car­
riage a busy, multi-figural scene in relief can be found, while above, the core 
features o f the event are shown in the strictest representative depiction using a 
centuries-old type for portraying regal grandeur. In this type a tight circle o f cen­
tral characters presented in a stiff sculptural group represent the different aspects o f 
imperial power. All this is expanded with mythological-allegorical apparatus com ­
pletely absent from the watercolours. In this woodcut, which depicts the marriage 
o f Maximilian and Mary o f Burgundy and which is known instead as the Little 
Triumphal Carriage o f  Albrecht Dürer,45 the pair carrying the coat o f arms stands in 
a carriage drawn by three horses. A canopy rises above them  supported by putti 
characterized as Hymens, or little gods o f marriage with their torches. In the 
similar “Spanish marriage”46 once again the groom ’s father, the emperor, is present.
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Sides o f both carriages show the princess and her entourage encountering a group 
o f distinguished courtiers, but these are diplomatic negotiations: the reception of* 
ambassadors and not the first personal meeting o f a betrothed pair.
Preceding the appearance o f the pair, a huge procession o f knights covering 
some thirty printing blocks is shown, each man carrying territorial coats o f  arms 
painted on huge flags and images o f female figures personifying dominions. The 
heraldic expression o f marriage emphasizing the acquirement o f lands is thus pre­
pared for and reinforced. Leading a long line the lands under Habsburg control are 
shown, followed by the family’s former Swiss territory (lost long ago), then those 
regions on which the empire had staked a claim for whatever reason, and finally 
the provinces belonging to the Burgundian principality and the areas acquired by 
the Habsburgs through the marriage.47 Thus, the united coat o f arms presented by 
the princess is explained in meticulous detail before the main scene.48 A similar 
procession would have introduced the “Spanish marriage” , too. A miniature was 
made, but not the w oodcut.49
★
In the Habsburg political philosophy the fiction o f the empire’s peaceful ac­
quirement o f land plays an important role. The Habsburgs’ luck in gaining terri­
tories was originally m ocked by a couplet in wide circulation at the turn o f  the 
16th century. Created from the opening o f a verse by O vid,50 it read: “ Bella gerant 
alii, tu ,fe lix  Austria nube [/] Nam que Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus.” In Em peror 
Maximilian’s dynastic-autobiographical works, obtaining or maintaining land both 
through peaceful means and through war are equally prom inent. In fact, the con­
tinual warring that occurred throughout his life naturally fills a greater part o f these 
volumes than the “benefits” o f marriage. Erasmus first expounded on the higher 
level o f Christian morality represented by the peaceful acquirement o f  land in 
Novem ber 1503, w hen he gave a panegyric at the gathering o f the united Flemish 
orders at which Philip the Fair, the accepted heir to the Spanish lands, and Jo ­
hanna o f  Castile were welcomed upon their return from Hispania. In the speech, 
Erasmus praised the peace among Christian princes, which he felt was far more 
valuable than any kind o f military glory. In 1516, in his tract The education o f a 
Christian prince (Institutio Principis Christiani) written for the sixteen-year-old Charles 
V, who had just begun his rule o f the Netherlands, he emphasized in the dedica­
tion and the conclusion how  fortunate Charles was to have obtained his empire 
“w ithout blood shed”: he need not acquire, only retain it through good govern­
ing. (Erasmus was thoroughly in favour o f peace, but even so he strongly doubted 
w hether dynastic marriages could achieve this. He felt that in addition to placing 
the girls from ruling families in disadvantageous situations, the arguments over 
inheritance gave ample reason or excuse for more wars.51) The most influential 
m irror o f princes o f early m odern Europe, written by Antonio de Guevara also for 
Charles V, was the Diall o f Princes (Reloj de principes). Guevara radically rejects all
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4. Drawing of Albrecht Dürer, woodblock of Hieronymous 
Andreae: The “Burgundian Marriage”. Woodcut, second 
version o f the second historical scene from Triumphal Arch, 
1512-1517
forms o f war except for self-defence, just as Justus Lipsius did in his work Politica. 
O ne o f Lipsius’ students, Niklas Vernulz /  Nicolaus Vernulaeus, professor from 
Leuven and court chronicler o f the Spanish Habsburgs, presented the Habsburgs as 
examples o f the Christian-Neostoic ethos o f rulers in his many works published in 
the mid-17th century. In one o f them, his Apology for the Royal House of Austria, he 
surveyed the Habsburg countries and determined that the dynasty ruled according to 
law, and this right had been acquired through peaceful means and without force.52 
Vernulaeus had thus shaved off a little o f the radicalism o f 16th-century utopias and 
smuggled back in the high Christian-moral assessment o f dynastic marriage.53
Nevertheless, marriages did not have a significant role in Habsburg dynastic 
or imperial representation during the following centuries. In the works com­
missioned by Maximilian, three different iconographic schemes were used to
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represent dynastic marriages: the newly created representative presentation o f the 
coat o f arms scheme that never recurs in any other work, the traditional formula 
o f sposalizio used to portray royal marriages, änd the fictitious representation o f 
personal happiness in the depiction o f  the first meeting.
The presentation o f the coat o f arms was last used in the second to the last 
design for Maximilian’s funerary m onum ent in Innsbruck.54 O n  the side o f  the 
sacophagus, the twenty-four most important events in the life o f Maximilian are 
shown in relief (always referred to in contemporary texts as: Historien), among 
them  three weddings, which were to be depicted in a composition based on the 
“main pieces” o f the Triumphal Arch.55 Finally, however, the sposalizio formula was 
chosen to represent the marriages. The marble relief works o f the “Burgundian”56 
and “Spanish”57 weddings also show the traditional arrangement o f a central group 
o f three (bride, groom and the priest giving his blessing) in the interior o f a church, 
before the altar. The coats o f arms o f the couple are at their feet, in the fore­
ground, separated from the scene.58
Francesco Terzio, painter for the court o f Prince Ferdinand II (of Tyrol), 
similarly participated in the redesigning o f Maximilian’s tomb in the mid-1550s, 
and was thus well acquainted with the bronze statues, too. T he series o f engravings 
in his album Imaginesgentis Austriacae59 had a great impact on the later iconography 
o f  the early Habsburgs. Terzio’s sculptural depiction o f  the figures o f the princes 
were placed in an architectural frame topped by small rectangular fields, each bear­
ing an inscription and representing an important event from the life o f the prince. 
He did not choose to show Maximilian’s first marriage, but above Philip’s head, 
on the left, the “Spanish Marriage” can be seen, once again in the traditional 
sposalizio arrangement.
Apart from the actual success o f these marriages, the (fictive) account o f the 
happy personal aspect o f them  informed the thoughts and behaviour o f  Habsburg 
family members for centuries in the spirit o f “the m ore useful the happier” prin­
ciple. Since antiquity, the mark o f this (fictive) personal aspect has been a narrative 
topos in eastern and western literature: “the prince glimpses the portrait o f the 
princess and falls passionately in love” theme. The foundation or rather the con­
sequence^) o f this topos in Europe, the exchange o f portraits as part o f  the diplo­
matic practice o f forging dynastic marriages, was contemporaneous with the birth 
o f the “portable independent portrait” . Examples range from the cycle o f Maria 
de’ Medici to the Magic Flute.60 In the first two decades o f the 16th century, 
nevertheless, another unique Habsburg formula for representing this topos was 
developed: the depiction o f  the first meeting o f the betrothed pair. However, this 
recurs only occasionally after Maximilian’s commissions.
In Florence, ten different painters painted ten large-scale canvases showing 
events from the recent past, which Maria de’ Medici had placed in the Cabinet 
Dore o f the Luxembourg palace in 1627, immediately after the works in the cycle 
o f Maria de’ Medici were hung there. Four wedding pictures belonged to the se­
ries.61 Tw o of them  use the sposalizio theme to show the marriages o f the Medici
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on the sketch of Rubens: The marriage of Maximilian Habsburg and Mary of Burgundy. Engraving 
of the image on the front side of Philip’s Arch, erected as part o f the decoration 
for the triumphal entry of the Cardinal-Infante Ferdinand of Habsburg into Antwerp, 
published in 1642
wom en to French royalty.62 In contrast, the third depicts the marriage o f Fran- 
pesco de’ Medici, the oldest son o f the grand duke Cosimo I, and Johanna Habsburg 
(!), the youngest daughter o f Em peror Ferdinand, according to the iconographic 
type o f the “first m eeting” . (The fourth painting o f the Spanish-French double 
marriage, which took place in 1615, is a completely different type: a pictorial 
record with the ceremony on the Bidassoa, the river dividing the two countries, 
shown from a bird’s eye view with small figures.)
In April 1635 the Cardinal-Infante Ferdinand Habsburg, younger brother o f 
the Spanish king Philip IV and new governor o f the Spanish Netherlands, marched 
triumphantly into Antwerp. O ne o f the triumphal arches, the so-called Philip’s 
Arch,63 part o f the temporary decorations to commemorate the occasion, de­
monstrates Ferdinand’s Spanish Habsburg ancestry.64 The pictures on the arced
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superstructure show on one side the marriage o f Maximilian and Mary o f  Bur­
gundy and on the other that o f Philip the Fair andjohanna, both painted by Jaco£T* 
Jordaens based on a compositional sketch by Peter Paul Rubens. In the “Burgun­
dian marriage” Maximilian and Mary are shown holding hands. The young couple 
are accompanied by their fathers, and also by the goddess Kybele and the little 
Hymen. The central group is completed by the train-bearer (as Mary dons a hen- 
nin) and the dog signifying faithfulness in marriage (fig. 5).65 W hile unfortunately 
R ubens’ inspirational source is unknow n,66 the painting bears witness to the most 
frequent use o f  the iconographic scheme o f the “ first m eeting” in depicting Maxi­
milian’s meeting with Mary o f Burgundy.67
The governors o f the Netherlands probably drew upon this source for the 
continued use o f this formula in the images portraying the marriages o f members 
o f the house o f Orange. The paintings o f the Oranjezaal (Orange Hall), the central 
gallery o f the Huis ten Bosch castle near The Hague, were commissioned by the 
w idow  of Prince Frederik Hendrik as a tribute to her late husband. O ne o f the 
central images on one wall shows the “allegory o f the marriage” , as it is known, o f 
Amalia van Solms to Frederik Hendrik.68 The pair is depicted according to the 
“first m eeting” scheme with grand mythological accompaniment: the couple ex­
tends their arms towards each other. Behind them  in the shadow o f two bending 
palm trees appears the veiled figure o f H ym en.69 The work o f Gerrit van Honthorst, 
a Caravaggist w ho worked in northern courts after years in Italy, the painting 
nevertheless belonged to a group that was completed between 1648 and 1653 not 
only by painters from the court in The Hague but also by artists from Antwerp 
belonging to the circle o f  R ubens.70
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woodcut, c. 1504, from the series entitled The Life of Maty, published in 1511.
10 Raphael, Compositional sketch for the fifth scene o f the fresco cycle in the Piccolomini Library in the 
Cathedral of Siena: The meeting of the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick III with his betrothed, Eleanor of 
Aragon before the gate to Siena in 1452; c. 1503 (paper, pen, brown ink and wash, with traces of a 
preliminary drawing in black chalk; 545 x 410 mm; New York, Pierpont Morgan Library; . 
previously in the Casa Baldeschi, Perugia), see E. Knab-E. Mitsch-K. Oberhuber-S. Ferino- 
Pagden, Raphael. Die Zeichnungen, Stuttgart 1983, Cat. No. 28.
11 Already in 1915 Erwin Panofsky felt that the question of the sketch’s authorsftip had been 
discussed to exhaustion. Morelli sharply criticized the acceptance of Raphael’s role by 
Schmarsow (n. 5 above), and completely rejected any kind of contribution by Raphael to 
the creation of the Siena cycle; see I. Lermolieff, “Raphael’s Jugendentwicklung. Worte der
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Verständigung gerichtet an Herrn Prof. Springer in Leipzig,” Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 5, 
1882, 147—78; E. Panofsky, “Raffael und die Fresken in der Dombibliothek zu Siena,” 
Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 37, 1915, 267-91; and, again, idem, Deutschsprachige Aufsätze, 
ed. K. Michels-M. Warnke, vol. II., Berlin 1998, 779-804, for the interpretation attributing a 
role to Raphael. K. Oberhuber, “Raphael and Pintoricchio,” in Raphael before Rome, ed. J. Beck, 
Washington 1986, 155-72, essentially presented a variation of the same argument. More 
recently Donatella Toracca (n. 2 above)—although she does not debate whether Raphael drew 
the cartoon-focuses rather on Pintoricchio as the source of the innovation, which his skilled 
assistant rendered on paper; S. Roettgen, Wandmalereien der Frührenaissance in Italien, 2. Die 
Blütezeit 1470-1510, Munich 1997, however, also attributed the drawings and sketches entirely 
to Pintoricchio. Raphael and his workshop used the scheme of the betrothed pair meeting a 
decade and a half later in the painting The Visitation o f Mary and Elizabeth (1519; canvas, oil;
220 x 145 cm; Madrid, Museo del Prado). August Schmarsow (who did not refer to the Madrid 
painting) considered the stepping motion of the prince to be Raphael’s greatest innovation, and 
in poetic sentences hailed the secular transformation of lo sposalizio. He felt the stepping motion 
was a faithful rendering of the description in the pope’s memoirs. This element from the 
repertoire o f movements, however, already appeared in another earlier work by Perugino 
depicting the marriage of Mary and Joseph, part o f a series o f five panel paintings made in 1496 
in Fano, in the church of Santa Maria Nuova. See P. Scarpellini, Perugino, Milan 1984, 92—94, 
No. 73; Hiller (n. 9 above), 59, when discussing the sposalizio paintings notes that Raphael 
borrowed other motifs from Perugino’s painting (the young boy breaking a stick), which he 
knew well.
12 For a long time Panofsky offered the most liberal assessment o f the relationship between the 
compositional sketch and the fresco. To the detailed interpretation of the “unfavourable” 
changes, he added: “ [z]wischen dem Cartoncino und dem Fresko nicht sowohl ein Qualitätsun­
terschied, als vielmehr ein fundamentaler Gegensatz des Kunstwollens besteht [...]” . Donatella 
Toracca (n. 2 above) emphasized that the variations primarily arose from the increased assertion 
of aspects o f convenientia and magnijuentia: the individual scenes were formed and tailored 
according to the protocol prescribed in the papal book of ceremonies, Ceremoniale Romanum, 
commissioned by Pope Innocent VII and written by Agostino Patrizi, who was first the secretary 
of Pope Pius II, later the confidant of Cardinal Todeschini, and finally the papal master of 
ceremonies.
13 A summary of the works: I.-D. Müller, Gedechtnus. Literatur und Hofgesellschaft um Maximilian L. 
Munich 1982.
14 Freydal des Kaisers Maximilian I. Turniere und Mummereien, ed. Q. von Leitner, Vienna 1880-82; 
see also Q. von Leitner, “Einleitung” , in ibid, iii-civ; For the woodcuts actually produced for 
the planned volume, see The Complete Woodcuts of Albrecht Dürer, ed. W. Kurth, 2nd ed., New 
York 1963, Nos. 304—06. O n the role o f the donkey-eared helmet decoration (“Orlein”), the 
honorific badge of Mary o f Burgundy worn by the hero, Freydal, in some of the pictures,
see A. Primisser, “Zweytes Gedenkbuch des Kaisen Maximilian I., aus den Handschriften der k. 
k. Ambraser-Sammlung zu W ien,” Taschenbuch für die vaterländische Geschichte 2, 5, 1824, 39-81, 
esp. 74-75, n. 13; cf. A. Primisser, “Über Freidals Tumierbuch, in der k. k. Ambraser- 
Sammlung in W ien,” Taschenbuch für die vaterländische Geschichte 2, 1, 1820, 279-98, esp. 293-94.
15 The edition used by the author: Der Theuerdank. Durch photolithographische Hochätzung 
hergestellte Facsimile-Reproduction nach der ersten Auflage vom Jahre 1517, ed. S. Laschitzer,
Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 8, 1888; cf. S. Laschitzer, 
“Einleitung,” in ibid, 7-116; 108-16 on the earlier editions.
16 Drawing by Leonhard Beck—woodblock by Wolfgang Resch: Teuerdank’s meeting with the princess 
Emreich; woodcut for the chapter o f Teuerdank entitled “Wie der Tugentsam Held Tewrdannckh 
zu der Künigin Emreich kam vnd weichermaß Er von Ir empfangen ward”; before 1517;
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see Theuerdank... (n. 15 above), 463-75 (woodcut no. 98). On the draftsman, see Laschitzer 
(n. 15 above, “Einleitung”), 89-98; on the maker o f the woodcuts, ibid, 93-94; 
on the changes made on the already prepared woodblocks, ibid, 101.
17 The work was founded on an autobiography of Maximilian in Latin, which the 
emperor dictated to Griinpeck around the turn o f the century and which was edited and 
stylised by Griinpeck in several versions. Finally, however, Maximilian decided
on a German-language version. Griinpeck was no longer at court when he prepared this 
excerpt from the Latin dictation between 1507 and 1515 (but most likely in 1514—1515).
The oeuvre of the unknown master draftsman was compiled by Otto Benesch. On the entire 
scholarly history of the question, see O. Benesch-E. M. Auer, Die Historia Friderici 
et Maximiliani, Berlin 1957; also see H. Wiesflecker, “Joseph Grünpecks Redaktionen 
der lateinischen Autobiographie Maximilians I.,” Mitteilungen des Institutes für  österreichische 
Geschichtsforschung 78, 1970, 416—31.
18 The Master o f the Historia; Emperor Frederick III and Charles the Bold, the prince of Burgundy, 
making peace in Neuß in 1475, 1514-1516 (paper, ink and watercolour, 165 x 112 mm);
Historia Friderici et Maximiliani, Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, f. 16v; also Historia...
(n. 17 above), Cat. No. A. 6.
19 Master of the Historia: The marriage o f Maximilian of Habsburg and Mary of Burgundy, 1514—1516 
(paper, ink and watercolour, 161 x 113 mm); Historia Friderici et Maximiliani, Vienna,
Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, f. 49v; also Historia... (n. 17 above), Cat. No. A. 24.
20 The Master o f the Historia: Maximilian of Habsburg and his wife visit their children, 1514-1516 
(paper, ink and watercolour, 161 x 117 mm); Historia Friderici et Maximiliani, Vienna,
Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, f. 51 v; also Historia... (n. 17 above), Cat. No. A. 25.
21 Part 1, chap. 1-12 in Weisskunig. Nach den dictaten und eigenhändigen Aufzeichnungen Kaiser 
Maximilians I. zusammengestellt von Max Treitzsauerwein von Ehrentreitz, ed. A. Schultz, Jahrbuch 
der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des alterhöchsten Kaiserhauses 6, 1888, 5-45. The entire passage is 
a borrowed text in this volume: in some places it is a direct translation into German of Nikolaus 
Lanckmann von Valkenstein’s Historia desponsationis et coronationis Friderici III, which was 
published anonymously in 1503; see Müller (n. 13 above), 131, with the earlier literature.
22 The drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: The Old White King accepts his bride, woodcut 
for the chapter o f the Weisskunig entitled “Wie die jung kunigin Lenora aus dem kunigreich 
Portugal auf dem mör weg fuer, und wie sy zu irem gemahel, dem alten weißen kunig, kumen 
ist.” Caption: “Wie der w(eiß) k(unig) seinen gemahel empfing” , 1514-1516; see Weisskunig... 
(n. 21 above), 20. Alwin Schultz’s identification of the master craftsmen is heretofore relied on, 
see A. Schultz, “Vorrede”, and “Einleitung,” in Weisskunig... (n. 21 above), v—xxviii, xxv—xxvi, 
concerning the captions of the woodcuts, or their substitutes, as well as the connections between 
the woodcuts and the location of the texts. For more recent corrections in the identification of 
certain themes of the woodcuts, see K. Rudolf, ‘“Das gemäl ist also recht’. Die Zeichnungen 
zum ‘Weisskunig’ Maximilians I. des Vaticanus Latinus 8570,” Römische historische Mitteilungen 
22, 1980, 167-207.
23 Drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: The Pope joins the Old White King and his bride in 
marriage, woodcut to the chapter o f the Weisskunig entitled “Wie unser heiliger vater der babst 
den alten weißen kunig und die kunigin nach Ordnung der christenlich kirch mit der ee 
zusamen gab.” Caption: ‘‘Wie der pabst den alten w(eiß) k(unig) und gemahel vermehelt”, 
1514-1516; see Weisskunig... (n. 21 above), 32.
24 Part 2., chapt. 51-63 in Weisskunig... (n. 21 above), 114-45.
25 “Ain mechtiger kunig, genant der kunig vom fewreyßsen.” The name refers To the Order
of the Golden Fleece, or more precisely to the briquet, the flint that produces the sparks on the 
chain and vestments o f the order. Derived from the personal emblem and motto (Ante ferit quam 
flamma micet /  Zuvor der Schlag, dann glänzt die Flamme) o f the founder o f the order,
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Philip the Good, the prince of Burgundy, the sparks became a part o f the order’s repertory of 
symbols, just as the order itself became a part o f the Habsburgs’ Burgundian inheritance.
26 For a detailed comparison of this description to other sources, see I. Biro, Miksa csäszär 
Weisskunigja h  Teuerdankja a magyar törtenelem szempontjäbol, Budapest 1913.
27 Drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: The meeting of the Young White King with the Queen 
Consort o f Flint and her daughter, woodcut for the chapter o f the Weisskunig entided “Wie der 
jung weyß kunig zu der jungen kunigin kam und wie er emphangen was.” Substitute for the 
missing caption: “Wie der junge Weißkunig mit der Königin von Feuereisen und ihrer Tochter 
zusammentrifft”, 1514-1516; also Weisskunig... (n. 21 above), 131.
28 Drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: The banquet o f the Young White King, the Queen 
Consort of Flint and the Flint Princess, woodcut to the chapter of the Weisskunig entided
“Wie der jung weyß kunig zu der jungen kunigin kam und wie er emphangen was.” Caption: 
“Das costlich pankatiem”, 1514—1516; also Weisskunig... (n. 21 above) 132.
29 Drawing and woodblock o f Leonhard Beck: The Marriage of the Young White King and the Flint 
Princess, woodcut to the chapter of the Weisskunig entitled “Wie der jung weyß kunig und 
die jung kunigin vom fewreyßen mit der ee zusammengeben worden sein.” Caption:
“Die vermehlung des jungen w(eiß) k(unig) mit der kunigin von fewreysen”, 1514-1516; 
also Weisskunig... (n. 21 above), 134.
30 A. Kohler, “Die Doppelhochzeit von 1496/97. Planung, Durchführung und dynastische 
Folgen,” in Kunst um 1492. Flispania -  Austria. Die Katholischen Könige Maximilian I. und die 
Anfänge der Casa de Austria in Spanien, exh. cat., ed. A. Rosenauer-A. Kohler, Innsbruck,
Schloss Ambras, Milan 1992, 59-86.
31 Drawing and woodblock of Leonhard Beck: King Philip’s splendid and fitting welcome of his bride 
from Hispania, woodcut to the Weisskunig, caption: “Wie k(unig) Philips sein gemahel aus 
Hyspania kam und er sy gar costlich und ehrlich empfieng”, 1514-1516; also Weisskunig...
(n. 21 above), 379.
32 No text was prepared for this woodcut. The plans for the volume include a “histori der lieb”, 
which would have narrated the marriage and journey to Iberia o f Philip the Fair, and-similar 
to the first part-would have been a borrowed text, see Müller (n. 13 above), 131; also Rudolf 
(n. 9 above), No. 58, and according to 189, 205 a sketch for the woodcut can be found
in the codex in the Vatican Library, and the caption reads: “das der w(eiß)k(unig) ain dochter 
verheyrat dem kunig von den wilden leytten”, probably referring to the marriage of Philip 
and Johanna’s daughter, Isabelle, to the Danish King Christian II in 1515.
(The uncertainty was caused by use of the name “King of Wild M en”, usually referring 
to the ruler o f Scotland.)
33 The double marriage was in fact the result o f more than a decade and a half o f negotiations 
and a series o f ceremonies. For the most recent summary: G. Heilingsetzer, “Ein Baustein zur 
Entstehung der Habsburgermonarchie. Die Hochzeit Erzherzog Ferdinands in Linz (1521),” 
in Kaiser Ferdinand I. 1503—1564. Das Werden der Habsburgermonarchie, exh. cat., ed. W. Seipel, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna—Milan 2003, 67-75.
34 On the production of the manuscript for the Weisskunig, in addition to Alwin Schultz, 
see C. Biener, “Entstehungsgeschichte des Weisskunigs,” Mitteilungen des Institutes fur 
österreichische Geschichtsforschung 44, 1930, 82—102, esp. 94. The latest event to appear in the 
edited fair copy of the main manuscript made in 1514 (published in 1775 and 1888), was a battle 
fought in October 1513. But Karl Rudolf published the preliminary drawings for the woodcuts 
depicting later events, these were found in one of the codices from the Vatican Library. Among 
them were images related to the two engagements o f 1515, see No. 131: “heyrat zwischen 
teytschen und ungarischen kunig künftig”; or No. 132: “wie der w(eiß)k(unig) die ein dochter 
verschickt und die den gruenen kunig verheyrat dem jungen jungen kunig.” Reproductions of 
only the latter, showing Mary of Habsburg’s being sent from the Netherlands to Vienna, have
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been published: several boats travel on the Danube as part o f the princess’s entourage; on either 
side of the strongly winding river stand a castle and a church respectively, see Rudolf (n. 9 
above), 189, 203.
35 For a survey of four separate publications on the five complete scenes and the historical scenes 
from the Triumphal Arch: J. Meder, Dürer-Katalog. Ein Handbuch über Albrecht Dürers Stiche, 
Radierungen, Holzschnitte, deren Zustände, Ausgaben und Wasserzeichen, Vienna 1932, 205—23, 
woodcut, No. 251, and more recently, relying on this: T. U. Schauerte, Die Ehrenpforte für Kaiser 
Maximilian I. Dürer und Altdorfer im Dienst des Herrschers, Munich-Berlin 2001, 451-66.
36 The verses quoted by Schauerte (n. 35 above), 261—62, 273-74.
37 Drawing of Hans Springinklee-woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The “Burgundian marriage”, 
woodcut, first version of the second historical scene in the Triumphal Arch (the middle o f the 
upper left row), 1512-1517; as well as the drawing of Albrecht Dtirer-woodblock of Hierony­
mus Andreae: The “Burgundian marriage", woodcut, second version of the second historical scene 
in the Triumphal Arch, 1512—1517 (fig. 4). No woodblock of either version has survived. In the 
1799 edition of his survey, Adam Bartsch included the first version, and later this appeared in 
the 1886 edition too, which caused problems of attribution in the later literature.
38 Drawing of Hans Springinklee-woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The “Spanish marriage", 
woodcut, first version of the fifteenth historical scene in the Triumphal Arch, 1512-1517.
This block was not used in any edition. Reproductions can be found, for example, in Meder 
(n. 35 above), 206, fig. 140b, and Schauerte (n. 35 above), fig. 43. The second version of the 
fifteenth historical scene in the Triumphal Arch (outside right scene in the upper right row): 
drawing of Albrecht Dürer—woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The “Spanish marriage", 
woodcut, 1512-1517.
39 Drawing of Albrecht Dürer-woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The meeting of kings in Vienna, 
woodcut, twenty-third historical scene of the Triumphal Arch (middle image in the lower right 
row), 1512-1517.
40 The inevitable conclusion is that Jörg Kölderer introduced the iconographic innovation in those 
compositional sketches which he made for both works in 1507, and which Maximilian himself 
judged and perhaps corrected. Using different arguments F. Winzinger, “Albrecht Altdorfer und 
die Miniaturen des Triumphzuges Kaiser Maximilians l.,’’ Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlun­
gen in Wien 26, 1966, 157-72, esp. 171; E. Egg, “Jörg Kölderer und die Donauschule,” Werden 
und Wandlung. Studien zur Kunst der Donauschule, Linz 1967, 57-62; also F. Winzinger, Die 
Miniaturen zum Triumphzug Kaiser Maximilians I, Graz 1973, 45, reached the same conclusion. 
However, we will probably never know' for sure because these have not cropped up among the 
sketches. In contrast, Meder (n. 35 above), 206, attributed the composition to Dürer, but he 
only examined the Triumphal Arch, and did not consider that the type appears simultaneously in 
the Triumphal Procession, too. R udolf (n. 9 above), 183, suggested that the Weisskunig contained 
a Woodcut known only from a preliminary sketch and a proof which depicts Mary of Burgundy 
offering a piece of clothing to Maximilian, a scene related in meaning to the delivery o f the coat 
o f arms (the clothing would have been the Wappenrock worn by herolds).
41 The program of the ensemble dictated by Maximilian in 1512: Österreichische National 
Bibliotek, HSS, Cod. 2835, published by F. Schestag, “Kaiser Maximilians I. Triumph,,T Jahrbuch 
der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 1, 1883, 154—81, esp. 155-71. 
Drawings on large sheets o f vellum with watercolour were made based on this in the workshop 
of Albrecht Altdorfer between 1513 and 1516. Only the first page and about the second half of 
this so-called Miniature Triumphal Procession have survived, in other words, pages 49 to 109 o f the 
original series, which was still in the possession of the Abbey of St Florian in-the 19th century.
A critical edition of these: Winzinger (n. 40 above, 1973). The entire series can be reconstructed 
from three 16th- and 17th-century copies o f the series; among these, the copy in the Albertina 
especially, catalogued under D.1196, accurately follows the lost original pages, see Winzinger
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(n. 40 above, 1973), 58-59. The sheets were earlier attributed to Jörg Kölderer and his 
workshop. O tto Benesch suggested an attribution to Altdorfer and his workshop, which was 
elaborated on by Franz Winzinger, see idem (n. 40 above, 1966), and idem (n. 40 above, 1973). 
In indentifying the masters, the author o f this essay relies on the latter’s conclusions.
42 Georg Lemberger: The “Burgundian marriage”, 1513—1515 (vellum, watercolour and wash;
455 x 312 mm. Vienna, Albertina), see Winzinger (n. 40 above,. 1973), No. 2. Originally sheet 
no. 49 in the series; the inscription above the scene: “Kaiser Maximilians Heyrat mit der 
Erbtochter von Burgundt”; see in the program, Schestag (n. 41 above), 164: “Item darnach 
sollen zwen zu Roß des kaisers heirat fueren vnnd der Tid also lauten: [/] Kaiser Maximilians 
Heirat mit der Erbtochter von Burgundj.”
43 Albrecht Altdorfer (panels) and Georg Lemberger (the horses): Biscay and the “15 islands", or the 
flag bearers of the coats of arms of the New World and the “Spanish marriage", 1513—1515 (vellum, 
watercolour and wash; 450 x 850 mm. Vienna, Albertina), see Winzinger (n. 40 above, 1973), 
No. 16. Originally sheet no. 63 in the series; inscription above the scene: “Der heyrat mit Kunig 
Philipsen Ertzhertzogen zu Österreich etc. Kaiser Maximili [/] ans Sun mit der Erbtochter zu 
Hyspani.” Cf. the program in Schestag (n. 41 above), 166: “Darnach sollen Zwen zu R oß kunig 
philips heirat fueren vnd der Titel soll also lauten: [/] Der heirat mit kunig philipsen Ertzhertzo­
gen zu Österreich, kaiser Maximilians Sun, [/] mit der Erbtochter zu Hispany.”
44 Carving of the woodblocks for this was begun in 1516, but at the time of the emperor’s death 
in 1519, when work ceased, the series was not yet complete. In its final form it would have 
included—although it was produced in a separate working process—the main scene: Diirer’s 
Grand Triumphal Carriage, which was finally printed from eight woodblocks, and first published 
in 1522, see Kurth (n. 14 above), 312-17 and Meder (n. 35 above), 226-33, woodcut no. 252. 
The publication of the 135 woodblocks: Triumph Maximilians I. (Beilage zum I. und II. Band des 
Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses), Vienna 1883-1884. In 
identifying the masters who drew the compositions for the woodcuts, the author o f this essay 
relies on K. Giehlow, “Dürers Entwürfe fur das Triumphrelief Kaiser Maximilians I. im Louvre. 
Eine Studie zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des Triumphzuges,” Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen 
Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 29, 1910,14-84, esp. 23, no. 3; the carvers were 
identified based on the inscriptions on the reverse side of the blocks in Schestag (n. 41 above), 
177—79. Long inscriptions were planned but never made for each woodcut in the Triumphal 
Procession’, the windows intended for the inscriptions are empty.
45 Drawing of Albrecht Dürer-woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The Little Triumphal Carriage, 
or The Marriage o f Maximilian and Mary of Burgundy, woodcut in Triumphal Procession, 1518, see 
Triumph... (n. 44 above), figs. 89-90; Kurth (n. 14 above), 309-11, and Meder (n. 35 above), 
233—34, woodcut no. 253.
46 Drawing of Hans Springinklee-woodblock of Hieronymus Andreae: The “Spanish Marriage”; 
woodcut in Triumphal Procession, 1518, see Triumph...,(n. 44 above), fig. 105.
47 For the program, see Schestag (n. 41 above), 162-64; in the procession led by the musicians 
“Kaisers Zug des Burgundischen Heirats”, first come the Austrian territories under the following 
title: “Die österreichische lannde”, then the “Burgundisch pfeyffer”, and after that “Die 
Burgundischen Lannde” . At the beginning of this procession, the following inscription would 
have appeared: “Das Edle Hauß von Österreich [/] wie sich das mit Burgunt vergleicht [/] wer 
das will grundtlich wissen han, [/] dem thuens nachgehent Wappen sagen; [/] die Kaiser 
Maximilian [/] durch heyrat hat vermischet schon.” In addition to prescribing the order o f the 
countries depicted, imperial instructions also provided guidance in the dress o f the flag-bearers.
48 The emperor’s musicians are only in the miniature version, in no. 32 of the entire series, the 
Original is lost; the beginning of the procession of the coats o f arms of the emperor’s countries 
and territories: miniature no. 27, the original is lost, see the woodcut Triumph... (n. 44 above), 
fig. 57; the procession of coats o f arms: miniatures nos. 28-41, the originals are lost, see the
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woodcuts ibid, figs. 57—76; the Burgundian musicians: only in woodcuts, ibid, figs. 77—79; 
the procession of the coats o f arms of the Burgundian inheritance: miniatures nos. 42-48, 
the originals are lost, see the woodcut, ibid, figs. 80-88.
49 In the program, see Schestag (n. 41 above), 166, it is the part entitled “Kunig philips heirat.”
In the miniature version, nos. 59-63 of the complete series, published in Winzinger
(n. 40 above, 1973), Nos. 12-16.
50 Ovid, The letters ofheriones, XIII. 84: “Bella gerant alii! Protesilaus amet!”
51 The doubts o f Erasmus (and Thomas More) are discussed and examined in: A. Kohler,
‘“Tu felix Austria nube Vom Klischee zur Neubewertung dynastischer Politik in 
der neueren Geschichte Europas,” Zeitschrift für historische Foschung 21, 1994, 461-82.
52 E.g. N. Vernulaeus, Apologia pro augustissima, serenissima, et potentissima gente Austriaca, Lovanii: 
Apud Franciscum Simonis & Iacobum Zegers, 1635, Cap. IV: De Jure, quo Prouincias suas Austria- 
ci Principes obtinent, & inprimis de Provincijs Austriacis in Germania; Cap. V: De Provincijs Austriaco- 
rum Pnncipum in Belgio, 66: “Maria Burgundica Caroli Audacis filia & omnium eius Provinci- 
arum hagres nupsit Maximiliano Austriaco, qui postea Imperator. Hoc modo sine bello Belgium 
äd Austria? Archiduces peruenit, & Septemdecim Provincial non armis, sed legitimo connubij 
Iure eorum Imperium susceperunt.” Essentially the same as the work published several times 
anonymously: Phosphori Austriaci de gente Austriaca libri tres, Lovanii: Apud Hasredes Coenestenii, 
1665; a newer edition, Vienna 1696.
53 Cf. A. Coreth, Österreichische Geschichtschreibung in der Barockzeit (1620-1740), Vienna 1950, 
66-68; A. Coreth, “Pietas Austriaca. Wesen und Bedeutung habsburgischer Frömmigkeit 
in der Barockzeit,” Mitteilungen des Österreichischen Staatsarchivs 7, 1954, 90-119, esp. 94;
A. Coreth, Pietas Austriaca. Ursprung und Entwicklung barocker Frömmigkeit in Österreich,
Vienna 1959, 12-13. Martin Wamke mentioned that the two images expressing the aspects of 
(fictive) personal happiness of the royal marriage in the cycle o f Maria de’ Medici 
(Henry IV glimpses the portrait o f his wife-to-be, and Maria de’ Medici’s arrival in Lyons, 
the location of the pair’s first personal meeting) were also intended to emphasize marriage’s role 
in achieving peace according to another document: “Die Ehe, das private Glück des Königs, 
mündet in ein politisches Friedenskonzept,” in Laudando praecipere. Der Medici-Zyklus 
des Peter Paul Rubens, Groningen 1993; again: idem, “Laudando praecipere. Der Medici-Zyklus 
des Peter Paul Rubens,” in Nah und Fern zum Bilde. Beiträge zu  Kunst und Kunsttheorie,
Cologne 1997, 170.
54 In the original plan of Maximilian’s sepulchral monument, perhaps a sarcophagus was not even 
included (although many have debated this). In any case, beginning in 1528, when Ferdinand I 
ordered work to resume, a sarcophagus was definitely included in the plans. In the 1550s, 
bronze reliefs showing 24 historical scenes based on the compositional sheets for Triumphal Arch 
were prepared, and the accompanying verses were even translated from German to Latin. Later, 
however, the translator, Dr. Sedl, the chancellor, assembled a new program after a thorough 
study (1560). He wrote that the program should be created by preserving five scenes from the 
original material (including the two marriages and the double engagement o f 1515, see nos. 1,
12, 23), in other words, by adapting the appropriate scene from the Triumphal Arch (“Pictura 
poterit manere eadem, quae ante in Porta honoris” or: “Maneat pictura antiqua”). Finally, after 
a horizontally formatted marble relief was selected instead, Florian Abel drew the individual 
scenes, carved first by his two brothers and later by Alexander Colin between 1562 and 1566. 
O n the more than fifty-year, complicated history of the making of the tomb, see first o f all,
D. R itter von Schönherr, “Geschichte des Grabmals Kaisers Maximilian I. und der Hofkirche zu 
Innsbruck,"Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten Kaiserhauses 11, 1890, 
140-268; V. Oberhammer, Die Bronzenstandbilder des Maximiliansgrabmales in der Hofkirche zu  
Innsbruck, Innsbruck-Vienna—Munich 1935; K. Oettinger, “Die Grabmalkonzeptionen 
Kaiser Maximilians,” Zeitschrift des Deutschen Vereins für Kunstwissenschaft 19, 1965, 170—84;
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E. Scheicher, “Das Grabmal Kaiser Maximilians I. in der Hofkirche,” in Die Kunstdenkmäler 
der Stadt Innsbruck. Die Hofbauten, Österreichische Kunsttopographie, vol. XLVII., ed. I. Höfer, 
Vienna 1986, 359-425; E. Scheicher, “Kaiser Maximiljan plant sein Grabmal,"Jahrbuch des 
Kunsthistorischen Museums Wien 1, 1999, 81-117. O n the history of the marble reliefs and their 
preparation, see H. Dressier, Alexander Colin, Ph.D. diss., Freiburg in Br., Karlsruhe 1973.
55 In Florian Abel’s plan made in the original size (1561; paper, tempera, transferred to canvas;
2095 x 4740 mm; Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Kunstkammer), eight historical scenes 
appear in two rows on the long side visible in the drawing. Among these is the “Spanish 
marriage” on the outer right o f the upper row, with the transferral of the coat o f arms.
See, for example, Werke für die Ewigkeit. Kaiser Maximilian I. und Erzherzog Ferdinand II., 
exh. cat., ed. W. Seipel-M. Rauch, Schloss Ambras, Innsbruck-Kunsthistorisches Museum, 
Vienna 2002, Cat. No. 53 (K. Seidl) for a good reproduction.
56 Helga Dressier identified the drawing of Florian Abel (on. the art market, recendy in Bruxelles, 
Bibliotheque Royale; drawings for the other panels are unknown), see idem (n. 54 above), 47, 
figs. 53, 85. The white marble relief for Florian Abel’s composition-carving of Bernhard and 
Arnold Abel: The marriage o f Maximilian and Mary o f Burgundy, on the tomb of Maximilian’s 
imperial sepulchral monument in Innsbruck, 1562-1563.
57 Composition of Florian Abel-carving of Alexander Colin: The marriage of Philip the Fair and 
Johanna (‘‘the Mad”), white marble relief for the tomb of Maximilian’s imperial sepulchral 
monument in Innsbruck, 1563—1566.
58 The reason often given in the literature (by scholars with a more romantic bent) for the absence 
of any depictions of Maximilian’s second marriage to Biania Sforza in the works commissioned 
by the emperor is that Maximilian did not like his second wife. More practical scholars, 
however, point out she was not o f appropriate rank, and Maximilian, always tight for money, 
was persuaded only by the large cash gift given by Sforza’s uncle, Lodovico il Moro. Conversely, 
one of the reliefs entided Maximilian bestowed the imperial fie f  o f Milan on Lodovico il Moro (which 
appears both in the Triumphal Arch and the Triumphal Procession) indeed belongs to the series of 
depictions showing the acquirement of countries through marriage. After all, this event, which 
took place about one and a half years after the marriage, legitimised Lodovico’s rule over Milan 
and simultaneously registered Milan as a fiefdom of the Holy Roman Empire. The enthroned 
emperor offers the flag of Milan decorated with the biscione, the Visconti family’s snake swallow­
ing a child, to the prince kneeling on the step to the throne. In the relief on the tomb, this 
earlier iconographic formula is expanded to include Bianca seated beside the emperor, while the 
inscription clearly states the event was among the acquirements o f land without bloodshed: 
“DVCTA IN MATRIMON1V BLANCA MARIA, PRINCIPIS MEDIOLANI FI [/] LIA, 
RECEPTOQVE A LVDO: SFORTIA FIDEI IVRAM ENTO, DVCATVS MEDI [/] OLANI 
AD OBEDIENTIAM IMPERII SINE SANGVINE REDVCTVS.” The same appears in the 
program of 1560.
59 See E. Scheicher, “Die Imagines gentis Austriacae des Francesco Terzio,” Jahrbuch der 
Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien 43, 1983, 43-92 for a reproduction of all the panels.
The first edition was published in five volumes beginning in 1558; a second edition was 
published in 1569-1573; Gaspar Patavinus was the engraver.
60 Cf.: J. Ch. Bürgel, “Dies Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön!’ Zum Motiv ‘Love through sight of 
picture’ in der klassischen Literatur des islamischen Orients,” in Von Angesicht zu Angesicht. 
Porträtstudien. Michael Stettier zum 70. Geburtstag, Bern 1983, 31-39; A. Reinle, Das stellvertretende 
Bildnis, Zürich-Munich 1984, 149-51; M. Warnke, Hofkünstler. Zur Vorgeschichte des modernen 
Künstlers, 2nd ed., Cologne 1986, 279-84: A. Dülberg, “Das Gothaer Liebespaar. Braut- und 
Hochzeitsbildnisse des 15. Jahrhunderts,” in Jahreszeiten der Gefühle. Das Gothaer Liebespaar und 
die Minne im Spätmittelalter, exh. cat., ed. A. Schuttwolf, Schlossmuseum Gotha, Ostfildern—Ruit 
2008, 126-36.
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61 A. Blunt, “A series o f Paintings illustrating the History of the Medici Family executed for Marie 
de’ Medici,” The Burlington Magazine 109, 1967, 492-98, 562-66. Among the images, seven- 
including all four marriage depictions—were in the Collection of the Earl o f Elgin, Broomhall, 
Fife, from the early 19th century, and are now in the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh. 
According to the 1627 record of payment in Florence, the painting of the marriage of Catherine 
de’ Medici and Henry (II) was painted by Francesco Bianchi Buonavita, the marriage of 
Francesco de’ Medici and Johanna .Habsburg by Jacopo Ligozzi, the per procurationem marriage of 
Henry (IV) to Maria de’ Medici by Jacopo da Empoli, and the marriages of Louis (XIII) to the 
Infanta Anna of Austria, and Philip (IV) to Isabella by Valerio Marucelli.
62 The two paintings copied in a horizontal format were originally painted in 1600 by Jacopo da 
Empoli for the decoration of the Palazzo Vecchio in honour of the marriage by proxy of Maria 
de’ Medici o f Florence and Henry IV, see A. Marabottini, Jacopo di Chimenti da Empoli, Rome
1988, 198-99, Cat. No. 38, figs. 286-87 (Cat. F3). The second was considered lost, but has 
since resurfaced and was acquired by the Uffizi in 2006: F. de Luca, Le nozze di Maria de’ Medici 
con Enrico IV. Jacopo da Empoli per Vapparato di Palazzo Vecchio, Florence 2006. K. Weber und
J. Müller Hofstede, ‘“Non si fa niente contra la verita’: Historischer Schauplatz und ikonogra- 
phische Inszenierung im Vermählungsbild von Rubens’ Medici-Zyklus,” Wallraf-Richartz- 
Jahrbuch 51, 1990, 131-63, interpreted the pictures as representative depictions of marriage in 
which Rubens, who waS present at the 1600 marriage by proxy in Florence, followed the special 
traditions of Florence in painting the sposalizio image in the cycle o f Maria de’ Medici. Warnke 
[(n. 53 above, 1997), 160-99] who reproduced one of the sposalizio woodcuts from the 
Weisskunig and a similar relief from the tomb o f Maximilian, called this interpretation into 
question. Blunt (n. 61 above), fig. 21. pubished a sketch (paper, oil, Oxford, Ashmolean 
Museum) showing an unidentified pair in the “first meeting” . Marabottini rejected the attribu­
tion of the work to Jacopo da Empoli, but no identification of the scene is presently known.
63 J. R . Martin, The Decorations for the Pompa Introitus Ferdinandi, London-New York 1972,
66- 100.
64 Drawing and engraving by Theodoor van Thulden from the sketch by Peter Paul Rubens: Front 
of Philip’s Arch, erected as part of the decoration in honour o f the Cardinal-Infante Ferdinand of 
Habsburg’s 1635 march into Antwerp, engraving, published by Jan Casper Gevaerts /  Casparius 
Gevartius in his Pompa Introitus honori serenissimi principis Ferdinandi Austriaci Hispaniorum Infantis
S. R. E. Card. Belgarvm et Bvrgvndionvm gvbematoris etc: a S. P. Q. Antwerp, decreta et adomata [...], 
Antwerp 1642, 25, reproduced by Martin (n. 63 above), fig. 16.
55 Drawing and engraving by Theodoor van Thulden from Jacob Jordaens’ painting based on the 
sketch by Peter Paul Rubens: The marriage of Maximilian of Habsburg and Mary of Burgundy, 
engraving, published in Gevartius (n. 64 above), 25; reproduced in Martin (n. 63 above), fig. 21.
66 According to Martin (n. 63. above), 76, Rubens preferred for the formula for depicting the 
Roman Emperor the so-called junctio dextrarum scheme over religious depictions of marriage.
The junctio dextrarum can be seen on numerous period coins and money, and examples were 
even found in the private collection of Rubens. The formula was first examined in the literature 
in an analysis o f Peter Paul Rubens’ 1609 painting, Self Portrait with Isabella Brant in a honeysuckle 
bower /  Het geitenloofprieel (Munich, Alte Pinakothek), and was believed to be derived from 
Alciati’s Matrimonium emblem. See H. Kauffmann, “Rubens und Isabella Brant in der 
Geißblattlaube,” in Formjmd Inhalt. Kunstgeschichtliche Studien Otto Schmitt zum 60. Geburtstag ... 
dargebracht, ed. H. Wenzel, Stuttgart 1950, 257—74; W. Schöne, Peter Paul Rubens Die 
Geißblattlaube Doppelbildnis des Künstlers mit Isabella Brant, Stuttgart 1956. Rubens used this motif 
twice in showingjuno and Jupiter holding hands in the Maria de’ Medici cycle. But, in all of 
these junctio dextrarum scenes, the pairs are shown seated.
67 The image portraying the marriage of Philip the Fair to Johanna was constructed from these 
same elements: the pair is also shown holding hands, but they are not facing each other. Instead
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they stand side by side, as if Philip is leading his bride in front o f Providence and Time, which 
appear opposite.
68 Gerrit van Honthorst, Allegory o f the marriage o f Frederik Hendrik of Orange lo Amalia van Solms, 
1650 (canvas, oil; 321 x 756 mm), see J. R . Judson, Gerrit van Honthorst. A  Discussion of
his Position in Dutch Art, The Hague 1959, No. 124; H. Peter-Raupp, Die Ikonographie
des Oranjesaal, Hildesheim—New York 1980, No. 22, 142, fig. 13; R . Judson—R. E. O. Ekkart,
Gerrit van Honthorst 1592-1656, Doomspijk 1999, No. 173 and fig. 92.
69 In the literature, attempts have been made to discover the iconographic antecedents o f the 
pictures in the Orange Hall in Rubens’ cycle of Maria de’ Medici, although the “first meeting” 
scheme does not appear there (see, below). The two bending palm trees as the emblem of a 
harmonious marriage originate with Piero Valeriano, which Judson (n. 68 above), 124—25, 
addresses in the literature. Beatrijs Brenninkmeyer-De Rooij, wrote that the antecedents of 
the images are more obvious in woodcuts showing the decorations in honour of the Cardinal- 
Infante Ferdinand’s march into Antwerp than in the Maria de’ Medici cycle. In the painting of 
Prince William II o f Orange and Mary Henrietta Stuart’s arrival on shore, she specifically traces 
the closed doors o f the Janus temple and the sea creatures in the foreground to these woodcuts, 
idem, “Notifies betreffende de decoratie van de Oranjezaal in Huis Ten Bosch. Uitgaande van
H. Peter-Raupp, Die Ikonographie des Oranjezaal, Hildesheim/New York 1980,” Oud Holland 
96, 1982, 133—90, esp. 165—76. A 1641 woodcut (thus published one year earlier than the 
woodcuts depicting the decorations for the march into Antwerp) o f the marriage of Prince 
William II and his wife follows the “first meeting” scheme (in the foreground on both sides 
we see the two sets o f royal parents on their thrones): Peter-Raupp (n. 68 above), 117, fig. 54, 
reproduces this work, but does not discuss the antecedents or the history of the painting by 
Isaac Isaacsz (presumably in Amsterdam). (More recently the woodcut was reproduced in 
Oranien. 500Jahre Bildnisse einer Dynastie, exh. cat., ed. U. Schögl, Österreichische National­
bibliothek, Vienna 2002, Cat. No. 38.)
70 The material presented here is a considerably abbreviated chapter o f the author’s 2003 Ph.D. 
dissertation, Eötvös Loränd Tudomänyegyetem, Budapest, see E. Szentesi, Birodalmi patriotizmus 
h  honi regisegek. A z  egykorü oszträk hazafias törteneti festeszetrol szolo irasok Josef Honnayr lapjaban 
(1810-1828). I. KisMet a hazafias törteneti festeszet megteremtisere az Oszträk Csäszärsägban 
(1808-1813), although it contains some new information. The dissertation advisor was Ern6 
Marosi. Reader’s opinions and the defense of the dissertation were published in Müveszettörteneti 
Ertesito LIV, 2005, 196-204. In the original dissertation this discussion was an excursus 
attempting to interpret Anton Petter’s 1813 picture entitled Maximilian Habsburg’s first meeting 
with his bride Mary of Burgundy in Ghent in 1477 (Graz, Landesmuseum Joanneum, Neue 
Galerie). The direct iconographic antecedents o f the Petter image is an engraving in the 
so-called Fugger’scher Habsburg Ehrenspiegel, printed in Nuremberg in 1668. About this work 
see E. Szentesi, “Az ügynevezett Fugger-fele Habsburg Ehrenspiegel,” in Jankovich MikISs 
(1712-1846) gyujtemenyei, exh. cat., ed. A. Mikö, Magyar Nim zeti Galeria, Budapest 2002, 




“CUIUS HEC EST EXEMPLARIS FIGURATIO” 
Questions about an illustrated page from the Tolhopff Corvina
Art historical literature containing more than a brief m ention o f the T olhopff C or­
vina1 is scant.2 As one o f  the contributors to the catalogue o f the exhibition Ural- 
kodok es corvinäk (Potentates and Corvinas},3 I examined the W olfenbüttel material in 
the microfilm collection o f  the Library o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences 
(Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia), including the microfilm of Johannes Tolhopff s 
Stellarium , 4  although this manuscript was not on the list o f items to be exhibited. 
At that point it became clear that in addition to the incipit page, which was fre­
quently reproduced, though perhaps not convincingly interpreted in every detail, 
the codex contained other notew orthy illustrations and initials.5 Years passed be­
fore 1 obtained better black and white negatives in place o f the microfilm, which 
was unsuitable for a m ore thorough study. Recently some colleagues called my 
attention to an internet site displaying the codex and a good quality DVD o f the 
illustrated material.6
According to biographical information, Johannes Tolhopff was residing in 
Buda in 1480, w hen he wrote the Stellarium for King Matthias.7 The style o f the 
title page and initials clearly show that the manuscript was not only written there, 
but illuminated, too. The stylized floral ornamentation o f the frame and the figural 
compositions enclosed in a medallion are analogous to two Trapesuntius Corvina 
title pages,8 both painted in the royal workshop o f Buda.
The figure on folio 6r (fig. 1) has no stylistic analogies in the codex painting 
o f Buda. Several elements in the manuscript, such as the shape and colour o f  the 
Sun on the title page, the drawing and technique o f the composition dedicated to 
the position o f the Sun, and finally certain components o f the planetarium page are 
definitely related to this page in question, which seems to prove that the entire 
codex was a unified production.
The natural colour o f  the vellum in folio 6r serves as a background to the three 
vertical and four horizontal green lines which divide the illustration into six, al­
most square, units. The vertical row  o f squares nearest the spine contain the cent­
rally placed letters “S G M ” . Their meaning may be secundus, gradus, and mi nut urn.9 
One, two or four images o f  coins are placed along the vertical lines, while three 
squares contain additional coins floating in the center. They were made with black
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ink and brash gold. The legends and the coins themselves provide enough clues 
to identify fairly securely their issuers.10 The coin earliest in chronological order 
is that o f  the Hungarian King Sigismund. The 'obverse o f  the golden florin shows 
in the picture field a three-sided, round-bottom ed shield divided into four quar­
ters. In the fields, the Hungarian coat o f arms and the Luxemburg lion can be seen. 
The legend appears in capitals: “ + SIGISMVNDI*D*G/ *S *LADISL/AVS»REX 
•R ‘VNGARI(?)” . The picture and the legend are almost precisely the same as on 
the gold florin minted by King Sigismund from 1402 to 1437.11 The reverse o f the 
gold florin shown depicts St Ladislas w ith nimbus. The king’s head is decorated 
with a leafy crown. He wears a body-tight, hip-length tunic with a row  o f central 
buttons, a weapon belt, knee-length, pleated skirt, and stockings. H e has a long 
cloak draped over him, fastened with a clasp or buckle at the right shoulders. The 
cloak forms a pronounced, curved pleat from his left elbow to the opposite shoul­
der. In his right hand, Ladislas lifts a hatchet, while his left hand swinging out 
from the elbow, holds an orb with cross.12 This image w ith the legend in capitals 
“ •S *LADISL/AVS*REX”13 appears in the picture field in question in Stellarium. 
The current identification o f the coin however is called into question by the mint 
mark “R - R ” on both sides beneath the arms o f Ladislas, which better resemble 
the marks on coins o f King Matthias minted by Peter Schaider in Körmöcbanya 
(Kremnica, SK) between 1452 and 1470.14 This circumstance causes no problem 
because this type o f coin representing St Ladislas appeared from the time o f Louis 
the Great until 1480 with only mild modifications. In fact, its reverse could also be 
found on gold coins o f King Matthias which had the obverse appearing in the 
corvina in question. Since the cloak w orn by the St Ladislas figure on the coin 
issued by King Matthias is sometimes fastened with a clip at the center o f his 
breast, and w hen clasped at the right shoulder the pleat is less pronounced and 
narrower than that found in the Sigismund coins, a Matthias coin could, not have 
been used as the model for the depiction in the T olhopff manuscript. At the most, 
we may assume the draftsman was more familiar with the newer mint mark than 
the older one. The obverse o f the early M atthias-period version o f the St Ladislas 
coin contains a rounded, quartered shield, w ith the Hungarian stripes, the double 
cross, the coats o f arms o f the Hunyadi family (with raven) and that o f the C ount 
o f Beszterce (with lion).15 The legend, written in with capital letters mixed with 
uncials, reads: “ +M AThIAS*DG*R*VNGARIE” . A later version o f this coin 
shows the Bohemian-Luxemburgian, in place o f the Hunyadi lion.16 Issues o f 
King Matthias’ coins included the form depicted in the codex, although the leg­
end differs.17 The legend captured in the codex is entirely in capital letters and is 
shorter than its prototype: “+  M ATHIAS •D»G*R*VNGARIE” . Among King 
Matthias’ early gold coins one more is recognizable in the Stellarium: an early 
veiled M adonna type.18 The central field o f the coin is occupied by a seated Ma­
donna with a swaddled Child Christ in her left arm. The figures w ith their faces 
almost touching, the taut, pronounced pleats at the knees o f the Virgin, and the 
legend “MATH1/AS*D*G*R” can be traced to two o f King Matthias’ golden
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1. Johannes TolhopfFs Stellarium, Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, 
Cod. 84. 1. Aug. 2°, fol. 6r
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florins.19 Several variations on this M adonna are know n from King Matthias’ 
coins, but the Child held in the left arm appeared only in later coins.20
Besides coins o f  Hungarian kings those o f other foreign dignitaries also appear 
on the same folio. The coin with the legend “+ R E X *FE R T IN A N D V S...” ap­
pearing all in capitals shows a king facing forward w ith an open crown, shaved 
face, and short, wavy hair. The neckline o f his garment is decorated with a pattern 
o f circles.21 The coin most resembles the granos o f Ferdinand I o f Aragon (1458— 
1494) o f Naples, although there is a m ore simplified form o f that.22 Clearly dis­
cernible on this coin is the round-bottom ed shield decorated w ith a leafy tree 
rising from a small hill.23 The legend reads: “ +PAPA*SISTVS III(I)*” . The image 
on this coin appears on the obverse o f the gold quarto o f  Pope Sixtus IV (1471— 
1484) o f the R overe family, w ith the addition o f a papal tiara and keys. The legend 
shows a further divergence from Sixtus’ gold coins with the words, written in 
capitals, shown in the reverse order.24 The last coin on this page shows the profile 
portrait o f  a young man25 with a well-proportioned head turned to the left and 
framed by short hair. His garment has a high, tight neckline, w ith the breast deco­
rated in lilies and the sleeves plain. The letters “»I«” and “»G*” which flank his 
head are not m int marks, but rather refer to the child Giangaleazzo Maria Sforza 
(1469—1494), prince o f Milan from 1476, as does the legend written in capitals, 
“+•I•G •M •D V X •M ED IO LA N I•” . Regents ruled in place o f the child. Numerous 
portraits o f the prince are know n from coins, medals, marble reliefs and paintings. 
This impression, however, cannot be concretely connected to any o f these, but 
the master o f the prototype o f this image must have drawn elements from more 
than one o f them, and above all reproduced their Renaissance style.26
At the bottom  o f  the preceding page is the inscription: “Cuius hec est exem- 
plaris figuratio” . Unfortunately, the text above it offers no clues to deciphering 
these words. The direction in which the figure is to be viewed is not even clear. 
Historical events during the decades w hen the work could have been made simi­
larly provide little explanation for the selection o f  coins. In fact no historical, fam­
ily or astronomical connections could be found between the coins chosen, al­
though the efemerides, which relates to 1463 and the semi-circle o f Buda (f. 7v), 
may prove a suitable starting point for astronomical approaches. Statistics also offer 
no assistance. King Matthias leads with six coin impressions. O f  these, four show 
the veiled M adonna with the Matthias legend. O n  one o f them  we can see the 
stamp design w ith the Hunyadi lion, while on another there is the Bohemian lion. 
T w o images in the codex may also come from one coin.27 King Matthias is fol­
lowed by Sigismund in terms o f quantity. Both the obverse and the reverse o f  a 
gulden from among the coins minted by Sigismund as king o f Hungary is shown, 
creating a complete unit.28 The obverse appears yet again and the reverse appears 
two more times. King Sigismund is thus represented by five depictions o f coins. 
King Ferdinand I o f Aragon appears w ith two obverses o f coins, just like Gianga­
leazzo Maria Sforza o f Milan. The reverse o f Pope Sixtus IV’s coin also appears 
twice. W hether the obverse or reverse side o f the coin was m ore important is not
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certain, although the name o f the issuer was indisputably essential. The only 
exception to this is King Sigismund’s gold piece w ith the figure o f St Ladislas.
Finally, more than one question concerning this page o f the manuscript has 
remained unanswered. Introducing and discussing the codex is nevertheless w orth­
while for several reasons. First, scholars o f different disciplines might be inspired to 
further thoughts. Second, the page itself is very valuable as the earliest work de­
picting Hungarian coins. As such, despite the m inor mistakes and forms and the 
careless execution o f the texts, the master o f this illustration carried out a task not 
to be underestimated for his time—the copying o f contemporary coins. This 
achievement is particularly laudable if we compare it to Adam Berg’s w ork Neu 
Müntz-Büech published in 1597 by the Antwerp printer-publisher Christophe 
Plantin. This book examines-for the first tim e-primarily Hungarian impressions 
from the era o f King Matthias, and one hundred years later still did not manage to 
depict coins more accurately than the Stellarium miniature.29 The draftsman o f the 
Neu Müntz-Büech can be reproached not only for blurring some words o f the leg­
ends, but for completely om itting the legends’ forms, too. In addition, around 
1480, miniaturists from Italian centres began incorporating contemporary numis­
matic artifacts into the families o f antique medals, coins, and gems; thus the en­
deavors o f  Tolhopff and the Buda workshop was up-to-date. Finally, this page 
provides some insight into the circulation o f coins in the royal court o f Buda 
around 1480, and into the court’s coin collection, too.
N o tes  .
1 Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Cod. 84. 1. Aug. 2°.
2 The text is unpublished. K. Csapodine-Gärdonyi, “Tolhopff Jänos, Matyas kiraly csillagäsza,” 
Magyar Koyvszemle 100, 1984, 336-37, 340, indicates earlier related literature and offers a concise 
discussion of the content; for a codicological survey, see Cs. Csapodi, The Corvinian Library. 
History and Stock, Budapest 1973, no. 664; On the history of the manuscript, see idem,
“Die Corvinischen Codices in Wolfenbüttel,” Aus den Schätzen der Herzog August Bibliothek, 
ed. P. Raabe, Frankfurt am Main 1972, 41-42; O n the title page, see K. Csapodine-Gärdonyi 
as above, 338-40; idem, “Die Wolfenbüttler Tolhopff-Corvina,” in De captu lectoris, 
ed. W. Milde-W. Schuder, Berlin-New York 1988, 88-194; Cs. Csapodi-K. Csapodine- 
Gärdonyi, Bibliotheca Cotviniana, Budapest 19904, no. 208 (with illustration).
3 T. Wehli, “Negy wolfenbütteli corvina,” Uralkodik is corvinäk, exh. cat., ed. O. Karsay,
Orszägos Szechenyi Könyvtar, Budapest 2002, 103—05, and Cat. Nos. 49, 50, 53, 54.
4 Budapest, Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia Könyvtära, Mf337/III. _
5 K. Csapodine-Gärdonyi (n. 2 above, 1984), 338-40 has dealt most thoroughly to date with the 
title page and identified most o f the images enclosed in laurel wreathes, but neither she nor her 
successors managed to answer all the questions. These are dealt with below without aim at 
completeness.
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Her interpretation of the upper right medallion cannot be considered decisive, as the image 
cannot be declared with absolute certainty a symbolic depiction of the Old and New 
Testaments. Some uncertainty surrounds the identification o f figures in the lower left medallion, 
too. W hether the figures are King Matthias, Johannes Corvinus, and Johannes Tolhopffis 
debatable. For example, it is strange that the figure described as King Matthias does not wear a 
crown, while Ptolemy and Alphonse the Wise do. At the same time', however, the head of a 
lion can be discerned on the shield, which was known to be an emblem of King Matthias at that 
time, such as in Jänos Zsämboki’s work Emblemata (Antwerpen, Plantin, 1564, 161, see 
Budapest, Magyar Tudomänyos Akademia Könyvtära, R M  III, 172). The description o f the 
frame ornamentation omits the discs depicting the Sun and the Moon respectively, although the 
presence of these majestic celestial bodies in a book on the planets was not coincidental. The 
opening R  initial is also open to reinterpretation. For example, the fish could not refer to the 
zodiac sign Aquarius, although King Matthias was born under that sign, since the codex contains 
no zodiac depictions. Even if the fish did represent Aquarius, the owl facing forward, which 
forms the stem of the letter requires explanation. (This bird adorns the borders o f the image 
from the Zsämboki volume, too.) The upper part o f the letter, also clearly contains a 
representation of the four elements, while the figure of an old man with his arms raised can be 
discerned in the circular space between the stem and base of the letter. He could embody the 
microcosm, as in an illustration in Johannes Scotus’ 1503 edition of Gregor Reisch’s Margarita 
Philosophica. See < http://www.clendening.kum c.edu/dc/rti/popularculture 1503 reischl.jpg>.
A closer analogy appears on the title page of Haechts en de Jode’s MiKpOKÖQlOQ, Parvus Mundus 
published in Antwerp in 1579 by Plantin. Here too the four elements appear with a male nude 
encased in a circle as a symbol of the microcosm, see < http://ww w.dbnl.org/tekst/ 
groo028visi01-01/groo028visi01ill01.gif>. A similar, c. 1175 composition of man and the four 
elements as microcosm is known from Herrad of Landsberg’s Hortus Dcliciarttm. O. Heinemann 
in his Die Handschriften der Herzoglichen Bibliothek zu  Wolfenbüttel, I—II. Abteilung, Wolfenbüttel 
1894—1903, no. 2866 mentions-but not describes-not only the title page, but miniatures, 
astronomical depictions, and gilt and painted initials; Csapodi-Csapodine-Gärdonyi 
(n. 2 above), no. 208 mentions the illustration on f. 25v—26r; idem, KSdexek es nyomtatott 
könyvek Magyarorszägon 1526 elott, vol. 2., Budapest 1993, no. 2802.
Here follows a brief introduction to the codex from the perspective of book illumination, as the 
literature on this is meager. In addition to a meticulously composed title page, the volume 
contains painted initials and gilt-painted illustrations on a gold background. The following 
description is limited to a survey of these features. The scribe used red ink for the chapter titles. 
In the text, the red and blue initials indicate the beginnings of chapters and the more important 
parts o f the text. The initials and the illustrations: Ir: border decoration, R(em...) 9 lines; 2v: 
U(niversus...) 3-4  lines. 5v: C(onsueverunt...) 3 lines; 6r: illustration to the chapter beginning 
De Tabularum Mediorum Moruum Celestum mobiHum Institutione ...; 6v: 0(rdinamus...)
4 lines; 14r: M(otum ...) 4 lines; 15v: S(tatio ...) 3 lines; 16v: V(erum ...) 3 lines;
(the page number sixteen mistakenly appears twice) 16r: chapter title on the previous page:
“De veri loci Solis”-full page illustration. The carefully rendered depiction corresponds 
to the image of the Sun on the tide page; 16v: V(erum...) 3 lines and chapter title;
“De vero loco lunae”; 17r: illustration to the chapter title; 17v: V(erum ...) 3 lines and 
chapter title: “De vero loco Mercurii”; 18r: illustration to the chapter title; 18v: V(erum...) 
Chapter title: “De vero loco Veneris”-depiction on the lower half o f the page; 19r:
S(tellarum ...) 3—4 lines; 20r: H(actenus ...) 3 lines—chapter title: “De vero loco planetarum in 
ordine ad octavam speram”—illustration; 20v: A(nnus...); 25v-26r: celestial globe: two page 
illustration. The earth and around it the seven planets framed in a medallion. In the outer
f
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sphere angels and saints appear in groups of three (Trinity?). The illustration is the work of 
a steady hand.
6 < http://diglib.hab.de/mss/84-l-aug-2f/start.htm>; I am grateful to Dorottya Gäspär and Edit 
Madas for the former, and Orsolya Karsay for the latter.
7 Csapodine-Gärdonyi (n. 2 above, 1984), 355.
8 1. C. Ptolemaios, Magna compositio (G. Trapezuntios’ Latin translation), Vienna, Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek, Cod. lat. 24; Most recent publication, with earlier literature: Matthias 
Corvinus und die Bildung der Renaissance. Handschriften aus der Bibliothek und dem Umkreis des 
Mathias Corvinus aus dem Bestand der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, exh. cat.,
ed. E. Gamillscheg—B. Merisch—O. Mazal, Vienna 1994, Cat. No. 30. (with illustration). 2. 
Rethoricorum libri, Budapest, Orszägos Szechenyi Könyvtär, Cod. lat. 281, see 
Csapodi-Csapodine-Gärdonyi (n. 2 above), no. 25. (with illustration). On the stylistic 
connections of the three codices, see Csapodine-Gärdonyi (n. 2 above, 1984), 340.
9 I am indebted to Dorottya Gäspär for her interpretation. I also consider the signum, gradus, 
meridian solution possible.
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11 Nos. 9, 10. See L. Huszär, Miinzkatalog Ungarn von 1000 bis heute, Budapest 1979, Nos. 572, 573
(with illustration).
12 Ibid, no. 573 and esp. no. 574.
13 Nos. 7, 14, 18.
14 Huszär (n. 11 above), nos! 673, 675 (with illustration).
15 No. 3., ibid, nos. 674, 675 (with illustration).
16 No. 17,
17 Huszär (n. 11 above), no. 673.
18 Nös. 1, 4, 15, 19. On the use of this type within the period 1471-1481, see L. Huszär,
“Mätyäs penzei,” in Mätyäs kiraly emlekkönyv sziiletesenek ötszdzadik evfordulojära, ed. I. Lukinich, 
Budapest 1940, 560.
19 Madonna figure, see Huszär (n. l l  above), nos. 679 (with illustration), 658 (with illustration); 
legend, see ibid, no. 687 (with illustration).
20 Ibid, no. 686 (with illustration).
21 Nos. 8, 13.
22 Corpus Nummorum Italicum. Catalogo generale delle monete medievali e moderne coniate in Italia o da 
italiani in altri paesi, vol. XIX. Italia meridionale cöntinentale, Napoli, Parte I., Rome 1940, pi. VIII. 
8 /R , no. 856.
23 Nos. 2, 5, 11, 12.
24 Corpus Nummorum Italicum (n. 22 above), vol. XV. Roma, Parte I., Rome 1934, pi. XVI, 1, 
no. 106.
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25 Nos. 8, 13.
26 For coins most closely analogous, see: Corpus Nummorum Italicum (n. 22 above), 
vol. V. Lombardia (Milano), Rome 1914, pis. IX /13/A , no. 17, IX /17/A , no. 24.
27 Nos. 1 and 3 may represent the two sides of the same coin.
28 Nos. 3, 7.
29 J. Btiza, “Negyszäz eves a müncheni ’New Müntz-Büech’,” Numizmatikai Közlöny LXXXXVI- 
LXXXXVII, 1997-98, 47. I am thankful to Csaba Toth for calling my attention to the study 





THE HEIR. THE ROLE OF JO H N  CORVINUS 
IN THE POLITICAL REPRESENTATION OF MATTHIAS 
CORVINUS, AND AS PA T R O N  OF THE ARTS
O n 20 April 1502, in the Palazzo Ducale in Venice, Doge Leonardo Loredan and 
the members o f the Maggior Consiglio received John  Corvinus (1473—1504), who 
had been admitted among the Venetian nobility in 1497. John was just returning 
from a pilgrimage to Loreto. The special honour was a message not only to the son 
o f a former enemy (King Matthias), but to an accomplished military commander 
who, as ban (banus) o f Croatia and Slavonia, was, like the Venetians, under con­
stant threat from the Turks. John  stayed at the palace o f the Este o f Ferrara on the 
Canale Grande, where the Signoria put up high-ranking foreign guests.1 It was a 
strikingly similar level o f  pom p as was laid on for the same man, John Corvinus, 
on 28 May 1485, when, four days ahead o f his father King Matthias, he led the 
ceremonial entrance to the captured city o f  Vienna.2
T he life o fjo h n  Corvinus, reflected in his artistic representation and his artistic 
patronage, is divided in two by one tragic event, the death o f  his father, Matthias 
Corvinus. Until 1490, he was a central figure in Matthias’ display o f  power; only 
in the second phase o f  his life did he undertake patronage on his own account, 
naturally w ith m uch m ore modest means.
I .
It was probably in February-March 1470, w hen he was 27 years old and already a 
w idow for six years, that King Matthias m et the pretty com m oner from Stein an 
der Donau in Lower Austria, Barbara Edelpöck, during his abortive meeting in 
Vienna with Frederick III, possibly in the whirl o f a carnival ball. O r perhaps he 
strayed into Stein during an excursion. W hat is certain is that he took the girl with 
him when he returned to his Buda palace. O n  2 April 1473, Barbara gave birth—in 
Buda, according to his biographer, Gyula Schönherr, or in Pozsony (Bratislava, 
SK), according to R ichard Perger—to a son who was christened after his Hunyadi 
grandfather Janos (John), ham mer o f the Turks.3 Six months later, on 13 N ovem ­
ber 1473, in the queen’s castle in Diosgyor, Matthias issued a German-language(!) 
charter granting to his lover a stone house in Besztercebanya (Banska Bystrica,
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SK), a mine and a farm, as well as six villages close to the tow n in Zolyom  (Zvo- 
len, SK) county. Subsequently, Barbara probably raised her son in the queen’s 
tow n of Besztercebanya, far from the court, although the royal father also visited 
his son on his first birthday. In 1475, prior to the arrival o f Beatrice o f Aragon, the 
king’s fiancee, Barbara was obliged to leave Hungary: King Matthias purchased for 
her the castle estate o f Enzersdorf near Vienna. Barbara even married and bore her 
husband two children, the half-siblings o f  John Corvinus.4 This latter visited his 
m other in Enzersdorf on 29 O ctober 1482, and w hen King Matthias also w ent to 
visit his former mistress on 25 N ovem ber 1484, during the Austrian War, he prob­
ably brought his son with him .5 Barbara w ent to Buda in autumn 1489 to face an 
accusation o f witchcraft, Beatrice having claimed that she was the cause o f  the 
queen’s barrenness, and she was summoned to an inquiry by the Papal legate.6 
Barbara Edelpöck made a will in Vienna on 19 September 1491, in which she left 
her house in Besztercebanya to her son: “liebn Sun und herrn hertzog Hannsn” .7
After 1475, John was raised by his grandmother, Erzsebet Szilägyi, and after 
1477, by a Humanist teacher chosen by Matthias, Taddeo Ugoleto (c. 1448—1513) 
o f Parma, w ho spoke perfect Greek and had formerly (1475—1477) been professor 
in Reggio Emilia.8 There is a report o f the education o f John Corvinus by Naldo 
Naldi, w ho claimed that Ugoleto taught him trivium, astronomy, astrology, law 
and statecraft. He taught him  the poets and the Latin historians, and John was able 
to read the poets and the orators in Greek.9 Besides being responsible for John 
Corvinus’ Humanist training, Ugoleto was Matthias’ librarian and the procurer o f 
the new codices from 1487 onwards.
As the years passed following King Matthias’ marriage to Beatrice o f Aragon 
on 22 Decem ber 1476, it became increasingly clear that the young queen was 
sterile, and Matthias faced one o f the greatest blows that can befall a king: he had 
no legal heir. In a charter o f 21 O ctober 1479, he mentions John as,D uke o f 
Lipto (Liptov, SK) and C ount o f Hunyad, “our only born child” and conveys the 
sadness o f a king forced to renounce the succession. But it also includes the state­
m ent, often to be repeated, that Q ueen Beatrice had given her consent to the 
grant o f these titles.10 Matthias had originally intended to give the prince to the 
Church, as Charles I, King o f Hungary (fl342) had his illegitimate son, and 
in 1480, at Matthias’ request, Sixtus IV appointed John administrator o f  the 
Bishopric o f Gyor. But a letter written by Albrecht, Margrave o f Brandenburg 
in 1481 conveyed the news—clearly originating from the Hungarian court—that 
Matthias intended John to succeed him on the th rone.11
Matthias granted his son m ore and m ore estates during the 1480s, the earliest 
being a large complex o f dwelling houses in the Buda Castle District. In 1481, the 
aristocratic Garai line came to an end with the death o fjob , and Matthias granted 
to John the enormous Szerecsen House, later know n as the Garai House, which 
looked on to two streets. According to a description o f 1412, on the east, there 
was a two-storey wing looking on to Olasz (now Orszäghäz) street, and on the 
west, a three-storey wing on Mindszent street (now the north end o f Uri street),
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1: Portrait o f John Corvinus around 1487
Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, 12441.
with large halls and the family chapel on the upper floors. The Clarissa convent 
was later built on the site. In 1502, John undertook before the chapter o f Zägrab 
(Zagreb, C R ) to grant the buildings to Boldizsär Batthyany, who was in his service 
and later became vice-ban o f Slavonia (1509), but title was never actually trans­
ferred. After Jo h n ’s death in 1504, the property was inherited by his wife Beatrice 
Frangepan and their children Erzsebet and Kristof, who died in 1505 and 1508 
respectively. After Beatrice herself died in 1510, her husband o f  one year, Georg 
von Brandenburg, was granted title to the Hunyadi estate, including this house, by 
King Wladislas II (3 March 1510). John Corvinus was ow ner o f  the complex for 
13 years, but there is no record o f any building activity during that tim e.12
The grant o f the house was one o f the earliest moves in Matthias’ new policy 
o f patronage: from that time on he gave to his son nearly every estate which fell
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vacant through death or confiscation. But as the num ber o f his estates grew, so did 
that o f his enemies: the king could not acquire new supporters through granting 
estates, and faced growing discontent. O n  8 April 1482 (a few days after the 
prince’s ninth birthday), Matthias conferred on him the family’s prime residence, 
the castle o f Vajdahunyad (Hunedoara, R O ) from which they took their name. 
It is in that charter that the prince is first referred to as John Corvinus.13
The grant almost certainly set off a new period o f Late Gothic construction in 
Vajdahunyad, probably starting with the completion o f the new gate tow er and 
continuing w ith the reconstruction o f the new western, oriel-w indowed frontage 
o f the palace range. The hanging keystone design o f the vaulting o f the outer pas­
sage-similar to some details o f  the Benedictine Abbey Church o f Pannonhalma— 
dates the w ork to the 1480s.14 It must also have been in the late 1480s that the 
inner mural on the outer wall o f the Matthias Loggia on the Gold House was 
made, w ith disc-and-ribbon decoration on the pillars, a hunting scene and pairs o f 
figures in the spandrels.15 All o f these can therefore be placed in the period when 
John Corvinus was owner, but probably King Matthias, or even more likely Erzse­
bet Szilagyi, gave the instructions for the building.
Pietro Ransano, Bishop ofLucera, wrote the history ofjanos Hunyadi in 1453, 
and it was here that the fiction o f Hunyadi’s origins among the ancient Corvinus 
clan first appeared. This was used for the surname o f the illegitimate son, as we 
have seen, from 1482. The Humanists quickly realised the boy’s political im por­
tance (being one o f Matthias’ most sensitive points): in 1485, Galeotto Marzio 
wrote a book for John Corvinus on King Matthias’ brilliant, wise and amusing 
sayings and deeds.16 Bartolommeo Fonzio also dedicated one o f his Saxettus po­
ems to John, written at the end o f the corvina o f his works (now held in W olfen­
büttel).17 Aurelio Brandolini Lippo also wrote a dialogue on a comparison bet­
w een the republic and the kingdom (De comparatione reipublicae et regni),^although 
this was only completed after Matthias’ death (John Corvinus was one o f the pro­
tagonists),18 and in late 1486, after the successful siege o f the casde o f R etz in 
Austria, Bonfini presented to King Matthias his book on the origins o f the C orvi­
nus family (De Corvine domus origine libellus). Although the latter was lost, Bonfini 
included the essence o f  the text into the third Decas o f  his Rerum Ungaricarum 
decades, (Liber IX. 215-285).19
In the final years o f Matthias’ reign, the Corvinus legend, the final, glorious 
period o f the Corvina Library, and John Corvinus’ position as co-ow ner were all 
factors in the issue o f John Corvinus’ succession and became the central themes o f 
royal policy, particularly o f politically directed artistic display,20 Evidence o f the 
political significance o f the Corvina Library is its prominence in the agreement 
made on 17 June 1490 between John Corvinus and the royal council: “Similiter 
etiam Bibliothecam pro regni decore exstructam libris exhauriri non patiatur, sed 
universos libros ibidem relinqui faciat, liceat tamen eidem cum consilio et revi- 
sione Praelatorum et Baronum, aliquos pro suo usu de illis recipere et de bibli— 
otheca extrahere.”21
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PRAECLARA1NSIGNIA NEX V  -Q v a e i o t v m v i c e r e  o r b e mQVAE V IN C E  RE N V L L I C  O N T IG IT E T N E IP S IS  SECVM CERTARE D A R E T V R -F e r f e t v a i v n g i  v o l v e r v n tFATA G A T H  ENA:
2. Marlianus corvina, title page with two coats o f arms, after 1487
Volterra, Biblioteca Guamacci, Cod. lat. 5518. IV.49.3.7 (after Schönherr [n. 1 above])
The Corvinus name and the legend o f the Corvinus-family origins m e a n t^  
much to the young prince, as borne out by his use o f an ancient gem as one o f his 
seals.22 And just as Bonfini considered the eagle holding a wreath in his beak be­
side the figure o fjup iter on Constantine the Great’s follis, John Corvinus also used 
as one o f his seals an ancient gem depicting the eagle o fjup ite r.23 Humanists in 
Hungary, such as Mihaly Kesztölczi and Jänos Megyericsei often used ancient gem 
seals.24
King Matthias strove to present his son to the outside world as heir to the 
throne. This was behind his sending his son ahead o f  him  into Vienna on 28 May 
1485, after the city’s capitulation (on 23 May), as reported by an eye-witness, the 
doctor Johannes Tichtel. During his one-day visit, John went round the main 
points o f the city and visited baths. O n  1 June, he jo ined his father on his proces­
sion into the city, and on 6 June they received Vienna’s oath o f  loyalty. Bonfini 
also records a joust between the young prince and a knight. The city also held a 
ball in the Regensburgerhof in honour o fjo h n  Corvinus in I486.25
Matthias soon—in O ctober 1485—followed the capture o f Vienna with the 
siege o f W iener Neustadt, but took it only on 17 August 1487. After the ceremo­
nial review, Matthias entered the city with his wife like a victorious R om an em ­
peror.26 Bonfini, who describes the capture o f W iener Neustadt in the foreword 
to the Philostratus corvina, does not highlight the prince’s role, but that o f the 
queen and Ippolito d ’Este.27 The frontispiece o f the codex, however, is a double 
tide page, on the left, a portrait o f King Matthias in the style o f  the medal portraits 
o f N ero and Hadrian, between w hom  he appears, and on the right, the initial N  
clearly represents a young man in a crown, almost certainly Prince John. H e stands 
on a triumphal chariot drawn by two horses and surrounded by soldiers, among 
them  two bound prisoners, and in the background the image—as imagined in Flor­
ence—o f the captured city and its churches. The miniaturist o f the codex .has been 
identified by Edith Hoffmann as Boccardino il Vecchio o f  Florence, and this at­
tribution has been accepted in the history o f Florentine miniature painting.28 Ac­
cording to Ilona Berkovits, a portrait o fjo h n  Corvinus appears in the lower right 
hexagonal picture o f the marginal decoration (opposite Bianca Maria Sforza).29 
John almost certainly appears on the title page o f the Didymus corvina (fol. 2r), on 
the left, above the kneeling figure o f Matthias;30 on fol. 82 o f the Breviarium of 
the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, to the right o f Matthias, and disputedly, indeed 
with low  probability, on the title page o f volume III o f the Florence Bible (fol. 
2v), as the mysterious youth with lily decoration on his clothes.31 Ulrich Middel­
dorf claims to have discovered Jo h n ’s portrait in the guise o fjo h n  the Evangelist 
in the chancel o f  the S. Maria delle Grazie in Milan, and according to Jolän Ba- 
logh, he is represented on the title page o f the codex containing Brandolini’s Dia- 
logus de comparatione Reipublicae et Regni, in the illustration o f the protagonists o f the 
dialogue.32
O n 25 N ovem ber o f the same year, 1487, John Filipec, Bishop o f Varad 
(Oradea, R O ) and privy counsellor, signed in Milan the agreement for Prince
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Jo h n ’s per verba de presenti marriage to the 16-year-old daughter o f Duke Gian 
Galeazzo Sforza, Bianca Maria Sforza, who would have brought with her one o f 
the largest dowries in Europe.33 In the introduction to the ceremony, the court 
Humanist Gianfrancesco Marliani (later archbishop o f Milan) made an address in 
praise o f Hungary and the two families entering into the marriage bond. The 
Neapolitan ambassador also attended the ceremony, and another eye-witness, the 
Papal nuncio Giacomo Gherardo, wrote in a letter that it proceeded with royal, 
rather than ducal pomp: “omnes ornatu et cultu non tarn ducali quam regio” .34 
The oration was set into a separate corvina, now  held in Volterra: Epitalamium in 
nuptiis Blancae Mariae Sfortiae et Johannis Corvini, 3 5  O n its title page (2v) is written: 
IV N CTA  V N O  HAEC FULGENT 
PRAECLARA INSIGNIA NEXV:
QVAE T O T V M  V ICERE O R B EM  
QVAE V IN C E R E  NVLLI 
C O N T IG IT  ET NE IPSIS SECVM 
C E R T A R E  D A R ETV R :
PERPETV A IVNGI V O LV ER V N T 
FATA CATHENA:
Above the inscription, the coats o f arms o f the two houses, linked by a ring, 
are each enclosed in a laurel wreath, and the ribbons winding around them  are 
jo ined by a knot in the centre.36 At the beginning o f the text, an initial contains 
one o f the most famous portraits o f King Matthias (5r). Mario Salmi and W ilhelm 
Suida have attributed the painting o f the codex to Ambrogio Preda (Ambrogio de 
Predis).37 The binding is damaged, but the missing centre and corner decorations 
are suspected by the Csapodi couple to have been coats o f arms, and by Di Pietro 
Lombardi, portraits.38 The codex was in Tuscany by the late 16th century, and 
passed into the ownership o f Pirro Lisci o f Volterra in 1592.39 According to Bon- 
fini, Marliani was in Vienna on 5 May 1488 and presumably presented the codex 
to the king and his son then.40 The poet Bernardo Bellincioni wrote a sonnet to 
Bianca Maria Sforza on the occasion o f the engagement.41
John Corvinus had clearly taken his love o f books from his father and from 
Ugoleto; proof o f this is his gift o f an early print o f Virgil, made in Florence in 
.1487, to his bride Bianca Maria Sforza. It is presently held in Innsbruck.42 And it 
was John w hom  the D uke o f Milan, Giangaleazzo Sforza, approached when he 
wished to borrow  a Festus codex from the Corvina Library, or from Ugoleto. 
During these exchanges (or earlier), m ight have also arrived the four codices dec­
orated with the coat-of-arms o f Francesco Sforza to Buda, then they came back 
from Istanbul to the University Library.43
A customary accompaniment to royal proxy marriages was a portrait o f the 
other party. The half-figure portrait o f the then 14-year-old prince was probably 
made for his marriage to Bianca Maria Sforza, probably to rebuff the intrigues o f 
Beatrice, who tried to frighten off the bride by allusions to his ugliness. It has long 
been disputed w hether the portrait is the work o f an Italian or northern artist.
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Given Jo h n ’s location at the time, it was probably painted in Vienna, and so the 
painter may have been Austrian or German, and most recendy Miklos Boskovits 
has ascribed it to the circle o f Michael Pacher.44 The prince’s headgear is a wreath 
of red dianthus barbatus (Sweet William), the symbol o f  marital fidelity and fertili­
ty.45 A blue precious-stone pendant, bearing a raven with a ring in its beak and 
surrounded by seven pearls, hangs from his left ear. T he painter has placed a crown 
and a cross-shaped pendant to Jo h n ’s left, a reference to his hopes for a regal fu­
ture. O n  his right there is an aigrette calpac (not a bracelet) in the form of a stylised 
bird’s feather and a sword w ith the Hunyadi arms on the hilt.46 These were all 
probably real artefacts.
O n  14 April 1482, Matthias pronounced his son dux Lipthoviensis, granting 
him  the C ounties o f  Lipto, Arva and Turoc, followed a year later w ith the 
royal dom ain o f Säros. T he enorm ous grants o f  land were preparing John  for 
succession to the throne. The count (comes) o f these four counties (and also those 
o f  Abauj, U ng and Zem plen to the east) was Mate Kis o f Cece, w ho later gave 
his life for his master.47 Szilard Papp has pointed out that the construction o f  the 
Lipto Franciscan friary at Okolicsno was connected most o f all w ith Matthias, 
and judged from the coat o f  arms identified in. the north  chapel, w ith  Cece. 
Matthias therefore started the building, but the w ork continued in Jo h n ’s name 
and using his revenues, and the inscribed years 1489 and 1490 indicate the com ­
pletion phase.48
Okolicsno was paralleled by what is perhaps John Corvinus’ most important 
act o f artistic patronage, the reconstruction o f the Pauline friary in Lepoglava 
(CR). Matthias’ two favourite religious orders were the Paulines and the Francis­
cans, so it is logical that Jo h n ’s other privileged monastery was Pauline.
According to Bonfini, John donated several church artefacts to the Fehervar 
provostal church, which is Matthias’ burial place, upon Matthias’ death: a cross set 
w ith precious stones, goblets set w ith precious stones, a gold cup, candle-holders, 
cups, and a monstrance: “Dominico, deinde basilice huius antistiti rite sacrificanti 
a Corvino duce oblata pretiosa munera, imprimis crux solida gemmataque ex obri- 
sa affabre facta, quam quinque et quadraginta aureorum  milibus venisse predi- 
cabant: item  gemmate phiale et pelvis aurea, candelabra, calices, eucharistie taber- 
naculum, omnia e puro solidoque auro confecta lapillorumque m ultorum  varietate 
discinillantia.”49 H e also donated to the Basilica silver statues (statue argentee) made 
for his father, and twelve sets o f church vestments.50
II.
John Corvinus’ hopes in the contest for the throne fell apart very quickly after King 
Matthias’ death. The dissipation o f his father’s treasures—the books o f the Corvina 
Library—started with John’s own actions. W hen his followers (including Lorinc 
Ujlaki and Zsigmond Emuszt) persuaded him  to remove himself from Buda in 1490
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and have himself crowned in 
Fehervar, he loaded Matthias’ 
treasures-gold and jewellery, 
heirlooms, corvinas, charters 
granting him his domains—on 
to carts, and after losing the , 
battle ofCsontmezö (or Sarviz) 
in the county o f Tolna on 4 
July, the carts were looted by 
the army of Emuszt or Istvän 
Bäthory, the remainder being 
returned to Buda. Bonfmi and 
Tubero both m entioned the 
loss o f treasures there.51
John inherited the Erlan­
gen Bible, a version of.the Bi­
ble for personal use, which 
had once belonged to John 
Hunyadi.52 After his death, it 
passed to his wife, Beatrice Frangepän and her second husband Georg von 
Brandenburg, who had it taken, together w ith the Hunyadi archive, to 
Ansbach.53
John lost possession o f many prized items o f Matthias’ treasury as pledges or in 
lieu o f repayment o f debt, such as the Matthias Calvary, the Corvinus drinking 
horn, etc. The Matthias Calvary was among treasures which John pledged to 
Tamäs Bakocz for 5200 florins (charters o f 30 May and 31 July 1494) and which 
ultimately passed into Bakocz’s possession.54 Matthias’ monstrance passed first to 
his son, then to Jakab and Läszlo Rosälyi Kun, and through Peter Päzmäny to the 
treasury o f Esztergom Cathedral.55 The Corvinus Drinking H orn may also have 
belonged to Matthias, but was donated to the Esztergom Cathedral treasury by 
John Corvinus.56
The promise o f  the throne o f Bosnia came to nothing, and John had to make 
do with the banate o f Croatia and Slavonia. He had nearly as much pow er as M at­
thias had wanted to secure for him  from Frederick III in 1489 (this was the pessi­
mistic version). John  was forced to compromise with the barons and Wladislas.57 
Jo h n ’s prospects narrowed after 1490, and he faced constant financial problems. 
From that time on, his patronage was mainly confined to the territory o f Slavonia 
and Croatia. H e presumably carried on building in his own castles and in his ca­
pacity as ban he reinforced the castles o f the south-west border country.
O ne o f Jo h n ’s building projects for which there is a record in the charters is 
that o f the Jasztrebarszka (Jastrebarsko, H R ) castle (castellum) in Zägräb County. 
Mätyäs Gereb had built a tim ber fortress here, w ith a wide moat, between 1483 
and 1489. John demolished this in 1502 and built a new  castle'in the interior o f
3. Lepoglava, ground plan of Pauline friary 
(Horvat [n. 65 above], 5.)
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the village. This must have been o f more substantial proportions, because the 
sources refer to it as a castrum in 1524.58
Gyula on the Great Hungarian Plane was another important family castle. 
Matthias granted this to his son in 1482, for w hom  it may have been the prime 
residence, a source o f indubitable reliability, Ferenc Scherer claiming that it was 
where the family treasures were held in 1492.59 In the third phase o f construction 
o f the building, John—or, according to Istvan Feld, his widow Beatrice Frangepan— 
made additions around 1500, and the latter moved in together with her daughter 
Erzsebet Corvinus in 1506 or 1507. This is when the courtyard was filled in w ith 
the north-east range, and probably w hen the ground floor pillars o f the passage 
around the castle courtyard were erected.60 John also had other dealings w ith the 
town: Gyula is crossed by several streams, and he obliged the inhabitants to main­
tain the bridges.61 Less is known of the Slavonian and Croatian castles he lived 
in—Bihacs (Bihac, Bosnia and Herzegovina) and Krapina (CR). His son Kristof 
was born in Bihacs in early August 1499, an d joh n  Corvinus spent the summer o f 
1504 in Krapina, from where he set off on his last campaign.62
The most outstanding product o f John Corvinus’ patronage is the Pauline fri­
ary at Lepoglava in the County o f Varasd founded by Herm ann o f Cilli—Ci7ie, 
Ortemburge Zagorieque comes—in honour o f the Virgin Mary around 1400 (Schön­
herr dates it to 1398). A charter issued in Varasd (Varazdin, C R ) by H erm ann’s 
grandson Ulrich o f Cilli on 15 October 1455 also mentions the foundation.63 The 
church was already standing in 1415, and the Chapel o f the Holy Spirit was com ­
pleted in 1462. In 1481, the building burned down during a Turkish attack; for 
the period in office o f György, Pauline prior, John Corvinus rebuilt the friary 
in 1491, placing it approximately in parallel with Okolicsno. John chose the 
Lepoglava church as his burial place.
The Liber Memorabilium parochiae Lepoglavensis mentions John as the founder: 
“Q uod cum post vastationem a Turcis grassantibus causatam in misero statu exis- 
tere observasset, ad Restaurationem hujus Claustri benignum  anim um  adjecit, ut 
propterea in hoc Principe Lepoglavense Monasterium novum  Fundatorem et Be­
nignum Restauratorem  perpetua gratitudine reveri debeat. Restaurationem  vero 
hanc primo aut secundo post M ortem  Parentis sui anno opere complevit circiter 
anno vulgari 1491 aut 1492.”64
There have been several archaeological excavations in the building in recent 
decades. These were carried out by the archaeologists o f the Czech State Institute 
o f M onum ent Care (Statni tistav pamatkoue pece) between 1991 and 1993, and by 
the archaeologists Marko Radigovic and Taj ana Plese (Hrvatski, restauratorski zavod) 
in 2003—2004. The friary was rebuilt in the 17th century, leaving the Gothic 
church largely intact, but with the addition o f a new Baroque west facade, furnish­
ings and murals. The excavations found the medieval friary building which con­
nected to the church from the north, w ith foundation walls o f three sides o f  a 
somewhat smaller building than the present cloister, and the Chapel o f the Holy 
Spirit in the east wing, the end wall o f which makes up three sides o f an octagon.
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The church consists o f  a single nave 
with a net-vault, an elongated, star- 
vaulted chancel ending with three 
sides o f an octagon, and three chap­
els extending the south side o f the 
nave.65 This follows the arrange­
m ent o f  most Pauline monasteries 
and churches in historic Hungary 
(among others in the territory of 
today’s Croatia).66
In 1505, John  Corvinus or his 
w idow donated to the Lepoglava 
friary a gilded silver cross contain­
ing relics o f the cross: “Crucem  
magnam pro sacro ligno sanctissi- 
mae crucis dom ini” , m entioned in 
the 1687 inventory o f the church’s 
treasures. Jolän Balogh identified 
this with Matthias’ reliquary cross, 
which the king had carried in front 
o f him in the ceremonial proces­
sion as he w ent to war.67 John and 
his wife also donated a silver m on­
strance, which the 1687 inventory 
mentions thus: “Monstrantia ar- 
gentea tota et inaurata, turriculis et 
variis exornata statuis” .68
These pieces have since disap­
peared, but a Late Gothic m on­
strance donated by John Corvinus 
to the Pauline friary in Lepoglava 
was transferred to the treasury o f 
Zagreb Cathedral, the Riznica, in 
1495, and has remained there ever 
since.69 Above the lobed base and 
the polygonal nodus decorated with 
little tracery windows, the ringed 
ciborium and the “arm’” projecting 
from it consisting o f two arcs support, on four columns, a triple baldachin, under 
which are three statues on bases: St Catherine o f Alexandria with "a broken wheel 
on the left, St D orothy with a basket to the right, and a Mettercia group in the mid­
dle: St Anne with the child Virgin Mary and Christ child. The baldachins have 
turrets at the top, and in the centre canopy there is a putto on each side gable field
4. Corvinus monstrance, Zagreb, before 1495 
Riznica zagrebacke katedrale, Inv. br. 1. 
(after Kultura pavlina [n. 64 above])
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and the resurrected Christ at the front, 
a flag in his hand, above him a medal­
lion in relief o f  the coronation o f 
Mary. The point o f the highest, cen­
tral turret is topped by the figure o f 
Christ hanging on the cross, flanked 
by figures o f  Mary and St John  the 
Evangelist on the side-turrets.70 The 
inscription Mithzeth prope Zomes on 
the base has been scratched on later—in 
the 16th or 17th century, and proba­
bly refers to the M indszent friary near 
Balatonszemes.71 The monstrance was 
purchased from the Lepoglava Paulines 
by Zagreb Cathedral for 400 forints in 
1897. John  Corvinus and Beatrice 
Frangepan also gave other artefacts to 
the Lepoglava friary: two silver chal­
ices set w ith precious stones and with 
patens, two other silver chalices with 
patens, a silver censer, four chasubles 
w ith pearls, a humeral veil w ith pre­
cious stones, “Phialam cum Tussorio 
magnam argenteam” , and a gilded sil­
ver chalice with silver candelabra, 
“Scyphos argenteos inauratos cum 
candelabris argenteis” . The records 
show that all o f these goldsmiths’ 
works were sent to Frater Petrus o f 
Lepoglava by Pater Nicolaus the Ab­
bot General o f the main Pauline friary 
at Szentlorinc near Buda, and it is pos­
sible that many o f them  were origi­
nally donated by King Matthias 72 
The w ritten sources also m ention 
other goldsmiths’ works. In the dis­
pute between John Corvinus and Ja- 
kab Szekely, there is a mention o f two 
necklaces and a jewel which John 
pledged to Szekely for the extraordinarily large sum of 11,000 florins, and freehold 
title to castles o f  Wynnycze (Vinica, C R ) and Trakostyan (Trakoscan, C R ), pledged 
for the sum o f 16,000 florins, also passed to Jakab Szekely for the sum o f 27,000 
florins.73 Even m ore interesting is a charter in which King Wladislas II orders that
5. John Corvinus’ tombstone, Lepoglava, former 
Pauline church, 1505. (Photo by Pal Lovei, 
1987: Budapest, Photo Archives of the 
National Office for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage, Inv. No. 141.780N)
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three goldsmiths’ works pledged by John Corvinus to the Zagreb chapter be re­
deemed by Beatrice Frangepän’s second husband, Georg von Brandenburg. These 
(possibly from King Matthias’ treasury) are: a clock, whose base and little columns 
are o f  pure gold (“horologium  vnum  cum Vtraque Base et columnulis ex puro 
auro factis conclusum”), a seashell set in gold and plated with pure gold at the 
edges (“Concham  marinam, in.labio similiter puro auro confectam”), and a brace­
let, set with gold, pears and precious stones (“armillam vnam similiter auro, gem- 
mis et lapidibus preciosis confectam et ornatam”).74
A Humanist school formed at Lepoglava during John’s time. It was in existence 
between 1503 and 1526. Its successor operated between 1582 and 1637, and in 
1645, even the Pauline philosophical faculty founded in W iener Neustadt (Austria) 
moved to Lepoglava.75 Besides Lepoglava, John also supported the reconstruction 
o f the Franciscan church at Atyina (Vocin, C R ) in Körös County, Slavonia, in the 
1490s, in conjunction with Wladislas II. Like his father, then, he assisted the Fran­
ciscans as well as the Paulines. The vaulting o f the nave and that o f the south side’s 
easternmost chapel are> related to the spatial-curve vaults o f the Franciscan monas­
tery church in Visegrad. This implies that a workshop familiar w ith the designs o f 
Benedikt R ied and Hans Spiess o f  Bohemia worked in Visegrad and Atyina.76
It was not only in connection with Lepoglava that John Corvinus contem ­
plated his father’s and his ow n salvation: on 24 February 1503, Provost M arton 
and the chapter o f the Lesser Provostal Church o f the Virgin Mary, also know n as 
the Provostal C hurch o f  St Sigismund, in Buda Castle, acknowledged that John 
Corvinus had restored to them  the tow n o f Eszek (Osijek, C R ) and promised in 
return that they w ould sing a mass o f the Conception o f  the Blessed Virgin every 
Saturday for the souls o f King Matthias, Prince John and their descendants.77
John inherited his father’s and grandfather’s military prowess, and exhibited it 
in his batdes w ith the Turks. In O ctober 1504, setting out from Krapina Castle, he 
clashed again w ith the Turks, but died o f plague on 12 O ctober.78
In accordance w ith his final wishes, his w idow buried him in the Lepoglava 
Pauline Church and donated to the Friary, besides the gold candelabra, Matthias’ 
red cloak, two chasubles w ith pearls, w om en’s clothes, the large cross with relics 
o f the Holy Cross m entioned above, chalices and other ecclesiastical vessels. His 
gravestone in the church, however, was ordered not by Beatrice Frangepän, but 
by Janos Gyulai, vice-ban o f  Slavonia, which may explain its simplicity and infe­
rior material. Schönherr, on the basis o f the inscription and the use, according to 
the 18th-century history o f the order, o f the w ord tumba in the original inscrip­
tion, proposes that the tombstone was originally the lid o f a sarcophagus.79 
“Haec tenet arcta D ucem  tumba Joannem  [Corvinum]
Mathiae, qui stirps inclyta Regis erat.
Strenuus hie armis, partaque m undo triumpha 
Plurima post victor diem clausit extremum.
Anno Christi ter quingentesimo quarto 
Die Octobris 12. Joannes de Gyula fieri fecit.”
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Pal Lovei considers it possible that the inscription ran around the frame o f the 
tom bstone.80 The carved sandstone form er sarcophagus lid, which now measures 
188 x 80.5 cm (Schönherr puts it at 190 cm long and 82.5 cm wide) has a repre­
sentation o f John in armour, a full standing figure with a flagstaff with lance point 
in his right hand, and a sword and emblazoned shield in the left. In 1650, the stone 
was laid into the floor and wore dow n completely over the centuries. In 1824, 
C ount Janos Eszterhazy had the tombstone placed in the north wall o f the chancel. 
Jo h n ’s son Kristof Corvinus, Matthias’ grandson, w ho died at the age o f six in 
1505, was also buried in the church. Shields and a flag were m ounted on the wall 
at the funeral, and John Corvinus’ tombstone was made in 1505.81
O n 13 Decem ber 1507, three years after Jo h n ’s death, his widow Beatrice 
Frangepan, “in castro nostro Hunyad” donated seven Varasd County villages 
to the Paulines on the condition that they sing mass every day in honour o f the 
Virgin Mary and for the salvation o f her husband and her son Kristof, w ho are 
buried in the Pauline Basilica in Lepoglava. She also specified that the vicarius and 
at least 20 monks should live in the friary.82 Gregory, Pauline Abbot-General, 
showed his gratitude for the many gifts presented by John and Beatrice when, in a 
charter o f 22 N ovem ber 1508, he admitted the w idow into the fraternity o f  the 
Pauline order.83 It was a similar gesture to that o f Gregory, Superior o f the Paulines, 
w hen he admitted Erzsebet Szilagyi (the m other o f King Matthias) into the con­
fraternity o f the Pauline order in 1472.84
The century-long history o f the Hunyadi family came to an end w ith John 
Corvinus. His life after 1490 was above all constrained by the struggle against the 
Turks on the southern borders, for w hich he still occupies a fitting place in the 
historical memory, especially in Croatia.85 A plaque above his tombstone hails 
him thus:86
“Anno Dom ini Millesimo, quingentesimo quarto.
Octobris duodecima die, hora undecima nocturnali,
Heros ultimos dies, Joannes Corvinus clausit extremos,
Sub eremo corpus ad Claustrum Lepoglava tumulare iussit.
Aspice rem  charam, bini hinc inde cingunt gloriosae Virginis aram:
D ux Joannes, et filius eius Christophorus, quibus assint gaudia trina.
Et sequitor, dum  licuit, tua dum  viguit regia o Joannes potestas
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Pal Lövei
RENAISSANCE IN RED AND WHITE 
The use of coloured stone 
in Hungary at the turn of the 16th century
Internationally, the most recognized w ork o f Hungarian Renaissance architecture 
is the Bakocz Chapel, built largely between 1506-1-0. Constructed as the burial 
place for the archbishop o f Esztergom, cardinal Tamas Bakocz (fl521), it was 
originally adjoined to: the southern side o f the medieval cathedral o f St Adalbert, 
and today it forms a part o f the 19th-century cathedral o f Esztergom.1
A classical Renaissance structure, this chapel rivals the best Italian monuments. 
Its Italian stylistic origin, however, cannot account for certain features related to the 
fashioning o f the entire w ork and its details, in particular the unusual use o f materi­
als: the crimson-red marble wall covering.2 This characteristic can be explained by 
examining the categories o f conformity and individuality:3 the wall covering o f the 
building, a reflection o f Bakocz’s individual choices, is an exceptional example o f 
adhering to a 300-year-old local tradition, a consequence o f conforming to the 
decorative principles o f the interior o f St Adalbert’s cathedral, built in the period o f 
King Bela III (1172—96).4 W e should not forget, however, given its impact on 
contemporaries, the result o f this seemingly delicate conformity, it was highly suit­
ed to the self-representation o f the archbishop, who aspired to the papal throne. 
As the Viennese humanist, Ursinus Velius, remarked in 1527, in the cathedral o f 
Esztergom, “sacellum conditum  est sumptis ingenti Thomae Cardinalis antistitis 
Strigoniensis illustre parietibus ex porphyrietico lapide” ,5 that is, the chapel’s red 
marble, in Humanist thinking, had become comparable to porphyry used by 
antique emperors. In any case, it also certainly matched the original intentions o f 
King Bela III, who was raised in the court o f the Byzantine emperor.
T he red marble wall covering o f the Bakocz chapel gives way to another kind 
o f stone in just one section: the carved altar by Andrea Ferrucci (fig. 1), made o f 
white marble, and presumably installed nearly a decade after the rest o f the chapel 
was completed. This is not the only example o f two different coloured stone ma­
terials used during the Jagiello period in Hungary. Krisztina Havasi collected clas­
sicizing compositions showing angels holding a coat o f arms encircled by a wreath 
and definitely or presumably made o f red and white stone.6 In Gyulafehervar 
(Alba Iulia, R O ), above the entrance to the Läzoi chapel, two angels hold the coat 
o f  arms o f the Transylvanian bishop Laszlo Gereb. This work is carved o f red
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1. Andrea Ferrucci: Altar o f the Bakocz Chapel in Esztergom, 1519
(Photo: National Office for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Budapest)
marble and is inserted into a facade entirely made o f  limestone. In Nagydobos in 
Szabolcs-Szatmar County, a red marble fragment with the coat o f arms o f the 
Perenyi family was discovered, and the place where the different coloured arms o f 
angels probably w ould have been is visible. A similar, Renaissance w ork origi­
nally assembled from several pieces was also located in Eger. Its fragments, belong­
ing to an angel relief, were made o f a marble-like, whitish stone.
In addition to relief works, there were also sarcophagi assembled from red 
marble and bright coloured stones. The sarcophagi erected by Benigna Magyar for
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her first and second husbands, Pal Kinizsi (fl494), the great military commander 
and vanquisher o f  the Turks under King Matthias I (“Matthias Corvinus” , 1458— 
90), and Mark Horvath o f Kamicsac (fl508), ban o f Croatia respectively, both had 
red marble lids decorated w ith figures, while the side slabs containing relief work 
were carved from yellowish marl found in the environs o f Buda (fig. 2).7 The base 
o f one o f the sarcophagi was also made o f red marble. In front o f the main altar o f 
the provostal church o f Szepeshely (Spisska Kapitula, SK) stood the tomb o f the 
palatine Imre Szapolyai ( f l  487), while the tom b o f the palatine Istvän Szapolyai 
(f 1499) was located in the centre o f the Corpus Christi chapel. Only their red 
marble lids have survived. As it is known from Miklos Jankovich’s 1818 descrip­
tion, the sides o f  the sarcophagi were covered in red and white marble.8 The ar­
chitect, Jänos Sedlmayr, recognized the Renaissance-profiled, red marble lid frag­
ments and elements o f the base (the location and points o f insertion o f the bronze 
tomb sculpture are clearly visible on the lid) o f  the sarcophagus o f Orbän Nagy- 
lucsei (fl491), the bishop o f  Eger, in the storage facility o f the Eger museum.9 
Restorers at the museum reconstructed the sarcophagus by binding the pieces 
together with masonry painted white. W ithout realizing it, they may have been 
recreating the sarcophagus’ former appearance, assuming the other monuments 
m entioned above are indeed analogous. M oreover, if  we accept this reconstruc­
tion as valid, then among the fragments o f the lapidary only a composition o f an­
gels holding a wreath or coat o f  arms, published by Krisztina Havasi and m en­
tioned above, could have decorated the long side o f the sarcophagus. Italian anal­
ogies to this appeared just as frequently in 15th-century funerary art as among
2. Composite reconstruction o f Pal Kinizsi’s (fl494) sarcophagus in Nagyvazsony, 
Istvan Eri-Janos Sedlmayr (Photo: Author)
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3. Tabernacle o f Andras Nagyrevy, before 1507,
Budapest, Inner City Parish Church 
(Photo: Author)
architectural ornam ents.10 W hether the above m entioned ensemble o f angels be­
longs to this sarcophagus or not, the tomb of Nagylucsei is most likely the first 
Renaissance funerary m onum ent par excellence to have survived, if  only in frag­
ments, in the territory o f medieval Hungary. In the future, we should consider 
that materials o f different colours may also have been used in sarcophagi o f which 
only the red marble lids can be identified today.
. The earlier tomb from Szepeshely shows this m ethod o f decoration had ap­
peared in the Carpathian Basin by the Matthias period. Among' the Renaissance 
stone carvings o f  the royal palaces o f Buda and Visegräd are a sizeable num ber o f 




4. Interior o f the Sigismund Chapel, 1519—33, Cracow, Wawel Cathedral (Photo: Author)
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The stone material from Hungary was obviously carved there, while it is reason­
able to presume the majority o f white marble works were im ported from Italy, 
although there is increasing evidence o f the use in Eger and Diosgyor o f  marble­
like raw materials from the Biikk M ountain region.12 Certainly, during the fur­
nishing o f the palace chapel o f Visegrad, carvings o f  both red and w hite marble 
were used, and even the im ported Italian white marble tabernacle may have been 
placed in a red marble frame carved in H ungary.13 Somewhat later, a similar kind 
o f colour com bination—but with opposing arrangement—was used in the taber­
nacle made in 1497 for the cathedral o f  St Emmeram in Nyitra (Nitra, SK) during 
the tenure o f  bishop Antal Sankfalvy (1490—1501). T he central part was made o f 
red marble, while the frame was made o f marl from the environs o f Buda.14 The 
two tabernacles o f  the parish church o f  dow ntow n Pest—one erected sometime 
before 1507 by the parish priest Andras Nagyrevy, bishop o f  Therm opylae and 
vicar o f Esztergom, and the other by the city o f Pest in 1507—were made o f  the 
same two kinds o f  stone material (fig. 3).15 Just as the frame for the m ore valuable, 
im ported Italian white marble middle section was carved from  local stone in 
Visegrad, in Nyitra and Pest the m ore expensive and distinguished hard red lim e­
stone (quasi marble) was used for the carving o f the middle, while the frame was 
made o f marl.
A lthough it is not certain if this work was kept in Buda, the royal court have 
possessed a pair o f portraits showing King Matthias and his queen Beatrice in 
white relief w ith dark green jasper background inlay, building on the tonal con­
trasts o f light-dark stones.16 Very likely, the original inspiration for the use o f  an 
ensemble o f coloured stones was found in the palace o f Buda, just as the invention 
o f the monum ental inscription in gilt bronze letters in the Bakocz chapel may have 
had its roots in King Matthias’ palace in Buda.17
R ecent research has shown the use o f  red marble and white stone together in 
wall coverings or in interior architectural features took place in Hungary in the 
two periods preceding the Renaissance. The first was during the rule o f Bela III 
(1172—96) and his two sons, Imre (1196-1204) and Andras II (1205-35), largely 
between 1180 and 1220,18 producing the palace and the cathedral o f St Adalbert 
in Esztergom,19 the royal castle o f O buda,20 the Porta speciosa o f the Benedictine 
monastery o f  Pannonhalma,21 and some ornate disks, an inlaid tomb o f a knight, 
and the sarcophagus o f Gertrude, the queen consort, in the Cistercian abbey o f 
Pilisszentkereszt.22 The second period took place during the reign o f  Louis the 
Great (1342—82), yielding the sepulchral baldachin in the northern side aisle o f the 
provostal church in Szekesfehervär,23 and perhaps in the Angevine sepulchral 
chapel on the southern side,24 as well as in the tomb o f Louis’ predecessor, the 
Polish ruler Casmir the Great (fl37 0 )25 in the W awel Cathedral o f Cracow. All o f 
these works were intact and visible, as best we know, during the later Matthias and 
the Jagiello periods, w hen this fashion apparently regained some currency, as the 
examples m entioned earlier suggest. This immediate trend in the preference o f 
materials may have led to the unusual observation o f  the Dominican nun, Lea
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5. Sarcophagus ofBishop Jan Konarski, 1521, Cracow, Wawel Cathedral 
(Photo: Author)
Raskai, in medieval Hungarian source materials. She notes that the gravestone o f 
St Margaret o f the Ärpad dynasty ( f l 270 or 1271) on Margaret’s Island in Buda 
was carved from red marble, while the sepulchral m onum ent, constructed later, 
was o f white marble. Raskai found it important enough to refer to this fact in the 
contemporary translation o f the Legend o f Margaret.26
The pairing o f red marble w ith white stone in the sepulchral art o f the Polish 
Renaissance was popular from the early 16th century. The Polish king Sigismund 
I (1506—48) became acquainted with Hungarian Renaissance works during his 
travels as a prince. After the death o f his first wife, Barbara (1515), whose father, 
the palatine Istvan Szapolyai, was buried at Szepeshely, Sigismund had a burial 
chapel for his family built onto the southern side o f  Cracow’s W awel Cathedral. 
The plans o f Bartolommeo Berrecci were used, w ho was presumably invited from 
Hungary to Poland. The structure, erected between 1519 and 1533, is Renais­
sance in style with a dome and central ground plan similar to that o f  the Bakocz 
Chapel. The bright sandstone architecture o f its richly ornate interior contains 
dark accents o f red marble in the niche statues, tondos, royal stalls and sepulchral 
m onuments (fig. 4).27 The stone slabs were transported from the Hungarian red 
marble quarries, as accounts from 1520 show.28 In 1524, on the order o f  Sigis­
m und I a Renaissance baldachin made o f white sandstone was placed above the 
Hungarian red marble tomb o f the Jagiello king Wladislas II (11434), which had 
been carved almost one hundred years earlier. The effect o f the colour ensemble 
links this work to the 14th-century sepulchral m onum ent o f Casmir the Great, 
mentioned above. The sepulchral chapel o f  Sigismund’s uncle, John  Albert, king
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o f Poland (1492—1501), reflects the influence o f Veit Stoß, as does the king’s 
Gothic-structured tomb carved o f red marble. The white sandstone carvings o f  the 
niche that frames it, however, as a w ork o f the royal architect Francesco o f  Flo­
rence, bears the stylistic marks o f the High Renaissance.29 The fashion almost im­
mediately gained a following among prelates o f the Church, as demonstrated by 
the sepulchral m onum ent o f Bishop Jan Konarski in the W awel Cathedral, which 
Konarski ordered from the Berrecci workshop in 1521 (fig. 5).30 Although the 
types o f sepulchral monuments changed over time, the Hungarian red marble 
quarries were taken over by the Turks, and the mannerist style came into fashion, 
compositions built on the contrast o f red and white stone were still popular in the 
early 17th century, as demonstrated by the towering wall tombs o f the bourgeois 
M ontelupi and Cellari families in Cracow ’s Church o f Mary, or the tomb o f And­
rzej (fl593) and Katarzyna (fl601) in Radlin.31
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THE BISHOP OF ZAGREB AND THE ARTS 
Paths of the all’antica style in the Kingdom of Hungary 
in the early 16th century
N ext to the western tow er on the north side o f the parish church o f St D em e­
trius in Szeged, the son o f the city, Bishop Lukacs “o f  hum ble origins” (ex hu- 
mili statu)1 erected a chapel dedicated to the Annunciation. In the foundation 
letter dated 29 May 1501 in Buda, Lukacs endows the chapel w ith various in ­
comes, listing am ong his motivations reverence for his hom etow n and gratitude 
for his education. W hat interests us the most, however, are the necessary furnish­
ings he provides: two gilt chalices and their requisites, two missals, five chasubles, 
four altar fittings, seven rugs, and brass candlesticks for both altars. O ne chasuble 
is made o f black, the second o f  red, the third o f green velvet w ith gold threads, 
the fourth o f  yellow damask, and the fifth o f white w ith gold damask. O f  the 
altar fittings, the two for the larger altar are made o f red velvet and green damask 
while both cloths for the smaller altar are damask.2 Although not lavish, this do­
nation is respectable-an assertion we can make even if  nothing o f  it survived, or 
at least could be identified. T w o medieval chasubles have been preserved in 
Szeged, both in the Franciscan friary o f the Lower town. O ne is know n as the 
Geliert chasuble.3 T he o ther was traced in the 18th century to King Matthias 
Corvinus. The Baroque em broidery depicts the scene in w hich the W om an 
clothed with the Sun (similar to the devotional picture in the church) receives 
homage from King Matthias.4
Bishop Lukacs’s chapel in Szeged is o f  course no longer standing and only one 
tow er o f the medieval church o f St Demetrius remains. T he building survived the 
Turkish period, but was tom  down in the middle o f the 18th century. The bells 
from the chapel’s ow n small tow er were transferred to the large tow er o f the Ba­
roque church.5 T he original copy o f the foundation letter and one, rough ground 
plan (1711), as well as the local histories o f Szeged by the likes o f Janos R eizner 
and Sandor Bälint, preserve the memory o f the chapel o f Bishop Lukacs.6
By May 1501, w hen he founded the chapel in Szeged, Bishop Lukacs had 
risen high in the C hurch ranks in Hungary. In 1493 he had been appointed to the 
modest post o f bishop o f  Csanäd (Cenad, R O ), and prior to that he was bishop o f
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Bosnia (mentioned as such in 1490).7 O n  15 April 1500 he was elected bishop o f 
Zagräb (Zagreb, C R ),8 although the pope only transferred him from Csanad to 
this m uch wealthier post in May o f that year. His Church career—like that o f many 
prelates during the period—began with service in the royal court, before he as­
cended the ranks. He entered the court o f Matthias Cörvinus as a clerk from 
Szeged, and following his job  as registrator, he was a close assistant o f Orban 
Nagylucsei in financial management. From 1482 to 30 January 1494 he was the 
royal treasurer.9 O ne o f his predecessors as treasurer, Osvät Thuz, was the bishop 
o f Zagreb, and one o f his under-treasurers, Zsigmond W emeri, Would have pre­
ceded him as bishop o f Zagreb if he had not died soon after being chosen.10 
Lukacs’s appointm ent as bishop o f Zagreb did not terminate his service to the 
court. In 1502, following the tenure o f Domonkos Kälmancsehi, bishop o f 
Gyulafehervar (Alba Iulia, R O ), he briefly became head o f the Royal C ourt o f 
Justice.11 He owned a 1400 forint corner house in St Nicholas Street in Buda, 
which he secured in 1503 in exchange for a mass at the altar he had erected in the 
sanctuary o f the cathedral o f  Zagreb.12 Like his predecessor, Osvat Thuz, he sup­
ported the construction o f the early 16th-century Pauline monastery in Bu- 
daszentlorinc, as proclaimed in Gergely Gyöngyösi’s history o f the O rder and a 
m onum ental inscription in verse.13
Lukacs Szegedi finished his schooling at home, but no records have survived 
o f his university attendance. His career and his patronage o f the arts—to be more 
precise his relationship with arts—might be considered completely ordinary if  not 
for the several pieces made in all’antica style among the surviving works he com ­
missioned in Zagreb. The most interesting and the largest—25 centimeters tall with 
the handles—is a Holy W ater bucket (fig. 1). The bishop’s coat o f  arms appears on 
it four times enclosed in a carved string o f astragal, or a typical all’antica wreath. 
Among the Renaissance features, symbols o f the four evangelists appear, w ith their 
names written on banners in early Humanist capitals. Historicizing features appear 
on the body o f the bucket, such as the antique molding around the base o f the 
vessel and the handles composed o f Renaissance elements.14 The central part is 
divided with radiating ribs, a recurring pattern in Renaissance vessels from this 
period in Hungary (such as appears on the ciborium from the Kölesd or the Radna 
[RO] treasures, or the chalice w ith lid from Bogyiszlo, etc.)15 The difference, 
however, is significant: the ribs do not rise from the surface o f the vessel, but 
rather form furrows reminiscent o f tiered grooves. In the 1582 inventory o f the 
cathedral the aspergile ordered for the bucket bears the date 1496, although no 
cleär proof exists that the two belonged together.16 N o date appears on the Holy 
W ater bucket and nor does any inscription that would aid in the dating; Lukacs 
Szegedi would have been able to use the bishop’s coat o f arms beginning in 1490. 
The base and handle o f the pacificale, also associated with bishop Lukacs, are cov­
ered in all’antica moldings: egg and dart, bead molding, and leaves.17 A pectoral 
cross richly inlaid w ith rubies, sapphires, and pearls was recorded in the treasury o f 
the Zagreb Cathedral from 1582.18 The 1582 inventory lists another four silver gilt
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1. Holy Water bucket o f Bishop Lukäcs Szegedi, 1500-1510,
Zagreb, Treasury of the Cathedral
candlestick holders19 and two silver altar-cruets,20 which, however, have been lost. 
His crosier (with the coat o f arms), whose main features are Gothic in style, reveals 
classical proportions at the node.21 The mixing o f styles in metal works was com ­
mon in this period after 1500. The filigreed chalice o f the canon o f Zagreb, Io- 
hannes Supanich (Ivan Zupanic), for example was made in 1525,22 and some oth­
er filigreed chalices from the early 16th century, now housed in Nyitra (Nitra, SK) 
and Szepeshely (Spisska Kapitula, SK),23 could also be m entioned here. Each con­
tains Late Gothic decorations with subtly incorporated all’antica elements. The 
blending o f styles must have been especially characteristic in Zagreb: the decora­
tion o f the entire cathedral o f Zagreb reflects the mixing o f the Gothic and all’antica 
styles. In the 18th century, a portion o f the extant choir stall in the cathedral’s 
chapel o f St Ladislas was almost certainly made in the all’antica style. Unfortu­
nately only the inscription has survived: “ IN C LY TO  VLADISLAO REGE, 
LVCA V E R O  PO N T IFIC E  DIGNISSIM O, IOANNES DE M A R O C H A  
A R C H ID I AC [onus]. GORICENS[sis]. ET CANfonicus], HVIVS ALMAE EC- 
CLESIAE, H V N C  C H O R V M  D EO  ET PATRIAE PR O PR IIS  FECIT FIERI 
IMPENS. M DV II.” and “OPVS M AGISTRI IOANN IS N lC Z E  FLO REN^ 
TIN I. M D V II.”24 Studies by Mihäly Detshy showed that Iohannes Nicze Fioren- 
tinus may have worked in Buda, or at least the model o f the Cathedral o f Eger’s 
choir stall was purchased from him  there in 1506.25- ' 1
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M ore has survived from the Renaissance choir stalls o f the Zagreb cathedral, 
but w ith one exception, none bears any inscription or date. Earlier some were 
dated to 1499, the period o f  Osvat T huz’s tenure as bishop,26 but more recently 
they have been dated to 1507, the period when Johannes Nicze Fiorentinus 
worked in Zagreb, which is much more probable.27 Stylistically these stalls are not 
significantly different from the m ore famous three-seated stalls from the altar o f St 
Emeric (with inscribed date) made in 1520,28 well after the death o f Bishop Lukacs. 
These gained some fame thanks to the inscription, which names not only the 
patron (Ladislas, canon o f Zagreb) but the masters too. The text also includes 
the “arte et ingenio” formula, which was unprecedented in the area: “A R TE ET 
IN G E N IO  | M AG ISTRI PETR I | P IC T O R IS  ET SCVLPTOR[is] | 
N ICO LA IQ fue] C A R PE N T A R IV S”. M ore importantly, by this time it was nat­
ural to install an all’antica choir stall in the cathedral. The style o f the 1520 Zagreb 
structure corresponds in several ways to the stalls in Nyirbator made in 1511, and 
both are connected primarily to Italian stalls, or Italian works made in Hungary.
Bishop Lukacs devoted a larger sum to the organ. In 1505—drawing on the 
sum left by Osvat Thuz to the cathedral—he paid eighty-five and a half forints “pro 
emendis tribus centenariis stanni et sedecim libris auri pro organo zagrabiensi per 
mag[istrum] M arcum  fiando” .29 The inscription o f Bishop Martinus Bogdan also 
alludes to this in 1601.30
The tombstone o f Lukacs Szegedi has survived only in fragments, but even in 
this form its quality is clear. W hat makes it exceptional is the signature on the 
work. Above the head o f  the figure are two details o f an inscription: the first is 
fragmented, and all that can be discerned is that a certain “ IOA[nnes]” was the 
craftsman, and his family name or place o f origin ends w ith an “s” . In other words, 
to the left was a name, while to the right was the formula “ME FEC IT” . The 
complete signature can be inferred as “ IOAfnnes Fiorentinu]S | ME F E C IT ”, 
which would correspond to the signature o f Ioannes Fiorentinus, w ho transported 
tombstones as far as Gniezno and W loclawek and w ho was docum ented in Eszter­
gom in 1515—1516. O f  course Szegedi’s fragmented tombstone bears no date. 
Croatian literature on the subject-perhaps w ith the exception o f studies by Andela 
Horvat—dates the funerary m onum ent to an earlier period, attributing it to Ivan 
Duknovic (Giovanni Dalmata), in part because o f his signature, in part based on 
stylistic analysis.31 (fig. 2)
From our perspective in Budapest, however, the signature and stylistic analy­
sis appear to point to Esztergom.32 In early 2007, careful tests o f  the material 
showed definitively that the sepulchral m onum ent, as had been suspected for some 
time, was made o f red marble from the Gerecse Hills, and thus the place o f execu­
tion could have been Esztergom or Buda.33 Furthermore, the type o f the funerary 
m onum ent offers no contradictory evidence. The tabula ansata under the leg o f the 
figure had once been considered a specialty o f Zagreb, since another example o f 
it, the tombstone o f Blasius de Marocha, also originates from there.34 Since then, 
a fragment o f this kind has come to light in the Cathedral o f Gyulafehervar, from
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2. Fragments o f the tombstone o f Bishop Lukacs Szegedi ("J"! 510), 
Zagreb, Hrvatski povijesni muzej (Croatian Historical Museum)
this same time period.35 T he sepulchral m onum ent o f Balint Bakocz, provost o f 
Titel and Buda also followed this arrangement at the end o f the 15th century, 
although the place o f origin cannot be determined at present.36 All o f these are 
made o f red marble from the Gerecse hills near Esztergom.
It is not know n w ho had erected Bishop Lukacs’s tombstone, as the inscription 
does not provide this information. Perhaps it was the bishop himself or the chap­
ter. In any case, the tomb certainly stood at the altar o f St Luke in the sanctuary o f 
the cathedral on the epistle side. The fragments offer no evidence but descriptions 
tell us that the coat o f arms at the right foot o f the figure was made o f bronze.37 
The immediate successor, the archbishop o f  Esztergom, Tamäs Bakocz, who 
headed the bishopric only briefly, is less likely to have made the tombstone. C er­
tainly the inscription would have made ample m ention o f this.38 Bishop Lukacs 
himself could have erected the altar, too. In 1550 Farkas (Vuk) Gyulai, the bishop 
o f Zagreb, was buried in the cathedral “retro aram Luce episcopi, sub saxo mar-»» IQmoreo
As m entioned, no information exists on Bishop Lukacs’s education and none 
on his bibliophilia either—although m uch o f  the material may have been destroyed. 
He had probably not been educated as a Humanist. György Bonis was right, 
when faced with the lack o f  surviving material, in emphasizing his church founda­
tions. In the time o f  Bishop Lukacs—at the end o f the Middle Ages—as in other 
bishoprics in the Kingdom o f Hungary, a large ritual book was compiled summa­
rizing the local liturgical music tradition. According to the source, the chapter had 
Stephanus literatus prepare a richly ornamented antiphonal between 1501 and
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3. Patrona Hutigariae, woodcut in the Missale Zagrabiense 
on the verso of the title page, 1511,
Budapest, Orszägos Szechenyi Könyvtär
1506.40 This was certainly related to the preparation o f two printed ritual books 
for the diocese o f Zagreb. The most important, the Missale Zagrabiense, was pub­
lished in Venice by Peter Liechtenstein only after Lukacs’s death on 20 June 1511, 
but his coat o f  arms (and that o f the ruler, Wladislas II) adorns the title page. Ac­
cording to the inscription, w ork began on the book in 1509.41 O f  the ritual books 
made for the dioceses o f Hungary, this was the most richly illustrated with w ood­
cuts (fig. 3). The verso o f the title page contains a full-page Italian type santa conver­
sazione depiction: the Patrona Hungariae in the company o f the three Hungarian 
saint-kings.
The other liturgical document, the Breviarium Zagrabiense, was also made in 
Venice, at the press o f Luc’Antonio Giunta, somewhat earlier, in 1505. Paid for by
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4. The coronation of King Saint Stephen, woodcut 
from the Breviarium Zagrabiense, 1505,
Roma, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana
the Buda bookseller Johannes Paep, the volume contains a w oodcut depicting the 
coronation o f St Stephen,42 alongside the offices o f the saint-king. Interestingly, 
only three copies o f this little book are known. The most intact is in the Biblio­
teca Apostolica Vaticana. T he other two have survived in the historical territory 
o f Hungary: one in Pest and the other in the Franciscan library o f Nemetüjvär 
(Giissing, A).43 (fig. 4)
Copies o f the Missale Zagrabiensesometimes richly illuminated or bound in 
velvet—were highly esteemed by the 16th-century Hungarian p’relates: the vol­
umes belonging to Miklos Olah, the archbishop o f Esztergom;44 Janos Chereodi, 
bishop o f Eger and apostolic administrator o f Esztergom;45 Janos Kuthassy arch­
bishop o f Esztergom;46 and Andras Monoszloi bishop o f Veszprem47 have survived
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library contained a considerable collection o f Italian manuscripts (two have sur­
vived today). His Psalter was illuminated by Master Cassianus and the master 
bookbinder o f the Corvina Library bound it in gilt leather.56 N othing is know  o f 
Lukacs Szegedi’s personal love o f books, only some goldsmith works he commis­
sioned are known.
T he other question relates to Zagreb’s special position. The city was close to 
N orthern Italy, yet there is no doubt that all’antica style artistic works were con­
nected to the bishops and to Buda, as was the case in other ecclesiastical sees in 
the Hungarian Kingdom from Esztergom,57 Pecs,58 and Vac,59 to Veszprem,60 
Nyitra61 or Nagyvarad (Oradea, R O ).62 The Missale o f Os vat Thuz came from 
the Buda workshop o f Franciscus de Castello, and the tombstone o f  Lukacs Szege- 
di was almost certainly made in Esztergom. O ne o f  the choir stalls was signed by 
Ioannes Nicze Fiorentinus, who worked in Buda (too), while the unfinished 
Missale o f the abbot o f Topuszko (Topusko, C R), either Janos Erdody or Simon 
György Erdody, was completed in Buda in the workshop o f  the so-called M ono- 
gramist o f Bakocz.63 An exciting question is how  the painter o f the panel attrib­
uted to Giovanni Francesco da Tolmezzo found his way to Zagreb and what his 
subsequent destination was. Similarly interesting is what connections brought 
stone carvers from Zara (Zadar) and Spalato (Split), or Giovanni Dalmata (Ivan 
Duknovic) o f Trau (Trogir) and much later, at the end o f the Jagiello period, 
Giulio Clovio (Julije Clovic) to Buda.64 D id the bishops o f Zagreb or the canons 
have a role, or were they too just beneficiaries o f the existing associations? Only 
new, as yet unknow n archival sources would provide answers to these questions. 
O ne thing is beyond dispute, however: ,the Kingdom o f Hungary—especially 
Buda—played an independent role in the expansion o f the Italian Renaissance 
beyond the Alps not only in the last third o f the 15 th century, but in the early 16th 
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IN EARLY 16TH-CEN TURY  PAINTING 
IN THE SZEPESSEG (Spis, SK)
The proposition o f Netherlandish influence on painting in the Szepesseg region 
almost certainly first arose in a book by Kom el Divald, who linked the St Michael 
altarpiece in Szepeshely (Spisska Kapitula, SK) to works by M em ling.1 Laszlo Eber 
disagreed and connected the w ork w ith R ogier van der W eyden’s altarpiece in 
Beaune, and considered it an im ported piece. His opinion was fiercely rejected by 
Istvan Genthon, w ho regarded the St Michael panel as the work o f a Hungarian 
painter, clearly w ith the intermediation o f a w oodcut or engraving.2 In his article 
on panel painting in Szepeshely, Denes Csanky took up the possibility o f N ether­
landish influence on the same altarpiece, but not a direct one; he saw it as an ir­
radiation from the style o f Hans Pleydenwurff, who worked in Nurem berg and 
the even closer Breslau (Wroclaw) in Silesia.3 Erich Wiese proposed Netherlandish 
sources in general for the Szepeshely panels, particularly the altar panels o f the 
Coronation of the Virgin.4 Vladimir W agner m entioned Netherlandish style ele­
ments in a discussion o f the Master o f Okolicsno (Okolicne, SK).5 Csanky linked 
a specific painter, Joachim  Patinir, to the style o f the St John panel in Kassa (Kosice, 
SK); the idea was taken up in a paper by Henrik Horvath, and later Dusan Buran 
also m entioned Patinir in connection with the Anna altarpiece in Szepesszombat 
(Spisska Sobota, SK).6 Jolan Balogh suggested an investigation o f Netherlandish 
style origins for the panels o f the main altar, but R obert Suckale limited this to 
transmission from Vienna and Breslau.7
Denes Radocsay’s review mentions the phenom enon briefly but affirmatively, 
particularly w hen discussing the Szepeshely altarpieces. Radocsay also proposed 
the name o f a northern Netherlandish master, Albert van Ouwater, for the Mary 
altarpiece in Liptoszentmiklos (Liptovsky Mikulas, SK).8 Zsuzsa Urbach’s list o f 
potential Netherlandish connections in late 15th-century Hungarian art—over­
whelmingly compositional and iconographical adoptions—was m ore extensive than 
anything that had gone before.9 Gyöngyi T örök took up the issue again, taking 
the inferences o f  the foregoing papers further, and adding some ö f her ow n.10
This paper sets out to extend the investigations to a later period, the first two 
decades o f the 16th century, examining one specific group o f paintings from the 
Szepesseg.11 These have long been held to be the w ork o f the Master o f the St
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Anthony altarpieces, or the Master o f 
the St Anthony Legend,12 or that o f  h i*  
studio, but there is as yet no general 
consensus on the attribution.13 In gen­
eral, the altarpiece in Szepesszombat14 
(fig. 1) and the separated panels o f the 
St Anthony altarpieces in Szepesbela 
(Spisska Belä, SK) are traced to him  or 
his associates,15 as are the inner panels 
o f the St Nicholas altarpiece in Nagy- 
szalok (Vel’ky Slavkov, SK),16 the pic­
tures o f the Triptych o f St Margaret in 
Malompatak (Mlynica, SK),17 and the 
St John the Almsgiver altarpiece (earli­
er known as the St Nicholas altarpiece) 
in Locse (Levoca, SK),18 a predella w ith 
Adoration o f  the Magi-scenes19 taken 
out o f its original context, the images 
o f the high altar20 and the altarpiece o f 
four St Johns pictures at the same 
place,21 panels o f the Latin Doctors’ al­
tarpiece22 in Kisszeben (Sabinov, SK), 
the outer panels o f the Triptych o f St 
Stephen and Stanislas (or Valentin)23 in 
the same place, the main altarpiece 
panels in Käposztafalva (Hrabusice, 
SK),24 Szepesszombat25 (fig. 2), and 
Hizsnyo (Chyzne, SK),26 and some­
times the St John panel27 (fig. 3) and 
the Visitation altarpiece in Kassa are 
also attributed to him or his circle.28 
(Netherlandish influence has several 
times been proposed in discussions o f 
the Master o f Okolicsno, in most detail 
by Jiri Fajt.29 Here, however, he will 
only be given a brief mention.)
Most o f  these panels distinctively 
feature slim or indeed gracile figures (although the hypothesised oeuvre is quite 
heterogeneous, and the high altar in Szepesszombat, for example, is an exception) 
situated in a warm, light, sunlit landscape. There are usually rolling hills on the 
high horizon, on some o f which there are somewhat bizarre, sharp-edged cliffs.30 
Despite their ubiquity (except in rare cases where the subject matter does not per­
mit), the presence o f these landscapes is never over-emphasized. Their modest role
1. St Anthony the Great and St Paul the Hermit 
on the St Anthony the Great Altarpiece in 
Szepesszombat (Spisska Sobota, SK)
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2. The Torture o f St George on the high altar in Szepesszombat (Spisska Sobota, SK)
is to give a festive and appealing framework for the actions o f  the people. This is 
true even for such images as the hermits on the St Anthony the Great altarpiece in 
Szepesszombat, w hom  legend places in the Egyptian wilderness, but hardly seem 
to be languishing in a desert here. The “empty wilderness” means no more than 
the principal figures being almost entirely alone. Elsewhere, forest animals emerg­
ing from among trees convey the purity o f  nature, although there are quite often 
towns or castles in the background, in small scale.31 T he landscape is occupied by
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groups o f people showing little movement, as if not wanting to break the silence, 
standing somewhat closer together than might seem necessary. They are no more 
animated even in events which might be described as dramatic, and appear side by 
side rather than engaging with each other. The posture o f  the figures is corre­
spondingly hieratic and rigid.32
3. St John in a Cauldron of Boiling Oil and on the Island ofPatmos,
Kassa (Kosice, SK) Cathedral, on deposit at the Vychodoslovenske Museum
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Those who see in this unusually prom inent representation o f nature the influ­
ence o f  the Danube School are certainly wide o f  the mark. The masters o f that 
school specialised in lush, uninhabited forests; gnarled, sprawling tree trunks; and 
Alpine peaks suggesting distant views.33 The “forests” here might rather be termed 
groves, consisting o f one or two stands o f “trees” which are generally slighdy- 
overlapping bushes,34 although some are so high that their silhouette reaches to 
the edge o f the sky,35 in which case their foliage is thinned down for the sake of 
decorativeness, each branch and leaf being distinguishable. (The leaves are some­
times alternately green and yellow, giving rise to a lace- or embroidery-like deco­
ration.36) The sky is always brilliant blue. The depiction o f clouds, very rare in 
Central Europe, is very com m on on the works under study; scattered in some, 
such as in the St John panel o f  Kassa, but denser in others, such as in the the St 
Anthony the Great o f Szepesszombat, arranged almost in a grid-like pattern; and 
reduced to only one or two in 
yet others, such as the main al- 
tarpiece in Malompatak. These 
charming, somewhat uniform 
little cumuli, each having a 
horizontal projection at the 
base (as if  they have just floated 
on) arouse most interest among 
Slovak art historians, who 
sometimes refer to the painter 
himself as the Master o f the 
Scattered Clouds.37
Fitting in harmoniously 
with the gentle, contemplative 
m ood o f the natural surround­
ings, there are figures with 
small, rounded heads. The 
wom en are exclusively o f this 
kind, and have strikingly small 
eyes;38 the m en often have 
slanting eyes and truly M on­
gol-like high cheekbones. Al­
most all the men have large 
noses, and their eyes—especially 
among the elderly—are tired, 
feeble, sometimes with bags
under them .39 (For wom en _______________________________________
and young people only the tips 4 Master of the Youth of St Romuald: Sf Romuald 
o f their noses are slightly more Heating a Blind Man, Mechelen Cathedral
distinctive.40) (Copyright IRPA-KIK Brussels)
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These Morellian forms occur rarely in the painting o f the direct neighbourhood 
(Austria, Bohemia, Poland), so the influence could hardly have come from there, 
but these characteristics can often be found among the Netherlandish masters. The 
logic o f the depiction o f landscapes also fully corresponds to what we see in N eth ­
erlandish painting. Their paradisiacal serenity can be traced from the van Eyck 
brothers, and the curious cliffs occur in an even older picture, the Birth of Jesus by 
the Master o f Flemalle.41 The same kind o f landscape continues to appear right 
through early Netherlandish painting and persists even into the late phase with its 
Mannerist tendencies.42 The finest examples o f the combination o f sunlit serenity, 
sharply-rising cliffs, alternating dark and light tree-leaves, and tree silhouettes rising 
above the horizon can be found in the paintings by Hans Memling and Gerard 
David.43 Both the wooded landscapes and the figures placed in them  on the 
Szepesseg paintings show striking similarities to pictures by some lesser-known late 
15th-century Netherlandish artists. One o f them is a painter from Bruges known as 
the Master o f the Youth o f St Rom uald (Rumbald, Rom bout), associated with the 
Master o f the Legend o f St Lucy (fig. 4).44 Groups o f figures o f the kind we are 
interested in—standing straight and slightly stiff in the landscape—are to be seen in 
paintings by artists close to Geertgen, most notably by the Master o f the St John 
Altarpiece (Dutch master about 1490).45 Netherlandish forest landscapes also some­
times feature very high horizons, and the trees can be more like large bushes joined 
to each other.46 A fine example o f a hermit in a wilderness which is only ostensibly 
uninhabited is Geerten tot Sint Jans’ St John the Baptist in the Wilderness.47 Behind 
the protagonist there is even a small-scale castle.48 O f  particular significance to us is 
how  commonly another Bruges painter—a m ember o f Gerard David’s circle, the 
Master o f the Madonnas with the Chubby Cheeks—used similar features on some o f 
his pictures, most prominently on his Madonna and Saints in the Metropolitan M u­
seum o f Art, N ew  York (fig. 5).49 The round heads o f the young wom en and their 
dreamy facial expressions can be traced to Flemish pictures, where they had been 
present since the works o f Jan van Eyck. Closer examples can only be found again 
on panels by Memling or David, or those o f an artist whose name refers to them, 
the Master o f the Madonnas with the Chubby Cheeks (where even the forms o f the 
noses are frequently the same as those m entioned above).50 The slightly slanted, 
tired-looking eyes and strong noses o f the elderly men can also be found among 
painters in this circle, namely Bouts, Geertgen and even David, and by lesser artists 
such as the Master o f  the Legend o f St Catherine.51 Clouds are a feature used much 
more commonly by Netherlandish artists—from Dieric Bouts to Hieronymus 
Bosch—than any others,52 and some o f the m inor masters painted their clouds 
very similarly to those on our Szepesseg panels. A painting by the Master o f the 
Youth o f St Rom uald,53 and others by the Master o f the Legend o f St Barbara,54 
the Master o f the Legend o f St Lucy,55 the Master o f the St John altarpiece56 and 
the Master o f the Khanenko Adoration57 are good examples o f these.
It is notable that in German lands this influence, certainly where it involves the 
full combination o f components occurring here, is manifest only where we know
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5. Master o f the Madonnas with the Chubby Cheeks: Madonna and Saints. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, Bequest of George Blumenthal, 1941 (41.190.18)
(Image © The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
of a direct and strong Netherlandish influence, primarily in the R hine country, for 
example in the works o f Schongauer and Derick Baegert.58 In the areas closest to 
Szepesseg—according to reliable surveys and data derived from them  in special 
studies—Only one com ponent o f  them  has been found to have exerted an influence 
at any one tim e.59
These small but well-composed groups o f serene, hardly-moving figures, w ith 
bright outlines and proportions perfectly suited to the action being performed, 
bring to mind the Coronation o f the Virgin altarpiece in Szepeshely. According to 
the unanimous findings o f research on the subject, it must have been in the studio 
to which the painter o f that altarpiece belonged where the feature in question 
developed in the late 15th century.60 A more thorough study o f the Szepesseg and 
Netherlandish pictures, however, prompts some modification o f this conclusion. 
The mode o f  execution—the num ber o f figures, their body proportions, face 
shapes, and the preference for free, wooded, rolling landscapes (relatively m odern 
landscapes which had only appeared at the turn o f the centerry) rather than 
puritanical interiors—suggest that the artist, even if  originally trained in Szepes­
hely, must have personally travelled to the source o f  the style, almost certainly to 
Bruges, and studied works by Hans Memling (who died in 1494), Gerard David
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(who lived until 1523) and several other painters influenced by them .61 Since he 
adopted only compositions and motifs rather than a whole style o f  painting, he 
must have made this visit late in his career. That explains why his style, brushwork 
and colour compositions did not change from the visit, and possibly why we can 
only follow his work for a decade and a half.
In the previous paragraph, the artist is referred to in the singular, given the 
unlikelihood that more than one person from Szepesseg would have gone on the 
great journey at once. There are clear discrepancies between the panels examined, 
however, and detailed studies have often suggested that one altarpiece or another 
could not have been the work o f  the same hand. To distinguish these, and eluci­
date the structure o f the studio and the relationship between the master (who sup­
posedly w ent to the Netherlands) and his associates, will require further work.
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followers: Follower o f van der Goes: Fall of Man 0. B. Kidson Collection, Basingstoke),
see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 36; another follower o f van der Goes: Fall of Man 
(W. Haack Collection, Cologne-Bayenthal), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 36a.
44 Colijn de Coter and assistants: The Legend of St Romuald (Cathedral, Mechelen), see idem
(h. 41 above), vol. 4., 106. (At that time the pictures were attributed to another artist. For the 
later attribution, see C. Perier-D’Ieteren, “Deux panneaux de la ’Legende de Saint Rombaut de 
Malines’conserves ä Dublin,” in Jaarboek van het Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Künsten, Antwerp 
1976, 83. On the Master o f the Legend of St Lucy, see Friedländer (n. 41 above), vol. 1., 41, 
vol. 2., 123-24.
45 Christ Meeting St John the Baptist (John G. Johnson Collection, Philadelphia), see Friedländer 
(n. 41 above), vol. 37; two panels with the Scenes from the Life of St John the Baptist ( Museum 
Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 5., Supp. 122.
46 Master o f the Legend of St Ursula: Legend of St Ursula: Scenes before the Walls o f Rome, see idem 
(n. 41 above), vol. 6., 113; Master o f the Legend of St Ursula: Virgin and Child with St John the 
Baptist (Kunsthalle, Hamburg), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6., 128; Master of the Turin 
Adoration: Adoration o f the Magi (Galleria Sabauda, Turin), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6.,
Supp. 250; Geertgen: The Lamentation (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna), see idem
(n. 41 above), vol. 5., 6.
47 Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen Museen, Berlin, see idem (n. 41 above), vol., 5., 12.
48 Some major artists who used similar features: Master o f the Virgin among Virgins: Entombment 
(City Art Museum, St Louis, Miss.), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 5., Supp. 126; Master o f the 
Morrison Triptych: centrepiece of the Morrison Triptych (Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio), see 
idem- (n..41 above), vol. 7., 8; Master o f the Legend of St Lucy: Virgin and Child with Saints 
(Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6., 155;
St Jerome (Beamed Collection, Banbury), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6., Supp. 241; Master of 
the Legend of St Barbara: Christ on the Cross, Votive Panel (Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen 
Museen, Berlin), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., Supp. 114.
49 For a review of this artist, see D. Martens, “Le Maitre aux Madones joufflues. Essai de 
monographie sur un anonym brugeois du XVIeme siecle,” Wallraff—Richartz—Jahrbuch 61, 2000, 
104-44; idem, “Deux nouvelles attributions au Maitre aux Madones joufflues,” Oud Holland 
115, 2001-02, 157-66. For a detailed description of the New York painting, see idem
(2000 as above), 112—15.
50 A relevant Memling work is the Altarpiece of the Virgin Enthroned with Saints and Angels, see 
Friedländer (n. 41 above), vol. 6., 11; a David work is the Altarpiece of the Nativity (Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6., 160; The Master o f the Madonnas 
with the Chubby Cheeks pictures, see Martens (n. 49 above, 2000-01). Simikr features: some 
Madonnas of the Master o f the Legend of St Madeleine, see Friedländer (n. 41 above), vol. 12., 
8, 19, 20; Master o f the Legend of St Lucy: Legend of St Lucy (St-Jakobskerk, Brugge), see idem 
(n. 41 above), vol. 6., 39 etc.
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51 Dieric Bouts: Altarpiece of the Eucharist (St-Pieterskerk, Leuven), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 3., 
18; Dieric Bouts: Triptych of the Adoration of the Magi or The Pearl of Brabant (Alte Pinakothek, 
Munich), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 3., 24. For Geertgen, see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 5; 
Master o f the Legend of St Catherine: Triptych with the Feeding of the Ten Thousand (National 
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 49: David: Adoration o f the Magi 
(National Gallery, London), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 6., 182.
52 Dieric Bouts: Altarpiece of the Virgin (Prado, Madrid), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 3., 1; Dieric 
Bouts: Triptych of the Descent of the Cross (Capilla Real, Granada), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 3., 
28; Joos van Ghent: Altarpiece of the Crucifixion (Cathedral, Gent-note that here a strip projects 
from the bottom edge of the clouds), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 3., 100; Hugo van Goes: 
Portinari altarpiece (Uffizi, Florence), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 10; Hugo van Goes:
Virgin and Child with St Anne (Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts, Brussels), see idem (n. 41 above), 
vol. 4., 2; Hieronymus Bosch: Temptation of St Anthony (Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen Museen, 
Berlin), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 5., 94.
53 St Romuald Flealing a Blind Man (Cathedral, Mechelen), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 106.
54 Henry II Fighting the Infidels (Landesmuseum, Miinster), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 63.
55 Virgin and Child (Stirling and Francis Clark Institute, Williamstown, Mass.), see idem 
(n. 41 above), vol. 6., 149.
55 Christ Meeting St John the Baptist 0ohn G. Johnson Collection, Philadelphia), see idem 
(n. 41 above), vol. 5., 37.
57 Virgin and Child (Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart), see idem (n. 41 above), vol. 4., 46 (here a strip projects 
from the cloud)
58 Schongauer: Nativity (Alte Pinakothek, Munich), see A. Stange, Deutsche Malerei der Gotik 
(vols. 1-11., Munich—Berlin 1934—61), vol. 7., 21, fig. 26; on several works by Derick Baegert, 
e.g. Crucifixion (Alte Pinakothek, Munich), see idem (as above), vol. 6., 61, fig. 103; The Holy 
Kinship (Museum voor Schone Künsten, Antwerpen), see idem (as above), vol. 6., 59, fig. 104; 
Christ Carrying the Cross (Landesmuseum, Miinster), see idem (as above), vol. 6., 60, fig. 108.
It is not accidental that Vaculik (n. 3 above), 13, n. 33, who long ago sensed the direction of 
the influence, identified the Lower Rhine and Flanders as the starting point.
59 A more recent, short review of transmitted influence of Flemish art does not get as far as the 
Carpathians, although it does discuss Spain: Ch. D. Cuttler, “Le rayonnement des primitifs 
flamands,” in Les primitifs fiamands et leur temps, ed. B. Patoul-R.van Schoute, Louvain-la-Neuve
1994, 584-619. For areas directly neighbouring Hungary see Malarstwo gotyckye w Polsce,
vols. 1-3., ed. A. S. Labuda-K. Secomska, Warsaw 2004; also A. Simon, Österreichische 
Tafelmalerei der Spätgotik. Der niederländische Einfluss im 1 5. Jahrhundert, Berlin 2002; J. Pesina, 
Tafelmalerei der Spätgotik in Böhmen 1450-1550, Praga 1958.
60 Radocsay (n. 7 above), 123-25, 442-43, pis. CXX-CXXXIII; Török (n. 10 above), 94; Glatz 
(n. 13 above), 56-57; Fajt proposes a nearby studio, but does not say what was made there, see 
Fajt (n. 4 above), 418-19. For the finest reproductions of the altarpiece images, see M. 
Spolocnikovä, Korunovanie Panny Marie. Oltär v Zäpol’skeho kaplnke v SpiSskej Kapitule, Kosice 
1997 (does not take a position on the question of Netherlandish influence). Most recently, in 
agreement with what has gone before, see I. Ciulisovä, “Obraz Judasov bozk z retabula oltära 
Korunovanie Panny Marie v Spisskej Kapitule. Mozne odpovede na niektore otäzky süvekej 
vizuälnej praxe,” Ars 37, 2004, 137-55.
61 This seems probable even though research finds only indirect Netherlandish influence on the 
proposed artist, the painter o f the Coronation of the Virgin altarpiece in Szepeshely. See notes 
3-9 above, and also Ciulisovä (n. 60 above), 142-43. An Austrian investigator o f the 
Netherlandish influence has proposed that only Schottenmeister actually went there; the others 
must have been inspired by imported pieces: see Simon (n. 59 above), 14.
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Gyöngyi Török
U N K N O W N  EARLY 16TH-CENTURY 
VIR DOLORUM  ALTARPIECE 
IN THE HUNGARIAN NATIONAL GALLERY
This publication is a by-product o f the work made on the complete catalogue 
o f panel paintings, wood carvings, and winged altarpieces (14th-16th century) 
from the territory o f the Hungarian Kingdom in the collection o f the Hungarian 
National Gallery (Magyar Nem zeti Galeria) Budapest.
Until 1973 the O ld H ungarian Collection was held in the M useum  o f  Fine 
Arts (Szepmüveszeti M uzeum , Budapest). In 1967, an altar shrine o f unknow n 
provenance w ith three fixed wood-carvings—M an o f Sorrows ( Vir dolorum) 
flanked by St John  the Evangelist and the Virgin M ary-w ere taken over there 
from the M useum  o f E thnography (Neprajzi M uzeum , Budapest).1 The acquisi­
tion followed the restoration o f  the shrine and its sculptures in the D epartm ent 
o f R estoration at the Academy o f  Fine Arts under Professor N andor Kapos bet­
ween 1964 and 1966.2 Denes Radocsay, in his 1967 corpus o f  w ood sculptures 
o f  medieval Hungary, dated the shrine w ith  the carvings o f  unknow n prove­
nance, to betw een 1510 and 1530, and noted  that the other parts o f the altar- 
piece had been lost.3
In 1999, there was an exchange o f art works between the M useum o f Ethnog­
raphy and the Hungarian National Gallery. The latter took possession o f two altar 
wings o f around 1500, painted on both sides, from an unknow n provenance 
in U pper Hungary.4 T he paintings do not appear in Radocsay’s corpus o f panel 
paintings o f Medieval Hungary.5 In 2006, restorers Margit Borgulya Eisenmayer 
and Szilvia Hernady M enrath assessed the condition o f the shrine w ith the w ood- 
carvings and the two altar wings in the museum storage for the catalogue. Their 
observations clearly implied that the pieces are part o f the same altarpiece (figs. 
1—3).6 By assembling the shrine and the wings, inventoried in the M useum of 
Etnography and transferred to the Hungarian National Gallery at very different 
dates and kept in both museums separately, we could reconstruct a sacral entity 
almost fully (lacking the superstructure and the predella). The meaning o f the 
paintings and the wood-carvings have been greatly enriched in cröss-reference to 
one another.
The lower part o f the shrine was found to have been cut off, probably because 
o f rot due to water ingress. T he missing strip, about 7 cm high, which was also the
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base o f the sculptures, must have been filled with ornamental carving. The hinge 
marks on the wings and on the shrine clearly indicate the places o f the left and 
right wings. The shrine and the wings show the same background pattern motifs, 
and the same modelling and surface treatment: on the bolus ground there is an 
engraved brocade pattern covered with silver plates and gold lustre. The frames 
were later given a blue, marble-like painted finish; this can be seen on the bottom  
board o f  the shrine and on the frames o f  the wings as well.
T he entire altarpiece is in a very bad condition. T he back o f the shrine is 
decorated by the remains o f pale red ornamental tendrils. The azürite-painted in­
ner surface on the upper part o f the shrine may originally have been covered by 
carved tracery. The brocade curtain, with a pattern painted on red bolus ground, 
was originally covered w ith silver plates, o f which only the oxidised remains are 
visible. The top trimming o f the curtain is a border imitating gems, and at the bot­
tom  the remains o f painted green fringes are visible. The forms o f the three sculp­
tures are simplified, even coarse in places, but no doubt presented a finer appear­
ance with their original priming and polychromy. This is backed up by the traces 
o f finely-executed surface treatm ent.7
A stylistic appraisal o f the paintings is hampered by their poor condition. Test 
strips show that the wings were given a complete Baroque overhaul, which ex­
tended to all o f the draperies, and to parts o f faces, hands, hair and the modelled 
surface o f the pattern. It is obvious that the panel paintings were already damaged 
by the Baroque Era, since some o f the repainting was applied directly to the w ood 
in places where the priming and paint had detached. Behind the saints is a richly 
modelled pattern identical to that on the inside o f the shrine, and underneath both 
there is the part o f  the canvas glued on the wood. O n the outer side o f the panels
1. Vir dolorum altarpiece, unknown provenance, early 16th century, 
Budapest, Hungarian National Gallery
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2. Interior paintings of the wings of the Vir dolorum altarpiece
there are the original w ooden reinforcing bands. The image field fills the surface 
between the two bands, and in glancing light, semicircular traces o f once applied 
carving can be recognized on the upper part.
The infrared reflectography shows thorough, freely-designed underdrawing 
throughout the paintings. It is executed w ith only the usual minor deviations from 
these except for St Damien w ho in the underdrawing holds an enormous shovel­
like attribute in his right hand instead o f a spatula, and the painter has corrected 
this (fig. 4).
O n the inside o f  the left wing in the centre there is the standing figure o f Pope 
St Gregory the Great, who is accounted the fourth o f the great Latin doctors o f 
the Church, holding a double cross and a book, and wearing a tiara and a red
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cloak. Behind him  to the right and left there are two bishop saints with croziers in 
their hands; they might be two other church fathers, St Ambrose and St Augustine 
respectively. The fourth church father, St Jerome, wearing a cardinal’s hat, stands 
on the left in the second row. Beside him St Bernardine o f Siena is visible wearing 
a tonsure and a Franciscan m onk’s habit, and holding the disk w ith the radiating 
monogram  o f Christ.8 O n the outside o f the left wing there is the standing figure 
o f the physician St Damien, w ith medicinal vessel and spatula.
O n  the inside o f  the right wing in the centre St Peter stands in a red cloak, 
holding a key. T o  his left, judging from the face type, is probably St Paul the 
Apostle, and to his right St Bartholomew, with a knife in his hand. In the back 
row, to the right, wearing a hat with a cockle-shell, a pilgrim’s symbol, holding a 
stick, the bearded apostle St James the Greater can be seen, and to his left St James 
the Less, a relative o f  Jesus, w ith a youthful face, together with the symbol o f  his 
martyrdom, a club.9 The outer side o f the panel shows St Cosmas, holding in his 
hand a glass urological vessel.
In its closed state, the altarpiece presented to the congregation the figures o f 
the two physician-saints Cosmas and Damien, facing each other. They were the 
first two oriental saints to be invoked in the canon o f the R om an mass.10 Inside, 
on the opened wings, the Apostles on the right represent one o f  the sources o f the 
Revelation, while the W estern Fathers o f  the C hurch on the left, stand for the
3. Sts Cosmas and Damien on the outside of the wings 
of the Vir dolorum altarpiece
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4. Infrared reflectography of St Damien
interpreters o f  the holy tradition. The figure o f St Bernardine o f Siena with the 
disk, bearing the m onogram  o f Christ (IHS), surrounded by rays, is related to the 
sculpture o f the M an o f Sorrows in the shrine, but may also allude to a Franciscan 
connection. Many representations o f the saint are know n in Upper Hungary, 
Little Poland and Moravia from after S tjo hn  Capistran’s 1451 papal mission against 
the Hussites. O n the small altar o f the Man o f Sorrows in Hervarto (Hervartov, 
SK), in 1514, the sole figure o f the saint on the left wing o f the altar framed the 
former Vir dolorum carving o f  the shrine.11 Angels holding symbols o f the passion 
also allude to the latter.
T he iconography o f the paintings o f the altarpiece, with representations o f the 
heralds o f Salvation, corresponds with the message o f the shrine, w ith the Man o f 
Sorrows in the centre. It was undoubtedly a man o f the church w ho determined 
the altar’s iconographic programme.
The representation o f the M an o f Sorrows ( Vir dolorum, Imago~Pietatis) became 
widespread outside the context o f representations o f the passion narrative, as 
“Mystisches Andachtsbild” .12 It appeared on altarpieces first and most frequently on 
predella paintings and sculptures, between Mary and John, and was also common
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5. Vir dolorum, unknown provenance, early 16th century, 
Budapest, Museum of Etnography
as a superstructure carving. These two locations made the Man o f Sorrows perma­
nently visible during the mass, even when the wings were closed.13
Representations o f  the Imago Pietatis became widespread based on the vision 
o f the Mass o f  St Gregory.14 O n the left wing o f the altarpiece in the National 
Gallery, the central positioning o f St Gregory may be related with the sculpture in 
the shrine. T he Vir dolorum placed between the Virgin Mary and St John the Evan­
gelist in an altar shrine became more frequent in the last third o f the 15 th century. 
Its finest and largest example in Hungary is in the Vir dolorum altarpiece o f Löcse 
(Levoca, SK), o f around 1480.15 In this context, the Vir dolorum, the timeless em­
bodim ent o f the sufferings o f Christ, is not to be interpreted as an “Andachtsbild” ,
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but as the standard expression o f  Misericordia, mercifulness, intercession for the 
faithful, as in epitaphs. Placing him  in the company o f the grieving Mary and John 
does not return the image to the category o f narrative representations o f the 
passion, but brings suffering closer to hum an feelings.16
The figure o f Christ o f  the present altarpiece, bleeding and  wearing a crown 
o f thorns, points with his right hand to the w ound in his side and makes a blessing 
gesture w ith his left. The turning o f his head to the left intensifies the expression 
o f profound pain. Gert von der Osten calls this type “D er wundzeigende Fürbitt­
schmerzensmann”, and one o f its finest examples is a sculpture by Hans M ult- 
scher in Ulm  Cathedral, also flanked by Mary and Jo h n .17
The compact proportions, the inclination o f  the head to one side and some 
aspects o f vernacular provincialism suggests an affinity to an early 16th-century7 
Man o f  Sorrows figure held in the M useum o f Etnography in Budapest (Inv. No. 
68.120.101, fig. 5). This sculpture is marked “Gergelylaka” (Gregorovce, SK) in 
the C ounty o f  Saros and “Bärtfai M üzeum ” (Museum ofBärtfa [Bardejov, SK]) 
on its back.18 Although the execution o f the hair and beard o f this carving shows 
the distant influence o f the art o f  Pal Locsei, which is absent from the figure in 
the Hungarian National Gallery, it still offers some help in localising the altar- 
piece. The sculptures o f  the altar shrine in Bertot (Bertotovce, SK) in Saros 
County, also show some relationship w ith the wood-carvings discussed here, and 
the shrine’s gold engraved brocade pattern in the background must have been 
made in the same w orkshop.19 It was com m on for the painter and the w ood- 
carver working on altarpieces in Saros C ounty to be artists o f different levels. 
In our case, the painter seems to have been m ore experienced.20 Overall, our 
knowledge o f the art o f Saros C ounty altarpieces in early 16th-century Hungary 
has been enriched by a hitherto unknow n work o f art.
N otes
1 The material o f the altar shrine is spruce (Picea spec.), and of the sculptures, lime wood (Tilia 
spec.). The woods were kindly determined by Peter Klein (Hamburg). The shrine has a painted 
ground and engraved brocade pattern. Its dimensions are 142 x 140.5 cm, Inv. No. 67.1.1.M. 
The carvings are primed and polychromed, much of the paint layers are missing. The sculptures: 
Man of Sorrows, 97 x 35 x 20 cm, Inv. No. 67.1.2. M; Virgin Mary, 93 x 22 x 12 cm ,1
Inv. No. 67.1.3. M; St John the Evangelist, 91.5 x 29.5 x 15 cm, Inv. No. 67.1.4.M. Transfer 
file number: 155/966.
2 The sculptures o f the Virgin Mary and the Man o f Sorrows have been restored by Margit Forgo, 
and the St John the Evangelist by Margit Borgulya Eisenmayer. O n 14 October 1964, the shrine 
with the carvings were handed over to the Academy of Fine Arts (Kepzömüveszeti Egyetem) for 
restoration by Tibor Bodrogi, Director of the Museum of Ethnography. They were subsequently 
transferred to the inventory of the Museum of Fine Arts by the Ministry of Culture’s Department 
of Museums under order no. 66294/66. Prof. Nändor Kapos was instructed to transfer the shrine 
with sculptures directly to the Museum of Fine Arts immediately after completing the restoration.
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According to information from Tibor Bodrogi, the shrine’s inventory number got lost, and its 
provenance was unknown. See letters from Tibor Bodrogi to Klara Garas and Nandor Kapos, 
ref. no. 120-08-1966, dated 7 and 10 February 1966 respectively. In a letter o f 15 February 
1966 (ref. no. 155/1966), Klara Garas, Director o f the Museum of Fine Arts, expressed her 
thanks to Tibor Bodrogi for releasing the medieval altar shrine with the sculptures and noted 
that after the restoration she would receive them and have them entered into the inventory of 
the Old Hungarian Collection. I am grateful to Eva Szacsvay and Zsuzsa T asnädi o f the 
Museum of Ethnography for providing with me this information.
3 D. Radocsay, A  közepkori Magyarorszäg faszobrai, Budapest 1967, 175. (no photograph o f this 
piece)
4 Both altar wings are made of spruce (Picea spec.). Panel painted on both sides (right altar wing): 
148 x 69 cm, Inv. No. 99.1. M; Panel painted on both sides (left altar wing): 147.5 x 69 cm, 
Inv. No. 99.2.M. Transfer file number: 863-844/98, with erroneous Museum of Ethnography 
inventory number. On the edge of the right wing is the correct Museum of Ethnography 
inventory number: 81.79.161. According to information from Eva Szacsvay and Zsuzsa Tasnädi, 
the wings were entered into the inventory in 1981 together with 252 other items involved in a 
reorganisation of the storages. Their provenance in Bartfa (Bardejov, SK) was proposed on the 
basis o f oral tradition, and is not backed up by documentary evidence. Neither do they appear 
among Kornel Divald’s collections. The Hungarian National Gallery (Magyar Nemzeti Galeria) 
obtained “two altar wings from upper Hungary” in exchange for a small statue ofjesus from 
Prague (wood, polychromed, 36 cm, Magyar Nemzeti Galeria Inv. No. 52.568), an item 
“related to popular religion, belonging to the sphere of collection of a different museum,” 
under Ministry of the National Cultural Heritage permit number K-967/MÜZ-434/98.
5 D. Radocsay, A  közepkori Magyarorszäg täblakepei, Budapest 1955.
6 Documentation in the Hungarian National Gallery, Old Hungarian Department. It was the 
restorer Jozsef Lakatos who first noticed that the wings belonged to the altar shrine.
7 One of the three sculptures, St John, is slightly hollowed out at the back, probably because of 
a longitudinal exostosis of the wood. There is a plug filling up a hole in the head of each 
sculpture, and the mark of a two prong iron on the base. The lining of the cloaks of Mary, 
Christ and John were at one time coated with azurite, but there are traces of refurbishment of 
the'same colour as the blue repainting of the shrine. Christ’s loincloth and John’s clothes have 
the same colouring: bolus-silver-gold lustre. Christ’s green crown of thorns is roughly carved, 
and the thorns were represented by nails, all now broken off and lost. There is a 2.5-3 centime­
tres wide strip along the edge of the cloaks, a decorative motif, made with a sculptor’s chisel, 
worked in the same way as certain elements o f the background pattern. The flesh colours are 
very light pinks. On Christ’s body, on the forehead, around the nail marks, the streams o f blood 
are represented in stronger red. Traces of paint show that the convex bases must have been 
green.
8 On the four fathers o f the Western church see Lexikon der Christlichen Ikonographie, vols. 1-4, 
ed. E. Kirschbäum, Rome-Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 1968, 1970, 1971, 1972; vols. 5-8, founded 
E. Kirschbaum, ed. W. Braunfels, Rome-Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 1973, 1974, 1974, 1976; 
vol. 2., cols. 529—38; on St Bemardine of Siena, ibid, vol. 5., cols. 389—92.
9 On the aposdes, see ibid, vol. 1., cols. 150-73.
10 O n Sts Cosmas and Damien, see ibid, vol. 7., 344-52. The infrared reflectography of St Damien 
was kindly made by Zoltän Zsupos.
11 Representations of St Bemardine of Siena from around 1453 in the territory of Szepesseg (Spis) 
and Little Poland, the altarpieces in Mateoc (Matejovce, SK) and Lopuszna, the little panel 
painting with the Crucifix o f Korzenna and an altarpiece in Grybow destroyed by fire in 1945 
follow the early, portrait-like, ascetic type in almost identical ways. These representations are 
connected with the cult o f St Bemardine of Siena which spread from Krakow, where St John
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Capistran founded a monastery dedicated to Bernardine in 1453. On a sinopia of around 1479 
recently revealed in the Franciscan Church in Olomouc (Moravia), St Bernardine of Siena 
appears together with St John Capistran and John Hunyadi in the castle of Nändorfehervar 
(Belgrade), as an intercessionary in the 1456 victory over the Turks. See Gy. Török, “A Mateoci 
Mester muveszetenek problemäi,” Müveszettörteneti Ertesito XXIX, 1980, 49-80, esp. 59; I. 
Hlobil, “Bemardinske symboly Jmena Jezis v ceskych zemich sirene Janem Kapistranem,” Umlni 
44, 1966, 223-34; M. Togner, “Bitva u Belehradu,” in Od Gotiky k Renesanci. Vytvamä kultiira 
Moravy a Slezska 1400-1550 , vol. III., Olomoucko, ed. I. Hlobil-M. Perütka, exh. cat., Muzeum 
Umeni Olomouc—Arcidiecezni Muzeum v Olomouci, Olomouc 1999, 495—96 (Cat. No. 384.); 
M. Bartlovä, “Modus humilis. Zähada malirskeho stylu tzv. Krakovske skoly,” in Rotenka 
slovenskej närodnej galerie v Bratislave, galeria 2004—2005, Bratislava 2006, 167-78; On the Vir 
dolontm altarpiece of Hervarto, 1514 (Budapest, Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Inv. No. 53.902. 1-3) 
see Radocsay (n. 5 above), 315; Gy. Török, Gotikus szamyasoltarok a közepkori Magyarorszägon. 
AUandA kiällitäs a Magyar Nemzeti GalMäban, Budapest 2005, 75 (fig. 49.), 125.
12 E. Panofsky, “Imago Pietatis. Ein Beitrag zu Typengeschichte des ‘Schmerzensmanns’ und 
der ‘Maria Mediatrix’,” in Festschrift fü r  Max J. Friedländer, Leipzig 1927, 261-308; G. von der 
Osten, Der Schmerzensmann. Typengeschichte eines deutschen Andachtsbildwerkes von 1300 bis 1600, 
Berlin 1935; H. Belting, Das Bild und sein Publikum im Mittelalter. Form und Funktion früher 
Bildtafeln der Passion, Berlin 1981.
13 In Hungary one of the finest examples of the situation of a half-figure Vir dolorum, Mary and 
John as a predella carving is in the St Anne altarpiece in Leibic (L’ubica, SK), around 1510—
1520. A Vir dolorum as a carving in the superstructure stood on the High Altar at Kisszeben 
(Sabinov, SK), o f around 1490. See Török (n. 11 above, 2005), 15, 78. The man ofSorrows 
occurs as a central figure in an altar shrine in the High Altar in Pulkau, Lower Austria, about 
1515, in the Church o f the Holy Blood. See R . Kahsnitz, Carved Splendor. Late Gothic Altarpieces 
in Southern Germany, Austria and South Tirol, Los Angeles 2006, 342-44.
14 G. Schiller, Ikonographie der Christlichen Kunst, vol. 2.: Die Passion Jesu Christi, Gütersloh 1968, 
212-15.
15 Löcse, St James Parish Church, Vir dolorum altarpiece, see Radocsay (n. 3 above), 192—93; J. 
Homolka-T. Honty, Gotickä plastikä na Slovensku, Bratislava 1972, figs. 105—11. On the oc­
curence of the three figures in the altar shrine, see also the Szepesdaroc (Spisske Dravce, SK) 
altarpiece of around 1470-i480. See Radocsay (n. 3 above), 214; D. Radocsay, “Ismereden es 
elfelejtett közepkori magyarorszägi faszobrok,” Müveszettörteneti Ertesito IX, 1960, 1-16, fig. 1. 
One of the finest examples of stone sculpture is on the south entrance of the Church of the Holy 
Cross in Kesmärk (Kezmarok, SK) from 1498. See Gotika, Slovenskä närodnä galeria v Bratislave. 
Dejiny Slovenskeho vytvameho umenia, exh. cat., ed. D. Buran et al., Bratislava 2003, fig. 257.
16 Schiller (n. 14 above), 225—29 (“Der betrauerte und verehrte Schmerzensmann”).
17 Osten (n. 12 above), 94-114, flg. 114.
18 Vir dolorum, lime wood, polychromed, 95 x 36 x 16.5 cm, not hollowed at back. Old Inv. No. 
on base: Sz 436. The sculpture does not appear in Radocsay’s Corpus (n. 3 above). The carving 
was held in the attic o f the church of Gergelylaka in Säros County, near Kisszeben and Epeijes 
(Presov, SK). The village was mentioned in a charter o f Bela IV as Gregorfalva. See Süpis 
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The statue was included in the Museum of Ethnography’s 1989 exhibition Hüsveti passid 
(10 March-12 April 1989), curated by Eva Szacsvay. No catalogue was produced for the
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exhibition. The wood-carving was last displayed in the Bible exhibition in the Szechenyi 
Library. In the unsigned catalogue entry for the latter, it is attributed to “Pal Löcsei or his 
workshop” and dated, somewhat uncertainly, “ 16th-17th century?” . Although the wood 
carving has certain marks suggestive of Pal Locsei’s work, it is not o f the standard of carvings 
attributable to that artist or his workshop. Pal Locsei’s style spread widely among 16th-century 
sculptors in Upper Hungary, even to those working in the vernacular style. See Biblia Sacra 
Hungarica. A  könyv, „mely örök eletet ad”, exh. cat., ed. J. Heltai-B. Gaboijäni Szabo, Orszägos 
Szechenyi Könyvtär, Budapest 2008, 282—83.
19 Radocsay (n. 3 above), 156. The figures from the altar shrine of the Virgin Mary altarpiece from 
Bertot are the Madonna, St Martin and St Nicholas (the latter is actually St Brice), c. 1500, 
Sarisske muzeum v Bardejove, Inv. No. 730. The restored altar shrine with the sculptures are on 
display in the permanent exhibition in Bärtfa.
20 An arbitrary example is the relief o f the Assumption of Mary Magdalene in the shrine of the 
altarpiece in Berki (Rokycany, SK), whose execution surpasses that o f the painting of the wings. 
See Török (n. 11 above, 2005), figs. 30-31.
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Györgyi Poszler
“THE FO U R TH  W INGED ALTAR”. 
THE ALTAR OF ST M ARTIN AT KISSZEBEN (Sabmov, SK)
In September 1876, Viktor Myskovszky, schoolmaster o f a main grammar school 
for sciences and a com m itted defender o f historical m onum ents in U pper H un­
gary, called upon the National Commission for Historical M onum ents (M üem- 
lekek Orszagos Bizottsaga) in Budapest to take urgent measures.1 It had come to 
his attention that the tow n council o f Kisszeben was, as patron o f the parish church 
o f great archeological interest, planning to reconfigure the roo f on the tow er and 
to paint the interior o f the building. “Lest the church be ruined in this way, de­
spite its pristine Gothic style...!”2 At the suggestion o f Imre Henszlmann, who 
dispatched a detailed report from the scene at the very same time, the Commission 
promptly called upon M ayor Jozsef Ribosy to submit the plans and the budget for 
the renovation w ork to the Historical M onum ents Commission, for the appropri­
ate supervision and checking. For his part, Agost Mazalik, deputy archdeacon and 
parish priest, was called upon in no uncertain terms to “desist from his intention” 
to have the painting done.3 In connection w ith the church’s appointments also, 
Henszlmann took the view that it would be best if  the locals did nothing beyond 
simple strengthening w ork.4 In other words, from his report it was very clear that 
not only the building itself and the newly uncovered frescoes merited attention, 
but—as Myskovszky had pointed out earlier—the appointments also: the tabernacle, 
the pulpit and especially the winged altarpieces. It was then that historical m onu­
m ent champions in the capital, museum experts, and, through the latter officials at 
the cultural ministry became aware o f Kisszeben’s Church dedicated to St John the 
Baptist. From this time on, they struggled for decades—m ore than once going 
against the wishes o f local believers and crossing their interests—for the preservation 
o f the threatened artifacts in an authentic condition.
Only after a long delay could the construction work begin. Almost twenty 
years passed before Frigyes Schulek, architect to the Commission, found the re­
port on the state o f the building and the preliminary plans for its reconstruction to 
be suitable and “consented in every particular, hence fully, to the carrying out o f 
the operations proposed by”5 Vilmos Fröhde, head o f the building activities at 
Kassa (Kosice, SK) Cathedral. In the meantime it had turned out that not only the 
tower, but also the entire building required “the carrying out o f urgent work to
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exhibition. The wood-carving was last displayed in the Bible exhibition in the Szechenyi 
Library. In the unsigned catalogue entry for the latter, it is attributed to “Pal Locsei or his 
workshop” and dated, somewhat uncertainly, “ 16th-17th century?” . Although the wood 
carving has certain marks suggestive of Päl Löcsei’s work, it is not o f the standard of carvings 
attributable to that artist or his workshop. Pal Locsei’s style spread widely among 16th-century 
sculptors in Upper Hungary, even to those working in the vernacular style. See Biblia Sacra 
Hungarica. A  könyu, „mely örök mietet ad", exh. cat., ed. J. Heltai-B. Gäborjäni Szabo, Orszägos 
Szechenyi Könyvtär, Budapest 2008, 282-83.
19 Radocsay (n. 3 above), 156. The figures from the altar shrine of the Virgin Mary altarpiece from 
Bertöt are the Madonna, St Martin and St Nicholas (the latter is actually St Brice), c. 1500, 
Sarisske muzeum v Bardejove, Inv. No. 730. The restored altar shrine with the sculptures are on 
display in the permanent exhibition in Bärtfa.
20 An arbitrary example is the relief o f the Assumption of Mary Magdalene in the shrine of the 
altarpiece in Berki (Rokycany, SK), whose execution surpasses that o f the painting of the wings. 
See Török (n. 11 above, 2005), figs. 30-31.
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Györgyi Poszler
“THE F O U R T H  W INGED ALTAR”. 
THE ALTAR OF ST M ARTIN AT KISSZEBEN (Sabinov, SK)
In September 1876, Viktor Myskovszky, schoolmaster o f a main grammar school 
for sciences and a com m itted defender o f historical m onum ents in U pper H un­
gary, called upon the National Commission for Historical M onuments (M üem- 
lekek Orszägos Bizottsäga) in Budapest to take urgent measures.1 It had come to 
his attention that the tow n council ofKisszeben was, as patron o f the parish church 
o f great archeological interest, planning to reconfigure the roof on the tow er and 
to paint the interior o f  the building. “Lest the church be ruined in this way, de­
spite its pristine Gothic style...!”2 At the suggestion o f Imre Henszlmann, who 
dispatched a detailed report from the scene at the very same time, the Commission 
promptly called upon M ayor Jozsef Ribosy to submit the plans and the budget for 
the renovation work to the Historical M onum ents Commission, for the appropri­
ate supervision and checking. For his part, Agost Mazalik, deputy archdeacon and 
parish priest, was called upon in no uncertain terms to “desist from his intention” 
to have the painting done.3 In connection with the church’s appointments also, 
Henszlmann took the view that it would be best if  the locals did nothing beyond 
simple strengthening w ork.4 In other words, from his report it was very clear that 
not Only the building itself and the newly uncovered frescoes merited attention, 
but—as Myskovszky had pointed out earlier—the appointments also: the tabernacle, 
the pulpit and especially the winged altarpieces. It was then that historical m onu­
m ent champions in the capital, museum experts, and, through the latter officials at 
the cultural ministry became aware o f Kisszeben’s Church dedicated to St John the 
Baptist. From this time on, they struggled for decades—more than once going 
against the wishes o f local believers and crossing their interests—for the preservation 
o f the threatened artifacts in an authentic condition.
Only after a long delay could the construction work begin. Almost twenty 
years passed before Frigyes Schulek, architect to the Commission, found the re­
port on the state o f  the building and the preliminary plans for its reconstruction to 
be suitable and “consented in every particular, hence fully, to the carrying out o f 
the operations proposed by”5 Vilmos Fröhde, head o f the building activities at 
Kassa (Kosice, SK) Cathedral. In the meantime it had turned out that not only the 
tower, but also the entire building required “the carrying out-of urgent w ork to
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make it safe”6 thoroughgoing repair. In March 1890, M ayor Antal Eiszeit in- 
formed the Commission that the church “especially by virtue o f  cracks visible in 
the vaulting and the dilapidation o f the high altar in its present condition is already 
liable to profound censure even from the point o f  view o f public safety” . Accord­
ingly, he was obliged to “halt divine service there” and to "have the church closed 
officially.7 Church services eventually resumed on 28 July 1899, scheduled by the 
same mayor, still in office at that time. The restoration o f the church was at last 
complete, “leaving aside the issue o f the altarpieces” .8
This exchange o f letters makes it clear that from the very beginning the most 
problematical element in the reconstruction work was the restoration o f the Gothic 
altarpieces. Considering them in forms unaltered since the Baroque age, Imre Henszl­
mann wrote in 1876 that the “interior appointments are m uch more interesting 
and estimable than the architecture o f the church...” . As well as the high altar and 
the Annunciation and St Anne altarpieces in front o f the walls on either side o f the 
triumphal arch, he mentions retables in the nave-one dedicated to St Joseph and 
another to St Stephen—, and also a “sixth, older than the last ones” , a small altarpiece 
in front o f the north wall o f the sanctuary that is called the “Altare doctorum, al­
though o f the four Church Fathers in the winged shrine only three appear in the 
finished reHef’.9 This list never appears in the subsequent reports and descriptions. 
In 1885, Viktor Myskovszky compiled an inventory o f the parish church o f Kissze- 
ben “with its art items, three Gothic altarpieces—the high altar, the St Anne and the 
Annunciation altarpieces—, its tabernacle, and its portals by Master Vincentius de 
Ragusa” .10 In 1888, Vilmos Fröhde, who was then drawing up plans for the bui­
lding operations and the budget, mentioned three winged altarpieces in good condi­
tion, which, however, needed to be mended and re-gilded: the cost for the high 
altar was set at 2000 forints and the cost for each o f the abovementioned side retables 
at 1000 forints.11 W ith regard to the costs for the “extensive repair, re-gilding and 
augmenting o f the winged altarpieces—at the request o f the town of Kisszeben in 
1888—M or Hölzel, an image-carver from Bart fa” (Bardejov, SK), compiled a budget 
set at 4475 forints.12 However, in 1894, based on a recommendation by Frigyes 
Schulek, the National Commission for Historical Monuments did not find this at all 
acceptable from the professional viewpoint, fearing that the “art historical value o f 
the altarpieces [...] would decline significandy” . And perhaps this fear led the C om ­
mission to make its proposal, namely that it would be better “if  these altarpieces—the 
three in question—were transferred to a museum and maintained there in their pres­
ent condition, and that in their place faithful copies were put in the church” .13 And 
while in March 1896 the general public o f Kisszeben wrote letters to Hungary’s 
minister o f religious and educational affairs about the unclear costs o f the restoration 
o f the altarpieces hoping that the complete restoration o f the ancient building could 
be finished entirely in the millennial year,14 the opinion o f the Historical M onu­
ments Commission and the minister was unalterable. The three altarpieces—found by 
Jenö Radisics, director o f the Museum of Applied Arts, in the so-called Old Barracks 
building following their disassembly as early as February 1895 (presumably because
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of the construction work)15—were packed up in the summer o f 1896. According to 
reports in November, the consignment was then o n  its way to the capital, while the 
country was already celebrating the thousandth anniversary o f its existence.16
From this time on, the handing over o f the three altarpieces, their placing in a 
museum, and the issue o f  the copies o f the high altar and the side altarpieces were 
the main themes in the reports, o f  the Commission, in the submissions o f the m in­
istry, and in the petitions arriving from the town. In the meantime, however, the 
parish church o f Kisszeben continued to be out o f use: the building work there 
was still unfinished and we have good reason to believe that the appointments 
items that remained in situ were also dismantled, still awaiting their fate. Speaking 
o f this, beside the pulpit and, from time to time, the organ, only one altarpiece 
remaining there was mentioned: the small retable, m ore frequently described as 
the fourth altarpiece. W here were the other altarpieces o f  the six listed by Henszl- 
mann? And which, after the three taken to Budapest, was the fourth? W e are fa­
miliar with a good deal o f data in connection with this matter. Nevertheless, un­
equivocal identification will be impossible until the oft-m entioned design draw­
ings and the detailed descriptions submitted here and there come to light.
O n 23 N ovem ber 1896 just days after the taking away o f the altarpieces, Vil— 
mos Fröhde, who was in charge o f the building operations, called the attention o f 
Peter Hartsär, dean and parish priest o f Kisszeben, to the fact that two sculptors in 
Kassa17 had drawn up plans for the repair o f the small retable and for the restoration 
o f the pulpit and sculptures’ consoles in the church. They had even submitted a 
budget: “altar-stand (foot), also framing o f two panels, repairs to new and present 
altarpieces 480 forints” .18 Fröhde found the plans satisfactory and the price favour­
ably inexpensive, and proposed that the very Reverend Father acquire as soon as 
possible the ministerial permits necessary for the starting o f the work. H e also 
pointed out that for a while there would be an urgent need for the small altarpiece, 
in place o f the high altar taken to Budapest. However, the National Commission 
for Historical M onum ents stood strict guard in matters stylistic: the sum requested 
for the building work was transferred in March 1897 in the interests o f completing 
it as quickly as possible. However, the architect Laszlo Steinhausz raised profes­
sional objections to the plans submitted for the restoration o f the fourth altarpiece 
and the pulpit. The sculptors, w ho were in the service o f Kassa Cathedral, “gave 
evidence o f a feeling for Gothic, but [their drawings] were not o f  such quality that 
they could be used in the restoration o f these esteemed artifacts” . The Commission 
intended to entrust with the direction o f the work the subsequently appointed 
head o f Kassa Cathedral’s construction workshop, and Imre Steindl w ith the super­
vision o f the w ork.19 Matters took their course. Imre Steindl was very busy, the 
date for the resumption o f the construction work at Kassa became uncertain, and 
for almost an entire year again nothing happened.20 Finally, in 'M arch 1898, in 
connection w ith the completing o f the plans made for the copy o f the high altar, 
O tto  Sztehlo was entrusted with perfecting the sketches for the fourth altarpiece 
and the pulpit, for which w ork he was given just one week.21 And although in July
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1899 the issue o f the church’s retables was not yet settled finally, in a letter written 
by the mayor the possibility o f restarting divine service could be raised.22 The new* * 
high altar was already installed at this time (the copies o f  the side-altarpieces were 
put in place only in 1907), and w ith regard to the fourth retable there was never 
any further mention in the documents reaching and leaving the National Commis­
sion for Historical M onuments. By that date its restoration had clearly been com ­
pleted, since it was in these years that the restoration o f the other appointments o f 
the church took place, presumably with the co-operation o f local masters for the 
most part. As well as the three copies, not only the fourth altarpiece but another 
two as well—six retables in all, exactly the same num ber as that given by Henszl- 
mann in 1876—today stand in the church in the places allocated to them  at that 
time, as lively witnesses to the historicist approach o f the years around 1900. O n 
the two sides o f the triumphal arch stand the St Anne and the so-called Church 
Fathers altarpieces respectively. The latter, the “Altarpiece o f  the Doctors” , as 
Henszlmann called the little retable, has been located in one o f the two most pres­
tigious places after the high altar—on the spot originally occupied by the A nnun­
ciation altarpiece—as an equal pair o f the St Anne altarpiece. The Calvary retable—in 
this case the title is different from the one noted by Henszlmann in 1876—can be 
seen in front o f one o f the north pillars o f the nave.
O f  the church’s three original altarpieces that remained in situ, the “Altarpiece of 
the Doctors” was the only one that was augmented and made more impressive in 
the course o f restoration. Its superstructure, judged to be lost or in bad condition and 
therefore impossible to rescue, was replaced by a “true-to-form  Gothic” structure 
essentially the same height as the re-fashioned shrine and containing three newly- 
made sculptures (fig. I).23 The repainted, un-authentically angular predella probably 
came into being by means o f a complete refashioning o f the old one executed in the 
spirit o f the new taste. Besides the Vir dolorum relief that can be seen on it today, 
half-length figures o f the Mater Dolorosa and St John the Evangelist featuring on 
archive photographs24 may have originally belonged to it. W hether these were new­
ly made carvings or almost totally reworked versions o f old ones cannot be decided 
without systematic investigations. O f  the elements o f the predella, the carving w o­
ven from finely formed ornamental foliage is the most authentic element. The most 
intact unit o f the composition, the shrine, was placed on a dark brown stand deco­
rated with a traceried band carved with illogical stiffness. Augmented with broad 
framing running round it, the new structure increased the original size o f the middle 
part o f the altarpiece by a third, despite the fact that the medieval shrine itself-per- 
haps again by the changing o f damaged parts—was reduced slightly in height. Ad­
justed to the new shrine, the moveable wings, too, were enlarged and put into new 
frames. The wooden panels bearing the paintings were extended above and below. 
The additions were covered on both painted sides o f the wings with stiff, thickly 
gilded tracery that more than once intrudes into the compositions. The damaged or 
lost fixed wings o f the altar were replaced with those depicting standing saints that 




1. The St Martin altarpiece at Kisszeben (Photo: Author)
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proves unequivocally that the appointments connected to the interior renovation of 
the building—not only the altarpieces to be sent to Budapest, but also those that re­
mained in situ—were dismantled into parts. In a complete rebuilding that accompa­
nied a thorough “restoration”, pieces from different retables could easily be mixed 
up. It is possible, too, that a change o f fixed wings was performed deliberately in this 
case. Compared with that o f the other retable, the remodelling o f the “Altarpiece of 
the Doctors” seems to have been more careful, more planned from the stylistic point 
o f view, and at the same time more goal-orientated. By replacing the missing ele­
ments and by enlarging and supplementing those still in existence, those involved 
perhaps wished to make it suitable for a new function. Maybe this was “the fourth 
altarpiece that remained there”, an altarpiece intended to substitute provisionally for 
those delivered to Budapest, and which, after the copies were made, was considered 
more suitable for placing in front o f the triumphal arch than the not-overly-con- 
vincing new Annunciation retable.
W hich parts o f the medieval altarpieces remained untouched by the restoration 
planned in style by the National Commission o f Historic Monuments? And how 
should we interpret the iconography o f the “Altarpiece o f the Doctors” , for the 
veneration o f w hom  it was dedicated? O ur starting point is the slightly truncated, 
somewhat altered and mended shrine with the three sculptures decorated with foli­
ated tracery. Together they make a slightly strange impression: a curtain tassel paint­
ed on the reverse side o f the shrine hangs down to the ground, there is no room  for 
the refashioned interior vaulting, and the figures are forced into a space that is rather 
cramped. However, they can easily be examined individually. The foliated tracery 
constructed on two flat arches can, in the form it achieved after restoration in the 
1970s, be regarded as essentially original, although the acanthus-leaf fields filling out 
the corners, the middle, propeller-like flowers, and the thick and stiff columns are 
clearly recent additions. It shows a somewhat distant kinship with the altarpiece at 
Dobronya (Dobra Niva, SK) dated 1519 with its ogee-arch tracery, and with the St 
Apollonia retable in Bärtfa, while the St Helen and St Giles altarpieces at Zolyom - 
szaszfalva (Sasova, SK) indicate a little closer relationship with its all-round burgeon­
ing plant creeper ornamentation. The ornamentation embellishing the shrines’ base­
board and predella may also be reckoned among the same group.25
In the shrine stand three male saints in half-life size; according to the tradi­
tional interpretation, they are three Church Fathers. O n  the left is St Jerom e, 
wearing a cardinal’s headgear and holding in one hand the front pawT o f a lion. In 
the middle and on the right side are bishops. In their left hand each holds a crook 
m ended during the most recent restoration and in their right a book. The one 
specific attribute is a small figure, depicted with a naked upper body and legs, 
kneeling under the lifted hem o f the central figure’s cloak. Traditionally, this fig­
ure has been identified as the child appearing before St Augustine in the fig-grove 
or on the seashore. But is it really a child? Does the exhausted, wrinkled and el­
derly face not contradict such a view? Is it not, rather, a kneeling beggar, and 
should we not, therefore, see in the middle, taller, bishop the figure o f St Martin?
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2. Shrine of the St Martin altarpiece at Kisszeben (archive photograph:
Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Regi Magyar Gyüjtemeny, Fototar Inv. No. 694)
The posture and the hand gestures o f the small figure do not bring us any nearer 
to an interpretation. O n  archive photographs (fig. 2),26 the arms o f  the figure are 
broken off at the shoulder, meaning that the hands held together in prayer that we 
see today are additions made at the time o f  the most recent restoration. If the fig­
ure is a “child” , it must originally have held a spoon or a shell, and if  it is a “beg­
gar” it must have clutched the cloak o f the saint. In deciding the issue, analysis o f 
the iconography o f  the wing scenes, and on the basis o f this the“establishment o f 
the title o f the altarpiece, will provide guidelines. A function o f  these will be the 
identification o f  the bishop on the right-hand side, traditionally interpreted as the 
third Church Father, St Ambrose.
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T he upper paintings o f the 
feast-day side show miraculous*' 
happenings, making visible mani­
festation o f the will o f God show­
ing itself through the persons o f 
the saints. The left-hand scene 
shows an episode from the Leg­
end o f  St Martin that is depicted 
rather seldom: the bishop is cast­
ing out a devil (fig. 3a). M ore­
over, he is doing so not from a 
person, but from an animal. Pos­
sessed by a devil, frenzied and 
foaming at the m outh, a cow 
charged along the road goring 
many people. Raising his hand in 
blessing, Martin commanded it to 
stop, and on the back o f the now 
motionless animal recognized a 
devil. After he had cast the devil 
out, the cow, now  calmed, knelt 
before the legs o f the saint.27 Ex­
orcism, miraculous healing, or the 
liberation o f one possessed could 
also be the subject o f the upper 
right-hand painting, although this 
cannot be determined exactly for 
lack o f a characteristic attribute. 
Almost lifeless, the figure lying on 
the ground in an unnatural pos­
ture is probably being purified and healed o f its bodily and mental torments by the 
blessing o f a bishop-saint. Assuming the parallelism of the composition, the place o f 
this story, too, is to be sought in the Legend o f St Martin.
The paintings at the bottom  exemplify the true faith, bearing witness, and the 
pow er o f faith. O n  the left-hand side a key episode from the life o f St Augustine 
is depicted. A child squatting on the sand is using a shell to fill a hole he dug with 
all the water o f the sea (fig. 3b). “I shall succeed in this before you com prehend 
the essence o f G od,” he replied to the bishop w ho had asked what he was doing, 
and having offered satisfaction on a matter o f faith, vanished.28 The lower right- 
hand painting (the fourth) shows, placed at the foot o f the Calvary, the 10,000 
martyrs tortured and then taken to the stake who, led by St Achatius, chose to die 
for their religion in the time o f Em peror Hadrian. This story differs from the pre­
vious ones: it is not linked directly to the saints depicted in the shrine, and goes
3a. St Martin casting out a devil. Inner wing, 
upper left-hand painting of the St Martin 
altarpiece at Kisszeben (Photo: Author)
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beyond the content o f  the paintings described earlier. It can only be understood as 
an example with general force, and along with the earlier representations in the 
oneness o f  the com m unity o f  believers and martyrs.
The outside row  o f paintings is entirely linked to the Legend o f St Martin. 
The upper panels show two key events in his life, while in the bottom  ones two 
bishops o f  Tours, St M artin and his successor St Bricius, are featured. The worn 
scene on the left depicts the meeting o f the young R om an soldier and the beggar 
at Amiens. This is a story o f recognizing Christ and coming to know the nature o f 
true love. It is the scene which most tellingly and at the same time most clearly 
characterizes the earthly life o f the saint, and which, as such, is suitable in itself, for 
the evocation o f M artin’s personality. In the upper right-hand painting-in the 
second principal place in the row  of depictions-the Mass in Albenga must follow, 
as a parallel o f  the m eeting w ith the beggar. The Mass scene (fig. 4) depicted is, 
however, confused. Instead o f the miracle described in the Legend o f St Martin 
that took place at a m om ent o f 
the Presentation o f  the Host, we 
see a blessing. Angels are not hur­
rying to the assistance o f the 
modestly dressed bishop o f Tours; 
instead, next to the altar two car­
dinals are holding a golden tiara, 
and from the hand o f the saint a 
kneeling woman is taking the 
wafer. O n  the altar-table, just be­
hind the chalice, there is the Vir 
dolorum showing His wounds.
W e see protagonists and ac­
cessories o f the Mass o f St Gre­
gory. W e see the woman, who 
every Sunday offered bread to 
Gregory and w ho w ithout belief 
took the Eucharist bread she her­
self had kneaded,29 as well äs the 
M aundy Thursday vision, the 
suffering Christ appearing in hu­
man form on the altar. It was 
probably on account o f e rro r- 
owing to the misunderstanding 
or mixing up o f models—that the 
scene shown in R o m e’s Santa 
Croce in Gerusalemme church 
ended up in the place o f the Al­
benga Mass. This is all the more
3b. St Augustine and the child. Inner wing, 
lower left-hand painting of the St Martin 
altarpiece at Kisszeben (Photo: Author)
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the case since the mixing up o f
these Mass scenes occurred else*
where, too. An example is on the
St M artin altarpiece at Sövenyseg
(Fi§er, R O ),30 where, following
Diirer’s models o f Masses o f  St
Gregory, Christ, rising from a
coffin and showing his wounds,
appears on the altar as a vision
before the very eyes o f  those
kneeling. The scene is a pair o f
the Amiens meeting—just as in
Kisszeben—, and a further two
wing scenes on the feast-day side
o f the altarpiece also show events
from the life o f St Martin. There
was definitely an iconographical
mistake here. O n  the lower left-
hand painting o f the Kisszeben
altarpiece is the figure o f St Bri-
cius, M artin’s successor as bishop
o f Tours, in bishop’s vestment
and bearing a burning ember in
his raised cloak (fig. 5). “As much
as my garment is unharm ed by
the ember, so is my body unde-
4. Mass scene. Outer wing, upper right-hand painting flled by a wom an’s t0UCh ”, h e
of the St Martin altarpiece at Kisszeben . , , , , '.  ,, said to those doubters who char-(Photo: Author) ged him  w ith making a pious 
wom an pregnant. He was able to 
prove his innocence through the intercession o f his holy predecessor: he took the 
burning ember to M artin’s tomb, and w hen it was cast off, his garment could be 
seen unharm ed.31 In fourth place in the row of episodes on the closed wings, op­
posite Bricius, the bishop presented w ithout any personal attribute and w ith a 
book and crook in his hands can in this form be none other than St Martin.
W ith the iconography o f the wing paintings resolved, a final question emerg­
es: w ho are the bishops in the shrine depicted next to Jerom e, and how  do the 
three male saints connect with the series o f scenes on the feast-day side? W hat kind 
o f association can we assume between the Church Fathers—Jerome; Augustine, 
who in any case features on one o f the paintings inside; and even, possibly, Am ­
brose—and the Legend o f St Martin? For the tangle, we might, at first glance, 
blame the late 19th-century “restorers” , who having possibly mixed up different 
elements o f the altarpieces dismantled during the restoration o f the building,
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created “new ” works, while replacing missing details with parts recently made. 
Could not the wing paintings and the sculptures or, come to that, the wing pain­
tings have belonged together originally? It w ould be a convenient explanation, 
albeit one a thorough investigation soon refutes. The paintings are linked together 
by an identical background pattern; indeed, the compositions, referring to each 
other from the standpoint o f  both content and form, o f the altar panels on both 
sides could scarcely be arranged in any other order. The original size o f the altar 
wings presumably matches the original size o f the shrine. The fixed wings are alien 
elements. The explanation needs to be sought in another direction.
Painted or carved figures o f Church Fathers appeared most often in the shrine, 
in the wing paintings, and on the superstructures o f Late Gothic winged altarpieces 
as examples with general applicability. Most frequently Jerome is depicted, in pair 
mosdy with Augustine, more seldom in a foursome, or sometimes grouped together 
with various other saints. Just a few examples: in the middle panel o f the St Michael 
altarpiece in Szepeshely (Spisska Ka- 
pitula, SK)-this retable can be dated 
to the 1470s—the archangel holding 
high the scales is flanked by Jerome,
Ambrose, Gregory, and Augustine 
displayed as figures on the wings. Al­
tar wings likewise from Szepeshely 
that were made in the 1480s feature 
full-length figures o f St Augustine 
and St Jerome on their outer sides.
The feast-day sides in this case repro­
duce scenes from the childhood of 
Jesus, and although the altarpiece’s 
tide is unknown, it is not likely that it 
stood in closer connection with the 
protagonists o f the outer-side wing 
paintings.32 Jerome features in the 
company of the Madonna and St 
Barbara in the shrine o f Beszterce- 
banya’s (Banska Bystrica, SK) St Bar­
bara altarpiece dated to 1509, and 
here, too, the scenes o f the feast-day 
side are not connected to the “title 
protagonists” . Tw o episodes from 
the Legend o f St Barbara are given a 
place merely in the bottom  row  of 
paintings on the outer side. St Martin 5 S{ Bnaus Quter Wlngj lower left_hand painting
often features together with St N icho- of the St Martin altarpiece at Kisszeben
las, between St Gregory and Jerome. (Photo: Author)
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The two Church Fathers appear as companions o f equal rank in the row of paintings 
on the feast-day side o f the Szmrecsany (Smrecany, SK) altarpiece dedicated to the 
jo in t veneration o f the two bishop-saints. T h isrow  o f paintings bear the date 1510 
which can be seen on the altarpiece. O n the everyday side, St Christopher and St 
Sebastian flank two bishop figures not distinguished by means o f characteristic at­
tributes: on the right in all probability St Augustine, wearing the black tunica o f the 
Augustinians, and next to him clearly the fourth Church Father, St Ambrose.33 The 
example nearest to the “fourth altar” at Kisszeben with regard to iconography is, 
however, Szepesszombat’s (Spisska Sobota, SK) St Nicholas altarpiece made in the 
first decade o f the 16th century. In the shrine, next to St Jerome, stand two bishop 
figures not distinguished by any characteristic attribute. Their identification may 
likewise be ventured on the basis o f an iconographical investigation o f the painted 
panels and the establishment o f the altarpiece’s title. However, here the formula is a 
good deal simpler. O n  the inner side o f the wing paintings, four well-known epi­
sodes from the life o f St Nicolas are represented. The middle bishop figure o f the 
shrine, somewhat taller than those standing beside him, holding a crook and raising 
his right hand in blessing, can be none other than the titular saint o f the altarpiece, 
St Nicolas. The figure on the right looking at a book he is holding in his left hand 
and not distinguished by any distinctive attribute is probably another Church Father, 
St Augustine,34 who is often paired with Jerome. Nevertheless, it cannot be abso­
lutely excluded that the figure depicted is St Martin, who is very frequently featured 
with Nicolas. The paintings do not provide guidelines relating to this. The predella 
shows the martyrdom o f St Ursula and the Virgins in her retinue, while on the ev­
eryday side there are male saints not connected closely with the theme.
O n the Kisszeben altarpiece the depictions can be threaded together w ith more 
difficulty, and in accordance with this the establishment o f the title, too, requires 
more consideration. Taking into account the iconographical error made in the case 
o f the Mass scene, the series o f paintings on the everyday side can be linked fully to 
St Martin. And in all probability it is he who plays the decisive role on the feast-day 
side as well. Seldom depicted but certainly linkable to him  is the exorcism scene o f 
the first painting, and presumably it is he who is the main protagonist in the m i­
raculous healing visible on the right side, too. However, it may seem strange that 
the scene o f the 10,000 martyrs, as a general example o f the profession o f  the true 
faith, has forced to the outer side the meeting at Amiens, which counts as a basic 
element in the Legend o f St Martin. But we must recognize that on the inner side 
the leading theme is that o f miracle working and miraculous events. W hether by 
way o f chance selection from among well-known scenes or for some personal rea­
son connected with the donor, this scene perhaps fitted into the series better. Often 
depicted on other altars in various connections, separately or, more than once, per­
forming a similar role or mediating a similar meaning, it is conspicuous on the 
abovementioned Szepesszombat predella also, placed in a pair with the scene o f St 
Ursula’s martyrdom. The vision o f St Augustine also fits into the very same series 
o f thoughts emphasizing miraculous events. This rarely represented detail from the
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legend o f the Church Father did not, however, w in a place on the feast-day side by 
chance. That he is one o f the bishops standing in the shrine is proved unequivo­
cally by the establishment o f the winged altarpiece’s subject. H e appears in a pair 
with St Jerome, as on the abovementioned Szepeshely altarpiece wings, the Szmre- 
csany retable, and, in all probability, on the St Nicolas altarpiece at Szepesszombat, 
too. But a detail o f  his legend, in epic form was depicted only on the Kisszeben al­
tarpiece. That this emphasis does not apply to the Church Fathers in general but to 
St Augustine personally is best proved by the fact that no depiction linkable to 
Jerom e has a place in the series o f paintings. This thematic-contentual character­
istic, however, should be understood most o f all on the basis o f the source-mate­
rial relating to the donor, or at least to the circumstances o f the commission.
At the end o f  this analysis, an answer can be given with a degree o f certainty 
to some o f the questions raised earlier. O n the basis o f an investigation o f the ico­
nography o f the wing paintings, St Martin can unequivocally be regarded as the 
titular saint o f the fourth Kisszeben altarpiece. Taken as a function o f this, then, it 
is even less likely that only three out o f the four abovementioned Church Fathers 
were depicted in the shrine. O n  the basis o f thematic investigations, and last but 
not least on the basis o f the analogy o f the Nicolas altarpiece at Szepesszombat, we 
must recognize St M artin in the middle bishop figure. The small-scale figure, 
therefore, is not a child, but a kneeling beggar, who appears very frequently on 
sculptures as the most popular attribute o f the bishop o f Tours. St M artin-let us 
look merely at the example o f the Szrnrecsany and Szepesszombat altarpieces—is 
flanked by two C hurch Fathers, from the left by St Jerom e and from the right by 
St Augustine, w ho here, too, appears w ithout any distinguishing attribute.
The St M artin altarpiece at Kisszeben can be dated with some accuracy to the 
1510s by the artifacts that are close to it from the semantic and iconographic stand­
points. The outlining o f its stylistic environm ent and the connections o f  the work­
shop which produced it—taking into account the other winged altarpieces from the 
Kisszeben church that have come dow n to us—would require further research and 
further investigations.
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Andräs Koväcs
THE TRANSYLVANIAN PILGRIMS OF EL CAMINO 
Corbels of the sanctuary of Homorodjanosfalva 
(Ione§ti, RO)
The borderlands o f Hungarian medieval art were unaffected by economic booms 
in the region, even in later periods. As a result they frequently surprise researchers 
w ith unexpected m onum ents given the continually changing demands and re­
building that took place in wealthier areas. This thought, expressed several decades 
ago by Em o Marosi about Hungary’s village churches,1 can w ithout restriction be 
applied to Transylvania, too. The following paragraphs highlight such a phenom ­
enon, which, although not at all unique, is at present only found along the periph­
eries.
Homorodjanosfalva,2 a village first m entioned in 1448,3 lies along the R iver 
H om orodul Mare in the form er county o f Udvarhelyszek (‘Sedes Udvarhely’). Its 
parish church, today Unitarian, is certainly o f medieval origin.4 It is generally sug­
gested in the art historical literature that the church was constructed in the 13th 
century (and is thus originally Romanesque), and was expanded around 1522. 
Architectural details visible today, however, offer no support for this almost 140- 
year-old hypothesis.
The church, w ith its tower-nave-sanctuary arrangement, stands at the top o f 
the hill, and is surrounded by an oval churchyard wall supported by buttresses (fig. 
1-2). The medieval form o f  the church can be reconstructed w ithout the west 
tow er (built in 1749), the m odem  porticus affixed to the south side (after 1788), 
and the sets o f  stairs leading to the present day pulpit and eastern gallery. The first 
set o f  stairs also explains the destruction o f the medieval sacristy. W hat remains is 
a nave consisting o f three bays and a sanctuary w ith a slightly irregular floor plan 
terminating in three sides o f an octagon. Both the sanctuary and nave were sup­
ported by buttresses5 largely corresponding6 to the bays.
Both parts o f  the church are vaulted. Cone-shaped corbels w ith moulded rings 
support the double grooved ribs o f the net vaulting in the nave, while the some­
what lower net vault in the sanctuary, consisting o f  lower, single grooved terra­
cotta ribs, is supported by m ore spectacular pyramidal corbels decorated with 
shields.
The supposition that the nave has Rom anesque origins relies on the seriously 
damaged, primitively carved, heavily segmented frame o f the church’s west portal
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l.Homorödjänosfalva. Longitudinal section of 
the Unitarian church (after Laszlo David)
with rounded arch.7 Its details, such 
as the profile with a bead m oulding 
flanked by grooves, which contin­
ues even in the shoulder area o f 
the frame, suggest the carving was 
made at the earliest in the last dec­
ades o f the Late Gothic period.8 
The south porticus o f the nave was 
built to protect a similarly Late 
Gothic, shouldered door frame. Its 
shape and kyma-profiled edges are 
typical o f a later, Renaissance pe­
riod, and therefore suggest an early 
16th-century origin.9 Similarly a de­
tail o f a Late Gothic carving, per­
haps from a door-frame, appears in 
secondary use, embedded in the 
base o f the porticus: the beaded 
edge o f the free surface is accompa­
nied by a bead m oulding flanked by 
two grooves, which branches off in 
two directions.
The Gothic structure o f the 
church and the exclusively Late 
Gothic details all point to the early 
16th century and in no way support a Rom anesque origin for the nave. The details 
o f the sanctuary provide a more precise dating: a sanctuary equal in width to the 
nave is a Late Gothic phenom enon.10 The identical technical solutions used for the 
vaulting in both the sanctuary and the nave suggest both spaces were probably 
constructed or restructured at the same time. The eastern corbels o f the higher 
nave and the western ones o f the lower sanctuary fit cornerwise with the triumphal 
arch, which has a pointed arch. The present imposts o f the triumphal arch and the 
asymmetrically lobed solution to the north shaft resulted from the creation o f the 
pulpit (1802), and are thus much later developments. Tw o dates inscribed next to 
the modest tabernacle with shouldered frame date the sanctuary: the year 1522 is 
engraved in one o f the corbels (fig. 3b), and this same year is painted in the western 
composition o f the now  uncovered, fragmented fresco cycle. According to the 
restorer the wall paintings were made shortly after the vaulting was constructed, 
their colours similar to those used in the shields decorating the corbels.11
If  we reject the supposition popular in art historical scholarship, that the church 
has Rom anesque origins, then we need to consider that in the first quarter o f 
the 16th century, the village’s medieval church probably underw ent significant
2.Homorödjänosfalva. Ground plan of the Unitarian 





3a-f. Homorodjänosfalva. Corbels o f the sanctuary (Photo: Klara P. Kovacs)
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rebuilding and, obviously, expansion.12 W ithout excavations and examinations o f 
the walls, however, we cannot know anything about the church’s earlier form.
T he series o f reliefs on the corbels in the Sanctuary attracted the attention o f 
researchers some time ago (fig. 3a-f). The sanctuary vaulting rests on ten corbels 
shaped like inverted pyramids, as would be expected given the structure o f the 
vaulting as described above. The corbels were decorated with shields ä bouche, as 
the patrons and stone carvers intended. In the hands o f  the stone carver, however, 
the shield shapes were simplified: the contours are fashioned almost symmetrically, 
and only the unusual form o f the upper corners follows the prototype. Emblems 
and depictions similar to coats o f arms appear in relief on the shields. Research has 
yet to offer an interpretation o f these,13 although since Balazs O rban’s first survey, 
many have described and reproduced their details.
Following Laszlo David’s description, moving counter-clockwise from the 
southwest corner o f the sanctuary, we find the following depictions: 1. An inverted 
omega with an arrow rising from it, described by Laszlo David as an “arrow rising 
upwards from a heart shape”. 2. A heart punctured diagonally from the upper right 
by an arrow. 3. A satchel hanging from a disproportionately short stick, interpreted 
by Laszlo David as a “dagger with another weapon beside it” (fig. 3a). 4. A “crown 
of lilies” floating in a green (?) field (fig. 3b). The numbers 1522 above the crown 
are painted in the same English red colour as the ribs. 5. A four-petal rose on a 
shield somewhat larger than the others with a stonecutter’s mark engraved in the 
upper left comer. 6. A scallop shell motif, described by Laszlo David as a “fluted 
tear shape” (fig. 3c). 7. A jum ping squirrel (?) (fig. 3e). The animal is shown with a 
relatively long tail, vertical body position, and head facing forward, but the carving 
is too cmde to be clearly identified. 8. A hand holding a dagger (more likely a dis­
proportionately small sabre!) diagonally w ith the blade facing left on a per fess 
green14 shield (fig. 3f). 9. A hand holding a diagonally positioned, ribbed.mace on 
a green shield. 10. A bird turning left as it lifts off from a branch (fig. 3d).
The owners o f these coats o f arms were the promoters o f the church’s con­
struction or rebuilding: the parish priest, the more im portant landowners in this 
medieval Hungarian (szekler) settlement, or perhaps leading figures from Udvar- 
helyszek. Little hope exists o f  identifying them  since we have no information on 
the settlement until the second half o f the 16th century, and thus know no names. 
Only the “squirrel” shield has been interpreted by some as the coat o f arms o f  the 
Transylvanian vice-voivode Miklos Thuroczi.15 Balazs O rban’s identification o f 
the carved creature as a dog, however, demonstrates the futility o f the task. Be­
cause o f its primitive form, the carving could represent any animal from bear to 
squirrel. M oreover the date o f  1522 also presents a problem. Thuroczi came to 
Transylvania as a vassal and played an important role in the establishment o f  a 
voivodian chancellery, but in 1517 he left the region and never returned.16 Use o f 
his coat o f arms in 1522 w ould have been anachronistic.
The second coat o f arms presents a similar problem. W hile only the horizontal 
positioning o f the arrow 17 distinguishes the depiction from the coat o f  arms o f the
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count o f  the Transylvanian szekler people (‘comes siculorum’), Janos Labatlani, 
m entioned in 1495, the large time gap disproves this identification.
Given its size and position in the ensemble, the rose shield must have had 
special significance. However, as a m otif commonly used on coats o f arms, it pro­
vides no reliable information about the patron. The upper left com er o f this shield 
bears the emblem o f a m em ber o f  the middle class, perhaps the mark o f the stone 
carver, as suggested by Jolan Balogh. The ow ner o f the stone carving mark may 
also have been the master o f the 1522 Gothic rebuilding o f the church.18 His deci­
sion to use his mark was not guided by the requirements o f the guild, but rather 
arose from the craftsman’s own self-consciousness as an artist. He may have been 
a local carver, as 17th-century sources show the famous and m uch sought-after 
stone quarry in the area produced a social stratum o f stone carvers,19 and this may 
have been true in the late medieval period, too.
H ow  the third and sixth shields are interpreted plays a crucial role in under­
standing the carvings listed above, and there are a variety o f conflicting opinions. 
Balazs Orban reproduced the composition o f the third shield, but did not interpret 
it, while Laszlo David described it as weapons. In fact, the two objects are the 
w ell-know n insignia o f pilgrims: the pilgrim’s staff w ith its pointy end, separately 
formed grip, and crook, and the pilgrim’s satchel, hanging from the staff, with its 
fringe discernible in the carving. The straight staff appears in most pilgrim depic­
tions, while the version w ith a hook is considerably rarer because o f its propor­
tions, although it, too, can be considered relatively com m on.20
Before setting off, the pilgrims confessed their sins in the parish church, lis­
tened to mass and took com m union. At the end o f the ceremony the priest not 
only blessed the pilgrims but also their staffs and satchels. The satchels were sup­
plied with “the sign o f  the venerable cross” . The accessories were then presented 
to the pilgrims w ith the following words: “Take this satchel, the sign o f your pil­
grimage, so that on the journey  ordered by God you should be escorted by the 
holy angel and your gifts should be blessed in the name o f the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Spirit. Take this staff, the symbol o f G od’s assistance, so that you will be 
able to persevere on the road o f wisdom, the path o f truth, and return to your 
home with joy  in the name o f the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.”21
The sixth shield does not contain a fluted tear as Laszlo David thought, but 
rather a pilgrim’s scallop (Pecten Jacobaeus L.). This 10- to 20-cm -long sea scallop 
was used throughout the Mediterranean region as a drinking vessel by pilgrims, 
and later became one o f the attributes o f  St James the Greater 22 The shell adorned 
the soft hat o f St James w hen shown as a pilgrim, and pilgrims seeking his grave at 
Santiago de Compostela purchased scallop badges, which became an eloquent, 
easily recognizable symbol o f  their piety.
The appearance o f pilgrim emblems on the shield carvings is connected to the 
important medieval phenom enon o f pilgrimages, which has only recently been 
appreciated in Hungarian historiography.23 In his recent study on Transylvanian 
bell-casting, Elek Benko called attention to the cast reproductions o f medieval
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pilgrim badges and coins on bells.24 His study and the rich literature on the subject 
have shown how  these objects were believed to protect people and ward off trou­
ble. Furthermore, they were thought to preserve the pow er o f the saint’s or mar­
tyr’s grave to perform miracles. As a result, people o f  the Middle Ages often cast 
the insignia in bells or hung them on their walls.
Although the examples discussed by Elek Benko do not relate to El Camino, 
his work is still important as a guide to interpreting the carvings o f H om orod- 
janosfalva, which bear close similarities to the bell decorations.
As evidence o f a completed pilgrimage, often the pilgrim staff was offered to 
the church.25 It is reasonable to assume the carvings in question in the church o f 
Homorodjanosfalva had a similar function. The patrons o f the church, know n 
only from their carved coats o f arms, may have begun the Late Gothic refashioning 
o f the church in the beginning o f the 16th century to commemorate a pilgrimage 
to Santiago de Compostela. Their m em ory o f  the undertaking was captured in the 
corbels o f  the sanctuary. T he scallop shell emblem o f the apostle St James the 
Greater and the pilgrim’s accessories may also have served to ward off evil.
According to 15th-century Spanish sources, Hungary ranked fourth or fifth in 
terms o f the num ber o f pilgrims arriving from its lands to the distant Santiago de 
Compostela. For Transylvanian pilgrims, however, the destination was not as pop­
ular.26 As far as we can judge today, Transylvanians preferred R om e, Aachen and 
other large pilgrimage places in Central Europe. The pilgrims from H om orod­
janosfalva probably set off on their very costly pilgrimage to El Camino well be­
fore the equally expensive restructuring o f the church began. Their journey also 
most likely took place during a jubilee year—perhaps in the year St James the 
Greater’s feast (July 25) fell on a Sunday. Because construction and painting o f  the 
sanctuary, and probably construction o f the nave too, was completed by 1522, 
researchers intent on perusing the lists o f pilgrims27 should concentrate on the 
jubilee years preceding construction: 1507, 1512, or 1518.
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Udvarhelyszek müveszeti emlekei, Bucharest 1981, 143-50;.-
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szäzadban, Kolozsvär 1996, 141, 199, 200; see also http://adatbank.transindex.ro/cedula. 
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tämogatäsäval, ed. T. Kollar, Budapest 2008, 120-33.
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(n. 4 above), 148.
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7 A very small survey drawing was given by Laszlo David (n. 4 above), fig. 1,45/136.
8 The long-discredited belief inherited from the 19th century that all rounded arches point to 
a Romanesque origin has to this day led to a series o f incorrect, too early dates for historical 
monuments in Transylvania.
9 David (n. 4 above), fig. 145/137.
10 Among the medieval churches o f the region (all R O ), those in Dälnok (Dalnic), Esztelnek 
(Estelnic), Homorodszfentmärton (Martini?), Kezdialbis (Albi§), Lemheny (Lemnia), Nagyajta 
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been proven or is likely. See J. Gyöngyössy—T. Kerny—J. Sarudi Sebestyen, Szekelyföldi 
värtemplomok, Budapest 1995; David (n. 4 above), 157 ff; K. S. Tüdös, Erdelyi vedorendszerek
a X V -X V III. szäzadban. Häromsziki templomvärak, Budapest 1995.
11 Jekely-Kiss (n. 4 above), 120—33; before they were uncovered, David (n. 4 above) and 
Längi-Mihäly (n. 4 above), 43, dealt with the.wall paintings.
12 The bell, cast in 1481, may offer proof o f the church’s earlier existence.
13 Balogh (n. 4 above), 98, 255, figs. 120-23.
14 Traces of the original painting can only be discovered on the cleaned surfaces of the corbels be­
neath the wall paintings conserved on the north wall. The colour o f the upper half o f the shield 
is unknown. The painter emphasizes the upper boundary of the green field by using black paint.
15 “Thuroczy of Turocz-Szentmihäly,” see J. Siebmacher’s grosses und allgemeines Wappenbuch. 
Wappenbuch des Adels von Ungarn, vol. I-IV. + Suppl., Nürnberg 1885-1894, 669, fig. 463; F. 
Lestyän, Megszentelt kövek. A  közepkori erdelyi püspökseg templomai, vol. I., Gyulafehervar 2000, 
303.
16 Zs. Jako, “Az erdelyi vajdai kancelläria szervezete a XVI. szäzad elejen,” in idem, Könyv, Iräs, 
ertelmiseg. Tanulmänyok Erdely törtenetehez, Bucharest 1976, 43-44.
17 “Läbathlani o f Läbathlan,” see Siebmacher (n. 15 above), 353, fig. 266.
18 The master o f a 1526 restructuring of the Dälnok (Dalnic) church similarly marked his work, 
creating a frame with an intersecting bead moulding and rounded arch, and another with a 
straight termination.
19 In 1646 Jänos Bethlen sent his own stone craftsmen from along the Homorod to help in Kolozs­
vär (Cluj, RO): “Five stoneworkers came from along the Homorod from the estate of Sir Janos 
Bettlen. That day we took them to the quarry to cut stone. They claimed their master had sent 
them not to do that, but to build a stone wall. We paid them for that day’s work. f. 1. d. - Send­
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their feet f. 1. d. 80.” See Arhivele Nationale Direc^ia judejeanä Cluj, PnnrSria Cluj, Socoteli, 
vol. 24., bundle XV, 751/14 April, 1646; “Above, on the side of Köveshegy there are superb 
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udvarhely, Odorheiu Secuiesc, RO) See Orban (n. 4 above), 170; The quarry of Homorod­
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Mihäly Benkö, from neighbouring Homorodkaräcsonyfalva (Cräciunel, RO ). See Dävid 
(n. 4 above), 148.
20 It appears on the Burgundian prince Charles the Bold’s flag, which is kept in Dijon, see Lexikon 
der Christlichen Ikonographie, vol. 7., founded E. Kirschbaum, ed. W. Braunfels* Rome—Freiburg— 
Basel—Vienna 1974, 28, fig. 2; in a later depiction that still corresponds entirely to medieval 
forms in the 1603 edition of Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia, the figure of Esilio (Exile) in an engraving 
referring to the work of Fra Ignazio Danti Perugino (1536-86), bishop of Alatri, see C. Ripa, 
Iconologia, transl. and ed. T. Sajo, Budapest 1997, 172.
21 For a version common in Hungary, see M. Zalän, “A Pray-kodex benedictioi,” Magyar 
Könyvszemle XXXIV, 1927, 48: “Accipe peram signum peregrinacionis tue, ut per uiam 
mandatorum dei currens angelus sanctus bonus comitetur tecum et benedicat munera tua in 
nomine patris et f. et sp. Accipe baculum consolacionis dei, ut possis sustentari atque incedere 
per uiam sapiencie et per semitam iusticie reuertaris ad propriam domum tuam cum gaudio 
in nomine patris et f. et s.” For a Hungarian translation of the Latin text, see E. Csukovits,
Közepkori magyar zarandokok, Budapest 2003, 107.
22 Balogh correcdy identified it as a shell, see n. 4 above; L. Kakucs, Santiago de Compostela:
Szent Jakab tisztelete Eurdpäban es Magyarorszägon, Budapest 2006, 269. Because the depiction was 
interpreted as a St James scallop, Homorodjänosfalva was added to the database.
23 L. Päsztor, A  magyarsäg valläsos elete aJagellok koräban, Budapest 1940 [reprint: 2000]; E.
Csukovits, “A romai Szentlelek-tärsulat magyar tagjai (1446-1523),” Szdzadok 134, 2000,
211-44; idem, “A lovagi zarändoklat,” Törtenelmi Szemle XLIII, 2001, 33-42; idem, “Bün es 
bünhödes. Vezeklö zarändoklatok a közepkori Magyarorszägon,” Szäzadok 136, 2002, 303-26.
24 E. Benko, Erdely közepkori harangjai es bronz keresztelomedencei, Kolozsvär 2002, 187-91.
25 Zalän (n. 21 above), 48, quotes a visitation report that notes how the visitors in 1674 found
“ 16 baculi pro peregrinantibus violacei coloris cum stellis omati” in the church of Lok (formerly 
in Sopron County: Unterfrauenhaid, A). .
26 Csukovits (n. 21 above), 145; R . Schuller, “Pilgerfahrten im Mittelalter aus Ungarn und aus 
dem Siebenbürger Sachsenlande nach berühmten Gnadenorden,” in Festschrift für Bischof
D. Dr. Friedrich Teutsch, Hermannstadt 1931, 322; see Päsztor (n. 23 above), 113/3, n. 118; 
according to a 1493 record from Brasso (Brajov, RO ), priests sent penitents to the nearby Kerc 
(Car^a, RO) shrine or to Rome, Mariazell, Loretto or Santiago de Compostela for forgiveness of 
their sins.
27 The lists of pilgrims have survived, although the names are written with Spanish phonetics.
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Evelin Wetter
DA SOLCH KIRCHENNGEPRENG WAR, 
BALD FINGENN DIE WIDERSACHER AN ZU PREDIGENN 
WIDER DAS ABENDMAHL DES HERN... 
Zu Strategien konfessioneller Selbstverortung in Siebenbürgen
W ährend die katholische Kirche bis heute an der realen Gegenwart Christi in der 
gewandelten Hostie festhält, löste sich Luther vom Glauben an die permanente 
Präsenz Christi. D ennoch sei er im Vollzug des Abendsmahls auch in Brot und 
W ein gegenwärtig, verbalisiert in den Einsetzungsworten: „N ehm et esset — sagt 
Christus —, das ist mein Leib der für euch gegeben w irdt“ sowie „Trincket alle dar 
[...] mein bludt das für euch vergossen wirdt zur Vergebung der Sün So
heißt es in Bezug auf die Lutheraner auf dem Leipziger Spottbild auf das Abend­
mahlsverständnis der Calvinisten, auf dem diese mit folgenden W orten zitiert wer­
den: „Esset das ist ein Zeichen des Leibs Christi das thut zu Seinem gedechtnus“ 
sowie „Trincket das ist ein Zeichen des Bluts Christi das thut zu seinem gedecht­
nus“ .1 Dem nach erinnern sie im Nachvollzug des Abendmahls das Ereignis, in dem 
Christus zwar durch die Gemeinschaft zugegen ist, nicht aber in Gestalt von Brot 
und W ein.2
Die unterschiedlichen Positionen zum Abendmahl hatten bekanntlich Aus­
wirkungen auf die Ausstattung von Kirchenräumen. Im Folgenden soll daher am 
Beispiel Siebenbürgens der Frage nachgegangen werden, in wie weit das Junktim  
einer Ablehnung der Realpräsenz in der gewandelten Hostie mit der Bilderfrage 
bzw. einer Bilderfeindlichkeit3 den Um gang m it vorreformatorischen Kirchen­
ausstattungen bestimmte. D er größte Teil mittelalterlicher Bildwerke und liturgi­
scher Ausstattung ist hier in den lutherischen Kirchen Augsburger Bekenntnisses 
der Siebenbürger Sachsen überliefert. Dabei ist offenkundig, dass eine gezielte 
Auswahl des einst Vorhandenen getroffen w urde.4 Z u  klären wäre, inwieweit 
diese Auswahl und der weiterhin gestaltende Zugriff als dezidierte Stellungnah­
men in der Debatte um die Auffassung des Abendmahls, mithin auch als Strategien 
konfessioneller Selbstverortung zu verstehen sind. Dies legen zumindest aktive 
Eingriffe in bestehende Ensembles wie in das Retabel in Mediasch (Media?,
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1. Altarretabel in der Pfarrkirche zu Mediasch, um 1480 und um 1520-1525 
(Foto: Evelin Wetter)
Medgyes, R O ) nahe, das reformationszeitlich um eine Predella mit dem Abend­
mahl aus einem anderen Zusammenhang ergänzt wurde (Abb. I).5
Das polyethnische und politisch von den drei Ständen, also dem ungarischen 
Adel, den Szeklern und den Sachsen getragene Siebenbürgen war auch als Fürs­
tentum  von 1541 bis 1688 in Glaubenssachen weitgehend selbstbestimmt. Ver­
suchte man zunächst einen einheitlichen W eg zu beschreiten, so ist spätestens mit 
der Synode in Straßburg am Mieresch (Aiud, Enyed, R O ) 1564 von zwei ko-exis- 
tierenden protestantischen Bekenntnissen zu sprechen: der siebenbürgisch luthe­
rischen und der siebenbürgisch reformierten Kirche.6 Diese reformierte Kirche 
entwickelte sich bald weiter in R ichtung eines Antitrinitarismus (Unitarismus), 
der 1571 auf den Landtagen in Neum arkt (Tärgu Mures, Marosvdsärhely, R O ) 
neben der reformierten Kirche, der katholischen und der lutherischen als vierte 
rezipierte Religion anerkannt w urde.7 Die orthodoxe Kirche, der vor allem die 
Bevölkerung in den ruralen Siedlungsgebieten der R um änen angehörte, galt le­
diglich als toleriert.8
Angesichts einer zunehmenden Diversifizierung der Zeremonien unter den 
verschiedenen Einflüssen forderte die Nationsuniversität als oberste Vertretung des
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Standes der Sachsen bereits 1544 Einheitlichkeit.9 In der Folge wurde das R efor­
mationsbüchlein des Kronstädter Reformators Johannes Honterus (1498—1549) aus 
dem Jahr 1543 als „Kirchenordnung aller Deutschen in Siebenbürgen“ 1547 m o­
difiziert neu aufgelegt und 1550 auch von der Nationsuniversität ratifiziert.10 Diese 
1547er Kirchenordnung schrieb vor, „mit fug und frieden alle vnchristlich ergemis 
hieweg [zu] tun, als da sein, wüste vnd vnnütze Cappeln [und] vbrig altar in der 
pfarrkirchen“ .11 Darunter sind die Nebenaltäre zu verstehen, während sich das Ge­
schehen fortan auf den einen Altar im C hor konzentrierte. Im Effekt zeigen die 
siebenbürgisch-sächsischen Pfarrkirchen daher ein auf mittelalterliche Ausstattungs­
stücke setzendes, dabei aber ganz dieser Maßgabe verpflichtetes Erscheinungsbild.
A uf das erwähnte Mediascher Ensemble zurückkommend, bringt der Eingriff 
in das Bildprogramm ein im Sinne Luthers rechtes Verständnis des Abendmahls 
zum Ausdruck (Abb. 2). D er Agens richtete sich auf den Erhalt bestimmter Bild­
werke und zugleich auf deren Neuinterpretation. Die im Vordergrund ausgestell­
ten Gefäße alludieren zeitgenössisches Tafelsilber wie es als Abendmahlsgerät just 
vor dieser Predella Verwendung gefunden haben könnte: eine Historisierung des 
Geschehens am Altar, bei der die Einsetzungsworte mit Blick auf die Realpräsenz 
Christi im Vollzug des Abendmahls auf der Predella auch bildliche Darstellung 
finden.12 Handelt es sich hier um  ein nachträglich sakramental zugespitztes Bild­
programm, so existiert auch der umgekehrte Fall einer absichtsvollen Beibehal­
tung einer eucharistischen Darstellung.
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3. Wandbild im Chor der Pfarrkirche zu Hermannstadt, 1445 und 1650 
(Foto: Dusan Buran)
Das 1445 datierte und durch Johannes von Rosenau signierte Bild (Abb. 3), 
das sich in der Pfarrkirche zu Hermannstadt (Sibiu, Nagyszeben, R O ) an der 
nördlichen Chorwand bis in den Gewölbeansatz erstreckt, wurde laut Inschrift 
1650 von dem Hermannstädter Maler Georg Herm ann erw eitert.13 Im oberen 
Bereich schließt sich die Szene der Himmelfahrt an, begleitet von Geburt und 
Taufe Christi. Die zentrale Kreuzigungsdarstellung flankieren indessen links ein 
Ecce homo, den eine Inschrift als Humilitas charakterisiert, und rechts die „Erschei­
nung eines Menschensohn [...] aus seinem M unde ging ein zweischneidiges 
Schwert und sein Angesicht leuchtet“ (Offb. 1,13—16) als Personifikation der Glo­
ria. Letztere impliziert zudem die W orte „Ich war tot, und siehe ich bin lebendig
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4. Kasel mit gesticktem Kreuz, um 1490-1520, Kronstadt, Honterusgemeinde 
(Foto: Radovan Bocek)
von Ewigkeit zu Ewigkeit“ (Offb. 1,18), m it denen auch die übernom m enen 
Darstellungen der Kreuzigung im Hauptfeld und des Schmerzensmanns darunter 
eschatologische Evidenz erhalten. Der Schmerzensmann hinter dem Gitter der 
gemalten Architektur evoziert die Vorstellung einer W eisung des Corpus Christi 
in Sakramentshäusern.14 Nach der Umgestaltung von Ritus und Kirchenraum im 
Zuge der Reform ation kann diese Illusion einer Sakramentsnische allerdings kaum 
m ehr auf eine im Bildmedium gleichsam auf Dauer zur Darstellung gebrachte 
Ausstellung des Corpus Christi anspielen. Vielmehr ist sie eine Art ,Bekenntnis­
bild’: In einem Altarraum, in dem das Abendmahl nach lutherischem Verständnis 
gefeiert wurde, muss sie als dezidierte Stellungnahme gesehen Werden zur seit den
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1540er Jahren heftig geführten Debatte um  das Verständnis des Abendmahls, die 
das Fürstentum in Glaubenssachen spaltete.
Einsichten in die zeitgenössische R ezeption dieser Vorgänge zwischen Luthe­
ranern, Calvinisten/Reform ierten und Antitrinitariern/Unitariern bietet die er­
haltene Predigtsammlung des Lutheraners Damasus D ürr (ca.1535-1585).15 Die 
Ausdifferenzierung der verschiedenen Ansichten über das Abendmahl beschreibt 
D ürr in steter Abgrenzung zur Position seiner eigenen Kirche. U nd diese Position 
verknüpft er mit einem spezifischen Umgang mit den vorreformatorischen Aus­
stattungselementen, die als Adiaphora galten, d. h. dem Glauben nichts nehm ende 
und nichts gebende M itteldinge waren. Ihre N utzung verlangte jedoch nach einer 
Abgrenzung zur Handhabe in der katholischen Kirche. A uf die rhetorische Frage, 
warum  denn alle in die Kirchen stürmen und deren Ausstattung abreißen wollten, 
entgegnet er, dass man die Bilder zwar behalte, sie aber nicht m ehr anbete und 
ebenso wenig an etwaige W undertätigkeit glaube. Ferner nutze man die litur­
gischen Gewänder weiterhin, jedoch allein ihrer Pracht halber, d. h. in U nter­
scheidung zur profanen Alltagswelt.16
Trotz der rein auf das Materielle zurückgefuhrten Einschätzung dieser vor­
mals .heiligen D inge’ legt der erhaltene Bestand die Verm utung nahe, dass ein aus 
der mittelalterlichen Messallegorese abgeleitetes semiotisches System in Bezug 
auf die Kernfrage -  das Abendmahl -  im m er noch nachwirken könnte.17 Dies 
verdeutlicht ein Blick auf die in siebenbürgisch-sächsischen Stadt- und teils auch 
Dorfkirchen erhaltenen Messgewänder, deren Rückseite — wie im Falle einer 
Kasel aus Kronstadt (Bra§ov, Brasso, R O )18 (Abb. 4) — vielfach der Gekreuzigte 
ziert und die teils bis in die 1860er Jahre in Gebrauch standen.19 Das Bild des 
Gekreuzigten ist damit unm ittelbar integriert in den performativen Akt des Voll­
zugs des Abendmahls, w enn m it den Einsetzungsworten die Realpräsenz Christi 
in Brot und W ein zum Ausdruck gebracht wird. Bestärkt wird diese These, zie­
hen wir Abendmahlsbilder wie der Epitaphaltar des Abraham von Nostitz auf 
R engersdorf heran (Abb. 5).20 H ier wird die Realpräsenz Christi im Vollzug des 
Abendmahls durch vielfältige visuelle Kom binationen bewusst gehalten. Die E in­
setzungsworte erscheinen auf den Flügeln des geöffneten Altarretabels. Das Mys­
terium  verm ittelt sich folglich durch das gehörte und gelesene W ort, nicht zu­
letzt aber auch durch das Bild, das hier als sakramentaler Gnadenstuhl in histo­
rischer Parallele zum biblischen Abendmahl, zugleich die Elevation der Hostie 
evoziert.21
Auch die Elevatio war ein heftig umstrittenes Adiaphoron. W ährend H onte- 
rus in seiner 1543 gedruckten Reformatio sie m it keinem W ort erwähnt,22 suchte 
der Hermannstädter Reform ator Matthias Ramser die Elevatio eben mit Blick auf 
die ,Sakramentarier’ (Reformierten) beizubehalten.23 Das 1547 erschienene Refor­
mationsbüchlein offeriert daher eine Kompromissformel: „Nach dem allen, kert sich 
der Priester zum volck, und spricht am ersten in klaren worten das Vater unser, 
bald darauff die w ort der Consecration über das brod und wein, welche er auch 
darzu nacheinader in den henden hält.“24 Im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert war eine
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5. Epitaphaltar des Abraham von Nostitz auf Rengersdorf, um 1572, 
Görlitz, Kunst- und Kulturhistorisches Museum (Foto: Jürgen Matschie)
echte Elevatio unter den W orten  ,das ist mein Leib’ und ,das ist mein Blut’ sowohl 
in Kronstadt als auch in Hermannstadt gebräuchlich.25
Vor diesem Hintergrund haben die Abendmahls- und Kreüzigungsikonogra- 
phien auf Altären und liturgischer Gewandung sowie nicht zuletzt das H erm ann­
städter W andbild eine affirmative Funktion. A uf Damasus D ürr zurückkommend, 
war dieser Kirchenprunk, den man in Siebenbürgen in den evangelischen Gemein­
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den Augsburger Bekenntnisses beibehielt, bald konfessionell kodiert. Nach einer 
distanzierenden Beschreibung bilderstürmerischer Vorgänge heisst es in Dürrs 
Predigt zum ersten Adventssonntag „Da solch kirchenngepreng war, bald fingenn 
die Widersacher an zu predigenn wider das Abendmahl des hem .“26 D ürr be­
schreibt die Negierung der Realpräsenz durch die Reform ierten, Unitarier oder 
gar W iedertäufer als logische Konsequenz von deren Ablehnung des Kirchenprunks, 
dessen sie sich mit aller Konsequenz zu entledigen suchten. Dementsprechend 
w urden von Seiten der Lutheraner einzelne Bildwerke und die liturgische Ausstat­
tung des Kirchenraumes ebenso wie der R itus als umfassendes — nach innen bestä­
tigendes wie nach außen unterscheidendes — Zeichensystem geltend gemacht.
In einer Art kontroverstheologischen Abgrenzung des konfessionellen 
Raum es,27 als welcher der ausgestattete und durch den R itus belebte Kirchenraum 
der lutherischen Gemeinden zu verstehen ist, durchziehen solche Erläuterungen 
die gesamte Dürrsche Sammlung. Seine Texte speisen sich aus dem Gegensatz zu 
den weiteren Strömungen eines siebenbürgischen Protestantismus. Vor diesem 
Hintergrund sind die hier diskutierten Zeugnisse des Mittelalters in ihrer Auswahl 
wie in ihrer adaptierten Gestalt das Ergebnis einerseits affirmativer Diskurse zur 
Realpräsenz im Abendmahl, andererseits aber auch das Produkt einer sukzessiven 
Abgrenzung gegenüber radikaleren Bekenntnissen, wie sie in Siebenbürgen auf­
grund der standesrechtlichen Verfassung besonders dicht vertreten sind.
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THE “H UNGARIAN PROVINCIALISM" 
OF ROM ANESQUE A RCH ITECTU RE
T he problem  o f regionalism is one o f the hot issues o f  art historical research now ­
adays. It was the subject o f the last Com ite International d’Histoire de l’Art (CIHA) 
conference “H ow  to write art history—national, regional or global?” held in Buda­
pest in 2007. O ne o f  the organisers and the speaker o f the opening plenary session 
was Em o Marosi, former Hungarian m ember o f the CIH A  and at that time vice- 
president o f the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The acts o f the conference have 
been published in his edition,1 but the question is still on the floor: can we (or 
should we) find characteristics which could serve as the basis o f national or re­
gional art historical narratives?
For the first generation o f  Hungarian art historians, the answer was self-evi­
dent, as I try to demonstrate here through the example o f  Rom anesque architec­
ture in Hungary.2 This was the subject o f  a theory formulated by Imre Henszl- 
mann (1813—1888),3 one o f the founders o f Hungarian art history. In 1846, he 
produced the first art historical m onograph w ritten in Hungarian. Later, he be­
came the leading figure o f  the protection o f  historic m onum ents in Hungary and 
the first professor o f  art history at the University o f  Budapest. H e was the first to 
publish a m onograph on the Early Christian, Rom anesque and Transitional style 
m onum ents o f  the country in 1876.4 In the introductory section, he defined the 
peculiarities o f  Hungarian Rom anesque style. H e stated that it was brought from 
abroad by foreign monks, but showed some definitely “provincial” characteris­
tics.5 His description o f the Benedictine Abbey church o f Lebeny, which he 
considered one o f  the best representatives o f the Rom anesque in Hungary, forms 
the most detailed presentation o f his theory. H e pointed out three key elements: 
“ [1] the church does not have an elongated sanctuary, i.e. there is no bay be­
tween the apse and the nave which would enlarge the longitudinal measurements 
o f  the sanctuary; [2] there is no transept extending to the north and the south 
between the sanctuary and the nave; and [3] the two western towers are not 
separated from the aisles. ... The first two points are negative, but the third is 
positive, because it enlarges the interior considerably and demonstrates a rem ark­
able bravery, founded on long experience, in breaking the tow er walls at the 
ground floor.”6
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H e insisted that the prototypes o f  the church o f Lebeny can be found exclu­
sively in France, and particularly the south o f France. He enum erated five build­
ings as points o f  comparison: the Saint-Just church o f Valcabrere, the collegiate 
o f Saint-Gaudens and the church o f Saint-Aventin (all o f  them  are in the 
Pyrenees),7 Saint-Paul-Trois-Chäteaux in Provence8 and Saint-M athieu de Finis- 
terre (or Plougonvelin) in Brittany.9 In fact, the first three churches are three- 
aisled basilicas terminating in three semicircular apses (although the apsidioles o f 
Saint-Just form a horse-shoe in the interior and the main apse is polygonal with 
big niches from the exterior) and none o f them  were built w ith an elongated 
sanctuary or transept. Saint-Paul-Trois-Chäteaux has a transept; and finally 
Plougonvelin is a very strange building w ith a flat end and no apparent similarities 
to Lebeny. N one o f the above m entioned churches were built w ith two western 
towers. O ne can only w onder at the heterogeneity o f  this group. Henszlmann 
him self admits that only one or two o f the three aspects are com m on in these 
churches, and not all the three, as in Hungary. That is exactly why this feature 
can be regarded as the definition o f the Hungarian “provincialism”, if not school.10 
H e evaluated this kind o f arrangement as a kind o f  defect o f Hungarian R om an­
esque architecture, since “it excludes the graceful articulation or arrangement o f 
the building w ith a transept, therefore it cannot provide a favourable form to the 
edifice. Still, since there are only few exceptions, even in its imperfection it could 
be regarded as a special provincialism.”11
Henszlmann attributed great importance to the origins o f  the building types 
applied in medieval Hungary.12 In 1865 he stated that “ the nationality o f R o ­
manesque architecture in Hungary is in general Germ an” .13 By 1876, partly in­
fluenced by the discoveries o f the French beginnings o f Gothic style,14 he recog­
nised German origin only in the royal basilica o f Szekesfehervär and grouped all 
the other m onum ents (e.g. Pecs, Esztergom, Kalocsa, Lebeny, Zsämbek, Aracs 
[near N ovi Becej, SRB]) into the French school.15 However, a few years previ­
ously, in 1863, Henszlmann was also convinced o f the importance o f Italian in­
fluence. In his m onographic study on the Rom anesque church o f Kisbeny (Bina, 
SK) he declared that Hungarian Rom anesque churches w ithout transepts follow 
Italian prototypes.16 In this early study, the other features related to the sanctuary 
are not m entioned yet, and no “Hungarian provincialism” is supposed. Instead, 
he named Ipolyi as the one w ho had originally realised the importance o f the lack 
o f transept.
Arnold Ipolyi (1823—1886), another founding father o f Hungarian art history, 
started his career as a Catholic priest and parson o f Z ohor (SK), a small village in 
north-western Hungary, near Pozsony (Bratislava, SK).17 After studying Hungar­
ian mythology, he turned to art history. Since the autonom y o f Hungary was 
suspended after the R evolution and W ar o f Independence o f  1848/49, protection 
o f monuments was naturally integrated into the newly created Viennese Central- 
Commission fü r  Erforschung und Erhaltung der Baudenkmale in 1850. Ipolyi was ap­
pointed as one o f the Hungarian conservators. He started the inventarisation o f the
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historic monuments in the regions around Pozsony.18 In his description o f the 
W hite Mountains (Zahorie) area in 1859-60, he m entioned the tower o f the 
church ofStom fa (Stupava, SK), which was built in the “Hungarian architectural 
style” .19 W ith a certain scepticism, he borrowed this idea from R udo lf von Eitel- 
berger (1817—1885), w ho travelled in Hungary in 1854-55 and recounted his 
discoveries o f Rom anesque buildings in the next year.20 Eitelberger pointed out 
that certain w ooden towers in the Tisza region follow a special local form with 
galleries and turrets resembling medieval W estern monum ents.21 Ipolyi added the 
typical ovens o f the Csalloköz region and the tent-like Hungarian village houses as 
original national architectural, but not artistic, forms; otherwise he detected no 
special Hungarian architectural taste.22
However, Ipolyi very soon changed his opinion. In 1860, he became a m em ­
ber o f the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences and spoke in his inaugural address 
about the Rom anesque church at Deaki (Deakovce, SK).23 He regarded this 
church as a typical example o f  Hungarian High Rom anesque architecture. He 
noticed that it is different from contemporaneous buildings abroad in four aspects: 
1) the lack o f transept; 2) the apse is connected directly to the nave, thus omitting 
the choir; 3) they lack a crypt; 4) the western towers are integrated into the aisles. 
He admitted that the first aspect is generally typical for Hungary, the second is 
usual, and crypts can be found only in Early Rom anesque buildings. These three 
are deficiencies, while the arrangement o f the towers is a development o f Hungar­
ian Rom anesque art. O n the other hand, all o f them  are results o f an economic 
taste which unifies the most im portant architectural elements (apse, nave and tow ­
er) w ithout applying any kind o f mediators. Ipolyi circumscribed three typical 
groups o f Hungarian Rom anesque architecture: one from the Early Rom anesque 
period (e.g. Pecs), another from the High Rom anesque (represented by Deaki) 
and the village churches. Thus, Deaki is regarded as a representative o f local 
architecture but only for one o f  the periods.
The lecture on Deaki was a monographic study, although w ith special atten­
tion to its analogues. At the end o f the year 1861, he gave a m ore general lecture 
on the entire medieval m onum ental architecture o f Hungary. This is the first sum­
mary o f the topic, and is based on local and international literature (Ipolyi had a 
wonderful private library) and on his own travels.24 He claimed that some special 
local forms can be detected in Early Rom anesque architecture (ca. 1000—1150). 
However, it was only the High and Late Rom anesque period (ca. 1150—1300) 
w hen an independent and national architecture was developed. In general, the 
simplicity o f the Hungarian monuments is striking: the apse is connected directly 
to the nave, and the ground floor o f  the two western towers are integrated into 
the aisles. Here again, he emphasised the economic character o f these buildings, as 
well as their good proportions and harmony which lend a tasteful and decorative 
appearance. This national character is also detected only in the second half o f the 
period, a time regarded as the most splendid era o f national architecture. He linked 
this phenom enon with the successful fight for freedom o f the Hungarian nobility
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in the same time. He quoted the inscription o f the Rom anesque portal o f  the ca­
thedral o f  Esztergom: “M entem  sanctam spontaneam honorem  Deo et patriae 
liberationem ”—“O f holy and free m ind in honour to God and liberation o f coun­
try” ,25 which also had a current political meaning in 1861.
This later idea was rejected by Henszlmann. In 1863 he referred to “my friend 
Ipolyi” as a source o f inspiration regarding the lack o f transept,26 but by 1876 
Ipolyi’s name had disappeared, and his view that the Rom anesque was the period 
best fitted to the character o f the nation was quoted anonymously. Henszlmann 
doubts this, since the period lasted only fifty years, quickly giving way to the 
Gothic style. W hat is more, Rom anesque forms were also borrowed from abroad. 
For the characteristics o f the “Hungarian provincialism” Henszlmann quoted Ger­
man authors, namely Kugler and Lübke.27 But did these foreign authorities really 
recognise these features?
W riting in 1856, Eitelberger complained that Hungary and the countries 
south-east o f  the Danube were still territories whose medieval monuments were 
almost completely unknow n.28 He m entioned the works o f Kugler, Rosenthal, 
Agincourt and Gailhabaud as examples o f negligence. The situation changed after 
Eitelberger’s publications.29 However, Henszlmann’s reference to Kugler is strange. 
Although Ipolyi himself quoted Franz Kugler’s Geschichte der Baukunst in his 
m onograph on Deaki, he did it w ith a different aim; he wanted to elucidate the 
usual western type o f tow er arrangement.30 Kugler dealt w ith the Hungarian 
m onum ents in his second volume, relying mainly on Eitelberger’s description, 
including the reference to the special w ooden towers o f the Tisza region. H ow ­
ever, he did not add any general observation to the characteristics o f the country, 
neither regarding the transept nor the western towers.31 Thus Henszlmann’s refe­
rence to Kugler seems unfounded.
The case o f  W ilhelm  Lübke is somewhat different. In his work on Deaki, 
Ipolyi referred to Lübke as having adopted these observations in his Geschichte der 
Architektur.32 In fact, Lübke noted that the transept is missing from all know n R o ­
manesque churches o f Hungary with the exception o f  Ocsa.33 He did not deal 
w ith the towers and had no idea about any kind o f “Hungarian provincialism” . 
He discussed Hungary w ithin Germany in the chapter on the Austrian lands. He 
stated that no strong school or tradition can be detected in these territories.34 For 
Hungary he stated the buildings follow the Rom anesque style o f Germany in 
every respect.35 Thus, although the lack o f transept is noted, no Hungarian archi­
tectural tradition is suspected at all.
Henszlmann’s references cannot, therefore, be taken seriously. Ipolyi was 
more accurate. In his study on Deaki he also referred to August Essenwein (1831— 
1892). Describing the church o f Lebeny (which was restored following his plans), 
he pointed out that the lack o f transept and the connection o f the tower porch to 
the interior substantially separates the church from the contemporaneous German 
buildings.36 However, he did not recognise this fact as a Hungarian speciality. It 
was therefore Ipolyi w ho identified that the special basilical arrangement o f
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Rom anesque churches, for which Lebeny is a good example, is typical o f  the 
country, and Henszlmann who developed this into a theory o f “Hungarian pro­
vincialism”.
The following generations unfolded the idea further. In a monograph on 
Hungarian Rom anesque art published in 1938, still the finest work on the subject, 
T ibor Gerevich (1882—1954)-noted that the Hungarian basilicas are three-aisled, 
have no transept (which separates them  from the French and German churches), 
and the sanctuary follows the Italian types with one or three apses.37 Regarding 
the towers, he admitted that they are not unique to Hungarian Rom anesque ar­
chitecture, since they are also know n abroad, but they are typical.38 O n a theo­
retical level, these observations returned in the formulation o f  Dezsö Dercsenyi 
(1910-1987), a student o f Gerevich. He stated that “the ground plan system, orig­
inating from Italy, became an absolute characteristic o f Hungarian architecture in 
the last phase o f  the Rom anesque style, completed by local peculiarities” .39 The 
western part w ith its tw in towers, gallery and open ground floor was regarded as 
such. H e called this arrangement a type o f family or clan monastery and connected 
it to a Benedictine workshop. This theory was criticised by Em o Marosi in 1986, 
w ho pointed out that the “frequently m entioned ‘Benedictine’ type [...] is in 
reality a collective term  for architectural types o f different character and signi­
ficance” .40
W hat is certain is that the transept was usually omitted in Hungarian R om an­
esque churches. It appeared as late as the end o f the 12th century, applied by 
certain orders as the Benedictines (Ercsi, Vertesszentkereszt, Szer?), the Cistercians 
(Cikädor II?, Pilis, Zirc, Szentgotthard etc.) and the Premontratensians (Garab?, 
Öcsa, Gyulafiratot). O n the other hand, at the turn o f the 12th-13th centuries, it 
was applied in the complete rebuilding o f two cathedrals: Gyulafehervar (Alba Iulia, 
R O ), in a classical Romanesque structure, and Kalocsa, in a pioneering Early 
Gothic form. The use o f the transept in any way was quite limited in Hungary.41
Churches w ithout transepts often om itted the elongated choir, too. Although 
there are some exceptions (e.g. Dömös, Jak, T iige, Kisdisznod [Cisnädioara, R O ]), 
the majority o f these simple basilical churches had the aisles and the nave terminat­
ing in  the same line. The form o f the sanctuaries is variable: the most com m on is 
the triapsidal form, although in some, the aisles terminated rectangularly (Akos 
[Aca§, R O ], Csolt, Esztergom-Sziget) or with semicircular interior and flat exte­
rior (Esztergom, Harina [Herina, R O ], Batmonostor, Kemecse [or Kemecsemo- 
nostor, R O ] near Csanäd [Cenad, R O ], Herpaly ). In other cases the aisles have 
apsidioles and the nave terminates in a flat end (Visegrad: St Andrew’s; Paszto) or 
horse-shoe form (Bizere [Frumu$eni, R O ], Lengyeltoti). Despite this variety, 
these basilicas seem to be typical for the region, although not w ithout time limits. 
The earliest provenly datable representatives o f the triapsidal type are only those o f 
Pecs (rebuilt after 1064) and Garamszentbenedek (Hronsky Benadik, SK, founded 
in 1074). It was in use constantly in cathedrals as well as by different orders until 
the mid-13th century.42
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As for the western part o f the churches, it should be noted that there are d i f  
ferent types in Hungarian Rom anesque architecture; churches with open ground 
floors are neither exclusive nor constantly present. The 12th-century cathedral o f 
Esztergom is one o f the earliest notable examples. It was popular in monastery 
churches o f the 12th and early 13th century (Nagykapornak), especially in the 
eastern half o f the country (Äkos, Harina, Kaplony [Cäpleni, R O ], Pankota [Pän- 
cota, R O ], Batmonostor; also the unfinished church o f Kisdisznod). In Trans- 
danubia this type was also preferred during the first half o f the 13th century 
(Lebeny, Jak, Türje, Zsambek). W hile this kind o f arrangement seems to have 
been favoured in Hungary, it is less usual in the W est. There are some parallels 
in Bavaria (Steingaden, Thierhaupten, St. Peter’s in M unich). In Austria it is 
almost unknow n (with the exception o f Kremsmünster). In Bohemia it is quite 
popular (Prague: church o f the Knights o f St John and Porici, St Peter’s; Tismice, 
Litomysl, Milevsko, Tepla, and Rajhrad in Moravia). In Poland it is known, but 
rare (Strzelno, Inowroclaw).43
In general, the type described by Ipolyi and Henszlmann was in use in the 
entire region o f Central Europe during the second half o f the 12th century and the 
beginning o f the 13th century, but was most popular in Hungary. Henszlmann’s 
thesis can therefore be accepted cautiously, even though this type was not applied 
from the beginning and was only one o f the preferred church arrangements. H un­
gary, together w ith some o f the neighbouring countries, was influenced by the 
Lombard basilical type o f the M editerranean and the tower arrangement o f the 
North. Despite the presence o f other types, and the variety o f the details, the ter­
ritory circumscribed by Ipolyi and Henszlmann still seems to form a logical unit 
on which further art historical research may be based.
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INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE NARRATIVES 
OF THE ARTISTIC PAST 
The case of the Church of Saint Elizabeth, Kassa (Kosice, SK)
This study considers the role played by the Church o f St Elizabeth in Kassa (Cas- 
sovia, Kassau, Kosice) in different cultural contexts in the early 1940s.1 The in­
quiry focuses on the writings o f two authors o f divergent outlook. The first was a 
priest and church historian, the second a w ell-know n Hungarian writer. Political 
and philosophical disagreements between a priest and a liberal writer are perhaps 
not surprising. These two m en did, however, have an intimate connection on 
a spiritual level, bom  o f their deep feelings about the cathedral, the role it played 
in the history o f  their city, and its place in their own personal and spiritual expe­
rience.2 A discussion o f the political atmosphere forming the background to their 
differences regarding the interpretation o f the cathedral will be followed by the 
exploration o f  some philosophical and aesthetic problems.
The Church o f St Elizabeth might be described as a symbol, a means to over­
come the temporal (in many respects historical) limitations o f individual human 
existence (fig. 1). However, any attempt to transcend boundaries and limitations 
in a historically significant situation has its consequences.
The first, seemingly simple example gives an idea o f  how  interpretations o f the 
cathedral were perceived in the political disputes o f  the time. It concerns a book 
written mainly by priest and historian Bela W ick, with a preface written by Dr 
Sandor Pohl, the mayor o f the “free tow n” o f Kassa. W ick had been professor o f 
Church history and canon law o f the theological seminary in Kassa since 1921. By 
the early 1940s, he had already established his position in the local church hier­
archy.3 H e was recognized as an expert on the history o f local monuments, includ­
ing the Church o f  St Elizabeth. The book in question is concerned with the his­
tory and monuments o f  Kassa, and was published in 1941.4 D r Pohl’s preface in­
cluded a passage which was to cause W ick, the main author, many problems in the 
years to come. It describes enthusiastically the events o f 11 Novem ber 1939, when 
the Hungarian leader, Miklos Horthy, arrived in Kassa riding a white horse and 
liberated the tow n from “twenty years o f Czech occupation” . Pohl ends his intro­
duction by claiming that Kassa had always been, and would always be, exclusively 
Hungarian. This rhetoric had a very short temporal relevance (fig. 2). W hat was 
opportune in 1941 became a heavy burden after the end o f the war in 1945. As
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1. Kassa, the Church of St Elizabeth from the west (Photo from the 1930s by Istvän Peträs: 
Budapest, Photo Archives of the National Office for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, 
Inv. Nr. 2073N)
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part o f the consolidation o f the re-estab- 
lished political order, there was to be a re- 
evaluation o f the past. This was the back­
ground to a court case brought against W ick 
by the District People’s C ourt o f Kosice 
(Okresny l’udovy sud), in which the book 
was cited in evidence.5 The court did not 
focus on the interpretation o f the Church o f 
St Elisabeth. W ick stood accused o f pro- 
Hungarian and anti-Czechoslovak rhetoric.
T he court considered the book to be part o f 
the propaganda effort launched by the 
“Hungarian invaders and collaborators” , try­
ing to re-establish the greater Hungarian 
state at the expense o f Czechoslovakia.6
However, Wickls ow n version o f H un­
garian patriotism was not primarily motivat­
ed by contemporary politics. It was based 
on traditional loyalty to the crown and ideas 
about King St Stephen. For W ick, the Ca­
thedral o f St Elizabeth was a symbol o f the 
honoured Christian tradition o f the Hungar­
ian kingdom. In the Middle Ages, the latter 
was a m ulti-ethnic state, providing a frame­
w ork for a peaceful co-existence o f peoples o f different origins and cultural back­
grounds.7 Bela W ick, a well educated historian, knew that loyalty to the crown 
was an option not only for the original Hungarian and Slavonic inhabitants o f Cas- 
sovia, but also for the settlers coming there mostly from Germany and partially 
from Italy. Vojtech (Bela) W ick was a loyal citizen o f both pre- and post-war 
Czechoslovakia.8
W ick had cultivated his passion for the cathedral for many years. In 1936 he 
published his scholarly research in a book on the history o f the cathedral, in both 
Hungarian and Slovak. Some parts o f this bilingual publication may considered 
documents o f the tension under which personal identities were formed and de­
fined in the region. W ick was forced to face problems o f self-definition and iden­
tity. It was not a simple choice o f Slovak or Hungarian identity. There was at least 
one more option, and one which was important for Wick: during the war, he was 
very probably co-president o f  Ojtizna ,9 a cultural society o f Slavonic inhabitants o f 
eastern Slovakia. Ojtizna, which had the support o f the Budapest government, 
tried to cultivate a new “Slovjak” nation as an alternative to the mainstream Slo­
vak national m ovem ent.10
As an honest historian, working with historical sources, W ick could not sud­
denly become a narrow-m inded nationalist. H e felt a deep respect for the patron
2. Gyula Eder: The Czech lion trying to 
swallow the Church of St Elizabeth, 
propaganda picture from the first 
quarter of the 20th century
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saint o f the cathedral, Elizabeth, born 
in 1207 into the royal family o f nie'^* 
dieval Hungary and active in the 
German regions until her death in 
1231. St Elizabeth, who unified in 
herself different ethnic and political 
identities, was represented on the 
municipal seal. There, she stands in 
the centre o f a three-partite architec­
tural structure, between two angels. 
According to W ick, this might repre­
sent the original retable o f the parish 
church dedicated to her. T he seal’s 
inscription “ +S(ancta)+ELISABET+
3. The municipal seal ofKassa from the 14th century SIGILLUM  + CIV IV M  + DE + CASS
A” shows that she also bore im por­
tance for the local citizens (fig. 3).11
In the Middle Ages, St Elizabeth’s was a parish church and represented a sym­
bolic bridge among ethnic identities. The church stood both geographically and 
symbolically between the community o f the original inhabitants and that o f the 
settlers.12 In such a position, it was an im portant symbol o f identity, emphasizing 
the unity between the original population and settlers o f a different nation, lan­
guage and culture.
A fire destroyed the older building o f the parish church at the end o f the four­
teenth century. The new construction began during the reign o f Sigismund o f 
Luxemburg (1387-1437), King o f  Hungary and Holy R om an Emperor. The 
church retained its importance as a symbol o f  national identity, and w ithout it the 
already growing national tension could have led to serious conflicts.13 This heri­
tage survived, at least partially, for centuries, and became a source o f inspiration for 
thinkers formulating their ideas around a culture o f tolerance among the different 
ethnic groups. An im portant figure among such thinkers was Sandor Mdrai (1900— 
1989), a Hungarian writer w ith a broad education and growing international rep­
utation.14
St Elizabeth’s Church, in the centre o f his native town, played a significant role 
in Märai’s entire life and figüred prominendy in his work. Marai was bom  and raised 
in Kassa. In 1940, by which time he lived in Budapest, Marai described a visit to his 
home town in an essay entitled Kassai orjärat (“The Kosice Marches”).15 During his 
day-long trip, in search o f the meaning o f his life, he tried to define the basic values 
o f European culture. St Elizabeth’s stood for him as a symbol o f stability, a watch- 
tower o f European Christian culture, standing, as it had done for centuries, in the 
centre o f the town and in the heart o f its spiritual life. His relationship to the cathed­
ral was an important part o f his own personal identity: Marai understood himself to 
be part o f a common European culture, in which cathedrals play a unifying role.
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In Märai’s narrative, the temporal dimension o f  his ow n life is confronted with 
the past represented by historical monuments. R eturning to Kassa, he saw the 
changes w rought on the city by the post-First W orld W ar political turbulence. 
Many places know n to him  from his youth had simply disappeared. H e connected 
his feelings, observations and contemplations on this experience o f loss to the gen­
eral process o f destruction, caused primarily by the war. However, Märai also 
considered m uch o f  the destruction to be due to the laziness and selfishness o f the 
citizens, who concentrated their lives on short-tim e goals and sought the pleasures 
o f mass culture. “Mass culture” had at least two meanings for him: one is the state­
m ent o f a thinker who—in the tradition o f Friedrich Nietzsche, or more direcdy, 
Ortega y Gasset-feels an intellectual superiority to the currently predominant 
forces o f culture.16 The other is a more precise temporal and temporary meaning, 
describing a specific form o f  industrial culture, observable in his hom e town. In 
this case, the general critique o f the cultural shortcomings o f the industrial age had 
a national relevance, too. This basic contrast o f different cultures also had impor­
tant consequences for the temporal dimensions o f Märai’s reading o f the city and 
its parish church. He saw St Elizabeth’s as a symbol o f human creativity and eternal 
values, a guiding and motivating force for generations o f citizens w ho worked on 
the construction o f the building. According to Märai, Germans, Hungarians and 
Slovaks worked together for centuries to complete it. For him, the collective iden­
tity o f the citizens o f  Kassa was a multi-national phenom enon.17 Their unity was 
created and guaranteed by cooperation on a centuries-long enterprise whose aims 
were eternal and which could never be replaced by any industrial product. Märai 
sets against this traditional society the new culture o f mass production and con­
sumption im ported to Kosice by the Czechs. He saw in mass production a symbol 
o f  decadence o f the culture and venerable traditions o f  Europe. Märai disliked 
modern functional buildings like the department stores built in Kosice between 
the two wars; he described them  as “a kind o f transition between Bata shoes and 
half-digested Le Corbusierism” .18 N either did he show any interest for the devel­
opments o f m odern art in Kosice in that period—this attitude corresponds with his 
generally sceptical remarks about modernism in his writings.19
Despite his anti-Czech sentiments on the cultural level, and in a sharp contrast 
to W ick, Märai had im portant ideas about tolerance and future collaboration be­
tween different nations in united post-war Europe.20 H e did not shrink from such 
a prophecy even in 1940! His vision has a close relationship w ith his interpretation 
o f history. According to him, the way out o f decadence is a new asceticism. C en­
turies earlier, a revolutionary programme o f a new asceticism, parallel to the radi­
cal aspects o f  the Franciscan m ovement, was followed by St Elizabeth o f H ungary/ 
Thuringia (1207—1231). Märai conspicuously did not write about her radical ac­
tivities or make any reference to her life. He did not draw a parallel between the 
two asceticisms even w hen standing in front o f the altarpiece depicting important 
events from her life. In 1933, Märai had published a long essay entitled “School o f 
the Poor”, in which he discussed the idea and meaning o f poverty for the spiritual
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life o f  an individual, even re­
ferring back to St Francis o f*  
Assisi.21 W hy was there no 
deeper continuation o f this 
dialogue? From the aesthetic 
point o f view, Märai might 
have been afraid o f being la­
belled a Rom antic. From the 
political point: o f view, m en­
tioning St Elizabeth might 
have been considered support 
for right-w ing propaganda.22
To differentiate between 
“eternal” and “temporary” val­
ues, Märai developed an aes­
thetic theory which attempted 
to separate the objective beauty 
o f the cathedral from his own 
personal experience o f it. Eter­
nal values are anchored in the 
collective religious tradition, 
and mean more than just per­
sonal experience. In his essayis- 
tic novel Eg es fold (“Heaven 
and Earth”), originally pub­
lished in 1942, Marai described 
his elevated feelings during 
Christmas Day mass. He want­
ed to separate these feelings from the personal memories o f his childhood, which 
were, or would be, forgotten; the church would survive in what he described as 
“cold inattentiveness” . According to Märai, only an artwork can be so inattentive, 
looking down with an almost inhuman indifference to its creator.23 The passions o f 
the human soul develop and exist in the temporal dimension, substantially different 
from eternity celebrated by religions, or even from the long historical processes 
described by philosophers.24 The passions are very individual but their eternal as­
pects can be alienated and “cold” . The symbol offers a path to transcend the tem ­
poral limits o f a few aspects o f human life. As an alternative to this way o f sym­
bolic salvation, Marai was proposing a kind o f religion o f beauty.25
Marai was deeply interested in the existence o f the artist who lives in a per­
petual inner struggle to fulfil his dreams and ideals. In 1940, he published an alle­
gorical drama entitled Kassai polgdrok (“Bourgeois o f Kosice”), whose main theme 
is the political struggle that took place in the city in 1310.26 Some experts even see 
a continuity between this play and the tradition o f medieval religious drama.27
4. The north portal o f the Church of St Elizabeth 
in Kassa (Photo from the 1930s by Istvan Petras: 
Budapest, Photo Archives o f the National Office for 
the Protection of Cultural Heritage, Inv. Nr. 230 IN)
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The play demonstrates that there are other and m uch more important strug­
gles, especially in the life o f  an artist, than those in politics. Master John, a sculptor, 
the main character o f  the novel, works on a statue representing St Elizabeth. His 
struggle appears to be futile-he can never be satisfied with his work, but he has 
a strong feeling o f  his calling, leading him  to ultimate loneliness.
5. The main altar o f the Church of St Elizabeth in Kassa (photo from the 1930s by Istvan Petras:
Budapest, Photo Archives of the National Office for the Protection of Cultural Heritage, 
Inv. Nr. 3698/aN)
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In his search for eternal values, Marai could have observed the pictorial narra­
tives o f  the saintly patroness in the Church o f St Elizabeth, since they are closely 
connected to the history o f  salvation. O n  the north portal, the Crucifixion and the 
apocalyptic vision o f  the Last Judgem ent directly refer to the crucial stages o f salva­
tion (fig. 4). The events from the life o f the Saint, depicted in the lateral slabs o f 
the portal’s superstructure, appear in this perspective as works o f  mercy, described 
by Jesus according to M atthew 25 as the right way to salvation.28
O n the main altar retable the same narrative appears, and is connected to the 
problems o f contemporaneous Church and devotion. T w o depictions o f the body 
o f Christ on the central axis o f the retable can be clearly understood in their rela­
tion to the cult o f the Eucharist, liturgically staged in front o f the altar (fig 5.). The 
suffering o f Christ and the life o f the Virgin Mary, represented on the wings o f the 
retable, refer to Easter and Christmas respectively, and could be presented to be­
lievers during the liturgical celebrations o f those most im portant feasts o f the litur­
gical year.29 Nevertheless, the life o f St Elizabeth also included a few visionary 
scenes closely connected to the process by which forms o f personal devotion de­
veloped. The vision in the hospital, an original iconography, represents the per­
sonal devotion o f the Saint as superior to the activities o f the priest.30 Emphasis on 
such a radical idea about personal devotion was very rare in the 1470s. Accord­
ingly only the understanding o f both personal calling and social service can rep­
resent a way out o f the feeling o f senselessness caused by vanishing temporal values 
o f hum an life.
The narratives o f  the m odem  hum an being struggling for the meaning o f per­
sonal existence are deeply felt, sincere and passionate. The roots o f  such narratives 
can be traced back to the late medieval search for individual forms o f religious life, 
as is reflected by the pictorial legends. Nevertheless, this legendary world does not 
sufficiently satisfy all the spiritual needs o f  a m odem  individual. It does not cover 
large parts o f the terrain Märai was mapping so diligently in his literary works. This 
might be one o f the reasons why he was not interested in the medieval pictorial 
narratives o f his native town. The historical development o f culture produced ali­
enation here, too. The striving for authentic existence has always produced the 
most interesting narratives. W hen a more pragmatic, ideologically biased approach 
to history ignores these narratives, the cultural past becomes boring, and contem ­
porary cultural life m ore endangered. In this case political regimes tend to suppress 
the richness and creative potential o f individuals in the name o f their own political 
or economic agenda.
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will be used according to the linguistic and political context.
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döntes utan (1938-1941),” Szazadok 98, 1964, 406-07. See also L. Tajtäk, “Separatisticke a 
dezintegracne tendencie na Slovensku v'19. a 20. storoci,” Acta historica Neosoliensia 8, 2005, 113- 
18, with an English summary “Separatistic and disintegrating tendencies in Slovakia in 19. and 20. 
century” . Before W W  I, Wick was an active member of the Slovak society Spolok sv. Vojtecha. 
See M. Kmet’, Spolok sväteho Vojtecha v Uhorsku /  Magyarorszägi Szent Adalbert Tärsulat (1941— 
1944). A paper read at the conference on saint Vojtech/Adalbert in Banska Bystrica, December 
2008. Many thanks to the author for sending me a draft of his text for the conference proceedings.
11 The seal was used on documents o f 1383, 1385 and 1408, preserved in the municipal archive
in Kosice. See Wick (n. 4 above), 35; I. Gerät-J. Sedivy, “Elisabeth im Stadtsiegel von Kaschau: 
Urkunde mit Treueversprechen der ungarländischen Städte,” in Elisabeth von Thüringen — eine 
europäische Heilige, exh. cat., ed. D. Blume—M. Werner, Wartburg Stiftung Eisenach, Petersberg 
c. 2007, 416-417.
12 See Halaga (n. 1 above), 191.
13 This happened in Buda. See E. Mälyusz, Kaiser Sigismund in Ungarn: 1387—1437, Budapest 1990, 
218-19.
14 As an introduction, see e.g. M. Szegedy-Maszäk, Märai Sändor, Budapest 1991; T. Meszäros, 
Kipek is tinyek Märai Sändor iletirol, Budapest 2006.
15 See T. Meszäros, Once I lived, I, Sändor Märai: patterns from a globetrotting Hungarian’s life, London 
2004, 13.
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16 For an explicit reference to the concept o f elite by Ortega y Gasset, see S. Märai, Kassai oijärat, 
Budapest 1999, 42.
17 “ ...a  domot mi epitettünk, evszäzadokon ät, kassaiak, öslakok, magyarok, nemetek es 
szloväkok”-M ärai (n. 16 above), 35.
18 Märai (n. 16 above), 40: “...ätmenet a Bata cipo es a rosszul megemesztett Le-Corbusierizmus 
között” .
19 Märai (n. 16 above), 41, 42.
20 A quite explicit “prophetic” vision of a common European market is described in his 1942 
Röpirat a nemzetnevelh ügyeben, Pozsony 1999, 57. English title “Tract on the Raising of the 
Nation” by Meszäros (n. 15 above), 13.
21 Meszäros (n. 15 above), 8-9.
22 Märai’s respect for the value of individual life prevented him from identifying with either the 
right- or the left-wing dictatorships, which both suppressed the freedom of an individual, which 
he considered to be one of the essential values. His decided to withdraw from political life, “to 
defend himself from the world”. Quotation is from the Embers, see Meszäros (n. 15 above), 14. 
“Märai felt suffocated by the political situation under Regent Horthy and growing presence of 
German fascism. In the 1943-44 Journal, he described his state o f mind: 'In  Hungary, one can 
live only in internal emigration. By turning completely inward, toward my work. By emigrating 
into my work.’” See S. Märai, Memoir o f Hungary, 1944—1948, Budapest 1996, from the 
introduction by Albert Tezla, on 15.
23 In Slovak translation S. Märai, Nebo a zem, Bratislava 2003, 23; in Hungarian: S. Märai, Fold! 
Fold!, Budapest 1996.
24 For a detailed discussion of these philosophical and methodological questions see e.g. P.
Ricoeur, Temps et recit, Paris 1983. The second part is about history and narrative (I used the 
Czech translation, P. Ricoeur, das a vyprävM, Praha 2000, 137—319).
25 “Mutasd fel a Szepet, mint a pap az ostyät, s olyan hittel mutasd fel, hogy hinni tanuljanak 
benne, mert a Szep nem a meddö eszmeny, hanem az elet legnagyobb emberi erofeszitese”
Märai (n. 16 above), 83.
26 There were attempts to use this text politically in favour of Horthy’s regime, provoking mixed 
emotions in Märai. See E. Zeltner, Sandor Märai -  ein Leben in Bildern, M unich-Zurich 2001,
120, 124.
27 Szegedy-Maszäk (n. 14 above), 54. .
28 See E. Marosi, “Tanulmänyok a kassai Szent Erzsebet templom epitestörtenetehez,” II., 
Müveszettörteneti Ertesito XVIII, 1969, 89-127, on 116; J. Bakosovä, “Reliefna vyzdoba 
sevemeho a zäpadneho portälu kosickeho dömu,” A R S  1/1982, 30-53.
29 The basic structure of such duality o f historical narratives has been recently studied by scholars 
investigating the relations of altarpieces and liturgy, e. g. by B. Williamson, “Altarpieces, liturgy, 
and devotion,” Speculum 79, 2004, 341-406; also P. Crossley, “The Man from Inner Space: 
Architecture and Meditation in the Choir o f St Laurence in Nuremberg,” in Medieval art-recent 
perspectives, ed. G. R . Owen-Crocker-T. Graham, Manchester 1998, 165-82. According to their 
observations, collective identities could be more universal when they were based on the cult of 
Eucharist or more corporative or even individual when they were connected with the cult of 
saints. In Kosice, the devotion to Elizabeth was shared by the whole community. In other 
towns, her role was probably more specific. The altar retable o f Saint Elizabeth for the church of 
Saint Giles (Aegidius) in Bärtfa/Bardejov/Bartfeld (SK) was commissioned by the guild of 
tailors.
30 I. Gerät, Obrazovt legendy sv. Alibety, Bratislava 2009, 88—95.
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Heinrich Dilly 
TRES FACIUNT COLLEGIUM 
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegels Bildnis von Franz Kugler
Hörsäle haben heute überfüllt zu sein! N icht nur in den Reportagen über die 
jüngste Hochschulreform! Auch in den Bildserien, die bekannte Suchmaschinen 
im Internet selbst unter solch abstrakten Stichworten wie Universität und Vorle­
sung endlos auswerfen. Da stehen Fotos an erster Stelle, die das Schimpfwort 
Massenuniversität und das Andauern der Universitätsmisere bestätigen. D och fin­
den sich auch Bilder darunter, die beides ein Stück weit historisch relativieren. 
D enn eng ging es auf den Universitäten offenbar schon im m er zu. William 
Hogarths Kupferstich eines Dozenten, der von höchst aufmerksamen H örern 
dicht umringt ist, bezeugt dies ebenso wie ein paar anonyme, spätmittelalterliche 
Buchmalereien, die auch zu verstehen geben, dass — anders als heute — Lautstärke 
und Tuchfühlung sich schon einmal funktional zu einander verhielten. A uf einem 
der ferneren Plätze dieser Serien ist bald nach einer Fotografie mit Herm ann von 
Helmholz die R eproduktion einer Lithographie zu entdecken, die einen weltbe­
kannten Philosophen am Katheder zeigt. Fast jederm ann kennt ihn; hält ihn für 
schwer verständlich; manche wissen, dass er es auch rein akustisch war: Georg 
W ilhelm  Friedrich Hegel! Selbst in Berlin schwatzte er nicht hochdeutsch, son­
dern sprach schwäbisch.
So berühm t Hegel selbst und so bekannt auch dieses Porträt von ihm  ist — es 
zierte 2008 die Einladung zum 27. Internationalen Hegel-Kongress so seltsam 
ist es, dass es offenbar allein nach dem M otto ,Hauptsache überhaupt ein Bild als 
keins’ im m er w ieder publiziert wird. Selbst nach dem angeblichen iconic tum der 
Geisteswissenschaften hat kein bildwissenschaftlich engagierter Philosoph, ge­
schweige denn ein philosophisch orientierter Bildwissenschaftler sich der Litho­
graphie angenommen, wie man so sagt. Als hätte es das Bildchen nötig. Deshalb 
will ich, aus anderem Interesse mit dem Zeichner des Blattes, Franz Kugler, be­
schäftigt, auf zwei Umstände aufmerksam machen, die einiges über den Entste- 
hungs- und den W irkungszusammenhang des Blattes erklären.
D er erste Umstand ist der des denkbar prickelnden Entstehungszusammen­
hangs, der sich in Stichworten so ausdrücken lässt: Ein 20-jähriger Student, der 
später zum großen Kunsthistoriker werden wird, zeichnet einen 58-jährigen Phi­
losophieprofessor, der das kunsthistorische Wissen seiner Zeit bis zur jüngsten
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fachlichen Publikation noch einmal in ein enzyklopädisches System bringt. Der 
Student scheint davon nichts zu ahnen und auch nicht aufzuhorchen, selbst wenn 
der Philosoph über das Zeichnen eines Porträts so viel zu sagen hat, wie bislang 
wohl kaum jemals gesagt w orden ist.
D er zweite Umstand hat mit dem einseitigen Bildgebrauch und -interesse, 
sowie mit der Verherrlichung der humboldtschen Universitätsreform durch die 
Nachwelt zu tun. Das Blatt, das nicht nur Hegel zeigt, sondern auch stark an m it­
telalterliche Formen der Disputation erinnert, ist wohl eine zaghafte Karikatur der 
hegelschen Art zu lehren und Studierende zu prüfen. Damit ist sie auch eine Par­
teinahme für die Prüfungsreform, wie sie Hegels schärfster Gegner, Friedrich Da­
niel Ernst Schleiermacher, wünschte. Erst lange 28 Jahre nach Beginn der hum ­
boldtschen Universitätsreform wurde sie schließlich umgesetzt — keineswegs in 
Reinform , versteht sich. Beide Umstände möchte ich in der gebotenen Kürze 
erläutern.
D er Zeichner
Im Jahr 1828, als Franz Kugler seine Zeichnung geschaffen hat, war dieser gerade 
einmal zwanzigJahre alt. Zwei Jahre zuvor war er aus Stettin nach Berlin gekom­
men. D ort war er als Sohn eines Kaufherrn, Konsuls und Stadtrats aufgewachsen, 
hatte die Grundschule und das Gymnasium besucht. Dass der musisch H ochbe­
gabte „erst“ studieren und sich dann „für einen Fachberuf‘ entscheiden sollte, 
hatte sogar der Vater gewünscht, wie Kugler 1848 in einem Lebenslauf schrieb.1 
Darin erzählte er auch, dass seine Studien von Friedrich von der Hagen, der durch 
die erste Edition des Nibelungenliedes berühm t geworden ist, „mit freundlicher 
Teilnahm e“ gefordert worden sind. „Zugleich aber und neben anderen . Studien 
ging die Beschäftigung mit eigener Poesie, Musik und bildender Kunst ungebun­
den vorwärts. Dass“ er „statt zu Klarheit über“ sich „zu kommen, erst recht einer 
verworrenen Zukunft entgegenzugehen begann“ , gestand Kugler offen ein und 
berichtete, dass er zum Sommersemester 1827 nach Heidelberg gewechselt, dort 
aber beinahe „explodirt“ sei. Unklar bleibt, was er darunter verstand, doch kann 
man wohl sagen: Studieren hieß für ihn und offenbar auch seinen Vater zuallererst 
Selbstfindung, dann Selbstbildung ganz im Sinn der preußischen Bildungsreformer 
Johann Gottlob Fichte, W ilhelm von Hum boldt, Friedrich Schleiermacher und 
Henrik Steffens. Schon im Herbst 1827 kehrte Kugler nach Berlin zurück. U m  
sich vor sich „selbst zu retten“ , w arf er sich auf ein bestimmtes Fachgebiet — das 
der Architektur. Er „trat in die damalige Berliner ,Bau-Akademie’ ein“ , setzte 
aber zugleich sein Universitätsstudium fort. Zwar bestand er im Frühjahr 1829 ein 
Examen, um  als Feldmesser Staat und Gesellschaft auskömmlich dienen zu kön­
nen, doch hielt er sich weiterhin in den Kreisen unausgeglichener, junger Künst­
ler, meist Maler und Musiker auf. Gleichzeitig studierte er an der Universität 
weiter, was aber zur Sache hier nichts m ehr beiträgt. Liegt diese Zeit doch schon
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nach dem Jahr 1828, in dem er die Lithographie mit Hegel schuf -  Hegel, den 
Kugler allerdings w eder im zitierten Lebenslauf, noch anderswo je  erwähnt. Ge­
hörte er in seine Gedankenwelt? Es gibt nur dieses eine, gezeichnete und verviel­
fältigte Blatt als Zeugnis!
D ie Zeichnung
Die Zeichnung darauf ist etwa 10 zu 19 cm groß.2 Dass es sich um Hegel handelt, 
zeigt der Vergleich m it anderen Porträts des Philosophen. Dies bezeugen auch 
einige zur Situation passende Erinnerungen und bestätigt die Beischrift: „F. Kug­
ler“ hat das Bildnis 1828 „nach der N atur“ gezeichnet und lithographiert. W ie viel 
Exemplare er davon gedruckt hat oder drucken ließ, ist nicht bekannt.
D er Porträtierte auf Kuglers Blatt sitzt hinter ‘einem Katheder, neigt seinen 
schlecht frisierten, großen K opf und auch seine Brust über das Pult. Papiere scheint 
er in den dicht zu einander geführten Händen zu halten. Er achtet weder auf die 
Betrachter noch auf die drei jungen Männer, die vor dem erhöhten Pult stehen 
und den Beschauern der Zeichnung den R ücken zukehren. Ihre gelockten Haar­
schöpfe, die im krassen Gegensatz zum Philosophen üppig gewachsen und m o­
disch geschnitten sind, machen sie schwer unterscheidbar. Alle drei repräsentieren 
den Typ des adretten, im m er noch genialen Studenten! Auch sind alle drei in fast 
gleiche, gut sitzende Gehröcke gekleidet. Allein die Attribute lassen sie unter­
scheiden. D er erste von links scheint eine Feder oder ein Federmesser in seiner 
rechten Hand zu halten; der zweite hat einen Zylinder vor dem Pult abgelegt; der 
dritte trägt einen Schnauzbart. Ansonsten gleichen sie sich, nicht aber dem vierten, 
der im  Halbprofil zu sehen ist. Dieser sitzt räumlich etwa auf H öhe des Katheders 
an einem Tisch und ist ins Schreiben vertieft. A uf den ersten Blick erinnert er an 
ein Porträt, das R em brandt von seinem Sohn Titus gemalt hat. So nahe wie Titus 
ist auch dieser Studierende seinem eigenen Text. D enn dieser liegt fast unterm  
Kinn, doch anders als Titus blickt Kuglers Student nicht aus dem Bild. Er ist ganz 
in sich gekehrt, wie denn eine jede der fünf Personen mit sich allein beschäftigt ist. 
D er Philosoph konzentriert sich vermutlich auf eines seiner Manuskripte. Diese 
waren, wie man heute weiß, abgesehen von den ersten Kapiteln nicht vollständig 
ausgearbeitet. Ein ,work o f progress’ bestanden sie aus Stichwörtem, Marginalien 
und eingelegten Notizzetteln.3 Doch kann es auch ein Testatheft oder ein anderes 
Papier sein, in das Hegel blickt. Stehen doch die drei, einander gleichenden Stu­
denten unter ihrem geistig abwesenden Lehrer als warteten sie der R eihe nach, auf 
die Studienbestätigung, während der kleine, offenbar etwas kurzsichtige Kommi­
litone daneben unbeküm m ert schreibt.
So m öchte man aus noch eigener Erfahrung die Situation beschreiben. Als 
Kunsthistoriker kann man noch hinzufugen, dass diese fünf, nur additiv vereinten 
Figuren allein von der konturierenden Strichführung, von einem konsequent, 
doch nicht aufdringlich von vorn links geführten, modellierenden Licht, von ei­
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nem  dunkel zugestrichenen Hintergrund sowie einem hellen Streifen zusammen­
gehalten werden, der horizontal verläuft. Dieser Streifen markiert rechts die Tisch­
kante und zieht sich von da hinter den drei Studierenden bis auf die linke Seite der 
Zeichnung fort. Er verleiht der ganzen Komposition eine Achse, um  die sich wohl 
etwas dreht, das allerdings so rätselhaft wie die nicht entzifferbaren Zettel bleibt, 
die am Pult des Professors kleben.
Gewiss kann man der Lösung dieses Rätsels etwas näher kom m en, wenn man 
an die Vergabe von Testaten zu Beginn und am Ende eines jeden  Semesters denkt.4 
Sie war an den deutschen Hochschulen und Universitäten bis in die sechziger 
Jahre des 20. Jahrhunderts verbreitet. D och war bislang nicht zu ermitteln, ob sie 
bereits um  1830 üblich waren. Auch m öchte man sogleich weiter fragend einwen­
den: W arum  schreibt dann Hegel auf dem Blatt nicht? U nd  was sollen die drei so 
gleichen Figuren? So dicht am Katheder? D er große Philosoph mit gerade einmal 
vier Studierenden? W o bleibt die Hegelschule? W o bleiben die linken und rech­
ten Hegelianer? W o bleiben die „Majores, Obristen, Geheimen R äte“ , die Hegel 
„unter seinen Zuhörern zu haben“ sich rühmte?5 W o bleibt auch nur ein Hauch 
vom  objektiven Geist, der im preußischen Staatsdienst aufgegangen sein soll? 
Nein, aus dieser Zeichnung spricht nicht ein Zeuge der Akme hegelscher Lehrtä­
tigkeit,6 vielmehr ein Zeuge des Augenblicks und persönlichen Augenscheins, der 
sich weder um  R uh m  noch um  solch hintergründige Bedeutungen kümmert. Er 
bestätigt zwar, was über Hegels Vortragsweise weidlich bekannt ist.7 Sie war, wie 
nicht nur David Friedrich Strauss überlieferte, „weit m ehr ein lautes Sinnen, als 
eine an Zuhörer gerichtete R ede“ .8
D och muss dies sein? Spricht nicht auch Ironie aus dem kleinen Gruppen­
porträt des 20-jährigen Zeichners? Musste man denn tatsächlich so nahe ans Pult 
kom m en, um  den schwäbelnden Philosophen überhaupt zu verstehen? U nd dann 
noch die lange Strähne, die dem unfrisierten Philosophen über die Stirn fällt! Bis 
zur Nasenwurzel scheint sie zu reichen. Erinnert sie noch an die Locke des Apoll, 
die auf einigen Dichterporträts der R om antik den großen Geist, das Genie zu 
kennzeichnen hatte. Also eine verkappte, etwas verzagte Karikatur? Auch schon 
der junge Kugler distanziert sich, macht sich sogar etwas lustig? Dieser Gedanke ist 
nicht abwegig, w enn man die Porträtideale gegenüberstellt, die Hegel für die ein­
zig möglichen hielt.
D er Gezeichnete
Tatsächlich, alle Hegel-Biographen bestätigen: 1828 wiederholte der Philosoph 
seine Vorlesungen über die Ästhetik und sprach darin auch zweimal über die 
Kunst des Porträts. Die erste Passage findet sich im  zweiten Abschnitt des dritten 
Teils und stellt „das griechische Profil“ zur Diskussion; die zweite ist der „Porträt­
malerei“ gewidmet und findet sich am Ende des Abschnitts „Besondere Bestimmt­
heit der Malerei“ . Diesen Abschnitt trug Hegel erst im folgenden Jahr vor. Des­
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halb kann Kugler Hegels Ausführungen über den mythischen Ursprung der Ma­
lerei aus der Silhouette, die eine Liebende von ihrem Geliebten gezeichnet hat, 
und über ein untergründiges .Hinarbeiten’9 der Malerei zum Porträthaften über­
haupt noch nicht gehört haben.
Bestenfalls hat der 20-jährige sie aus den Mitschriften und  aus Gesprächen mit 
älteren Kommilitonen gekannt. D en Randbem erkungen und pointierten Ausfäl­
len Hegels mag er jedoch schon entnom m en haben, dass dieser ein begeisterter 
Galeriegänger war, der die Künstler Tizian und D ürer als Bildnismaler besonders 
hoch schätzte. Durch das Studium von Tizians Gemälden war er wohl darauf ge­
kommen, in Skizzen zu Bildern m ehr von der höheren Geistigkeit einer Person 
wiederzuerkennen als in „naturgetreu“ ausgeführten Gemälden und Zeichnun­
gen, die womöglich auch noch „von großem Fleiße“ zeugten.10
Sehr viel anregender für einen Studenten im vierten Semester mit großem 
künstlerischem Talent, aber ungeklärten beruflichen Ambitionen dürften Hegels 
Ausführungen über das plastische Bildnis gewesen sein, die er im Herbst 1828 
vorgetragen hat. Er. tat dies im Kontext der Reflexionen über die altgriechische 
Skulptur und die hohe Bedeutung, die allgemein dem Profil des Kopfes zuerkannt 
wurde. Hegel unterschied zunächst das menschliche Profd vom  tierischen und 
machte darauf aufmerksam, dass „diejenigen Organe, welche beim Tier als die 
bedeutendsten erscheinen, beim Menschen zurücktreten und denen Platz“ ge­
macht haben, „die nicht auf ein praktisches, sondern auf ein theoretisches, ideelles 
Verhältnis hindeuten“ . Dies waren zuerst eine „sinnende Stirn“ und das „darun­
terliegende seelendurchgängige Auge mit seiner Um gebung“ . Dies war dann „die 
Verbindung des unteren und oberen Teils des Gesichts“ , also die Nase.11 W ohl 
zeige sich diese zuerst auf „das physische Bedürfnis hin ausgerichtet“ , doch sei sie 
ebenfalls und gleichermaßen „zum System des Geistigen herübergezogen“ . Das 
„R iechen wird gleichsam zu einem theoretischen R iechen“, meinte er in echt 
philosophischer Kürze und vergaß -  ebenso echt philosophisch -  nicht daran zu 
erinnern, wie oft man doch im  alltäglichen Leben davon spricht, „jemand trage 
seine Nase hoch“, oder wie gern man doch „einem jungen M ädchen mit aufge­
worfenem Näschen Schnippischkeit“ nachsage.12 Kürzer urteilte Hegel über den 
M und und schloss vorerst den Kreis in dem er betonte: „Schon beim Tiere dient 
er [...] zum Schreien, beim Menschen zum Sprechen, Lachen, Seufzen usf., wobei 
die Züge des Mundes selbst schon einen charakteristischen Zusammenhang mit 
den geistigen Zuständen beredter M itteilung oder der Freude, des Schmerzes usf. 
haben.“ 13
Doch dem nicht genug! Nach diesem Durchgang setzte Hegel zu einem zwei­
ten an. Ganz Professor wollte er zwar „nur einige Hauptpunkte herausheben“ ,14 
reflektierte dann aber doch ausführlich über den Blick überhaupt und die Blicklo- 
sigkeit griechischer Skulpturen. Er berichtete über die Sorgfalt^ mit der die grie­
chischen Bildhauer O hren gestaltet haben, und sprach erneut über Nase, M und 
und Kinn, die „zu den feinsten N uancen des Spottes, der Verachtung, des Neides“ 
ebenso befähigt seien wie zur „ganzen Gradation der Schmerzen und der Freu-
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de“ .15 Hegel endete m it einigen Sätzen über das Haar, das „m ehr den Charakter 
eines vegetabilischen als eines animalischen Gebildes“ habe, „vielmehr ein Z e i-” ,t 
chen der Schwäche“ sei.16 O hne sich am eigenen Schopf zu fassen zitierte er 
W inckelm ann — „Die Barbaren lassen die Haare platt hängen oder tragen sie rund 
abgeschnitten, nicht wallend und gelockt“ —, und stellte‘dann unterschiedliche 
Haartrachten des Altertums vor. Er fasste schließlich seine Ausführungen zusam­
m en und nannte das Ideal eines Bildnisses die „schöne Gestalt“ , die durch „eine 
Linie bestimmt“ wird, „welche dem Eirund am nächsten kom m t und alles Schar­
fe, Spitze, W inklige dadurch zur Harm onie und einem fortlaufenden milden Z u­
sammenhänge der Form auflöst, ohne doch bloß regelmäßig und abstrakt symmet­
risch zu sein.“ 17 W eil er sich nicht erneut „in das weitere Detail“ einlassen wollte, 
schloss er mit dem Satz: „Z ur Bildung dieses in sich zurückkehrenden Ovals 
gehört besonders für den vorderen Anblick des Gesichts der schöne freie Schwung 
vom  Kinn zum  O hr sowie die schon erwähnte Linie, welche die Stirn die Augen­
knochen entlang beschreibt; ebenso der Bogen über das Profil von der Stirn über 
die Spitze der Nase zum Kinn herunter und die schöne W ölbung des Hinterkopfs 
zum Nacken.“18
„nach der N a tu r “ oder „getreu den Verhältnissen“
Das klingt höchst poetisch und belehrend zugleich! Ja, heutzutage m öchte man 
meinen: So könnte eine gute Korrektur im Zeichenunterricht an der Akademie 
sich angehört haben. In einem Hörsaal aber, in dem im m er mal wieder aus Lan­
geweile oder Lust und Laune gekritzelt, skizziert und porträtiert wird, kann H e­
gels verbale Präzision den Zeichner nur aufgeschreckt und danach fragen lassen 
haben, wo er denn zeichne? Gewiss in einem Hörsaal der Universität mit einem 
Katheder, an dem „der grämliche, bleiche Philosoph“ sitzt, der aller rhetorischer 
Defizite zum Trotz ein „Hauptelem ent des damaligen Berliner Lebens“ bildete!19 
D och kann Kugler die Zeichnung und vor allem die Lithographie der Zeichnung 
nur an einem zweiten O rt, an einem Arbeitstisch, in einem Atelier und einer da­
mals hochm odernen Druckwerkstatt nach seiner, ihm  eigenen, keineswegs klassi­
zistischen M anier fertiggestellt haben. Damit hat er aber auch zeichnend in Frage 
gestellt, was er denn, wie auf dem Blatt steht, ,nach der N atur gezeichnet’ habe.
Gewiss den bedeutenden Philosophen Georg W ilhelm Friedrich Hegel, aber 
auch drei von dessen Studenten und einen, im wahrsten Sinne des W ortes Assis­
tenten, also Beisitzer bzw. Helfer! Die drei Studenten aber sind einander so un­
natürlich ähnlich, dass sie ohne weitere Hilfen nicht benannt werden können.
Die erste Hilfe ist heutzutage relativ schnell zu finden. Sie liegt in der eingangs 
skizzierten Ausgangssituation der unzähligen Bilder, die selbst die digitalen Such- 
maschinen von dicht besetzten Hörsälen und von Professoren in der Vorlesung, 
vor Tafeln und hinter Versuchsgeräten, und von gut gekleideten Studierenden in 
Farben, Tüchern und Strickwaren aller Fakultäten anbieten. U nter diesen Bildern
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finden sich auch, wie gesagt, einige wenige, nicht fotografierte, sondern gezeich­
nete und gemalte Bilder, die auf die Verhältnisse an den mittelalterlichen und 
neuzeitlichen Universitäten verweisen. Das wohl bekannteste und gewiss auch 
schönste ist die R eproduktion einer M iniatur aus dem Kupferstichkabiriett der 
Staatlichen Museen Preußischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin. A uf ihm ist der Theologe 
Heinrich von Friemar d. A., vor seinen Schülern zu sehen, die dicht gedrängt in 
vier Bänken auf das reagieren, was der bärtige Turbanträger von dem erhöhten 
Katheder, in das er gezwängt ist, vorträgt. Sie tun dies auf unterschiedlichste W ei­
se. Einige lauschen gespannt, andere lesen nach, wieder andere diskutieren, einer 
schläft usw. Drei aber sitzen seitlich vom  Katheder auf einer eigenen kürzeren 
Bank. N ur ihre R ücken und somit ihre blauen und verschieden roten Mäntel 
sowie ihre unterschiedliche Kopfbedeckung ist auszumachen und es ist zu erken­
nen, dass sie Bücher vor sich auf den Pultflächen zu liegen haben. Zwischen dieser 
Dreiergruppe und dem Katheder mit dem Lehrer sitzt eine weitere bärtige Person 
ins Profil gedreht, die dem großen Vorsitzenden höchst aufmerksam lauscht, ver­
mutlich ein Assistent.
Dreiergruppen wie diese sind auf einigen weiteren mittelalterlichen Universi­
tätsbildern im m er wieder zu entdecken. Selten sitzen sie so still da, wie auf der 
M iniatur mit dem Thüringer Theologen. In den meisten Fällen sprechen sie dabei 
m it den Händen. N och leichter sind diese Gruppen von jeweils drei Diskutanten 
auf fast allen Bildern auszumachen, die den zwölfjährigen Jesus lehrend im Tempel 
zeigen, und am bekanntesten ist vermutlich die kleine Tafel, die Duccio di Bu- 
oninsegna gemalt hat. In der Dom opera zu Florenz wird sie aufbewahrt.
O b der eben mal 20-jährige Franz Kugler auch nur eines von diesen Bildern 
schon und auch nur in einer R eproduktion gesehen, geschweige denn gekannt 
hat, ist höchst unwahrscheinlich. W ahrscheinlich aber ist, dass er solche Disputa­
tionsgruppen selbst in der humboldtschen Reform -Universität noch erlebt, eine 
davon bestimmter Kommilitonen wegen gezeichnet und dann auch noch für eine 
Vervielfältigung lithographiert hat. D enn auch diese Reform  wurde nicht von 
einem Tag auf den anderen, in einem Jahr, ja  selbst nicht einmal in einem Jahr­
zehnt durchgeführt. Daher wird man hoffentlich zum Jubiläum im Jahr 2010 auch 
einiges über eine Intensivierung der Forschungen lesen, die immer noch in den 
Anfängen stecken: die Forschungen über das Prüfungswesen!20 Daher muss die 
zweite notwendige Hilfe erst noch geschaffen werden! D enn selbst von den Ha­
bilitationen und Prom otionen, die Hegel eingeleitet und bei denen er mitgewirkt 
hat, sind nur einige bekannt gemacht.21 Offenbar schwiegen sich auch die vielen 
Zeitzeugen aus,22 so dass ausgerechnet diese Zeichnung Franz Kuglers einen W i­
derspruch festhält, der offenbar über Jahre, ja  weit m ehr als zwei Jahrzehnte in der 
Berliner Universität bestand und ausgerechnet bei Hegel eklatant deutlich wurde. 
Rhetorisch keineswegs glänzend erfüllte er in den Vorlesungen den R eform ­
wunsch seines schärfsten Gegners an der Berliner Universität, Friedrich Daniel 
Schleiermacher: Er ließ alles, was er wusste, „vor den Zuhörern entstehen“ , so 
dass diese „nicht etwa Kenntnisse sammelten, sondern die Tätigkeit der Vernunft
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im Hervorbringen der Erkenntnis unmittelbar anschauen und anschauend nach­
bilden“ konnten.23 Bei den Prüfungen jedoch und insbesondere in den privaten 
Prüfungen, die es wie eh und je gab, scheint Hegel die überkom m enen Formen 
selbst der Disputation ertragen, w enn nicht gepflegt zu haben. Franz Kuglers 
Zeichnung und Lithographie wird dann nicht m ehr nur längst bekanntes Defizit 
Hegels illustrieren, sondern das Defizit der Forschung indizieren: W ie lange dau­
erte es, bis die Humboldt-Schleiermachsche Reform  durchgesetzt war? A uf eine 
Prom otionsordnung z. B. konnte sich die Philosophische Fakultät in Berlin offen­
bar erst 1838 einigen! W ie viel Abstriche mussten hingenom m en Verden? W ann 
schlug das Reform w erk zum Mythos um?
A n m er k u n g en
1 W. Waetzoldt, Deutsche Kunsthistoriker, 2. Bd.: Von Passavant bis Justi. 3. Aufl., Berlin 1966, 
144-145. Die unmittelbar folgenden Zitate stammen daraus.
2 So wenigstens das Blatt im Besitz des Freien Deutschen Hochstifts Frankfurter Goethe-Museum. 
Die exakten Maße sind: 195 mm X 239 mm und 96 mm X 192 mm. Das Blatt ist im Stein 
beschriftet mit: „Nach d.Nat.gez.1828 und lith. von F.Kugler“ und „GWF Hegel“ .
3 A. Gethmann-Siefert (hg.), Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der 
Kunst, Berlin 1823. Nachgeschrieben von Heinrich Gustav Hotho, Hamburg 1998, XXXII-XXXIII.
4 Bis in die Mitte des 20.Jahrhunderts führten die Studierenden an deutschen Hochschulen ein 
Studienbuch, in dem sie sich zu Beginn und am Ende des jeweiligen Semesters von den 
Dozenten den Besuch der Lehrveranstaltungen bestätigen ließen. Mir ist allerdings nicht 
bekannt, wann dieses Studienbuch an den Universitäten eingefuhrt wurde und ob es überall 
üblich war. Den gleichen Gedanken äußert K. Schümm in der Anmerkung 5 seines Buches 
Bildnisse des Philosophen Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Stuttgart 1974. Den schreibenden 
Studenten spricht er als Famulus an, nennt aber dafür keinen Grund. Bekannt ist, dass mit 
Hegel zwei Repetenden zusammenarbeiteten.
i 5 J. Hoffmeister (hg), Briefe von und an Hegel, Hamburg 1952-1962, Bd. II, 189.
6 Der Höhepunkt seiner Lehrtätigkeit erreichte Hegel um 1827/28. Vgl. W. Jaeschke, Hegel 
Handbuch. Leben -  Werke — Wirkung, Stuttgart -  Weimar 2003, 46.
7 „Abgespannt, grämlich saß er mit niedergebücktem Kopf in sich zusammengefallen da und 
blätterte und suchte immer fortsprechend in den langen Folioheften vorwärts und rückwärts, 
unten und oben.“ So Heinrich Gustav Hotho nach H. Althaus, Hegel und Die heroischen Jahre der 
Philosophie. Eine Biographie, München 1992, 335.
8 „«Sein Vortrag gab, wenn man von allen Äußerlichkeiten absieht, den Eindruck des reinen 
Fürsichseyns ... d. h. er war weit mehr ein lautes Sinnen, als eine an Zuhörer gerichtete Rede», 
meint David Friedrich Strauß in einem Brief an seinen Freund Christian Märklin vom
15. November 1831, also geschrieben einen Tag nach dem Tode des Philosophen.“ Nach 
E. Zeller, Ausgewählte Briefe von David Friedrich Strauß, Bonn 1895, 8. Entsprechend äußerte sich 
H. G. Hotho in seinen Vorstudien für Leben und Kunst, Stuttgart — Tübingen 1835, 383—385.
9 G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Ästhetik III, Frankfurt am Main 1970, 103. (G. W. F.











19Jaeschke (wie Anm. 6), 51.
20 R . C. Schwinges (hg.), Examen, Titel, Promotionen. Akademisches und staatliches Qualifikationswesen 
vom 13. bis zum 21. Jahrhundert, Basel 2007. Schwinges beklagt in der Einleitung den Mangel an 
Fundamenten einer Qualifizierungsforschung und verweist auf die Lückenhaftigkeit des Wissens. 
Den Grund dafür macht er in der Fülle des Quellenmaterials aus und nennt dafür die beiden 
quantitativen Größen: Bis etwa 1800 wurden an den etwa 40 Universitäten Europas 75.000 
Personen promoviert. Vgl. auch W. Ruegg, „Der Mythos der Humboldtschen Universität,“
in M. Krieg -  M. Rose (hg.), Universitas in theologia -  theologia in universitate, in Festschrift für Hans 
Heinrich Schmidt zum 60. Geburtstag, Zürich 1997, 155-174. Rüegg stellt Schleiermachers ideelle 
Verdienste deutlich heraus, beschreibt ausführlich die Reform des Vorlesungswesens und die 
Einrichtung der ersten Seminare. Uber das Prüfungswesen schweigt er sich leider aus.
21 G. W. F. Hegel, Berliner Schriften 1818-1831. Hg. von j. Hoffmeister, Hamburg 1956. 
Hoffmeister erklärt in der Einleitung, dass er nur aus den Habilitations- und Promotionsakten 
zitiere, in denen „Hegels kultur- und personalpolitisches Wirken zur Geltung“ komme.
22 G. Nicolin (hg.), Hegel in Berichten seiner Zeitgenossen, Berlin 1971.
23 F. Schleiermacher, Gelegentliche Gedanken über Universitäten im deutschen Sinn nebst einem Anhang 









THE THREE MAXIMS OF E R N Ö  MAROSI: 
A RT HISTORY AS LAYING A MOSAIC, 
AS HISTORIOGRAPHY, AND AS ANTI-AESTETHICS
Laying a mosaic. Several decades ago, in a private conversation, Erno Marosi said 
that an art historian simply lays stones o f  a mosaic.^ There was in this confession­
like statement a kind o f quiet resignation: we just lay the stones, the complete 
picture will never come together, man is not omniscient. The metaphor gives rise 
to a two-dimensional model: a mosaic, a map, a picture. History, however, is not 
a picture, but a single or multiples story, narrative, writing.
History of art history. Another confession-like, somewhat cynical statement o f 
Marosi’s: “I am much more interested in the history o f art history than in art his­
tory itself, you know .” O r perhaps I do not remember correctly, and he actually 
said: “I could m uch better write about (understand) medieval art from its 19th cen­
tury reception than from studying the medieval period itself.” There may be a glar­
ing difference between these two sentences, but they both mark out the topic o f 
the discourse: history, the purpose o f historiography, the knowability o f history.
Anti-aesthetics, horror pulchri. Marosi’s third maxim, which he has several times 
given voice to, is extremely provocative and liable to misunderstanding, but ex­
tremely simple. Following logically and with absolute consistency from the fore­
going, it may be regarded as the warp o f the methodological fabric that runs right 
through his work: “the question of, for example, whether a painting is beautiful, 
has no place in art history.” 1 O f  course he did not say it exactly like that, but that 
is the essence o f  what he meant, and again refers to the task o f the art historian.
All three maxims should be put on the com mon denom inator o f contem po­
rary art.
Mosaic
T he mosaic o f history is a kind o f jigsaw puzzle (or to use the strict term  for fill­
ing the plane, a tiling), and a kind o f  map. The picture that is aft history is a con­
siderably m ore complex map. The jigsaw reference suggests that it can only be 
laid in one way, just as everything only happens one way; “that is the way it hap­
pened, and that way only,” there is only one “solution” , although the historical
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philosophy o f our time permits several possible interpretations or narratives. In 
whatever way, two-dimensionality encloses the picture o f history within bounds.’ * 
For a m ore subtle depiction, it is impossible to avoid plotting the third dim en­
sion—w ith family trees, process diagrams and graphs. The crystallising o f a historical 
m om ent results in a constellation—such were the subject o f  the East Art Map project 
undertaken by the IR W IN  Group o f Ljubljana, which drew out simultaneities 
between the principal artists in Eastern Europe by linking them  to years.2
Another possibility is the use o f charts: chronological tables which order his­
torical events along the time axis. This technique has been most spectacularly used 
by George Maciunas, founder o f the Fluxus movement, w ho started out w ith ar­
ranging world-history dates into schools, and arrived at the graphical depiction o f 
the history o f the Soviet Union, the precedents o f the Fluxus m ovem ent, and 
other complex historical interrelationships. In some places he also had recourse to 
the third dimension: he had to use tapes perpendicular to the paper to display syn­
chronous events, and even had a designer produce a filing cabinet in which the 
compartments were arranged in a way to reproduce spatial and temporal relation­
ships.3 Also to be regarded as one o f the first results o f  such speculation was Alfred 
H. Barr J r ’s design for the N ew  York M useum o f M odem  A lt exhibition Cubism 
and Abstract Art, where the floor plan o f the exhibition halls was set out by an ar­
tistic family tree displaying historical relations.4
O ne o f  the most classical models o f the complex visualisation o f temporal and 
spatial relationships is the historical atlas. T he world atlas o f art history edited by 
John Onians uses arrows marked with years to map out geographical develop­
ments w ithin art (where a single mechanism may be detected in geographical 
progression, like the spread o f constructivism from its origins in Russia).5 It should 
perhaps also be m entioned that this book, containing several hundred maps, de­
votes no m ore than 4 pages to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, South-Eastern 
Europe and Eastern Europe, and Hungary is represented by one solitary reproduc­
tion (Istvan Csok: Chest with Tulips, 1910). Another prototype o f tw o-dim en­
sional art atlases is the Mnemosyne Atlas produced by Aby W arburg between 1924 
and 1929, which represents iconological/historical interrelationships with photo­
graphic reproductions o f art works arranged into tables, like on a notice board.
Attempts at the spatial representation o f historical phenomena, events and 
processes are related to the postmodern tendency for certain academic models to 
take shape through topographical metaphor. Since the 1980s, it has been fashion­
able to call the process o f dealing with certain sets o f problems “mapping” or 
“kartografieren”; to talk, in the sense o f art geography and post-colonialism, o f  the 
“centre” and the “periphery”; to be concerned with “field theory” and “ theorie de 
champs”, to take a psychoanalytical approach based on the Freudian “vertical” ar­
rangement (superego, subconscious, etc.), to talk, in the m odern curatorial par­
lance, o f the “art scenario” , and to “focus” on everything possible.
Taking all these into account, the present author is working on a construction 
o f modern and contemporary Hungarian art history in which the historical,
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written narrative is supplemented by considerably m ore significant graphical m od­
els than what have done before. These plot “constellations” linked to points in 
time along a com m on time axis (this is in itself a virtual third dimension); each 
point (artist), however, constitutes a set, the set o f his ow n work, and these in turn 
give rise to process diagrams and constellations among each other. A single work 
constitutes a “black hole” on the plane o f the constellation, since it has an infinite 
num ber o f interpretations. The black hole o f the work opens up a new dimension 
(or dimensions) on this graphical model.
Nonetheless, the question remains open as to whether, in the case o f history/ 
historiography, it is possible to talk o f “representation” or “figure” as “image” in 
relation to “w riting” . The creation and reconstruction o f  a history and the history 
is constrained by chronology to be one-dimensional or linear, i.e. discourse, state­
ment, narration, narrative and writing. This is the starting point o f narratology. It 
is why Vilem Flusser can say o f the possibilities for a new  system o f relationships 
between text and image, that digitization can also rearrange linear writing by 
transforming the w ritten form into numbers and points and thus render it capable 
o f creating new kinds o f images.6
History o f  art history and historiography
To juxtapose the terms “history o f art history” (in our case the history o f the study 
o f art or o f history o f  art) and historiography (really the writing o f history itself) 
involves more than just word play. It has definite terminological, methodological 
and even philosophical consequences. W hat is history? The chronological experi­
ence o f the life o f  humanity. W riting this dow n is the discipline o f studying his­
tory, and relating it is history. By contrast, historiography, according to the m od­
ern consensus, is not the writing dow n of history (the original meaning o f the 
word), but the history o f the discipline o f history. This difference is semantically a 
mere nuance, but it stems from major differences in outlook. Just as in the 19th 
century there were theoretical proposals that phenom ena can only be described 
and not explained, nowadays there are philosophical opinions that there is now  no 
philosophy (ontology, epistemology, etc.), only history o f philosophy, describing 
and comparing the stages o f human thinking. If we are not talking simply o f the 
study o f history and o f history, but o f art history as the coexistence o f history and 
art, then we can set out a series o f paradigms:
art
story (event) artistic event
story telling discourse on artistic event
history art history
narration o f  events narration o f artistic history
writing o f events writing of artistic events (Vasari)
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writing o f  history writing o f art history
academic discipline o f  history academic discipline o f art history
historiography (study o f history) historiography: history o f the discipline of
art history
philosophy and theory o f history general study o f art (artol'ogy)
history o f historical thought history o f artistic thought
There are other series o f paradigms which may be placed in context w ith the 
above (some o f which only “w ork” in Hungarian or in one o f the standard lan­
guages o f art historiography):
-  the historical series: the history of the universe, history o f the Earth, natural history, 
prehistory (see the inaugural address to the Hungarian Academy o f Sciences by 
the historian Ferenc Glatz: Gaia View in History Writing, 2005), archaeology, his­
tory o f the future, teleological history, planning, futurology, science fiction, salvation his­
tory;
-  art work, artist, art: it is possible to conceive o f a general study o f art (artology) 
dividing into descriptive, interpretative and historical disciplines, so that art his­
tory is part o f it, but so is research into form, psychology and cognitive aspects; 
the study o f art must have an interdisciplinary cooperation with art theory, art 
philosophy and aesthetics;
-  as applying to museums, exhibition-organising and contemporary art, the 
“4 C ’s” : custos, commissaire, curator, critic.
The latter two terms offer a new interpretation o f how  both art history and art 
are conducted. The role o f the curator, the critic or art theorist in contemporary 
art can be set in parallel w ith those o f the politician and political scientist in m od­
ern society and contemporary history.
-  other terms to be interpreted for the study o f art history are: knowledge, doc­
trine, education, research, learning, theory.
Contemporary history and the study o f  memory
This is not simply a question o f terminology. It would require a comparative study 
o f historical theory to detect the interrelationships between social sciences, cul­
tural studies and contemporary history. German Zeitgeschichte, being concerned 
w ith the constant transition between past and present, regarding the present as the 
product o f the past (it discovers in the present, and so in currently existing art­
works, the traces o f the past, i.e. historical links), and embracing everything we 
still remember, is a transitional discipline. W hat causes the events o f the Second 
W orld W ar and the Holocaust to be constantly discussed by survivors and later 
generations is that what happened was simply atrocious. But among the philo­
sophical and anthropological returns from this discussion is the ability to observe
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the workings o f social memory: the present turns into the past on the disappear­
ance o f the last witness who experienced or was a contemporary o f the events, that 
is when an era comes to an end, but the m em ory lives on in the thinking and 
memory-objects o f other people. Artworks form a particular set o f m em ory-ob- 
jects, and these include monuments and special art objects produced specifically 
for the purpose o f remembering: memorials.7
The German term  Zeitgeschichte means m ore than “contemporary history”; it 
is also “social history” , as often translated, at least into Hungarian. Social history is 
an area o f the social sciences, which comprise broadly intersecting sets that include 
cultural studies and cultural anthropology.
History is the study o f memory. Art history is the history o f memory. History 
comprises only that which can be related, that which we remember. The survivor 
can only rem ember what he experienced, the generation which follows him  can 
only rem ember what it took over from the previous generation, or what is written 
down. The historian is obliged to work by criticism o f sources; the artist and the 
curator do not carry out academic research, but call into question what the survi­
vor and the witness says, and accept w ithout criticism what is written down. Go­
ing further along this line o f  thought brings us to the significance o f a new m ethod 
o f researching recent events, oral history. The more people providing their m em o­
ries, the greater variety o f answers obtained, but the more precise the reconstruc­
tion o f the subject o f  m em ory—the event under study. Characteristically, oral 
memory is much more credible (being m ore spontaneous) than written memory 
(corrected by self-control).
W e only rem ember memories. Y oung researchers go as far as transcribing oral 
memories (recorded on tape) or having them  transcribed, because it is only with 
text they are able and willing to w ork.8
It is at this point that Derrida’s Grammatology finds relevance. It provides us 
w ith the authorisation to regard, and read, everything we study as text, and to call 
the result a reading, just as in the interpretation o f artworks.9 It is the source o f 
encouragement for the present author in proposing that work with diagrams as a 
means o f representing art history processes and interrelationships should be termed 
not just “diagrammatics”—after Gerhard D irm oser10—but indeed “diagrammatolo- 
gy” ,11 derived from Derrida.
Reconstruction and deconstruction
In dealing with the past (and with art works) we use two apparently mutually 
contradictory methods. “R econstruction” is the restoration and presentation o f 
events, processes and objects from very few remains, clues or data, almost out o f 
nothing. “Deconstruction” , introduced by Derrida, at first goes in the opposite 
direction—“dismantling”—but nonetheless a tool o f understanding. In fact, the de­
construction o f  a historical process is effectively congruent w ith its reconstruction.
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If we unearth something from “the well o f the past” , we are not writing history, 
we are doing archaeology, bringing archaeological finds to the surface. Such a '  
probe occupies a point-like section o f the time scale, and only becomes history if 
it becomes part o f a process, i.e. establishes links w ith other point-like events. 
W hen we establish a process and talk about it, we thereby reconstruct it, and work 
it into a narrative. History itself is a narrative.
W ith  deconstruction, a state arises which R oland Barthes calls “the death o f 
the author” ,12 because we arbitrarily construe the deconstructed object (process or 
artwork), which is cut off from its origins and the intention o f the author, and cre­
ate our ow n reading. W ith the history o f memory, inasmuch that we proceed ar­
bitrarily, there occurs “the death o f the witness” .
And what about the area o f the past which we do not rem ember and cannot 
reconstruct? There begins the empire o f fiction.
Contemporary art, curator outlook
As we approach our own times, the writing o f history as reconstruction o f a past 
age and the writing o f chronicles as recording o f the present begin to fuse, inter­
mingle, flow into the same channel. The present becomes history, and the past the 
present. The interface o f these two separate tendencies is the study o f historiogra­
phy. W e achieve a much more sophisticated interpretation o f an earlier age by 
putting on the spectacles o f a later age. Secondly, in recent decades the study o f 
history has also become historic, and now  has its own history. It is not the history 
o f art which is being studied, but the history o f its history. Historiography is be­
coming identical w ith the writing o f history. The history o f  the writing o f art 
history is ultimately a tautology, because describing the history o f art is the same 
as writing art history.
This apparently complicated development is, however, in no respect retro­
grade. O n  the contrary, underlying it is the realisation that w ithout a contem po­
rary outlook it is impossible to examine the past—and vice versa. According to 
Michael Podro, it is in the interest o f “critical history” to show “how  the art o f 
foreign or past cultures can become part o f the intellectual life o f the present” .13 
At the forefront o f this realisation is contemporary art, and its representative and 
intermediary, the curator.
The curator does not seek academic recognition. His purpose is to display and 
to do so—in setting up an exhibition—on equal ranking w ith the exhibiting artist or 
artists. In the case o f art from the past, he almost inevitably comes into conflict 
w ith the historian, because he wants to present the past—to make it part o f  the 
present. H e raises events from the past into the present, so that past and present 
start to run into one another, and he attempts to keep the latest events from the 
past continuously in the present. The reconstructions attempted by Invisible Exhi­
bitions (2009), a major venture o f the international curator project Tranzit, came
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into confrontation w ith the art history profession by displaying exhibitions o f  old 
works w ithout any basic research, dispensing with academic methods, updating 
the past in a radical, voluntarist way. The curator, and to a certain extent the new, 
critical art historian (cf. “new critical history”), demands o f the academic world 
that it reveal and hand over all artworks, all sources and all data, in modern data­
base form, in which the technical quality o f  the data (and in the ideal case the art 
work itself) approaches the original.
The art historian and the curator are diametrically opposed to each other. Both 
know that the exhibition they are producing is ephemeral, and so the historian 
attempts to record his research results in printed (or digitized) book form (preserv­
ing it for posterity), while for the curator the exhibition is an attempt to form the 
past in his ow n image. But obsolescence is the nightmare o f both. The historian 
reconstructs, but the more thorough and detailed his reconstruction o f  the past 
(micro-history), the m ore it diverges from the present, and becomes an autono­
mous virtual reality, influencing the process o f canonisation.
By the late 20th century, historical reconstructions had given rise to such idi­
osyncratic developments within the discipline as the new field o f exhibition his­
tory. Major results were the sample-like Westkunst exhibition (curator: Kasper 
König),14 and then the reconstruction o f the Stationen der Moderne (1988)15 and the 
Armory show (1912),16 which presented in ideal circumstances what the protago­
nists o f current contemporary art need from the past. And then all this, too, fades 
from memory.
The continuous presence o f  the past, the state o f “all-knowingness ”, 
epistemological considerations
In fact, the constant conflict between history and the contemporary art outlook 
finds a special resolution in the museum, the library, the archive and the database. 
A little earlier, at the beginning o f the postmodern era, this tendency took expres­
sion as the simultaneous presence o f consecutive style eras: as long as the pyramids 
stand, we are living in the Age o f the Pyramids (too).17 Every memory exists in the 
present. O ur historical outlook discreetly retires to the background as we state that 
we now  know  everything. This train o f thought comes to an abrupt halt on reach­
ing the principal questions o f Erno Marosi’s work: firstly, can history be known, 
and secondly how  does our need to be up-to-date affect our conception o f his­
tory, assuming that contemporary art provides the terms for expressing our need 
to be up-to-date.
O ur era-call it postmodern, the era o f second m odernity or simply the 21st 
century—is sceptical, cynical (ironic) but not necessarily pessimistic. In respect o f 
historical fields o f study, this basic stance is expressed by the “end o f history” 
theories o f  Fukuyama and Belting. Erno Marosi is not agnostic; the components 
o f his work are research, opening up sources, discovery, reconstruction o f  associa­
tions, and reflection on academic processes; always starting out from the present
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state o f affairs: intervention into contemporary academic affairs — from the view­
point o f contemporary art, a special part o f history. Contem porary history com - * 
bined w ith historiography.
The quest for omniscience launched by the Enlightenm ent has found a re­
sponse in scepticism. Omniscience—and omnipotence—is a principle o f God as Ab­
solute, and it is from this (from Him) that the chief characteristics o f the Arts are 
usually derived: the association o f the Good, the Beautiful and the True. Herbert 
Marcuse has stated that this harmony broke up in the catastrophe o f recent history, 
total war, holocaust and totalitarian systems. He proposed as the emblem o f the 
arts o f our time the Medusa, which presents the Truth—how ever dreadful—even at 
the expense o f the Beautiful and the G ood.18 This is the epistemological environ­
m ent in which Marosi conducts his academic and contemporary-art activities.
W hat we might regard as a symbolic “Marosi progress report” is being pub­
lished just at the m om ent this essay is being completed: the catalogue o f the Ferenc 
Kazinczy centenary exhibition in the Budapest Petofi M useum o f Literature, en­
titled A  Szep es a Jo (The Beautiful and the G ood).19 Kazinczy, creator o f m odern 
Hungarian aesthetic thinking, wrote in a letter to Gergely Berzeviczy in 1810, 
“history proves that wherever G ood has put down roots, it was always Beauty that 
prepared the way” . 20 O ne o f  the major essays in the catalogue, and the key lecture 
at the opening o f the exhibition were written by Ernö Marosi. Marosi regards 
Beauty, if not as an epistemological criterion in his work, then certainly as 
a moral imperative.
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Herina (R O ) see Harina 
Herm ann o f  Cilli 422 
Herm ann, Georg 504
Hermannstadt (Sibiu, R O ) see Nagyszeben
Hermes Trismegistos 36510s
Hernäcsfalva 336
Hernädy M enräth, Szilvia 469
Hernyäcfalva 336
Hem ykowcz (Herniakovczi) 336
Herpäly 161
Herrad o f Landsberg 4105 
Hersey, George 374 
Hervarto 473
Hervartov (SK) see Hervarto





Hinz, Berthold 78, 101118
Hizsnyo 458
Hoensch, Jörg K. 73
Hoffmann, Edith 128, 418
Hogarth, William 529
Holz, Hans Heinz 79
Hölzel, M or 480
Homorodjänosfalva 493, 494, 494,. 495, 
495, 498, 49919 
Homorodkaräcsonyfalva 50019 
Homorodszentm ärton 49910 
Honorius Augustodunensis 14722, 14822, 
174
Honterus, Johannes 503, 506 
Horace 333, 334, 340, 34410 
Horus Apollo Niliacus (Horapollo) 244 
Horvath, H enrik 457 
Horväth, Mark o f  Kamicsäc 435 
Hrabanus Maurus (Rabanus) 174, 252 
Hrabusice (SK) see Käposztafalva 
Hronsky Benadik (SK) see 
Garamszentbenedek 
Hrusov (SK) see Körtvelyes 
Hum boldt, W ilhelm von 530, 536 
Hunedoara (R O ) Vajdahunyad 
Hungarian Master 206
554
Hunyadi family 406 
Hunyadi, Jänos 413, 416, 421, 47711 
Huszär, T ibor 57 
Huszka, Jozsef 19626, 263
Ikervar
Parish C hurch 193, 193 
Imper (R O ) see Käszonimper 
Imre, King o f  Hungary 48 
Innocent II, Pope 170 
Innocent IV, Pope 288 
Innocent VIII, Pope 312 
Innsbruck 419 
Inowroclaw 516 
Iohannes Fiorendnus 446 
Iohannes Nicze Fiorentinus 445, 446, 452 
Ionefti (RO ) see Homorodjänosfalva 
Ipolyi, Arnold 59, 64, 512, 513, 514, 516, 
51717
IR W IN  group 540 
Isabeau, Q ueen 312 
Isidore o f  Seville 246 
Island Andros 244 
Isola Bella 318
Borromini palace 318 
Istanbul 419 
Ivo o f  Chartres 14717
Jacobus von Paris 227 
Jak clan 192, 193 
Jäk 515, 516
Abbey C hurch 168, 172, 172, 178, 
183, 184, 184, 185, 185, 187, 187, 
188, 188, 189, 189, 190, 190, 191, 
191, 192, 194 
Jakus, butcher from Vac 266 
Jankovich, Miklos 273, 278, 435 
Jantzen, Hans 9866 
Janus Pannonius 450 
Jastrebarsko (CR) see Jasztrebarszka 
Jasztrebarszka 421
Jean le Bon see John  the Good (John II, 
King o f  France)
Jean, due de Berry 312 
Jeanne d’Arc 329 
Jenni, Ulrike 234 
Jem yei Kiss, Jänos 83 
Jerusalem 176 
Jode, Haecht en de 4105 
Jodocus Abbot 317, 32253
Johannes Aquila 263
Johannes de M arocha 450
Johannes von Rosenau 504
John Albert, King o f  Poland 439
John Damascene, St 138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 143, 144 /14716, 14826, 15039
John  Duns Scotus 232, 233
John  the Good (John II, King o f  France)
234
John  XXII, Pope 263 , 27036 
John, son o f  R ene o f  Anjou 367 
Jo6, T ibor 9312 
Jopek, N orbert 316
Jovänovics, György 130, 131, 131, 133, 135
Kakas family 21025 
Kälmäncsehi, Dom onkos 444 
Kalocsa
Cathedral 155, 512, 515 
Kampis, Antal 61 
Kandinsky, Wassily 135 
Kanizsai family 193 
Kanizsai, Jänos 241 
Kaplony 516
Kapos, N ändor 469, 4752, 476 
Käposztafalva 458 
Karaszko 262, 263, 26919 
Karinthy, Frigyes 13619 
Kassa 481, 522, 522, 523
C hurch o f St Elizabeth 62, 63, 64, 65, 
9866, 112, 112, 113, 115, 479, 519, 
520, 520, 521, 521, 522, 524, 524, 
525, 525
Chapel o f  St Ladislaus 266 
Kastner, Josef 3191 
Käszonimper 261, 263 
Kazinczy, Ferenc 546 
Keller, Harald 231 
Kemecse (Kemecsemonostor) 515 
Kempten 32023 
Kerc 50026 
Keresztür 207, 21242 
Kerles 261, 262, 263, 266 
Kemstok, Käroly 130 
Kesmärk
C hurch o f the Holy Cross 47715 
Kesztölczi, Mihäly 41S 
Kezdialbis 49910 
Kezmarok (SK) see Kesmärk 
Kieslinger, Franz 227
555
Kilyen 261, 262 
Kingsley Porter, A rthur 161 
Kinizsi, Pal 435, 435 
Kirchheim am Ries 246 
Kis o f  Cece, Mate 420 
Kisbeny 512 
Kisdisznod 515, 516 
Kiss, Erika 43045
Kisszeben 45, 47713, 47715, 479, 480, 
483, 483, 484, 485, 485, 486, 486, 
487, 487, 488, 488, 489, 489, 490, 
491 49220
C hurch o f  St. John the Baptist 479, 
480, 481 
Klaniczay, Gabor 67 , 69, 9649 
Klaniczay, T ibor 70, 74, 9765 
Knebel, Ferenc Jr. 19516 
Kocel’ovce (SK) see Gecelfalva 





Kolpinski, J. D. 9540 
König, Kasper 545 
Konstanz 254, 255 
Kontha, Sändor 65 
Köpeczi, Bela 9647 
Kopp, Jeno 61, 9427 
Koranski, Jan, Bishop 439, 439, 440 
Korb, Erzsebet 128 
Koreny, Fritz 279 
Körmendy, Kinga 20910 
Körmöcbänya 406 




Koselleck, Reinhart 80, 88 
Kosice (SK) see Kassa 
Koväcs, Eva 247 
Koväcs, Peter 128 
Krainburg 342 
Krapina (CR) 422, 425 
Kraskovo (SK) see Karaszkö 
Kräsnohorske Podhradie (SK) see 
Krasznahorkaväralja 
Krasznahorkaväralja 264 
Krautheimer, Richard 9866 
Kremnica (SK) see Körmöcbänya
Kremsmünster 516 
Kristö, Gyula 72 
Krohm, H artm ut 316 
Krompach 2672
Kronstadt (Bra§ov, R O ) see Brasso 
Kubinyi, Andräs 72, 73, 74 
Kubier, Georg 101118
Kugler, Franz 514, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 
535, 536
Kurtäg, György 127 
K U T 128
Kuthassy, Jänos 449 
Kvet, Jan 9540
L’Aquila 281, 283, 283, 284, 285, 287,
288, 289, 290, 291, 293, 294, 295, 297,
298, 299, 300, 3011, 37616,
S. Giusta (di Bazzano) 285, 290, 291, 
297, 30112, 30558, 30561, 30664 30655 
S. Maria Paganica 30112 
S. Marciano di R oio  30112 
S. Massimo (Cathedral) 30333, 30561, 
30782, 30892
S. Pietro di Coppito 30112
Sta Maria di R o io  (S. Maria al Ponte di
Roio) 289, 290, 30560, 30787
S. Giuseppe 289, 291, 295
S. Marco 292, 293, 294, 296, 297, 300
S. Biagio di Amiterno (see also
S. Giuseppe) 289, 291, 295, 296, 298,
30787
tom b o f  Camponesci 305^', 30785 
S. Margherita (II Gesü) 30561 
L’Aquila Master 284, 298 
L’ubica (SK) see Leibic 
La Charite 1626 
Läbadani, Jänos 497
Ladislas Anjou, King o f Naples 260, 262, 
264, 286, 287, 295, 298, 30786 
Ladislas I, St, King o f  Hungary 260, 406, 
409, 450




Landino, Cristoforo 361, 362, 3651
Längi, Jözsef 27026




Lavagnolo, Jacopo 24925 
Lavater, Johann Kaspar 232 
Lazarev, Viktor Nikitisch 9540 
Läzöi, Jänos, archdeacon 287 
Lebeny
Benedictine Abbey C hurch 511, 512, 
514, 515, 516 
Lecouve, M ayor 3195 
Legner, Anton 231, 312, 316, 318 
Legnica 244 
Leibic 47713 
Leichtle, A dolf 32023 
Lemheny 499
Lemnia (R O ) see Lemheny 
Lengyeltoti 515 
Lenin, W ladimir Iljitsch 66 
Leo X, Pope 3769 
Lepoglava
Pauline friary 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 
424, 425, 426 
Leschkirch (Ujegyhaz) 27249 
Lesznai, Anna 259 
Levärdy, Ferenc 198 , 21025 
Levoca (SK) see Locse 
Libya 359
Lichtenberg, Georg Christoph 232 
Liechtenstein, Peter 448 
Liegnitz see Legnica 
Lilienfeld
Zisterzienserabtei 325 
Lille 316, 318, 319 
Linz 279
Liparolo, Girolamo 369, 370, 373, 374
Lipoc-branch 208





Liptov (SK) see Lipto
Liptovsky Mikulas (SK) see Lipszentmiklos





Lo M onaco, Giuglielmo 371
Loccum 155
Locse 458
Church o f  the Minorites 266
Parish Church o f St James 266, 47715 
Locsei, Päl 475, 47818 
Lombardi Di Pietro 419 
London 176, 276, 313 
Lonya
Calvinist Church 130 
Lopuszna 47611 
Lorch 318
Loredan, Leonardo, Doge 413 
Lorentz, Stanislaw 9540 
Loreto 413
Louis I (the Great), King o f Hungary 64, 
71, 73, 206, 438 
Louis XII, King o f  France 344lu 
Lovei, Päl 426
Ludwig II, Prince o f  Liegnitz and Brieg 
244, 244, 246
Ludwig III, Kurfürst 255, 25715, 25822 
Ludwig XI, C ount o f  O ettingen 246 
Lübke, W ilhelm 514 
Lukäcs, György 61, 84, 85, 9426 
Luntz, Victor 226, 227 
Luther, Martin 330, 33220 , 501, 503 
Lux, Kälmän 117 
Luxemburg 234
Maciunas, Georg 540 
Macrobius 244
Magna, N iccolo di Lorenzo della 364 
Magyar, Benigna 434 
Magyar, Zoltän 26915 
Magyaräsz, N ändor 1946 
Mainz 313
Malkiewich, Adam 83 
Malompatak 458, 461 
Mälyusz, Elemer 9988, 27242 
M antua 246, 3753 
Märai, Sändor 522, 523, 524, 526 
Marcolini, Francesco 363, 363 
Marcus Aurelius 37935 
Marcuse, H erbert 546 
Margaret Anjou-Durazzo 297 
Margaret, St 439 
Margit, widow ofjakus 266 
M arguerite o f  France 43045 
Märianosztra 266 
Mariazell 498 
M arino, Angela 360 
Märklin, Christian 5368 
Marliani, Gianfrancesco 419
557
Marosborsa 336, 3448 
Marosväsärhely 503 
Maröti family 265, 338 
Martens, D idier 467 
M artin V, Pope 254
Martinis (R O ) see Homorödszentm ärton 
M ärton, provost 425 
Marx, Karl 66
Mary o f  Anjou, Q ueen 26813 
Marzano, M arino 372, 37726 
Marzio, Galeotto 416 
Master John  525 
Master o f  1328 206 
Master o f  Flemalle 316, 462 
Master o f  Okolicsno 458 
Master o f  the Bedford Hours 3655 
Master o f  the Codex o f St George 3655 
Master o f  the Embroidered Foliage 467 
Master o f  the Kefermarkt Altar 32011 
Master o f  the Khanenko Adoration 462 
Master o f the Legend o f  St Barbara 462 
Master o f the Legend o f  St Catherine 462 
Master o f  the Legend o f  St George 3655 
Master o f  the Legend o f  St Lucy 462 
Master o f  the Madonnas w ith the Chubby 
Cheeks 462, 463
Master o f  the Raigern Altarpiece 234 
Master o f  the St Andrew Alterpiece 273, 
274, 274, 275, 275, 276, 276, 277, 277, 
278, 278, 279
Master o f  the St Anthony altarpieces 457, 
458, 461
Master o f  the St Florian Triptych 333 
Master o f  the St John  altarpiece 462 
Master o f the St Lambert Votive Panel 274, 
276
Master o f the Y outh o f  St R om uald 461, 
462
M atejovce (SK) see M ateoc 
Mateoc 47611 
Matrei 22914
Matthias Corvinus, King o f  Hungary 70, 
73, 74, 75, 281, 338, 341, 367, 3753, 3754, 
37831, 37935, 406, 408, 409, 4105, 413,
414, 415, 416, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422,
424, 425, 426, 435, 436, 438, 444, 450 
M aurer, Dora 130 
Mazalik, Agoston 479 
Mazzoni Guido 37722, 37829 
Medgyes 501, 502, 502, 503, 503
Medgyessy, Ferenc 128 
Mediaj (R O ) see Medgyes 
Medjci family 364 
Medici, Lorenzo de 3753 
Medici, N iccolö de 24925 
Medici, Piero de 3753 
Megyericsei, Janos 418 
Meinecke, Friedrich 102129 
Meissen 168
Meister der Jahreszahlen 325, 325, 326 
Meister der W orcester-Kreuztragung 327, 
327, 328, 329
Meister des Hallenser Ulrichskirchen- 
Rebatels see M eister der Jahreszahlen 
Meister Vincentius 503, 503 
Meister von Attel 3318 
Meller, Simon 128
Mellini, Dom enico 242, 244, 246, 247 
Memling, Hans 457, 462, 463 
M encel, Väcläv 9866 
M ereny 2672 
Meszt 338
Mezieres, Philippe de 260 
M ichaelermeister 2297 
M ichal’ny (SK) see Szentmihälyfalva 
Michelangelo Buonarroti 129 
Middeldorf, Ulrich 418 
Mihäileni (R O ) see Csikszentmihäly 
Mihalik, Sändor 61 
Mihäly, Ferenc 27026 
Milan 169 296, 368, 369, 3753,408, 419 
Cathedral 281 
S. Maria delle Grazie 418 
Milob?dzki, Adam 9866, 100106 
M irim onde, Albert P. de 467 
Mlynica(SK) see Malompatak 
M oholy-Nagy, Läszlo 128 
Mojzer, Miklos 213 
Möller, Istvän 185, 187, 19621 
Molnär, Erik 9544 
Molnär, Läszlo 65 
Monogramist o f  Bakocz 452 
Monostorszeg 21242 
Monoszloi, Andräs 449, 45547 
Montecassino 173 
M ontefeltro, Federigo da 37829 
M ontefeltro, Guidobaldo da 37829 
M ontelupi family 440 
Montorsoli, Giovanni 37723 
M onyorokerek 45438
558
M oore, H enry 132 
Mudräk, Attila 16325 
M üer, Johannes 45 
Müller, Theodor 316 
Multscher, Hans 475
M unich 279, 313, 314, 318, 32023, 32024, 
3225»
Church o f  S Peter 516 
Murano
Santi Maria e Donato 215 
Muraro, Michelangelo 214, 2186 
Myskovszky, Viktor 121, 479, 480, 4912
Nagaroli, Antonio de 24925 




Nagylucsei, Orbän 435, 435, 444, 450 
Nagymihäly 27026 
Nagymihälyi family 264 
Nagyrevy, Andräs 436, 436, 438 
Nagyszalok 458 
Nagyszeben 266, 504, 504
O ur Lady parish church 266 
Nagyvärad 208, 245, 245, 246, 247, 262,
418
Naldi, Naldo 414
Naples 285, 294, 296, 297, 368, 369, 372,
3753, 3754, 3769, 37616 
Castel N uovo 371, 37726, 37935 
Cathedral 296
S. Giovani a Carbonara 295, 30786 
tomb o f  Ladislas Anjou-Durazzo 
296, 298, 30786 
S. Lorenzo Maggiore
tom b o f  Ludovico Aldomorisco 
286, 297 
Sta Maria Donnaregina 286
tom b o f  Enrico M inutolo 30447 
S. Chiara
tom b o f  Mary o f  Valois 30785 
tom b o f  M erloto 30785 
Pappacoda chapel 296 
Nasice (CR) see Nekcse 
N aum burg 168, 170, 178 
Cathedral 101118 
Nekcse 208
Nekcsei (-Lipöcz), D em eter 197, 202, 204, 
207, 208, 2083, 2102*, 21139
Nekcsei Bible 199, 199, 201, 201, 202,
202. 203, 203, 205, 205, 206, 207, 21130
Nekcsei, Sandor 207, 208
Nekcseszentmarton 208
Nemes Lampert, Jozsef 128
N em eth, Lajos 79, 82, 84, 90, 91, 102120,
102121, 104155
N em eth, Laszlo 9645
Nemettijvar 33110
Franciscan Library 449 
Neray, Katalin 128 
N erio 206 
N ero 418 
N euberg 22914 
Neugebauer, N orbert 1949 
N eum arkt (Tärgu Mure?, R O ) see 
Marosväsärhely 
N eum ünster Abbey 74 
N ew  York 318 
Nicolaus Carpentarius 446 
Nicolaus Pater, Abbot 424 
Nicopolis 260, 262 
Niczky family 192 
Nietzsche, Friedrich W ilhelm 64 
Nitra (SK) see Nyitra 
Nocrich (RO ) see Ujegyhäz 
Noirlac 1626









C hurch o f St. Emmeram 438 
Nyolcak (Group o f  Eight) 128
Öcsa 19622, 514, 515 
Ocskay, Antal 9533 
O derheiu Secuiesc (R O ) see 
Szekelyudvarhely 
Oettinger, Karl 274 
Okolicne (SK) see Okolicsno 
Okolicsno
Franciscan friary420, 422 
Oläh, Miklos 37831, 449 
O lom ouc 477"
Oltvänyi-Artinger, Imre 61, 9427
559
Onians, John  540 
Opava 273, 274, 278 
Oradea (R O ) see Nagyvärad 
Orban, Baläzs 496, 497 
Oroszlan, Zoltan 9426 
Orsini, Giovanni Antonio 367 
Orsini, Latino370, 3751, 37726 
Ortega y Gasset, Jose 523 
Orval 1626 
Orvieto
tom b o f  Cardinal Guillaume de Bray 
30444
Osijek (CR) see Eszek 
Osten, Gert van 475 
O tranto 367 
O tto  ofM eran  16315 
Ouw ater, Albert van 457 
Özdögei Besenyo, Pal 265 
Ozorai, Pipo 265
Paatz, W alter 316, 319
Pacher, Michael 420
Pacht, O tto  88, 88, 91, 130
Padua 169, 170, 20911
Padureni (RO ) see Sepsibesenyo
Paep, Johannes 449
Pallucchini, Rodolfo 214, 215, 2186
Päncota (RO ) see Pankota
Pankota 339, 516
Pannonhalma
Benedictine monastery 438 
Abbey C hurch 416 
Panofsky, Erwin 77, 78, 9866 
Panormita 368





Paris 312, 316, 317
Saint Pierre de M ontm artre 16327 
Sainte Chapelle 160 
Parier, family 231 
Parma 167, 168, 169, 414 
Pascal I, Pope 170 
Passuth, Krisztina 128 
Päszto 515 
Patiriir, Joachim  457 
Päzmäny, Peter 421 
Pecs 207, 27137 342, 34622, 452
Cathedral 83, 512, 513, 515 
Pedrocco, Filippo 214, 21813 
Pellicoli, M auro 19621 
Pelsöc 164 
Perenyi family 434 
Perger, R ichard 413 
Perkins, Algernon 199 
Perkins, Henry 198
Perneczky, Geza 84, 89, 104155, 106183, 128 
Perugia
tomb o f Pope Benedict XI 30444 
Peter Abelard 14717 
Peter Lombard 143, 14934 
Petho, Sandor 9312 
Petrarca 246 
Petrovics, Elek 128 
Petrus Com estor 246 
Petrus, Frater o f Lepoglava 424 
Pfeiffer von Niklaushausen 329 
Philip the Chancellor 139, 140, 141, 142,
143, 144, 14822, 14825, 14926, 14927, 14934 





Pierre Mauclerc 178 
Pietro, Niccolö di 36617 
Pigazzini, Luigi 19621 
Pigler, A ndor 274 
Pigler, A ndor 61
Pilis (Pilisszentkereszt) 152, 157, 16.323,
165, 515
Cistercian Abbey C hurch 152, 152, 
153, 153, 154, 155, 156, 156, 157,
157, 158, 159, 159, 160, 160, 161, 162 
sarcophagus o f  Gertrude 438 
Pimandros 36510 
Pinkota (R O ) see Pankota 
Pinturicchio (Pintoricchio) 364 
Pisa
Cathedral (Museo dell’Opera del 
Duom o)
St Rainerius tomb 289 
Pisanello (Antonio di Puccio Pisano) 234, 
235, 236, 236, 237, 237, 238, 241, 243,
246, 252
Pisano, Nicola 167
Pius II, Pope 281




Plesivec (SK) see Pelsoc





Podijul Lipovei (R O ) see Erdöhät
Podro, Michael 544
Podturen (SK) see Toronyalja
Pogäny, Gäbor Ö . 57, 936, 938, 9426, 9540
Pogäny, Kälmän 128
Poggio Bracciolino, Gian Francesco 241
Poggio Bracciolino, Jacopo di 241, 246,
247, 2477
Pohl, Sändor 519
Pohl, W alter 9649
Polack, Jan 3318
Pompey 37725
Ponche, Gauthier, Canon 317 
Ponche, Michael 317 
Ponte de, Francesco 286 
Pontieri, Ernesto 372 
Popescu, Mircea 9540 
Popper, Leo 84 
P6r, Antal 21139 
P6r, Peter 80 
Porec 170 
Porici
Church o f St Peter 516 
Porkoläb, Miklos 931 
Poznan 3318
Pozsony 261, 341, 413, 521 
Unger House 265 
Church o f  St M artin 265 
Church o f St Michael 265 
St Ladislas Hospital 27242 
Pozza, W iligelmo della 24925 
Prague 232, 2364764
Church o f  the Kinghts o f  St John  51 
Preda, Ambrogio (Predis, Ambrogio de)
419
Presov (SK) see Epeijes 
Prohäszka, Lajos 9312 
Prokopp, Märia 264, 26919 
Ptolemy 4105 
Pulszky, Ferenc 60, 81 
Pulszky, Käroly 284 
Pythagoras 36510
Quaritch, Bernard 199
Rabinovszky, Märiusz 128 
Radigovic, M arko 422 
Radisics, Jeno 480 
Radlin 440 
Radna 444
R adnöti, Sändor 80, 90, 91, 130
Radocsay, Denes 457, 465, 469
Radovan 167, 168
Rädy, Ferenc 1947, 19514
Rajhrad 516







Ravenna 169, 170, 173




Reggio Emilia 414 
Reims 168, 178 
Reisch, Gregor 410s 
Reizner, Jänos 443 
Rem brandt 531 
Rem ete 2672 
R ene o f Anjou 367 
R engersdorf 506 
R etz 416
Revai, Jozsef 61, 9428 
Revhelyi, Elemer 61 
Ribosy, Jozsef 479 
Richenthal, Ulrich von 252 
R ichter Sherman, Claire 231 
R ied, Benedikt 425 
Riegl, Alois 81, 82, 89, 116, 118 
Rimabänya 26914
Rimavskä Bana (SK) see Rimabänya 
R im ini 287, 308
Covignano Santa Maria delle Grazie 
316, 317
R im ini Master (W orkshop o f  the R im ini 
Master) 309, 310, 31«, 311, 311, 314, 314, 
315, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319 
Ripalta 1626 
R ippl R onai, Jozsef 128
561
R obert the Wise, King o f  Neaples 296 
R odolphe IV d’Autriche, see R udolph IV, 
duke o f Austria 
Rokycany (SK) see Berki 
R om e 173, 175, 17, 237, 285, 288, 293, 
294, 334, 368, 498 
S. Stefano R otondo
tom bstone o f  Jänos Läzoi 287 
Santa Croce in Gerusalemme 487 
R öm er, Flöris 59, 60, 64, 263, 26917, 27022 
R onconi, Amato 286, 287 
Rosälyi Kun, Jakab 421 
Rosälyi Kun, Läszlo 421 
Rosenauer, Artur 43044 
Rosenthal, M. 514 
Rovere family 408 
Rözsa, György 73 
R udolph IV, duke o f  Austria 234 
Rupea (RO ) see Kohalom 
Rynisch, Miklos, parish priest 266
Sabinov (SK) see Kisszeben 
Saint Aventin 512 
Saint Gaudens 512 
Saint O m er 317, 318 
Saint-Paul-Trois-Chäteaux 512 
Saint-Denis 174




San Angelo in Fornis 170
Sankfalvy, Antal 438
Santiago da Compostela 287, 497, 498
Sarton, Wallon de 309
Särvär
Parish C hurch 193 
Sasova (SK) see Zölyomszäszfalva 
Sauerländer, Willibald 83, 10111S, 108, 154 
Schaider, Peter 406 
Schallaburg 74, 75 , 9765 
Schedel, Hartm ann 329 
Scherer, Ferenc 422 
Scheyer, Erich 317 
Schillinis, Johannes de 24927 
Schleiermacher, Friedrich Daniel Ernst 530, 
535, 536
Schlosser, Julius von 76, 77, 81 
Schmidt, Gerhard 21130, 240, 255 
Schmoll gen. Eisenwert, Josef 80
Schongauer, M artin 462 
Schönherr, Gyula 413, 425, 426 
Schulek, Frigyes 1943, 479, 480 
Schutzner, Svato 21134 
Schwabstedt 318 
Schwerte 318
Schwinges, R ainer Christoph 53720
Schwitters, Kurt 135
Scolari, Andrea 246




Secundinus 138, 139, 14716, 14717
Sedlmayr, Hans 79, 9866
Sedlmayr, Jänos 435
Seibt, Ferdinand 83, 9649
Senlis
Cathedral 16327 
Sepsibesenyo 261, 262 
Sepsikilyen see Kilyen 
Sepsiszentgyörgy 499 
Ser Sozzo, N iccolö di 213 
Serenus, Bishop 137, 138, 139, 143,
144, 14612
Sfantu Gheorghe (R O ) see
Sepsiszentgyörgy
Sforza, Bianca Maria 418, 419
Sforza, Francesco 369, 374, 3754, 419
Sforza, Giangaleazzo 419
Sforza, Giangaleozzo Maria 408
Sforza, Ippolita 3754
Sibiu (RO ) see Nagyszeben
Sicardus 175
Siebenbürger, Hans (Werkstatt), 324, 324, 
325, 326, 326, 327, 328, 335, 338, 339, 
341, 345n , 34515
Siena 30335, 30338, 359 , 364, 3753 
Cathedral 364 
Sienese painter c. 1350 216 
Sigismund o f  Luxemburg, King and 
Em peror 64, 73, 74, 231, 234, 235, 236, 
237, 239, 241, 246, 2489, 252, 253, 254, 
255, 25716, 2582, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 
26811, 26813, 269!7, 406, 408, 409, 522 
Sigismund I, King o f Poland 439 
Siklos 26813




Sitke family 192 
Sivetice (SK) see Süvete 
Sixtus IV, Pope 408, 414 
Sklabina (SK) see Szklabina 
Slatvin (SK) see Szlatvin 
Smolnik (SK) see Szomolnok 
Smrecany (SK) see Szmrecsäny 
Snardus, Johannes Franciscus 24927 
Sonntagsberg 218, 22914 
Sopron 110 
Sopronhorpäcs 169
South Netherlandish Master 314, 314, 315, 
315
Sövenyseg 488
Spano, Pippo see Scolari, Filippo 
Spiess, Hans 425 
Spisskä Bela (SK) see Szepesbela 
Spisskä Dravce (SK) see Szepesdaroc 
Spisskä Kapitula (SK) see Szepeshely 
Spisskä Sobot ( SK) see Szepesszombat 
Split see Spoleto 
Spoleto 452
Spolverino, Gentile 24925 
Srzelno 177, 177
St. Florian 206, 21130, 325, 328, 338, 341,
343 , 343*, 34622 
monastery 32011 
St. Vaast
Benedictine abbey 317 
Stagnino, Bernardino 
Stalin, Josif Vissarjonowits 9426 
Steeg, W inand von 251, 253, 253, 254, 
255, 25716 
Steffens, H enrik 530 
Stein an der Donau 413 
Steindl, Imre 64, 9536, 115, 115, 1949, 481 
Steingaden 516 
Steinhausz, Läszlö 481 
Stejskal, Karel 78 
Stephanus 447
Stephen I, St, King o f Hungary 101118, 521 
Stephen II, King o f  Hungary 26915 
Stephen, Hungarian prince 26915 
Stettin 530
Stibor o f Stiborze 246 
Stomfa 512 
Ston 171
Stos (SK) see Stosz 
Stoß, Matthias 3449 
Stoß, Veit 440
Stosz 259
All Saints Church 259, 267 
Stoszi, Miklos 266 
Strasbourg 168
Straßburg am Mieresch (Aiud, R O ) see 
Enyed





Strzygowski, Josef 81, 82
Stupava (SK) see Stomfa
Suckale, R obert 2297, 333, 334, 343>, 457
Süvete 261, 264
Suger, Abbot 135, 174
Suida, W ilhelm 419
Sulmona 37616
Summonte, Giovanni Antonio 369 
Supanich, Johannes (Ivan Zupanic) 445 
Svedler 2672
Swarzenski, Georg 316, 32136 
Szabo, Julia 128 
Szabö, Miklos 9425, 9428 
Szacsvay, Eva 4764, 47715 
Szakäcs, Bela Zsolt 83 
Szalonna 264 
Szapolyai, Imre 435 
Szapolyai, Istvän 439 
Szäszszentläszlo 27249 
Szechenyi family 264, 27134 
Szecsenyi, Frank 264 
Szeged 34512, 444
C hurch o f St Demetrius 433 
Franciscan C hurch 16430 
Franciscan friary 443 
Szegedi, Lukäcs, Bishop 443, 444, 445, 
445 , 446, 447 , 450, 452, 45555 
tom bstone 447, 447 
Szekely, Jakab 424 
Szekelydälya 261, 262, 26813 
Szekeiyderzs 262, 263, 27026 
Szekelyudvarhely 50019 
Szekesfehervär 73, 110, 119, 165, 421 
Provostal Church 420, 438, 512 
Szekffi, Gyula 9644 
Szentesi, Edit 19513*




Szentkiraly 165, 165, 166, 166, 167,









Szepeshely 436, 439, 475, 463 
Provostal Church
Corpus Christi chapel 435 
Szepeshely 445 
Szepesi, Andras 264 
Szepesmindszent 261 
Szepesseg 457, 462, 463 
Szepesszombat 457, 458, 458, 459, 459, 
461, 490, 491 
Szer 514
Szilagyi, Erzsebet 414, 416, 426 
Szklabina 341 
Szlatvin 261, 283, 27022 
Szmrecsäny 490, 491 
Szombathely 165, 169 
Szomolnok 259, 260, 2672, 2676
C hurch o f St Catherine o f  Alexandria 
267
Sztehlö, O tto  115, 115, 481 
Szucs, Jeno 66, 67, 67, 87, 9544, 9987
Tacitus 334
Taine Hyppolite-Adolphe 82
Takäcs, Imre 74, 165, 3431
Tärgu Mure§ (RO ) see Marosväsärhely






Tereske 261, 262, 26919 
Thausing, Moriz 81, 103140 
Thierhaupten 516 
Thomas Aquinas St 137, 139, 1459 
Thüm m el, Hans Georg 14716 
Thurbly, Malcolm 161 
Thuröczi, Jänos 3304 
Thuröczi, Miklös 496 
Thuz, Osvät 444, 446, 450, 452
Tichtel, Johannes 418 
Timär, Ärpd 59, 84 
Tim on, Samuel 264 
Tinctoris 368, 3769 
Tismice 516 
Titel 34512, 447 
Titus 531 
Tizian 533
TolhopfF, Johannes 405, 406, 407,
407, 409
Tolnay, Charles de 128 
Topusko (CR) see Topuszko 
Topuszko 452 
T om a 264
Tomaszentandräs 264 
Török, Gyöngyi 457 
Toronyalja (Pottornya) 266 
Toth, Märia 1947 
T oth, Melinda 72, 1947, 19521 
T oth, Zoltän I. 132 
Toum ai 316, 317, 319 
Tours 487, 488, 491 
Trajan 371
Trakoscan (CR) see Trakostyän 
Trakostyän 424
Trau (Trogir) 45, 167, 167, 168, 169 
Monastery o f  St Nicholas 213 
Trianon 67
Tfient (Trent) 138, 251, 2562 
Troeltsch, Ernst 102129 
Trogir see Trau
Troia 367 t
Tubero, Ludovicus 421 
Tübingen 73 
T üije 515, 516
Tura, Cosme 359, 360, 360, 362, 363, 
364, 36626
Turna nad Bodvou (SK) see Tom a 
Tum isce (SLO) see Bäntornya 
Turoc 420
Udvarhelyszek (Sedes Udvarhely, 
Transylvania, R O ) 493, 496 
Ugoleto, Taddeo 414, 419 
Üjlaki, Lorinc 420 
U lm  475
Ulrich o f  Cilli 422 




Ungi, Laszlo 27026 
Ungi, Lörinc 27026 
Ungi, Päl 27026 
Urbach, Zsuzsa 457, 464 






Vaculik, Karol 464, 465, 466, 468 
Vajda, Lajos 128 
Vajda, Mihäly 57, 58 
Vajdahunyad 416 
Valcabrere
Saint Just 512 
Valeti, Jacopo D om enico di 363 
Värad see Nagyvärad’
Varasd 422
Varazdin (CR) see Varasd
Varga, Zsuzsa 47718
Vame, Luigi del 24925
Varsänyi, Jänos 165, 166, 166
Vasari, Giorgio 362, 364, 541
Väsäri, Miklos, Archbisoph 197, 206, 207,
209"
Vattimo, Gianni 106 '83
Vayer, Lajos 57, 59, 61, 65, 65, 66, 67, 74,
83, 938, 9312, 9540, 101113
Vegh, Jänos 92
Venice 167, 168, 169, 176, 238, 359, 364, 
367, 3753, 3754, 447 
Palazzo Ducale 413 
San Marco 215 
Santo Stefano 216 
Vergil 361, 362 
Verona 238, 246 
Vertesszentkereszt 515 




Vienna 8, 219, 221, 228, 233, 236, 238, 
239, 273, 278, 279, 323, 324, 328, 338, 
341, 3431, 34515, 34622, 457, 413, 418, 420 
Dominikanerkloster 219 
Maria am Gestade 228 
R ing 80
Stephansdom 1946, 219, 2298, 22913
Eligiuskapelle 219, 22914 
M inoritenkirche 219, 220, 225, 226, 
228, 229®
Vienna school o f  art history 77, 81, 82, 
83, 88, 113, 116, 129 
W iedner Hauptstrasse 36 219, 221, 
224, 224, 227 
Vigh, Tamäs 130, 132, 135 
Vilägos 336, 337 
Vilägosvär 338 
Vilette 368 
Vilt, T ibor 13635 
Vincenet 368 
Vincennes 171 
Vincentius de Raguza 480 
Vinica (CR) 424 
Vinkovics, Benedek 194, 19518 
Viollet-le-Duc 159, 160, 160, 161, 162,
16440 
Virgil 419
Visegräd 115, 119, 208, 425, 436, 438 
C hurch o f  St Andrew 515 
Viterbo 288 
Vitfalva 262
Vitkovce (SK) see Vitfalva 
Vitruvius 87 
Vizsoly 261, 263 
Vocin (CR) see Atyina 
Voit, Päl 61, 9427 
Volpe, Carlo 213 
Volterra 419 
Vörösalma 261 
Vorster, Johannes 329 
Vyssi Brod 206
W agner, Vladimir 457, 464
W agner-Rieger, Renate 80
Walzel, Oskar 85
W arburg, Aby 88, 540
W am ke, Martin 78, 101118
Warsaw 316, 317, 318
W eber, Max 90, 106186
W eber-Kellermann, Ingeborg 103143
W ehli, Tünde 88, 1947, 19521, 198, 207
W eichardi, Johannes 260
W eil, Simone 55
W emeri, Zsigmond 444
W eyden, R ogier van der 316, 328, 457
W ick, Bela 519, 521
W ickhoff, Franz 81
565
W ied, Alexander 466 
W iener Neustadt 418, 426 
Neukloster 273 
Wiese, Erich 457 
W ilckens, Leonie von 252 
W ilde, Jänos 128
W inckelmann, Johann Joachim  80, 534 
W indecke, Eberhard 2489, 252, 253 
Wislica 172, 172
Wladislaw II, King o f Hungary 415, 424,
425, 439, 448, 450
W lociawek 446
W olfenbüttel 405, 416
Wölfflin, Heinrich 87, 88, 101 '18
W olgem uth, Michel 323
W orkshop o f  Pecs 131
W örschweiler 1626
W roclaw see Breslau
Ybl, Ervin 61
Zäbala (R O ) see Zabola 
Zabola 499 
Zadar see Zara 
Zadkine, Ossip 132
Zädor, Anna 57, 59, 60, 60, 61, 62, 66, 80, 
81, 9312', 9426, 9428, 101113, 103138 
Zador, Mihäly 71
Zagreb 194, 197, 246, 415, 425, 444, 445, 
446, 448, 448, 449, 449, 450, 452 
Cathedral 423, 423, 424, 444 
tom bstone o f  Lukacs Szegedi 447, 447 
Zanker, Paul 231
Zara 452
Zehra ( SK) see Zsegra 
Zip (SK) see Zsip 
Zirc 515 
Znaim 279 
Z ohor (SK) 512 
Zolnä (SK) see Zolna 
Zolna 26813 
Zolnay, Läszlö 10093 
Zölyom 341 
Zölyom  414 
Zölyomszäszfalva 484 
Z om bor 173, 173 
Zoroaster 36510 
Zuleman 198 
Zvolen (SK) see Zolyom  
Zrinyi family 19511 
Zsämbek 512, 516 
Zsämboki, Jänos 4105 
Zsegra 262
C hurch o f  the Holy Spirit 263 




C R  = Croatia
R O  = Rum ania
SK = Slovakia
SLO = Slovenia
R H  = Republika Hrvatska
t
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